


T HE Christian movement emerged 
amid complex social tensions, 
power politics, ethnic diversity, 

economic stress, and cultural changes. 
Both biblical scholars and social scien
tists find that a social scientific study of 
early Christian phenomena yields fasci
nating results. However, biblical schol
ars are sometimes unaware of the 
breadth of the useful social scientific 
concepts and techniques, and social sci
entists sometimes lack the most basic 
background in literary research meth
ods. The Handbooh of Early Christianity 
provides a much needed overview for 
biblical scholars and social scientists 
alike. Drawing on perspectives from 
anthropology, archaeology, economics, 
history, literary analysis, political sci
ence, psychology, and sociology, the 
Handbool~ shows the myriad and com
plementary approaches that shed light 
on Christianity's formation and early 
development. Twenty-seven chapters 
from leading scholars along with a com
prehensive bibliography make this an 
essential reference for anyone wishing 
to understand the social dynamics of 
Christianity's origins. 
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Preface 

THIS VOLUME PROVIDES A general orientation and background information 
for people interested in the social scientific study of early Christianity. 
The first three chapters provide a general introduction that should help 

the reader select techniques and use concepts with a genuinely scientific problem
atic in view. It is the application of theory and method to a research question, not 
the concepts and techniques themselves, that makes an endeavor a scientific one. 
Chapters 4 through 9 have more discipline-specific foci-archaeology, history, 
etc. Some of these chapters will be more informative to social scientists lacking fa
miliarity with literary source criticism or rhetorical analysis, while other chapters 
present approaches that may be new to New Testament scholars. Chapters 10 
through I 6 highlight social processes in the sociocultural world in which Chris
tianity emerged, or those within Christian groups themselves. Chapters I 7 
through 21 deal with the status group and power dimensions of inequality in the 
world of the early Christians. If room permitted, a treatment of gender would be 
included among these chapters; as it is, that topic is treated only by way of illus
tration in Chapter. 13. Chapters 22 through 24 treat the economic dimension of 
inequality. The final three chapters focus on the individual person, that is, the psy
chological. The reader will discover that these sections necessarily blend into one 
another. 

We distinguish between works cited by the authors of the individual chapters 
and a systematic bibliography for the field. The list of references acknowledges 
works the authors used for specific points or recommend for more extensive treat
ments of a topic. The bibliography is intended as a reference tool for facilitating 
research for those working in the field. 
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Social Sciences Studying Formative Christian I 
Phenomena: A Creative Movement 

DAVID G. HORRELL 

T HE LAST THIRTY YEARS or so have seen the introduction of new methods 
in studies of the New Testament and early Christianity. Alongside the es
tablished methods of historical criticism, new approaches have been using 

theoretical traditions from other disciplines, such as literary criticism and the so
cial sciences. 1 Social scientific interpretation of early Christian phenomena, then, 

is part of a wider trend, reflecting greater diversity within the discipline of bibli
cal studies and greater interdisciplinarity within the humanities and social sci
ences. Unlike some forms of literary criticism, the wide variety of social scientific 
approaches to early Christian texts retain a close link with the aims of historical 
criticism (Barton 1995); the intention is that the use of the resources that the so
cial sciences offer, along with the other methods of textual and historical criticism, 

may enable a fuller and better appreciation of the biblical texts and communities 
within their historical, social, and cultural setting ( c£ Elliott 1993: 7-8). John El
liott's recent definition of contemporary social scientific criticism offers a clear 
summary of the approach as applied to biblical texts. 

Social scientific criticism of the Bible is that phase of the exegetical task which 
analyzes the social and cultural dimensions of the text and of its environmental 
context through the utilization of the perspectives, theory, models, and research 
of the social sciences. As a component of the historical-critical method of exege
sis, social scientific criticism investigates biblical texts as meaningful configura
tions of language intended to communicate between composers and audiences. 
(1993: 7) 

In this chapter, I shall set the modern development of social scientific criticism in 
its historical context, summarize the different approaches currently represented in 

3 
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New Testament and early Christian studies, and explore the areas of contempo
rary debate and the prospects for future development. 

The Origins and Revival of Interest in the 
Social World of Early Christianity 
Interest in social aspects of early Christianity is certainly nothing new.2 In a recent 
study of the history of research in this area, Ralph Hochschild (I999) traces the 
beginnings of "sociohistorical exegesis" (sozia~eschichtliche Exegese) to around the 
middle of the nineteenth century, with the contrasting work of Wilhelm Weicling 
and Friedrich Liickes. 3 Weitling's I 846 book presented a radical, human Jesus call
ing people to live in a community of equality and freedom and depicted the early 
church as a form of communism, practicing the community of goods. Liickes, on 
the other hand, presented the early church as a kind of free association (jreier 
Verein ). In each case, the social location and commitments of the author shaped his 
view of early Christianity, Weicling reacting against the "bourgeois society" (burg
erliche Gesellschajt) that Liickes regarded so positively. Although these early works 
have had virtually no impact on the subsequent literature, it is interesting to see 
the extent to which their different perspectives are paradigmatic for sociohistori
cal analyses of the character of the earliest churches (Hochschild I999: 45-63). 

Hochschild goes on to trace the process by which sociohistorical questions 
about early Christianity became established in scholarly discourse. There are a 
number of significant approaches and directions, both within and outside the the
ologians' guild. From among the theologians, Hochschild examines the works 
published around the I 880s by C. F. Georg Heinrici, Gerhard Uhlhorn, and 
Heinrich Holtzmann (Hochschild I999: 64--78). Also important are the works 
on early Christianity produced at approximately the same time by members of the 
socialist movement, notably Friedrich Engels and Karl Kautsky.4 Around the turn 
of the century important contributions to our understanding of the social history 
of early Christianity were made by scholars such as Adolf Deissmann 
(1866-I937) and Ernst Troeltsch (1865-I923). Deissmann paid particular at
tention to the recently discovered papyri and their implications for understanding 
the social world of the New Testament, especially of Paul (see Deissmann I 9 I I, 
1927). Troeltsch's monumental work on the social teaching of the Christian 
churches, published in I9I2 (Troeltsch I93I), underpins Gerd Theissen's much 
more recent arguments about the "love-patriarchalism" that developed, especially 
in the Pauline tradition.5 Troeltsch's analysis of the distinction between "church" 
and "sect" has also been widely influential. 6 

Other important developments include the rise of form criticism, pioneered 
by the German Old Testament scholar Hermann Gunkel (I862-I932), and its 
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application to the New Testament, especially by Martin Dibelius (1883-1947) 
and Rudolf Bultmann (1884-1976). Form criticism connected different types of 
textual material to their particular Sitz im Leben, or setting in life; it aimed to re
cover the earliest form of a tradition by relating the development of textual tradi
tions to their use in specific social settings. Hence in 1925 Oscar Cullmann in
sisted that form criticism would require the development of a "special branch of 
sociology devoted to the study of the laws which govern the growth of popular 
traditions:17 

In America interest in the sociology of early Christianity was especially pur
sued in the work of the so-called Chicago School, whose members included 
Shirley Jackson Case and Shailer Mathews.8 Case's book, The Social Origins of Chris
tianity (1923), is among the best-known examples of the school's work. Case ar
gues for a "social-historical" approach to the New Testament, contrasting what he 
sees as the traditional concern for the "recovery of the distinctive teachings" or 
dogmas of early Christianity with his own focus on "the more comprehensive and 
fundamental matter of social experience as a key to the understanding of the gen
esis and early history of the Christian movement" (1923: v-vi). His focus is less 
on the meaning of the New Testament texts than on the movement that the texts 
represent, understood within its social context. Case proceeds to sketch the devel
opment of the early Christian movement from its Jewish origins through its tran
sition to a gentile environment to its success in meeting the religious needs of the 
time and its consolidation and confrontation with rivals in the fourth century. At 
the close of the book something of Case's own theological agenda emerges: the re
covery of New Testament doctrine, as was the aim of the Reformers, is hardly ap
propriate for an age in which historic doctrines ate no longer accepted as author
itative. "Modern Christianity is becoming less and less doctrinally motivated and 
is directing its energies more and more toward the realization of effective action 
on the part of Christian individuals and groups as functioning factors in society" 
(1923: 251). For proponents of such a social gospel, inspiration comes not from 
the repetition of early Christian doctrines but from the dynamism with which 
early Christianity arose, grew, and adapted successfully to its environment. 

Also among the members of the Chicago School, though less well known now 
than Case and Mathews, was Donald Riddle, who, indebted to Case for the de
velopment of his approach, published a series of works in the 1920s and I930s.9 

In The Martyrs (1931), Riddle begins from an interest in the role of religion in so
cial control and proceeds to study how the early Christian movement exercised 
control over its members such that they were willing to pay the price of martyr
dom rather than conform to the demands of the Roman state. He considers such 
factors as the importance of group loyalty and belonging, the Christian view of 
rewards for faithful confession and punishments for apostasy, the support offered 
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by Christians to those of their number imprisoned and tried, and especially the 
role of martyrologies and their precursors in the New Testament as a type of 
"control literature:' The Markan passion narrative, in particular, is seen as "a 
primitive martyrology" (I93I: I96). 

But despite such energetic pursuit of social-historical understanding of the 
early Christian movement, from around the I920s until the I970s interest in the 
social dimensions of early Christianity declined. 10 There were a number of reasons 
for this. One was the failure of form criticism, particularly in the hands of its 
most prominent exponent, Rudolf Bultmann, to explore the social context in 
which the traditions were preserved and developed. It is often remarked that Cull
mann's call for a sociological dimension to form criticism went virtually unheeded. 
In practice form criticism focused not on the wider social context, as might be im
plied in the term Sitz im Leben, but on the Sitz im Glauben, the setting in faith, or the 
setting in the life of the church (Theissen I993: 9-IO; also note 7 above). Also 
significant was the fact that Bultmann became concerned to promote a hermeneu
tic of demythologization and the formulation of the word of the gospel in exis
tentialist terms, as a challenge to the "I" for a radically new self-understanding (see 
Bultmann I 960, I 985). Thus in Bultmann's work the New Testament kerygma be
comes essentially detached from its sociohistorical context, just as does its con
temporary reformulation ( c£ Kee I989: 4--5). Another important reason was the 
influence, indeed an influence on Bultmann, of Karl Barth's (I886-I968) dialec
tical theology, a break with the then established theological liberalism first an
nounced in his Tambach lecture of I 9 I 9 and in the successive editions of his fa
mous commentary on Romans (Ist ed. I9I8; 2nd ed. I922; see further Scholder 
I987: 40-45).U For Barth the revealed Word of God is radically "other" than all 
humanly and socially constructed patterns of religiosity. The gospel stands as a 
radical challenge to all forms of human society and can never be identified with 
any particular social organization. As Gerd Theissen points out, this aversion to a 
connection between theology and society was profoundly related to the specific 
social context in which Barth was located and the struggles of the Confessing 
Church against National Socialism and the German Christians (Theissen I993: 
8-I5; Scholder I987). Hochschild also suggests broader reasons for the turn 
away from sociohistorical research, at least in West Germany: there was neither the 
experience of massive social inequality nor problems concerning the societal po
sition of the church of the previous decades, so that central motivations for pre
vious socially orientated historical studies were no longer of social relevance 
(I999: 209). 

The tide began to turn in the I 960s, and a revival of interest in the social as
pects of early Christianity began. One landmark was the I960 publication of Ed
win Judge's The Social Pattern of the Christian Groups in the First Century, which, in the 
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following decade or two, played a significant role in encouraging this renewed in
terest.12 Other notable works of social history were published (e.g., Martin Hen
gel 1969, 1973; c£ Scroggs 1980: 168-71). However, in contrast to much of the 
work undertaken earlier in the century, what was new in the early 1970s was the 
creative and varied use of methods, models, and theories from the social sciences 
in studies of early Christianity. 

Why, then, the revival of interest in social aspects of early Christianity, and 
why the experimentation with new methods? Undoubtedly one major factor was 

dissatisfaction with the established methods of New Testament study. This dis
satisfaction is perhaps best summarized in the oft-quoted words of Robin 
Scroggs: 

To some it has seemed that too often the discipline of the theology of the New 
Testament (the history of ideas) operates out of a methodological docetism, as if 
believers had minds and spirits unconnected with their individual and corporate 
bodies. Interest in the sociology of early Christianity is no attempt to limit re
ductionistically the reality of Christianity to social dynamic; rather it should be 
seen as an effort to guard against a reductionism ftom the other extreme, a limi
tation of the reality of Christianity to an inner-spiritual, or objective-cognitive 
system. In short, sociology of early Christianity wants to put body and soul to
gether again. (1980: 165-66) 

The new interest in the sociology of early Christianity must also be understood 
in the light of wider developments in society at the time. The dissatisfaction of 
which Scroggs speaks, for example, may perhaps be linked with the widespread 
protests of the "radical" 1960s (c£Theissen 1993: 16). At least partly as a prod
uct of the communitarian and radical concerns of this period, there was some
thing of a shift in the methods of doing history, away from a focus on the "great" 
figures and toward a concern with communities, social relations, popular move
ments, and popular culture: in short, history not "from above" but "from below" 
(c£ Barton 1997: 278). The 1960s also witnessed an expansion in the disciplines 
of the social sciences and an increase in their influence and prominence in uni
versities and in society ( c£ Barton 1992: 401). All that happened in the 1970s, 
Theissen suggests, was that "exegesis caught up with what had already developed 
elsewhere" (1993: 18). The interest in the use of social scientific methods in bib
lical studies thus stems from the social context that also gave rise to feminist and 
political/liberationist hermeneutics, for example, and more generally to wide
spread and creative experimentation with a whole range of "new methods" in bib
lical studies. 13 Social scientific approaches retain a much closer connection with 
the concerns of historical criticism than many of these other new methods, par
ticularly some of the forms of literary criticism (Barton 1995). 
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Innovative Studies of the I 970s 
Two "events" of the early I970s, one in the United States, the other in Germany, 
deserve particular notice. One is the formation in I 973 of a SBL (Society of Bib
lical Literature Y4 group devoted to the study of the social world of early Chris
tianity (see J. Z. Smith I975). One of the group's founding members was Wayne 
Meeks, who had already (in I972) published a groundbreaking essay on John's 
Gospel, using perspectives from the sociology of knowledge to argue that the 
Christology of the Fourth Gospel reflects and legitimates the social situation of 
a sectarian community that is alienated and isolated from the world.15 Another 
founding member was Jonathan Smith, who offered an outline of what he saw as 
the major tasks and opportunities in the field Q. Z. Smith I 97 5). The group de
voted a number of years to the study of early Christianity in a particular location, 
Antioch, seeking to give concrete and specific focus to their studies of the social 
context in which the early Christians lived (see Meeks and Wilken I978).16 

The second notable event (not strictly a single "event") was the publication of 
a series of articles between I973 and I975 by Gerd Theissen, then of the Uni
versity of Bonn, now at Heidelberg. These articles, which encompass both the 
Palestinian Jesus movement and the Pauline church at Corinth, remain among the 
most influential and groundbreaking contributions to the sociology of early 
Christianity.17 They combine a detailed and careful use of historical evidence with 
a creative and eclectic use of sociological theory. Notably, the essays on the syn
optic material demonstrate a dose connection with the methods and concerns of 
form criticism, while exploring the sociological questions about Sitz im Leben that 
form criticism evidently failed to address (Theissen I993: 10 n.I I, 33-37). The 
detailed methodological and exegetical reflections in these essays (see Theissen 
I979: 3-76) underpin the more popular presentation in Theissen's much dis
cussed Soziologie tier Jesusbewegung, translated into English as Sociology of Early Palestin
ian Christianity (in the United States) or The First Followers of Jesus (in the United 
Kingdom; see Theissen I978).18 

Other notable groundbreaking publications in this period include Robin 
Scroggs's essay of I975, the first systematic attempt to apply the sociological 
model of the religious "sect" to early Christianity, and John Gager's book Kingdom 
and Community (I 97 5). Gager sketched the ways in which a number of different so
cial scientific theories might be applied to early Christianity. These include the 
models resulting from studies of millenarian movements and Melanesian cargo 
cults, undertaken by anthropologists in the I950s and I960s; Max Weber's con
cept of charisma and its routinization; the process of institutionalization; and 
cognitive dissonance theory, developed by Leon Festinger and others in the 1950s 
through the study of groups that predicted the end of the world but did not dis
appear when their prediction failed to come true. Although the brevity of Gager's 
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studies left him open to criticism, notably by Smith (I978),I9 many of his sug
gested avenues have been explored in more detail in subsequent work. Bengt 
Holmberg (I978/I980), for example, has applied Weber's notions of charisma 
and its routinization to the structures of authority in the primitive church, and 
Margaret MacDonald (I988), influenced in part by Holmberg, has undertaken a 
detailed study of institutionalization in the Pauline churches. Robert Jewett 
(I986) has applied the "millenarian model" to the Thessalonian churches. The 
theory of cognitive dissonance has also proved fruitful in fUrther studies (see, e.g., 
Gager I 98 I; Segal I 990a; and Taylor I 992, I 997 a, I 997b ). 

In the late I 970s and early I 980s interest in the field continued to grow, and an 
increasing number of widdy varied publications appeared.20 Book-length introduc
tions to the area were written by Derek Tidball (I 983) and Carolyn Osiek (I 984 ), 
both of which remain useful entrees into the subject.2I More recently, as well as bib
lical scholars developing an interest in the social sciences, some sociologists have 
turned their attention to early Christianity. Notable examples include Anthony 
Blasi's Early Christianity as a Social MCYVement (I 988) and Rodney Stark's The Rise of Chris
tianity (I996), the latter a book that has generated considerable discussion.22 

A number of attempts have been made to classify this varied and ongoing 
work according to the method employed and the scope of the investigation. John 
Elliott distinguishes the following five categories: (I) "investigations of social realia 
. . . generally to illustrate some feature or features of ancient society but with no 
concern for analyzing, synthesizing, and explaining these social facts in social sci
entific fashion"; (2) studies that seek "to construct a social history of a particular 
period or movement or group" but with a predominantly historical conceptual 
framework and "an eschewing of social theory and models"; (3) studies of "the 
social organisation of early Christianity;' and of "the social forces leading to its 
emergence and its social institutions;' which include "the tltliberate use of social theory 
and models"; ( 4) studies that focus on "the social and cultural scripts influencing and 
constraining social interaction" in the "cultural environment of the New Testa
ment"; and (5) studies that use "the research, theory, and models of the social sci
ences ... in the analysis of biblical texts" (1993: 18-20).23 Hochschild offers a four
fold model, categorizing approaches on two axes according to their 
methodological and hermeneutical stance. His four categories are (I) "social
descriptive" (sozialdescriptiv), (2) "social-proclamatory" (sozialkerygmatisch), (3) "so
cial-scientific" (sozialwissenschajtlich), and (4) "materialist" (materialistich) (I999: 26, 
243).24 Categories I and 2 are described as methodologically conservative, es
chewing the use of social scientific models, whereas categories 3 and 4 are 
methodologically innovative, taking up various approaches from the social sci
ences. However, on the other axis, the hermeneutical stance, categories 2 and 4 
stand close together in giving prominence to the significance of the texts for the 
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contemporary world, whereas categories I and 3 tend to distance themselves from 
such explicit hermeneutical concerns. 

Any categorization can of course be questioned, since the boundaries between 
types of work are never neat or dear. In Hochschild's case, rather a lot is encom
passed within category 3, despite some significant disagreements and differences 
of approach among scholars classified as belonging to that group (see further 
Horrell forthcoming-a). There are also relevant theoretical debates concerning the 
adequacy of any methodological distinction between history and social science 
(see Horrell I996a: 26-3I). However, in terms of the assessment of published 
work, there dearly is a significant distinction to be drawn between works of social 
history that explicitly eschew the use of social scientific theories or models (e.g., 
Clarke I993 and Gooch I993)25 and those that employ them as tools in the task 
of historical investigation (e.g., Meeks I 983). Also significant is the distinction 
that has emerged between those who may be termed "social historians" (yet who 
use social scientific methods) and the "social scientists" who have developed a rig
orous and model-based approach (Martin I993: 107).26 What may be ques
tioned, though, is the legitimacy of a claim to eschew the discussion of theory. 
Any approach to history is guided by the methods, presuppositions, and convic
tions of the researcher, and the adoption of a merely empirical interest in the data 
must be seen as a concealment of (implicit) theory, which theoretically conscious 
works aim to render conspicuous and therefore open to critical scrutiny ( c£ Hor
rell I996a: 27-28, in criticism of Clarke I993). Indeed, the desire to be open and 
explicit about methods and models has been a motivation in much social scientific 
exegesis (c£ Esler I987: IS and Elliott I993: 36-59). 

In the following sections I shall focus on three types of approach that emerged 
as significant in the I980s and I990s and between which there are important dif
ferences. This will prepare the ground for a brief overview of areas of criticism, 
current debate, and prospects for future development. 

Cultural Anthropology and the Context Group 
In I98I Bruce Malina published his groundbreaking book The New Testament World: 
Insights from Cultural Anthropology, in which he outlined a series of models derived 
from the work of various anthropologists for understanding the pivotal values of 
Mediterranean culture-the social world inhabited by the first Christians. Ma
lina's concern was to enable his readers to appreciate the strangeness and differ
ence of that cultural context when viewed from the perspective of twentieth
century America. In order to displace the implicit ethnocentric and anachronistic 
assumption that people then were pretty much like modern Americans, Malina 
sought to provide models of a culture that operated in very different ways. The 
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central features and values of that culture, he proposed, were honor and shame, 
dyadic rather than individual personality,27 the perception of limited good,28 dis
tinctive norms of kinship and marriage, and a set of purity rules to distinguish 
clean and unclean (Malina 1981). 

In 1986 Malina published another book of models, drawn from the work of 
various anthropologists, notably Mary Douglas, and intended to provide further 
resources for study of the social and cultural world of the New Testament (Ma
lina I986a). Also in 1986 the "Context Group" was formed, with Bruce Malina 
as a prominent and founding member. This group, formally organized in 1989, 
comprises an international (though largely American) group of scholars who meet 
"annually to plan, mutually discuss, and evaluate their individual and collaborative 
work in social-scientific exegesis" (Elliott I993: 29). In the words of the an
nouncement for their I 997 conference, "the Context Group is dedicated to un
derstanding and interpreting the Biblical text within the context of the social and 
cultural world of traditional Mediterranean society:' The pivotal values of 
Mediterranean society as outlined in Malina's 1981 book have remained founda
tional to the Context Group's work (see, e.g., Neyrey 1991; Esler 1994: 19-36; 
and Rohrbaugh 1996), and a basic motivation for their work remains the avoid
ance of ethnocentric and anachronistic readings of biblical texts (see, e.g., Elliott 
1993: II). Drawing on studies of the Mediterranean, both ancient and modern, 
and using models developed by anthropologists, they have consistently developed 
and applied a range of reading strategies to illuminate the foreign world of the 
early Christians. Contrasts between Mediterranean and American society are of
ten explicitly detailed or tabulated (e.g., Malina and Neyrey 1988: 145-51; Ma
lina 1993: 56-58, 82-86; and Malina and Neyrey 1996: 227-31). 

Another early and influential member of the group is Jerome Neyrey, whose 
many publications since the mid-I980s have also pursued this approach to the 
New Testament, often in collaboration with Malina and other members of the 
Context Group.29 Others whose interest in social scientific methods began inde
pendently but who have since become closely involved with the group's work in
clude John Elliott, who in 1981 published a pioneering study of I Peter using 
what he then termed "sociological exegesis;'30 and Philip Esler.31 Recent products 
of the group's collaborative efforts include the collection of essays on Luke-Acts, 
edited by Neyrey (1991); Malina and Richard Rohrbaugh's Social-Science Commen
tary on the Synoptic Gospels (1992); Social Scientific Models for Interpreting the Bible, the 
Festschrift for Bruce Malina, edited by John Pilch (2001); and an accessible presen
tation of the Context Group's models edited by Rohrbaugh (1996), which pro
vides perhaps the best place to begin an encounter with their approach. Their in
dividual and collaborative output has been impressive and extensive and can hardly 
be summarized here. 32 
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The main achievements of their approach encompass both method and re
sults. First, by elucidating a clear and explicit set of models they have set out 
openly the basis for their studies, enabling readers both to appraise the results and 
employ the models experimentally for themselves, should they so wish ( c£ Elliott 
1993: 48). Second, the results of their studies have served to illuminate the strik
ingly different social dynamics at work in the biblical texts and thus to guard 
against any hermeneutic that elides the distinction between ancient and modern 
contexts. Yet there are also critical questions to be raised, some of which will be 
considered below. 

Historical Sociology /Social History 
All proponents of the use of the social sciences in studies of early Christianity ac
knowledge that such work stands in dose connection with historical-critical study. 
The social sciences provide a further (and, many would argue, essential) compo
nent of historical study, enabling the social context, dynamics, and impact of the 
texts to be better understood (e.g., Elliott 1993: 7-16 and Esler 1994: 2-3). 
However, in contrast to the Context Group, whose members have developed a par
ticular set of social scientific models and applied them consistently, others have 
adopted social scientific methods in a more eclectic and piecemeal way, regarding 
themselves primarily as social historians, or have used social theory to develop a 
theoretical or research framework, but have rejected a specifically model-based ap
proach.33 The work of Gerd Theissen, for example, already mentioned above, may 
appropriately be described in this way. Certainly Theissen is acutely theoretically 
conscious (see 1979: 3-76 and 1993: 231-87), yet his use of sociological (and 
psychological-see 1987) theory is eclectic and experimental, and often linked 
closely with other historical studies. Particular mention should also be made of 
the magisterial study by Wayne Meeks, The First Urban Christians (1983). In this 
wide-ranging examination of the Pauline churches, Meeks explicitly declares his 
identity as "social historian" and states that he adopts his social scientific the
ory-both sociological and anthropological-"piecemeal, as needed, where it 
fits" (1983: 6). Meeks seeks to appreciate the particularities of the early Christ
ian communities, something he sees as essentially a historian's concern, which he 
contrasts with the social scientist's search for law-like generalizations (1982: 266; 
c£ 1983: 1-7). However, in my view, the contrasts between a search for what is 
distinctive and for what is typical, between open-ended theoretical frameworks 
and cross-cultural models, may be related to two sides of a debate within the so
cial sciences about the nature of social science, rather than to a supposed contrast 
between history and social science (see Garrett 1992 and Horrell 1996a: 9-32). 
Furthermore, it is not surprising that this debate is played out also in New Testa-
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ment studies (see below) and corresponds with a significant division among schol
ars who use the social sciences in their studies of early Christianity: Elliott (I985) 
and Malina (I 985b ), for example, have criticized Meeks's book for its lack of 
consistent theoretical foundation, while Theissen declared himself "deeply im
pressed" (I985: I I3). 

Other studies that use social scientific theory yet remain closely connected 
with historical scholarship and concerns include those of Howard Kee (I980); 
Francis Watson (I986); Philip Esler (I987); Margaret MacDonald (I988); and, 
more recently, John Barclay (I992, I995a, I995b, I996). Barclay has employed 
the social sciences to provide fruitful and heuristic lines of questioning and en
quiry, new ways of seeing and conceptualizing old issues, yet is concerned prima
rily to be a historian, and so to wrestle with the scanty and often ambiguous evi
dence from the period and to appreciate the distinctiveness and variety in patterns 
of social interaction and practice. 

Historical studies of early Christianity after the New Testament period have 
also turned to the social sciences for theoretical and conceptual tools. For exam
ple, James Jeffers (I99I) draws on Max Weber's types of legitimate authority and 
the sociology of sects (especially following Bryan Wilson) in his analysis of the 
contrasts in Roman Christianity exemplified by l Clement and the Shepherd of Her
mas. Harry Maier (I99I) employs the coauthored theoretical work of Peter Berger 
and Thomas Luckmann (I966) in his study of the development of patterns of 
ministry in the Shepherd of Hermas, l Clement, and the letters of Ignatius. While there 
clearly is a difference between such approaches and the work of those social his
torians who reject the use of contemporary social theory, and while there clearly 
have been differences in approach between historians, sociologists, and anthropol
ogists, I follow those who argue that there is no sustainable methodological dis
tinction between history and social science and therefore maintain that the dis
tinction between historical sociology and social history is, or should become, 
meaningless.34 Historical studies that avoid any discussion of theory or any use of 
social scientific insights, as I suggested above, merely impoverish their analyses, or 
conceal the implicit theoretical presuppositions of their approach. 

Nonetheless, despite a common acceptance of the value of using the social 
sciences, there remain significant differences of approach between those who fol
low the method pioneered by Malina and those who follow the kind adopted by 
Theissen and Meeks. Members of the Context Group adopt a model-based ap
proach that draws primarily upon anthropology and stresses the cultural gap be
tween the early Christian world and the present one, whereas those sometimes la
beled "social historians" have tended to draw their theoretical resources more 
from sociology (e.g., the sociology of sects, the sociology of knowledge, etc.) and 
to use their social scientific resources more as a way of constructing a framework 
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for understanding and of sensitizing the researcher to previously ignored ques
tions and issues. 

Radical Social History and Emancipatory Theologies 
Just as Marxist scholars in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries were 
among those who demonstrated an interest in the social dimensions of early 
Christianity, so in recent years a number of scholars have developed a variety of 
what may be termed "radical" sociopolitical perspectives on early Christianity, of
ten allied to the concerns of some form of emancipatory or liberation theology. 35 

In these types of work, as Hochschild points out, the hermeneutical interests are 
more explicit (I999: 242-43): the exploration of the social history of earliest 
Christianity is undertaken with an interest in the significance of the texts for the 
contemporary world. Not all radical approaches to the New Testament are in any 
sense social scientific, but a good number are. Some derive theoretical resources 
from Marxist traditions of sociology, and thus develop a "materialist" reading of 
the New Testament (e.g., Bela I 97 4 ). Also indebted at least indirectly to Marx
ism, as well as to other versions of critical social theory, are approaches that em
ploy a critical conception of "ideology" and thus attempt to unmask the ways in 
which language/ texts are used to legitimate and sustain relations of power and 
domination. 

One prominent achievement is the development of feminist social-historical 
perspectives on the New Testament. Feminist studies represent one form of ide
ology-critique, in that they seek to expose patriarchal structures of domination in 
both past and present and to call them into question. A landmark publication in 
this regard is Elisabeth Schussler Fiorenza's In Memory of Her: A Feminist Theological 
Reconstruction of Christian Origins (1983/1995). Although she does not explicitly 
adopt social scientific methods,36 her work does represent a creative attempt tore
cover the social history of the early Christian movement, especially of women 
within that movement, from behind the veil of androcentric texts and the tradi
tion of androcentric interpretation. She argues that an early "discipleship of 
equals" was gradually marginalized by a process of patriarchalization within the 
first-century churches. Among the many and varied contributions that might also 
be mentioned, the writings of Luise Schottroff represent notable studies in femi
nist social history (see Schottroff 1993, 1995). Schottroff's feminist commit
ment is closely allied to a commitment to the cause of liberation theology, the 
emancipation of the poor from structures of oppression (see e.g., Schottroff 
1985/1999). 

While these varied radical approaches make clear their sociopolitical commit
ments, it is perhaps misleading to refer to them as "committed" readings, at least 
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if that is taken as an implicit contrast with supposedly "uncommitted" readings. 
As Schottroff (I999: 285) briefly notes, the claim to objectivity in much New 
Testament scholarship is a claim that conceals the interests and commitments that 
actually underpin the perspective that is adopted. One may perhaps feel that some 
of the radical readings present a "history" that is an idealized reflection of con
temporary commitments more than of historical reality-such as the utopian 
ideal of the discipleship of equals, or the egalitarian church of the poor in which 
the rich abandoned their social privileges. Nevertheless, they represent an impor
tant challenge to "bourgeois" interpreters to consider the possibility of other per
spectives on the history of early Christianity, perspectives that may perhaps sit less 
comfortably with the presuppositions of their socioeconomic location and com
mitments. Moreover, they press interpreters to confront the unacknowledged com
mitments that inevitably mean that evidence is seen from a particular perspec
tive--or sometimes overlooked altogether-because of the interpreter's own 
context. 

Significant Areas of Current Debate and Prospects for 
Future Development 
In such a rich and diverse field of scholarship there are numerous differences and 
disagreements that could be highlighted. In what follows I focus on certain im
portant points of contemporary debate and on what seem to me the main areas 
for future development in social scientific study of early Christianity. 

Critical Questions 
Those who advocate the use of the social sciences in studies of early Christianity 
maintain that the fruit of a variety of social scientific research offers new ways of 
framing questions, new perspectives, and critical theoretical resources and alerts the 
researcher to previously unexplored aspects of social behavior. The question then, 
as posed by Philip Esler, is "not 'Do we need the social sciences?' but rather 'How 
can we get along without them?"' (I994: I8). Nevertheless, objections to the en
terprise have been raised.37 Cyril Rodd (I98I) has questioned whether the ancient 
sources yield adequate data of a kind suitable for sociological analysis (compared 
with the contemporary opportunities for interviews, observation, etc.). He high
lights the danger that a theory or model may be used to fill in the gaps and assume 
things for which evidence is lacking. Edwin Judge similarly expresses the concern 
that sociological models or theories may be imposed upon the ancient evidence, 
without the painstaking study of that evidence necessary to ascertain the "social 
facts of life characteristic of the world to which the New Testament belongs" 
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(1980: 210). Philip Esler rightly questions Judge's apparently empiricist presuppo
sitions; namely the idea that one can simply search for social facts, for uninterpreted 
data, innocent of the need for theoretical discussion or reflection on the presup
positions of particular approaches to history (1987: 13-16; see also MacDonald 
1988: 25-27). For Esler, social scientific models should not predetermine there
sults of an inquiry, but serve as heuristic tools, suggesting new perspectives and il
luminating comparisons. Nevertheless, there is a significant debate-a debate 
within the social sciences and within New Testament studies-about the appropri
ate methods for social scientific research and about the philosophical and episte
mological assumptions that underpin different types of approach. While an un
theoretical empiricism of the kind Judge seems to advocate is to be rejected, there 
are still important questions to be asked about how particular methods and ap
proaches shape the way in which the evidence is interpreted. 

A second criticism often mentioned is that of reductionism, that is, the idea that 
social scientific theories will "explain" religious phenomena purely in terms of so
cial or economic forces.38 Certainly some traditions of social theory-that is, some 
forms of Durkheimian or Marxist sociology-are more crudely reductionist and 
deterministic than others. Yet even if such traditions are avoided, the reductionist 
criticism cannot be dismissed quite as easily as some suppose.39 The social sciences 
prioritize certain aspects of human experience and interaction-the "social"-and 
regard human knowledge and culture as essentially "socially constructed" (see Berger 
1967). Hence their stance is one of what Peter Berger calls "methodological athe
ism" (1967: 180).40 A more profound and extended version of this critique has been 
articulated by John Milbank (1990), who argues that the creation of a secular 
polity-a novel modern achievement-was based on certain "theological" decisions 
and that this in turn facilitated the rise of "secular" disciplines such as economics, 
sociology, and anthropology, which have antitheological assumptions at their heart. 
The social sciences serve theoretically to marginalize and privatize religion, naming 
the public sphere as a secular space to be comprehended by secular reason. Milbank 
rejects the practice whereby theologians draw on the social sciences to understand 
and explain as far as they can, or borrow from the social sciences their fundamental 
account of reality, and then see whether there are any theologically significant "bits" 
left (1990: 380). He argues that social science and theology offer fundamentally dif
ferent and competing narratives about human society and that it is the business of 
theologians to articulate the Christian narrative, rather than to cede priority to the 
narrative of social science. Milbank's aim, bluntly expressed, is "to 'end' the dialogue 
between theology and sociology" (I 990: 4 ). 

I am not convinced that the theoretical narratives of theology and social sci
ence are so fundamentally incommensurable, nor as monolithic, as Milbank seems 
to suggest. Nevertheless, there are important theoretical presuppositions under-
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pinning various forms of social theory that should be carefully and critically ap
praised. While there is more variety within the traditions and contemporary for
mulations of social theory than Milbank acknowledges, there is, it seems to me, 
an important truth in Milbank's argument that sociology and theology offer "nar
ratives" about human society with fundamentally different priorities and assump
tions at their heart and that some forms of social science offer explanations of early 
Christianity that stand in tension with "theological" perspectives. Of course, 
whether that tension or opposition is an attraction or a problem for the scholar of 
early Christianity will depend upon personal commitments and beliefs, but what 
should certainly be avoided is the naive belief that any form of social science can 
be used to study the early church without any serious theoretical conflict between 
that perspective and more theological understandings.41 

These various criticisms should not therefore be too lightly dismissed, but nei
ther do they require the abandonment of the enterprise. Those who practice social 
scientific criticism, in whatever form, themselves often stress the need for ongoing 
methodological reflection and critical discussion. Important theoretical issues need 
to be debated and clarified, but in the context of ongoing and creative attempts to 
use social scientific resources in studies of early Christianity. The social sciences of
fer tools for exploring the social context within which the "theology" of early 
Christianity was forged and resources for investigating the ways in which early 
Christian writings formed and shaped patterns of interaction within the congrega
tions. They bring new and different questions onto the agenda for the study of 
early Christianity, without in any way implying or requiring the abandonment of 
more traditional, theological modes of inquiry. For example, a social scientist may 
ask about the ways in which particular aspects of early Christian belief and prac
tice constructed a distinct sense of group identity and formed boundaries around 
the membership of the early Christian communities. This enables comparison with 
the ways in which other groups, then and now, construct and maintain their iden
tity and boundaries, but it does not negate or undermine attempts to understand 
and articulate the particular ideas and practices that constitute that specifically 
Christian identity. In some cases, of course, a social scientific explanation of some 
aspect of the rise of Christianity will conflict with a Christian theological under
standing of that process: in such cases Milbank's notion of competing narratives 
seeking to "out-narrate" one another may well be apposite. But the academy is 
surely the place where even such deeply opposed forms of description and expla
nation can and should be articulated, considered, and tested by critical scrutiny. 

Deory1 Methods1 and Models 
Many of those who have written about this use of social scientific methods have 
stressed the importance of ongoing methodological reflection (e.g., Stowers I 985 
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and Elliott 1986). Susan Garrett, for example, insists, "It is ... increasingly ur
gent that scholars of Christian origins engage in sustained reflection on the philo
sophical implications of the perspectives and models they choose to employ" 
(1992: 93). She draws a contrast between "a rigorous model-testing approach"
characteristic, as we have seen, of the work of the Context Group--and the more 
"interpretive" approach adopted by "ethnographic" anthropologists (i.e., those 
who seek to immerse themselves in the culture of the people they are studying and 
then to offer a "thick description"; see Garrett 1992: 92). Garrett sees Meeks's 
book (1983) as a fme example of the latter approach, which she favors (Garrett 
1992: 95-96). 

This, then, is an important point of contemporary debate and disagreement 
( c£ Martin 1993: 107-10). On the one hand there are those who insist that a so
cial scientific approach should involve the employment and testing of models that 
have been formulated on the basis of cross-cultural research. Malina, a prominent 
practitioner of this approach, defines a model as "an abstract, simplified repre
sentation of some real world object, event or interaction" (1982: 231). Equipped 
with an appropriate set of social scientific models the researcher can approach the 
evidence and test whether the data fit. Those who advocate a model-based ap
proach insist that their use of models is heuristic and not prescriptive, and that 
only if the data fit the model will its use be justified (Esler 1994: 12-13; 199Sa: 
4 ). But any particular model shapes the way in which evidence is selected and in
terpreted; theoretical questions about the nature of a model or research framework 
are therefore as crucial as the pragmatic question as to how well the data fit. 

Others have doubts about this "scientific" approach to the study of human so
cieties and consider that a model-based approach can result in the evidence being 
fitted into a particular mold that insufficiently allows for variations across space 
and change over time. They argue instead for an approach that, while theoretically 
informed, uses theory as a "sensitizing" tool and seeks to explore the particulari
ties of each specific sociocultural context ( c£ Garrett 1992; Horrell 1996a: 9-18, 
2000d; and Barclay I99Sa: II8). 

A comparable division among classicists influenced by anthropology is noted 
by Paul Cartledge: 

On the one hand, there are those who believe it is possible and fruitful to gener
alize across all modern Greece (and sometimes, more broadly still, to "the 
Mediterranean world;' for example) and to use such generalized comparative data 
to supplement as well as interpret the lacunose primary data of antiquity .... On 
the other hand, there are those who ... believe ... that such comparison should 
be used chiefly to highlight fundamental cultural difference rather than homoge
nize heterogeneous cultures, or fill gaps in the extant primary sources. (1994: 5) 
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This debate reflects a similar one within the social sciences themselves, where 
some (e.g., Turner I987: I56-94) advocate an approach that seeks to generalize 
and explain human behavior in laws and precise models, while others argue for a 
more interpretive, or hermeneutically informed, version of social science, which 
emphasizes the uniqueness of particular contexts and seeks explanations in those 
particularities rather than in generalizations (e.g., Giddens I 984: xiii-xxxvii, 
I-40; see also Horrell I996a: 9-32). In the current "postmodern" climate there 
has certainly been a move away from grand theory and model building. Some con
temporary anthropologists, for example, have specifically criticized "generaliza
tions" about supposed cultural zones, such as "the Mediterranean;' calling instead 
for "ethnographic particularism" (Herzfeld I980: 349; c£ Peristiany and Pitt
Rivers I992: S-6 and note 44 below). 

Such philosophical and theoretical issues are an important area of current de
bate, with implications for the way in which a historical approach informed by the 
social sciences should develop. It is hardly to be expected, nor necessarily to be de
sired, that the current diversity of method and practice will disappear. But it is im
portant to explore and debate the theoretical issues that underpin the variety of 
approaches, in order to clarify what is basically in dispute and to refine and refor
mulate new directions for research.42 

Anthropology and the Understanding of the 
Ancient Mediterranean Context 
As noted above, members of the Context Group have developed and applied a 
consistent set of models based on the work of various anthropologists, which, 
they propose, enable the interpreter to avoid the perils of anachronism and eth
nocentrism and to appreciate the cultural dynamics of the ancient Mediter
ranean. The group's work has done much to draw attention to the social and cul
tural dynamics of the early Christian world and to highlight the differences 
between that world and the twentieth-century West. However, critical questions 
may also be raised. First, there seems to be an overdependence on the basic set of 
models outlined in Malina's work of I98I, which in any case lack the reference 
to extrabiblical ancient sources necessary to demonstrate the models' validity as 
a representation of ancient Mediterranean culture (c£ Gager I983: I95-96).43 

Some of these models, notably that of honor and shame, and the idea that con
tests for honor are played out in public encounters of challenge-riposte, have 
been repeatedly cited and applied (e.g., Malina and Rohrbaugh I 992; Malina and 
Neyrey I99Ia; and Neyrey I994). Certainly these studies have helped to show 
the extent to which such social values are visible in the biblical texts, but the il
lumination is not necessarily increased with frequent repetition. It may also be 
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suggested that the models have sometimes become somewhat inflexible tools, 
which lead to a rather "homogenized" view of "Mediterranean culture" and give 
scant opportunity for the subtleties and variations of local contexts to emerge 
(c£ Garrett 1988, 1992; Chance 1994: 146-49; and Meggitt 1998a). This is 
especially to be noted since recent anthropological studies stress the variety of 
ways in which honor or shame (and not necessarily both) may be instantiated in 
particular contexts and encourage the researcher to be open to the rich diversity 
of local cultures, rather than adopt or assume a single model. 44 Moreover, a num
ber of the anthropological studies employed by Malina et al. are of the modern 
Mediterranean, and the implicit assumption that modern and ancient Mediter
ranean cultures are broadly continuous and similar may be sharply questioned 
(Meggitt 1998a). To some extent the underlying issue and point of debate is a 
methodological one: Should a social scientific approach involve the testing of 
generalized cross-cultural models or a more inductive, interpretive, particularist 
approach?45 

A fundamental achievement of the work of Malina and others has been to 
bring the insights, methods, and models of the discipline of anthropology into 
fruitful engagement with the study of early Christianity. Whatever the precise 
method used to employ these resources, there is surely much to be gained from 
continued critical engagement with recent anthropological work on societies that 
bear closer comparison with the early Christian communities than do the indus
trialized market economies of the contemporary developed world. Indeed, Dale 
Martin suggests that "most scholars engaged in social approaches to the New Tes
tament claim to find sociology less and less helpful and anthropology and ethnog
raphy more and more interesting" (Martin 1993: liS). Martin's recent book 
(1995) represents an interesting and important study, not using a model-based 
approach, but employing cross-cultural studies and drawing briefly on theories of 
ideology, which illustrates how ancient sources may be used to reconstruct the di
verse and contrasting ancient views of the social and individual body, and of dis
ease in the body, thereby also stressing the gap between that social world and our 
own.46 In other work too, the anthropologically informed appreciation of cultural 
dynamics that Malina et al. have done so much to promote is drawn in alongside 
other kinds of historical and social scientific evidence, thus indicating ways in 
which distinctions in contemporary approaches to research, outlined above, might 
be broken down (see, e.g., Witherington I 998b; Osiek and Balch I 997). Other di
rections in anthropological research might also prove fruitful for studies of early 
Christian texts: the use of literary texts as sources for ethnography, for example, 
has more obvious parallels to the kind of study that is possible with early Christ
ian sources than the more traditional anthropological method of participant ob
servation.47 
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Radical or Conservative? Early Christianity, 

Its Interpreters, and the Critique of Ideology 
The work of feminists, liberation theologians, and other radical scholars (see 

above) has helped to focus attention on particular sociopolitical questions about 

the history of early Christianity and the character of the New Testament texts: To 

what extent and in what sense was the early church egalitarian? To what extent, if 

at all, did the early Christian communities reject or subvert the dominant social 

and patriarchal hierarchy of their society? Does the teaching of Jesus, or Paul, or 

other early Christian voices, challenge that patriarchal hierarchy and promote 

equality and liberation, or does it reinforce established patterns of domination 

and subordination? Although the presuppositions and commitments of each in

terpreter undoubtedly affect the ways in which these questions are posed and the 

style of the answer, a particular perspective by no means necessarily follows from 

a specific interpretative commitment. Feminist scholars, for example, disagree as 

to whether the New Testament offers some evidence of, and resources to support, 

the liberation and equality of women (e.g., Schliissler Fiorenza I 983; Schottroff 

199 3) or whether the whole Jewish-Christian tradition is so irredeemably patriar

chal that it must be abandoned altogether (e.g., Daly 1986; Hampson 1996). 

Radical and Marxist scholars of the New Testament and of ancient history dis

agree as to whether early Christianity's message challenged the social order of the 

day, or whether it merely helped sustain it.48 What is important is that these crit

ical sociological questions have been placed prominently onto the agenda of early 

Christian studies, and it is to be hoped that further debate will seek to clarify not 

only the range of possible answers to such questions, but also the ways in which 

theoretical resources from the traditions of Marxism and critical social theory 

might be used to develop historically plausible radical perspectives on the early 

church.49 The question of historical plausibility is important, since some attempts 

to "rediscover" a radical, liberating Jesus, Paul, or whomever seem to end up press

ing the more awkward texts into an implausible mold in order to construct the 

kind of ideal figure who is a reflection of the author's own commitments.50 

Among the wide variety of recent and postmodern approaches to biblical crit

icism are developments in ideological criticism, where interpreters inquire into the 

interests that underpin particular textual formulations and how those texts func

tion in a discourse of power, to sustain hierarchies, to marginalize and exclude, and 

to conceal or naturalize relations of domination. 51 These critical questions clearly 

connect with the concerns of feminist and liberation theologies, which seek to un

mask the strategies by which men legitimate or conceal their domination of 

women, or by which the rich maintain and conceal their oppression of the poor. 

But these questions about (concealed) interests are now being addressed not only 

to ancient texts but also to their contemporary interpreters, whose interests and 
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commitments are equally bound up with the perspectives they adopt and promote. 
Thus a whole series of critical (and sometimes disturbing) questions are begin
ning to be raised, and there is the potential for further development of an inter
esting coalescence of concerns: from ideology-critique, critical social theory, 
emancipatory theologies, and radical or materialist approaches to history. 

Links with Literary and Rhetorical Approaches 
Another major new direction in biblical studies of the last quarter-century or so 
is the development of a wide variety of literary approaches, ranging from narra
tive and rhetorical studies to reader-response, poststructuralism, and deconstruc
tion. Some of these methods have virtually nothing in common with social scien
tific approaches, as they consciously eschew any interest in the social world in 
which the text was originally produced. However, since the study of early Christ
ian texts, whatever else it may be, is certainly the study of literature, tools for lit
erary analysis and criticism can hardly but be important to sociohistorical investi
gations. Any responsible historical or social scientific study must take account of 
the literary character of the texts that comprise the primary evidence and must 
consider carefully how historical evidence can be drawn from texts that are writ
ten to exhort and persuade, often with a polemical and argumentative thrust. In 
recent years some scholars have sought to develop methods that incorporate both 
literary and social scientific approaches to interpretation. Norman Petersen's 
(1985) study of Paul's letter to Philemon is a good example. Vernon Robbins has 
given considerable attention to the task of developing an integrated approach to 
New Testament interpretation that encompasses both literary-rhetorical and social 
scientific methods, and has coined the term "socio-rhetorical criticism" (see Rob
bins 1996a, 1996b ). In three recent "socio-rhetorical" commentaries on the 
Corinthian letters (1995a), Acts (1998a), and the Gospel of Mark (2001), Ben 
Witherington has independently-52 also sought to combine the insights of social 
scientific and rhetorical approaches in a historical analysis. Such attempts to inte
grate social scientific and literary methods are important and timely and point the 
way to an important direction for continuing research. 

The Continued Revitalization of the Study of Early 
Christian History, Ethics, and Theology 
Since the I 970s "sociological" perspectives have become increasingly widely infused 
into New Testament and early Christian studies. It is now commonplace, for exam
ple, to hear about the sectarian character of the Johannine community, or the social 
function of the Jewish law in debates about understanding Paul. Such perspectives 
have undoubtedly helped to root the discussion of early Christian texts much more 
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concretely in the social situations of human communities and within a theoretical 
framework that fosters an appreciation of the social dynamics of human interaction 
and conflict. In terms of Scroggs's critique of much New Testament study up to the 
I 970s (cited above) it seems that the introduction of social scientific perspectives 
has indeed helped "to put body and soul together again" and has led to the "revi
talising of historical criticism" (Barton I997: 286; c£ I995). The continued creative 
and carefUl use of a variety of social scientific approaches-some no doubt yet to 
be discovered by biblical or patristic scholars or applied to early Christianity by so
cial scientists-should enable this revitalization to progress further. 

At the dose of a recent essay introducing social scientific criticism Stephen 
Barton suggests that the introduction of social scientific perspectives may perhaps 
also bear fruit in revitalizing the study of New Testament theology and ethics 
(Barton I997: 286: "it remains to be seen"). Barton mentions the work of 
William Countryman (I989) and Wayne Meeks (I993) as "promising begin
nings:' There is an obvious overlap of concern between the study of ethics-if 
ethics is conceived of as reflection on the ways in which human beings should be
have in relation to one another and their environment-and the social scientific 
study of patterns of social interaction in communities and of the ways in which 
texts both arise from and shape their social context. If the social sciences do in
fluence the study of early Christian ethics then they will surely direct the focus 
away from individuals and their decisions of right and wrong on specific moral 
questions and toward the ways in which the early Christian texts shape social rela
tionships in particular community contexts ( cf. Barton I992). Hence Meeks 
prefers to speak of the New Testament texts as instruments of "moral formation" 
(I996: 3I7). The questions raised by social scientists also have a direct bearing on 
the critical study of Christian ethics: Who is urging what particular course or pat
tern of behavior, and whose interests does that exhortation reflect? How is power 
used to manipulate or coerce? There would seem then to be the scope for the fruit
ful enrichment of the study of early Christian ethics with perspectives and ques
tions from the social sciences. 

If "theology" is seen not as the elucidation of abstract and unchanging truths 
but as "a contingent historical construct emerging from, and reacting back upon, 
particular social practices conjoined with particular semiotic and figural codings" 
(Milbank I990: 2), then, pace Milbank, the study of theology is surely closely 
linked with the concerns of social science. In terms of the study of early Christian 
theology (or theologies) the social sciences offer tools to enrich the historical study 
of the social context within which such theology was formed, and provide theoret
ical tools to analyze the ways in which the theology (expressed in texts) acted back 
upon-shaped-social interaction in the early Christian communities. In this field 
of study too, then, the social sciences have an important role to play. 
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Conclusion 
The use of the social sciences in studies of early Christianity is now widespread 

and firmly established. Whether in the study of the social context in which a text 

was written, the ideology and impact of a text itself, the character and expansion 

of the early Christian communities, or indeed of the social location and interests 

of contemporary interpreters, the social sciences have shown that they offer rich 

resources to complement both the already established and the newly developing 

methods of biblical criticism. In the last thirty years or so, the development of so

cial scientific approaches has indeed been a creative movement in the study of early 

Christian phenomena. The sheer diversity of approach, and the increasingly wide

spread impact of social scientific study, make the field ever more difficult to sur

vey and assess. With links established to both historical criticism and literary 

methods, the social sciences have made their presence and their value very widely 

felt. Yet even though social scientific methods and findings are now widely insti

tutionalized into the mainstream of early Christian studies, new and creative ap

proaches will in all likelihood continue to be developed. All the signs indicate that 

in a wide variety of directions, some perhaps new and unexpected, the social sci

ences will continue to enrich and inform the study of early Christianity.53 
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Major Social Scientific Theories: Origins, 
Development, and Contributions 

PAUL-ANDRE TURCOTTE 

Introduction 

2 

T HE DEVELOPMENT OF SOCIOLOGICAL THOUGHT and, more generally, of 
social scientific theory has taken on such a literary magnitude over the last 
century that it is impossible to give a complete account here. Commenta

tors (inter alia Ritzer 1988, 1992, 1996; Morrow and Brown 1994; Kivisto 
2000; McDonald 1993) have traced the histories of the various theoretical tradi
tions and how the traditions have been interwoven. In the social scientific study of 
Christian origins we find a parallel diversity of approach. 

We need to orient ourselves amidst the many theories and assess their cogni
tive validity. Doing so requires a surgical selection. In the case of social science, 
the enterprise requires referring to the classics and retrieving the ideas that have 
proven fruitful for the continuation and nourishment of research and discussion. 
We know Aristode's famous remark in his Politics, "The best knowledge of things 
requires considering them in their origin" (I.2.1252a). That holds true for both 
Christian origins and social scientific theory. 

Origin of the Sciences of Society and the Conditions 
of Their Development 
The term "sociology;· in the sense of a science of society, appeared for the first 
time in 1839, in a digression in the forty-seventh lesson of the Cours Je philosophie 
positive of Auguste Comte (1798-1857). The expression stuck, even though its in
ventor had preferred "social physics:' The French thinker was not the first to con
struct a systematic and critical reflection on society, but he had the merit of in
corporating the social thought of authors as diverse as Vico, Montesquieu, Hume, 
Condorcet, and Saint-Simon in an original systematization. 

29 
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One should add to this list, among others, Aristotle (384-322 B.C.E.), with 
his writings on politics and morals (Politics, Nicomachean Ethics); Augustine of Hippo 
(354-430 C.E.), with his City of God; and Ibn Khaldun (1332-1406), with his 
Muqaddamah, the introductory volume to his Universal History. Khaldun, an Ara
bic language writer, was born in Tunis and educated in Koranic studies, mathe
matics, and history. He developed a number of ideas that anticipated modern so
ciology, such as the importance of rational disinterested inquiry, the necessity of 
empirical investigation, a preoccupation with a search for the causes of social phe
nomena, and cross-cultural comparison. He devotes special attention in his works 
to economic and political institutions. His studies led him to be annoyed with the 
established powers; he spent two years in prison in Morocco for having stated that 
the rulers of the state were not leaders by divine right. The originality of Khal
dun's ideas is widely recognized, but this precursor has had no real influence on 
the classics of modern sociology. 

The first modern sociologists were philosophers by education, such as Au
guste Comte, Emile Durkheim (1858-1917), Karl Marx (1818-1883), and 
Ernst Troeltsch (1865-1922). They tried to understand their times and sought 
solutions for the social problems that emerged in the wake of political revolutions, 
untamed industrialization, and massive urbanization. They pursued the philo
sophical goal of explaining reality in its totality; to that end they valued inductive 
over deductive methods, embracing the factual aspects of social reality rather than 
the normative aspects. 

From 1880 to 1920, the period of classical sociological thought, the discus
sion concerned the nature and problems of modern society, as well as the distinc
tion between the natural and cultural sciences. The shadows of Kant 
(1724-1806) and Hegel (1770-1831) hovered over the highly articulated pro
gram statements of Wilhelm Dilthey (1833-1911) and Max Weber 
(1864-1920). Rather than the explanatory method and external perspective of 
the natural sciences, both favored a comprehensive method for the human sciences 
that would not be determinist and would be able to grasp the meaning of lived 
experience. At the same time it was all-important to break with the vain abstrac
tions of metaphysics and incorporate history and comparisons into the science of 
society on the basis of observation and experience. 

A displacement took place in Europe with the emergence of science and the 
advance of formal education, and the decline of the public influence of institu
tional religions. These latter no longer guaranteed the basis of life in society, on 
account of their being devalued in the name of liberty and reason. However, reli
gion would not be neglected by the founders; it was treated in several of their 
books. Christian origins were approached, notably by Friedrich Engels 
(1820-1892), Max Weber, Ernst Troeltsch, and their followers. Each of these 
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pursued an analysis of Western culture from its origins, the history of which is 
marked by the spirit of Christianity and the emergence of capitalism and the En
lightenment. 

Two tendencies become evident in the analysis of religion and society. The 
first tendency highlights the invariant content and supposed permanent essence of 
every religion in the society. Emile Durkheim and Karl Marx are the figures known 
for doing this. The second observes the different historical forms of religious re
ality and seeks to extricate them from the interactions that develop within a spe
cific social context, in terms of constants, recurrences, and changes in religion or 
society. Friedrich Engels, Max Weber, and Ernst Troeltsch exemplify this tendency, 
which can sometimes overlap with the preceding one. The examination of biblical 
texts is associated with the sociohistorical and comparative tendency. 

All the classical thinkers attributed a rational character to religious action in 
society. Positivism had seen in the religious interpretation of the world a relatively 
primitive stage in the evolution of human thought. The attack had been directed 
more against theology than religion since religion would not be an object of study 
in a perspective that was not specifically religious or in a perspective shared with 
inquiries into other historical phenomena. Ironically, social science would appear 
as the heir of religion insofar as it seeks to unveil and name the hidden, the invis
ible beyond appearances. 

The classics also positioned themselves in relation to socialism, which many 
people continued to espouse. Moreover, their thought developed in combination 
with teaching, research, publications in periodicals, and advocacy in public dis
cussions. This combination was foremost in the development of the sciences of 
society. In brief, these sciences were born of conditions propitious to their cre
ation and asserted themselves amidst the teeming ideas of the era. 

Factors in the Postclassical Development 
of the Social Sciences 
In the period between the two world wars, interest shifted toward problems of 
method, including techniques of inquiry, the application of ideas from the theo
retical classics, and action for social change. Some of the linkages to the earlier 
theoretical classics help in sketching the contours of the great theoretical currents 
and their methods. Thus functionalism draws from Herbert Spencer 
(1820--I903) and Emile Durkheim; the critical theories look back to G. W. F. 
Hegel, Karl Marx, and Sigmund Freud (1856-I939); action theorists appeal to 
Max Weber or Vilfredo Pareto (1848-I923); conflict theorists look to Karl Marx 
and Georg Simmel (1858-I9I8); and symbolic interactionism, the theory and 
method that Herbert Blumer (1900--1987) would formulate in the 1930s, was 
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inspired by George H. Mead (1863-1931). The interwar theorists would extend 
and rearticulate the ideas of the classic writers. The theoretical and methodologi
cal lineages and references, once begun, continue up to the present. 

The development of mathematics, especially statistics, of transportation and 
technology; the demand for inquiries into various social phenomena; and the in
stitutionalization of universities for research and instruction benefited social sci
entific thought in the 1950s and after. Great nationwide surveys were conducted 
at governmental request, especially after 1960. From 1950 to I970 specialization 
and the diversification of objects of research and theory contributed to thematic 
and theoretical fragmentation. At the same time, thinkers such as Robert K. 
Merton (1910- ), Alfred Schutz (1899-1959), and Norbert Elias (I897-I990) 
took up anew the ideas advanced in the classics and the theoreticians of the in
terwar period. Networks were created on a continental and international scale. The 
growth of electronic communication after I980 consolidated a movement already 
well under way. Over the last twenty years the volume of social scientific work has 
reached impressive proportions, even concerning relatively new areas such as the 
sociology of biblical societies. 

Overspecialization did not cease to increase after the I 960s, often in concert 
with professionalization in education and the branching out of programs of study 
under technobureaucratic guidance. The rationalization and complexification of 
social scientific work reflects that of the society as a whole. Grand syntheses are 
born, which hearken back to successive earlier harvests of copious, often disparate 
crops. At the international level the development differs from society to society, 
particularly according to the available economic means, the freedom of public ex
pression or the cultivation of the critical spirit, and the institutional support pro
vided by universities, public and private. Studies of religious phenomena and, 
more so, texts of founders of given denominations were affected by these condi
tions. A perspective that would not be directly religious was especially promoted. 
Thus more generally, the focus in places of scholarship went beyond the local cir
cuit or that of even more parochial circles. 

In the course of the growth of the sciences of society, the relationship between 
perspectives or disciplines oscillated between compartmentalization and interaction. 
Sociology, psychology, anthropology, and history, for example, engage in borrowing, 
observing combinations, only to insist on the peculiarity of their own cognitive pro
cedures. The test of what pertains to sociology, whether considered as a discipline 
with its own cognitive framework or as a distinct perspective of knowledge, can be 
used by history and anthropology as well. To the combination of means and places 
of production are added methods, perspectives, or objects of theory. The borders 
among the social sciences have become movable, if not clashing. In this context, it is 
important to retrace the lineages that serve as alternative reference points. 
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Function, System, and Structure 
If there is a particularly tentacle-like current, it is that of theories about function, 
system, and structure. I It is spread out through the length of the historical course 
of social science, and it is found in philosophy as well. This current has furnished 
a fecund conceptual and analytical apparatus for explaining or comprehending re
lationships, behaviors, and organizations in society. The concepts utilized in analy
ses are put forth in a diverse and prolific scholarly production reporting ties 
among the psychosocial individual, the society, and the culture. 

One of the beneficial results of fUnctionalism, which is an essentially analyti
cal current, is that it raised and maintained discussions of basic questions for the 
social sciences about the cognitive presuppositions and the conditions of validity 
of knowledge. The underlying or explicit conception of society turns on certain 
features: the interdependence of the social relations at the heart of a totality, the 
organism-like arrangement of the social whole and its constitutive parts, the re
production of the society in its invariants. These features merge and separate, 
whether they are expressed in a dynamic or a static fashion. They continue to stim
ulate discussion about the implications and limitations of their use and concep
tualization. 

According to the functionalists, society is formed from an ensemble of rela
tions that turn on a social response to emergent needs, on the cooperation of 
forces,· and on the coincidence among divergent interests, or at least by the delim
itation of the areas proper to each. Correlativdy, the components of society are 
not simply juxtaposed to one another; rather they are coordinated in socially pat
terned rdationships, thus giving them the form of a system, that is, an arrange
ment of components. The social arrangement brings us back to structures, so that 
we understand that some configurations are determining the devdopment of rda
tions and, thereby, the distribution of roles and positions, functions, and powers. 
The relations between the interdependent elements and the resultant whole follow 
rules that are set forth by the scientists in logical terms of which the groups and 
individuals under study are to some degree unaware. It is an organic vision of so
cial relations, in which such rdations have purposes and rules. 

The spirit of system arises from the Durkheimian theme of the shared con
sciousness and constraint of society on its members. Max Weber's observations 
about bureaucratization constitute another stimulating reference point. So too are 
the remarks of Herbert Spencer (1820--1903) on the similarities and differences 
between the organization and evolution of living organisms and of societies. One 
notes, in this regard, that in both cases evolution occurs through an increasing dif
ferentiation and specialization of organs or components, and therefore through a 
multiplication of structures and fUnctions. The political organ has no equivalent 
in a living organism, and this fact highlights how the comparison allows for 
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sketching simple analogies that lead to thinking of social reality as an ensemble of 
relations among interdependent parts that constitute an integrated totality. Like 
Spencer, A. R. Radcliffe-Brown (I89I-I9SS) repeats the organicist analysis and 
clarifies the concepts of structure and social function (1952). 

From the point of view of method, Vilfredo Pareto (1848-1923), an econo
mist by training, tried to create conceptual tools for the study of society and give 
it a scientific methodological rigor. He maintained that it is important to consider 
the social system, to examine its nature and properties in dynamic terms, not 
static. Hence the social reality is represented in a simplified manner, stylized in 
some way. Economists tend to presuppose logical and rational conduct, albeit 
conduct influenced by sentiment and nonlogical behavior. Sociology seeks to ex
plain rationally the relations among sentiments, rationalization, and nonlogical ac
tivity on the one hand and on the other the interdependent relations between non
logical and logical action. Contemporary rational choice theory resembles the 
economic approach. 

In the wake of Pareto, as well as Talcott Parsons (1902-1979), Bronislaw Ma
linowski (1884-1942), and Robert Merton (1910- ), the notions of system, 
structure, and function constituted as many intellectual tools for analyzing social 
reality from the angle of the interdependence of the social bonds contained in a 
totality. Parsons's structural functionalism analyzes society as much as possible 
with abstract and global terms, in lieu of pursuing, as Malinowski did, the analy
sis of cultural and social elements. Parsons addresses every problem in terms of 
the state of the system as an ensemble; he made structure a characteristic element 
of systems. Merton too promoted a system conception of the social, with the 
slight difference of not beginning with the concept of system in his analysis. 
Rather, he centered his attention on the empirically delimited elements of the so
cial reality and so was led to attribute a function to them. In this case, the concept 
of system emerged from the analysis without being thereby an object of formal 
theory, as it was with Parsons. For Parsons, structure constituted the rule accord
ing to which the elements of the system were arranged; that narrowed the theo
retical possibilities that were left for the workings of functions. For Merton, the 
limitation of possibilities of variation at the heart of the system is expressed by 
the notion of structural constraint, which comes to limit the number of imagina
ble functional substitutes.2 

Dysfunction, Equilibrium, and Social Conflict 
Robert K. Merton found fault with the absolute functionalism of Malinowski, es
pecially the postulate that holds that every cultural or social element fills a func
tion and that therefore it should be functionally indispensable. Instead, each ele-
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ment can have several functions, just as a single function can be performed by in
terchangeable elements. Moreover, he recognized dysfunction as a factual social 
process that hampers the adaptation or adjustment of the system. And while there 
are manifest or intended functions, there are also latent functions, that is, ones not 
sought for or implicated in the point of view of the persons in the situation. More 
generally, analyzing functions and systems allows one to specify a problem or sit
uation with great rigor, but it can become a conservative, static, if not utilitarian 
conception of social relations. This assessment would be shared by a number of 
critics from the ranks of neo-functionalists and conflict theorists.3 

For Norbert Elias (1970), it is explicitly a matter of the too frequent associ
ation of social function with social norm. Indeed are not social relations change
able, and are not unregulated relations structures in their own way? In life, in so
ciety as in a game, rules are not identified in concrete practice, and what we catalog 
as social disorder has a coherence and underlying logic, a structure proper to it in 
some way. Otherwise, the notion of function is a relational notion, at the same 
time a notion of interdependence and reciprocity, and the reciprocal functions be
tween interdependent social agents coincide with the equilibrium of social forces. 

I propose, in dwelling on the critique by Elias, that social function can be un
derstood as a relation of reciprocity under control, by reason notably of power re
lations among the social actors implicated in them. Social actors create distur
bances that upset any social equilibrium, thereby dynamically restructuring society. 
In particular, the relations between a church, as the Catholic Church, and the mod
ern European state can be expressed in terms of dependence in a conflictual rec
iprocity between two instances of domination over monopolistic claims, and this 
in return for some level of recognition of the distinction between the two domains 
of control and the areas of symbolic reference. The legitimation of domination 
and social equilibrium is intended directly; it requires a body of criteria that would 
be acceptable by the definers and the receivers, thus justifying at one and the same 
time the positions of reciprocity in an unequal power relationship. These concepts 
derive from a sociology of conflict, such as that found in Max Weber or Georg 
Simmel. Conflict, according to them, is a form of social relation; it is the product 
of an activity, deliberate or not, neither self-generated nor the product of causal 
conditioning. 

The conflict theorists dwell more on the production of society than on its re
production. They focus their analysis on the social actor and make it clear that so
cial structures entail constraint and alienation. They go as far as deciphering the 
discourse that camouflages the self-serving interests that profit from the social sys
tem. They analyze dysfunctions in society, even unveiling how interests benefit 
from protest, that is, from questioning the established order in the name of di
vergent interests, indeed in the name of some utopia in the sense of a protest that 
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simultaneously attests in some way to an idealized reality. It is a matter of a rad
ical protest, if the critique attacks the raison d'etre of the basis of life in society and 
imagines it entirely and decisively changed (transformation) rather than partially 
and temporarily altered. In short, conceptualizations about conflict range from 
highlighting social functions, as with the Functions of Social Cotiflict (I956) by Lewis 
Coser (I9I3- ), to radical sociology as represented by C. Wright Mills 
(I 9 I 6-I 962 ), especially his Power Elite and Sociological Imagination. 

Reading the same social facts alternatively in functional and conflict terms 
continues today and often provokes intense discussion. This is the case with the 
First Letter of Peter. Its exegesis goes in opposite directions: either the integration 
of Christians into Anatolian society was elevated so much that dissent was rele
gated to the religious domain, or the Christians maintained an active distance from 
public practices and representations. Larry Miller has shown that the doctrine of 
the letter, from a sociological point of view, opposed the attempt on the part of 
Anatolian society to functionally transform the fundamental character of the 
Christian movement, and that it advocates a Christianity that is voluntary, utopian, 
relatively radical, and essentially pacific (I999: 52I-43). The critical social ex
egete would maintain, consistent with Jean Seguy, that as long as a voluntary group 
supports a utopia, a protest and conflict with the environing society persists 
(I999: 233-75). It is only its form and intensity that change. Similarly, implicit 
or indirect protest can prove to be as critical and utopian as direct or explicit 
protest. 

An issue of strategy is often in question, which one must most of all not con
found with the intent of the movement. This is as true for early Christianity as for 
other historical cases (Turcotte I990). Conflictual relations within a sociopoliti
cal or a socioreligious system span the origin and institutionalization of Chris
tianity. From the utopian mystical experience of Jesus, one comes to a church that, 
while based on that foundational experience, establishes a doctrinal, moral, and 
ritual apparatus in a permanent and more compact system. The formation of the 
institution issues forth from a socioreligious movement, not without being torn 
and systematized. 

Emile Durkheim and the French School: 
Explaining the Social with the Social 
One of the most notable contributions of Durkheim is the principle that an ex
planation of a social fact ought to be sought always in another social fact. This 
basic idea was elaborated in Le suicide in a critique of Italian positivism (Durkheim 
1979: 83-106). The latter maintained that suicide was more frequent in the sum
mer than the winter because heat excites the senses. Durkheim countered that 
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rather than physical causation operating in suicide, it was the intensity of social 
life; the suicide rate is higher in summer because the social life is more intense. The 
rhythm of the seasons is involved, but, most importantly, so is the ensemble of 
rhythms that modifY social life. 

Further, social phenomena ought to be conceived as external to individuals, 
i.e., as "things" that are not immediately intelligible. Moreover, their analysis 
should be inductive, as in all science, even if the intuition of them plays a very im
portant role. Comparison, observation, and experimentation lead to transparency 
in the comprehension of a social fact that would not otherwise be explained 
causally. It is the rules of sociological method that help achieve an accounting of 
a social "thing" by means of the social (Durkheim I 982). 

Religion occupies an important place in Durkheim's works. For him, the de
sacralization of the society signifies the expulsion of the gods from social life and, 
more specifically, the suppression of references to a sacred order or religious val
ues. Then the problem of the basis of the social tie arises: How can individuals 
live in society, bereft of the sacrality that comes from religion when they face com
peting interests, values, and worldviews? Durkheim believed that it is important to 
believe in a secular sacred, a sacred in and of the world, and not from beyond it, 
to establish a modern synthesis of meaning and social ethics. 

In the final analysis, religion represents a complex of symbols and practices 
synthesizing the constraints of a society. The individual is inscribed in a common 
consciousness by the constraining synthesis, thus assuring cohesion in the social 
bond and meaning for individual and collective existence. Far from being a simple 
residue, religion is essential to every society. It is produced in moments of "social 
effervescence" evocative of a transcending of everyday life, moments that are far 
from individual routine. Such times are laden with communal feeling. The basis of 
social life resides in the shared consciousness that, inasmuch as the transfiguration 
and symbolic thought of society, is imposed on individuals and also demands obe
dience and respect from them, it thus constitutes a social force that ties individu
als together into a moral person with an anonymous character that transcends in
dividual singularities. Indeed, every society involves a moral authority for the 
collectivity over the individual; this authority is exercised through the respect that 
is the source of the sacred and consequently explains the phenomenon of religion 
as a shared consciousness (conscience collective). In brief, the only real force that tran
scends individuals and takes the form of an anonymous and diffuse force is soci
ety itself (Durkheim I 968, the "long conclusions"). 

These are the usual conclusions from research on the elemental forms of reli
gious life: the separation of the sacred from the profane, the prohibited from the 
permitted, and so forth. The position was not unrelated to the diminishment of the 
importance of churches in society, in favor of the state and the public sector, with 
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the intent of separating church and state. At the end of his life, Durkheim would 
affirm that the divinity as well as the collectivity could play the role of a richer 
moral reality than the sum of individuals. The arguments provided by choosing one 
or the other of the two left him indifferent. The essential remained thus: morality, 
the system of duties and obligations, made society "a moral person qualitatively 
distinct" from the individuals who compose it (Durkheim 1963: 72-73). 

The first condition of solidarity, be it mechanical or organic, resides there. 
Mechanical solidarity is proper to archaic societies where the individuals are sim
ilar to one another, sharing the same sentiments, respecting the same beliefs, and 
obeying the same rules. In that case sameness creates solidarity, which comes to re
inforce a legal system of an especially punitive nature; the shared consciousness 
(conscience collective) is strong and expansive, and the sanction of a forbidden act takes 
the form of punishment. Organic solidarity characterizes modern societies and re
sults from the differential organization of individuals; these are bound to one an
other because they exercise different roles and fUnctions in the interior of the so
cial system. Consciousness of individuality is linked to the enlargement 
of demographic growth, itself at the origin of the division of labor for purposes 
of increasing economic productivity. However, an indicator of the diversification 
and demographic growth of society is that punitive laws diminish. Acts that im
pede the fUnctioning of organic solidarity can be sanctioned with restitutive law
commercial or civil law (Durkheim 1984). 

The fecundity of Durkheim's thought is also noted by anthropologists and 
ethnologists. Some of them, beginning with Marcel Mauss (1873-1950), have 
investigated the opposition of the sacred and the profane. Does not everything ap
pear religious in tribal societies: the orientation of the house, various ceremonies 
of the lifeways, the cycle of activities? In fact all societies are religious to a greater 
or lesser degree; nevertheless, principal social phenomena have a religious dimen
sion, as they have political, cultural, and economic dimensions. Consequently, re
ligion is, in the famous formula of Mauss, a multidimensional "total social phe-

, 
nomen on. 

In a related vein, societies are shaped by economic imperatives and the division 
of labor, but equally by symbols, traditions, and beliefs. Indeed, religions are a 
source of the intelligibility of collective life, just as they explore through intro
spection the interior realm of the experience of belie£ An analogy is even pro
posed with science as general explanation of the human, except science rejects the 
distortion in religion and denounces it as its adversary (Dumont 1980: 348-52). 
The discussion poses the problem of mediations, the relationships of reciprocity 
between distinct, indeed opposite, elements, without fusion or confusion. 

In the wake of Durkheim and Mauss, the French school of sociology affirmed 
the primacy of the whole over the parts in a system, the importance of the study 
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of correlations among the elements of a structure. Among the studies produced 
by this school, one work treats Christian origins directly, La topographie ligendaire des 
ivangiles en Terre Sainte, by Maurice Halbwachs (1971). Following a reading from a 
pilgrim from Bordeaux, the author takes his exploration to Bethlehem, to the 
Cenacle and the tomb of David, Pilate's praetorium, the Via Dolorosa, the Mount 
of Olives, Nazareth, and Lake Tiberias. His fine and nuanced reflections identify 
the foundation of collective memories, a foundation made from their projection 
onto concrete space. Halbwachs then fleshes out his preoccupation by finding the 
presence of the social in the sources of consciousness, and he looks further back 
in the task of identifying the primitive historical data beneath the traditions that 
had been projected onto the land.4 

Economy, Religion, and History: 
Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels 
These two German thinkers-at once philosophers, historians, and sociolo
gists-are popularly known through later interpreters who hardened their posi
tions. Consequently, there is a reason for taking up the original texts of Marx and 
Engels themselves. The two are monuments of characteristically nineteenth-cen
tury thought, in relation to which Max Weber and Ernst Troeltsch, among others, 
would situate themselves. Marx and Engels were the creators of the sociology of 
knowledge, the specialty that is given over to the dialectical examination of human 
representations and the conditions and modes of their construction. 

Put simply, the Marxian concept of socieo/ distinguishes between those who 
own the means of production, planning them and extracting benefits from them, 
and those who are deprived of the means of production but nevertheless produce 
the surplus value and receive a remuneration guaranteeing them survival as a work
force and consumer market. This results in a bipolar social categorization
domination by the business class (bourgeoisie) and alienation of the working class 
(proletariat). Consequently, the return to a condition of nonalienation constitutes 
an ethical task of the highest order. 

The analysis typical of the Marxian conception of history contributes to a 
raising of consciousness leading to disalienation. According to this conception, 
the determining factor in history in the final analysis is the production and re
production of real life. In a letter to Ernst Bloch Engels emphasizes that the fac
tor in question does not reduce to economics (Marx/Engels 1964: 274--75). The 
economic situation is the foundation, but elements of the "superstructure" (vari
ous theories, religious conceptions, etc.) enter into the course of historical strug
gles. There is an interaction of different factors in a movement where the eco
nomic element ends up entering in as a necessity. 
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In the course of history, "ideology" consists of the nonmaterial production
ideas, representations, conscience, and religion. This production of a spiritual 
kind is conditioned by the material production and the corresponding social rela
tions. In the situation of human distress, religion is the sigh of the oppressed, the 
opium for the occasion, in lieu of a correction of the real human conditions. Re
ligion is the horizon of a totally other world; by virtue of that it can detract from 
the raising of consciousness about misery and from the action of reversing the 
conditions of distress, just as it can contribute to the understanding of liberation 
and the class struggle against oppression. Religion thus has a double function. 

The double function is found in Christian history. Among the writings on this 
subject, Engels's essay on early Christianity (Marx/Engels I 964: 3 I 6--4 7) re
mains the most significant. As sociological historian, Engels shows how the inte
gration of antagonistic elements undermines their capacity for social revolution. 
The work appears to be more of a sketch than a careful and well-documented 
study. It consists essentially in placing in opposition the revolutionary character of 
the first Christian movement and its alienating diversion into an institutional 
church in the pay of oppressive classes. Engels never turns thoughtlessly toward a 
Manichean dichotomy; for example, he indicates the existence of the class strug
gle at the very heart of the church, which presupposes a difference of positions in
side the institution. The historical description is centered on the relationship be
tween the forces of production and representations of reality. The representations 
either generate or detract from actions for social change. 

Engels's position, as sharp as it may be, raises a host of questions. For exam
ple, what and how can religion be at the same time a product of society and an 
agent for its transformation, especially if this society is alienated? Does not the ca
pacity for disalienation require some autonomy of religion relative to sociohistor
ical conditions? Would it not be an irreducibility of a religion that would give it 
the capacity of constituting a force for change in the social relations, of being an 
agent of active protest and not only a reproducer of factors that undermine con
sciousness? 

In a similar vein, what of a religion such as Christianity whose original message 
is addressed to the most deprived, in coming to reach various sectors and levels of 
the global society? This religion has every chance of counting adherents among 
every social class, and by that very fact it will reproduce the conflicts among these 
classes in the very being of its institutions. In that case, organized religion is pre
sented as the site for the struggles between social reproduction and the confronta
tion of social classes, in short, a site susceptible of feeding the class struggle and, 
in the case of Christianity, furnishing it with a symbolic reference. In a flourish, 
Engels claims that religion, particularly Christianity, cultivates transactions with so
ciety that are as much on a material or institutional order as a symbolic one. 
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In phenomenological terms, religion maintains a relationship with the sa
cred-the representation of perfect harmony between contraries, and thus the re
verse of worldly conditions. It also sustains a relationship with the profane, which 
is opposed to the sacred. The dialectical character of religion, as with any human 
product, allows us to avoid a mechanical perception or simplistic reduction. En
gels did not entirely escape this, because of an assumption on his part by which 
he assimilated religion with the reversal of worldly conditions. He identifies reli
gion as much with the sacred as he does revolutionary change with a reversal of 
the conditions of production. These very conditions, however, contaminate the 
whole of Christian religion, making it an alienating reproduction, turning it away 
from its original goals. On the other hand, and indirectly, Engels recognized the 
symbolic potential for radical transformation that the original Christian message 
offered. 

From the perspective of the sociology of knowledge, the sacred and the 
utopian together express the reversal of existing human conditions, in the form of 
an otherness. The sacred adds an element of delocalization and autonomy, losing 
any tie with the world. It is religion that comes back to establish and cultivate 
bonds between the sacred and the human conditions. With its mediations, the 
sacral representations become capable, if necessary, of engendering the utopian 
imagery that eventually goes so far as to sacralize and, in a way, legitimate radical 
historical change, that is, legitimate the intent to restructure society in globally dif
ferent terms. Utopian imagery joins delocalization and relocalization in a project 
whose alterity would reverse specific conditions of existence. 

The relations of production between the representations of things of life and 
the different levels of social existence can be expressed without any utopian im
agery. Thus, the ideas, models, or positions involved in religion refer to an alterity 
constructing the very experience of the transcendent. In knowing the representa
tions and models that help elucidate the links between means and ends as well as 
produce, maintain, or eradicate meaning, the symbolic also participates in the in
stitution of the concrete social relations as the conditions in which those symbolic 
representations have taken form. At the heart of the dialectic social actors-who 
develop inside the structures-take their places. They take the form of subjects in 
social interaction who react against constraints and prescriptions, which they 
might otherwise internalize or simply receive as exterior to the self (Turcotte 
1999b: 86-89). 

The followers of Marx and Engels appeared in unexpected places. Inside the 
churches, critics of Christianity have been inspired by Marxian theory to conduct 
a sociohistorical analysis, even taking up Christian origins again and focusing on 
a New Testament book. Fernando Belo undertakes this exercise in his exegesis of 
the Gospel of Mark (I 97 4 ). He based it on a lengthy development of the modes 
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of production, including those of the symbolic order, and with a structural tex
tual analysis he cleared the way for an attempt at a materialist ecclesiology. The 
shadow of Feuerbach6 hovers over this effort, which also draws from post-1960 
French Marxian production. At the beginning of the twentieth century, Walter 
Rauschenbusch (1991) began a sociohistorical analysis of Christianity from its 
roots in the prophets of the Old Testament. He devoted one chapter to Jesus and 
another to early Christianity; then he showed the distortions of and breaks from 
the founding project in the era of the church. His analysis leads to a call for ac
tion to eradicate miserable conditions of life in American cities. The United States 
had just industrialized and undergone massive urbanization, especially in the 
poorer sections of New York. Rauschenbusch was preoccupied with restoring 
utopian Christianity to the strength of its mint condition and thereby with revi
talizing ecclesiology. Baptist ecclesiology in his case. The aim meshes with Belo's, 
with the difference that the American study ends not only with reflections of a 
theoretical order but also with an exposition of concrete undertakings. 

Historical Mediations, Implications, and 
Social Complexity: Weber and Troeltsch 
Engels shows how the utopian sacred in human history was sidetracked, especially 
in what concerned Christianity after the dominant classes took control of the life 
of the church. His reasoning was far from being endorsed unconditionally by 
Weber and Troeltsch? For them, the sacred, as social imagery of an alterity, con
stitutes a reference on the symbolic plane in social life traversed by historical me
diations, one of which is organized religion. The reference to an alterity is expressed 
through practices, ethics, ministry, memberships, rites, and identities. More specif
ically, the extraordinary, be it political or religious, emerges to change behavior and 
affect the course of history, provided that it is integrated into the ordinary in life, 
and notably that it takes on flesh in the institutions of the society. 

Max Weber remains in essence a sociologist of modernity, the latter under
stood as an opposition to the exceptional: modernity entails the rationalization 
and demagicalization of life in society. Moderns live in a world of value plural
ism, which entails a divergence of interests and tension among the cultures and 
levels of human existence (economy, religion, and so forth). Weber declined to 
center the understanding of the complexity on invariants or to reduce it to some 
single principle of knowledge. The understanding that he promoted and practiced 
was not monocausal; it included the meaning that social actors give to their ac
tions, be those activities in harmony or competition with those of others. Such ac
tion can be rational in purpose, rational in value, affective if under the influence 
of emotion or passion, or traditional through a conformity to custom. 
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These features overlap the kinds of legitimation of domination ("authority;' 
as we term it) that require an ensemble of criteria acceptable to those who impose 
and those who receive authoritative decisions. The acceptance of such criteria 
serves to justify asymmetrical social relationships. Always, according to Weber, this 
legitimation is traditional ("That's the way it is"), rational-legal by conformity to 
rationally established rules, or charismatic in a confidence in a chief bearer of 
charisma. These concepts, among others, help to trace the ruptures leading to 
modernity and show how religion, specifically in a Protestant Puritan form, par
ticipates in modern rationalization, by means of a radicalization of the transcen
dence of God and, its corollary, the uselessness of magical manipulation. There is 
a demand for signs of belonging among those chosen by God in his inscrutable 
designs; these signs of divine election are manifest in faith, and above all in its ef
ficacy within everyday life, which success in tasks in the world signifies (Weber 
1958). 

Troeltsch left a varied literary legacy in philosophy, theology, exegesis, and pol
itics. Like his friend Weber, he sought to understand and explain the genesis of the 
modern world. He was also preoccupied with reconciling the absolute nature of 
Christian faith as far as divine revelation is concerned, and such historical rela
tivism as that which occurs with cultures. His research was centered on European 
Christianity. In his lengthy sociohistorical analysis of the social teachings of the 
churches and Christian groups (I 9 I I), he pays great attention to early Christian
ity. He devoted highly suggestive and well-documented studies to this significant 
period of Christian history. Troeltsch relied on Weberian concepts in his analyses, 
but his research also influenced Weber. Both were immensely productive, and their 
influence lasts even to the present. 

Despite sharing the purpose of Weber's inquiry, Troeltsch's intellectual project 
was not confounded entirely with that of Weber. Weber, we know, centered his 
study on domination as a social relation. The Weberian understanding of life in 
society focused more on action and the patterns of organization produced by so
cial actors. He focused especially on rules of conduct issuing from commands, 
obedience to which legitimation supports. Thus systems of reference, of the reli
gious or political kind, come and go over the course of history. Their production 
and reproduction are tied to social change. There indeed is the formulation of a 
theory that points to the thought of Marx and Engels, but the latter two thinkers 
were much more interested in the forces of social production of an economic 
order than was Weber. 

Troeltsch sought to show that Christianity overtook the world as much as the 
world transformed Christianity. Christian representations, without being deter
mined in the final analysis by the relations of production, knew a historical devel
opment marked by general social conditions. The Christian impact on the world 
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would be indirect-hence the eminently historical character of Christianity. More
over, as a prophetic religion it affords the greatest importance to ethics in matters of 
social relationships and to the historical mediations of God's will. These mediations 
encompass, beyond ritual, principally great personages and organizational models. 
The great personages are subject to influences of every kind, but the religious 
ideation that they affirm or confirm would not be reduced to an ideological reflec
tion of external factors, especially economic. Similarly, the social organization of re
ligious groupings mediates the influence of the global society on Christian ideation 
and the influence that the latter can socially exercise. This line of thought goes back 
to Weber's point of view; to repeat, representations of the world borne in societies 
engender ethics of conduct and attitude that leave effects in the social world. 

A key concept for understanding Weber and Troeltsch is compromis (tense 
union, uneasy alliance, dilemma, risky influence, oppositional implication).8 This 
simple expression denotes oppositional transactions between different sectors of 
life, such as religion and the world. Thus social representations cannot avoid the 
duster of historical mediations in the workings of variants and invariants. We 
confront these complex workings after the period of Christian origins. Troeltsch 
would make compromis one of the motifs of his analysis of Christianity. Just as in 
Weber, the operative concept was not made the object of a particular theorization; 
it is an analytical concept whose general features we can trace. 

In Troeltsch's perspective, compromis is not confounded with compromise (com
promission) and concerns all the religious groupings in their relationship with the 
world. In particular, spiritual people willingly practicing "Nicodemism" (see Jn 
3.I-I2) have fixed ideas about the organization of the world, while criticizing it as 
it is. Relationships with the world pose the most problems for the sect. In the name 
of evangelical radicalism, the sect undertakes negative relations with the world, 
ranging from daily annoyance to dissent from the state. In this case, compromis, if 
there is room for it, occurs case by case, is undergone more than it is explicitly rec
ognized. In contrast, in the case of church one can investigate efforts to extend the 
Kingdom, evangelize humanity, and penetrate the culture in order to manifest the 
gospel tradition. Nevertheless, ecdesial compromis has limits (e.g., the problem of 
collective sin), and a combination of the church with the sect is possible, as in the 
case of the free church or the religious order (Seguy I998: 26-42; Turcotte I999). 

The concept of compromis in Max Weber (Ouedraogo I997: 6II-25) repre
sents a tool refracting only some aspects of reality, and this ideal type, when 
sketched out, aims at an understanding of processes of social genesis. This intent 
is particularly evident in Weber's treatment of the transformation of the religion 
of virtuosos into that of the masses. In the form of radical religion, religious vir
tuosity offers an intellectual production that responds to the quest for meaning 
and salvation-for a solution to the problem of evil through redemption while 
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disqualifying magic as a means of access to salvation. The situation is completely 
different for those who do not have a musical ear for religion but show interest in 
salvation. On the one hand, monks, charismatic communities, sectarian groups, 
and reformers search for salvation based on a necessity or an interior distress, 
based on meaning in a way of life that obtains unity with oneself, with other hu
mans, and with the cosmos. On the other hand, with a laity foreign to intellectu
alism, religiosity is no longer animated by necessities of an interior order but bears 
the mark of external problems and is consequently remote from theological con
siderations about the meaning of the world and close to the cultural needs of the 
masses and the organizational constraints bound to the question of salvation. 

In the process of transformation compromis appears around the interpretation 
of the world, the method of salvation, and the relationship with the world. For 
example, charging interest eventually came to be accepted in Christianity, political 
arrangements intrude upon universal religions, and magic periodically emerges in 
religion. Consequently, compromis assures the perpetuation of only some virtuoso 
religiosity. It goes without saying that such is the symptom of a mass reception of 
Christian ideas and their influence on everyday life. One should always take care 
lest compromis come after mass religiosity spreads or after the reduction of Chris
tianity to syncretism. Generally, it is a departure from the quest for meaning, as 
the religious production is covered over and the organizational apparatus guaran
tees a liaison with institutions and entities of the world. 

To the extent that it consists of a relation of reciprocity between actors in a 
situation of opposition in the symbolic or institutional order, compromis indicates 
a terrain where divergent interests can be expressed and arrive at an entente. This is 
so for both the sect and the religiosity of virtuosos in their relationships with the 
world or the masses. Some externalization is necessary, some expression that 
would be the public manifestation of a collectivity, no matter its size. From this 
point of view, mystical spirituality tends toward individual compromis, notably by 
the reception of sacraments otherwise considered not essential for salvation, but 
does not indulge in compromis of a collective character on account of a spirit of rel
ativizing the exteriority of a church and membership in it, reconceptualizing the 
church as a spiritual communion. The exteriority of the church type includes rit
ual, beliefs, dogmatic formulae, and a certain constraint. Moreover, the church 
presents minimal conditions for gaining salvation, such as baptismal membership 
in the ecclesiastical institution, the practice of its other sacraments, obedience to 
its precepts (be they commandments of God or of the church), and conformity 
to the virtues attached to one's state in life or earthly vocation (Remy and Turcotte 
I 997: 627-40; Turcotte I 999a, I 999b ). The administration of the symbolic does 
not limit itself to the maintenance of a system that otherwise houses some ele
ments of charisma or utopia, should the occasion arise. 
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Prophetic Charisma and Its Institutionalization 
From the point of view of Max Weber, charisma has nothing ethereal about it 
(1978: 246-54, II2I-23; Seguy 1982 and 1998; Turcotte 1999: 102-9). 
Charismatic personages are humans who act in history; they are produced by it to 
some extent, and in turn they produce it in their way. An individual claiming le
gitimacy for actions or sayings on the basis of a personal experience rises above 
the ordinary; in all probability charisma could be accounted for by changes in ap
pearance and the acceptance of some outstanding characteristic. Perhaps more im
portant than the level of personal inspiration is its being paired with an open re
jection of institutional mediations. In the case in which disciples survive the 
charismatic personage and establish socioreligious forms that are more or less rap
idly institutionalized, personal charisma changes into office charisma. 

Office charisma is a deviation from personal charisma in that the latter is 
borne by flesh and blood humans, and hence by relational beings; office charisma 
is also different because its legitimation rests essentially on the ritual mediation of 
an institution that is said to be the proprietor of the founding charisma and its 
exclusive interpreter. On the other hand, this institution, as a social organization, 
can only lay claim to office charisma to the extent that it unites believers in its spe
cific grace. Moreover, the religious institution has to face the problem of refor
mulating its charismatic legitimation amidst historical events and changes of all 
kinds. Thus it does not constitute a purely objective reality. Doesn't the concen
tration of social and symbolic interactions perpetuate an ensemble of structures 
that are only relatively autonomous from adherents and from the course of his
tory? Or else, what credibility would there be in the adherence of the believer and 
in the demand for obedience to authority? 

The social dynamic of charisma turns on the acceptance of a claim to extra
ordinariness by reference to some reality other than what is commonly accepted 
and the humdrum events of everyday life. To reduce the distortions that compro
mise the credibility of office charisma, notably if orthodoxy is in question, wily 
camouflage and shortcuts represent an eventual tactical measure. Whether the 
strategy aims at the unconditional acceptance of a coercive measure or of a mes
sage made equivalent to truth, it is highly likely that a monopolistic use of the 
symbolic or structural order will ensue. There is, for example, the limitation of ac
cess to the means of salvation, and the civil authority can always be used to en
force ecclesiastical rules. The institutional channel of grace authoritatively prevails 
over grace acquired by the subjective experience of belie£ Nevertheless, personal 
charisma is susceptible to emerging at any moment, especially in times of flux and 
shifting systems of existential reference. 

From the point of view of the actors affected by the administration of insti
tutional symbolic goods, and also perhaps more so in subordinate roles, office 
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charisma sets out in search, when needed, of an added personalization of charisma 
to make up for a lack of credibility and social legitimacy on the part of the insti
tution. The quest eventually comes to a private personal charisma, which projects 
an inventive mentality, even while manifestly preserving the institutional character 
and resisting innovation. In short, charisma consists in the acceptance of the ex
traordinary, mediated either through personal experience or institutional ritual. 

Transactions constitute the texture of the institutionalization of personal 
prophetic charisma. In this case the relationship between the extraordinary and the 
ordinary can be known from the perspective of the quotidianization9 of what was 
originally exceptional. In prophetic religion, these relationships are understood 
more as a tension in the unfolding history between the reference to a personage
mediated transcendence on the one hand (i.e., mediated by uncommon activity, 
notably apart from ritual) and, on the other hand, the constraints of ordinary life 
coming to terms with the representations or models of existence as well as with 
the requirements of the calculation and clarification of means and ends. 

The insertion of the original extraordinariness into daily life is supposed to 
guarantee the historical continuation of an experience that, packed with a new 
host of references, is constituted as an autonomous (at least relatively so) histori
cal social force. It is a matter of a process, the indicators of which are notably di
achronic. For Christianity, what is important is the passage from a community of 
the faithfUl, those who place their confidence in a recognized charismatic leader, 
to the institutional community that governs adherence to disciplines, rituals, and 
doctrines officially harmonized with the intent of the founder and presented as 
the way of salvation. This transformation operates through "quotidianization;' in 
the sense of a confrontation and merging with the necessities and ordinary haz
ards of life. This brings about a banalization of the exceptional. "Quotidianiza
tion" does not proceed without a "routinization;' which denotes at the same time 
both repetition and the insertion of the inspiration into individual and collective 
living processes. "Routinization" promotes institutionalization, the transforma
tion of what was established, what was raised up from the movement, the creation 
of something system-like in institutional form. 

Decisive changes are interspersed through a more or less extended period of 
time, varying with, among other factors, the historical conditions, the force of the 
original inspiration, and the interplay of the actors directly or indirectly involved. 
Even so the institutionalization process proceeds, paired with a spirit of invention 
on the fringes of the institutional boundaries and "wanderings in the wilderness" 
outside of the institutional framework altogether. 

The passage from the instituted to the institution includes an intersection of 
processes that are no more frequently serial than simultaneous, while the institu
tionalization occurs slowly or rapidly, decisively or reversibly, wholly or partially, 
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etc. Principally, the processes can elaborate a permanent specialization of tasks 
and formalize the group's internal life and regulations, the hierarchization of 
members, and administrative rationalization, as well as functional integration with 
the environing society. This list is not exhaustive, and related developments con
nect with the controlling transformation processes. For example, by virtue of the 
specialization of tasks, a division of labor commensurate with competence in
creases in the group itself; the performance of permanent duties of office replaces 
provisional missions, the training of "ministers" (as socialization elsewhere) is 
arranged along the lines of an institutional program, and the selection of candi
dates takes into account criteria that have little antiquity behind them. The codi
fication of the Christian life itself signifies a progressive adoption of charters, 
statutes, and written impersonal rules, which tend to be substituted for the per
sonal and often changeable decisions of the charismatic leader. With legal for
malization a bureaucratic kind of governmental apparatus develops, which prac
tices an administration of goods marked by calculation and very elaborate 
economic planning. Functional integration completes the picture: it aims at social 
or religious utility, a rapprochement with dominant authorities, and the reduction 
of socioreligious distinctiveness by the adoption of practices found in the envi
ronment. In that way, the institution, insofar as it results from a process of sys
temic coordination, breaks away from the extraordinariness that characterized its 
origin. The relationship between the two poles reveals itself as more than a sim
ple inversion in time, in the passage from movement to system. 

From Jesus the Christ to the Church 
around the Episcopal See 
Troeltsch's socio-critical reading of the Gospels led him to insist on the impor
tance of the social, cultural, and political context, but at the same time he did not 
understand the Jesus movement only in terms of the conditions of its time. Most 
importantly, the preaching of the good news is also presented as a religious mes
sage and not as a social program; it is a matter essentially of an ethical discourse 
inspired by an extraordinary spiritual experience. Moreover, its universalist mes
sage accentuates the individuality of the conversion process and not a collective 
project. As for the New Testament, its redaction was influenced by Stoicism, one 
of the currents in vogue in a society fending off revolutionary movements. 

In this regard, Troeltsch noted that Christianity has indeed inspired revolu
tionaries, but the question of the function of dissent and protest on the basis of 
Christian ideas remains open. For example, the Middle Ages were a period in 
which Catholicism appeared as a chief work of compromis. It produced and repro
duced a society prone to entirely open dissent, but a deeper analysis of even the 
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extreme cases of this dissent uncovers mere faults or interstices of the system of 
reproduction and purportedly subversive contestations. In brief. in one way or an
other one's perspective and method greatly predetermine findings concerning pro
duction and reproduction, dissent and protest. 

Troeltsch proceeded with a typological historical reading of Christianity. Each 
historical moment represents a synthesis that cannot be repeated, and these mo
ments are theoretically framed by three types-mysticism, sect, and church. In 
neutral terms, the church is opposed to the sect, as extension and compromis are op
posed to intensity and radicalism, and both church and sect are opposed to mys
ticism in the way that exteriority is opposed to interiority. However, these differ
ent types of organizational mediation appear throughout Christian history. 
Differences between periods or among types of communion are woven with the 
thread of displacement, conflict, and rupture in the dialectical relations between 
religious ideals and society. 

Thus it is necessary to find, after the disappearance of the master, another 
principle of unity that should maintain a link with him. This was the belief in the 
resurrection of Jesus and his exaltation at the right hand of the Father; at the same 
time Christian rituals were constituted, giving pattern to the mission of Jesus. At 
the beginning of the second century faith in the resurrected and exalted Jesus and 
in a community marking presence from the absent and confirming conversion 
with baptism and the Eucharist, slides toward a belief in the church, a church ruled 
by an episcopate and attached to tradition. This is a passage from the mystical or 
the sect type to the church type, in a search for an organization conformed to 
Christian ideals, both autonomous and comfortable with the environing world at 
the same time. Some tensions arose that endure even to our day, for example in re
lation to ties between sacrament and gospel, the distinction between clergy and 
laity, and the double ethic of commandments for the masses and evangelical coun
sels for the religious virtuosos. In the transition, the practice of charity is juxta
posed to ritual formalization, provided that the church defines its selected oppo
sitions to the world and its integration into the ruling classes (Troeltsch I 9 I I: 
39-I99; Wackenheim I992: I97-202). 

Max Weber died before completing his sociology of early Christianity. We are 
left with his notes and sketchy observations. They deal with relationships between 
Judaism and Christianity, relations of borrowing and preparation, and also rela
tions with the world-at times relations of tension, accommodation, and indiffer
ence-and finally continuities and discontinuities among Jesus, Paul, and the 
church. The details Weber recorded and his summary headings suggest that 
the elites Oewish rabbis and Christian missionaries) have greatly contributed to the 
cultural distinction between the religion that issued from the Jesus movement and 
Talmudic Judaism. Some borrowings were decisive, such as the Jewish spirituality 
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of exile that inspired the Pauline mission. Indeed, redemptive suffering, especially 
in the suffering servant of God passages in Isaiah 40-55, offered a reference that 
made the Christian doctrine of sacrificial death of the divine savior thinkable. Oth
erwise, the originality of Christianity lies in the opposition of Jesus to the social 
and cultural environment and in his intent of developing a religiosity of faith and 
not law. He subordinated everything to an attitude of unlimited confidence in God. 
At its origin, Christianity was set up against the biblical and juridical erudition of 
the Jews, against the aristocratic soteriology of the Gnostics, and even against an
cient philosophy. Given this opposition, Christianity had to break with Judaism 
and organize its own communities according to its specific spirit. 

Paul became the great organizer of communities after his conversion on the road 
to Damascus. He clarified the role of the intellect in a religiosity of faith. Thus the 
emergence of an ethic of verifying prophecies replaced the emotional content of the 
original charisma of Jesus, in the milieu of tensions between a true religiosity of 
faith in God and specific ethical exigencies. Jesus attracted principally the poor, the 
oppressed, the publicans, and fishers, while Paul and his traveling companions ad
dressed the middle levels of the urban societies, people who displayed a cultural level 
characteristic of the petite bourgeoisie. After it had been established, the Pauline 
community continued to merit the identity of the charismatic and prophetic Jesus 
movement; it showed an emotional character more than traits of rational socializa
tion, and it was ruled in principle by the effective presence of members. These traits 
also made the Pauline Christian community autonomous from the synagogue. 

The apostle also devoted himself to lessening the tension between religious 
equality and social distinction. The equality was threatened by charisms, the use 
of which was to be subordinated to the edification of the community. He was 
equally attentive to assuring a guiding coordination among the local communities 
raised up under his authority. A network was woven together among the commu
nities that came close to the sect rather than the church type. 

The postapostolic age features a decline in eschatological expectation and, 
consequently, an increasing immersion into everyday affairs. With the passage to 
the quotidian, personal charisma gave way more and more to office charisma and 
the bureaucratization of power in the hands of bishops and presbyters. This oc
curred while indifference on the part of Christians over socioeconomic and polit
ical affairs lessened. The church came into being, an institution that was formally 
charismatic, born from the reification of the charisma of its origins, from an es
sentially pneumatic charisma. This church encompassed various elements simulta
neously-a sacerdotal caste properly under control and separated from the world, 
an intent to expand universally that entailed a religious leveling of is members, a 
rationalization and systematic instruction in dogma and cult, and the institution
alization of charisma and transforma~ion of it into office charisma. Indeed, the 
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church was the first rational bureaucracy in history, thanks notably to the admin
istrative and legal genius of the Romans. However, the church is not only a bu
reaucratic organization; it is what institutionalizes the grace that it communicates 
in the rite of ordination. The rite determines the efficacy of the gift of grace 
rather than charismatic personages doing so. 

Some other matters drew Weber's attention. For example, the numerical 
growth of the faithful stratified the social fabric, creating new inequalities. The au
thorities wanted to harmonize the religious stratification with the social; thus 
bishops formed a caste at the beginning of the fourth century. Originally they 
came from the ranks of artisans, merchants, even slaves. Moreover, the Christian 
world was marked by pluralism from the first, on account of the diversity of ways 
that the baptized followed. Whether these ways were that of individual perfection 
of religious virtuosos such as martyrs, ascetics, and hermits, that of the quest for 
salvation in light of a charismatic transmission of grace as in ancient monasticism, 
that of the complete dissociation between the gift of grace and the merit of those 
who receive it, the option for an ecclesiastical institution was made. At the same 
time solicitations and oppositions from outside accentuated pluralism: The debate 
between early Christianity and Greek philosophy gave birth to Christian theology, 
and the Gnostics presented a direct threat, with their religious alternative to Chris
tian soteriology. In both cases the exigencies of the religious ethic typical of 
prophetic religion engendered distinctive identities that combined with the eco
nomic, political, and scientific elements of the sociocultural environment ( Oue
draogo 1999; Wackenheim 1992: 190--97). 

The Chicago School, Symbolic lnteractionism, 
and Their Transformations 
The department of sociology at the University of Chicago opened its doors in 
1892, under the direction of Albion Small (1854--1926).10 Researchers joined 
and succeeded him in the 1930s; their methodological and theoretical contribu
tion still inspires thought and research in the social sciences. Among the figures 
leaving their mark on the "first Chicago School" (1892-1934) were William I. 
Thomas (1863-1947), Florian Znaniecki (1882-1958), Robert Ezra Park 
(1864--1944), and George H. Mead (1863-1931). Jane Addams (1860--1935) 
and her work with immigrants exerted a major influence as well, though she was 
not a member of the department. Each of the university scholars was interested 
in questions of method and theoretical conceptualization. Symbolic interaction
ism is the most impressive social scientific tradition to emerge from their work. 
This current of thought, considered typically American, is still elaborating and 
enriching its methods and conceptualizations. 
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At its founding, the department of sociology concentrated its research effort 
on the solution of social problems, with a view toward ameliorating living condi
tions in the urban context. The researchers did not hesitate to place their confi
dence in scientific inquiry. The early Chicago sociologists were always refining 
their methods and applying them to the study of a growing number of subjects. 
By the end of the I 920s, Chicago had become an internationally recognized cen
ter for the use of social scientific methods, especially quantitative methods. The 
reflection that was focused on the cognitive presuppositions and operationality of 
methods was applied to the human geography of cities and to theory construc
tion. The city was a privileged object for research, manifesting elements of typical 
social relations: racial and ethnic boundaries, neighbor relations in the ghetto, im
migration and social integration, urban mobility, social ecology, and interethnic 
conflicts. The success of the research endeavors owed greatly to the fact that they 
were carried out and staffed in cooperation with theology schools and institutes 
of social intervention. 

The Chicago sociologists openly challenged positivism and its tendency to ac
cept only directly observable and measurable observations, similar to the natural 
sciences. They also maintained that the nature of social scientific work was to take 
into consideration how social actors defined the social facts in which they were in
volved. What is more, the analysis of a social situation required that both objec
tive and subjective factors be taken into account at the same time, the observable 
objective facts and the shared representation of those facts. Thus the Chicago so
ciologists went well beyond positivism. 

Today we benefit from insights drawn from the famous study by Thomas and 
Znaniecki (1956), Tbe Polish Peasant in Europe and America. Among the theoretical 
contributions of the work, the concept of the "definition of the situation" led to 
extensive developments. According to this concept, social actors respond to a sit
uation not only in step with its objective character but also with the meaning that 
it has for them, in step with the representation that they make of it, with the man
ner in which they define it. In short, as the "Thomas theorem" puts it, "Situations 
defined as real are real in their consequences" (Thomas and Thomas 1970 [1928); 
further developed by Merton 1948). In this case, the researcher gains every ad
vantage from cultivating intuition, an attentiveness on the alert for the unexpected, 
a shrewd mind. 

The Thomas theorem contains symbolic interactionism in a nutshell. Sym
bolic interactionism is chiefly interested in the social actor, all that pertains to 
human action in society, and influences that change society, not only the objective 
conditions of social life. Attention is focused on social interaction, even more on 
imagery in the minds of the interactants to the extent that it takes symbolic form 
(language, values, norms, definitions of reality) in step with the sociohistorical cir-
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cumstances of the social exchanges. The symbolic expression of social imagery is 
grasped by means of acts and speech, the gestures and words of individuals and 
groups. Thus symbolic interaction, which refers to the signification of things in 
life and their purposes, reflects and reveals the social relationships in their cultural 
and structural aspects. Moreover, as Znaniecki keenly defends it, culture is not en
slaved, condemned to reproduce and justify the economic and social world; it is 
principally the occasion in which social actors exercise their judgment, express 
their values, and recognize one another. 

According to Herbert Blumer (1969), human beings are not content to sim
ply react to the acts of another; indeed they interpret or define such acts for them
selves, and the meanings that acts have will serve as the basis for a response that 
becomes an interaction. Consequently, interaction is mediated by the use of sym
bols, interpretation, the significance accorded to the action of another. In this 
conceptualization of social relations, the functioning of society is understood 
through the representations of the actors involved and not through structures or 
some functionality or dysfunctionality in a system. Firm in this position, the an
alyst clarifies the conditioning and fashioning of individual representations of so
cial life, discovers how a worldview is socially constructed and how that worldview 
constitutes a subjective reality characteristic of a social actor situated in a given 
history, society, and culture. At the same time the investigation takes up the social 
production of individual and shared imagery, and such imagery as a product of a 
society. Thus are relations between culture and structure, social imagery and social 
functioning analyzed (Berger and Luckmann 1966). 

Interactionism is directly linked to philosophical pragmatism, since commu
nication determines the whole of social regulation: economic, political, culture. 
The idea is found throughout Park's studies of the city and interethnic relations. 
He advocated a method having several facets-recourse to history, entries in di
aries, participant observation, utilization of suitable statistics, and definitions of 
basic concepts. He made his own Simmel's (1968) conceptualization of social life. 
For Simmel, the individual and society were inseparable. Clearly people simulta
neously make and are subject to society, are its product and producer. Society is 
fundamentally interaction, the reciprocal action of individuals who give it its ex
istence. Individuals are mutually swayed and bound by reciprocally experienced in
fluences. Social relationships take on an objective character gradually. Thus supra
individual structures are only crystallizations of reciprocal interactions, means of 
consolidating them. Even when they become permanent and take on a life of their 
own and come to be experienced as outside consciousness, they are not at first ob
jective and binding realities but reciprocal actions of association or antagonism, 
collaboration or opposition among humans. By a kind of precipitation from in
terindividual exchanges social entities are fashioned for the long term maintaining 
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the group in one or another definite form. The form passes gradually from a 
processual state to that of being a substantial reality. In short, interactions deter
mine social life, the locus of exchanges that are reciprocal and exchanges that are 
crystallized, detached, external to the consciousness of individuals and groups. 

From a methodological perspective and in Dilthey's terms, the understanding 
of symbolic productions presupposes an inside access to the systems of meaning 
that underlie them (1990). Intuition plays an important role in this access, and it 
would arrive at an understanding, not a causal explanation. The conditions neces
sary for such access are attainable because the people who interpret are symbolic 
beings, participants in the very humanity who produce it. If natural phenomena 
are diverse, changeable, and external to us, the data proper to the mental sciences 
(Dilthey's Geisteswissencbtiften) must immediately deal with an already constituted to
tality. The world of mental phenomena is presented as an "interactive complex:' 
as opposed to the causal world of nature. The knowledge of the social world de
pends on empathy and distance, on entering into a system and deconstructing it 
by making a critique in the sense of a detached theorization. 

Dilthey and Simmel, as well as Weber, created the intellectual background that 
inspired symbolic interactionism through their impact on George H. Mead (see 
Joas 1985) and John Dewey. Mead and Dewey, with others, founded the pragma
tist school of philosophy at Chicago, a school marked by a confidence in the sci
entific method and trusting acceptance of the objective of solving the social, 
moral, economic, and political problems of the time. The accent was on science 
and action, the union of thought and deliberate human action, the application of 
critical thought and experience. The researcher, equipped with these, seeks to learn 
from experience. Knowledge was a complex of provisional hypotheses, at best 
probable and never certain. 

Mead had written articles but not books in his life, but his most important 
ideas were brought together in the posthumous volume Mind, Self, and Society 
(I934). Herbert Blumer set about extricating from Mead's thought theoretical 
and methodological points that he would call "symbolic interactionism:' In 
Mead's symbolic interactionist perspective, society is composed of acting ele
ments. It is a complex of individuals ever confronting varied situations. To con
tend with situations, the individuals construct cooperative actions in which they 
adjust their acts to those of others. These actions constitute life in society. Mead 
distinguished between nonsymbolic interaction and symbolic; the first arises from 
direct and involuntary responses, almost reflexes, on the part of individuals to acts 
of some kind or another. The second, symbolic interaction, consists in establish
ing the meaning of another's action, whatever its form (comment, facial expres
sion, hand signal, intonation, etc.), and acting on the basis of this interpretation 
in arriving at ways to make indications to the other about how to act. The result 
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is that the participants in a symbolic interaction adjust their actions to the actions 
of the others. A process is set in motion by which collective action is constructed. 

Moreover, human beings are described as organisms endowed with "selves:' as 
beings who can be objects to themselves, acting toward themselves as they would 
toward others-perceiving themselves, having ideas of themselves, communicating 
with themselves, reproaching themselves, encouraging themselves, being angry 
with themselves, appraising themselves. The subject perceives its own nature as ob
ject because the indication gives it a meaning. The meaning is based on ongoing 
activity and, beginning with it, the person is oriented toward the indicated object. 
In the processes of interaction with themselves, individuals also make indications 
of other objects, determine the meanings of those objects, and organize their ac
tions toward those objects. The self is introduced in the process through which 
humans interpret what confronts them and act on the basis of the interpretation. 
By way of illustration, there is an important and subtle difference between simply 
feeling hungry and being cognizant of the fact that one is hungry. The self is con
stituted by a reflexive process that permits one to face the world and control one's 
conduct. We should not confound the self, as Mead described it, with a psycho
logical structure as, for example, the ego. The latter is not reflective and cannot 
thus act toward itself; one is left simply to express an ego. 

The actions of an individual are not simple expressions of psychological 
structures under the effect of external stimuli. They are constructed in a process 
of interaction with the self; human beings determine what they want to do, the 
goals they will pursue, taking into account the situations in which they find them
selves, and, indicating to themselves specific objects, they draw up plans for ac
tion. Actions are not elaborated at a glance; they are constructed step-by-step. In
dividuals are ever reevaluating the situations in which they find themselves, the 
objects they will take into account, and their own actions-all this in an unend
ing interaction with themselves. Because of the reflectivity of the self, the actor is 
not simply taken up in an action or submerged in an environment. The actor is sit
uated at a remove and acts toward a situation according to the way it is defined 
and interpreted. An action is always situated. In this respect, the actor is not at the 
mercy of structural pressures, organic needs, or role requirements. Psychological 
and social structures are constraints that enter into the construction of an action 
only because the human being takes them into account and interprets them; the 
constraints do not simply determine action. One can thus find in the actor's ef
fort at interpretation the link between specific conditions in which the individual 
is found and the individual's activity. However, saying of human beings that they 
construct their actions does not mean that they act for the better. Individuals are 
not implacably rational. Actions are constructed through interpretations that ac
tors make of the situations in which they find themselves. 
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Mead's theoretical statements plunge us into the realm of symbolic interac
tionism. That realm encompasses the above-mentioned theory of the social con
struction of reality, which is largely indebted to the phenomenological sociology 
of Alfred Schutz (1899-1959). The sociology of everyday life was also created 
along the lines of symbolic interactionism, which decisively influenced the dra
maturgical sociology of Erving Goffinan (1922-1982). Ethnomethodology can 
be associated in some respects with these two theoreticians. 

The expression "ethnomethodology" was coined by Harold Garfinkel in 
1954, on the occasion of his research on juries. He discovered that they conducted 
themselves in the course of a hearing as they would if engaging in scientific re
search; they were in a kind of inquiry as though they were experts on the social 
world and on the veracity or sociological pertinence of the arguments advanced. 
By extension, the scientific project of ethnomethodology is the analysis of meth
ods or procedures used by individuals for finding their way through the various 
activities that they perform in their everyday life. In other words, the object is the 
analysis of the ordinary ways of doing things that social actors rely upon to per
form their ordinary actions. In Garfinkel's words, it is "practical sociological rea
soning" exercised by the members of a society or social group in order to objec
tify the world. Correlatively, ethnomethodology considers social facts not as 
things but as practical accomplishments that are the product of the continuous ac
tivity of people who put to work their know-how, methods, rules of conduct, and 
modes of organization. We thus live in a describable, intelligible, and analyzable 
world. The task of the sociologist is to account for this by means of dose partic
ipant observation. 

Rational choice theory takes its inspiration from economics, where it is used 
as a tool for theorizing market behavior and decision making. The theory rests on 
the postulates that the social actor is egoistic and acts for personal gain, that he 
knows from acquired information the utility of all possible options, that he es
tablishes an order of preference among alternative actions in accordance with a 
cost/benefit calculus, and that he is rational, selecting among alternatives to max
imize "utility:' Thus, the actor always seeks a maximum gain and chooses among 
all possible options the one that will yield the most and cost the least. 

Critical discussion has given birth to a "theory of limited rationality:' It intro
duces new elements: the actor decides on the basis of information that is possessed, 
and can consider a lack of information when making the decision. The actor's mo
tivations are not necessarily limited to personal interest. In making a decision, there 
is the notion of preexisting principles of action, obviating the task of reanalyzing 
the entire situation anew each time. The actor is not an isolated being but makes 
decisions in relation to the environing milieu and is influenced by the interactions 
in which she participates. Above all, the actor, when faced by a difficulty in mak-
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ing the best possible choice, stops at the thteshold of a utility satisfying for him 
rather than maximizing utility. The revised theory has the advantage of enabling 
one to objectify the study of behavior. It conceals limitations that block its ascen
dance from the status of a tool of objectivation to that of a full sociological para
digm. In particular, if it allows for a comprehension of the process of making de
cisions that leads to adopting a strategy, thus to making choice, with a view to 
attaining a given good; it does not allow for clarifying motivations that have led to 
the choice of that end. By virtue of this limitation, rational choice theory remains 
essentially a tool of objectivation usable on a case by case basis. 

The Blending of Theories and Perspectives 
The theories generally sketched above are found in the different sciences of soci
ety. They have sources shared by more than one science, as do anthropology and 
sociology in the case of fUnctionalism. They advance conceptualizations that over
lap and interpenetrate, for example in the relations between symbolic interaction
i~m and social psychology. Their use is often eclectic in addressing a question in 
different ways. We know that the understanding of reality lends itself to distinct 
or diametrically opposed methodological positions. Setting out deductively from 
a principle of knowledge with logic leads to a different product from that which 
is elicited inductively from a situation in its irrational aspects as well as rational, 
subjective as well as objective, and implicit as well as explicit. There we have ma
jor points of difference among the perspectives used by the major social scientific 
theories. 

Works on biblical materials from the period of early Christianity are affected 
by such issues. In addition, archaeology and similar disciplines that deal with an
tiquity are relevant. The social sciences and their interconnected theoretical tradi
tions are more than supplementary elements for sketching the context of that kind 
of social fact. They are necessary where it is difficult gain an adequate focus even 
while intending to be scientific. For this reason, the social sciences would risk los
ing their cognitive validity and capacity for widening the horizons of knowledge 
if they were to advance an unvarying theory that is closed in on itself or trapped 
within a compartmentalized perspective. This calls for vigilance, particularly when 
the object of study is the time of the founding of a world religion. 

There are many questions that remain open. By way of example, the relation
ship between psychoanalysis and sociology poses basic problems. In the case of an 
analysis that rejects a sharp separation between the psychological and the social, 
like the separation made by Durkheim, or especially an analysis that integrates ac
tors and their psychology in its fields of study, it is a matter of seeing from which 
psychology one will expect complementary interpretations and if it will retain the 
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hypothesis of the unconscious that is fundamental to the psychoanalytical ap
proach. In this regard, Sigmund Freud (I856-I939) inquired into the ties be
tween the individual unconsciousness and culture. Freud did not consider the in
dividual in isolation from the social environment. It is understood in the 
interlacing of its ties with its milieu, the culture in which it acts and to which it 
submits. The many ties, modified over time and circumstance, form a close texture 
that the subjects enter. The ideas advanced by Freud in the wake of this position 
continue to stimulate discussion, and we know of disagreements among the 
founders of psychoanalysis. 

Between history and sociology, the stumbling block appears in methodology 
and in turf wars. Nevertheless, historical sociology claims a heritage going back to 
Max Weber and Ernst Troeltsch. The discussion is open concerning the differences 
and ties between the various approaches to social reality. I have only indicated what 
is proper to the various social scientific theories and dwelt on those that have con
tributed or may contribute in a major way to our knowledge of Christian origins. 

Notes 
I. On functionalism, see Coenen-Huther (1984), Eastby (1985), Emmet (1972), 

Isajiw (1969), and Jarvie (1973). 
2. See Malinowski (1954), Parsons (1954), and Merton (1968). 
3. On conflict theory, see Coser (1967) and Freund (1983). 
4. Another text merits attention, Saint Besse, Etude d'un culte alpestre (in Hertz 1970: 

I 10-60). Hertz's whole anthropological analysis turns on the birth of a cult as an occa
sion for affirming an identity; its author reaches the theoretical level without ever losing 
contact with the data. Another work on Christian origins is Czarnowski (1919) on the 
cult of Saint Patrick in Ireland. The author shows how the saints are particular cases of 
the social type "hero;' from the point of view of their genesis and function, after having 
sought to determine how the legend of Saint Patrick had formed and what the conditions 
of the production of legends about national heroes in Ireland were. These studies follow 
in the theoretical footsteps of Durkheim without taking on the inflexibility of some of 
his positions. 

5. On Marxian thought and religion, see Desroche (1962). 
6. Ludwig Feuerbach (1804-1872) was a critic of religion who influenced Marx's 

thought. Feuerbach thought of religion as a projection into God of things missing in 
earthly life. Thus an unjust society would have a God of justice. 

7. On Weber, see Bendix (1977), Kasler (1988), Lash and Whimster (1987), and 
Sica (1988); on Troeltsch, see Drescher (1991), Dumais (1995), Seguy (1980), and Ya
sukata (1986). 

8. There is no simple equivalent to the French term, used in the same way as O'Dea 
(1966: 90-97) used "dilemma" in his essay on the dilemmas of institutionalization, and 
as Gurvitch (1962) used "implication dialectique mutuelle." The relevant French defini-
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tion among several for compromis would be "that which one willingly constitutes from very 
different elements, as in an architecture of compromis." 

9. Weber's English language translators use the expression "routinization" for this; I 
make distinctions below between making something part of everyday experience ( quotid
ianization) and making it banal or routine. 

10. On the Chicago School, see Bulmer (1984), Matthews (1977), Prus (1996), and 
the essays in Tomasi (1998). 





General Methodological Perspective 3 
ANTHONY J. BLASI 

Introduction 

PROFESSORS OF NEW TESTAMENT commonly ask their students to take up 
one of the Gospels and read it from beginning to end. They want their stu
dents to see it as a whole rather than know of it only in the way that it is 

presented in worship services-one small passage at a time. It is not that a focused 
reading of a small passage is not useful; indeed exegetes cultivate the art of "read
ing slowly" and drawing out implications from details. However, a whole gospel 
provides the literary context for each detail; one cannot understand the full sig
nificance of a detail without considering the context. One of the contextual char
acteristics of which a reader of an entire gospel will become aware is the dramatic 
tension that the gospel communicates to the reader. Jesus, portrayed as moved by 
religious inspiration, presents an appealing and even idealistic spiritual message, 
but in doing so he encounters a current of mistrust and opposition. People ask 
him what gives him the right to teach. They criticize his disciples for breaking cus
toms. They ask him trick questions. Eventually they plot against his life. 

One cannot imagine how the portrayed undercurrent against Jesus could be re
tained in the traditional narratives and recorded as a salient fact in the written 
Gospels if some experience of mistrust and opposition were not familiar to the au
thors and their intended audience. The very suggestion that Jesus failed to persuade 
so many of his hearers would not be a convenient fact for the early Christians un
less they themselves evidently experienced tension with unpersuaded neighbors of 
their own. The fact that Jesus faced that same problem made the gospel narrative 
meaningful for them. This is certainly not the only important characteristic of the 
four Gospels and the other major works of early Christian literature, but it is in
structive. Most of the evidence we have on the early Christian movement is literary 
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in character. The literature often purports to relate information about John the 
Baptizer, Jesus of Nazareth, Paul of Tarsus, and other early personages, but inad
vertently it is also informative about the authors and audiences of the literary 
works, as well as their typical experiences. We therefore have more than one kind of 
information available to us from early Christian literature, and whenever we have in
formation about people, we have the possibility of using it in a social scientific 
study of them and their worlds. In the case of the New Testament and related lit
erature, we have information about two religious movements-the Jesus movement 
in its social environment and early Christian churches in their worlds. We may re
fer to all these collectively as the "early Christian movement:' 

The Jesus movement consisted of the following that Jesus of Nazareth enjoyed 
in his travels about rural Palestine, as well as in Jerusalem, in the third and fourth 
decades of the first century C.E. We have no writings ftom the Jesus movement, 
but the Gospels-both canonical and non-canonical-purport to tell the reader 
narratives about it. Early Christian churches were the organized aspects of the 
movement that developed after the death of Jesus, having as their unifying theme 
the cult of Jesus as the Messiah. The writings that we have from the early church 
Christians mean by "Messiah" inter alia the judge coming in a universal final 
judgment or the presence of the creator God to the human world in the person of 
Jesus and in the Spirit that lives among the unified Christians themselves. Some 
modern commentators object to the expression "Christian:' claiming that the 
movement cannot be distinguished from Jewish religiosity until a later point in 
history, when both Christian ecclesiastical structures and Jewish rabbinical tradi
tions emerged. There is validity to that claim, insofar as the first Christians were 
religiously oriented to the Hebrew Scriptures and the Temple1 in Jerusalem, but 
the movement whose literature identified Jesus of Nazareth as the Christ or Mes
siah and meant by "Messiah" the final judge or the presence of God in the human 
world is clearly distinct and identifiable; there is no reason not to use the word 
"Christian" for it.2 I am concerned in this chapter with scientific inquiry into this 
identifiable movement of people, as well as the Jesus movement. 3 

us . , c1ence 
"Science" is not a neutral term in contemporary discourse. The successes in engi
neering and medicine that have resulted from the practical applications of the nat
ural sciences have led people to accord a great deal of legitimacy to scientific re
search. Consequently there is a temptation to use the term as a form of secular 
legitimation and to take on the appearances of science whether or not one is en
gaged in genuinely scientific inquiry. That temptation need not lead to a deliber
ate deception on the part of some dishonest propagandist; someone with a gen-
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uine personal conviction might liken the impression of truth associated with the 
conviction to the impression created by scientific procedure and evidence. Scien
tific mannerisms may thereby accompany the demonstration of a belief to which 
one had come by a nonscientific procedure. Thus we have the expression "Chris
tian Science" and the claim of scientific status for creationism. 

For this reason it is fundamentally important in science to set aside "truth" 
(in the sense of "conviction"). Science is inquiry, and inquiry is not authentic if 
the "truth" is already known. Inquiry needs to be autonomous; its course cannot 
be channeled by convention, prior belief, or habits of thought without a denatur
ing of the inquiry itself. When an inquiry is fully free from such influences, it 
should not matter who is conducting it. A fervent believer and a convinced athe
ist should be able to study early Christianity scientifically and arrive at similar con
clusions. In order to guarantee that kind of autonomy in inquiry, it is necessary to 
clarifY concepts, describe procedures, and delimit the matter of examination; in 
short, it is necessary to be explicit about theory, method, and the matter of ob
servation. Most important of all, it is the problematic with which one proceeds 
that needs to be scientific. I will spend the greater part of this chapter describing 
various dimensions of that problematic. Taken together, these various dimensions 
involve the human mind learning from evidence. If one were to seize upon the 
concepts, instrumentation, and even findings of any particular science without us
ing these to learn from evidence, the scientific problematic would be absent and 
the endeavor would be a case of misplaced erudition. 

As a preliminary step toward characterizing the use of genuine social science in 
the study of early Christianity, it is useful to distinguish scientific from particulate 
knowledge. Particulate knowledge is the product of aimless fact gathering. Like so 
many thousands of grains of sand, thousands of aimlessly gathered facts take on 
no enduring shape. The same grains might one day form one shape and another day 
a different one, depending on the changing winds. Isolated facts might one day sug
gest one conclusion, and on another day suggest a different one, depending on the 
slightest alterations in the predispositions of the observer. A kind of education that 
rewards students for committing facts to memory and repeating them in examina
tions is responsible for a great deal of particulate knowledge in the world. Funda
mentalists are appropriately criticized for memorizing biblical passages in particu
late form, without developing a critical capacity that would lead them to think 
about what biblical works say rather than find proof texts for defending received 
opinions and conventional stances. The problem is not limited to fundamentalists, 
however; free spirits, ready to break with tradition and convention, may similarly 
acquire facts in an unsystematic way and use them to support a preselected argu
ment. Any inquiry may begin with some initial fact gathering, but it is necessary to 
go beyond that activity. Because the social scientific vision understands literary texts 
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as products of ongoing social interaction-interaction that is typical, recurrent, 
and general-it presupposes a necessity to both base itself on and go beyond par
ticularity (MacDonald 1988: 23). 

Science stands in contrast to philosophy as well as to particulate knowledge. 
While particulate knowledge represents a failure to draw out the contours and 
general geography underneath a desert of gfanular fact, philosophy begins with a 
map and never looks to actual terrain. Philosophy proceeds in the manner of 
Descartes (cogito ergo ••• ). The development of thinking skills in philosophical ac
tivity is undoubtedly important as a preliminary step toward scientific inquiry, but 
it is necessary to put aside thought as an end in itself One cannot fixate on ideas 
and then succeed in science; the use of any given idea needs to be warranted by 
evidence. It is especially important that potentially circular courses of reasoning 
be avoided, lest evidence be prevented from breaking in and inspiring the drawing 
out of unanticipated implications. One kind of circularity to be avoided is the 
self-confirming idea. Concepts that are overly generalizable do not lend themselves 
to the disconfirmation of a thesis in which they play a part; they therefore lead to 
self-confirmation. The proposition that biblical societies were pervaded by an 
"honor/ shame" principle, for example, cannot be disconfirmed, irrespective of 
what any given biblical passage may say, because "honor/ shame" is too vague. If 
the prodigal son comes to his senses and returns to his father, his motive can be 
that of avoiding embarrassment in the foreign land even though he returns to his 
father's household diminished in status. If someone turns the other cheek or of
fers a second garment to one who has already taken a first, it is a scheme to em
barrass an aggressor by rising above embarrassment. It does not matter whether a 
biblical figure improves in honorific standing or worsens; the motive is said to be 
the same. Using such passages to "confirm" the relevance of honor/ shame themes 
would be circular. That circularity arises from a concept that does not enable one 
to distinguish definitively between honor/ shame behavior and non-honor/ shame 
behavior. A genuinely scientific inquiry cannot be tantamount to a philosophy 
built around a concept of that kind. 

Early Christian Materials and Scientific Procedures 

The Literary Materials 
Most of the evidence for the early Christian movement is literary in nature, 
though archaeology has provided important nonliterary information 
(Charlesworth 1988: 103-30). Literature involves a spectrum of materials, rang
ing from the physical to the symbolic. The physical objects include the writing ma
terials with which ancient authors and copyists worked and the extant manuscripts 
we have from the early Christian communities. Writing materials and manuscripts 
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were more valuable in ancient times than they are today; there were no printing 
presses for the mass production of works and no pulp paper. Consequently, a 
book, treatise, or other work was not normally a fixed text that remained constant 
through a series of reproductions but a unique physical object that was prepared 
for a specific setting. "Luke" would have written the canonical two-part book 
(Gospel of Luke and Acts) for the library of "Theophilos" (Lk I.I-4; Acts I.I), 
perhaps for use in worship by a church that met in the latter's house. Neither the 
real name of the author nor that of the owner of the manuscript would appear in 
the text of the work because of the controversial and illegal nature of the Chris
tian sect; such a document could be used in a legal proceeding against both the au
thor and the owner. If someone else wanted the two-part book by "Luke;' a scribe 
would write revisions into the copy that might be needed to fit the education and 
cultural background of the intended owner of that "copy," as well as the church 
that might be using it. It was the paper and the labor of editing and copying that 
was valuable, not a copyrightable fixed text. Only after a work had been designated 
"scared scripture" in a canon would the exact text become fixed. Until that hap
pened for a given work, the text reflected the needs of the people for whom it was 
first written and the people for whom it was later "copied" or adapted. 

It is a working rule of literary analysis that textual criticism must precede 
source criticism and redaction criticism. That is to say, we establish how a given 
text read before deciding whether someone copied it (as Matthew and Luke 
copied Mark's gospel and copied the "Q" sayings, making revisions in both in the 
process) and why that person placed the text in its new literary context. Usually 
the scholars who are responsible for critical editions of the Greek New Testament 
and other ancient works have done the text criticism for us. It is generally bad pro
cedure to base an interpretive argument about a text on the grounds that one can 
find a variant reading of the passage somewhere in a museum (unless one is study
ing the community for whom the variant was intended). When one is interested 
in a text that is no longer extant but was copied into another work, it is necessary 
to reconstruct how it must have read before setting out to propose interpretations 
of it. A topic of interest, for example, might be the sociology of the users and 
hearers of the source text from which both Matthew and Luke took most of their 
non-Markan material,4 or the social context proper to the earlier layers of the 
Gospel of John independently of the social contexts proper to the later layers and 
vice versa. 5 

While modern Christians generally prefer to use the whole canonical New 
Testament in their worship (and sometimes insist upon a particular translation 
of it), a scientific analysis must take each work in the New Testament as a sepa
rate entity and consider as well extracanonical works. Since the circumstances of 
authorship are important, it becomes necessary to dissociate the Deutero-Pauline 
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literature, for example, from the Pauline. As noted above, the intent of the orig

inal author of a work was not as central an issue in the ancient world as it is to

day; authorship was simply not important. Many works were anonymous or writ

ten under pseudonyms. Indeed, it was an act of politeness and humility not to 

put one's own name on a work, and authors often honored a predecessor by put

ting the latter's name on their works. In using works that underwent multiple re

visions, such as the Coptic Gospel of Thomas, it is necessary to ascertain whether 

its sources were independent of the canonical gospels or not, and if they were it 

is necessary to reconstruct how those sources read.6 

Measures and Indicators 
In order for inquiries to succeed, it is necessary first to guarantee that the ele

mentary research acts by which observations are received, categorized, and manip

ulated neither impose arbitrary characteristics on what is observed nor obscure the 

features that reside in the observed objects. Concerning these elementary research 

acts, methodologists distinguish among three kinds of observation: nominal indi

cation, ordinal measurement, and interval measurement. Nominal indications in

volve classifYing observable objects by means of a typology. For example, distin

guishing references to Christ that represent a high Christology from those that 

represent a low Christology is using a typology of Christologies for categorizing 

the references. Most observables in literary materials in fact lend themselves to 

analyses with nominal indications. In some cases, we are able to use statistical pro

cedures that are based on frequencies with nominal data; thus one may ascertain 

whether one New Testament book has a higher percentage of high christological 

references in its texts that refer to Christ than another book. Similarly, if one has 

apportioned the passages of a New Testament book among two or more layers of 

tradition, one may ascertain whether one layer has a higher percentage of high 

christological references than another layer does. One may use similar comparisons 

with friendly versus hostile references to governing powers, Jewish customs, and 

the like. It is also possible to ascertain whether two such nominal variations are re

lated to each other; for example, are the books of the New Testament that appear 

to be oriented to gentile Christians rather than Jewish Christians the same books 

that have high rather than low Christologies? 

When using nominal indicators, it is important that the two (or more) coun

terposed types be mutually exclusive of one another. A book must be oriented to 

Gentile Christians or Jewish Christians, but not both, if only two types are em

ployed. If it is thought that one or more New Testament authors directed their 

works to mixed Jewish and Gentile congregations, it is necessary to provide a third 

type. Again, if one or more authors appear to have directed their works to both 
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Jewish and Gentile congregations but not mixed ones, it is necessary to provide a 
fourth type. Any given observable (in this case, any given book of the New Testa
ment) must fall into one and only one type. The discovery of what types are needed 
for accommodating the observables is an important part of the research process; it 
leads to conceptualizations that are "grounded" (Glaser and Strauss 1967). 

It is best that the units of observation derive from the literary material itself. 
References in the Greek texts, for example, were made by the authors who were re
sponsible for the texts. Similarly, most of the books of the New Testament were 
units established by the original authors. However, verses as numbered in modern 
Bibles are not optimal units of observation because the numbering was established 
not by the ancient authors but rather by early modern printers. Similarly, one 
should use Greek texts rather than translations in research. Moreover, if one uses 
the books of the New Testament as units of observation, the Resurrection narra
tives added to the Gospel of Mark may need to be counted as a separate book, as 
may the original wording of a source such as Q in the Gospels of Matthew and 
Luke. Second Corinthians may need to be considered as three rather than one ob
servable, if one believes three letters were edited together to create it. One can 
readily see that literary source-critical issues often need to be confronted to a re
searcher's satisfaction before typologies can be applied to New Testament material. 

Ordinal measures follow the logical progression of ordinal numbers in most 
languages-first, second, third, etc. As in an auto race, there is no suggestion that 
the distance between the first and second places is equal to that between the sec
ond and third places. Strictly speaking, it is not correct to perform arithmetical 
operations on ordinal data. Similarly, it is something of a mistake in arithmetic to 
calculate grade point averages from educational transcripts, as educators often do, 
after converting ".K grades to 4, "B" to 3, and so forth. It is also a mistake to con
vert Likert-type response categories ("strongly agree;' "agree;' "not sure;' "dis
agree;' "strongly disagree") to numerical scores and then perform arithmetical cal
culations on those scores. There is no reason to believe that the quantitative 
difference between an "/\' and a "B" on a transcript is the same as that between a 
"C" and a "D;' or that the quantitative difference between "strongly agree" and 
"agree" responses on a Likert-type questionnaire is the same as that between "not 
sure" and "disagree" responses. Thus one should avoid if possible treating such 
categories as "very high;' "high;' "moderate;' "low;' and "very low" Christologies 
with any mathematical procedure other than frequency counts and percentages, or 
to see "Jewish and Gentile" congregations and "mixed" congregations as somehow 
representing a quantity lying between "Jewish" and "Gentile" that lends itself to 
any kind of arithmetical operation.? 

An interval measure is one in which there is a metric that lends itself to 
arithmetical operations. Chronological indications using years, for example, 
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lend themselves to calculations because the passage of time between the years 
30 C.E. and 40 C.E. is the same as that between the years IIO C.E. and 120 C.E. 

We are often able to put dates on texts by ascertaining whether they reflect 
knowledge of events that historians have dated (e.g., the destruction by fire of 
the Temple in Jerusalem in 70 C.E. and the reigns of rulers), whether the texts 
cite other works to which we are able to affix dates, and whether the texts are 
cited by other works to which we are able to affix dates. The fact that an author 
knows about an event is stronger evidence than an absence of any mention of 
it, since the author can simply choose not to mention something known 
(Neusner 1988: 133). Normal travel time between ancient cities and the pop
ulation sizes of those cities similarly lend themselves to arithmetical operations 
(see Stark 1991, 1996: 129-45). It makes sense to create time lines and other 
graphs with interval measures, while it does not make sense to create graphs 
with nominal indictors and ordinal measures. 

Whenever using such measures or indicators, it is necessary to address the 
issues of reliability and validity. Reliability is the consistency with which a partic
ular observational procedure yields the same indication. For example, if a partic
ular personality test found an individual to be domineering by nature when the 
test was administered once but found that the same individual was compliant by 
nature and willing to yield to others when the test was administered again, one 
might conclude that the test itself is not reliable. By analogy, a particular linguis
tic usage-that is, the combination of para tactic clause linkages (and ... and ... 
and) and the use of the Greek expression euthur-may either reliably or unreliably 
indicate Markan versus non-Markan authorship. Validity is a matter of whether 
an indicator really shows what one might be using it to indicate or whether it may 
alternatively indicate something else. Does a personality test really indicate an en
during trait of a personality, or alternatively might it indicate a fleeting mood 
brought on by an immediate situation in which the individual happens to be taken 
up? Can an adage such as "The first shall be last and the last shall be first" be used 
as an indicator of an honor-obsessed culture, or might it simply be an expression 
that was traditionally used to instruct the young in manners? 

Induction 
Induction is the process of reasoning toward a conclusion from particular facts or 
individual cases. It involves an inherent dilemma insofar as the particular facts 
or individual cases from which it sets out have not warranted in any direct way the 
categories with which the researcher is initially prepared to reason. In the natural 
sciences, the facts and cases are not thinking subjects at all, but mindles.s objects. 
The stars, planets, satellites, and other objects that constitute the universe do not 
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know that they are more or less "obeying" the laws of gravity. We cannot make 
inquiries of such natural objects about the logics they follow. Consequently, we 
need to make an assumption, in the manner of Galileo, that they conform to 
mathematical logic. We assume that, since in mathematics two plus three yields 
five, two quarts of a liquid plus three quarts of it will yield five quarts. There is 
no absolute reason why the natural universe and its elements should conform to 

our logical operations, but the everyday materials before us in our worlds appear 
to do so for the most part. When physicists explore the world of subatomic par
tides, however, the correspondence between the natural and the mathematical 

worlds cannot be taken for granted. 
In the social sciences, the relationship between the logics of the matters of in

quiry and of the inquiring minds is quite tenuous. If the people whom we study 
think as we do, there would be little problem in our understanding their activities. 
However, people's activities often follow personal habits, social customs, and pat

terns that they have tacitly and haphazardly negotiated with the people they live 
with, while social scientists seek to proceed with a careful and openly deliberated 
logic. There is a chasm between the scientists' reasoning procedures and the emer
gent reasons that underlie the social activities that they would want to understand. 
Unlike the natural scientists, however, who cannot communicate with their matter 

of inquiry, the social scientists can make inquiries of the people whose activity they 
study. The relationship between different logics need not resort to assumptions 
that resemble those that were presupposed by Galileo's mathematicalization of 
physics; rather, the relationship becomes a hermeneutic question for research. 

In hermeneutics, the matter of inquiry is meaningful; what is studied is a ten

dency on the part of a subject to respond to a sign or symbol in a particular way. 
The social scientific study of early Christianity, having for the most part ancient 
texts of religious literature to work with, has the hermeneutic problem of estab
lishing valid understandings as one of its objectives.8 It is possible to know about 
the origin of a passage, its subsequent usage in a book of the New Testament or 
other ancient collection, its reception in the early history of the Christian 

churches, and how we ourselves respond to it. Our understanding of the passage 
will not be identical to the originary understanding or even identical to that of the 
redactor of the larger work in which it appears, but it is our undmtantling that is the key 
to our comprehension of the originary and redactive understandings. We rely upon the analogy 
between our understandings and the ancient ones. 

For example, consider this brief passage: "When reviled, we bless; when pros

ecuted, we endure;' i..otoopo'4L£vot euf..o)uuJ.l£V, l;troK6J,l£Vot <ivex6J.1£9a. (I Cor 
4.12b ). It appears to be an allusion to a traditional saying of Jesus; Paul cites it 
again elsewhere (Rom 12.14), and it appears in the Q source of Jesus sayings used 
by both Luke (6.28, 32, 27b) and Matthew (5.44b, 46), as well as the Didache 
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(I.3b ). Paul uses the allusion to argue against Christians seeking status in the 
church: "Already you are filled! Already you have become rich! Without us you have 
become kings! And would that you did reign, so that we might share the rule with 
you!" (I Cor 4.8 RSV). The meaning in Luke seems related to a countercultural 
stance; he introduces it with "Woe to you, when all people speak well of you" 
(Lk 6.26a RSV). Matthew uses the saying similarly to recommend a higher ethic 
than that recommended by most people: "You have heard ... but I say to you" 
(Mt 5.43-44 RSV). In the Didache it is used to characterize one of two ways to 
live. In the context of secular Hellenistic beliefs about the good life, the saying, 
which may go back to Jesus himsel£ was clearly countercultural, perhaps reminis
cent of the Cynics (Vaage I994: 57, I65 at note I3).9 Let us propose that Jesus 
used the saying, shocking his listeners (as he frequently did with his parables) in the 
superficially Hellenized context of Galilee by recommending a countercultural 
stance toward the world, but from the perspective of Jewish Messianism; that would 
succeed in offending "Jew" (Pharisee) and "Greek" (Herodian) alike. Paul uses the 
statement ironically, suggesting that the Christian movement itself deserved a coun
tercultural critique from within its own ranks. Q, Matthew, Luke, and the Didache 
go back to the countercultural impact of the saying, but they are all rather removed 
from the potential shock of using a Hellenistic form of social critique in a Jewish 
perspective. So what is the valid "meaning" of the saying? The lexically correct 
meaning is "valid" enough, just as it was for the readers of Paul, Matthew, Luke, 
and the Didache. The rel&vances attached to that meaning vary, however, and the social 
sciences have the discovery of those relevances as one of their tasks. 

One could well use a musical metaphor. The natural or acoustical contents of 
a particular performance of a work do not comprise its meaning. Instrumentation, 
performance pitch, and conventional "readings" of scores, which establish the 
acoustical contents, change. It is the experience of going through time with the 
musical retentions and protentions that is the "meaning" of the music (see Schutz 
I964), the response shared among composer, performers, and audience. Similarly, 
it is what a passage accomplishes in a reader that is its meaning. A gospel may 
make the reader aware of a dialectic between a pleasant spiritual inspiration and 
an undercurrent of human unwillingness. A parable may shock the reader, forcing 
a reconsideration of everyday events. A letter may relativize denomination-like 
norms and encourage an acceptance of an authentic spirituality on the part of 
other groups of people on their own cultural terms. What happens between author 
and audience, redactor and reader, is the primary datum. This performative mean
ing, reasonably expected by author and redactor to follow upon a recital or other 
kind of execution of the text, is the particular fact or individual case out of which 
induction proceeds. It has the same importance in research that employs literary 
materials that the back-and-forth among social actors has for the ethnographer; it 
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is the "symbolic interaction" that warrants any types that would be applied by a 
researcher. IO 

The warranting of any given type by a meaning that has been occasioned by a 
text is unique to that text alone. Just as ethnographers cannot legitimately general
ize to other settings the meaningful life worlds they portray in their separate re
ports, the social scientist who analyzes the Jesus movement or early Christianity on 
the basis of a text can only associate an interpretation or conclusion to the partic
ular originators and early hearers of that text, not to the whole of early Christian
ity or the whole of the ancient Mediterranean region. Induction is a modest enter
prise. It leads to understandings and interpretations. Understandings are those 
responses that are analogous to responses by the ancients who used a particular pas
sage in their social interactions. Interpretations place the understood text in the 
context of other observables that one has reason to associate with the text. Inter
pretation is a nongeneralizable moment that follows upon understanding. I I 

One needs to be wary of the pitfalls hidden within the concept "culture:' Cul
ture is not an object, preserved in some pickled form. It is not similar to word def
initions printed on the pages of a dictionary. It is processual. Culture consists of 
lived experiences; it happens among people. It only exists, for social scientific re
search purposes, in the present tense. Thus even past people, people from antiq
uity, experienced their culture in the present tense. Their "now" is more analogous 
to our "now" than to our "then:' It is therefore scientifically illegitimate to sub
sume ancient meaning systems into a broad pattern that obtains within a "then" 
perspective for us; we cannot, for example, legitimately associate aspects of "an
cient Mediterranean culture" with every text that comes from one or more indi
viduals who happened to inhabit the Mediterranean geographical region in antiq
uity, disregarding evidence of whether those individuals acted in a 
"Mediterranean-like" manner at all. We need to warrant for a given author, redac
tor, or member of an ancient readership or audience every meaning that we want 
to associate with those individuals. It is perfectly possible for them to be a unique 
circle of people, for them to inhabit a closely circumscribed subcommunity, or to 
be engaging in a countercultural expression. In no instance should a researcher 
substitute some general cultural pattern for missing evidence; that is deduction, 
not induction. American politicians have an adage-all politics is local. In a par
allel way, all real culture is local. Even in societies that have mass media, how par
ticular programming is received and interpreted varies from locality to locality, 
even from one subgroup within a locality to another. How much more is this so 
in the case of ancient societies, which did not even have the printing press! 

Moreover, collecting a number of observations from a cultural setting (be it a 
community or large geographical region) and finding a theme common among 
them does not warrant the inference that the theme is particularly characteristic of 
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the culture in question. For example, finding references to meals, food, and ban
quets in ancient Hellenistic, Roman, Jewish, and Christian literature does not 
make the activity of eating peculiarly "Mediterranean;' somehow in contrast to 
"Western" culture. It is necessary to examine references in comparable texts from 
a number of cultural systems and find what is present in the one( s) of interest that 
is not present elsewhere in order to find anything particularly characteristic of the 
former. That is to say, we need to examine comparison cases as much as the case( s) 
of principal concern. Social scientists refer to the comparison cases as the "con
trol group:'12 

neorizing 
Comparison is the simplest kind of theoretical work. It is not possible to com
pare two acts of understanding both as present experiences; either one will con
taminate the other so that neither is experienced separately, or one will reside in 
memory under the guise of a type while the other is occurring. Memory does not 
allow for a duplication of an ongoing experience of a past act but rather records 
a past act as having been a particular kind or type of eventP The ability to make 
an object out of an experience and thereby make note of it as one or another type 
of event is what enables us both to remember events in any meaningful way and 
to make comparisons. When we make a comparison, we identifY two events as ei
ther two instances of the same type or instances of different types. If the two in
stances are more dissimilar than similar, we are establishing a contrast rather than 
a comparison. With inquiry into early Christianity, we principally compare the 
performative meaning of texts for one combination of originators (authors or 
redactors) and audience (or readers) with the performative meaning of other texts 
for another combination of originators and audience. Our interest is in establish
ing in a comparison whether both sets of performative meaning fit under one type, 
or alternatively in a contrast whether they belong in different types (see, e.g., 
Elliott 1995a). 

The methodological question that needs be addressed for the procedure to be 
scientific is whether the type or types used in the comparative (or contrasting) en
terprise are "adequate" with respect to the performative meanings of the texts for 
their originators and early audience. We have established the adequacy of an ana
lytical type if we can say that the actors whose performative meaning is in question 
acted under a subjective meaning state that corresponds to the type that we are us
ing (Schutz 1972: 235, in a critique of Weber 1978). This amounts to finding a 
similar type or types in both the ancient actors' and our own stocks of knowledge 
(see Schutz and Luckmann 1973: 99f£). That is to say, we rely on the fact that the 
ancient actors were in a situation similar to ours insofar as they had to employ types 
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in order to categorize and commit to memory their own meaningful acts. Conse
quently, we need to find traces in their texts of their own efforts to define ("typ
ify") their situations. Our ability to categorize and to make comparisons depends 
on our exploration of their definitional proceedings ("typifications"). 

Consider the following passage: "For I delivered to you as of first importance 
what I also received, that Christ died for our sins in accordance with the Scrip
tures, that he was buried, that he was raised on the third day in accordance with 
the Scriptures, and that he appeared to Cephas, then to the twelve (I Cor IS.3-S 
RSV). Then consider this one: "For I received from the Lord what I also deliv
ered to you, that the Lord Jesus on the night when he was betrayed took bread, 
and when he had given thanks, he broke it, and said, This is my body which is for 
you. Do this in remembrance of me"' (I Cor I 1.23-24 RSV). These and similar 
passages suggest that a reception and delivery of such statements (as distinct from the 
contents of the statements) is a part of the stock of knowledge of Paul and his 
Corinthian readers. Invoking the type (we might call it tradition) occurs in order 
to reinforce doctrine in the case of I Corinthians IS and to give focus to ritual in 
I Corinthians I I. The two occurrences are of a type, "invocations of tradition," 
but they are aimed at different matters (doctrine versus practice). 

If we can establish a relationship among a number of types the adequacy of 
which has been demonstrated for a given set of originators and audience of related 
texts, we can speak of generating a "model:'14 For example, the cited Pauline texts, 
buttressed by other ones on morality, may lead us to propose a model of a legiti
matory enterprise, wherein not all spiritual quests are accepted as inspired by the 
deity but only those that proceed in accord with a specific doctrinal tradition, rit
ual focus, and moral order. Each element in the model needs to be developed as a 
meaningful type and found in the stock of knowledge of the appropriate circle of 
people. It would not be scientific to assume that some type that helps comprise the 
model and that is found among some other circle of ancient people, or even among 
some other early Christians, "must" exist for the circle of people under considera
tion. Typical elements of a model cannot be used to substitute for evidence; that 
would be deduction of a philosophical kind, not deduction in scientific theory. 

Theorizing involves three dialectical processes; the one that is logically last 
(hence third) is an unpredictable dialectic between two provinces of meaning 
within which each of two other dialectics occur (Gurvitch I962: 233f£). First 
of the logically prior two is a meaning type that emerges within the social actors' 
life world; it is not a static psychological construct because its significance 
changes with the historical context that envelops it. For example, the significance 
of a wandering Christian charismatic before the Jewish Wars could almost sug
gest an appeal to the Hellenistic countercultural Cynic movement, but after the 
wars could instead suggest a displaced Judaic authenticity. The crucial datum is 
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not some permanent relevance of the Wandering Christian Charismatic type it
self but the relevance it takes on in the changing historical contexts. This kind of 
evolving relevance constitutes a dialectic of meaning within the life worlds of the 
social actors. Second, types change their theoretical significance in the discourse 
of the scientists. At one point in the history of the social sciences, the Wander
ing Christian Charismatic type may be associated with Max Weber's model of so
cial change, wherein charisma legitimates a break from tradition and may lead to 
a routinization of charisma in a rational organization (Weber I978: 24I-5I). At 
a later point in social scientific history, the same type may be seen as an instance 
of social marginality, wherein a desire to engage society in the form of critique 
motivates people to maintain non-normative religious subcultures, often at great 
cost. With both the social actors' meaning systems and the social scientists' the
oretical apparatus in flux, the dialectic between these two life worlds and the 
types shared by them makes the matter of establishing the adequacy of the types 
unpredictable. Indeed, it becomes a challenging task. 

Interpretive neorizing 
Social scientific interpretive theories elaborate a different dialectic, that between a 
text and its life world context. This kind of theory develops in the course of 
model building. Generally, the researcher develops an account of a micro-level 
phenomenon and places it in a broad macro-level context. By "micro" we simply 
mean what pertains to a small setting. IS An individual's everyday social persona, 
status, or role is a micro phenomenon, as is a small group. A setting under the 
study of an ethnographer is micro. Typically, a literary work from the early Chris
tian movement reflects a micro setting most directly because the early Christian 
movement was small and intimate. A macro phenomenon is a structure that is 
characteristic of a whole society. The Roman Empire, for example, was held to
gether by power-power founded on military success and maintained on the ba
sis of law. Were one to elaborate the full set of implications of the macro context 
of the Roman Empire for a given Christian micro-level setting, one would be pur
suing a problematic of describing the "total societal phenomenon" relevant to that 
setting. Alternatively, one may interpret a text that reflects directly a micro-level 
setting by placing it in the context of an organizational-level or a community-level 
context, intermediate levels between the micro and the macro. 

There are such interpretations other than the sociological. Some operate in the 
manner of the sociological, placing a small textually evidenced setting into a larger 
context. One may, for example, portray the economic environment of Palestine 
(see Freyne 1995), and place Jesus' Temple demonstration within that context. In 
a rather different procedure, one may apply modern psychological theories to an-
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cient attitudinal structures; for example, one may apply the cognitive dissonance 
school of social psychology to the stances that Paul of Tarsus takes in his letters 
(see Taylor I 996b and I 997b ). The types that appear in the thinking of Paul dif
fer from the types employed by cognitive dissonance theorists, but the theorist 
may argue persuasively that the stance taken by Paul is a "case" of a particular type 
that appears in the disciplinary stock of knowledge of the psychologist. What is 
optimal in that kind of analysis is that a phenomenon from early Christianity is 
placed into a modern scientific disciplinary context and interpreted, without mis
understanding the original stance. 

Deduction 
Pure deduction, of course, is a philosophical enterprise. One begins with prem
ises and by means of logic proceeds to conclusions. The premise is often an ob
servation rather than a concept. In the famous case of the Cartesian cogito, the 
philosopher observed that he was thinking. In the natural scientific procedure fol
lowed by Galileo, the operative processes occurring in the physical world were as
sumed to parallel the logical processes of mathematics. In the social sciences, the 
issue emerges of whether cogitated logical relationships among social scientific 
types have any parallels in the life experiences of the social actors under study. 

One approach to this issue takes the form of applying "laws" to social con
duct. The laws in question would not be customary or legal norms of a society 
but analogs to Newton's "law" of gravity. In an absolute sense, a law would be an 
invariant statement. For example, one may formulate the proposition that all soci
eties have family systems, that is, institutional arrangements !if marriage and irifant care. Such in
variant propositions, however, are rarely interesting. More often, social scientists 
identify "tendential regularities:' propositions that seem for the most part to be 
consistent with evidence and therefore serve as approximate summaries of the ev
idence. The scientific task then becomes one of ascertaining the utility of the 
propositions as summary statements by "testing" them with evidence.16 The rela
tionship among types that appear in such propositions becomes at most a linkage 
that gives form to a heuristic device. The "force" of the propositions comes to be 
found not in the logics by which their major terms are linked but in their confor
mance to evidence. 

The major terms in theoretical propositions are of necessity quite general. The 
statement all societies have family systems, that is, institutional arrangements !if marriage and in
fant care, for example, would embrace all kinds of human groupings under the term 
"societies" and a wide variety of contracts and ceremonies under the term "mar
riage:' Was the Roman Empire a society or a collection of societies? Was the early 
Christian grouping a society? Were the slaves and lower-ranked affiliates of the 
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ancient household members of families? Did marriages have any bearing on the sta
tus of these people in the households? Was infant care an aspect of the family or 
of the household? Left in the abstract, the proposition can neither be affirmed nor 
disconfirmed by the evidence because the major terms of the proposition are less 
specific than the types that can be derived from the evidence. Consequently, it be
comes necessary to specify the major terms of the proposition. The investigator 
does this by deriving a more focused statement from the theoretical proposition; 
for example, one might derive the statement Se!f-sulficimt human populations all bave fam
ily arrangements that are marked by marriage rituals or contracts and such arrangements legitimate the 
conduct of or delegation of i'ifant care. The Roman Empire was a self-sufficient human 
population, but early Christianity was not. A family system was therefore not nec
essary for early Christianity, but useful for its continuance through time in the em
pire. Many of the dilemmas within early Christianity occurred with respect to ques
tions of family because the latter was tied in to the workings of the extra-Christian 
dimensions of life in the empire. Notice that the theoretical proposition does not 
tell us more about early Christianity direcdy, but to the extent that it usefully sum
marizes relevant information it helps us pose questions about early Christianity and 
its environment. This is what is meant by a "heuristic" fUnction. 

As noted, the research problematic becomes one of affirming or disconfirm
ing a derived proposition. Affirmation is not confirmation; any inquiry that does 
not entail all possible cases (including future ones) cannot be shown to be true. 
Rather, correspondences between the proposition and evidence strengthen the 
confidence one might have in the utility of applying the proposition. Disconfir
mation does not refute the proposition so much as limit its applicability. Conse
quently the propositions are not statements of truth but working hypotheses. 
Whenever one entertains a hypothesis, one must simultaneously entertain its 
opposite-usually termed a "null hypothesis:' If no evidence that one may possi
bly collect can support the null hypothesis, one does not really learn anything 
from "findings" that support the hypothesis; the research project would not really 
be testing the hypothesis. Thus as one is not really asking a question if the answer 
cannot be either "Yes" or "No" or some other alternative responses ("When did 
you stop beating your wife?"), one is not really engaging in research if the findings 
cannot either affirm or disconfirm the main hypothesis. Hypotheses must be fal
sifiable. While this may appear to be an elementary point, it is deceptively easy to 
make claims in the social and behavioral sciences that are not falsifiable. 

Human worlds tend to be complex. Each individual person takes many situa
tional factors into account in performing each act, and no two individuals are in 
a position to account for each factor from the same perspective. Indeed, the same 
individual may act differently in similar situations at different points in life. Indi
viduals find themselves caught up in complex situations; they find it necessary to 
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do things that ordinarily they would not want to do. "Father, if thou att willing, 
remove this cup from me; nevertheless not my will, but thine, be done" (Lk 22.42 
RSV). Consequently it is not easy to apply simple propositions to human activ
ity. It becomes necessary to revise and elaborate the propositions until they begin 
to become complex and cumbersome statements. In order to apply them at all, one 
must use them before they become entirely too unwieldy. Many of the cases to 
which one would apply them will therefore not support the best of hypotheses, 
even if the hypotheses ate for the most part true. In making judgments about hy
potheses, the researcher needs to be prepared to deal with "error:' There ate gen
erally two kinds of error. In Type I error, one rejects a true null hypothesis and 
accepts a false main hypothesis. In Type 2 error, one accepts a false null hypothe
sis and rejects a true main hypothesis. When social scientists use statistics in their 
studies, they systematically consider a large enough representative sample of cases 
so that they can prepare probability models forT ype I errors occurring; they tend 
to pay less systematic attention to Type 2 errors. Apatt from studies of word us
age in ancient texts, the evidence on early Christianity is insufficiently extensive to 
use statistical procedures; we cannot survey a random sample of 1,500 eatly Chris
tians. Consequently, it becomes necessary to follow up every tested hypothesis 
with supplementary considerations that address in some other manner the possi
bility of both Type I and Type 2 errors, but especially Type I. This necessity de
rives from the fact that the hypothesis testing procedure is concerned with the util
ity of a heuristic device, not with grounded types. 

Conclusion 
The deceptively simple concept of science as inquiry brings with it a series of 
dilemmas. One dilemma is that of the relationship between relevant types in the 
realm of the observable and meaningful types in the thinking of the observer. A 
second dilemma is that of the relationship between operative processes in the for
mer realm and logical procedures in the latter realm. The dilemmas become com
pounded in the social sciences by the fact that the people whose conduct is under 
consideration, in the present instance members of the Jesus movement or of the 
eatly Christian communities, were thinking agents themselves. They lived through 
dilemmas themselves-that of the relationship between types relevant to the 
events they experienced and the types that emerged as meaningful in their think
ing, and that of the relationship between the processes relevant to the events they 
experienced and the logics they themselves entertained. The scientific problematic 
for those who would conduct inquiry into the conduct of the ancient Christians 
needs to organize itself around the relationship between modern and ancient con
ceptualizations and logics, among other things. 
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In light of these dilemmas, one should be cautious about overly simple and 
formulaic approaches to the use of the modern social sciences in inquiry into an
cient Christianity. Contemporary social scientific concepts and models are not 
"cookie cutters" that can stamp out preestablished shapes in an otherwise form
less dough of ancient information. The social scientific concepts and models are 
not "answers" to be substituted for missing evidence but questions. Science in gen
eral is not a shortcut; it is an art that requires practice. I have elsewhere argued that 
a good preparation for using the social sciences with ancient material is the study 
of its use with contemporary phenomena (Blasi I993); the dilemmas inherent in 
social scientific research require sufficiently sophisticated responses on the part of 
the researcher and thus they are best addressed by those responses becoming "sec
ond nature" aspects of the inquirer's mind rather than by their codification as re
search rules. Codification has its purpose-specifically, communication about 
methodological questions-but can be too cumbersome in research activity. One 
does not memorize rules in driving an automobile or playing a game, though the 
codification of the relevant rules has its purposes; one "learns by doing:' Research 
is at least as sophisticated an enterprise as automobile driving or game playing; it 
calls for craftsmanship. This should not discourage anyone from beginning, but 
invite one to begin with full cognizance of the length and trials of the journey. 

Notes 
I. Taylor (1999) notes that the earliest Christians made a point of locating themselves 

in Jerusalem because of the role of the Temple in their eschatological expectations. 
2. Some also argue against using the term "Jewish," claiming that the proper transla

tion from ancient texts should read "Judaean:' Many ancient Ioudaioi, however, did not live 
in Judaea and were religiously oriented to the Hebrew Scriptures (sometimes in Greek 
translation) and to the Temple in Jerusalem. Especially in the decades after the Jewish 
Wars, culminating in the destruction of the Temple and expulsion of the inhabitants from 
Jerusalem, most Ioudaioi were Jews, not Judaeans. 

3. For earlier discussions of methodology in this area of study, see Blasi (1988: 
199-218, and 1993). 

4. On this source, Q, see Kloppenborg (1988). 
5. This was the problematic in Blasi (1996). 
6. On anonymous and pseudonymous authorship, see Meade (1986). Charlesworth 

(1988) provides a review of literary materials that have come to the attention of archae
ologists in the past century. Other relevant extracanonical Christian literarure is found in 
the "apostolic fathers" volumes of patristic collections (e.g., Lightfoot and Harmer 
1992); see also Milavec (1989) on the Didache; Kloppenborg, Meyer, Patterson, and Stein
hauser (1990) on Q and Coptic Thomas; and Hock (1995) on the Gospel of James and 
the Infancy Gospel of Thomas. 
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7. While some purists might insist that arithmetic operations, including advanced lin
ear statistical modeling, should never be applied to nominal and ordinal data, it is com
mon practice to include indications of gender (e.g., I for male, 2 for female) and religious 
identity (e.g., I for Episcopal, 2 for Methodist, etc.) in complex linear regression models. 
It is at the point of making decisions about such matters that what would be an exact sci
ence becomes an art. It is my own preference that no more than one such variable in any 
given statistical model violate assumptions of levels of measurement in that manner. Anal
ogously, in treating literary evidence in a social scientific analysis, no more than one in
stance of violating the assumptions of the levels of measurement should be allowed in ar
riving at any one conclusion. 

8. On understanding, see Weber (I978: 4f£), criticized by Schutz (I972: 20f£). 
Abel (1948) gives a brief account of the history of understanding as a research operation, 
as well as a general description of it. Social scientists often use the German expression Ver~ 
steben for the operation. 

9. The suggestion that Jesus could use cultural references does not mean that he 
identified with or imitated the historical Cynics. It does mean that people did demonstrate 
deliberate distance from established cultures in antiquity-the Cynics did it and the Jesus 
movement did it. 

10. On the primacy of the "back and forth" between people, see Mead (1934) and 
Blumer (I969). In explicating the approach of John Dominic Crossan, Robbins (I995) 
speaks of the story in a parable "doing things to us as readers"; he counterposes this ap
proach to what is inaccurately presented by some as tbe social scientific approach. 

I I. Weber speaks of "interpretive understanding" (I 978: 4 ); he gives a conceptual ac
count of understanding but approaches the interpretive moment more by illustration from 
the literature of his day. 

12. The rationale for always having a control group comes from the logic of the ex
periment. In examining "natural situations" rather than ones that we might contrive for 
purposes of an experiment, we look for "natural experiments" that observable history pro
vides. 

13. See Schutz for an account of differences between knowledge about predecessors 
and about contemporaries (1972: 207f£). 

I 4. This approach to models differs from but is by no means inconsistent with that 
provided by Elliott (1986). I wish simply to highlight the empirical warranting of mod
els by constituting them out of "grounded" types. 

IS. The distinction between micro and macro is as old as scientific sociology itself; it 
was intrinsic to the thought of Emile Durkheim (I982), for example, who emphasized the 
macro. By introducing attitudes (Etbik and Geist) into sociology, Weber (1958) emphasized 
the micro, without ignoring the macro. The terms "micro" and "macro" appeared as main
stays in the methodological treatises of Georges Gurvitch (see I 94 7: 49 and I 958b ). 

16. For a treatise on testing as a general method of social science, see Zetrerberg (1965). 
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Archaeological and Architectural Issues and the 4 
Question of Demographic and Urban Forms 

CAROLYN OSIEK 

W E WOULD LIKE TO BE ABLE to go to some designated archaeological 
area in an ancient city like Ephesus or Rome and point to the ruins of 
a Christian house church. Although this is not possible, it is possible 

to walk into first-century houses elsewhere that must have been very similar to 
those in which the earliest generations of Christians worshipped. But care must be 
exercised not to do it too selectively, wearing Christian blinders. First, the whole 
of the housing evidence must be studied, and then conclusions drawn for the life 
of early Christianity. 

Like most archaeological evidence, that for domestic and assembly space is 
preserved randomly. In some cases, Christian/Jewish interest spurred excavations, 
as at Capernaum in lower Galilee. In other cases, preservation occurred sporadi
cally or haphazardly as the result of natural causes or human actions. An out
standing example of destruction by natural causes is the burial of cities by the 
eruption of Vesuvius in August of 79 C.E., especially Pompeii and Herculaneum, 
to be rediscovered by accident in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. An out
standing example of deliberate human destruction is the filled-in siege wall, pre
pared for the Persian invasion of 256 C.E. at Dura Europa on the Euphrates River. 
An entire line of buildings constructed along one wall of the city, including a 
mithraeum, a house synagogue, and a house church, were preserved nearly per
fectly. Thus we have a rare example where we can say for sure that Christians wor
shipped in that space, recognized by its reconstruction and iconography. 

The Material Evidence 
The forerunner of housing patterns for the early Christian period in Palestinian 
archaeology is the so-called "four-room house" of the Israelite period in which 
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three long rooms form aU-shape around a courtyard with one open end that is 
closed not by a building but by a wall and gate. These buildings may have had sec
ond stories in which the family sleeping quarters were located. They establish a ba
sic pattern that with considerable variations continued for hundreds if not thou
sands of years in the region: rooms surrounding a common courtyard that can be 
closed off at will from the outside world. All rooms have direct access to the 
courtyard. By its very design, such a structure aids its occupants in coping with the 
climate and the social situation. The climate includes rainfall for only a few 
months, a warm, dry climate for up to eight months of the year, searing heat by 
day and cooling by night. Shade can be sought during the heat of the day, and life 
can return to the open when the sun is not immediately overhead. The roofless 
central space allows cool night air to descend and enter all the rooms. Most of 
daily life can be lived outdoors, yet privacy from outsiders is readily available if de
sired. The courtyard door can lie open for easy access or closed for privacy and 
protection. 

The excavated domestic buildings at Capernaum on the north shore of the 
Lake of Galilee give an idea of the basic housing unit that was probably used 
throughout the region at that time and perhaps in villages in many areas of the 
Mediterranean world (see sketch in Snyder 1985: 72). Here, modest separate 
buildings of one or more rooms are built around a common courtyard, the whole 
complex surrounded by a common outer wall. While most of the housing evi
dence, the earlier "four-room" house described above and much later material, 
suggests somewhat small family units living together rather than large extended 
families, the housing arrangement seen at Capernaum allows for the possibility of 
larger family units living together in one compound. While the typical house 
seems large enough only for a nuclear family and its dependents, we do not know 
whether and to what extent those living in units near, next to, or across the court
yard were members of the same extended family. 

Another variant of the same basic pattern from roughly the same period can 
be seen at the recently excavated Bethsaida in the northeast corner of the lake's 
floodplain. Several large houses have been excavated and restored. The room de
sign varies, but each house can be accessed through an open courtyard. Just a few 
miles up the hill and away from the lake is Chorazim, where a development from 
later times can be seen. Characteristic of the Byzantine period, discrete houses are 
built around a common courtyard. All open onto the courtyard, but each contains 
complexes of rooms, many of which do not have immediate access to the outside. 

Several wealthy houses from the upper city of Roman Jerusalem were discov
ered and excavated in 1969, before the structures of today's Jewish Quarter were 
built over them. Most of these houses were destroyed in the conflagration of the 
city's destruction in 70 C.E. One of them, now known and accessible as the "Hero-
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dian Mansion" or Wohl Museum, was a very large complex built around a central 
courtyard, containing an elaborate reception hall, guest rooms, and at least one up
per story. Some of the first-floor walls of this house contained painted floral fres
coes that were then plastered over and painted again in a style that closely resem
bles that of Pompeii. Another room was decorated in white plaster incised to 
resemble ashlars, large building stones (Avigad I980: 83-I20). 

The Greek peristyle house follows the same general design of rooms grouped 
around a common courtyard, but the open space consists of a covered ambulatory 
around the outside, with a roof supported by rows of columns. Because the space 
in the center is open to the sky, rainwater flows in. This water is usually channeled 
and caught into some kind of container, a pool, basin, or sometimes an under
ground cistern. Many variations and differences of design are known. In some 
cases the peristyle is so small that there is room in the middle only for a small 
paved area, perhaps with a well. In other cases the open space of the peristyle is 
extensive and can be planted with charming gardens. Greek peristyle and court
yard houses from the classical period (fourth century B.C.E.) are preserved at Olyn
thus in Macedonia (one floor plan is given in Wallace-Hadrill I 994: 8). Simple 
peristyle houses from the Roman period can be seen in a number of places, in
cluding Pergamon and Ephesus at the center of Roman civilization in Asia, Delos 
in the Aegean Sea region, Sepphoris in lower Galilee, and Palmyra and Zeugma on 
the eastern edges of the empire. 

The peristyles of the luxurious "terrace houses" of Roman Ephesus, located on 
the north slope of Mount Koressos to the south of the main east-west street of 
the city, are paved but provide a pleasant place to work or enjoy the open air. The 
houses are built higher on the hill to catch the better air; much more modest houses 
lie below them at a lower level. The latter are essentially smaller rooms behind and 
above shops that open onto the main street. The more affluent houses had at least 
a second, and perhaps a third, story, so that sleeping quarters were above the ground 
floor where most of the daytime activity occurred. There are at least five houses of 
this type built on the same hill, all with running water and with heating pipes built 
into the walls. At least one house had its own bath and another its own kitchen. 
While most affluent houses had some means for preparing food, these installations 
were luxury features in a Roman city, since the public baths were there for everyone 
and food and drink was readily available in the street shops below. 

The peristyle first appeared in Greek houses in the Hellenistic period and 
soon spread to the West. The characteristic difference in the traditional Italian 
house, however, is the presence of a different kind of open space just inside the 
front door, the atrium, with its opening in the middle of the roof, usually smaller 
than that of a peristyle and not supported by a colonnade. The open space in the 
roof was originally meant to allow smoke to escape, since in the older Italian 
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house, the hearth was placed there. When the hearth was moved or abandoned, the 
small opening in the roof took on the function of the compluvium, allowing rain
water to enter into a pool or basin below, the impluvium. This was originally the 
source of the house's water supply, since in central and northern Italy, there is suf
ficient rainfall to collect water in this manner. When later in the imperial period 
a city water supply supplanted this need, the atrium-impluvium combination re
mained a standard feature in many houses, even though the rainwater was no 
longer used and had to be channeled out into the street. These channels can still 
be seen in some Pompeian houses today. 

In the Julio-Claudian period (30 B.C.E.-62 C.E. ), the flourishing period of 
Pompeii and Herculaneum, two architectural tendencies have been observed. One 
is the disappearance of an office area (the tablinum) for the business of the paterfa
milias, or the penchant for making it into an open sitting room (Richardson I 988: 
240-4 I). Thus this architectural and decorative feature was no longer the central 
focus of the house, which implies a similar shift in the social function of the room. 
This need not mean that the conducting of business in the house declined but that 
it became less formal. The business of the pateifamilias could be conducted anywhere 
in the house that he chose. The other tendency is increased interest in gardens and 
peristyles, with the peristyle replacing the atrium. Those who did not have space for 
an actual garden decorated their walls with scenes of flowers and birds. 

Roman houses used less furniture than modern houses, and most of it was 
lightweight and movable, which made it possible for the same space to be used for 
different fUnctions at different times of the day. This made use of space very flex
ible and made it possible for whole rooms to be completely decorated (Zanker 
I998: II-I2). Houses of this period were decorated elaborately, the walls in 
many cases literally covered with paintings, some with bold red or black back
grounds: mythological scenes, pastoral scenes, gardens, views of houses, scenes 
from everyday life, architectural fantasies with optical illusions of depth and 
breadth, even simple depictions of fruits and vegetables. Ceilings were often dec
orated and the floors covered with mosaics or patterned marble. The chaste white 
marble statues that we admire today in museums were painted to look lifelike, and 
many a wealthy householder was an art collector. What greeted the eyes of a vis
itor to a well-to-do house was a barrage of visualizations, on walls and corridors, 
in rooms and peristyles, in bedrooms, everywhere, often with very large figures in 
a relatively small room. A good example of such a room, in which everything but 
the ceiling is preserved, is that containing the Dionysiac frescoes in the Villa of the 
Mysteries at Pompeii. Important paintings were sometimes used for instruction 
and illustration, and some of these domestic paintings may have served that func
tion. The rhetorical art of ekphrasis verbally recreated the image so vividly that the 
listener was drawn into the depiction just as surely through words as through im-
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age. Many of these household paintings must have been used this way, to enter
tain and to instruct. 

These descriptions should not lead to the conclusion that every Greek house 
had a neatly constructed peristyle and every Roman house both an atrium and 
peristyle. Quite the opposite is the case. As usual, the classic description by a the
orist does not match what we see in reality. In Pompeii and Herculaneum, only 4 I 
percent of houses have an atrium; not all have peristyles; and in a sampling of 
three city blocks, only I 0 percent of the peristyles have the classic design of 
colonnade on all four sides (Wallace-Hadrill I994: 84, 86). Thus the distribution 
of features of the classic description in actual houses is quite irregular or, to put 
it another way, variation in architectural pattern is considerable. 

Before going on to the social interpretation of the use of space in the Roman 
house, we need to consider several other kinds of housing and entertainment fa
cilities that are relevant to the interpretation of early Christian life. The majority 
of urban dwellers lived not in the kinds of houses just described but in apartment 
houses (insulae), multiple-unit dwellings, some of which were spacious and com
fortable, others squalid and dangerous. 1 The evidence for such apartment build
ings is not extensive in the earlier pre-Vespasianic remains of the cities of Vesu
vius, but it is there: at Pompeii, large dwellings like the House of Fabius Rufus 
and the Sarno Bath complex with its more than one hundred rooms and luxury 
facilities. It also seems that the famous Villa of the Mysteries, while built all on 
ground level, was used as multi-rental property in the last phase of its existence, 
as was the House of Pansa (Osiek and Balch I997: I7-I8). At Herculaneum, the 
House of the Bicentenary and the House "a Graticcio" are examples of rather 
simple multiple-resident and multiple-story dwellings, while the Insula Orientalis 
is the only one to be found in the Vesuvian cities of the type later to become pop
ular at Ostia, the port city of Rome (Wallace-Hadrill I994: !04). Augustus lim
ited their height to seventy feet; Trajan later to sixty. Such buildings could there
fore go as high as four and five poorly built stories often in danger of collapsing 
or burning (Strabo, Ceogr. 5.3.7; Juvenal, Sat. 3.190-208). Such buildings were in
creasingly present in Rome and, it can be assumed, in most cities of the empire. 

Greater evidence for multi-unit housing comes from Ostia in the second to 
fourth centuries. This style of living seems to have become more popular then, 
even for those who could afford their own separate houses. The well-known 
House of Diana is lined with shops on its ground floor, facing the principal street. 
It must have been fairly pleasant to live in, especially at the lower levels above the 
ground, with large windows and balconies to the outside and an inner light well 
to provide light and air to the rooms. Other buildings like it line the same street. 
Some writers refer to apartment houses of this sort as "luxury apartments:' Other 
examples of multiple-unit housing include the so-called "Garden Houses" and 
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Casette tipo, which depart from the traditional central open space in their ground 
plans. Here, short connecting passageways link four or five rooms with each other 
within a rectangular space. The same floor plan is repeated four times on the 
ground level, side by side, with stairs going up to further levels and sometimes 
pedestrian passageways between the buildings. These are modest individual apart
ments built next to and on top of each other. 

Another aspect of social life that is preserved in the material evidence is the 
rental dining room for banquets and entertainment. While facilities for regular 
bathing were provided by the city, dining was, except on rare special occasions of 
commemoration or celebration, a private affair. The poor and those of more mod
erate means probably ate mostly from the them~opolia, tavernae, and cauponae that were 
available everywhere, providing drinks, food, and even rental lodging. One exam
ple of these dining rooms in a sacral context is the Asclepion of Corinth, where 
a series of small dining rooms were located at ground level, each with eleven indi
vidual couches around the walls of the room and place for a table to hold food in 
front of each. This is an important setting for I Corinthians 8.IO, where one of 
the settings of the problem of eating meat offered to idols is the listener "reclin
ing in the temple of an idol:' A less religiously associated rented dining room can 
be found in the House of Julia Felix at Pompeii. It is the largest residential unit 
so far excavated. Here a freeborn successful businesswoman offered five-year leases 
on baths, shops, taverns, and upper-floor apartments, while she kept a series of 
entertainment rooms looking out onto a large and beautiful peristyle. At least one 
of them had a fountain of running water that flowed down marble tile between 
the two couches, each of which could hold several people for elegant dining. 

Social Interpretation 
Ancient terminology for "house" and "family" is fluid and different from mod
ern usage. Both English words can be used to mean the Greek oTKoc; or oilda ( oikos 
or oikia) and the Latin domus and to some extent familia. Oikos and domus more fre
quently connote the material structure of the house than the other terms do, yet 
both can mean quite different things. The house can mean the structure itself or 
all of its belongings as well. Both Greek words and the Latin familia more often 
mean all the persons belonging to the household, especially the slaves. It may in
dude, but never means exclusively, wife and children. Married children and their 
own familia may also be included in the familia of the pateifamilias, as may be his an
cestors. The one thing that none of these terms means is the first thing that the 
English words connote: the nuclear family, for which ancient Greeks and Romans 
had no distinct word even though both archaeological and literary evidence indi
cates living groups based on it rather than extended blood kinship. Where a com-
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munity or group has no term for something social, there is in all likelihood no re
ality to correspond to that term. 

The early Augustan Roman architect Vitruvius describes the Greek house as 
one in which entry is obtained through a narrow passageway from the street into 
a colonnaded peristyle, around which are located dining rooms, guest rooms, and 
spaces for the entertaining of male guests and conducting of business. Beyond 
this, through another passageway to the back of the house, lie the family area, slave 
quarters, and the area where women spend their days (called together the gy
naikonitis ( yuvaucov{ nc;, or women's quarters), where the domestic life of the 
household is lived separately from what goes on with the business of the male 
head of the household (De arcbitectura 6.7.1-5). In other words, the social use of 
space in the Greek house is determined by gender. It is with regard to this archi
tectural arrangement that Philo's famous words on the seclusion of women can be 
understood. He opines that the public forum is male territory, while women 
should remain indoors, unmarried girls going only as far as the middle doors that 
separate the women's from the men's quarters, while mature women can go as far 
as the outer door (Philo, Spec. 3.I7I). 

An interpretive problem arises when very few Greek houses that survive, even 
from the pre-Roman period, exhibit a floor arrangement that would correlate 
with this idea of segregation by sex, while some of the later larger houses of Ro
man Pompeii do, in spite of lack of literary evidence that the social arrangement 
was the same. Wallace-Hadrill suggests a pattern of segregation by sex in a 
house of Olynthus (I994: 8), but the house is relatively small and the pattern 
of segregation is not obvious from the floor plan. There is of course always the 
possibility or even the likelihood of a second story accessible by ladder or a 
staircase that has not survived, in which case the women's quarters could be lo
cated on the upper floor. Many of the larger houses at Pompeii exhibit a front 
area around the atrium and a narrow passageway leading to an interior part of 
the house around a rear peristyle, but nearly any house large enough will have 
separate sections to it. 

The atrium of the Roman house usually has rooms that open immediately 
onto it. The tablinum, in which the head of the household received clients, con
ducted business, kept records, and read, was usually placed directly at the back of 
the atrium. Beyond the atrium of the Roman house is often the familiar peristyle, 
also with rooms opening onto it as onto a central courtyard. If we had only Vit
ruvius's account of the Greek house, we might read into the design of these houses 
men's quarters in the front around the atrium and women's quarters in the back 
around the peristyle. However, we would also observe that in many houses of 
Pompeii and Herculaneum that have both atrium and peristyle, the most elegantly 
decorated rooms are not off the atrium but off the peristyle. 
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Some of these are dining rooms, usually arranged as a triclinium with three 
straight couches in a U-shaped design with the open end facing the outside. Each 
couch accommodated three persons, thus the ideal dinner party consisted of nine 
persons. The triclinium had a hierarchical seating arrangement with the most hon
ored positions at the back left where the view was best. An alternative form of din
ing couch, the stibadium, formed a single half circle. Originating in Greek outdoor 
dining on leaves or stuffed cushions thrown on the ground, the stibadium was asso
ciated with more of a picnic atmosphere than formal dining and did not have the 
strict hierarchical seating pattern associated with the triclinium. By the late fourth 
century, this was the preferred dining arrangement because there was more free 
space and a better view for more participants. However, its original informality of 
seating had usually given way by that time to the same formality of the triclinium 

(Dunbabin I 99 I). Nearly all banquet scenes in Christian funerary art depict the 
participants on stibadia. 

Formal rooms of the house could also be general reception rooms, called sin
gularly an oecus by Vitruvius, where women do their spinning during the morning 
and men entertain later in the day. Moreover, the higher the status of the owner, 
the more elaborate these entertainment facilities would be (De arcbitectura 6.7.2, 5; 
S.I-2). The oecus in some important houses became larger and more significant, 
even sometimes adding an apsed end in imitation of the public basilica, a Roman 
building that was used for law courts and public offices. Thus elegant dining and 
reception areas are a sign of the social importance of the owners. 

While space in the Greek house is divided by gender, in the Roman house, it is 
divided by time of day (Wallace-Hadrill 1994: 47; Laurence 1994: I27, 131-32), 
and there is a more flexible arrangement of the use of space in general. Some of 
the small rooms that surround the atrium are not for entertaining at all, but sleep
ing quarters for anyone, including members of the family. In the atrium women do 
their spinning, which means they gather socially (Livy 1.5.7); children play (Virgil, 
Am. 7.379-80); and men conduct business, but at different times of the day. In the 
early morning the front space of the house belongs to the pateifamil.ias, who receives 
clients and conducts business there; later in the day, women and children frequent 
it until midafternoon, when it becomes the first-order reception area. 

According to Wallace-Hadrill (I988: 52) some houses were constructed un
der Roman influence with social rank distinctions in mind. In larger houses the 
distinction between family and entertaining area and service area is pronounced, 
the latter accessible only down long narrow corridors as in the House of the Faun 
or of the Menander at Pompeii. Where decoration is preserved, the difference in 
style, quality, or just existence of artistic expression dearly distinguishes the pub
lic areas of the house. At the extensive villa of Oplontis at Torre Annunciata near 
Pompeii, public areas of the house bear elegant painted decoration while service 
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areas are painted with crude stripes (illustration Osiek and Balch I997: 29; Wal
lace-Hadrill I994: 42). In the service areas are spaces for cooking and washing 
and for slaves' sleeping quarters. 

The most surprising notion from a modern point of view is the way in which 
certain areas of the homes of important people were considered open to the pub
lic. Every house that could afford one had an ostiarius or doorkeeper (sometimes a 
female ostiaria: c£ Jn I8.I7; Acts I2.I3), a slave whose responsibility it was to su
pervise who entered and to deny access when appropriate. Yet Vitruvius remarks 
that everyone has a right to enter the atrium and peristyle of the houses of im
portant people, leaving only bedrooms, dining rooms, and baths as the private area 
of the family (De architectura 6.5.I). The construction of reception halls within 
homes also indicates the degree to which public architecture and therefore public 
business was actualized within the "private" house. 

Moreover, the tablinum, usually immediately visible from the front door across 
the atrium, more often had a backing of movable curtain or wood panels; when 
the room was not in use, the backing could be swung aside, allowing an axial view 
from the front door through the atrium and across the peristyle to an imposing 
dining room or reception hall. Thus when entertaining was going on, everyone 
who walked by, even without entering the house, could look in and see what im
portant people were inside and what important things were happening. The mod
ern notion of the home as a private place away from business and the public 
sphere of politics is not applicable here. The head of the household daily received 
clients at home and conducted as much business as possible in the comfort and 
security of the house. Much "public" business happened in the "private" sphere 
of the house. The concepts of public and private worked very differently than in 
modern thinking or even in older Greek society. "The Greek house is concerned 
with creating a world of privacy, of excluding the inquisitive passerby; the Roman 
house invites him in and puts its occupants on conspicuous show. Vitruvius's con
trast is not between space for visitors and space for family but between space for 
uninvited and for invited visitors" (Wallace-Hadrill I994: 45). 

In Roman religion, the household gods were represented and worshipped daily 
at the domestic shrine. The lararium or shrine of the household gods is still to be 
seen in many Pompeiian houses. Good examples are in the House of the Vettii and 
of the Menander. The lares jamiliares, usually depicted as dancing figures, were 
joined by molded heads or busts of male ancestors and the painted image of the 
genius, or personal protective spirit of the paterfamilias, usually depicted as a snake. 
Each morning the whole household gathered there for sacrifice, led by the paterfa
milias as priest and the materfamilias as priestess of the family cult. 

In view of all these considerations, it is dear that there was little personal pri
vacy, whether in sleeping, eating, dressing, bathing, or defecating. All of these 
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activities were done in common, at home or at the baths. Public bathing was done 
in common, apparently at some times and places with both sexes together, though 
on other occasions there is literary evidence of separation of the sexes by time of 
day: women in the morning, males slaves in early afternoon, and free men after 
that-at the time of day when the water was hottest. Some baths, like the Stabian 
baths at Pompeii, have separate smaller and poorer facilities with a back entrance 
that could have been either for women or for slaves. The public latrines that have 
been preserved, as at Philippi, Corinth, or Ephesus, usually use the runoff from 
the baths to provide running water under the stone seats, but there are no signs of 
separations between seats for privacy. 

Even in those areas of the house that were off-limits to strangers, the continual 
mingling of ftee persons and slave attendants made impossible anything that would 
approach the modern concept of privacy (Clarke 1991: 1-2, regarding Roman 
Italy). Those who could afford them had personal attendants who ministered to the 
most intimate bodily needs. Those who could not lived in constantly crowded con
ditions. Clement of Alexandria (c. I 50-220 C.E.) remarks that modest Christian 
women who would not think of revealing themselves in front of male relatives will 
not hesitate to strip in front of male slaves at the baths (Paed. 3.5). 

Another social implication of the material evidence is that there was little seg
regation by wealth or status. Though there were wealthier and poorer areas of any 
city, different social levels rubbed elbows with each other constantly in daily in
teractions. Domus and insula were built in the same areas. Beggars were everywhere. 
In larger houses, those slaves who were not personal attendants slept in separate 
and poorer quarters, but during the day, their lives were intertwined with propri
etor members of the household. In smaller houses, slaves and owners lived in con
stant interaction. Brothels were located throughout the city, as amply shown by the 
twenty-eight establishments in Pompeii. Other prostitutes plied their trade in one
room units in the best of neighborhoods, as in a room adorned with mosaics 
across the street from the luxurious House of Neptune and Amphitrite at Her
culaneum. 

Clients of different social levels frequented the houses of their patrons, and 
passersby of any social level gaped at the door or wandered into the atrium or 
peristyle, into the same space where in the late evening the household prepared for 
sleep in cubicles immediately attached. There may thus have been more social mix
ing in the domus than in the insula. Certain slaves could exercise great authority as 
porters (Schneider 19I6), pedagogues (Osiek and Balch I997: 68f£), chief 
cooks, managers of hospitality, and administrators of households (Martin I 990: 
9-IO), with power to discipline children, forbid access to the house or its head, 
or seat guests by rank at dining couches even though the guests might not like 
where they were placed. The Roman house was designed to display status not be-
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cause its inhabitants were isolated from those of different status, but precisely be
cause those of so many different statuses were constantly coming and going in it 
and would be duly impressed. 

The considerable theoretical social differences between the Greek and Roman 
house raise the question whether we are dealing with cultural, geographic, or 
chronological differences, or all of the above. In the early Christian period, are we 
to assume that Greek-speaking households lived like the Greek household with its 
segregation by sex while Latin speakers lived like Romans in their mixture of pub
lic and private within the house, or that East and West lived differently, or that 
Roman influence had become so extensive by this time that the Greek model of 
the household had disappeared? 

Stones and walls do not always give an answer. The Roman houses of Ephesus 
do not seem by their design to have a separate place for women's quarters, but as 
we have seen, many of the large houses of Pompeii could be interpreted as having 
them, if we did not know better from literary texts about Roman customs. By the 
first century C.E. a pervasive adaptation to Roman culture was happening. The Pax 
Romana, the Augustan myth of stability, was contagious. The imperial cult was cre
ating a uniform civic-religious system that instilled loyalty to the conquerors in ex
change for stability and peace. In places like Pompeii, Ephesus, or Caesarea, we see 
the increasing uniformity of Romanization in decorative style, monumental archi
tecture, and dedicatory inscriptions. Moreover, Roman colonies of legionary veter
ans and commercial freedmen were established in refounded Greek cities such as 
Philippi and Corinth. Roman influence was everywhere among the educated social 
levels, probably less so among the lower classes. Yet the tastes and practices of the 
elites filtered down and were imitated whenever possible by nonelites, creating a 
dominant culture that was voluntarily accepted by those who did not belong to the 
elite Roman hegemony. We can consequently assume something of a cultural con
tinuity among most urbanites, based on Roman values and practices. 

If there are any differences to be hypothesized between eastern and western 
Mediterranean culture at this time, they can perhaps be detected in what is one 
of the major social tension points in most cultures: gender. We have already 
noted Vitruvius's comments about how the social structure of the Greek house 
secludes women from the public male world, while in the Roman house women 
mingle more freely with men. This is a general tendency of which people at the 
time were probably aware: the greater integration of the sexes in daily life in the 
West than in the East. Vitruvius is not the only one to comment on this differ
ence. Cornelius Nepos, writing in Rome in the year 35 B.C.E., remarks that Ro
man men do not hesitate to take their wives to dinner parties and matrons do not 
hesitate to be participants in celebrations in their own houses. "It is very differ
ent in Greece: neither is she allowed at dinner parties except with relatives, nor 
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does she appear anywhere in the house except in the interior part called the 
women's quarters, where no one enters except dose relatives" (On Illustrious 
Men, preface 6-7). A little later, in the early first century C.E., Valerius Maximus 
(Factorum et dictorum memorabilim 2.1.2) comments that the traditional way for men 
and women to dine together, men reclining and women sitting alongside, is now 
less frequently observed. This change is corroborated by Petronius's mid
first-century Satyricon (67), where Scintilla reclines at dinner with the men. 

Yet the custom of separating men and women at dinner did not die out com
pletely. At the marriage of Octavian and Livia, the couple reclined together. How
ever, for official public events such as military triumphs, when a more traditional im
age was preferred, Livia gave a separate banquet for the women while Octavian 
presided at the men's banquet (Dio 48.44.3; 552.4, 82; 57.12.5). Later depictions 
of funerary meals from all over the empire continue to show men reclining and 
women sitting next to them, even some of the Christian catacomb paintings of the 
fourth century C.E •• But whether it is a case of reclining alongside men or sitting next 
to their couch, women were present and integrated into the meal. When Plutarch, 
writing a century after Valerius Maximus, still maintains that women do not belong 
at a formal meal, he echoes the traditional Greek way; yet even he depicts a dinner 
scene in which two respectable women are present, one apparently reclining and the 
other sitting (Quaest. Conv. 612F-613A, 8-9; Sept. Sap. Conv. 150:B-155E). 

In contrast is the famous story of Verres's misuse of his governorship as re
ported by Cicero (Vm: 2.1.26.65-68), in which Verres creates a public outrage 
while he was a guest in the house of a noble Greek family by insisting on seeing the 
unmarried daughter of the host, whose household resorts to violence rather than 
let this happen. But the fact that the story is intelligible in Rome a generation be
fore Cornelius Nepos shows that the Roman audience is close enough to the social 
reality of the seclusion of women to understand and object to Verres's actions. 

In view of this literary evidence, it is difficult to agree with Richardson's inter
pretation that each time we see evidence of more than one dining or reception room 
in Pompeiian houses, one of them is a "ladies' dining room" (I988: 156-58, 
I64-70, 174-75), even when two apparent dining rooms are side by side, as in the 
House of the Vettii at Pompeii, or in parallel position on either side of an oecus, as 
in the House of the Labyrinth. They could instead be alternate dining or reception 
areas. For example, Vitruvius gives advice about having several rooms that face dif
ferent directions, to catch the benefits of the different seasons: south in the winter 
and north in the summer. In the absence of evidence for a separate dining room, as 
in the House of Meleagro, Richardson concedes that the new custom could be in
voked: "We must conclude that here ladies sometimes reclined in company with the 
men, as Valerius Maximus (2.1.2) said was becoming customary in Rome in his day, 
toward the end of the reign ofTiberius" (1988: 322). 
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There is evidence from many places in the empire of women running busi
nesses and acting as patrons to persons and professional societies. For example, at 
Pompeii Julia Felix leased real estate. Lydia of Thyatira was a merchant of luxury 
cloth with her own oikos at Philippi (Acts I6). Eumachia was patron of the fullers' 
guild at Pompeii with a statue erected to her in gratitude. Plancia Magna of early 
second-century Perge in Pamphylia was a public patron of the city. The freed
woman Manlia Gnome of Rome boasts on her epitaph of her many clients (GIL 
6.2I975). The Christian deacon Phoebe of Cenchrae near Corinth was an ac
knowledged patron of Paul (Rom I6.2). While some differences between East 
and West are to be expected in the question of women's social functions, the real 
factor was likely to have been the degree of Romanization affecting the particular 
place and status level concerned. 

Architectural Adaptations by Religious Groups 
The first gatherings of religious groups were often in private homes, and they per
haps continued that way for some time. We are accustomed to thinking of the first 
generations of Christians meeting in houses for their ritual meal. We are less ac
customed to thinking of them meeting in a rented space or small private apart
ment of an insula. There is no direct archaeological evidence of this, but there is 
indirect evidence: in Ostia in the insula of Diana one of the ground rooms was 
adapted decoratively and fitted out as a mithraeum, an indication that specified 
rooms or areas of these buildings could be dedicated to religious purposes. The 
titular churches of Rome are thought to have been built over an original place 
where Christian gatherings took place at an earlier date. The later church of Saints 
John and Paul on the Caelian hill was built over what seems to have been an 
apartment house (illustrations in White I997: 2.2I4-IS). Similarly, the church 
of San Clemente was built partially over a house with a series of rooms that had 
been made into a mithraeum (probably in the first century) and partly over an ad
joining large building, either a public building of some kind, perhaps a warehouse 
or an apartment building. 

One big question is whether a Christian group meeting in an apartment 
building (sometimes nicknamed a "tenement church": see Jewett I993) would 
have the same hierarchical status structure that could be expected of one hosted 
in a domus. We know very little about social life in an insula except from the Ro
man satirists. "Those who belong to Chloe" (I Cor I. I I) may be such a group, 
though there are other possible explanations for that reference (they could be be
lieving members of the household of a nonbeliever, for example); what is certain 
from the language is that they are not a house church. This is a topic that needs 
further investigation. 
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Christians were not the only ones who began their gatherings in private houses 
and eventually adapted them architecturally for religious use. Synagogues too seem 
to have begun this way, as well as mitbraea and other religious groups. In late sec
ond or early third century B.C.E. Philadelphia in Lydia, for example, a man named 
Dionysius set up a cult center devoted to a number of traditional Greek gods in 
his oikos. While the term can mean sanctuary or shrine in religious usage, there is 
reason to think that the meeting place was actually in his house. The inscription 
is interesting for comparative purposes because it sets delimitations of moral con
duct for membership (Barton and Horsley 1981: 15-16, 31-33). 

The case of Dura Europa is instructive. There, down one line of city build
ings, two originally private houses had been adapted for religious use: one as a syn
agogue, and one as a Christian church. The social implications of their proximity 
are intriguing. Everyone in the neighborhood must have known of the uses being 
made of these dwellings, which are literally "down the street" from each other. 
Not too far away, in the military barracks along the same street, was another area 
set aside for religious use, here as a mitbraeum. Both synagogue and church showed 
evidence of stages of remodeling. Both had begun as peristyle houses. The syna
gogue eventually acquired adjoining property and expanded to become large as
sembly space, adorned with the remarkable biblical scenes that can now be seen in 
the Archaeological Museum in Damascus. 

The church did not expand in total size, but took down one wall between two 
rooms to make a larger assembly space, now rectangular in shape. On the other 
side of the courtyard, a baptistery was installed in one corner of a smaller room. 
Fragments of fresco indicate that the whole room was adorned with paintings 
(floor plans in Snyder 1985: 68-71 and White 1997: 125-27). This architectural 
adaptation of an already existing domestic structure represents the second stage of 
Christian assembly space and organization, usually called the domus ecclesiae. The ar
chitectural adaptation from private house to remodeled house, preserved with ar
chaeological certainty at Dura Europa by the felicitous tragedy of invasion, can be 
presumed to have been in widespread practice. 

Reading Christian Texts in Context 
Both the archaeological evidence and our knowledge of social structures must 
be brought to bear on the interpretation of Christian texts. The problem that 
has overshadowed biblical and classical archaeology for more than a century to 
some degree also applies here: Does the text illustrate history or does history 
illustrate the text? Does one use the biblical account of the fall of Jericho to 
interpret the material remains or vice versa? Does reading Homer help in exca
vating Troy, or does an excavation of Troy illuminate readings of Homer? There 
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are also such minimalist and maximalist positions in the interpretation of early 
Christianity. 

With the exception of the Jomus ecclesiae at Dura Europa, there is no single 
structure before the fourth century that can be said with certainty to have been a 
center of Christian assembly. A maximalist can walk into one of the spacious 
houses of Pompeii or Herculaneum and imagine the meeting of a house church, 
while the minimalists will say that Christians never met in houses like these. 
Though there has been good work done in recent years on the social levels of 
Christians, we still know next to nothing about how social rankings in the systems 
of power, property, and prestige translated into specifics about housing. The 
square footage of Pompeiian houses has been catalogued and analyzed, but very 
little is known in most cases about the kinds of person who lived there, much less 
any correlation of those findings with what we know of Christians.2 

Though the Gospels are set not in the Greco-Roman but in the rural Palestin
ian context, even here some of our knowledge of the material and social environ
ment is helpful for interpretation. There has been intensive study in recent years of 
the archaeology, material culture, and social environment of Roman Galilee. The 
continuing excavations at Sepphoris have demonstrated the extension of Greco
Roman material culture into the cities. Discussion continues about dating and in
terpretation of important finds there such as the beautiful triclinium mosaic floor of 
the "villa" with its Dionysiac themes or the large residential quarter in which each 
house has what could either be interpreted as a bathhouse or a mikveh, the clarifica
tion of which would help determine how Jewish the city was at the time. 

Details of gospel narratives are illumined by archaeological and social data. An 
example is the woman who enters where Jesus is at table to wash his feet with her 
tears and dry them with her hair (Lk 7.36--50). It can be presumed from every
thing we know about the desire to imitate elite customs that Galilean notables 
would live in as Romanized a manner as possible, or at least that Luke thinks they 
would. He envisions the Greco-Roman custom of reclining at table, whereby Je
sus' feet would be easily accessible. The less dear element in the story is the ques
tion of how she got into the house uninvited. Here, awareness of the structure of 
houses with axial view to the dining room and the practice of keeping the front 
door open during important dinners tells us that she simply walked in. In view of 
the evidence that at least in important houses the front doors stood open during 
dinner, the question must be asked whether the meal was not eaten in potential 
public view (note the "outsider" who comes in during prayer and cannot make 
sense of it, I Cor 14.16). 

The configuration of house church meetings is a topic about which a great 
deal is known, yet much is still unknown, and perhaps always will be. The fre
quent Pauline expression "the church (assembly, OOU..nma., ekklesia) that is in 
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( someone's) house ( oikos)" can be understood to mean inside the physical location 
of the building, within and among the persons who live there, or both simulta
neously. We know the names of some of the people who hosted house churches 
in the Pauline years: the couple Prisca and Aquila (I Cor I6.I9; Rom I6.3-5); 
Philemon, Apphia, and Archippos (Phlm I); and Lydia (Acts I6.I4-I5, 40). 
The house of Mary mother of John Mark was a gathering place for the first be
lievers in Jerusalem (Acts 12.12). To this list could be added Nympha (Col 
4.15), and Tavia of Smyrna about fifty years later (Ign. 5nryrn.I3.2). 

The patronage system upon which nonkinship relations were built is operative 
here. Those who hosted meetings of the Christian assembly regularly in their house 
became the patrons of the community. Clients were normally understood to be of 
lesser status than their patrons. Consequently, all members, at least free male mem
bers, were bdow their house church patron, who was the natural and expected leader 
of the congregation because of his or her status, both for cdebration of the ritual 
meal and for other functions of the community, as in Paul's exhortation to submis
sion to authority in I Thessalonians 5.I2-I3. A more explicit connection is I 
Corinthians 16.15-16, where Stephanas, head of the first oikia to convert in the area 
of Corinth, is the example of the leader who deserves submission from others. 

The case of women who are leaders of house churches, Lydia, Nympha, and 
Mary mother of John Mark, deserves special consideration, as does that of 
Phoebe the deacon in Romans I 6. I -2, whom Paul calls his patron ( 1tpO<J'ta:n~ or 
prostatis ). There is as yet no thorough study on women and patronage, but there is 
ample evidence of the economic initiative and independence of women, from 
nonelites like Julia Felix to elites like Eumachia and Plancia Magna. Nor is it well 
understood how patronage functioned in the case of a founding figure like Paul. 
There are other examples of women heading households known from ancient lit
erature, for example, the elites Ummidia Quadratilla (Pliny the Younger Ep. 7.24) 
and Matidia, great-aunt of Marcus Aurelius (Pronto 1.301; 2.94-97), but little 
is known of how they conducted the social life of their houses. Since Quadratilla 
planned her own dinner entertainment, she must have presided at table, something 
that would have been thought quite unusual. There are ample discussions of pa
triarchal household management in the Greco-Roman world. The relative silence 
about how women managed their own households, though there must have been 
many, may have occurred precisely because such activity was not the norm, so writ
ers did not know how to deal with it. 

When Christian groups met in peristyle houses of whatever modest dimensions, 
the host leaders and most distinguished guests or community members reclined in 
the triclinium while everyone dse either reclined or sat on movable couches or tables 
and chairs, within hearing of those in the triclinium. Whether women reclined with 
men, sat next to them, or reclined or sat separatdy depended on local custom. 
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Other issues of cultural accommodation among Christian groups arise in dif
ferent social contexts all having to do with dining customs. The dilemma of the 
believer and food offered to idols in I Corinthians 8 and I 0 has three aspects. The 
first is accepting a dinner invitation at a rented dining room in a temple, where the 
meat no doubt comes from sacrifice and there will be a further sacrificial offering 
during the course of the meal (I Cor 8.IO). The second is the general question of 
purchasing meat sold in the market, since much if not most of it was lefr over 
from temple sacrifices and wholesaled to the markets (I Cor 10.25). The third is 
accepting dinner invitations at the homes of unbelievers (I Cor 10.27). All three 
situations have to do with issues of purity and pollution, or understood another 
way, cultural accommodation, but in different social contexts all having to do with 
dining customs. 

The problem of celebration of the Lord's Supper in I Cor II.I7-34 has to 
do with various social strata not respecting the needs and concerns of each other. 
Here the meal seems not to be supplied by the patron in whose house they meet, 
but by different people bringing food, after the model of a tbiasos (aiacro~ or reli
gious association meeting-I Cor I 1.21-22, 33-34). However, the seating 
arrangement probably remains the same as that of the patronage model of hospi
tality, whereby the host leaders and most distinguished guests or community mem
bers reclined in the triclinium while everyone else either reclined or sat on movable 
couches or tables and chairs within hearing of those in the triclinium. It is likely that 
the seance of prayer, prophecy, and tongues described in I Corinthians I 4 is the 
second part of the supper, following the model of the symposium with eating first 
and discussion or entertainment afterward, rather than a distinct meeting. I 
Corinthians I4.30 implies that most in attendance are sitting rather than reclin
ing and that this is a rather freely structured session in which anyone can rise and 
speak. This arrangement necessitates that all present can hear what anyone in the 
group says, which may mean that many early Christian groups were quite small. 

The early pattern of church organization was probably to keep each unit small 
enough to be able to meet together in one house or apartment house room. Some 
house churches must have consisted solely of the members of the household in 
which it met, especially if the entire household had been baptized, as were the house
holds of Stephanas (I Cor I.I6; I6.I5), Cornelius at Caesarea (Acts 10.2, 44-48), 
Lydia (Acts I6.I4-I5, 40), and the unnamed jailer at Philippi (Acts I6.3I-33). 
Others had to be made up of members of various households, since there is ample 
evidence that individuals were accepted for baptism distinct from their family struc
ture and independently from a pateifamilias (I Cor 7.13-16; I Pt 3.I). Thus a given 
house church assembly could be composed of the host household plus other women 
and men, married and unmarried, free and slave, probably with children from out
side the household accompanying their parents. The total group was probably kept 
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small enough that each assembly could attend to the needs of all its members. When 
it grew too large, another unit was formed in another house. 

Sometime in the second century, the numbers began to outgrow this structure. 
Interior remodeling of houses began to take place to accommodate larger num
bers in the domus eccksiae, and it was probably at this time that the ritual became de
tached from an actual meal. The position of worshippers was now standing or sit
ting in a rectangular space facing a table behind which the presider and other 
leaders stood. There were precedents for both this architectural and social arrange
ment. Architecturally, the oecus or reception room in some houses had grown to be 
a major social space, sometimes even with an apse in imitation of the public basil
ica building. Though nothing of this is preserved in a surely Christian place of 
worship, some of these architecturally adapted worship spaces may also have con
tained apses. Thus it was no great leap a century and a half later when Christians 
began building public spaces in the shape of the basilica. 

Some descriptions of early church worship of the second and third centuries 
are therefore to be located in the domus ecclesiae. Justin Martyr, writing from Rome 
in the middle of the second century, describes the baptism of new converts. They 
are first brought to a place where there is water, which could be a baptistery built 
into one of the rooms as at Dura Europa, and baptized in a ritual washing ( I Apol. 
I.6I). Then they are led to the waiting assembly, across the peristyle into the as
sembly room, where prayers are raised for the newly baptized and other concerns. 
The prayers are followed by the ritual exchange of peace. Then the president of 
the assembly receives bread and a cup of wine mixed with water that are brought 
to him. When he has completed the thanksgiving prayer and all have answered 
"Amen;' deacons distribute the bread and wine mixed with water to everyone pres
ent before taking a portion also to those who are absent (1.65). On the first day 
of the week (the day called "of the sun"), all who live either in the city or in the 
country come together for readings and instruction by the president. When the in
struction is completed, all rise together for the prayers, after which bread, wine, 
and water are brought in for the Eucharist; a distribution is made by the deacons 
as previously described; and at the end a collection is taken up for the needy 
(1.67). All of this description of movement is more comprehensible in a domus ec
clesiae than in the confines of a private house. 

A more concrete description of Christian worship in a domus ecclesiae is that of 
the Didascalia Apostolorum from third-century Syria. The bishop (a term not used by 
Justin) is instructed how to arrange the assembly in good order, which is firmly 
patriarchal. The bishop is to be seated in the eastern part of the house and the 
presbyters seated with him (the Dura house church assembly hall is oriented 
southwest to northeast). After them are to be seated the men, and then the women 
of the congregation. When they rise to pray all must face east; the motive given is 
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Psalm 67(68): 34: God rides on the heavens to the east. One deacon stands by the 
table of offerings to assist, while another supervises those who enter by the door. 
Seating is strictly according to status and age: senior men and women sit apart 
from each other, while girls and women with children either sit apart or stand be
hind the women if there is no place to sit. The usher-deacon must see that every
one sits in the proper place. When there are visitors, the deacon inquires as to their 
status and seats them accordingly, considering along the way if perchance they be
long to some heresy (but nothing is said about whether such a person is to be 
treated differently). Visiting presbyters are to be welcomed by the local presbyters, 
a visiting bishop seated with the bishop and invited to speak. If someone of so
cial significance, man or woman, enters during the service, the bishop must con
tinue speaking, and people in the congregation will receive him or her for seating. 
If they do not, the deacon must oust the youngest person in the suitable category 
to provide a free seat. But if a poor man or woman enters, the bishop must be sure 
that this person is honorably received, even-in rhetorical flourish-if the bishop 
has to sit on the ground (Didascalia 29-30; c£ Jas 2.1-4). 

Here specific seating arrangements have been institutionalized, with clergy in 
front, followed by laymen and then women. The impression is given that some 
might be arriving from a distance and at various times during the service rather 
than all gathered at the beginning. Visitors from other churches may also appar
ently drop in without being known to the local leaders. The congregation and the 
space are large enough that separate seating arrangements are possible, yet small 
enough that one deacon can supervise. The seats are presumably movable and can 
be rearranged according to need. People sit during part of the service but rise for 
the offering of prayers, including the eucharistic prayer. Because seating is segre
gated, the exchange of peace is given within the various groups, especially men 
with men and women with women, as specified in some other texts. 

The case of Paul of Samosata (from the late third century) is also illuminat
ing. As bishop of Antioch in the 260s C.E., Paul headed one of the most power
ful churches in the world. But he came under fire not only from the Antiochene 
intelligentsia but from bishops in many parts of the eastern Mediterranean, not 
only for his questionable Christology but also for his eccentric behavior. A formal 
written charge was made against him by the Christian presbyter Malchion, head of 
one of the rhetorical schools of Antioch. Based on his report, a group of bishops 
who had come to inspect the situation drafted a statement to the bishops of Rome 
and Alexandria, the other two leading churches. Among the charges against Paul 
was his love of worldly honor, so that he behaved not as a bishop should, but as 
a civil magistrate would. He received people at a bema or raised platform that he 
had constructed and in a private audience room as if he were a magistrate. He also, 
according to the charge, deflected liturgical singing from Christ to himself and 
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was too free with the subintroductae, women living chastely with clerics, a practice 
that nearly always produced trouble. The synod of bishops declared Paul excom
municated and deposed from his bishopric. He, however, refused to relinquish the 
oikos tes ekklesias ( oTx:o~ 't'ij ~ t.ocA.TJcrta.~ or domus ecclesiae ); the bishops appealed to the 
emperor Aurelian, who decided in favor of those in communion with the bishop 
of Rome and sent in imperial forces to oust him (Eusebius, Hist. eccl. 
7.29.1-30.19). 

Several elements of the story deserve comment in view of the question of 
Christian social and archaeological history. Bearing in mind that accounts of lead
ers made by their enemies are usually biased, still Paul seems to have thought of 
himself as some kind of mini-magistrate. In spite of the growing monarchical ten
dencies of bishops, his detractors found this to be too much to bear. The text does 
not say where Paul erected his bema. It could have been in the assembly hall itsel£ 
Wherever it was, clearly such a structure was an innovation at the time, considered 
inappropriate by other bishops. The property seems to have been entirely in Paul's 
hands, to do with as he pleased. Paul had a popular following among his assem
bly, and both his theology and his behavior were causing rifts in the community. 
The building he refused to move out of was literally the "house of the church;' 
no doubt a domestic structure adapted for use as a church assembly, as at Dura 
Europa. His refusal to leave it means that he acted as proprietor of the property. 
This is the first recorded use of imperial power by one Christian group against an
other. Many would follow. 

The move from house to building used exclusively for worship had social con
sequences, especially when that building came to be acquired by the church com
munity in the person of its bishop, as seems to be the case by the time of Paul of 
Samosata. A significant aspect of personal patronage was eliminated as the meet
ing place of the assembly was no longer in the hands of individual members but 
of the church in the person of the bishop. Gradually all patronal authority became 
concentrated in the hands of the bishop, who controlled all assets, both the real 
property and money collected for distribution to the needy. With his deacon as
sistants as his direct representatives, he exercised primary patronage toward the 
whole community. 

Yet one kind of personal patronage seems to have endured for a while: the 
hosting of a cena dominica, a "Lord's Supper" that was probably not a Eucharist in 
spite of Paul's designation of the eucharistic gathering by that term (I Cor 
I 1.20). Chapter 28 of Hippolytus's Apostolic Tradition, believed to date to the early 
third century and to represent traditions from Rome and perhaps from Egypt, de
picts an invitation to dinner from a wealthy Christian patron, complete with apo

Joreton ( an:ocpopE'tOV ), a Greek term for a gift given at a banquet by a patron to his 
or her clients. If a bishop is present, he directs the conversation, or likewise a pres-
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byter or deacon in the absence of a bishop. All receive the "blessed bread" from 
the presbyter or deacon. Catechumens may be present, and their bread is first ex
orcised-a sure sign that it is not the Eucharist. Another way to exercise patron
age is by inviting widows to dinner; they must be of mature age and sent away be
fore evening. If they cannot attend a meal at one's house, they are to be given food 
and wine and sent home (Apostolic Tradition, chapter 30). 

We are still in the realm of private houses and invitations given by patrons to 
exercise clientage toward those of lesser social status and lesser economic means. 
Yet in the first instance, the presence of a bishop, presbyter, or deacon upstages 
the role of the patron to preside and therefore directs the conversation and sets 
the style for the dinner. The bishop becomes patron wherever he is. The social ten
sion thus engendered eventually find its resolution in persons of higher status as
suming the role of bishop (Bobertz 1993: 182) but also in the automatic eleva
tion of the person selected as bishop to high status regardless of whether he 
originally possessed it or not. 

Conclusion 
Through careful examination of the material remains of Mediterranean antiquity, 
we can construct some ideas and impressions about the daily lives of early Chris
tians. By careful comparison with texts, some of the empty spaces in our knowl
edge can be filled in. We are now in a position to see some of the patterns of the 
development of Christian forms and structures in the first few hundred years. 
Many questions still remain. Perhaps future new discoveries will help to answer 
them. 

Notes 
I. The ancient use of the word insula to refer to one of these apartment buildings 

should not be confused with the modern archaeological use of the word to mean a city 
block. 

2. Attempts to demonstrate an actual Christian presence in Pompeii and Herculaneum 
through ambiguous inscriptions and one very questionable wall plaque have not been con
vincing and are not under consideration here, even though such presence is historically 
plausible. 





An Illustration of Historical Inquiry: 5 
Histories of Jesus and Matthew I. I-25 

RITVA H. WILLIAMS 

Introduction 
~ ~ To WRITE HISTORY is to be engaged in endless argument" (Marius 

1999: 5). Nowhere is this truer than in the contemporary study of 
Jesus. Was Jesus an eschatological prophet (Sanders 1993), a cynic

like teacher of wisdom (Crossan 1991), a shaman-like healer and exorcist (Davies 

1995), or a radical politician seeking to win support for a new vision of the king

dom of God on earth (Wright 1999)?Was he born in Bethlehem, or perhaps in 

Nazareth? Are the stories of Jesus' birth recounted in the New Testament Gospels 

history remembered, history metaphorized, or prophecy historicized?1 Are they a 

cover-up for a scandalous, illegitimate birth (see Schaberg I 990; Ludemann 

1998)? Perhaps they are simply fictions patterned after the birth narratives of 

Greco-Roman heroes, rulers, and philosophers. 
For some, the seemingly endless arguments of historical Jesus scholars are a 

cause for embarrassment or for discrediting the entire historical enterprise. Some 

condemn historical scholarship as destructive of traditional understandings of 

Jesus and Christian origins. This response seems to grow out of a sense that there 
is only one "right" way to view these matters that must be accepted without ques

tion. Others deride historians for their inability to reach consensus and/ or for 

producing hopelessly biased and subjective analyses. On occasion both of these 

objections are used in tandem to justify rejecting or ignoring the work of his

torical scholars. Here we see a legacy of ways of thinking rooted in the Enlight

enment that valorize value-free, neutral, and objective scientific approaches to 
knowledge and truth.2 

The current state of affairs in historical studies of Jesus is not a cause for 

despair but a sign of such work's relevance and importance for our times. We 

lOS 
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investigate and analyze our pasts in order to understand who we are in the present. 
We want to know why we are who and what we have become. Through this process 
we become aware of alternative possibilities for the future. We research and study 
the life and teachings of Jesus because they are theologically and ethically impor
tant to us. For me as for many Christians, Jesus of Nazareth was and is the 
Word/Wisdom of God made flesh. Historical study is one way (among others) to 
gain a deeper understanding of the character and expectations of the God whom 
Jesus reveals. It can be a way to do theology. From an ethical standpoint, a per
spective that sees Jesus as an oppressed Jew living in a Roman-dominated Jewish 
homeland stands as a corrective to Christianity's anti-Semitic tendencies. As a first
century Jewish person, the historical Jesus is not one of us and so calls us to ac
count for trying to co-opt him to our own ends. Historical Jesus studies can, addi
tionally, serve as a case study within or a microcosm of a larger historical enterprise 
that encourages not only critical reasoning, but also empathy for and tolerance of 
diversity and plurality, virtues much needed in religious and public life. I teach his
torical Jesus studies in a church-related liberal arts college for these reasons. 

The Historical Enterprise 
"The reality of the past is the written report rather than the past as it actually was" 
(Munslow 1997: 2). What this means is that in common everyday usage "history" 
refers to events that occurred in the past, but what we actually know about the past 
is limited to history, to stories that are told about those events. History as an ac
count of the past does not correspond exacdy to the circumstances that it describes. 
The main reasons for this have to do with the nature of the evidence and the in
terpretative process. Such bits and pieces of the past-archaeological remains, art
work, official documents, personal writings, and so forth-as survive into the pres
ent make up the primary sources that are the basis of all historical research. Even 
for the most recent happenings the extant evidence is always incomplete, fragmen
tary, and representative of the personal interests and concerns of the individuals 
who produced and preserved it. These primary sources do not "speak for them
selves"; they must be evaluated, interpreted, and explained by the researcher. 

The interpretive narratives produced by historians constitute secondary 
sources for the study of the past. Each one of these histories "is as much the prod
uct of the historian who wrote it as of the people who actually lived the events it 
attempts to describe" (Furay and Salevouris 1988: 4). This element of subjectiv
ity can lead to unwarranted skepticism about, and even disdain for, the results of 
historical scholarship. History, like all other academic disciplines including sci
ence, indeed all discourse and analysis, is conditioned by cultural and personal 
frames of reference. A historian's subjectivity is exercised in her interactive rela-
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tionship with the evidence,3 in which each modifies and challenges the other. The 
resulting history is not merely one scholar's private, personal opinion but part of 
the public discourse of the academic community.4 The historian's conclusions are 
subject to testing by his colleagues, and to a lesser extent by the educated general 
public. Histories are judged by their appeals to the extant evidence and their co
herence, plausibility, and persuasiveness. 

Our ability to develop coherent, plausible explanations and interpretations of 
primary sources from the past, as well as to evaluate effectively the secondary sources 
produced by scholars, depends on our ability to develop a critical "historical
mindedness" (Furay and Salevouris 1988: 16). Most importantly, this means devel
oping sensitivity to how the past differs from the present. Researching the past is of
ten compared to spending time in a foreign country where one cannot function com
fortably without learning the local language, customs, values, and laws. The historian 
must learn to empathize, that is, to think with and think like the subjects that he or 
she is studying.5 This requires the ability to set aside personal beliefs and sociocul
tural circumstances temporarily, including on occasion our knowledge of how things 
turned out (see Frederiksen I 999: 34-4 I). Failure to do so can lead to anachronis
tic and ethnocentric misinterpretations of primary source data. 

Other aspects of critical historical-mindedness include an awareness of conti
nuity and change in human institutions and affairs, of the existence and validity of 
multiple perspectives in any given situation along with the alternative interpretations 
that can arise from these, and of all written history as imprecise and tentative. His
tories need to be rewritten. Evidence can be overlooked or misinterpreted, or new 
evidence comes to light, necessitating a reassessment of previous histories. A partic
ular set of data can be viewed from different perspectives, yielding alternative expla
nations that often are not mutually exclusive. A historical interpretation may lose its 
relevance as the interests and preoccupations of society change. New circumstances 
need to be explained in terms of continuity or discontinuity with the past. This is 
why writing history involves engaging in dialogue and argument without end. 

The following discussion of Matthew l.I-25 is an illustration of how I, as a 
historian, read this text. My goal is to understand Matthew's narrative in its orig
inating social, cultural, and historical context while at the same time assessing its 
content for historical information about Jesus and his origins. Before turning to 
that task it is necessary to say something about the challenges that Matthew's 
Gospel presents when treated as a source for historical information. 

Matthew as Historical Source 
Historical Jesus studies are particularly challenging due to the scarcity of primary 
sources and the nature of the evidence that we do have. An investigation into the 
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circumstances surrounding the birth of Jesus, for instance, inunediately runs into 
the fact that we have no documentary data from the lifetime of Jesus himself con
cerning this or any other aspect of his life. Our primary sources for the birth of 
Jesus are the Gospels of Matthew and Luke. I like to work with Matthew's ac
count because it is less familiar to students whose knowledge of Jesus' origins gen
erally derives from the conflated version celebrated at Christmas. Most are un
aware that the "Christmas story" contains elements drawn from two different 
narratives. 

The Gospel According to Matthew is generally believed to be the work of an 
anonymous Greek-speaking Jewish Christian scribe writing about the year 85 C.E. 

for a Greek-speaking Jewish Christian audience located in northern Galilee or 
Syria. Analysis of its form, content, and function indicates that it (along with the 
other New Testament Gospels) is "a distinctive type of ancient biography com
bining ... Hellenistic form and function with Jewish content" (Aune 1987: 22). 
In keeping with Greco-Roman literary and cultural conventions, the evangelist fo
cused almost exclusively on the public life of Jesus, who he presented as a stylized 
"type" acting out recognized, and stereotypical, social roles such as prophet, 
teacher, healer, and so forth (Aune 1987: 28, 56-57). Matthew's story of Jesus is 
"Christian literary propaganda" intended to reinforce the faith of believers and/ or 
to awaken faith in unbelieving members of Christian households. Jesus personifies 
and legitimates the Christian beliefs and values of the author (Aune 1987: 59-63; 
Ehrman 2000: 55-59). This does not deny a priori the historicity of events 
recorded in the gospel, but it does call for a critical assessment of each one and an 
awareness of its rhetorical function in the gospel as a whole. 

Like other ancient biographers, Matthew relied on previous sources, incorpo
rating both written and oral-what we would call hearsay-information into his 
portrait of Jesus. Only one of Matthew's sources has survived into the present, the 
Gospel According to Mark (70 C.E. ), 90 percent of which was incorporated into 
"Matthew's" composition. Matthew seems to have had access to a collection of 
sayings of Jesus (the reconstructed Q document or something like it) that proba
bly predated Mark, as well as an assortment of materials of unknown origin and 
date, designated as M. Finally, Matthew drew on themes found in the Jewish 
Scriptures to shape his sources into a coherent narrative reflecting his personal 
perspectives and concerns. 

What all this means from a historical perspective is that we are dealing here 
with a source that is highly complex. Matthew's Gospel is much more like a sec
ondary source, a narrative about Jesus written many years after the fact and based 
largely on primary sources that have not survived into the present. Without access 
to that truly primary data it is almost impossible to corroborate the information 
that is contained in Matthew's Gospel. Cultural values and perspectives quite dif-
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ferent from those of most modern historical Jesus scholars have shaped his com
position. The Gospel of Matthew is deeply biased in favor of Jesus and the Chris
tian beliefs and values that Jesus epitomizes in them. This text is likely to tell us 
as much about the gospel writer and his concerns as about Jesus. 

We are faced, then, with the problem of retrieving historical data from 
Matthew's narrative. How to go about such a task? Most scholars work under the 
assumption that earlier sources are likely to be more historically reliable than later 
ones. Hence, primary consideration is given to determining the date of a text and 
its origin in a particular source. Matthew I.I-25 is part of theM materials that 
we are unable to locate in terms of date or derivation. Some scholars regard it as 
a late tradition dating from the time of the writing of the gospel (85 C.E.) and 
therefore by definition historically suspect.6 Others argue that the common mate
rial in Matthew and Luke's birth narratives points to an earlier common tradition 
that predates both the M and uniquely Lukan (L) sources on which they are based 
(Brown 1993: 34; Meier 199I: 2I4). While issues of date and source are useful 
beginning points, they are not conclusive. 

The content of a gospel text can also be assessed on the basis of certain other 
criteria. Information that is attested in multiple independent sources is usually ac
cepted as historically accurate, particularly if one of the sources is considered to 
be early. Material that is likely to have caused embarrassment or discomfort to the 
early Christian movement may be judged historically reliable, since early Christians 
would seem to have little motive to make up such things. A similar assumption ap
plies to material that is dissimilar to the gospel writer's theological agenda. The 
criterion of dissimilarity should not be used to exclude material just because it is 
similar to the developing Christian tradition. Some continuity between Palestin
ian Judaism, Jesus' teachings and practices, and the practices of his followers is to 
be expected. Information about Jesus should be contextually credible and free of 
anachronisms. Material presented in terms that are memorable is deemed more 
likely to accurately reflect the oral culture in which Jesus lived. Historically accu
rate information is likely to help explain developments in the Jesus traditions. The 
criterion of coherence allows scholars to include as authentic poorly attested ma
terial if it shares a common content or form with well-attested texts. Scholars use 
these criteria in order to ascertain what might be reasonably considered factual 
about Jesus (Powell I 998: 46-50). 

Like other scholars I use these criteria, in particular the criteria of contex
tual credibility, multiple attestation, and embarrassment, to illustrate how schol
ars assess the historicity of information contained in Matthew's birth narrative, 
although my own particular interest goes beyond simply gathering facts about 
Jesus. I am especially concerned with exploring and developing contextually 
credible readings of gospel stories. Given Matthew's context-late first-century 
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Hellenized Jewish Christian-was he really arguing for a virginal conception, as 
is commonly assumed? Or to put it another way, would an assertion of a vir
ginal conception have been contextually credible in a Greek-speaking Jewish 
Christian community in 85 C.E.? How likely is it that such a story might have 
originated among the members of Jesus' Jewish family or his first followers (i.e., 
the possible originators of the M source)? What were M and/ or Matthew try
ing to tell their audiences about Jesus? Were M and Matthew saying the same 
thing? Why? What circumstances in the life of Jesus and/ or the early church 
would account for the way M and later Matthew tells the story of Jesus' birth? 

The Genealogy-Matthew 1.1-I 7 
Matthew's genealogy presents Jesus' family tree in three sets of fourteen ancestors, 
Abraham to David; David to Jechoniah, who was deported to Babylon; and finally 
Jechoniah to Joseph, the husband of Jesus' mother Mary. All of the names in the 
first two divisions may be found in existing biblical genealogies (e.g., Ruth 
4.I8-22; I Chr I-3). Nine names in the third set are completely unknown and 
uncorroborated? The organizational pattern is Matthew's and indicates that this 
genealogy is "artificial rather than strictly historical" (Brown I993: 74). Genealo
gies in the ancient world were rarely constructed primarily to record biological de
scent; rather their main purpose was to establish claims to social status, rank, or a 
particular office, such as priest or king (Malina and Rohrbaugh I992; Brown 
I993: 65). This was important in the ancient world where a person's social worth 
and identity (honor) were rooted in ethnic affiliation, clan/ tribe, ancestors, and 
family (Neyrey I998: 91). Matthew's genealogy connected Jesus with the found
ing fathers of Israel (Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob), its most noble tribe Oudah ), and 
its most prominent family (the house of David-Neyrey 1998: 98). 

The purpose of the genealogy, then, was to assert that Jesus was born into and 
deserved a most exalted and honorable status. Is there any evidence that such a 
claim was historically warranted, or was it simply prompted by Matthew's desire 
to glorify Jesus? Luke also linked Jesus to the house of David through Joseph 
(1.27, 32; 2.4; 3.23-38). This information comes from Luke's special source L, 
which like M is of unknown date and derivation. There are assertions of a Da
vidic connection in early Christian texts that predate both Matthew and Luke. 
Mark, writing about 70 C.E., reports that during his lifetime Jesus was hailed as 
the "son of David" by those seeking his help (10.46-52/ /Mt 9.27-31, 
20.29-34/ /Lk 18.35-43).8 Paul, writing about 58 C.E. to the church at Rome, 
refers to Jesus as having been "descended from David according to the flesh" 
(1.3). At first glance, we seem to have four independent sources here, two early 
(Paul and Mark) and two of unknown date (M, L ). It is possible that Matthew 
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and Luke picked up the Davidic connection from Mark and inserted it into their 
special sources, in which case we would have only double attestation. 

At any rate, our two earliest sources do affirm a Davidic link of some sort. 
Paul, reciting received tradition, asserts that Jesus was a descendant of David. In 
Mark "son of David" may be a messianic title. We are left wondering about the 
relationship of these two ideas. Did those who hailed Jesus as the Messiah assume 
a Davidic lineage? Or was Jesus' connection to the house of David one of the rea
sons for his ascribed messianic status? Due to the paucity of our sources we may 
never know. What we can conclude is that Jesus was linked in some way to the 
house of David perhaps during his lifetime, and certainly was regarded as a de
scendant of David in some early Christian circles.9 Matthew probably constructed 
his genealogy in order to support that tradition as one of the bases of Jesus' claim 
to honor and status. 

The most curious feature of Matthew's genealogy is the inclusion of four 
women, who represent an intrusion into an otherwise entirely patrilineal geneal
ogy. IO Their stories seem to call into question Jesus' honorable origins. Tamar was 
a childless young widow, who, disguised as a prostitute, had intercourse with her 
father-in-law Judah (Mt I.3; Gn 38). Rahab was a prostitute in Jericho who ne
gotiated with Israelite spies to save her family (Mt I.S; Jos 2.I-2I). Ruth, another 
childless young widow, sexually compromised Boaz, the head of her deceased hus
band's clan (Mt I.S; Ruth .2-4). The wife of Uriah (Bathsheba) was an adulteress 
whose unexpected pregnancy led to her husband's murder by her lover, King David 
(Mt I.6; 2 Sm I I-I2). 

Each of these women lacked sexual exclusivity, the basis of a woman's honor
able status in the ancient world. Each woman's reputation was restored when a man 
acknowledged his guilt in his relationship with her (Judah, David) or accepted re
sponsibility for her (Joshua, Boaz ). Each became a wife and the mother of a son 
(or sons), thus assuring her a place of honor within society. By naming these four 
women, Matthew inserted (and/ or acknowledged) into the family tree of Jesus a 
history of closely averted scandal arising from women's socially risky sexual be
havior. How could such women enrich the illustrious status Matthew seems to 
claim for Jesus? 

Neyrey has recently shown that according to the rules of Greco-Roman rhet
oric these four women could contribute to Jesus' honor in one of two ways. An 
ancient storyteller, hearer, or reader might have compared them to the dishonor
able kings named in the genealogy ( Abijah, Joram, Uzziah, Ahaz, and Manasseh ). 
Both groups could be ennobled by Jesus' excellence, a possibility "encoded in 
Jesus' very name as the one who would 'save his people from their sins; past as well 
as present" (Neyrey I998: 99). An alternative understanding for Matthew and his 
audience might have arisen from Jewish midrashic and postbiblical traditions 
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about these women in which they were depicted as being rescued from shame by 
divine intervention. From an early Christian perspective, the four women attest to 
the divine favor and patronage enjoyed by Jesus' ancestors, and hence by Jesus him
self (Neyrey I 998: 98-99).U This second option seems preferable, since such a 
reading would prepare the reader for the story that follows of Joseph's dilemma in 
the face of his betrothed's premarital pregnancy. 

Matthew concludes the genealogy with "Jacob the father of Joseph the hus
band of Mary, of whom Jesus was born" (I.I6). Malina and Rohrbaugh indicate 
that "For purposes of historical reconstruction, only the last three generations in 
genealogies from oral societies are likely to be accurate" (I 992: 25). If this is cor
rect, we might expect that here we have some fairly solid historical data. Jesus' 
mother's name is given as Mary in both Matthew's and Luke's birth narratives (M, 
L sources), in Mark (6.3/ /Mt 13.55), and in Acts (I.I4). The last is not an in
dependent witness since it is a sequel to the Gospel of Luke, written by the same 
author. We therefore have one or three witnesses to the name of Jesus' mother, de
pending on how one construes the relationship between Mark, Matthew, and Luke 
at this point, and how faithfully one thinks their authors replicated their sources. 

Joseph is named as Mary's husband in both New Testament birth narratives 
(Mt I.I6, I8-25; Lk 1.27, 2.5). This would give us MandL as independent 
sources. Jesus is called the "son of Joseph" (with a disclahner) in Luke 3.23, again 
part of the L source. The same title is bestowed on Jesus by one of his disciples, 
this time without a disclaimer in John I.45, perhaps pointing to the Jewish Chris
tian belief that he was Joseph's son. "Son of Joseph" also occurs in Luke 4.22 and 
in John 6.42. These may be independent revisions of the statement in Mark 6.3 
claiming that Jesus is the "son of Mary:' Joseph is not mentioned at all in Mark, 
although we could argue that his existence is presupposed by the early and well
attested tradition of Jesus' siblings. 12 Although we lack an early witness to the 
name of Joseph, it does occur independently in M, L, and John. 

Matthew's designation of Jacob as the father of Joseph is problematic. Luke's 
version of Jesus' family tree identifies Heli as the father of Joseph (Lk 3.23). The 
issue is further complicated by Matthew's characterization of Mary's husband, 
Joseph son of Jacob, as a man who regularly received revelations in dreams and 
went to Egypt to save a special child from an evil king. The story line parallels the 
biblical story of Joseph son of Jacob (Gn 37, 39-50), who interpreted dreams 
and went down to Egypt (Gn 37, 39-50). There he and his descendants settled 
until a king "who did not know Joseph" plotted to kill all the Hebrew baby boys, 
and so set in motion the story of Moses (Ex I.8ff). Given the widely attested, al
beit relatively late, traditions connecting Jesus and/ or his mother to a man named 
Joseph, I do not think that Matthew made up the name based on the earlier bib
lical story. As Brown has argued, "the parallelism between the two Josephs de-
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pends on the similarity of name and is made possible by the lack of historical 
knowledge about the career of the NT Joseph" (Brown 1993: II2). At any rate, 
the designation of Joseph's father as Jacob seems unlikely. 

Matthew's genealogy is not a historically accurate record of Jesus' ancestors. 
That Jesus was the son of Mary, who was married to a man named Joseph, is 
undisputed. Jesus' connection with the house of David may also date to his own 
lifetime. Unfortunately, the scarcity of evidence makes it impossible to determine 
the basis for that link. Matthew's genealogy is his attempt to support that tradi
tion, and so demonstrate Jesus' noble status within Jewish society. 

Jesus' Birth-Matthew I. I 8-25 
The story of Jesus' birth as told in Matthew 1:18-25 is often dismissed as a lit
erary creation containing little or no historically factual information. Matthew's 
narrative contains parallels with popular first-century Jewish expansions of the 
birth of Moses. In the version recounted by Josephus, for example, Moses' father 
receives divine assurance in a dream that his soon-to-be-born son will escape the 
murderous intentions of Pharaoh and will grow up to deliver his people from their 
bondage in Egypt (Ant. 2.9, 212, 2IS-6)P The obvious parallels are that the fa
thers have dreams and the unborn children will grow up to be liberators of their 
people, but the situations are markedly different. In Matthew 1.18-25, no evil 
king threatens Jesus' existence; rather Mary's untimely pregnancy threatens Joseph's 
righteousness and honor. It is the differences, rather than the similarities, that 
carry the weight of Matthew's message. 

Matthew writes that Mary was betrothed but not yet living together with her 
husband when it was discovered that she was pregnant (1.18). Luke similarly in
dicates that not only the conception but the actual birth of Jesus occurred while 
Mary and Joseph were still betrothed (Lk 1.27, 2.5). Although this situation does 
not seem to constitute a problem for Luke, in Matthew's account Joseph planned 
to "dismiss her" (i.e., divorce her) because of the pregnancy. This response is the 
dearest indication that Joseph was not responsible for his fiancee's condition. Luke 
also indicates that Joseph was not the biological father of Jesus (1.26-38). The 
tradition that Mary's pregnancy was untimely and that her betrothed was notre
sponsible may also be supported by the early tradition found in Mark 6.3 that 
people in Nazareth called him "son of Mary;' and the independent traditional
leging illegitimacy in John 8.41 (more about these texts below). 

Matthew's narrative reflects first-century Jewish marriage customs and values. 
Jewish families arranged marriages for their daughters in two stages. The father be
trothed his daughter, at puberty, to her future husband. This involved an agree
ment, usually a written contract, legally transferring guardianship from the father 
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to the future husband. For this reason, a formal divorce was required to break the 
betrothal. The actual marriage, or home-taking, followed at least a year later at 
which time the bride took up residence in the groom's home (Safrai I976). Sex
ual relations during the interim period were fiercely discouraged in some regions, 
perhaps tolerated if not approved in others (Schaberg I 990: 43-44 ). Loss of vir
ginity prior to the wedding was not only a source of shame, but could have seri
ous repercussions for the woman ( c£ Dt 22. I 3-2 I). Sexual intercourse with a be
trothed woman was treated like adultery; both parties were to be stoned to death 
(Dt 22.23-24 ). An exception was made if it could be determined that the be
trothed woman had been raped. If she cried out for help when accosted in town, 
or if the incident occurred in the open country where there was no one to help 
her, the woman was not to be punished (Dt 22.23-27). Some postbiblical Jewish 
texts advocate that such a woman be divorced by her fiance (Schaberg I990: 48). 

Let us think through the logic of Matthew's narrative with the above first
century assumptions in mind. Joseph wished to spare Mary from public disgrace 
by divorcing her quietly. The divorce would certainly indicate to observers that he 
found something objectionable about his betrothed. Mary's pregnancy would 
make it clear to people what the problem was. In the absence of a charge of adul
tery, the community would probably come to the conclusion that Mary had been 
raped. Joseph's planned action therefore suggests that he thought Mary had been 
raped, and/ or was willing to let people think that was the case. As a rape victim 
she might be the subject of "pity and fellow-feeling" (Philo, Spec. 3.76), rather 
than an object of public disgrace. Of course in Matthew's story, Mary is saved 
from such a shameful situation by divine intervention. Yet, we cannot help won
der why the story of Jesus begins with this socially precarious situation that is only 
resolved by an angelic vision. Is this simply dramatic storytelling designed to high
light the virginal conception of Jesus, or can we detect a historical remembrance 
here? 

Mark records an incident in which citizens of Nazareth offended by Jesus' 
teaching in the synagogue identify him as "the son of Mary" (6.3).14 In the con
text of that incident, the epitaph was clearly intended to put Jesus in his place, but 
what precisely did it signify? One suggestion is that the Nazarene crowd was sim
ply highlighting Jesus' ordinariness; Mary is named because she was present in the 
synagogue at the time of the controversy. It meant nothing more ominous than 
"Why, he's only Mary's son!" (Meier I99I: 227). Others argue that the villagers 
called Jesus "son of Mary" because Joseph was long dead (Brown I993: 5I9, 
540). The difficulty with these readings is that their proponents would have us be
lieve that the residents of Nazareth were offended by Jesus' prophetic pretensions 
because he was just an ordinary fellow like them, or because his mother was a 
widow. But why then did Matthew change Mark's "Is this not the carpenter, the 
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son of Mary" to "Is this not the carpenter's son? Is not his mother's name Mary?" 
Luke ( 4.22) and John ( 6.42) appear to have gone one step further and have Jesus' 
critics name him as "the son of Joseph:' These revisions to the Markan text sug
gest that the "son of Mary" was not only a putdown, but a potentially embar
rassing or scandalous way of naming Jesus. 

In the first century people were normally identified by their father's name.15 

The epitaph "son of Mary" probably does not point to an absent, because dead, 
father, but could indicate an unknown father. Understood within the social and cul
tural norms of a patrilineal society, the epitaph was a slur on Jesus' paternity (Scha
berg I990: I60). This reading of the text is supported by the Jewish legal princi
ple that "a man is illegitimate when he is called by his mother's name" (Schaberg 
I 990: I 6 I). It has been argued that since this principle was not articulated in this 
way until much later, we cannot be sure that it applied to Jesus' first-century con
text (Brown I993: 540). This would be a valid objection if it could be shown that 
this legal principle indicated a change, rather than a codification of custom, in the 
way individuals were named in Jewish society. It appears to have been the norm 
throughout Jewish history, as evident in the Hebrew Bible, to identifY individuals 
as the offspring of their fathers. 16 Samaritan and Mandaean texrs also support the 
reading of "son of Mary" as pointing to illegitimacy. These texrs are admittedly 
considerably later than the Gospels, but do show that the ancient peoples could 
and did interpret "son of Mary" this way. The thesis of Jesus' illegitimacy is not 
simply a peculiar modern reading of the evidence. 

Mark 6.3 could therefore provide evidence that in his hometown during his 
lifetime suspicions were raised about Jesus' legitimacy. The villagers may have been 
offended by Jesus' prophetic claims because they regarded him as Mary's premar
itally conceived, and therefore illegitimate, child. Alternatively, Mark 6.3 could in
dicate that the evangelist was aware of such allegations circulating among Jews 
who disparaged early Christian claims about Jesus' status. Independent support for 
charges of illegitimacy among first-century opponents of Jesus and his followers 
may be found in John 8.4 I. Here Jesus is portrayed as being engaged in an in
creasingly hostile debate with "the Jews:· When Jesus asserts that their intention 
to kill him calls into question their status as Abraham's children, they reply, "We 
are not illegitimate children" On 8.39-4I). The emphatic "we" could imply that 
Jesus is. Even if the incident as reported does not go back to the lifetime of Jesus, 
it does suggest that the evangelist was aware of such charges and innuendoes cir
culating in the Jewish community. 

Both early (Mark) and later Oohn) sources support the contention that suspi
cions and/ or allegations of Jesus' illegitimacy circulated in the first century and 
may even go back to the lifetime of Jesus. The later revisions of Mark 6.3 are clear 
indications that the gospel writers sought to suppress or correct this potentially 
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scandalous information. These charges may been particularly nasty examples of 
first-century ad hominem polemics. Yet they seem to have had some basis in the 
memory of a premarital pregnancy that is doubly attested (M, L) and that the 
gospel writers seek to legitimate. This is precisely the sort of historical data that 
would be embarrassing to the early church and that from the second century on
ward gave rise to the widespread tradition of Jesus' illegitimacy, which was spread 
by opponents of emerging Christian movements. The most (in)famous of these is 
the "ben Panthera" tradition recorded by Celsus (Origen, Cels. 1.28-39) and in 
several rabbinic passages (e.g., b.Shabb. 104; t.Hul. 2.22). 

It is the historical memory of a premarital pregnancy and its possible mean
ing that Matthew acknowledges and seeks to explain in his birth narrative. In 
Matthew's narrative, Joseph's dilemma is resolved when an angel appears to him in 
a dream. At this point a modern reader might decide that what follows cannot be 
historical. Such a judgment would be premature. Dreams and visions are common 
human experiences. Ordinary people in the first century, many persons today, and 
countless individuals in the centuries in between have believed (and continue to 
believe) that God communicates with humanity through such occurrences. What 
is at stake here are two distinct, though related issues: an event and the interpreta
tion of that event. There are many whose lives have been changed dramatically as 
a consequence of visionary episodes. Historians need not, indeed they should not, 
deny the fact that people have dreams and visions. What is problematic for his
torical study is the impossibility of objectively verifying the content of such ex
perience. What the historian can do, however, is ask, given an event interpreted as 
a vision, what that experience might have meant to the recipient. 

In Matthew's birth narrative, the angel told Joseph that the child Mary was 

carrying was "from a spirit that is holy" (Me 1.20). What would a first-century 
Jewish person conclude upon hearing that the child conceived in a woman's womb 
was "from a spirit that is holy?" Bow's assessment of birth stories in the Hebrew 
Bible and in extrabiblical Jewish texts indicates that the possibility of divine
human sexual unions in Jewish stories was generally denied. Although God was 
thought to exercise power over human reproduction, that power was not a substi
tute for normal sexual relations between a man and a woman. In a few instances 
spiritual or demonic beings were said to have mated with human women, but such 
activity was viewed quite negatively, even with horror. The offspring of such 
unions were regarded as unnatural, turning out to be models of depravity (the gi
ants in I En. 6-I I), criminality (Cain in rabbinic literature), or bizarre oddities 
(Melchizedek in 2 En.; see Bow I995: 310-26, 434). 

If Mary's Jewish fiance had received a message such as that delivered by the an
gel, it is highly unlikely that he would have understood it to mean that Mary con
ceived without having sexual intercourse with a human male. Such a child would 
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have been "unholy" from a Jewish perspective. For Joseph, the angel's message 
would probably have meant that regardless of the circumstances surrounding the con
ception of this child, he "represents the will of God" (Horton I987: I86). It 
would not negate suspicions that a seduction or rape had occurred. In fact, the an
gel's message did not address Mary's situation at all. The child she was carrying, 
and his future role as savior of his people, was the main focus of that message. 
What is being proposed is that God's plan of salvation was worked out in and 
through the actions of human beings, even seemingly shameful and scandalous ac
tions. 17 Joseph responded to the angel's command to take Mary as his wife not be
cause he had been assured of her chastity, but to promote the interests of his peo
ple, whose salvation depended upon this child (Horton I987: I88). Joseph 
completed his marriage to Mary, but refrained from having sexual relations with 
her until the child was born, and he named him Jesus. In naming the child, Joseph 
accepted Mary's son into his household and assumed the role of father to him. If 
this story formed part of a pre-Matthean tradition about Jesus' birth18 and if it 
originated among Jesus' family or first followers, these people would also have in
terpreted it as conveying that Jesus was holy regardless of the circumstances sur
rounding his conception and birth. But would it have meant the same thing to our 
gospel writer? Our answer will depend on how Jewish and/ or how Hellenized we 
think Matthew was. 

People from a Greco-Roman background were raised on narratives ( mytho
logical and biographical) in which gods or divine spirits caused women to conceive 
either directly through sexual contact or indirectly in a nonsexual manner. 19 

Claims of divine parentage were put forward on the behalf of heroes (e.g., Her
akles ), rulers (e.g., Alexander the Great, Augustus), and philosophers (e.g., Plato). 
Whether Greco-Roman audiences understood such assertions literally is unclear. 
Plutarch denied that gods literally mated with human women but does seem to al
low for the possibility of nonsexual divine generation. 20 Another possibility is that 
stories of divine conceptions were understood as indicating dual paternity. In 
other words, divine fathering need not negate the possibility of a normal human 
conception (see Gordon I 977). 

Had Matthew been a Greco-Roman writer confronted by a narrative tradition 
in which an angel claimed that an unborn child came from a spirit that is holy, he 
likely would have read it one of two ways. One possibility would be that the child 
had no human father but was divinely generated, in this case without sexual con
tact between the spirit and the human mother. This is in fact how many early gen
tile Christians read and understood Matthew's birth narrative. It remains the dom
inant reading to this day. Alternatively, a Greco-Roman might have thought the 
angel's message implied that the child was conceived in the normal fashion, but 
some divine power was at work in the child's conception and life. This view is 
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somewhat similar to the Jewish understanding explicated above, except for the at
tribution of dual paternity. That some gentile Christians thought this way about 
Jesus might be suggested by a passage in the Gospel of Philip. In his argument against 
Jesus' conception by the Holy Spirit the author asserted that "the Lord would not 
have said, 'My Father who is in Heaven; unless he had had another father:' 21 Here 
were Christians who interpreted the words of the Lord's Prayer to mean that 
Jesus had both an earthly and a heavenly father, and who denied conception by the 
Holy Spirit. 

The question remains, would Marthew have understood the angel's message to 
imply either dual paternity or divine generation? If Matthew was indeed a Jewish
Christian scribe, our answer would have to be "probably not:' But the situation 
is more complicated than that; Matthew, we have presupposed, was a Greek
speaking Jewish Christian. How much and in what ways would his Hellenistic ed
ucation have influenced his understanding of his pre-gospel sources and/ or his 
creative editing of those materials? Paul and Philo of Alexandria, two other first
century Greek-educated Jewish writers, might provide useful analogies. Paul does 
refer to Isaac as the "child who was born according to the Spirit" in contrast with 
Ishmael, the "child who was born according to the flesh" (Gal 4.29). This is 
within the context of an allegorical interpretation of Genesis that in no way 
negates the human paternity of Isaac or any of the other patriarchs (Rom 
9.8-10). In his allegorical interpretation of the stories of the patriarchs Philo 
seems to assert that their mothers were virgins impregnated by God. Philo's 
point, however, is not that Isaac, Reuben, Jacob, Esau, and Gershom were the re
sults of virgin conceptions, but that the virtues, the most "divine" aspect of hu
manity, are generated by God within the human souP2 

What we see in the writing of Paul and of Philo is that these Hellenistic Jew
ish writers used the language of divine generation allegorically, not literally. Their 
example suggests that Matthew likewise would probably not have understood the 
angel's message in a Greco-Roman fashion as implying a literal conception by a 
spirit, or even dual paternity. Matthew's Jewish Christian reading of the angelic 
message is more likely to have been symbolic, not literal. That an angel declared 
Mary's unborn child to be from a spirit that is holy would be a sign of God's fa
vor. Jesus was chosen by the deity to save God's people; the circumstances sur
rounding his premarital conception were irrelevant in light of divine election. 
What counted for Matthew was that Joseph accepted Mary's son into his house
hold and into the royal line of David. The purpose of Matthew's birth narrative 
is to explain how Jesus came to be a member of the house of David, the point 
made in the genealogy. 

At this point the reader might object that something important has been left 
out. Where does the prophecy from Isaiah that a virgin would conceive fit into all 
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this? Some have argued that this passage actually gave rise to the birth narratives 
in the Gospels. The idea seems to be that some early Christian, having decided that 
Jesus was the Son of God, searched the Scriptures until he found a text that could 
be interpreted as prophesying a miraculous birth and proceeded to create a narra
tive by elaborating on that text (Crossan I995: I8). An alternative hypothesis 
arises when one notes that the recitation of Isaiah 7. I 4 is intrusive and awkward. 
The story is quite coherent without it, and as Brown has noted "even flows more 
smoothly" (I993: IOO). This is true of four of the five citations of scripture in 
Matthew's birth narrative,23 and suggests that these citations may have been added 
to an already existing pre-Matthean narrative. We might ask, for what purpose? 

Neyrey has shown that the scriptural citations associated with place-names 
function to legitimate reversals of status. Bethlehem was a satellite village depen
dent upon Jerusalem.24 It was a small and insignificant place that had no claim to 
fame aside from the memory that long ago King David had been born and raised 
there (I Sm I7.I2, IS) and an ancient prophecy that it would be the birthplace 
of a future king (Mi 5.2). Similarly, Nazareth, where Jesus' grew up, was a satel
lite village of Sepphoris in Galilee. Its first-century honor rating may be discerned 
in Nathanael's query, "Can anything good come out of Nazareth?" Qn 1.46), yet 
Matthew tried to redeem this lowly place with a bit of midrashic exegesis. He con
nected the place-name, Nazareth, with the concept of the nazir, a holy one dedi
cated to God (Is 4.3; Jgs 3.5-7), or to the notion of the netzer or branch of 
David's line (Is I I. I; Zec 3.8, 6.I2). Neyrey argues that the point Matthew was 
trying to make with these citations was that Jesus deserved respect and honor be
cause he overcame the disadvantages of being born in an lowly village and raised 
in a cultural backwater (Neyrey I998: 96-97). The citations are arguments from 
higher authority intended to counter the first-century evaluation of places associ
ated with Jesus' life. 

A similar status reversal may be effected by the citation of Isaiah 7.I4. Jesus 
was the product of a premarital pregnancy for which Joseph, his mother's fiance, 
was not responsible. A more ignominious origin for the savior of Israel could 
hardly be imagined. The angel's message assured Joseph that despite these circum
stances Mary's unborn child was holy. Not content to rely on this personal reve
lation, Matthew added the biblical citation to legitimate this unlikely situation. 
Holy Scripture, the evangelist asserts, actually predicted that a "virgin" would give 
birth to a child who would be a sign of the divine presence with God's people. 

There was nothing about this text in its Isaianic context that suggested a mirac
ulous or virginal conception. The oracle about the impending birth of a child 
called "Immanuel" was originally the second of three addressed to King Ahaz dur
ing the Syro-Ephraimite War (735-732 B.C.E.). The birth of this child was in
tended to be a sign of divine protection for the city of Jerusalem. The Hebrew text 
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referred to an almah, a young woman of marriageable age, giving birth. Although 
the Septuagint (Matthew's source) used the Greek word parthenos (virgin), it was 
probably understood in the same sense (Meier 1991: 222). Nothing in the Jewish 
tradition would have prepared a Jewish Christian writer or audience to see in this 
text the miraculous divine generation of their Messiah. In Matthew's context, Isa
iah 7.14 functioned as an argument from higher authority to legitimate the over
turning of normal status requirements.25 

Mary's premarital pregnancy is a matter of historical remembrance and not 
dramatic storytelling. It may have given rise to suspicions and allegations of ille
gitimacy during Jesus' lifetime and to similar charges from the opponents of the 
early church (Mk 6.3, 8.41). Mary's socially risky pregnancy also gave rise to two 
very different legitimating narratives. Luke's gentile Christian gospel claimed a vir
ginal conception and divine paternity for Jesus. Matthew's Jewish Christian narra
tive claimed for Jesus a Davidic lineage and explained how that came about. 
Joseph, a member of the house of David, accepted Jesus as his son. In doing so 
Matthew argued that Mary's shameful pregnancy and the child's unknown bio
logical origins were not definitive factors for determining Jesus' status. Matthew 
supported his case by appealing to historical precedent (Tamar, Rahab, Ruth, and 
Bathsheba), the angel's message, and the prophecy of Isaiah. For Matthew and his 
Jewish Christian audience, this birth narrative affirmed Jesus' Davidic rather than 
divine status. 

Conclusions 
What then are the results of this historical analysis of Matthew 1.1-25? By us
ing the criterion of multiple independent attestation we find that Jesus' mother's 
name was Mary, her husband's name was Joseph, Jesus was linked to the house of 
David, and Jesus was born as the result of a premarital pregnancy. That Joseph 
changed his mind about divorcing Mary because of a dream is plausible but un
verifiable. We are unable to affirm a genealogical connection between Jesus 
(through Joseph) and David. Our evidence is too meager to allow us to determine 
whether messianic claims for Jesus led to attributions of a Davidic lineage or if 
Jesus' Davidic lineage gave rise to messianic claims. A decision on this issue might 
be inferred by comparison with other early Jewish messianic claimants (e.g., Simon 
bar Giora or Simon bar Kochba ). In none of the cases of which I am aware was 
any connection with the house of David implied. That being the case, it seems 
more likely that the developing Jesus tradition attributed Davidic lineage to Jesus 
after his death on the basis of an assumed messianic status. 

Mary's premarital pregnancy was found to be explicitly attested by Matthew 
(M) and Luke (L ), and implied in Mark 6.3 and John 8.4 I. A premarital preg-
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nancy has the value of offering an explanation for the allegations of illegitimacy 
recorded by Mark and John, and for the widespread second-century charges made 
by opponents of early Christian groups. Given the potentially embarrassing nature 
of a premarital pregnancy, it does not seem likely that early Christians would have 
made up this information. Indeed, the revision of "son of Mary" (Mk 6.3) by 
Matthew, Luke, and John points to early Christian efforts to suppress, or at the 
very least correct, such an understanding of Jesus' origins. Matthew's birth narra
tive does not deny the premarital pregnancy nor its shameful implications but ar
gues on the basis of historical precedent, divine revelation, and scriptural author
ity that these factors do not invalidate Jesus' claim to honor and status within 
Israel. 

Historical-mindedness required us to try to read Matthew empathetically, 
with Jewish eyes. Having done this, we saw that Matthew was probably not as
serting a virginal conception for Jesus (i.e., that Jesus was divinely generated in 
Mary's womb without sexual contact with any human or divine being). Neither 
were Matthew's sources doing so; neither was any member of Jesus' family or cir
cle of first followers. Presupposing that all of these persons were of Jewish origin, 
the notion that any of them would have created or told a story about a virginal 
conception fails to meet the criterion of contextual credibility. Jewish texts prior 
to Matthew either denied the possibility of such conceptions or regarded them 
negatively. Hellenistic Jews occasionally allegorically used language about being 
born of the spirit or of divine generation, but not literally about real human per
sons. Jewish Christians after Matthew insisted that Jesus was the son of Joseph. 

This way of contextual reading also shows that the meaning of Matthew's 
birth narrative is not in the words of the text itself, but is to a certain extent the 
product of the audience's social location. In a Jewish context, without prior 
knowledge of a virginal conception, Matthew's story might assert no more than 
that Jesus was holy in spite of the uncomfortable circumstances surrounding his 
conception and birth. However, Matthew's narrative did not remain the property 
of his Jewish Christian community but became the favored gospel of the early 
church. Gentile Christians approaching the birth narrative with different presup
positions may have concluded that it was a tale of dual (human and divine) pa
ternity or of divine generation. The dominant Christian reading is one possibility 
only, arising out of a gentile interpretation of that originally Jewish story. This 
should serve as a caution against asserting that "mine" or "ours" is the "right" or 
"true" understanding of the text to the exclusion of other readings and of those 
who propose them. We do not need to make heretics, as the early church did, of 
those who cannot for whatever reasons affirm "our" interpretations of the text. 

The most disturbing part of this study will probably be my assertion that the 
logic of Matthew's story points to the possibility that Jesus was a child of rape, 
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perhaps even seduction. I am not the first to come to such a conclusion. My 
method of getting there is once again an attempt to read empathetically. In this 
instance I asked myself, if I were a first-century observer, a neighbor watching the 
drama unfold, what would I conclude? Admittedly my ability to think like a first
century resident of Nazareth is limited; I will never get it completely right. But I 
do know beyond any shadow of a doubt that a first-century Jewish observer could 
not hold twenty-first-century Western Christian ideas about what was going on. 
Historical study demands that we attempt to see through another's eyes as a way 
of disciplining our tendency for personal, cultural, and temporal distortion. This 
holds true even if, or perhaps especially if, we find the resulting view unpleasant. 

It should also be noted that I am not saying that Matthew ascribed to or 
wished to promote the view that Jesus may have been a child of rape. Matthew 
was silent about the circumstances leading up to Mary's premarital pregnancy. His 
argument was that Mary's child was a holy sign of God's presence in spite of that 
unspoken but clearly troubling situation. 

My motives for doing historical Jesus studies are theological and ethical; I have 
already made my pitch for the tolerance of diversity and pluralism in biblical in
terpretation. If Jesus is the Word/Wisdom of God made flesh, then according to 
my reading of Matthew's birth narrative, he/ she became incarnate in an illegiti
mate child who grew up in a cultural backwater. It seems to me that there is some 
good news here for those who find themselves in similar circumstances and an 
open plea for tolerance toward those so disadvantaged. 

Notes 
I. For the meanings of these terms see Crossan (1991) and Borg (I999a). 
2. For an excellent discussion of this issue see Appleby, Hunt, and Jacob (1994), 

chapter 7. 
3. Appleby, Hunt, and Jacob define historical objectivity as an interactive relationship 

between an inquiring subject and an external object (1994: 261). 
4. Crossan defines history in a similar way (1999: 3). 
5. This notion is the basis of the work of the Context Group; see, for example, Ma

lina (1993) and Neyrey (1991). 
6. Funk and the Jesus Seminar suggest a late first- or early second-century date (1998: 

498). See also Borg (I999b). 
7. Luke's genealogy (3.23-38) has a completely different organization, and a com

pletely different set of names from Jesus to Zerubbabel. 
8. Matthew makes this a standard form of address for those seeking Jesus' help; see Mt 

12.23; 15.22; 21.9; IS. Mark (12.35-37; Mt 22.42-45; /Lk 20.41-44) also records a 
saying of Jesus in which he contests the notion that the messiah will be or is the "son of 
David:' 
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9. Funk and the Jesus Seminar dismiss this tradition as "popular piety" (1998: 501). 
I wonder if such a thing could emerge at so early a date. 

IO. The biblical model in Ruth 4.18-22 is entirely patrilineal, while genealogies in 
Chronicles do contain the name of the occasional woman. Tamar is named in I Chr 2.4, 
and Bathshua the mother of Solomon in I Chr 3.5. 

I I. Schaberg argues that the stories of these four women show a significant lack of in
tervention on God's part (1990: 20--34). 

I2. See I Cor 9.5; Gal I.I9; Mk 3.21; Mk 3.31-35/ /Mt 12.46-50/ /Lk 8.19-31; 
Mk 6.3/ /Mt 13.55/ /Jn 6.42; Jn 2.I2; 7.3, 5, IO; Acts I.I4. 

I 3. Crossan curiously finds the closest parallels with the version contained in the me
dieval Book of Remembrance (1995: 12-15). Brown argues for a pre-Matthean birth narrative 
patterned on the infancy of Moses (1993: I04-19). 

14. This wording represents the dominant reading of Mark's text. The variant reading 
"the son of the carpenter and Mary" attested in a few ancient manuscripts is regarded as 
later scribal emendation to bring the Markan text into agreement with Matthew and Luke 
(see Brown 1993: 537-41; Meier 199I: 225). 

IS. Ilan includes a few examples from Josephus where the metronyme is a nickname 
(either derogatory or complimentary) or where the mother is a person of high status 
(1992: 23-45). These examples do not seem to provide useful parallels to Mark. 

16. The only exception seems to be the "sons of Zeruiah" in I Sm 26.6, 2 Sm 2.13, 
and so on. See the discussion in Meier (I 99 I: 226 ). 

17. Schaberg's discussion of the Targums that deal with Tamar and Judah is especially 
illustrative on this point (I 990: 24 ). In those texts, following Judah's admission that Tamar 
is pregnant by him, a voice from heaven declares, "It is from me that this thing comes:' 

18. Brown argues for a pre-Matthean birth narrative built around angelic dream ap
pearances to Joseph (1993: 108-9). He regards the reference to a "spirit that is holy" as 
a Matthean insertion. This isn't necessary for the pre-Matthean story to have had Jewish 
roots. 

19. For a detailed treatment of this literature see Hyland (1998: II7-54). 
20. See Plutarch, Quaest. Conv. 8.1.717-8 and Numa 4.4. 
21. Reproduced in Barnstone (1984: 89). 
22. Philo, Cha 45, 47; see discussion in Crouch (199I: 34-38), Brown (1993: 524), 

and Hyland (1998: 174-67). 
23. The exception is the combined recitation of Mi 5.2 and 2 Sm 5.2 in Mt 2.Sb--6. 
24. Bruce Chilton (2000: 7-9) argues on the basis of Jos 19.15, Talmudic references, 

and undisclosed archaeological evidence that Jesus was born not in Bethlehem of Judaea, 
but in Bethlehem of Galilee, the site of a flour mill seven miles from Nazareth. Although 
such a location would strengthen Neyrey's reading of Matthew, Chilton's claim has yet to 
be assessed. 

25. Carter also concludes that the citation of Is 7.14 destabilizes the status quo and 
represents Jesus as a sign of resistance to imperial power (2000c: 503-20). 





Literary Source and Redaction Criticism 6 
STEVEN L. BRIDGE 

SOCIAL RESEARCHERS LOOKING FOR INFORMATION in early Christian docu
ments have a myriad of critical methodologies at their disposal. Among them, 
source criticism and redaction criticism are invaluable tools for exploring the 

often complex compositional histories of the extant literature. Source criticism 
seeks to determine the presence of earlier literary materials in an extant text, while 
redaction criticism seeks to determine what a writer or editor tends to do in the 
course of using and reformulating such earlier material. Both identifying source 
materials and distinguishing them from later passages are essential for sorting out 
what periods in Christian history the given texts reflect. Since redaction criticism 
has evolved (both historically and methodologically) from source criticism, the ma
jority of this chapter will be devoted to source analysis. At the conclusion of our 
source study, I shall briefly outline the purpose and method of redaction criticism, 
and then consider two examples to demonstrate its application. 

Literary Source Criticism 
Before examining the purpose and methodology of literary source criticism, it is 
necessary to offer some preliminary remarks in order to clarify some prevailing 
misconceptions. To begin with, the title, "literary source criticism," is something 
of a misnomer. Traditionally, the study of the diachronic structure of a text
including its sources-was one of the hallmarks of literary criticism (see, e.g., 
Streeter I925; Beardslee I97I). Gradually, however, "literary criticism" has come 
to refer to a more synchronic reading of the text, involving narrative criticism, 
rhetorical criticism, and the study of narrative rhetoric (Neirynk I993: I2-I3; 
Peterson I978). In fact, some of the most recent works on literary criticism and 
the New Testament contain no source critical analysis whatsoever (e.g., Ryken 
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1984; Moore 1989). The alternative, of course, is to understand "literary" to in

dicate the types of sources involved in an author's composition. But even this re

course is problematic, since scholars today tend to speak of "cycles of oral tradi

tion" rather than, or in addition to, written documents (Kselman and Witherup 

1990: II34-35). 
The use of the term "source" can be equally misleading. Raymond Brown de

fines sources as "the antecedents from which the NT writers drew their informa

tion" (1997: 21). Brown's definition is general enough, but in practice, source crit

ics have tended to restrict such antecedents to those traditions that originated with 

or appeared after the historical Jesus. They have tended not to label those traditions 

that circulated prior to Jesus (e.g., those found in the Old Testament and in the in

tertestamental literature) as "sources:' For the sake of convention, we will also 

maintain this distinction, yet acknowledge that these earlier traditions can have as 

much influence upon the content and structure of an author's work as his con

temporary "sources:' 

The Mercer Dictionary of the Bible offers this explanation of source criticism: 

The basic purpose of source criticism is to determine whether a given textual 

unit-be it a short passage or an entire book-is from a single hand or is a com

posite based on one or more written sources. If there are indications that a previ

ous source existed, then the exegete seeks to determine as much as possible about 

the author( s) of the source, the time and place in which it was written, its char

acter and purpose, and the extent of its incorporation into the present text. 

(Knight I 990: 853) 

Given this purpose, why would one want to identifY an author's source( s )? At least 

four reasons can be adduced. First, literary relationships provide valuable infor

mation regarding compositional history. In particular, they can offer clues as to 

the dating, authorship, origin, or circulation of the text in question. A second rea

son concerns historicity. While earlier sources/texts are not necessarily more his

torically reliable than later sources/ texts, they do have the advantage of being 

chronologically nearer to the events described. Thus, a text that relies on earlier 

sources could prove to be more valuable in reconstructing history than one that 

relies on later sources. A third reason involves hermeneutics. In some instances, a 

text cannot be adequately comprehended without some knowledge of its source. 

This is often the case when intertextual quotations, allusions, or typologies are in

volved, but it also pertains to traditional source-critical examples as well. Finally, 

source criticism lays the groundwork for redaction criticism. Once source depen

dency is established, one can begin the work of investigating an author's editorial 

activity, which would reflect the time and social situation of that author rather 

than the time and place reflected in a source. 
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Source-critical methods can be grouped into two categories, depending on 
whether the documents involved are paralleled or non-paralleled. "Paralleled" doc
uments can be defined as material that demonstrates "conspicuous agreements" 
with an extant literary predecessor or contemporary (Conzelmann and Lindemann 
1988: 87). "Non-paralleled" refers to those lacking "conspicuous agreements:' 
The guidelines proposed by Hays (1989: 27-33) can be usefUl in alleviating some 
of the subjectivity surrounding the term "conspicuous." 

Discerning Sources in Non-Paralleled Texts 
Modern source criticism evolved gradually from the insights of Richard Simon 
(1638-1712), Jean Astruc (1684--1766), and Julius Wellhausen (1844--1918). 
Working with the Torah, or Pentateuch, these pioneers recognized that certain pe
culiar literary features-duplicate stories, alternating names of God, chronologi
cal discrepancies, etc.-could best be explained if originally diverse sources were 
collected and synthesized at a later point in time. This discipline, therefore, 
emerged from documents whose sources, for the most part, had long since disap
peared. To facilitate the recognition of source dependency in these types of text, 
it became necessary to establish a certain number of "objective" criteria. 

There are at least eight different criteria used to discern sources in non
paralleled literature. (These criteria can also be applied to paralleled texts, but 
since they involve additional considerations, they shall be treated separately.) The 
criteria include (a) changes in literary style, (b) shifts in vocabulary, (c) breaks in 
continuity of thought or presentation, (d) the presence of secondary linking and 
connecting statements, (e) changes in theological and other viewpoints, (f) dupli
cations or repetition of material, (g) clearly defined and isolatable sub-units, and 
(h) chronological, factual, or other inconsistencies (Hayes 1987: 76-77). 

We can clarify these criteria and demonstrate how they are applied by consid
ering a variety of examples from early Christian literature. First, three qualifica
tions should be noted: the representatives below are not intended to be exhaustive; 
some passages may actually qualify for more than one criterion, and any given as
signment is subject to alternative interpretations. 

Changes in literary style. Various factors contribute to an author's "style:' These 
include the type of Greek employed (e.g., Semitized or Hellenized), habits of sen
tence and paragraph construction, vocabulary, and rhetorical proclivities. Because 
most individuals write consistently, an abrupt change in literary style can signal 
source dependency. 

Some commentators, for example, have detected stylistic differences in the 
main narrative sections of John 1-12. Specifically, they cite stronger Semitic 
affinities (verb before subject, absence of connective particles, etc.) here than 
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elsewhere, evidence that may indicate an underlying "Sign Source" (Brown 
I966-70: I.xxix). Similarly, others have observed a strong Aramaic presence in 
Acts I.I-S.I6, 9.3I-II.I8, and parts of chapters I2 and IS. Because these sec
tions describe the first days of the Jerusalem church and the early ministry of Pe
ter, they have been ascribed to a Palestinian-based source (Bruce I9S4: 22-23; 
Fitzmyer 1998: 80-89). 

This criterion is one of the primary tools used to evaluate the authenticity of 
the Pauline Epistles. Stylistic analysis of Romans, for example, suggests that Paul 
had a good Hellenistic education and was familiar with the popular rhetoricians 
of his day (Fitzmyer I993: 90-92). He employs specific literary forms (e.g., the 
diatribe, testimonia lists, chiasmus), repeats particular phrases (e.g., "Certainly not!" 
"What then?"), and follows certain grammatical customs (e.g., using the passive 
to express something done by God). Based on these types of stylistic traits, bibli
cal scholars have judged seven of the "Pauline" letters genuine (I Thes, Gal, Phil, 
I & 2 Cor, Rom, and Phlm), three dubious (2 Thes, Col, and Eph), and three 
pseudonymous (I & 2 Tm and Ti). 

Outside of the Pauline corpus, stylistic analysis favors a single author for the 
seven letters of Ignatius (bishop of Antioch, early second century), but different 
authors for John/I John, I & 2 Peter, and l & 2 Clement (bishop of Rome, late 
first century). 

Shifts in vocabulary. Changes in literary style are often accompanied by changes in 
vocabulary. Occasionally, these "internal" indicators coincide with "external" tex
tual evidence. This is the case with the ending of Mark's Gospel. Although the ear
liest manuscripts suggest that Mark I 6 ends at v. 8, some of the ancient witnesses 
add vv. 9-20, the so-called "longer ending" of Mark. An appeal to vocabulary in
dicates that vv. 9-20 are decidedly non-Markan. At least nine of the words or 

h . d . th. . (" d" 9 IS " ft h" " I2 " ft p rases contame m Is section procee , vv. , ; a er t Is, v. ; a er-
words;' v. 14; "unbelief;' v. 14; "saw;' v. I4; "harm;' v. 18; "confirm;' v. 20; "work;' 
v. 20; "accompany;' v. 20) are found nowhere else in Mark. Furthermore, at least 
one of the phrases used to designate the disciples ("those who had been with him;' 
v. 10) is completely foreign to the rest of the New Testament (Metzger I97I: I2S). 

An analogous example involves the pericope of the woman caught in adultery 
Qn 7.53-8.I I). Like the ending to Mark's Gospel, its textual support is weak. It 
is missing altogether from many early and diverse manuscripts, and those that do 
include it place it at different locations, after 7.S2, 7.36, 7.44, and even after Luke 
2!.38! For this reason, it is suspected to be non-Johannine. A vocabulary analysis 
confirms this suspicion. There are several words or phrases (e.g., "Mount of 
Olives;' v. I; "at daybreak;' v. 2; "the scribes;' v. 3) that are otherwise absent from 
John. Furthermore, at least two of the literary constructions are strongly reminis
cent of Luke/ Acts (e.g., "stand there in front of everybody;' v. 3, c£ Acts 4.7; "so 
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that they could have something to accuse him of;' v. 6, c£ Lk 6.7). It is possible, 

therefore, that this pericope originally belonged to the Lukan tradition. 
Shifts in vocabulary alone do not necessarily indicate source dependency. For 

instance, the "epilogue" to John's Gospel Qn 21) contains twenty-eight words that 

do not appear elsewhere in this gospel. However, since this is the only fishing scene 

in John, one should expect a certain percentage of distinctive terminology (Brown 
1966-70: 2.1079). This material should probably be attributed to another source, 

but this conclusion is based less on vocabulary, and more on the next criterion. 

Breaks in continuity if thought or presentation. It is not so much the vocabulary of 

John 2I that suggests source dependency, but the closing statement found imme

diately before it: 

Now Jesus did many other signs in the presence of [his J disciples that are not 

written in this book. But these are written that you may [come to J believe that 

Jesus is the Messiah, the Son of God, and that through this belief you may have 

life in his name. On 20.30--31) 

The continuity of this gospel appears to be broken by material appended to its 

original conclusion. This practice is not uncommon in early Christian literature, as 

the "epilogues" in I John 5.13-21 (c£ 5.I-I2), and I Peter 4.I2--5.II (c£ 

4.7-I I) demonstrate. Breaks in continuity of thought or presentation can also take 

place within the body of a text. Once such example occurs in John I4.3Ib. Fol

lowing an extended discourse Qn I4.I-31a), Jesus says to his disciples, "Get up, 

let us go." Inexplicably, another series of long discourses follows this statement Qn 

I5-I7). These discourses delay the departure of Jesus and his company until IS. I. 
Well-known cases of literary disruption also appear in the Pauline literature. 

For instance, 2 Corinthians 2.14-7.4 intrudes rather awkwardly upon Paul's oth

erwise cogent description of his travel to Macedonia ( c£ 2. I 2--13 with 7.5-I 3 ). 

Within this intrusion, 6.14-7.I interferes with Paul's attempt to cultivate more re

ceptive attitudes among the Corinthians ( c£ 6.II-I3 with 7.2--4). Similarly, the 

defensive exhortation in Philippians 3.2-2I is clearly disjunctive with the hopeful 

outlook expressed by Paul toward the Philippians (c£ 2.25-3.I with 4.I-23). 

While a few commentators speculate that such dramatic shifts in thought or con

tent may serve some sort of intentional rhetorical strategy, most agree that they 

represent a displacement of originally unrelated material. 
The presence if secondary linking and connecting statements. An author drawing infor

mation from one or more sources may find it necessary to "fill in the gaps" be

tween literary units. These so-called "bridge passages" are designed to smooth the 

transition from one originally independent section to another. 

There are at least two reasons why this criterion does not always denote source 

dependency. First, even texts that are composed without sources require transitional 
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statements for the sake of narrative progression. Second, the more successful an au
thor is at blending bridge passages into the document, the more difficult it will be 
to determine whether sources are involved. Functionally, this criterion is almost the 
opposite of breaks in continuity. 

The emphasis, therefore, should be on the word "secondary:' In other words, 
the connecting statements should show evidence that they are not essentially re
lated to the material that they bridge. For example, Paul writes: 

Now you are Christ's body, and individually parts of it. Some people God has des
ignated in the church to be, first, apostles; second, prophets; third, teachers; then, 
mighty deeds; then gifts of healing, assistance, administr~tion, and varieties of 
tongues. Are all apostles? Are all prophets? Are all teachers? Do all work mighty 
deeds? Do all have the gifts of healing? Do all speak in tongues? Do all interpret? 
Strive eagerly for the greatest spiritual gifts. (I Cor 12.27-3Ia) 

Then, in v. 3Ib, he offers this transitional statement: "But I shall show you a still 
more excellent way:' This is followed by !3.1-13, a poetic eulogy that extols love 
above all other endowments. Paul's transition at its conclusion ("Pursue love, but 
strive eagerly for the spiritual gifts, above all that you may prophesy;' 14.1) com
pletely glosses over the eulogy, and returns to the topic of 12.27-31a. Therefore, 
both 12.31b and 14.1 can be considered good examples of bridge passages. 

The Epistle of Barnabas (a pseudonymous letter dating to the mid-second cen
tury) contains a transition similar to Paul's. Following a concluding summary in 
chapter 17, the text abrupdy announces, "Now let us pass on to another lesson 
and teaching" (Ep. Barn. 18.1). This notation introduces the "Two Ways" material 
(18.1-20.1)--a Jewish/Christian "doctrine" that is thought to have circulated in
dependendy prior to the composition of Barnabas. 

Secondary statements are not confined to the beginnings or endings of source 
units. They may also include explanatory remarks located within an inherited tra
dition. Tenney (1960) has identified fifty-nine such "footnotes" in John's Gospel. 
These comments serve to translate foreign terms (e.g., Jn I.38, 41, 42; 9.7), iden
tify characters (e.g., II.2; 18.13-14), clarify misconceptions (e.g., 2.21, 12.33), 
provide psychological insight (e.g., 6.6), explain cultural norms (e.g., 4.9), or draw 
attention to the fulfillment of Old Testament prophecies (e.g., 18.9). 

Changes in theolcgical and other viewpoints. Detecting change in theological view
points can be more subjective than, say, detecting change in narrative viewpoints. 
What one scholar may regard as "inconsistency;' another may regard as "nuance:' 
Generally, the more blatant the contradiction, the more likely a source is involved. 

One such contradiction is exemplified in Mark's narrative of the Gerasene de
moniac (Mk 5.1-20). Following the expulsion of the legion of demons that in
habited him (vv. I-17), the Gerasene begs to remain with Jesus (v. 18). Jesus de-
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nies his request, and directs the man to return to his people and "to announce to 
them all that the Lord had done for him" ( v. I 9). Jesus' injunction counters his 
tendency in Mark to keep his identity concealed. The discrepancy is readily ap
parent in a survey of Mark's seventeen other healings and exorcisms. Of these, 
seven ( 4 I percent) include some sort of censure of a demon speaking out or in
junction of the cured person not to spread the news of the miracle (I.2I-28, 
32-34, 40--45; 3.7-I2; 5.2I-24, 35-43; 7.3I-37; 8.22-26). Of the remainder, 
nine (53 percent) have no command-positive or negative-regarding the spread 
of information (1.29-31, 35-39; 2.I-I2; 3.I-6; 5.25-34; 6.53-56; 7.24-30; 
9.I4-29; I0.46-52). Mark 5.I-20 is the only healing/exorcism in which Jesus 
explicitly charges an individual to broadcast his experience. Therefore, this peri
cope opposes Mark's otherwise consistent portrayal of Jesus' "Messianic Secret" 
(Wrede I97I). 

As mentioned earlier, changes in narrative viewpoints are often easier to rec
ognize. One of the most dramatic examples occurs in Acts. While much of this 
document is written from a third-person perspective, there are five lengthy sections 
written in the first-person plural (Acts I6.IO--I7; 20.5--8, I3-I5; 2I.I-I8; 
27.I-28.I6). There is no scholarly consensus as to whether these so-called "we 
passages" constitute a stylistic device or an eyewitness warranty. In either case, they 
probably originated from the same source-a source that should be distinguished 
from the third-person accounts. 

Duplications or repetition of material. Several factors can explain literary duplications 
or repetition. It is possible that an author relied upon multiple sources that attest 
to the same event. Rather than omit one, the author may have chosen to include 
them both. Alternatively, an author may have known of only one instance of an 
event, but duplicated it for stylistic or rhetorical purposes. Of course, it is also 
possible that the event( s) described occurred more than once, so that the literary 
repetition is merely a matter of coincidence. One cannot always be certain which 
is the case. 

Mark's Gospel contains two stories in which Jesus miraculously feeds a crowd 
of thousands (Mk 6.34-44, 8.I-10) and two instances of Jesus healing a blind 
man (8.22-26, 10.46-52). Many exegetes consider these pairs to be variations of 
the same event. On the other hand, within the first five chapters of Acts, Luke 
records two sermons by Peter (Acts 2.I4-36, 3.I2-26), two arrests of the apos
tles (4.3, 5.I8), two defenses before the Sanhedrin (4.8-I2; 5.29-32), two esti
mates of the number of converts (2.41, 4.4), and two references to communal 
goods (2.44-45, 4.32-35). Many scholars judge these doublets to be the result of 
a coincidental cycle of historical circumstance (e.g., Bruce I 9 54: 23). 

Source dependency is more certain when duplications betray an author's 
attempt to harmonize incongruous material. This situation is evidenced in the 
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Shepherd of Hermas (a Christian "apocalypse" dating to the mid-second century). 
The Fifth Similitude in Hermas is about a servant who faithfully tends his master's 
vineyard while he is away. Upon returning home, the master rewards his servant by 
making him joint-heir with his son (Herm., Sim. 5.2). The extended "explanation" 
of this parable contains not one, but three (!) varying interpretations. In the first 
(5.!, 3) the servant epitomizes the "perfect fast:' In the second (5.5.2-5.6.3) the 
servant symbolizes the Son of God. In the third (5.6.4-5.7.4) the servant per
sonifies the flesh, which bore the Holy Spirit on earth. The fact that these expla
nations contradict each other suggests that they are the products of three differ
ent authors. 

Clearly difined and isolatable sub~units. It is here that source criticism meets form 
criticism (the division, classification, and study of textual units according to their 
literary genre). This is not to say that every distinct form has independent origins. 
Rather, the challenge for source critics is to determine whether the author of a 
given literary block has merely adopted a conventional style of expression, or is re
lying on a source for his content as well. The criteria discussed so far can be of 
great assistance in making this determination. 

It has been observed that certain literary forms are more likely than others to 
signal the incorporation of inherited material. For instance, the hymns, poetry, 
and prayers found inserted into narratives or epistles often show signs of prior cir
culation. Luke's so-called "Magnificat of Mary" (Lk 1.46-55) and "Canticle of 
Zechariah" (1.68--79) fit this category. So, too, do the poetic renderings found in 
the Gospel of John (Jn I.I-I8), Colossians (Col I.I5-20), Philippians (Phil 
2.6-II), and First Corinthians (I Cor 13.I-13). To these examples, the invoca
tion near the conclusion of I Clement (59.3-61.3) can also be added. 

Chronological, factual, or other inconsistencies. Chronological discrepancies can be 
classed into two types. The first affects the sequencing of narrative events. For in
stance, in John's account of the raising of Lazarus, Mary is introduced as "the one 
who had anointed the Lord with perfumed oil and dried his feet with her hair" 
(Jn I 1.2). According to John's story line, however, Mary's anointing of Jesus has 
not happened yet-it takes place some fifty-seven verses later (12.3-8)! 

A similar example concerns Silas's travel itinerary in Acts. A delegation con
sisting of Paul, Barnabas, Judas, and Silas travels together from Jerusalem to An
tioch (Acts I 5.22-3 I). After they arrive, Judas and Silas return back to Jerusalem 
(vv. 32-33), while Paul and Barnabas remain in Antioch (v. 35). Paul and Barn
abas then have a disagreement over whether to allow John Mark to accompany 
them on their next missionary journey ( vv. 36-38). Unable to resolve their dif
ferences, Barnabas takes John Mark to Cyprus (v. 39), and Paul takes Silas (who 
is presumably still in Jerusalem) to Syria and Cilicia (v. 40). These examples are 
likely the result of inattentive editing--editing that suggests source dependency. 
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A second type of chronological problem pertains specifically to historical 
time frames. Most experts judge that the same individual wrote Luke and Acts 

(e.g., Fitzmyer I 998: 49-5 I). However, the timetables surrounding Jesus' post

Resurrection activities in these texts do not agree. In Luke, Jesus rises, appears 

to his disciples, and ascends, all on Easter Sunday (Lk 24 ). In Acts, these same 

events span a period of forty days (Acts I.I-12). The chronological differences, 

which somewhat jeopardize "the facts," indicate that Luke gathered his infor

mation about Jesus' last days from two separate traditions. 
Not all matters of chronology bear upon "the facts;' nor are all factual in

consistencies related to chronology. An example of this latter point is evidenced 

in John's record of Jesus' baptismal ministry. In one place, John writes that "Jesus 
and his disciples went into the land of Judea; there he remained with them and 

baptized" (3.22). Elsewhere, John claims "Jesus himself did not baptize, but only 

his disciples" ( 4.2). It is likely that John transcribed 3.22 from his source and then 

added his own editorial gloss (see the section on changes in theological and other 

viewpoints, above) in 4.2. 
The preceding survey has intentionally overlooked those texts, or portions 

thereof, that are paralleled by their literary predecessors or contemporaries. This sit

uation, which is not uncommon among early Christian writings, poses a unique prob

lem for those reconstructing compositional histories. Therefore, certain criteria have 

been established to help determine source relationships among paralleled literature. 

Determining Literary-Source Relationships among Paralleled Literature 
One of the goals of source criticism is to explain the interrelationship between 

paralleled texts. When only two texts are involved (e.g., 2 Pt 2/ /Jude 4-16; Gal 

3/ /Rom 4; Eph 5-6/ /Col 3; Jas 4/ /I Pt 5; Ep Barn. 18-20/ /Did. I-6, etc.) 
at least five possibilities exist. Either (a) both works were written by the same au

thor, (b) the first work is dependent upon the second, (c) the second work is de

pendent upon the first, (d) both works draw independently upon a third, common 

source, or (e) the similarities are coincidental, based upon shared experiences or 

cultural milieus. Of these five, the first is an option normally reserved for works 

attributed to the same individual, and the last is unlikely to explain detailed ver

bal agreement. 
Literary relationships become exponentially more complicated when three or 

more paralleled texts are involved. This is the case with the Gospels of Matthew, 

Mark, and Luke--collectively referred to as the "synoptics" since their portrayals 

of Jesus share such a similar perspective. This similar perspective can be translated 

statistically: over 80 percent of the material in Mark appears in Matthew, and 

about 65 percent of it appears in Luke (Brown, I 997: 263). Furthermore, 

Matthew and Luke share additional material (mainly sayings of Jesus) that is not 
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found in Mark. Determining the precise literary association between these gospels 
constitutes the "synoptic problem:' 

Biblical scholarship has traditionally not approached the synoptic problem 
from a completely objective starting point (assigning equal probability to every 
possible literary combination). Indeed, some of the earliest internal and external 
evidence militates against this. Luke, for example, makes reference to the many 
who have "undertaken to compile a narrative of the events that have been fulfilled 
among us,'' and to those "ministers of the word [who J handed them down to us" 
(Lk I.I-2). Moreover, the testimony of Papias (the bishop of Hierapolis in the 
early second century) recorded by Eusebius (fourth-century Christian historian) 
claims that "Matthew compiled the sayings of our Lord in Aramaic, and everyone 
translated them as well as he could" (Hist. eccl. 3.39.I6). Because of these (and 
other) traditions, it was assumed that Matthew, Mark, and Luke wrote their 
gospels consecutively, each with the knowledge of the previous one( s). This as
sumption, which explains the order found in the New Testament, prevailed until 
the rise of historical criticism in the eighteenth century. 

The Greisbach Hypothesis (I783) represents the first serious challenge to the 
above order. This theory maintains Matthean priority, but judges Mark to be a 
conflation of Matthew and Luke. This arrangement is also referred to as the 
"Two-Gospel Hypothesis" because it holds that Mark depended upon the two 
other Gospels. 

Five decades after the Greisbach Hypothesis was formulated, C. H. Weisse 
(I838) proposed a theory of Markan priority. According to Weisse, both 
Matthew and Luke used Mark independently. To explain the material common to 
Matthew and Luke, but absent from Mark, Weisse hypothesized another "source" 
(or QJ!ellt in German; the letter "Q" has since been used to designate this source). 
Since Weisse maintained that Matthew and Luke each composed their gospels us
ing two primary sources (Mark and Q), his theory is also referred to as the "Two 
Source Hypothesis." 

In recent years, some commentators have attempted to challenge the Two 
Source Hypothesis. Most notably, Farrer (1985) champions a consecutive Mark, 
Matthew, Luke arrangement; Farmer (I964) revives the Griesbach Hypothesis; 
and Gundry (I993) argues that Luke depended on Mark, Q, and Matthew (the 
"Three Source Hypothesis"). Despite these (and other) proposals, the majority of 
scholars still judge the Two Source Hypothesis to be the best solution to the syn
optic problem (Tuckett I983). 

Ultimately, all theories of synoptic relationship are accountable to the same 
set of source-critical criteria. Specifically, these criteria compare texts on the basis 
of (a) difficulty, (b) length, (c) style, and (d) order. Underlying each of these cri
teria is the quest to detect redactional activity. We can clarify these principles and 
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demonstrate how they are applied by considering various examples from paralleled 
Christian literature. Since they were largely excluded from the first part of the 
chapter, the synoptics will now constitute the primary-though not exclusive
focus of our attention. Again, the following examples are not intended to be ex
haustive, some may fit more than one criterion, and any given assignment may be 
subject to different interpretations. 

Difficulty. Enigmatic passages can take many forms. Authors working with in
herited material are often inclined to omit or change that which they judge to be 
(a) erroneous, (b) cryptic, (c) theologically unsound, or (d) defamatory. There
fore, documents that contain comparatively more instances of these types of read
ings are presumed to be earlier. For the sake of clarity, these subdivisions can be 
considered separately. 

(a) Factual errors that occur in Mark's Gospel tend to be corrected by Matthew 
and Luke. For instance, Mark cites "Isaiah the prophet: 'Behold I am sending my 
messenger ahead of you; he will prepare your way. A voice of one crying out in the 
desert: Prepare the way of the Lord, make straight his paths:" (1.2-3). The trou
ble is that the first part of this quotation actually comes from Malachi 3. I. Both 
Matthew (Mt 3.3) and Luke (Lk 3.4-6) delete it. (Scriptural misattributions also 
occur in Matthew [e.g., I3.35, 27.9], but these texts lack synoptic parallels.) 

A similar mistake appears where Mark (2:26) refers to "Abiathar" as the high 
priest who supplied David with the showbread from the Temple. According to I 
Samuel2I.2-7, it was not Abiathar, but Ahimelech, the father of Abiathar, who 
did this. Matthew (I2.4) and Luke (6.4) simply avoid naming the high priest at all. 

Two other Markan "errors" are found in the passion account. First, Mark's 
Jesus predicts that Peter will deny him three times before the cock crows twice 
(I4.30). After Peter's third denial, the cock does indeed crow a second time 
(14.72). The problem is that Mark never records its first crowing. Both Matthew 
(26.34, 74) and Luke (22.34, 60) remedy the problem by reducing this double 
sign to a single one. 

Second, Mark (I5.25) reports that Jesus is crucified at the "third hour;' 9 A.M.; 

darkness spreads over the land at the "sixth hour;' 12 P.M. (15.33); and Jesus 
breathes his last at the "ninth hour;' 3 P.M. (I5.34--37). Mark's Jesus is thus on the 
cross for six hours (9 A.M. to 3 P.M.). Both Matthew (27.33-50) and Luke 
(23.33-46) shorten this to three hours by omitting Mark's first reference. Jesus' cru
cifixion now begins at noon-a detail corroborated by John's account an 19.14). 

There are narrative errors in Matthew and Luke that appear more correctly in 
Mark (e.g., Mt 26.67-68/ /Mk I4.65; Lk 22.65-66/ /Mk I4.72-15.1). In 
these cases, however, the mistakes are almost certainly the result of Matthew and 
Luke's reorganization of Mark's text. Therefore, we will examine these pericopes 
more closely under (b) and (d) below. 
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(b) Many references in the synoptic Gospels can be considered "cryptic:' Al
though it is true that some rather obtuse Markan passages appear nowhere else 
(e.g., the seed growing secretly in Mk 4.26--29, or the fleeing of the naked man 
in I4.5I-52), similar examples can be culled from Matthew (e.g., Mt 7.6, 
13.5I-52, 17.24--27) and Luke (e.g., Lk 10.I8-I9, I6.I-9, 20.I8). Therefore, 
the mere presence of "cryptic" passages does not necessarily indicate chronologi
cal priority. 

More telling for source analysis are instances where attempted clarifications are 
introduced. For example, in one of his teachings on parables, Mark's Jesus tells his 
disciples, "To you has been given the mystery of the kingdom of God, but for 
those outside everything is in parables" (Mk 4.1 I). Taken literally, this statement 
doesn't seem to place the disciples at much of an advantage. Both Matthew and 
Luke illuminate Jesus' meaning by adding, "to you it has been given to understand 

the mysteries of the kingdom" (Mt I3.I I; Lk 8.9). 
A similar example is found in Mark 10.49-50: "Everyone will be salted with 

fire. Salt is good, but if salt becomes insipid, with what will you restore its flavor? 
Keep salt in yourselves and you will have peace with one another:' Both Matthew 
and Luke remove the puzzling fire element and shift the emphasis from retaining 
salt to becoming more like it (Mt 5.13; Lk I4.34--35). In Mark's case, salt ap
pears to be some sort of spiritual quality; in Matthew and Luke's, it becomes a 
paradigm for discipleship. 

(c) Theologically problematic passages can be as difficult to define as those 
that are cryptic. Many commentators claim that Matthew or Luke (or both) de
liberately excised a number of Markan passages (e.g., Mk 7.31-37, 8.22-26, 
IO.I8, 13.32, I5.44) for doctrinal reasons. But again, similar lists can be made 
from material unique to Matthew (e.g., Mt 5.I7-30, 6.I5, I8.23-25, I8.I7, 
28.17) or to Luke (e.g., Lk 2.4I-50, 6.24--26, I2.47--48). 

Editorial revisions can demonstrate this criterion more convincingly. As noted 
above, two of Jesus' arduous healings in Mark (7.31-37, 8.22-26) are missing 
from Matthew and Luke. By itself, this could indicate that Mark had access to ma
terial unknown to his synoptic counterparts. However, two other instances of 
troublesome healings in Mark have evidently been improved. In the first, Mark's 
Jesus goes to Nazareth, where he could do "no mighty work there" because of the 
people's unbelief (Mk 6.1-6). Although Luke does not retain this pericope, 
Matthew clarifies it slightly by stating that Jesus "did not do matry mighty works 
there" (Mt 13.58). 

In the second case, Mark's Jesus charges a dumb and deaf spirit to depart from 
a young boy (Mk 9 .25). Once the demon is exorcised, the child appears so lifeless 
that the crowd takes him to be dead (9.26). Only after Jesus takes him by the hand 
does the boy revive (9.27). Matthew and Luke both remove the embarrassing result 
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and the second attempt. Luke states, "Jesus rebuked the unclean spirit and healed the 
boy" (Lk 9.42). Matthew is more emphatic: "Jesus rebuked him, and the demon 
came out of him, and the boy was cured instantry" (Mt I7.I8). This evidence, cou
pled with the omissions above, suggests that Matthew and Luke found aspects of 
Mark's miracle accounts to be incompatible with their christological sensibilities. 

Analogous synoptic patterns only reinforce Matthew and Luke's theological 
concerns. For instance, Jesus' emotional reactions in Mark (e.g., 1.43, 10. I 4, 
II.I2-I6, I4.34) tend to be raw and unflattering compared to the parallel ver
sions in Matthew and Luke. Furthermore, Mark's Jesus is addressed only once as 
"Lord" (7.28)--his more usual title is "rabbi," "teacher:' In Matthew and Luke, 
"Lord" occurs nineteen and sixteen times, respectively (Streeter I92S: I62). 

(d) Subsequent authors may improve "difficult" personal profiles as well. In 
this regard, Matthew and Luke appear to have omitted and/ or changed some of 
the material in Mark that casts Jesus' family in a negative light (e.g., Mk 3.I9-2I, 
3 I-3S; 6.I-6). A similar tendency can be discerned regarding Jesus' disciples, who 
often appear confrontational and ignorant in Mark (e.g., Mk 8.32-33, 9.33-36, 
I 6.8). Luke goes to greater lengths than Matthew to salvage apostolic reputations; 
nevertheless, even he allows some material that could be considered defamatory 
(e.g., Lk II.27-28). Curiously, this type of character rehabilitation is not limited 
to those closest to Jesus. For instance, none of the three synoptics hold Pilate re
sponsible for Jesus' death. However, both Matthew and Luke underscore his blame
lessness. In Matthew 27.24, Pilate literally washes his hands of Jesus' blood. In 
Luke 23.4, I4-IS, 22, Pilate explicitly declares Jesus innocent three times. 

The first criterion of "difficulty" -with each of its four sub-divisions
seems to favor the chronological priority of Mark's Gospel. As we shall see, the 
remaining three criteria generally confirm this assessment. 

Length. Source analysis has demonstrated that as textual units are passed on, 
they tend to expand rather than contract. This is because authors working with a 
source often find it necessary to explain confusing information, add supplemental 
details, or fill in narrative gaps. 

Of the synoptics, Mark's Gospel is by far the shortest (66I verses, compared 
to 1,068 in Matthew and l,I49 in Luke). This appears to be due, in part, to 
Matthew and Luke's reliance on a source (Q) unknown to Mark. However, even 
when this material is accounted for (about 220 verses), Matthew and Luke still 
remain 200 to 300 verses longer than Mark. Therefore, the sheer brevity of Mark's 
Gospel suggests its chronological priority. Similar conclusions have been drawn 
for other paralleled literature from early Christianity: Galatians (I 49 verses) is 
considered to be earlier than Romans ( 433 verses), Colossians (95 verses) earlier 
than Ephesians (ISS verses), and the "Two Ways" material in Barnabas (22 verses) 
earlier than the Didache ( 42 verses). 
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Many of the Matthean and Lukan expansions are readily identifiable. Mark's 
Gospel begins with Jesus' baptism and ends with Jesus' death. Both Matthew and 
Luke extend this account with stories of Jesus' childhood (Mt I-2; Lk I-2) and his 
resurrection (Mt 28; Lk 24 ). They also incorporate large blocks into Mark's story 
line, including material about John the Baptist (Mt 3.1-17; Lk 3.1-22), Jesus' 
temptation (Mt 4.1-11; Lk 4.1-13), and Jesus's sermon (Mt 5-7; Lk 6.20-49). 

Despite these augmentations, exegetes have noted that several individual 
episodes in Mark are significantly longer than those parallels in Matthew (e.g., Mk 
2.1-12/ /Mt 9.1--8; Mk 5.1-20/ /Mt 8.28-34; Mk 5.21-43/ /Mt 9.18-26). 
This phenomenon, which has been used to support Matthean priority, under
scores some important exceptions to this criterion. While most textual units grow 
over time, later authors may shorten or omit passages judged to be difficult (as 
discussed above), loquacious, or superfluous. Truncations can also arise uninten
tionally, as from parablepsis (shifting one's eyes from one's source). Mark and 
Matthew offer a good test case for this criterion in their versions of Jesus' experi
ence following the Sanhedrin's condemnation. 

Some began to spit on him, and to cover his face, and to strike him, saying to him, 
"Prophesy!" And the guards received him with blows. (Mk 14.65-66) 

Then they spat in his face, and struck him; and some slapped him, saying, 
"Prophesy to us, you Christ! Who is it that struck you?" (Mt 26.67-68) 

A simple word-count of these two texts favors the priority of Matthew (twenty
one Greek words) over Mark (twenty-three Greek words), but several peculiarities 
recommend closer inspection. Matthew actually has an expanded form of the taunt
ing of the aggressors. Their taunt clarifies their intentions-they do not want 
Jesus merely to prophesy; they want him to indicate which one of them hit him. 
In light of this elaboration, why is Matthew's version shorter? The answer( s) re
late to the exceptions noted above. First, Matthew eliminates superfluous infor
mation by subsuming the blows delivered by the guards (Mk 14.66) into the litany 
of abuses that Jesus initially suffers: "they spat ... struck ... and some slapped him" 
[emphasis added] (Mt 26.67). This makes for smoother reading. 

Matthew's version is also shorter because he commits a parablepsis. In his ap
parent effort to improve Mark, Matthew specifies where the people spat on Jesus 
(his "face"). But because Matthew returns to the word "face" in Mark's text, he 
inadvertently omits the description of Jesus' blindfolding. (Interpreting this evi
dence the other way makes little sense. If Mark added the blindfold to clarify 
Matthew's version, then why would he render the tormentor's words more am
biguous?) Without this obstruction, the "prophesy challenge" in Matthew 26.68 
becomes meaningless. With it, Matthew's version would gain another five words 
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(raising his total to twenty-six). Therefore, the criterion of length-with all its 
exceptions-favors Markan priority. 

Style. As noted above, style can refer to the type of language employed, habits 
of sentence and paragraph construction, vocabulary, and rhetorical proclivities. 
When paralleled texts are compared, the one with the more refined style is gener
ally judged to be the later. 

Most biblical experts agree that Mark writes Greek with less polish than 
Matthew or Luke. Many factors support this conclusion. Mark uses a nwnber of 
rather primitive Aramaisms (e.g., Mk 3.I7; 5.4I; 7.II, 34; 8.IO; I4.36; I5.22, 
34). Matthew retains only one ("Golgatha;' Mt 27.33), and renders another into 
Hebrew ("Eli, Eli, lema sabachthani?" Mt 27.46). Luke removes them altogether. 

Grammatically speaking, Mark frequently strings his pericopes together with 
the phrase "(and) immediately" (Mk I.I2, 21, 29, etc.), resulting in a narrative of 
almost breathless pace. 1 The parallels in Matthew and Luke demonstrate more 
varied and creative transitions. Mark is also fond of double expressions, such as 
"that evening, when the sun had set" (Mk 1.32; see also 1.35, 42; 2.20; 4.35; 
I0.30; I3.24; I4.I2, 43; I5.42; I6.2). Matthew and Luke typically eliminate one 
member of the pair.2 

With respect to vocabulary, Matthew and Luke often replace Mark's rare or 
unusual words with more common ones. For example, Mark writes that after 
Jesus' baptism, the heavens were "ripped apart" (Mk 1.10). Matthew and Luke 
change this to "opened" (Mt 3.I6, Lk 3.2I). Mark has Jesus "cast out" into the 
desert by the Spirit (Mk I.I2). In Matthew and Luke he is "led" (Mt 4.I, Lk 
4.I). Mark describes Peter as "cast upon himself" following his denial of Jesus 
(Mk I4.72). In Matthew and Luke, he "weeps bitterly" (Mt 26.75, Lk 22.62). 

Theoretically, Mark would employ his characteristic inferior style if he were 
rewriting Matthew and Luke freely. But most Greisbach defenders contend that 
Mark had Matthew and Luke before him, and frequently copied them word for 
word. Under these circwnstances, this type of literary deterioration is difficult to 
justify (so Marcus I999: 44). So the criterion of style suggests that Mark's Gospel 
was the first to be written. 

d) Order. Authors with mherited material tend to arrange it so that their fin
ished document is structurally cogent, with thematic groupings and smooth tran
sitions. When two paralleled texts are compared, the earlier one will generally 
evince a more disjunctive arrangement of material. Two non-synoptic examples 
may help to clarify this principle. 

The Epistles of Jude and 2 Peter both condemn false teachers within the early 
Christian community. In this context, they rely on a similar set of examples from the 
past to demonstrate God's judgment of the unrighteous Oude ), and his salvation of 
the elect (2 Pt). Jude includes the experiences of the Egyptians, the primordial 
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angels, Sodom and Gomorrah, the devil (at Moses' death), Cain, Balaam, and Korah 
Oude 5-I3). The list in 2 Peter is slightly different: primordial angels, Noah and his 
generation, Sodom and Gomorrah (and Lot), and Balaam (2 Pt 2). A close inspec
tion of these two lists reveals that Jude presents his examples in random order; the 
Egyptians, the devil (at Moses' death), Cain, and Korah are all out of chronological 
sequence. Coincidentally (or not), none of these examples appears in 2 Peter. In
stead, 2 Peter's list is arranged according to correct historical appearance. Therefore, 
based on the criterion of order, 2 Peter is probably later than Jude. 

A second comparison involves the Epistle of Barnabas and the DitlJuhe (an early 
Christian "handbook" dating to the mid-second century). Both documents con
tain the "Two Ways" material, but they arrange it differently. Barnabas lists unre
lated injunctions rather haphazardly: 

Thou shall share. . . . thou shall not be fotwatd to speak. . . . be not one who 
stretches out the hand to take, but shuts to give .... thou shall love all who speak 
the word of the Lord .... thou shall remember the day of judgment .... thou shall 
seek the society of the saints .... thou shall not hesitate to give. (Barn. 19.8-II) 

The Didacbe organizes this same material thematically: "be not one who stretches 
out the hand to take, but shuts to give .... thou shall not hesitate to give .... thou 
shall not turn away the needy" (Did. 4.5-8). The ordering of the "Two Ways" ma
terial suggests that the version in Didache is later than the version in Barnabas. 

Much has been written regarding order in the synoptics (see Neville I994). To 
date, however, the most persuasive evidence seems to favor Markan priority. 
Matthew and Luke both follow Mark's order closely, but when one departs, the 
other usually adheres. Furthermore, Matthew and Luke both contain instances of 
literary displacement (narrative incongruities that can best be explained by appeal 
to an original Markan sequence). An example from Luke can clarify this point: 
Matthew and Mark's versions of Jesus before the Sanhedrin were compared above. 
Luke contains a similar episode, but it occurs at a different place in the narrative 
(Lk 22.63-65). Evidently, Luke sought to clarify the identity of Mark's "some" 
(Mk I 4.65). In its context, this reference implies that certain members of the Jew
ish council beat Jesus. Luke remedies this problem by moving this scene to the pe
riod of Jesus' detention the night before his Sanhedrin appearance. According to 
Luke, Jesus suffers under his captors, not at the hands of the Jewish elders. This 
also improves the transition at the end of the assembly. Once the council an
nounces its decision (Lk 22.71), Jesus is immediately taken to Pilate (23.I). 

While Luke's order does improve the narrative sequence, it also creates a liter
ary problem. His preceding pericope ends as Peter, following his denial of Jesus, 
"went out and began to weep bitterly" (Lk 22.62). However, the realigned text 
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uses only pronouns in reference to Jesus: "The men who held him in custody were 
ridiculing and beating him" (Lk 22.63). In other words, Luke's transposition 
makes it appear as though the soldiers were beating Peter! This problem, of course, 
is readily apprehended in light of Mark's original order. 

Before concluding this section on paralleled texts and turning to the subject of 
redaction criticism, the outcomes of these criteria should be clarified. If a certain 
degree of consistency emerges when the above criteria are applied to paralleled 
texts, then chronological priority can usually be established. Furthermore, if suf
ficient verbal correspondence exists, then it can be argued that the earlier text is a 
source for the later. This is the situation between Mark and Matthew, and Mark 
and Luke. However, paralleled texts sometimes produce conflicting results with re
spect to these criteria. In these cases, there is an increased likelihood that a third, 
independent source is involved. Variations in the Didache and the Shepherd of Hennas 
help to demonstrate this point. For the sake of comparison, the conspicuous 
agreements between these two documents have been italicized. 

Did. 1.5-6 
"Give to everyone that asks you," and do not "!fuse, for the Father's will is that we give to all from 

the gifts we have received. Blessed is he that gives according to the command,jor he is innocent. ffi,e 

to him who receives, for if any man receives alms under pressure of need, be is innocent. But be who 
received it without need shall be tried as to why be took and for what, and being in prison be shall 
be examined as to his deeds, and "be shall not come out until be pays the last penny." Concerning 
this it was also said, "Let your alms bring sweat into your hands, until you know 
to whom you are giving:' 

Herm., Man. 2.4--6 
Do good, and of all your toil which God gives you, give in simplicity to all who 

need, not doubting to whom you shall give and to whom not: give to al~ for to all 
God wishes gifts to be made of his own bounties. Those then who receive shall render an account to 
God why they received it and for what. Those who accepted through distress shall not be punished, but 
those who accepted in hypocrisy shall pay the penalty. He therefore who gives is innocent; for 
as he received from the Lord the fulfillment of this ministry, he fulfilled it in sim
plicity, not doubting to whom he should give or not give. 

It can be readily seen that the section in Hermas is shorter, initially indicating chrono
logical priority. However, Hermals length is somewhat a reflection of its grammati
cal refinement. The Didache retains double expressions (e.g., "give to everyone that 
asks you, and do not refuse") which Hermas may have found superfluous. So the Di~ 
Jache could be earlier. On the other hand, the Didache contains three scriptural quota
tions that Hermas has not included (Lk 6.30, Mt 526, and a third of unknown ori
gin; see Bridge I 997). Since Hermas frequently employs similar quotations elsewhere, 
their absence here suggests that Hermas did not obtain this material from the Didache. 
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It is likely, therefore, that both Didtube and Hermas independently drew upon a third, 
common source, and then altered it according to their purposes. 

An analogous situation exists between Matthew and Luke. As noted earlier, 
these two gospels share a considerable amount of material not found in Mark (for 
the specific contents of this material, see Brown I997: I I7 n. 31, I I8-I9). While 
it is possible that one evangelist relied upon the work of the other, an appeal to 
the above criteria suggests otherwise. Refinements of vocabulary and grammar oc
casionally appear in Matthew, and other times in Luke (see Critical Edition of Q). 
The ordering of this material similarly suggests a shared source; although 
Matthew and Luke almost always insert Q into different narrative contexts, their 
underlying sequencing remains virtually identical. This phenomenon is readily ex
plained if they borrowed from a common tradition, but difficult to justify if one 
knew the other, given their fidelity to Mark's order. 

Redaction Criticism 
Having examined the source-critical criteria for both non-paralleled and paralleled 
texts, we have laid the necessary groundwork for redaction criticism. Redaction 
criticism evolved, in part, as an effort to balance the "atomizing" tendencies of 
source and form criticism. Whereas source and form critics begin with completed 
texts and work their way "backward" to isolate the various strands of inherited 
tradition, redaction critics do just the opposite. They begin with the literary 
antecedents and work their way "forward" to determine how and why the final 
authors used source( s) in the ways that they did. 

Redaction criticism takes place on both the micro and macro level. At the mi
cro level, individual passages are examined to assess precisely bow an author has in
corporated, altered, augmented, or omitted his source( s ). As shown above, when 
paralleled texts are involved, this type of redaction is all but "inseparable" from 
source criticism (Neirynk I990: 593). On the macro level, exegetes consider the 
editorial decisions an author has made throughout an entire work. The accumulated 
data create a profile of an author's literary, rhetorical, and theological interests, and 
often help to explain wby an author has shaped the source( s) in a particular way. Be
cause our preceding source analysis contains numerous examples of redaction crit
icism at the micro level, we shall confine our remaining investigation to the macro 
level. Moreover, since the above evidence recommends Markan priority, we shall 
concentrate on the editorial tendencies in Matthew and Luke (vis-a-vis Mark). 

Redaction in the Gospel of Matthew 
Of the synoptic writers, Matthew writes from a decidedly Jewish perspective. He 
conveys it with (I) frequent references to prophecies from the Hebrew Bible, (2) 
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use of typologies from the Hebrew Bible, (3) demonstrated familiarity with Jew
ish customs, and ( 4) emphasis on the Jewish law. 

(I) Matthew records more explicit instances of prophecy fulfillment than 
Mark and Luke combined. Five alone appear in his account of Jesus' birth (Mt 
1.22-23; 2.5-6, IS, I7, 23). In fact, Matthew's zeal for aligning the details of 
Jesus' life with "predictions" from the Hebrew Bible may explain several peculiar 
changes he makes to Mark's record. For example, Mark's Jesus enters Jerusalem rid
ing on a colt (Mk I I.I-10); Matthew positions Jesus awkwardly upon a colt and 
an ass, evidently in fulfillment of Zechariah 9.9: "See, your king shall come to you; 
a just savior is he; meek, and riding on an ass, on a colt, the foal of an ass:' Simi
larly, at Golgotha Mark's Jesus is offered "wine mixed with myrrh" (Mk I5.23); 
Matthew's Jesus is offered "wine mingled with gall" (Mt 27.34). The latter corre
sponds more closely to Psalm 69.22: "Instead they put gall in my food; for my 
thirst they gave me vinegar:' Matthew's appeal to the Hebrew Bible also explains 
several unique features in his gospel. The thirty pieces of silver paid to Judas (Mt 
26.IS) parallels Zechariah I I.I2. The crowd's rebuke of Jesus (Mt 27.43) echoes 
Psalm 22.9. And the circumstances surrounding Judas's death (Mt 27.3-10) recall 
Zechariah I I.I2-I3, Jeremiah I9.1-13, and Jeremiah 32.6-9. 

(2) In addition to prophetic fulfillment, Matthew also develops a number of 
typologies from the Hebrew Bible. For instance, the details within Jesus' infancy 
narrative (Mt I.IS-2.23) evoke the stories of Joseph the patriarch, Moses, the 
Exodus, and David (for details, see Brown I993). Matthew's is also the only 
gospel in which John the Baptist is explicitly associated with Elijah (Mt I I.I 4 ). 
Even the structure of his gospel serves a typological function. Matthew has 
arranged his material around five major sermons delivered by Jesus (Mt 5-7, 10, 
I3, I8, 23-25). These discourses, recalling the five books of the Torah, help es
tablish Jesus as the "new Moses:' This is reinforced by Matthew's regular place
ment of Jesus on top of a mountain (e.g., Mt S.I, 28.I6). 

(3) Matthew demonstrates his (and his audience's) familiarity with Jewish cus
toms in a variety of ways. One of the most telling is his omission of Mark's de
scription of Jewish purification practices (Mk 7.3-4), a reference he probably 
found superfluous. He also alters Mark I5.42, which incorrectly presents the day 
of preparation for the Sabbath as continuing into the night. Matthew consistently 
changes Mark's "Kingdom of God" to "Kingdom of Heaven;' presumably out of 
respect for the Divine name. And he demonstrates a concern for Sabbath rest, as 
evidenced by his addition to the Markan apocalypse ( c£ Mk I3.I8, Mt 24.20). 

( 4) Matthew's concern for the law is suggested by Jesus' repeated affirmation 
of it (Mt S.I7-I9, see also 23.I-3). Indeed, Matthew changes or omits those oc
casions on which Mark's Jesus appears to relax the law (e.g., Mk 2.27, 7.I9), and 
counters with even more stringent requirements (e.g., Mt 5.21-48, IS.I-9). 
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Space does not allow our pursuing other redactional tendencies in this gospeL 
However, from the evidence above, it is obvious that Matthew perceives Jesus as 
the Jewish Messiah. Because Jesus is the fulfillment of the promises made to the 
descendents of Abraham, their salvation constitutes his first and foremost concern 
(Mt 10.5-6, I5.24). 

Redaction in the Gospel of Lulu 
While Matthew has cast Jesus' ministry in a decidedly Jewish light, Luke places 
more emphasis on the inclusive character of Jesus' outreach, particularly as this ap
plies to (I) the Gentiles, (2) "sinners;' (3) women, and (4) the poor. 

(I) In Mark, Jesus has limited contact with Gentiles (so Mk 5.I-20, 7.24-
8.9). Jesus responds to them as he does to the Jews, but he interacts with them 
separately. In Luke, the Jews and Gentiles have more equal opportunities before 
Jesus. For instance, Jesus' Sermon on the Plain is addressed to "a great crowd of 
his disciples and a large number of people from all of Judaea and Jerusalem and 
the coastal regions ofTyre and Sidon" (Lk 6.I7). When given such opportunity, 
Luke's Gentiles often respond more favorably than the Jews. This is the case with 
the Samaritan leper who returned to thank Jesus (I7.II-I9). It also holds true 
for the "Good Samaritan" who stopped to assist the man left for dead 
(10.29-37). 

(2) While each of the synoptics agrees that Jesus "came not to call the right
eous, but sinners" (Mk 2.I7 / /Mt 9.I3/ /Lk 5.32), Luke places a special em
phasis on this theme. In Luke, Jesus' concern for the sinner is evidenced in the 
triad of three parables that epitomize the joy experienced in heaven over the re
pentance of one who is "lost" (the lost sheep, I5.I-7; the lost coin, I5.8-IO; the 
lost son I5.II-32). Luke also records three separate instances of Jesus associat
ing "sinful" tax collectors with his movement (5.27-32, 18.9-14, 19.1-IO). 
Luke even adapts some of Mark's contents in accordance with this moti£ For in
stance, in Mark, the anointing at Bethany serves to prepare Jesus for his ap
proaching suffering and death (Mk I 4.3-9); Luke repositions this episode, em
phasizes the sinful character of the woman involved, and uses this scene as a lesson 
on forgiveness (Lk 7.36-50). Similarly, those who are crucified with Mark's Jesus 
revile him from their crosses (Mk 15.32); in Luke, however, one of the criminals 
repents (Lk 25.39-42). Jesus assures him, "Today you will be with me in Par
adise" (25.43). 

(3) Luke has a tendency to lend a gender balance to his narratives. In his na
tivity stories of John and Jesus, Zechariah's experience matches that of Mary's. 
Both are approached by Gabriel (1.19, 26-27) and are initially troubled (1.12, 
29). Both are informed about the miraculous conceptions (I.I3, 31) and the 
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unique missions of their sons (1.15-16, 32-33). Both question Gabriel (1.18, 
34) and are told what to name their offspring (1.13, 31). Analogous pairings 
appear throughout Luke's writings; both Simeon (2:25-35) and Anna 
(2:36-38) recognize Jesus at his presentation in the Temple. The twelve disci
ples are augmented by a number of women followers (8.1-3). Jesus raises a 
widow's son (7.11-17) and a man's daughter (8.40-56). And Jesus heals both 
a woman (13.10-17) and a man (14.1-6) on the Sabbath. In several of these 
examples, Luke has supplemented Mark's male characters with female charac
ters. Luke's interest in the role of women in Jesus' ministry is further evidenced 
by other episodes that only he records (e.g., Elizabeth and Mary, Lk 1-3; 
Martha and Mary, 10.38-42; the persistent widow, 18.1-8; the women weep
ing, 23.27-31). 

( 4) Throughout the synoptics, Jesus speaks to the issues of wealth and poverty 
(e.g., Mk 4.18-19, 10.17-31, 12.41-44, and parallels). In Luke, however, his 
message is made more emphatic. In the Sermon on the Plain, Jesus blesses the poor 
(Lk 6.20; c£ Mt 5.3, "the poor in spirit") and chastises the rich (Lk 6.24). This 
is reflected in Mary's "Magnificant:' where she declares that God "has filled the 
hungry with good things, but the rich he has sent away empty" (1.53). Two of 
Luke's parables-the rich fool (I2.16-2I), and the rich man and Lazarus 
(I6.I9-31}-place importance on sharing with the poor. Indeed, Luke's Jesus ad
vocates disinterested charity (e.g., Lk 6.27-36, I4.7-14). 

These examples demonstrate that Luke understood Jesus' ministry as one that 
encompasses all people, regardless of their prior religious or moral backgrounds, 
their gender, or their economic standing. In fact, according to Luke, Jesus directs 
his ministry precisely to those individuals who might otherwise be considered 
"disadvantaged:' 

Conclusion 
We have explored the unique perspectives, aims, and contributions of literary 
source and redaction criticism. As with all critical tools, these methods have their 
own limitations. Nevertheless, they have proven to be invaluable to those inter
ested in examining the compositional histories of the early Christian literature. 
While source criticism has increased our awareness of the rich deposits of tradi
tion from which the ancient writers drew, redaction criticism has lent us insight 
into how and why these traditions were employed. Together, these methodologies 
deepen our understanding of the early Christians and of the profound experiences 
that they sought to convey. An awareness and use of these methods is necessary 
for the utilization of early Christian literary materials in developing social scien
tific accounts of the early Christian movement. 
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Notes 
I. Some see this as a rhetorical ploy, but its purpose remains unclear. More likely it re

flects poor style. 
2. The occasions on which Matthew retains one half and Luke the other (e.g., Mt 

8.16; Lk 4.40) are cited by Greisbach proponents as evidence of Markan conflation. 
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ROBERT A. WORTHAM 

SCHOLARS STUDYING TEXTS associated with Christian origins have a broad 
cross section of interpretive techniques at their disposal that enable them to 
investigate a text's literary development, structure, and meaning. These tech

niques include such established hermeneutical methods as form criticism 
(McKnight 1969), literary criticism (Petersen 1978), and redaction criticism 
(Perrin 1969) and newer approaches such as structural exegesis (Patte 1976) and 
social scientific criticism (Elliott 1993). These approaches have enabled re
searchers to identify distinct structural patterns in the sayings attributed to Jesus 
as they were transmitted from oral tradition to formal narratives (Bultmann 
1963), uncover the literary dynamics of the parables (Via 1967; Crossan 1973), 
document the historical transmission and corruption of early Christian manu
scripts (Metzger 1968), explore the association between Markan narrative struc
tures and the semantic and symbolic universes embedded in the text (Patte 1978), 
and demonstrate how social stratification and inequality could generate conflict 
among various power groups in Corinth (Theissen 1982). 

Both the established and newer exegetical approaches enable researchers to gain 
significant insight into the historical, literary, social, and cultural development of 
the "religious imaginations" (Greeley 1989: 94-95; 1990: 38-44) of the differ
ent early Christian communities. With these interpretive tools scholars can raise 
significant questions concerning (I) multiple authorship and editorship of exist
ing texts, (2) the documenting of layers of tradition, (3) problems of dependence 
and independence among parallel texts, and ( 4) a text's social and cultural setting 
( Sitz im Leben) as well as its manifest (surface structure) and latent (deep structure) 
meaning, its meaning effect (1fet de sens ). 

In addressing such issues, several alternative theories are typically offered as 
plausible solutions to a research l:'roblem. For example, rival theories of source 
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dependence among the synoptic Gospels have been offered (Bultmann I 963; 
Farmer 1976; and Stoldt 1980). Stylistic and literary evidence is cited to support 
one argument over another, but empirical tests utilizing statistical measures and 
tests of statistical significance have generally not been employed. Here is where 
statistical textual analysis represents a promising tool that researchers could add to 
their exegetical arsenal. By investigating statistical associations among linguistic 
units, theories of multiple authorship and source dependence could be evaluated 
within an empirical, hypothesis-testing framework. 

This chapter presents a basic introduction to statistical textual analysis. This 
is accomplished by offering a methodological primer· on the hypothesis testing 
method, introducing the major tenets of statistical linguistics, and providing case 
studies of statistical textual analysis. The methodological primer on the hypothe
sis testing method addresses such issues as research design, variables, and tests of 
significance. Statistical linguistics addresses such issues as word length, word se
quencing, and verbal agreement. These linguistic phenomena can be quantified 
and utilized as data in evaluating claims concerning a text's multiple authorship or 
the presence of different layers of tradition. Existing biblical studies involving the 
use of statistical analysis are as diverse as the "Bible Code" and the analysis of let
ter sequencing patterns (Drosnin 1997; Witztum, Rips, and Rosenberg I994), 
computer-assisted structural analysis (Parker 1976), the Computer Bible project 
(Baird and Freedman I 97 I), and the testing of theories of source dependence 
based on the statistical analysis of verbal agreement patterns (Honore I968; 
Wortham I 999). Finally, two case studies illustrating statistical textual analysis are 
offered. The two case studies address issues concerning the common authorship 
or editorship of John's prologue On I.I-18) and the antitheses section of the Ser
mon on the Mount (Mt 5.21-48). 

Methodological Primer 

The Research Process 
Empirical research is based on the analysis of observable phenomena and is con
cerned with the description, analysis, and explanation of what is rather than what 
ought to be. The goal is to generate testable explanations of observable phenom
ena. Within this context researchers are to remain neutral. Perceptual and method
ological biases are to be minimized and hopefully acknowledged (Hoover I 988: 
3-4 I). In reality, it is impossible to eliminate bias from research completely inso
far as researchers will favor certain theoretical and methodological approaches in 
their data analysis and practice selective observation and selective interpretation 
(Spradley and McCurdy I988 [I972]: I3-I5). Prior experiences and procedural 
preferences color any research endeavor. However, by formally and explicitly stat-
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ing theories and derived propositions and by comparing these to evidence, bias can 
be given less chance to force conclusions. 

The hypothesis testing method is an expression of the empirical research 
process. Wallace (I 971) offers a classic statement of the procedure. The key ele
ments of his "cycle of scientific inquiry" are theory, hypotheses, data, and gener
alizations. A modified version of this model is offered in figure 7.1. The model 
indicates that the four components are connected and that a two-way association 
exists between theory and data. These linkages signifY that these elements are in
terdependent. Each is an integral part of the research process. The interaction be
tween theory and data suggests that a scholar may approach a research topic from 
either an inductive or deductive perspective. If one takes an inductive approach, 
one may focus more on how empirical observations may lead to the development 
of new theoretical constructs, which can then be tested within a hypothesis test
ing framework. Conversely, with the deductive approach, one begins with the the
oretical construct and then collects data to see if the theory maintains its ex
planatory power within a new empirical context. The latter is what will be outlined 
below. With either approach, theory construction (inductive approach) or theory 
validation (deductive approach), the research design hinges on the interdepend
ence of theory, hypotheses, data, and conclusions. 

The deductive approach begins with theories, which may be described as 
points of view, and every discipline is characterized by a variety of theoretical 

Data 

~f~A~ 
Collection Analysis 

Figure 7 .1. The Research Process. Adapted from Wallace (1971 ). 
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perspectives. A more formal definition of theory suggests that a theory is a set 
of statements and concepts that attempt to describe observable phenomena or 
behavior (Schutt I996: I9-23). An example of a sociological theory is func
tionalism. According to this theoretical perspective, society is a system of parts. 
Each part has a specific purpose or intent. The purpose of the family, a social in
stitution, may be to provide identity and child rearing. The different parts of so
ciety work together to provide a sense of order and control. Likewise, biblical 
scholars are familiar with source criticism and the various theories that attempt 
to specify patterns of source independence and dependence among the Gospels 
of Matthew, Mark, Luke, John, Thomas, and Q (Bultmann I963; Farmer I976; 
and Funk, Hoover, and the Jesus Seminar I993). 

The second component of the research process involves hypotheses. A hy
pothesis is often described as an "educated guess" that is based on a theory. This 
definition obscures the fact that an association between "variables" is being tested. 
A hypothesis may be defined as a tentative statement about the association be
tween two or more variables that reflect two or more theoretical concepts. Con
cepts are the basic ideas of a discipline, whereas a variable includes observable 
characteristics that can be logically related to one another (Hoover I988: I6-20, 
27-3I). A hypothesis proposes a claim such as "educational attainment is higher 
in urban areas" or "there is no difference in educational attainment in rural and 
urban areas (the null hypothesis). 

In a recent statistical analysis of source-dependent associations among the in
fancy narratives preserved in Matthew, Luke, and the Protevangelium of James, Wortham 
generated three general and twelve specific hypotheses in order to identify specific 
patterns of source dependence (I999: IOS-28). One general hypothesis was the 
null hypothesis. This hypothesis stated, "no source dependent associations exist 
among the infancy of Jesus narratives preserved in Matthew, Luke and the 
Protevangelium of James:' One of the specific hypotheses was a restatement of Con
rady's thesis that "the Protevangelium of James is the common source of Matthew and 
Luke, but Matthew is earlier than Luke" (Cullmann I963: 372). 

Data collection and analysis is the third component of the research process. 
Empirical inquiry is based on the assumption that phenomena can be observed 
and measured. These measurable observations are data. In social research, data may 
take the form of individual responses in a survey questionnaire or vital statistics, 
such as birth rates, that can be aggregated at the county or state level. Aggrega
tions of different sizes and individual data represent different "units of analysis." 
The unit of analysis is the "who" or the "what" that is being studied. Therefore, 
the unit of analysis may be individual responses, group responses such as males 
versus females, institutional responses such as private versus public schools, or eco
logical units such as census tracts or counties (Stark 200I: 8-I2). 
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Data sources that are relevant to the study of early Christianity are available. 
Standard sources include pottery, coins, and inscriptions, as well as narrative texts 
and sayings sources.1 Scholars who choose to employ statistical textual analysis 
may quickly discover that important statistical data include word length, verse 
length, total word count, and verbal agreement. The research process does not end 
with the collection and description of data, however. Within a hypothesis testing 
framework, data must be analyzed. Various statistical techniques are available to 
aid researchers with data analysis. These statistical procedures may involve basic 
frequency counts or percentage differences or more sophisticated approaches like 
correlation, regression, or discriminant analysis. Statistical techniques provide re
searchers with ways of identifying patterns or general trends in the data and spec
ify important associations among various measures and indicators. In his study of 
the synoptic problem, Honore employed word counts, verbal agreement frequen
cies, and the ratio of total agreement to total word length to test synoptic prob
lem hypotheses (I968: 96-98). 

The fourth component of the research process is the drawing of conclusions. 
Conclusions represent the general findings of the study as revealed by the data 
analysis. These findings enable the researcher to test hypotheses and evaluate the
oretical claims. The conclusions indicate whether the hypothesis should be ac
cepted or rejected and whether the theory is supported within the present context 
or perhaps needs to be revised. The success of a research project does not hinge 
on accepting the hypothesis or reifying the theory. Valuable information is gained 
from the rejection of a hypothesis that is not supported by an analysis. Problems 
are encountered when an analysis is misleading-for example, a researcher reject
ing a hypothesis when in reality the hypothesis should be accepted or accepting a 
hypothesis when in reality it should be rejected. The first problem is an example 
of aT ype I error or false rejection error, while the second problem is an example 
of a Type 2 or false acceptance error (Bohrnstedt and Knoke 1994: 100-101). 

Hypothesis Testing 
Hypothesis testing involves evaluating associations among variables. It assumes 
that concepts can be "operationalized" as measures that vary, that data are avail
able, that patterns of association may be evaluated statistically, and that statisti
cally significant relationships can be identified. But what does each of the as
sumptions entail? As noted above, variables represent concepts that are logically 
related (Levin and Fox 2000: 1-2). Operationalization concerns how a variable is 
measured (Babbie 1979: 138-46). In many sociological studies, social class is an 
index operationalized as a composite of years of education, income level, and an 
occupational prestige ranking. Likewise, in the statistical study of early Christian 
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infancy narratives, Wortham distinguishes exact verbal agreement and partial ver
bal agreement (I999: I06-7). Exact verbal agreement was operationalized as the 
employment of grammatically equivalent linguistic expressions in two parallel 
texts. Exact verbal agreements were subsequently assigned the value I .0. On the 
other hand, partial verbal agreement was operationalized as linguistic agreement 
among parallel words or phrases based on variant grammatical forms. Partial ver
bal agreements were consequently assigned the value 0.5. 

Research studies are only as sound as the data upon which they are based. Con
fidence in a data source is enhanced if the data are representative, reliable, and 
valid. Sample data are representative if they reflect the characteristics of the larger 
population from which they are drawn. Measures are valid if they measure the 
phenomenon they are intended to measure, and they are reliable if a measurement 
system yields consistent findings. Replication studies often function to enhance 
the validity and reliability of the study variables (Schutt I996: 96-100, I60; 
Theissen I982: I78-80; and Babbie I979: I29-32). 

When attempting to analyze biblical texts, the representative nature of a text can 
be problematic because the available manuscript evidence does not necessarily include 
all the documents produced by the various religious communities. Researchers are 
limited to identifYing the most plausible reconstruction of extant texts based on the 
available manuscript evidence. This is essentially what researchers are provided with in 
the Nestle-Aland critical edition of the Greek New Testament (NfNU1TI Testamentum 

Graece) and critical editions of other ancient texts. To the extent that the texts pre
sented in this critical edition are based on the most current manuscript evidence, they 
are at least assumed to be representative. Likewise, biblical researchers employing sta
tistical textual analysis may be working under the assumption that verbal agreement 
is a valid and reliable measure of linguistic association and source dependence. Re
peated tests of source-dependent associations such as those offered by Honore 
(I968) and Wortham (I999) increase confidence in the validity and reliability of ver
bal agreement measures as indicators of linguistic and source dependent associations. 

Hypotheses are accepted or rejected based on the meeting of predetermined cri
teria. A hypothesis is accepted if the measure of association is statistically significant 
and if the direction of the association indicated by the appropriate statistical measure 
is consistent with the stated hypothesis. A measure is statistically significant if the 
probability that the observed association is due to random error does not exceed 5 
percent (p ~ .05 level) or I percent (p ~ .0 I level). Observed associations significant 
at the p ~ .05 level have a one in twenty chance of being attributed to random error, 
whereas, associations significant at the p ~ .OI level have a one in a hundred chance 
of being attributed to random error (Stark I998b: 2I-29). 

Before turning to a study of a textual issue, a nontextual example can be in
structive. A study by Stark is a straightforward example of how the hypothesis 
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testing format can be applied to the statistical study of early Christian phenom
ena. First, in his study of the diffusion of early Christianity throughout the 
twenty-two largest urban centers in the Greco-Roman world during the first four 
centuries C.E., Stark hypothesized that larger urban centers would be more recep
tive to Christianity than smaller urban centers (I996: I3I-35). Population esti
mates for I 00 C.E. for twenty-two Greco-Roman urban centers came from Chan
dler and Fox (I974). Receptivity to Christianity was measured on the basis of 
whether a church was located in the urban center by I 00 C.E., 200 C.E., or was still 
lacking by 200 C.E. Stark grounded his receptivity hypothesis on Claude Fischer's 
studies of urban life. Fischer (I975) maintained that larger urban areas attract 
more unconventional behavior. Since early Christianity could be treated as a de
viant sect within Judaism, Christianity should be present earlier in the larger cities 
of the Greco-Roman Empire. As population size increases, receptivity to Chris
tianity increases also. One of the statistical techniques Stark employed to test this 
hypothesis was correlation analysis. Bivariate (two variable) correlations can range 
from + 1.0 to - 1.0. Positive correlations indicate that both variables move in the 
same direction, whereas negative correlations indicate that the variables are mov
ing in different directions. Correlations close to zero indicate that no association 
exists between the two variables, and correlations close to a positive or negative 
one suggest that a strong association exists between the two variables. Stark ob
served that the correlation between population size and receptivity to Christianity 
is 0.32 (I996: I39). The weak, positive correlation is in the direction proposed 
by the hypothesis, but the correlation is not statistically significant at either the 
p :5: .05 or p :5: .0 I level. Since the hypothesis is not supported by the data, it is 
rejected. This finding suggests that larger urban centers were no more receptive to 
the expansion of early Christianity than were smaller urban centers. 

A hypothesis testing illustration dealing with a textual question is provided 
by Wortham's (I999) study of the infancy narratives of Matthew, Luke, and the 
Protevangelium of James. One theory of source dependence assumed that chronolog
ical source-dependent associations exist among these infancy narratives. Since 
many scholars argue that. the Protevangelium of James is an apocryphal, second- or 
third-century C.E. work (Cameron I982), the infancy traditions preserved in it are 
assumed to be later. In fact the Protevangelium of James infancy narratives have been 
viewed as a conflation of Matthean and Lukan accounts (Cullmann I99I; 
Cameron 1982; and Miller I992). Consequently, one hypothesis states that the 
chronological sequence of the infancy narratives is Matthew (A), Luke (B), and 
the Protevangelium of James (C). In testing a chronological sequence hypothesis, it is 
assumed, following earlier analytical models developed by Honore (I968), that B's 
use of A (the earliest source) is greater than C's (the latest source) use of B and 
that C's use of B will be greater than C's use of A. This assumption could also be 
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restated as B's knowledge of A (the earliest source) is greater than C's (the latest 
source) knowledge of B and that C's knowledge of B will be greater than C's 
knowledge of A. Latter sources are thus assumed to incorporate lesser amounts of 
commonly shared linguistic expressions. However, researchers should be cautioned 
that a text's editor may be aware of an earlier source and not use it if does not 
conform to the editor's intent and purpose. Honore's statistical test does not eval
uate this possibility. It is simply one test of source dependence based on the as
sumption that latter sources will incorporate lesser amounts of commonly shared 
linguistic material. 

Since use (knowledge of a text's existence) is measured as degree of shared 
verbal agreement expressed as a percentage of word (count) length, a pattern of 
declining percentages would suggest chronological sequence. For the sequence 
Matthew-Luke-Protevangelium, the following use percentages were noted 
(Wortham I999: I IS). Luke's (B) use of Matthew (A) is I I.IO percent, while 
the Protevangelium of James's (C) use of Luke (B) is I6.70 percent and the Prote

vangelium of James's (C) use of Matthew (A) is 24.70 percent. Some researchers 
argue that when percentage differences are being compared, a percentage differ
ence of less than IO percentage points is not statistically significant (Riordan 
and Mazur I988: I4). Here the percentage difference is I3.6 percent, suggest
ing that the finding is statistically significant, but the percentage sequence does 
not confirm the hypothesized pattern. Rather than observing a declining pat
tern of verbal agreement, the pattern is actually increasing. This finding would 
lead one to question whether the latest infancy narrative accounts are included 
in the Protevangelium of James. The only statistically significant declining verbal 
agreement pattern is observed for the Matthew-Protevangelium of James-Luke 
chronological sequence (Wortham I999: I I6-I7). This finding suggests that 
the Protevangelium of James does not include the least amount of commonly shared 
linguistic material and, on the basis of this criterion, may not be the latest in
fancy narrative source. 

Major Tenets of Statistical Linguistics 
Statistical textual analysis is an empirically based exegetical method. It provides 
biblical scholars with an opportunity to test theories of source dependence within 
a hypothesis testing framework. Source dependence can be measured by such vari
ables as exact and partial verbal agreement, and patterns in the data may be iden
tified using statistical measures like percentage differences. In this regard statisti
cal textual analysis is an important empirical complement to traditional redaction 
criticism and source criticism. Furthermore, in many respects statistical textual 
analysis is an extension of statistical linguistics to biblical criticism. 
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Languages are complex symbol systems. These symbols may be associated with 
sounds and gestures that can be combined in ways that produce shared meanings 
(Haviland 1999: 95-100). Language is a shared, cultural phenomenon, and the 
components of a language can be identified and measured empirically. Linguistics 
addresses the empirical study of language characteristics, structures, and patterns 
(Fowler 1974: 19). Words, phrases, sentences, and verses are linguistic expressions 
that can be measured and analyzed statistically. Statistical linguistics may be em
ployed by researchers as a tool to identifY an author's distinctive writing style, test 
for multiple authorship, and distinguish authentic and inauthentic texts (Hubert 
1980). Linguistics, and more specifically statistical linguistics, provides the theo
retical and methodological foundation for statistical textual analysis. 

If linguistics is primarily concerned with the empirical study of language units 
and patterns, what are some of the basic linguistic units? Linguistics includes, but 
is not limited to, the study of phones, phonemes, morphemes, syntax, and seman
tics (Fowler 1974: 19-42; Haviland 1999: 95-105). A phone is a minimal unit of 
sound in a given language. In English and Greek, this could be the letters of the al
phabet (a, b, c, ... and a,~."(, ... ). With the phoneme, the focus shifts to the small
est unit of sound within a given language that also indicates a change in meaning. 
A phoneme could be comprised of only one phone such as "I" or two or more 
phones such as "a" + "t" = "at:' In many languages a syllable is a primary exam
ple of a phoneme. A morpheme is a set of phonemes that are logically related and 
produce words. These words generate shared meanings that are collectively under
stood by the language's users. Morphemes may be either bound or free. Free mor
phemes stand alone, whereas bound morphemes include prefixes and suffixes. An 
example of a free morpheme would be the word "American:' "Anti-American" and 
"Americans" are examples of bound morphemes (Haviland 1999: 95-105). 

Languages are also characterized by rules of combination. These rules are ap
plied to the combination of phones, phonemes, morphemes (words), phrases, sen
tences, and verses. The rules of combination are known as syntax or grammar. Syn
tax deals with sound combinations and word order and specifies a language's 
surface structure. Thus, in many English sentences a verb and a possible object fol
low a subject. On the other hand, the use of "!"at the beginning of a word like 
"!Kung" is an example of a phone that is not commonly utilized in English. 

The final linguistic concept introduced in this overview is semantics. How does 
thought come to expression, and how is meaning derived &om word order? Lin
guistic researchers speak of linguistic phenomena in terms of their surface struc
ture properties or syntax and their deep structure properties or semantics (Fowler 
1974: 32-34; Haviland 1999: 95-105). Often the meaning of a linguistic ex
pression is ambiguous, and meaning must be derived &om the expression's context 
rather than word order. For example, the ending phrase in the Greek text of John 
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I. I, K<Xt8Eo~ i]v o AO)'O~. is somewhat ambiguous. Traditionally, the phrase is trans

lated "and the Word was God" (RSV, KJV). However, two additional plausible 
translations are "and the Word was divine" or "and the word was a god" 

(Haenchen I984: 109). Ambiguity arises because 8£6~ occurs in this phrase with

out the article o. Earlier in the verse it appears with the article ( tov 8Eov ). In trans

lating the latter part of the phrase, translators regard AO)'O~ and 8£6~ as equivalent 
expressions and translate the expression 8EO~ without the article as a reference to 

the high god of the Judaeo-Christian tradition. But is this the meaning intended 

by the author, authors, or editors that produced this text, and is this the meaning 

the earliest hearers would have attributed to this text? Did this text arise in a Hel

lenistic or Palestinian Jewish context or even a possible Gnostic context (Brown 

I966; Bultmann 1971; Beasley-Murray 1987)? 
Given these possible interpretive contexts, this phrase could have multiple 

meanings. Thus, the relationship between syntax and semantics is complex and is 

mediated by a text's multiple social and cultural contexts. Questions concerning a 

text's social setting ( Sitz im Leben), the social world and social status of the text's 

author or authors and subsequent editors, and the social and cultural worlds of a 

text's intended and subsequent hearers are major issues addressed by the sociology 
of literature and sociolinguistics (Haviland 1999: 99-IOI,II0-23; Theissen 

1992: 33-37;Theissen 1999: 1-I8, 323-3I). Thus, insights from linguistics, so

ciolinguistics, and the sociology of literature could aid in clarifYing findings from 
statistical textual analysis, which are based more on syntax measures. 

The methodological, empirical basis of statistical textual analysis is comple

mented by measures derived from statistical linguistics. According to Hubert sta

tistical linguistics enables researchers to measure and classifY linguistic patterns, 

which may answer questions concerning a text's authorship and a language's dis

tinctive features and linguistic complexity (1980: 223). Hubert maintains that a 

society's organizational and cultural complexity is reflected in the complexity of 

its language. This is a restatement of the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis, whereby lan

guage is viewed as a powerful tool that can "shape" one's perception of reality in 

addition to "encoding" reality (Haviland I999: I 10-13). 

Four major linguistic indicators that can be quantified are (I) word frequency, 

(2) vocabulary size, (3) word length, and ( 4) sentence length (Hubert 1980: 223). 
Word frequency analysis deals with documenting word occurrences within a doc

ument. Occurrences may be ranked according to frequency of occurrence. Vocab

ulary size measures may be employed to identifY a particular author's writing style. 

Here the focus shifts to identifYing distinct words utilized by an author and the 

author's vocabulary range. Word-length indicators and sentence length can be em

ployed in a similar manner as average number of letters and/ or syllables per word 
or average sentence length could be utilized as an indicator of an author's style. In 
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fact, in a classic biblical study addressing the authenticity of the various letters at
tributed to Paul, A. G. Morton utilized sentence-length measures to test Pauline 
authenticity (Hubert 1980: 247-48). 

Linguistic research testing the validity of these indicators with different lan
guages reveals some important findings. First, an inverse association exists be
tween a word's frequency of occurrence in a document and its rank (Zipf's law ).2 

Second, a word's frequency of occurrence decreases as its word length increases. 
Third, as the length of function words such as prepositions and conjunctions in
creases, their frequency of occurrence decreases. On the other hand, the fre
quency of occurrence of context words such as nouns and verbs does not vary by 
word length. Finally, authors tend to prefer a limited vocabulary, a concept 
known as the "principle of least effort," but listeners (intended audiences) pre
fer broader vocabulary ranges because they minimize a particular communicator's 
possible alternate meanings (Hubert I 980: 234--4 7). These findings based on 
cross-cultural research suggest that statistical indicators such as word frequency, 
vocabulary size, word length, and sentence length are valid and reliable measures 
and would be appropriate for use in studying linguistic associations embedded in 
New Testament manuscripts. 

Statistical Linguistic Analysis: Case Studies 

lle Prologue of John (]n l: l-18) 
Preliminary statistical textual analyses of John 1.1 and 1.1-18 are offered as 
illustrations of this approach's usefulness in evaluating authorship hypotheses. 
These passages are appropriate test cases since the Johannine authorship of the 
prologue and its relationship to the rest of John's Gospel has been questioned 
(Haenchen 1984: 81; Beasley-Murray 1987: 3). Some theories suggest that 
only verses 1-3 and 13 were part of the earliest version of the prologue, while 
others have suggested that verses 1-5, 10-11, 14, and 16-17 were part of an 
Aramaic hymn that was later incorporated (Bultmann 1971: 16-18; Haenchen 
1984: 79, 81; and Beasley-Murray 1987: 3). A word-frequency and word
length analysis of John 1.1 is displayed in table 7.1 for illustration purposes. 
A more comprehensive verse-length analysis of the prologue is portrayed in 
table 7.2.3 

The descriptive statistics provided in table 7.1 could help a researcher specify 
an author's or editor's style, and data could be provided for each of the prologue's 
eighteen verses in an attempt to test theories of the prologue's textual homogene
ity. The preliminary analysis of the first verse suggests that the writer's style is 
characterized by the use of small words and a high degree of word repetition. The 
average word length is three letters, and only three of the seventeen words are used 
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Table 7 .1. Word-Frequency and Word-Length 
Analysis of John 1 :1 

Word Rank Frequency of Occurrence 

1. o, tov 
2. M>yoc; 
3. itv 
4. mi 
4. 9£ov, eeoc; 
6. EV 
6. &pxn 
6. npoc; 

Total verse length: 17 words 
Mean word length: 3 letters 
SOURCE: Novum Testamentum Graece. 

4 
3 
3 
2 
2 

once. If one wanted to test whether the authorship style of verses I-5, 10-II, 
14, and 16-17 differs significantly from the style characterizing verses 6-9, 
1.2.-13, IS, and 18, mean word-length statistics, word-rank, and word-frequency 
statistics could be calculated for both dusters and then compared to provide an 
empirical test of the Aramaic hymn hypothesis. 

A second statistical test that could be employed to validate the findings from 
the word frequency and word length analysis of John's prologue is verse length 
analysis. It is assumed that verse length functions as an indicator of linguistic style 
in much the same manner as sentence length. Both measures are syntax-based. 
However, a word of caution is in order. Verse length and sentence length are not ex
act equivalents, and extensive punctuation and the verse system are later additions 
to the Greek text (Metzger 1968: 13, 2.2.-27). The verse is essentially a mechanism 
that is employed to reference different units of thought. The verse system provides 
plausible linguistic reconstructions or approximations of expressed ideas. 

Given these assumptions verse length is treated as a readily available indicator 
of authorship style, and one could expect the verse lengths for the Aramaic hymn 
section of the prologue to differ significantly from the other verses. Even if the 
author of the prologue has edited the Aramaic hymn section, and earlier material 
has been woven into the text, traces of the Aramaic hymn author's style would 
probably survive the translation and redaction process. To test the Aramaic hymn 
hypothesis, a difference in means test for small samples could be employed. This 
test would involve calculating the mean verse length (X) and the estimated sam
ple variance (S2) for each verse cluster and then employing a t-test to determine 
whether the difference in means for the Aramaic and non-Aramaic verses is sta
tistically significant (Levin and Fox 2000: 21.2.-17; Mueller, Schuessler, and Cost
ner 1977: 430-36). 
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If the hypothetical Aramaic and the remaining portions of the prologue were 
by the same author, then one would expect the difference in mean verse length for 
these two clusters to be zero or close to zero. This may be stated formally as: 

H0:X -Y = o 

HI:X-Y * 0 

The first hypothesis (H0) indicates that there is no difference in means. The seco~d 
hypothesis (HI) suggests that the mean for the Aramaic hymn verse cluster (X) 
could be higher or lower than the mean for the non-Aramaic hymn verse cluster (Y). 

The formulas used in calculating the means (formulas I & 2), the estimated 
sample variance (formulas 3 & 4), the t-test (formula 5), and the degrees of free
dom (formula 6) are taken from standard statistical texts (Levin and Fox 2000: 
2I2-I6; Mueller, Schuessler, and Costner I977: 430) and are stated below. The 
formulas for the means are: 

- lX. 
X=--' 

N 
- lY. Y=--' N 

(formulas I & 2) 
X y 

X. andY. represent the word length of individual verses, and N and N represent 
I I X Y 

the total number of verses in each group. The L sign indicates that the different 
verse lengths for each cluster are to be added. The formulas for calculating the 
sample variance (S2) estimates are: 

2 l x.2 -
S =--'-X 

X N 
X 

2 lY.2 -
S =--' -Y 

r N 
y 

The formula for the t-test statistic ( t) is: 

(formulas 3 & 4) 

t=~==~====~~==x==-=Y============~=== J(N S 2 + N S 2)/( N + N - 2) X ( N + N )/N N 
XX yy X Y X Y X Y 

(formula 5) 

The formula for the degrees of freedom ( df) is: 

df=N -N -2 
X y (formula 6) 
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The findings of the verse length analysis of the Aramaic hymn and the non
Aramaic hymn verses in John I.I-18 are summarized in table 7.2. The mean (X) 
verse length of the Aramaic hymn verses is 13.7 words, while that of the non-Ara
maic hymn verses is 14.375 words. Obviously, the means are not the same, but is 
the difference in means statistically significant? To determine this a two-tailed 
t-test is employed. 

The hypothesis of no difference in means (H0: X - Y = 0) will be ac
cepted if -t_005 ~ t ~ t_005• Using formula 5 to calculate the t statistic, the t 
value is -0.50 I (see table 7.2). It is assumed that the t statistic will be statisti
cally significant if the probability of a chance finding does not exceed p ~ .05; 
however, more confidence is placed with measures significant at the p ~ .01 
level. This means that the chance that the t value calculated is the result of ran
dom error does not exceed I percent. Since a two-tailed t-test is used, the 
chance of an erroneous low value or high value is 0.5 percent. The values for 
the low end (- t_005) and high end ( t_005) critical t values are derived from "a 
distribution of t table" (Levin and Fox 2000: 432). This table is included in 
the appendix of most elementary statistics textbooks. The critical value se
lected is for a two-tailed test at the p ~ .01 significance level for 10 + 8 - 2 

Table 7 .2. Verse-Length Analysis of Aramaic Hymn and 
Non-Aramaic Hymn Verses in John 1:1-18 

A. Aramaic Verses 

Verse Length 
Verse in Words 
(Nx) (X;l 

1 17 
2 7 
3 12 
4 12 
5 13 

10 16 
11 10 
14 23 
16 12 
17 15 

137 

N1 = 10 

- I.X; 137 
X = N = 10 = 13.7 

1 

I. X;2 _ 2,049 
S/ = ~- X2 = """"1"0- (13.7)2 = 17.21 

X 

x.z 
' 

289 
49 

144 
144 
169 
256 
100 
529 
144 
225 

2,049 
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B. Non-Aramaic Verses 

Verse Length 

Verse in Words 
(N) (Y;) y2 

I 

6 8 64 
7 14 196 
8 11 121 
9 13 169 

12 16 256 
13 16 256 
15 22 484 
18 15 225 

115 1,771 

N2 = 8 

- lY; 115 
y = - =- = 14 375 

NY 8 . 

l Y.2 - 1 771 5/ = ~- y2 = ~ - (14.375)2 = 14.734 
y 

x-v 
t = j"""i'(N===S=:2;=+=N===S=:2c=)/:=( =N=+=N=-=2)=X=( N=+=N=)/=:=N===N 

:I I( y y ll: y J[ y z y 

13.7 - 14.375 
t = ----r:'~:=::=;~===::~~~===:':'~=::':" = -0.501 

( 10(17.21)+8(14.734)) (10+8) 
1 0 + 8 - 2 (1 0)(8) 

x = 198 = 19.8 
10 

= I 6 degrees of freedom. This critical t value is ± 2. 9 2 I. Since -2.9 2 I ::5; -

0.501 ::5; 2.921, the hypothesis of no difference in means (H0: X - Y = 0) is 
accepted. This means that the difference in mean verse length for the Aramaic 
hymn verse cluster (X) and the non-Aramaic hymn verse cluster (Y) is not sta
tistically significant. This statistical test indicates that the verses included in 
the prologue On I.I-18) display a linguistic style that is similar enough to 
suggest that they are from the same author or editor. The findings of this em
pirical test cast doubt on the Aramaic hymn hypothesis. 

Testing the Jesus Seminar Authorship Authenticity Designations 
Verse length analysis could be employed also in testing for the presence of multi
ple authors and/ or editors of the Jesus tradition preserved in the gospel accounts. 
In The Five Gospels (1993), the members of the Jesus Seminar have attempted to 
distinguish authentic or probable words of Jesus from those judged to be less 
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probable or inauthentic. The group has evaluated each of the statements attrib
uted to Jesus preserved in Matthew, Mark, Luke, John, and Thomas and placed 
them in one of four groups. These groups are: (I) not a Jesus saying, (2) not a Je
sus saying but contains ideas similar to Jesus', (3) probably a Jesus saying, and ( 4) 
a Jesus saying (Funk, Hoover, and the Jesus Seminar 1993: 35-37). 

In providing a test of the validity and reliability of the Jesus Seminar's au
thenticity designations, the "antithesis sayings" from the Sermon on the Mount 
(Mt 5:21-48) are subjected to verse length analysis. Since each Jesus saying can 
be placed in one of four possible authenticity categories, analysis of variance 
(ANOVA) is employed to test the differences in authenticity category means. 
Analysis of variance is an appropriate measure to use when the means for three or 
more groups are being evaluated. It is assumed that each authenticity category rep
resents a separate sample, and between group (authenticity categories) and within 
group (each authenticity category) variation (association) can be assessed (Levin 
and Fox 2000: 240-4 I). 

The Greek text of the antithesis section is again based on Nesde-Aland Greek 
text (Novum Testamentum Graece). The two hypotheses tested are: 

• Null Hypothesis 
The antithesis section of the Sermon on the Mount is a collection of sayings 
by a common author. 

• Research Hypothesis 
The antithesis section of the Sermon on the Mount is a collection of say
ings by multiple authors. 

(~: ~ * ~ * ~ * X4) 

With the research hypothesis, it is assumed also that the antithesis section could 
have been created by multiple authors and /or revised by one or more editors. The 
Jesus Seminar participants maintain that the antithesis section contains authentic, 
probable, similar, and inauthentic Jesus sayings (Funk, Hoover, and the Jesus Sem
inar 1993: 141-45). 

Authorship categories and verse length data for the antithesis section verses are 
presented in table 7.3. Included also are mean verse length calculations for each 
authenticity category and the square of each verse's length. Verses 22, 42, 44, and 
45 have been excluded from the analysis since these verses include phrases that 
would cause a verse to be included in more than one authenticity category. Also, 
the phrase f:yiD ~£ 'JJ:rro UJ.iiv has been removed from the word count for verses 34 
and 39 so that the verse would conform to only one authenticity category. The 
mean verse length for the inauthentic verses(~) is 13.9 words, whereas the mean 
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Table 7.3. Proposed Authorship, Verse, Verse Length, and 
Mean Length of Verses Included in the Antithesis Section 
(Mt 5.21-48) of the Sermon on the Mount** 

Verse 
(N,) 

21 
27 
28 
31 
32 
33 
38 
43 

23 
24 
29 
30 
34* 
35 
36 
37 
47 
48 

25 
26 
46 

A. Sayings Not by jesus 

Verse Length 
in Words 

(X,) 

15 
5 

20 
11 
23 
15 
10 
12 

L = 111 

X, = 1 ~ 1 = 13.9 

B. Ideas Similar to jesus 

Verse Length 
in Words 

(X2) 

19 
22 
33 
32 
12 
19 
15 
17 
17 
12 

L = 198 

l<z = \9~ = 19.8 

C. Probably by jesus 

Verse Length 
in Words 

(XJ) 

30 
13 
16 

L =59 

~ = 539 = 19.7 

Length 
Square 
(X/) 

225 
25 

400 
121 
529 
225 
100 
144 

L = 1,769 

Length 
Square 
(X/) 

361 
484 

1089 
1024 
144 
361 
225 
289 
289 
144 

L = 4,410 

Length 
Square 
(X/) 

900 
169 
256 

L = 1,325 
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D. Jesus Saying 

Verse Length Length 
Verse in Words Square 

(NJ) (XJ) (X/) 

39* 18 324 
40 15 225 
41 10 100 

l = 43 l = 649 

- 43 X4 = 3 = 14.3 

*The phrase ~liE 'Ai:ym Ulll v has been omitted and is not included 
in the verse-length count. 

••The jesus Seminar scholars indicated that verses 22, 42, 44, and 45 
contain phrases by multiple authors and/or editors. These verses 
were excluded from the analysis of variance. 

verse length for the similar idea (5S), probable (~), and authentic (X4) verses is 
19.8, 19.7, and 14.3 words respectively. 

ANOVA is employed next to evaluate the null and research hypotheses. This 
procedure involves calculating the individual cluster means, total sum of scores, 
sum of squared scores, number of subjects, group mean, total sum of squares, 
within-group and between-group sum of squares, between-group and within
group degrees of freedom, within-group mean square, between-group mean 
square, the F ratio, and the critical F ratio. The following formulas and analytical 
steps (1-14) are employed in conducting the analysis of variance of the antithe
sis material. These formulas and steps are derived from Levin and Fox (2000: 
253-56). For larger textual data sets, researchers could utilize either the Statisti
cal Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) or the Statistical Analysis System (SAS) 
to import and analyze the relevant, coded textual data. Each statistical package in
cludes various analysis of variance procedures.4 

I. sample means: 

- LXI 
X=-

I NI 

X1 = 13.9 (See table 7.3) 
5S = 19.8 
X3 = 19.7 
x4 = 14.3 
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2. sum of scores: 

I. x,.OTAL = I. xi + I. x2 + I. x3 + I. x4 

L x,.OTAL = III+ 198 +59+ 43 
=411 

3. sum of squared scores: 

LX2TOTAL =I. X/+ I. X/+ LX/+ I, X/ 

I. X\OTAL = 1769 + 4410 + 1325 + 649 
= 8153 

4. number of subjects: 

NTOU\L = NI + N2 + N3 + N4 

NTOTAL = 8 + 10 + 3 + 3 
= 24 verses 

5. group mean: 

- L x,.OTAL X = ---:---=-=;...;;.;..= 

NTOTAL 

411 = 24 = 17.1 words 

6. total sum of squares: 
~ 2 -2 

SSTOTAL = ""' X TOTAL - NTOTAL X TOTAL 

~OTAL = 8153 - (23)(17.11 
= 1135.2 

7. within-group sum of squares: 
- ~ 2 ~ -2 

SSWITHIN - ""' X TOTAL - ""' NGROUP X GROUP 

~IN = 8153 - [ 8(13.91 + 10(19.8)2 + 3(19.7)2 + 3(14.3)2] 
= 8153 - 7243.82 
= 909.18 = 909 

8. between-group sum of squares: 

SSaETWEEN = L N GROUP x2 GROUP - N TOTAL x2 TOTAL 

SSBETWEEN = [8(13.9)2 + 10(19.8)2 + 3(19.7)2 + 3(14.3)2] - 24(17.1)2 
= 7243.82 - 7017.84 
= 225.98 
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9. between-group degrees of freedom: 

dfBETWEEN = k - I 

dfBETWEEN = 4 - I 
=3 

10. within-group degrees of freedom: 

dfWITHIN = NTOTAL - k 

dfWITHIN = 24- 4 
= 20 

I I. within-group mean square: 

SSWITHIN 
MSWITHIN = d£ 

WITHIN 

909 
MSWITHIN = 20 

= 45.45 = 45.5 

12. between-group mean square: 
ss 

M~ = BETWEEN 

ETWEEN dfBETWEEN 

225.98 
MSBETWEEN = -3- = 75.327 = 75.3 

13. calculated F ratio: 

. MSBETWEEN 
F rauo =Me;;: 

"WWTHIN 

75.3 
F ratio = 45.5 = 1.65 

I 4. critical F ratio: 
degrees of freedom (between= 3; within= 20) 
significance level (p ~ .01) 
critical F ratio = 4.94.5 

Since the calculated F ratio (1.65) is less than the critical F ratio ( 4.94) at the 
p ~ .01 level of significance, the null hypothesis is accepted. The analysis of vari
ance findings suggest that the antithesis section (Mt 5.21-48) of the Sermon on 
the Mount in its present form appears to be the work of a common author or a 
common editor. The material could have come from Jesus, a Matthean redactor, 
or an unknown source that was inserted by a Matthean redactor. The multiple au-
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thorship and/ or editorship designations within the antithesis section of the Ser
mon on the Mount proposed by the Jesus Seminar are not supported by this sta
tistical analysis of verse length data. However, additional linguistic measures other 
than verse length should be tested, and other passages within the Sermon on the 
Mount must be analyzed before a common authorship or editorship theory for 
the Sermon on the Mount material can be accepted. Nevertheless, statistical tex
tual analysis represents an additional tool that biblical researchers can utilize to 
empirically test authorship theories and authenticity models. 

Conclusion 
Although biblical researchers have applied statistical analysis to the study of textual 
variants since the early decades of the twentieth century (Metzger I 968: I 63-69), 
the potential usefulness of this method has not been sufficiently explored. Radday 
and Shore's (1985, 1977a, and 1977b) application of computer-assisted statistical 
linguistic analysis to the study of authorship problems associated with the Books 
of Genesis and Joshua represents a pioneering effort to demonstrate the validity 
and usefulness of this emerging exegetical approach. The analysis of shared word 
sequences and shared vocabulary by Mciver (1997) represents a more recent at
tempt by a New Testament scholar to apply statistical textual analysis to the study 
of synoptic source relationships. The case studies offered in this brief introduction 
to statistical textual analysis offer additional examples of the approach's potential 
usefulness. Researchers employing this exegetical approach will need to share an ap
preciation for statistical analysis and the empirical method. However, statistical tex
tual analysis will provide an additional opportunity to test authorship and textual 
authenticity claims empirically as well as foster a productive dialogue between re
searchers in the humanities, the social sciences, computer science, and mathematics. 
Statistical textual analysis is truly an interdisciplinary exegetical approach. 

Notes 
I. In addition Stark reminds researchers that such measures as city size, distance from 

religious Gerusalem) and political (Rome) centers, and the time period of the known pres
ence of religious groups such as Judaism and Gnosticism are important examples of data 
that can be utilized in studying the diffusion of early Christianity (1996: 129-45). 

2. See table 7.1 for an example of what is meant by rank in this context. 
3. Again, these analyses are based on Novum Testamentum Graece, twenty-seventh edition 

(Nestle-Aland Greek text). 
4. See George and Mallery (2000: 131-63) for SPSS procedures and Cody and Smith 

(1997: 150-89) for SAS procedures. 
5. Taken from a table of critical F values. See Levin and Fox (2000: 435). 





Aspects of Rhetorical Analysis 
Applied to New Testament Texts 

ERNST R. WENDLAND 

8 

FOR CENTURIES SCHOLARS, including such notable practitioners as Augustine 
(himself a teacher of rhetoric), the Venerable Bede, Erasmus, Philip 
Melanchthon, and John Calvin have applied a rhetorical approach to the study 

of New Testament (NT) literature. For the past 200 years or so such rhetorical 
analyses have increased significantly in both quantity and quality, right up to the 
present day when it has become almost impossible to ignore the results of this text
based research, no matter what one's specialization. Space here does not allow an ad
equate diachronic or synchronic survey of the field; we will leave that task to oth
ers. 1 I will define the discipline in a general way and then give a selective overview of 
several prominent methodologies that may be useful when working in the social sci
entific study of early Christianity. I have included a number of shorter NT exam
ples to complement the longer application of a rhetorical model to I Peter. 

What Is "Rhetoric" and Why Study It? 
A thorough discussion, description, or analysis involving the popular concept of 
"rhetoric" must necessarily begin with a careful definition of the term itsel£ But 
here we encounter a major difficulty. As Martin Kessler observed many years ago, 
"The basic problem with rhetorical criticism is that English literary critics are by 
no means agreed as to what that well-worn term 'rhetoric' signifies or ought to sig
nify. In the light of this it can hardly be deemed surprising if biblical critics won
der" (1982: I). This problem presents itself because, as the word has become 
more widespread and commonly used in the literary analysis of biblical discourse 
( c£ Hughes 1989: 23), it has also been employed with an increasingly wide refer
ential scope. Thus its signification may range from a strict application of the ba
sic principles and terminology of ancient Greco-Roman rhetoric (e.g., Watson 

169 
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1988) to an all-embracing reference to virtually any type of semiotic social inter
action (e.g., Robbins 1984: 6). 

In its narrow classical sense "rhetoric" is the art and technique of persuasion, ars 

rhetoric a (Aristotle, Rhet. ). In practice this entails the use of a definite and dearly 
definable literary strategy that aims through conventional but skillfully utilized 
means of argumentation to modify (i.e., to reinforce or change) the cognitive, 
emotive, and/or volitional stance of the intended audience. The term "art" sug
gests a specific ability or proficiency that one is simply endowed with, while "tech
nique" implies a compositional skill that can be learned and perfected on the ba
sis of some concrete heuristic principles and procedures. The critical evaluation of 
this rhetorical component or characteristic of literary discourse (i.e., its "rhetori
city") is called "rhetorical criticism:' 

Although conservative theologians may be reluctant to speak about the use of 
"argument" or "artistry" in relation to the Holy Scriptures, the obvious facts of 
the case still need to be confronted. Unless one decides to deny or to downplay 
the patent literary-stylistic attributes of the biblical text (which have been demon
strated in many published studies), one needs to give such features due consider
ation in any current exposition or application of its intended message. Since a 
rhetorical method was undoubtedly practiced, whether consciously or intuitively, 
during the initial event of the oral or written composition of the Scriptures (He
brew or Greek), it is a factor that contemporary analysts and interpreters of the 
Word must also give particular attention. The aim is to ensure that this vital as
pect of the original text is properly recognized and accounted for in any type of 
contemporary exposition. 

While overlapping in varying degrees with respect to aims, objects, and meth
ods, the study of "rhetoricity" may be distinguished from that of "artistry" in lit
erature by its primary focus. An analysis of artistry tends to stress compositional 
form (impersonal structure or style) within a given text, whereas the examination 
of rhetoricity emphasizes its communicative function or pragmatic (interpersonal) 
intent. The latter may be viewed as being progressively realized with respect to the 
twofold aim of conviction (cognitive emphasis) plus persuasion (emotive + volitional 
elements). Thus the fact that a person has been cognitively convinced will accord
ingly be manifested by a significant reinforcement or change in thought or behav
ior (actions, words). 

There is considerable overlap in the textual realization and the subsequent crit
ical assessment of these two crucial aspects or attributes of literary discourse
artistry and rhetoricity. Many of the same literary-linguistic devices may be in
volved in their operation and evaluation (i.e., the practice of rhetorical criticism 
versus "stylistics" or "poetics"). Furthermore, both dimensions together con
tribute to the overall connotative component of text "meaning" in terms of impact 
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and appeal. For this reason, some analysts lump the two together in their classifi
cation of literary technique, e.g., "argumentative" and "compositional" rhetoric 
(Trible 1994). In any case, there are a number of familiar stylistic devices that fea
ture prominently in the "persuasive" shape of discourse in both secular debate and 
formal argument and in theological exhortation and admonition. These include 
rhetorical questions, irony/ sarcasm, enigma, paradox, semantic paronomasia, rep
etition (exact or synonymous), direct speech, and word order variations for differ
ing semantic or pragmatic emphases. 

De Waard and Nida make a number of helpful observations from a broader 
perspective on the subject of rhetoric in their book on "functional equivalence in 
Bible translating" (1986). Thus the rhetorical aspect of meaning in a text, which 
is related to its larger discourse structure, is viewed as being realized or manifested 
by the principal linguistic macro-operations of selection and arrangement. Rhetoric 
typically effects such major communicative functions as wholeness, aesthetic ap
peal, impact, appropriateness, coherence, progression, cohesion, focus, and em
phasis (de Waard and Nida 1986: chapter 5). This rhetorical dimension is pro
duced by means of a number of literary techniques, such as repetition, 
compaction, connection, rhythm, shifts in expectancies, and the exploitation of 
similarities and contrasts (chapter 6). The main difficulty with such an approach 
concerns the rather expanded scope of the field of rhetoric, which now encom
passes many of the textual features that are commonly investigated within the gen
eral framework of "discourse analysis:'2 

Rather than this wider conception of rhetoric, I will restrict the notion more 
to its classical understanding of effective communication. Thus "rhetoricity" pertains 
to a literary text that accomplishes a particular communicative function (or set of 
them) that relates to the principal goal of audience persuasion. Thus the various de
vices that contribute to the unity, diversity, structure, or any other literary charac
teristic simultaneously effect one or more of these functions in and through the 
text at hand, e.g., expressive, directive, referential, ritual, etc. While such notions 
may be helpful in a general sense when analyzing a biblical passage, it is probably 
more helpful for analytical purposes to be more specific. To this end, the various 
concepts, categories, and procedures associated with "speech act theory;' includ
ing its extension to "text acts" and "relevance;' may be used profitably (Hatim and 
Mason 1990: 78-79, 95-96). 

The perception of and response to biblical rhetoric, just as the religious 
significance of the text's essential content, will obviously differ for current, 
as opposed to the initial, consumers of a given book or passage. For many 
readers or hearers of the Scriptures in today's world, these two so-called "hori
zons" of hermeneutics, distinguished by terms such as "source-language" 
and "receptor-language" settings,3 are complicated by a third. This is the 
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"interposed" horizon of a translation in a language and culture that is not their 
own, e.g., English and French for the majority in Africa or Spanish and Por
tuguese in Latin America. 

While in one sense we are all outsiders "listening in" on a very distant origi
nal text, the acuity of some individuals is sharper than that of others. This is due 
to their ability to access the source text directly and/ or their greater knowledge of 
several of the key situational factors, such as the historical background, sociolog
ical setting, political and religious establishment, economic environment, material 
culture, geography, and dimate.4 A person's textual interpretive competence may 
also be enhanced by utilizing the analytical techniques supplied by linguistics, lit
erary theory, semiotics, anthropology, biblical studies, communication science, 
and related disciplines (e.g., multimedia technology). Functionally focused and 
situation-sensitive studies can furnish some useful insights into the ongoing 
process of contextualizing, or "framing," one's external ("alien") horizon further 
along in the direction of that of an internal ("indigenous") original. This includes 
the use of extratextual tools in modern Bibles such as footnotes, sectional head
ings, glossary entries, and illustrations to help bridge the ever-present communi
cations gap that exists between the biblical texts' sociocultural contexts and those 
of today. 

Rhetorical Criticism (RC) 
There are many different types of "rhetorical criticism" that are being practiced 
nowadays with respect to the varied literature of the Scriptures. Although these 
diverse methodologies are related to a greater or lesser extent by their special con
cern for the junctional, pragmatic aspect of literary analysis, they are distinct 
enough to warrant separate consideration. I will not attempt to cover the entire 
field of study but will focus instead on those approaches that appear to be most 
helpful in giving the analyst a credible understanding of how the forms of bibli
cal discourse operate to effect various interpersonal functions within their initial 
as well as current communicative settings. 

The practice or application of the ability, skill, craft, and/ or technique of 
"rhetoric" ( ~ ~'toptK1l) has been carried out over the years in diverse ways and 
with a number of important differences with regard to the particular purpose in 
mind. Consequently, the definition of "rhetorical criticism" has become manifold, 
even somewhat blurred, as various investigators have tended to focus their atten
tion upon one or another of the basic components involved in the interpersonal 
communication of biblical literature. Generally speaking, scholarly interest has 
been shifting from left to right in relation to the three essential constituents shown 
in figure 8. I (and their extratextual settings, or contexts). 
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Context,__-----S 1 .................................. .. 

SOURCE -+ TEXT¢:::> RECEPTOR/RESPONDER 

................. ! R-----------
Context 

Figure 8.1. Essential Constituents of Rhetorical Studies 

The Greco-Roman (GR) Model 
Ancient and to a great extent also contemporary practitioners of the discipline of 
classical rhetoric place a decided emphasis upon the persuasive strategies and com
positional techniques of the original source of communication, whether oral (an 
orator) or written (an author). They also place great importance on a text's actual 
setting, the so-called "rhetorical situation:'5 In its classical sense, the notion of 
"persuasion" appears to have had a somewhat broader referential domain than its 
meaning nowadays (Kennedy I980: 4), including the effects of discourse upon a 
person's actions or behavior as well as one's thoughts and emotions (i.e., the "im
perative" along with the "emotive" and "informative" functions of language; de 
Waard and Nida I 986: 29-30). Thus an elaborate taxonomy of forms and func
tions has long been established to both describe and interpret the communicative 
event from this "premodern" perspective.6 

A modern eclectic methodology based upon the principles of ancient Greco
Roman, or Hellenistic, rhetoric and applied to biblical discourse is summarized 
below. This is derived from one of its earliest and best-known practitioners, 
George Kennedy. 7 

• First, the total scope of the pericope, or "rhetorical unit:' to be analyzed 
is delineated as to its discourse boundaries with respect to "a discernable 
beginning and ending" (Kennedy I984: 34), whether a complete work or 
only a portion of one. 

• Next the "rhetorical situation;' or contextual setting, of the pericope is 
described following the model of Lloyd Bitzer (I968: I-I4). This 
rhetorical situation encompasses all of the relevant factors, personal and 
impersonal, that together occasion some crisis or stimulus ( exigence) that 
calls for an appropriate human response in the form of a verbal discourse. 

• The third preliminary matter to deal with is the specific problem, 
question, or issue (stasis) under consideration along with the particular 
manner (species) of rhetoric that has been chosen to present it: judicial 
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(concerning accusation and/ or defense of justice or wrong-with a past 
temporal orientation), deliberative (confirmation or refutation according to 
what is beneficial or expedient-future focus), or epideictic (celebration or 
condemnation of seminal beliefs and values-present time setting). 

• The text itself is then analyzed in terms of invention, arrangement, and 
style. Invention (inventio) concerns the choice of various proofs and topics 
to best support the case being argued, whether according to ethos 
(character), pathos (emotions), or logos (modes of reasoning). Arrangement 
( dispositio) involves the compositional structure of the discourse in terms of 
ordered constituents, such as the exordium (introduction), narratio (initial 
statement of the case), probatio (main body of the argument), and peroratio 
(conclusion) according to the principles of logical deduction or 
experiential induction. Matters of style ( elocutio) pertain to the specifics of 
how a particular speech is put together in a persuasive way through the use 
of devices such as distinctive diction, repetition, syntax, and figures of 
speech or thought.8 

• A proper GR analysis concludes with a careful evaluation of the overall 
effectiveness of the rhetorical processes utilized in the text. For example, 
how well do these techniques succeed in meeting the major exigence, and 
what are the chief implications of the discourse, as delivered, for the 
audience (or readers)? 

Many other formal distinctions and devices could be mentioned, but the pre
ceding five steps provide a basic overview of the main procedures involved in the 
GR methodology, certainly as capably applied by Kennedy and Watson. The sec
ond step deals most directly with the rhetorical dynamics of any situation by call
ing for persuasive argumentation of one sort or another. It also points stylistic and 
rhetorical critics alike in the direction of making a more relevant application of 
their analysis by focusing on human interactive communication in contexts of cri
sis, celebration, or need. 

However, certain problems arise when one attempts to put into practice the 
other steps of this set of rhetorical procedures. A typical application of the last 
step, for example, turns out to be rather perfunctory and hence not very helpful. 
Such an "evaluation of the rhetoric" is generally very short (e.g., less than two 
pages in Watson I988: 78-79), highly concentrated in technical terminology, and 
characteristically positive in nature, as in, "Jude's rhetoric conforms to its [i.e., GR 
rhetoric's] best principles" (Watson I988: 78). The third step causes some serious 
difficulties on account of the imprecision presented by the three so-called 
"species" of rhetoric, which allow for too much leeway, and hence subjectivity, in 
one's classification. There is also a great deal of arbitrariness involved in the at-
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tempt to categorize any complete text (of the Scriptures at any rate) with refer
ence to a single time frame. The first step corresponds essentially to the first stage 
of a Muilenburg-type RC analysis (see below), and the fourth amounts to a con
ventional stylistic "dose-reading;' clothed (or is it overdressed?) in the jargon of 
classical rhetoric. The chief divisions proposed do not differ that much from the 
normal "beginning-middle--ending" of any well-formed discourse. 

Much more helpful in this regard is Mack's outline of "the major moves of 
the rhetorical speech [or 'thesis'] in terms of the major types of proof or argu
mentation":9 

introduction ( = exordium, e.g., a word of praise or commendation) 
proposition (the case to be argued, injunction to be supported, or thesis to be 

defended, often stated in the form of a syllogism, maxim, proverb, 
anecdote [chreia ], or traditional commonplace) 

rationale (the reason[ s J for the proposition-why it is just, true, expedient, 
appealing, advantageous, etc. according to conventional logical 
arguments) 

opposite (any contrary perspective on the proposition, a demonstration of the 
truth or validity of its inverse; a dialectic argument of formal refutation) 

analogy (general cases or universal principles taken from the world of 
experience, especially the natural sphere of the environment or that of 
everyday human activity) 

example (well-known stories retold or alluded to from the arena of actual 
history or facts based upon familiar social institutions and important 
cultural settings) 

citation (quotation from a recognized philosophical or literary authority who 
has come to a similar conclusion or has adopted the same stance with 
respect to the main proposition, including appropriate references to the 
virtues and vices of the gods) 

conclusion (a final exhortation that returns the discourse in a memorable way 
to its initial point of departure) 

This sequence and its various transformations (repetition, deletion, perturbation) 
provide a useful way of summarizing, albeit in very general terms, the mixed "ju
dicial-deliberative--epideictic" type of rhetoric that we find in many of the NT 
Epistles. 

Other difficulties associated with an overly strict application of the GR 
method of analysis is well summarized by Watson and Hansen.10 

There is the question of the degree that rhetorical theory influenced the epis
tolary genre ... and if it is rightly used in analyzing Jewish texts, particularly 
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those from a specifically Palestinian context .... Greco-Roman rhetorical analy
sis may leave peculiar features of early Christian rhetoric unappreciated or 
undiscovered .... There is the danger of glossing over the changes rhetoric must 
undergo in the transition from oral to written form or from one written genre 
to another .... there is also the danger of a too rigid application of rhetorical 
categories to the biblical texts. Black (1989) notes "a disquieting tendency to 
press oracles or letters into elaborate rhetorical schemes of organization (from 
proem to epilogos):' (1994: III) 

The final point noted above is especially problematic when depending upon the 
rhetorical theory of the handbooks alone in the analysis of an ancient text, with
out making a comparative, confirmatory study of actual contemporary speeches 
and letters (Mitchell 1992: 9; c£ Stowers 1986: 25). Other criticisms of a gen
eral nature could be mentioned: the imprecise (hence often debatable) use of the 
elaborate rhetorical categories and foreign terminology; the lack of any alternative 
or complementary perspective on the overall organization of a given discourse; 
and all too often an undiscriminating application of the GR framework, with the 
result that one tends to lose sight of the forest in the thick description of each 
and every one of its trees. 

(Ponn Criticism and Beyond"-Muilenburg's 

Extension into Rhetorical Criticism 
James Muilenburg is the recognized pioneer of the modern rhetorical critical move
ment in American biblical studies, proposing a text-based methodology that is sim
plified and in other ways rather distinct ftom the classical approach. II Dissatisfied 
with the discourse-fragmenting procedures of both source and form criticism, 
Muilenburg made a revolutionary appeal to respect the integrity and literary 
artistry of the biblical text as received (following conservative emendation, if nec
essary). In his groundbreaking presidential address to the annual meeting of the 
Society of Biblical Literature in 1968, IZ Muilenburg argued that "Form and con
tent are inextricably related. They form an integral whole. The two are one .... It 
is the creative synthesis of the particular formulation of the pericope with the con
tent that makes it the distinctive composition that it is" (Muilenburg in House 
1992: 54). Convinced that much of biblical literature was "skillfUlly wrought ... 
with consummate skill and artistry" under the guiding influence of "conventional 
rhetorical practices;' Muilenburg went on to propose that "Persistent and painstak
ing attention to the modes of Hebrew literary composition will reveal that the peri
copes exhibit linguistic patterns, word formations ordered or arranged in particu
lar ways, verbal sequences which move in fixed structures from beginning to end" 
(Muilenburg in House 1992: 68-69). The strong emphasis of RC upon the text 
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itself as the principal object of investigation is evident from the preceding citations. 
This manner of analysis is characteristic also of the serular "New Critical" or "sty
listic" school of literary study and is typical of all those who more or less followed 
Muilenburg's directives. His "concrete" concept of rhetoric is reflected in Eugene 
Nida's treatment, where the term "includes not merely stylistic flourishes but a 
highly important level of language structure and significance" (I982: 324). A 
broader "text-centered approach" also forms the basis for Bruce Johanson's com
prehensive rhetorical study of I Thessalonians (I987: 3-6). 

In paying tribute to the scholarly insights to be derived from form-critical 
(FC) studies of the Hebrew Scriptures, Muilenburg noted three things in partic
ular: the broad comparative nature upon which FC analyses were based (including 
all other literatures of the ancient Near East); their careful attention to matters 
pertaining to literary genres along with associated formal features (structure and 
style); and a concern to reveal the social and religious functions that recognizable 
genres performed in specific cultural settings (Muilenburg in House I 992: 
50-5 I). However, Muilenburg went on to point out several serious deficiencies 
that he thought needed correcting in the typical FC approach to analysis. Among 
the most crucial of these was its "tendency to be too exclusive in its application 
of the method" with the result that it would "lay such stress upon the typical and 
representative that the individual, personal, and unique features of the individual 
pericope were all but lost to view" (52-53). In order to counteract such undue 
emphasis upon the general and the traditional (or expected) in both oral and writ
ten texts, Muilenburg proposed a more stylistic and aesthetic critical perspective. 
However, it is a method that also pays special attention to the larger organization 
of biblical discourse: 

What I am interested in, above all, is in understanding the nature of Hebrew lit

erary composition, in exhibiting the structural patterns that are employed for the 

fashioning of a literary unit, whether in poetry or in prose, and in discerning the 

many and various devices by which the predications are formulated and ordered 

into a unified whole. (57) 

In order to accomplish these objectives, a basic two-step procedure is set forth, 
one that lays the foundation for any structural analysis through the delimitation 
of the essential elements of a literary composition. This is coupled with a de
scription of the primary interrelationships of these units, both to one another and 
to the whole that they comprise. In step one, therefore, the rhetorical critic will 
seek "To define the limits or scope of the literary unit, to recognize precisely 
where and how it begins and where and how it ends" (57). Muilenburg carries out 
this externally oriented aspect of the analysis by noting compositional techniques 
such as the inclusio, colonic or strophic arrangement (in poetry), and the stylistic 
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marking of points of climax leading to a finale. This procedure in fact overlaps 
with the second, which adopts an internal perspective on the discourse as demar
cated, namely: 

To recognize the structure of a composition and to discern the configuration of 
its component parts, to delineate the warp and the woof out of which the liter
ary fabric is woven, and to note the various rhetorical devices that are employed 
for marking, on the one hand, the sequence and movement of the pericope, and 
on the other, the shifts or breaks in the development of the writer's thought. (59) 

To this end the analyst should investigate the frequency, distribution, collocation, 
and function of literary features such as repetition, parallel phrasing, figures of 
speech, transitional particles, vocatives, and rhetorical questions. 

Muilenburg's exercise of what he termed "rhetorical criticism" (in House 
1992: 57, 69) is clearly very stylistic or form-centered in nature, albeit in a dif
ferent sense from the methodology that he desired to move "beyond:' For this rea
son the practitioners of this approach have been criticized as being victims "of 
that 'rhetoric restrained; that is, victims of the fateful reduction of rhetoric to styl
istics, and of stylistics in turn to the rhetorical tropes or figures" (Wuellner 1987: 
451). On the other hand, it may be argued that this method of rhetorical criti
cism has either initially stimulated or been subsequently broadened into various 
forms of literary analysis, a field of research that has been applied with increasing 
frequency and success in NT studies of the past few decades, especially with re
spect to the narrative texts of the Gospels. 13 

Reader-Response (RR) Rhetoric 
In recent years RC analysts have become cognizant of the need, first of all, to sen
sitize themselves to "the oral orientation of ancient literary units;' and second, to 
move "beyond" Muilenburg, as it were, and considerations of literary style in or
der to "articulate the impact of the literary unit on its audience" (Watson and 
Hauser 1994: 12, 14). Indeed, some have gone so far as to tailor a definition of 
their discipline with this focus in mind. For example, rhetoric is "the means by 
which a text establishes and manages its relationship to its audience in order to 
achieve a particular effect" (Patrick and Scult 1990: 12). Such an emphasis upon 
"reader-response;' however, may be in danger of moving too far in the direction 
of the "receptor" side of the communication cycle (see figure 8.1), thus denying 
Muilenburg's expressed concern (as well as that of GR critics) for probing the 
rhetorical intentions of the biblical author, or message "source" (Muilenburg in 
House 1992: 50, 54). RR critics appear to recognize that "The form or shape of 
a discourse is the key to how it functions for an audience .... Through the shape 
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into which speakers cast their message they tell the audience how they mean it to 
be engaged and therefore to be understood" (Patrick and Scult I 990: I 4-I 5). But 
most RR interpreters tend to downplay or disregard this principle and perspective 
by suggesting that such textual "cues or indicators" may not be so important af
ter all. Thus, the "text's meaning is not inherent in its linguistic configuration or 
its author's intentions, but rather in the transaction or conversation between the 
text and the spiritual seeker addressed by its rhetoric" (I990: I9). The problem 
here involves that old hermeneutical conundrum of whether or not to recognize 
the validity-and ultimately also a priority in terms of original authority-with 
respect to the two traditional horizons, or contexts, of interpretation: "what a text 
meant" in its biblical setting and "what it means" for people today. For most cur
rent reader-response critics of Scripture, this fundamental distinction does not re
ally apply, and therefore it is up to the present interpreter to "synthesize the mean
ings a text has had into the meaning it has in order to understand it fully;' thus 
stimulating a "rhetorical re-enactment of the text's meaning" and transforming 
this amalgam from the past into some current ideal-"the best text it can be" 
(Patrick and Scult I990: 20-23). So-called "postmodern" theorists have of 
course pushed this position a step further in the direction of a contemporary mi
lieu and mind-set, one that favors idiosyncratic interpretation and a localized, 
here-and-now application of what amounts to a context-less biblical text. I4-

Semitic (Rabbinic) Rhetoric 
This is an important field of RC that has been comparatively neglected in NT 
studies. The gap here is rather significant since the rhetoric of the Jewish rabbis
appropriated, adapted, and in various respects uniquely developed by Jesus the 
Christ (as recorded in the Gospels rrepresents a sort of midway point between 
the literature of the Old Testament and that of the New. Jesus' discourses appear 
to have much in common with the prevailing literary style of the Hebrew prophets 
as well as that of the contemporary teachers and preachers of his day. The fol
lowing is a summary description (with illustrative references) of seven of the main 
artistic and rhetorical features of "Jesus' Speak.:•IS 

• Authoritative demeanor/ aspect. Jesus spoke with full divine authority (ethos) as 
the Son of God. This is clearly reflected, for example, in his utterance of 
categorical blessings or curses and in his many imperative, legislative, 
judicial, revelatory, and predictive assertions (Mt 5.I7, 2I; II.! I; I9.4f£). 

• Prophetic style. Jesus preached and taught like a Hebrew prophet of old, as 
evidenced by his calls to sincere repentance in order to avoid future divine 
judgment (Mt I I .2 I -24 ); his reverence for, devotion to, and emphasis 
upon "the word of the Lord" (Mt 9.I2-I3); his bluntly honest, 
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hypocrisy-condemning message, on occasion including irony, hyperbole, 
and sarcasm (Mt I 0.34 ); and his gracious invitations to enter the 
"kingdom of God" in both its present (Mt I 1.28) and future 
manifestations (Mt 24.34-36). 

• Wisdom tradition. In addition to their strong "prophetic" flavor, the speeches 
of Jesus also reveal significant influence from the "wisdom school" of 
ancient Hebrew theology and rhetoric. Thus his verbal style also features a 
simple directness of expression; concrete, picturesque, down-to-earth 
language-yet dealing with the "deep issues" of life and death, goodness 
and evil, right and wrong, God and man; the use of questions, both real 
and rhetorical, and evocative analogies, often expanded into narrative 
parables; and above all, a predilection for contrast, antithesis, hyperbole, 
the maxim, and other forms of aphoristic utterance (Mt S.I4-IS, 7.2-5, 
II.I0---13). 

• Dialogic technique. The rabbinic style favored dialogue, especially interaction 
with the audience by means of question and answer, or question and 
counter-question-the method of debating known (today) as "challenge
and-riposte" (Mt 4.I-II).16 Most of Jesus' controversies with the "scribes 
and Pharisees" (or with skeptical crowds) are initiated by such an 
exchange, for example, in Matthew I2 concerning the issues of picking 
grain on the Sabbath (2-3), healing on the Sabbath (IO-I I), exorcising a 
demoniac (22-25), seeking a "sign" (38-39), and Jesus' true "mother and 
brothers" ( 46-50). 

• Speaking in specifics. Jesus' discourses are permeated with specific, life- and 
people-related imagery and figures of speech (especially simile and 
metaphor) that are based upon the local environment and everyday 
experience of his hearers. Such imagery appeals not only to the sense of 
sight and other sensory impressions (e.g., drowning in the sea or burning 
in fire-Mt I8.6, 8), it also strikes deeply into one's emotions as well. 
Often a "focal instance" or "extreme example" (Tannehill I975: 53) 
having great shock value is involved (e.g., the series recorded in Mt 
5.39-42). Jesus' criticisms are never conveyed in the abstract, but they are 
normally accompanied by brief, dramatic "case studies" or parables 
designed to drive home his point along with the underlying spiritual 
principle (e.g., Mt 6.I-2). In this skillful and insightful manner of 
speaking, Jesus "contextualized" his teachings inductively in order to 
illumine both the minds and the hearts of his hearers. The "kingdom of 
God" as he portrayed it was not something purely conceptual and far 
away; rather, it became an immediate living experience for all who entered 
in (Mt I8.2-3, 21.3I-32). 
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• Audience appeal and involvement. Several of the features already noted, the 
dialogic method in particular, indicate how dose Jesus was, in 
communicative terms, to his audience. His many questions were a 
prominent aspect of this style of instructive engagement-the rhetorical type 
being a standard rabbinical tool (e.g., "What do you think?" Mt I8.I2), 
but also real interrogation at times to find out their thinking on particular 
issues (Lk 10.26-27, 36-37; I4.4). While he favored an economical 
manner of expression, he would often replace the particular-not with the 
abstract or general-but with audience-appealing allusion. They could then 
fill in the blanks or paint the full picture in their own minds, creating a 
conceptual background for his message (Mt I2.3-4, 25; I3.33, 47, 57). 
Jesus' enigmatic sayings would certainly tax and test the thinking, opinions, 
attitudes, and level of commitment of his listeners, even the twelve who 
were closest to him (Mt 8.22; 9.I3, IS, 24). Also attractive to Jesus' 
audiences undoubtedly were the various touches of either subtle or 
hyperbolic humor that color his teachings (Mt 7.3-5; 15.14; 23.24, 27). 

• Poetic compositio. Jesus was a poet with words, first of all with regard to the 
many minor stylistic features of his discourse--the images, figures, 
hyperboles, repetitions, questions, wordplays, parallelisms (synonymous or 
contrastive, Mt 7.7-8, 23.12), and rhythmic cadences. Jesus frequently 
spoke in the form of balanced, poetically patterned sense and sound units, 
as we hear in Matthew 6. I 9-20. Such larger structural arrangements 
characterize a great many of his didactic passages, particularly those 
recorded in John's Gospel It is for this reason no doubt that Luke describes 
Jesus' words as being exceptionally "pleasing" (with xaptc;, Lk 4.22) and 
having amazing "power/authority" (e~ooo\a, Lk 4.32; c£ Mt 7.29). This 
would be a good way to characterize the nature and effect of literary 
rhetoric in Christ's provocative parables in general (e.g., the extended linear 
parallelism in Mt 7.24-27), and to indicate how his masterful speeches, 
whether they have come down to us in the original or only in translation, 
surpassed the prevailing standards of his day. This poetic-rhetorical feature 
is also especially evident (in Greek!) in his many proverbial sayings. 

Clearly such investigation of the diverse rhetoric of Jesus is a potentially reward
ing field of study that requires considerably more research, particularly with ref
erence to and in comparison with Jewish rabbinic contemporaries. 

"New Rhetoric" (NR) 
A relatively recent development in the field of rhetorical criticism, known as "New 
Rhetoric;' zeros in on the various effects that a literary argument has upon the 
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receptors (audience/ readers) of verbal discourse. This development was popularized 
in particular by Perelman and Olbrechts-T yteca's groundbreaking work, The New 
Rhetoric: A Treatise on Argumentation (1969). However, as characterized by Margaret 
Mitchell, this important text 

Does not claim to be a handbook of ancient rhetoric, but rather a revision and 
reappropriation of it to modern philosophical problems, particularly that of epis
temology. Its intention is at basic points contrary to these [its disciples J New Tes
tament scholars--it aims at expanding the realm of argumentation rather than 
classifying particular texts according to form or arrangement. (1992: 7) 

Mitchell claims that followers of "the audience-based perspective of the New 
Rhetoric" tend to misconstrue the method's basic orientation and objectives, and 
hence they have confused the rhetorical analysis of NT literature through the ap
plication of terminology that has been subtly "redefined:'17 A more positive way 
of characterizing this "new" development in rhetorical study is that it adopts a 
"process approach" in seeking to better "understand the dynamic of persuasion 
and its function in social contexts" (Guthrie 1994: 30). It therefore focuses on 
"the inducement or enhancement of an audience's adherence to particular values 
by means of various strategies of practical reasoning;' i.e., quasi-logical arguments 
and those based upon cause and effect, specific cases to general principles, and dis
tinct "dissociating concepts" (Black 1995: 263, 272).18 

The basic nature and purpose of NR investigation has, as in the case of RR 
criticism, been significantly modified, with a decided move from the speaker
orientation of the GR method to the results of rhetorical discourse upon an au
dience (Watson and Hauser 1994: II3). Primary emphasis is thus placed upon 
"readers as active, creative, productive;' their "status" having been changed from 
"that of judges and critics to that of validators" (Wuellner 1987: 461). This per
spective involves a shift in the primary focus of attention from the initial to the 
current setting of communication, again at times with a consequent distortion 
(occasionally a complete obliteration) of the "two-horizons" concept of inter
pretation (Thistleton 1992: 499-508). The application of NR argumentation 
strategy procedures to the analysis of New Testament epistolary discourse has 
thus far been comparatively limited, but this may change if a way can be found to 
formulate its theoretical principles and practical procedures in a less abstract, 
dense, and esoteric manner. 

The Rhetoric of an Epistolary 11\.rgum.ent" 
As a more holistic and potentially more helpful example of the narrower, rheto
ric-as-argument approach in biblical studies, we may consider the following 
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method of dealing with the "argument structure" of a New Testament Epistle. 
This features a multifaceted framework that is designed to highlight the principal 
elements of content, both explicit as well as implicit, and to link these up with the 
pragmatic, context-specific relations that generate the discourse of a typical 
"paraenetic" text. 19 The latter is defmed as an oral or written work "consisting of 
exhortation and admonition, aimed at affecting the attitudes and behavior" of its 
addressees (Thuren I995: I8). 

The discourse of argument is normally intended to influence the thinking of 
an audience-to convince them of the truth, correctness, validity, expediency, etc. 
of a certain assertion or position (based on "logical" reasoning, logos). In addition, 
an author may also wish to move people to action, that is, to persuade them to 
change or modify their behavior in some significant way. This desire may be ef
fected through an appeal to the emotions, whether self-oriented (ethos) or directed 
toward their own feelings and attitudes (pathos). The relationship between these two 
aspects of a paraenetic argument, conviction and persuasion, is that the latter nor
mally builds upon the former. 

In order to persuade, the author usually needs to give reasons for the change: to give 

such reasons, and to justify them so that the recipient's opinions are affected, [sic J 
is called argumentation. But an argumentation may have its goal and result only that 

the recipient should see something as valid .... It becomes perswuion if the goal is 

also to create in the recipient a volition to act in some way. (Thuren 1995: 51) 

Arguments pertaining to both conviction (one's intellect) and persuasion 
(one's motives, emotions, and volition) are closely interrelated in I Peter, for ex
ample, where the author's primary goal is to "exhort" his receptors to "stand" 
firmly based upon the "testimony" that they had received concerning the truth of 
the gospel kerygma and the ideals of its implicated lifestyle (S.I2). In this case, a 
solid conviction regarding the reliable good news of Jesus Christ (e.g., I.I8-2I) 
was needed first of all in order to persuade his harassed addressees not to return 
to their former way of living ( 4.3-4) or to adopt the immoral practices of con
temporary pagan society (2.1 I-I2). In short, Peter's aim was-under the guid
ance of the Holy Spirit (1.12)-to reinforce and enhance their appreciation of 
the inestimable value of remaining faithful to the theology and ethics that befit
ted their high spiritual calling as "a chosen and holy people belonging to God" 
(2.9; c£1.2, IS). This should be done despite the audience's being separated and 
estranged from the society at large due to their Christian faith-life (I. I; 2.I I). 

In order to fully analyze and assess an author's method of epistolary argu
mentation then, a number of situationally related factors need to be investigated. 
Nine possible, mutually interactive elements may be described with respect to one 
another in an approximate manner as shown on in figure 8.2.20 The essential triad 
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that underlies every biblical argument involves a particular "problem" (e.g., a the
ological/ spiritual/ moral/ ethical need, lack, test, trial, or fault), whether known or 
previously unknown to the audience, for which the writer (or speaker) desires to 
propose a godly solution.21 He does this by making an appropriate "appeal" or 
exhortation that either promotes or prohibits a certain way of thinking or behav
ing; he encourages them either directly (e.g., imperative) or indirectly (e.g., by way 
of a theological/ moral assertion) to make a change or to strongly adhere to some 
specific thought, attitude, value, action, or situation in life. 

Such an appeal is supported by one or more "motivation(s):' that is, reason
ing of various kinds proofs, facts, testimonies, examples, analogies, case studies, 
etc.), which relate to content (IDgos), emotion (pathos), and/ or the author's own 
credibility and authority (ethos).ZZ The problem at issue thus motivates a certain 
communicative intention (" illDcution") in the mind of the speaker for getting the 
audience to deal with the difficulty in a particular way. This is then verbalized in 
what he believes to be the most rhetorically effective (convincing/ persuasive) man
ner in terms of linguistic and literary structure and style, specifically, the concrete 
"IDcution" or "text." Particularly important for analysis are the specific rhetorical de
vices (or "marks"; Murphy 1994: 7) that serve to verbally distinguish or reinforce 
what the writer is arguing for and how. This concerns the relative degree of excel
lence and effectiveness with regard to the manner in which the "appeal" is con
structed and supported by its "motivation( s ):' 

Invariably associated with this basic rhetorical triad is a set of subsidiary fac
tors that usually do not need to be explicitly asserted but may be mentioned oral
luded to, depending on the circumstances, for the sake of emphasis or recollec
tion. First we have the surrounding context, which is comprised of two distinct 
components: The "setting" is the general social, cultural, religious, historical, and 
environmental milieu in which the act of communication takes place. This is cou
pled with the specific inte-rpersonal "situation" that occasioned or provoked the 
"problem" in question that calls for a response from the individuals concerned. 
The combination of situation and setting (or "rhetorical exigency") with refer-

SETTING CONTEXT POTENCY 

illocution locution 

PROBLEM ===========> MOTIVATION =============> APPEAL 

SITUATION ASSUMPTIONS EXCEPTIONS 

Key factors explicitly or implicitly involved in a formal epistolary a~ment 

Figure 8.2. Factors in Epistolary Argument 
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ence to the original context has been the focus of much analysis by the prominent 
social scientific school of biblical criticismP 

Every oral or written text (argument) also occurs within a concrete verbal "co
text;' which would encompass portions of the same discourse, whether immediate 
(the paratext) or more remote, especially some preceding passage (an intratext ). In
cluded here would be all those external texts to which the present pericope is 
somehow related to or based upon (i.e., an inttrt:ext, selected for example from a 
relevant literary corpus such as the New Testament Episdes ). 

Further allied with every segment of argumentation is a number of underly
ing "assumptions;' or "warrants" (Thuren 1995: 42; Murphy 1994: 13-14). 
This refers to the various thoughts, attitudes, values, and emotions that the 
speaker shares with his audience that he presupposes can be readily accessed and 
understood by them as applying to the present locution, in particular, the rela
tionship that links the problem with the appeal and its motivation. Such back
ground information, which is frequendy left unstated (or "implicit"), derives from 
their prior knowledge and experience and includes their common worldview, way 
of life, value system, and fundamental social institutions. This conceptual inven
tory naturally differs from one person to the next, but it may be "averaged out" 
for any envisioned group. These assumptions will vary in their level of generality 
( "all" " " " " " h " " all " ) 11 . th . 1 . e.g., , most, any, w enever, usu y, etc. as we as m etr re attve 
strength (reliability, validity, viability, relevance, etc.), depending on what they are 
based upon, that is, their "backing": experience or observation, accepted defini
tion, citation of recognized authority, theoretical principles, and logical consis
tency (Murphy I 994: 24 ). 

Within the framework of a particular argument, especially a more elaborate 
one, a possible "exception" or two (a contrast, antithesis, counter-case, opposing 
evidence, potential rebuttal, etc.) may be optionally incorporated. This is done by 
way of anticipation, namely, in view of how the speaker surmises at least some in 
the intended audience will react to the message. Finally, one's formulation of the 
"appeal" may be deliberately varied through different linguistic-literary devices . 
with regard to its "potency;' that is, its relative directness, urgency, or degree of 
mitigation in terms of verbal expression. A recognized gradient is possible depend
ing on the language, literary tradition, author, and type of text that is concerned. 
This may range from the most to the least "potent" as follows, to cite some com
mon New Testament epistolary possibilities:24 

An overt imperative (command) form> [>signifies "is more 'potent' than"] 

some closely associated verbal (e.g., an "imperatival" participle) > 

a direct "appeal" ( xapalCIXAim) by the author to his addressees > 

the performative mention of an order or prohibition followed by indirect speech > 

reference to a specific divine command > 
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use of the verbs "ought" (oc!itlm) or "must" (&t) > 
a 'tva "final" clause > 

a positive or negative qualitative assertion that implies a related imperative 

(e.g., "in which you exalt ... you exalt with inexpressible joy" (1.6, 8) 

=> therefore, rejoice!)Z5 

The strategy of paraenetic argumentation outlined above may be applied at 
any convenient point in the text at hand or at any given compositional level in the 
hierarchy of discourse organization. To illustrate its potential utility and value as 
an analytical tool in New Testament studies, for social scientists in particular, I 
have utilized this [problem ~ motivation ~ appeal] framework to examine one 
important pericope in the epistle of I Peter. This passage sets forth one of the 
central concepts in the author's overall argument, namely, the believing commu
nity as constituting the new "elected" people of God (2.1-IO). I will begin with 
a literary-structural outline and stylistic summary of this particular portion of 
the letter.26 

Testify to the ((Priesthood" to Wbich You Belong (2. l-l 0) 
Let's consider the final section of I Peter's first principal division. It begins with 
"therefore" (oun), after a strong closure at 1.25. The reference to "newborn" 
( cipn..,.Evvrtta, v. 2) echoes related concepts in 1.3 and 23. This is arguably the cen
tral text of the entire letter, with its strong emphasis on the professing "people
priesthood" of God as a fulfillment of Old Testament prophecy. The beginning of 
this passage syntactically parallels that of the preceding unit, featuring a complex 
plural participial + Ox; construction (2.1-2/ /I.I3-I4), except that the latter is 
negative while the former is positive in outlook (structural anaphora, i.e., section-ini
tial parallels). The end of this section is signaled by another prominent passage of 
closure (2.IO, with a pointed allusion to Hosea 1.6, 9; 2.I, 22). The mention of 
"mercy" ( e"A££-) in v. I 0 forms an inclusio (boundary marker) with the start of this 
major division in 1.3, while the verb stem -a.yye'A.- ( v. 9) links up epiphorically (i.e., 
parallel section endings) with concluding correspondents in I.I2 and 25. As was 
the case in the two preceding sections of this division (I.3-I2, 13-25), each of the 
three constituent paragraphs is syntactically encoded in Greek as a single periodic 
sentence with end stress (climax): 

• Demonstrate your salvation in spiritual growth (2. I -3) 
This paragraph is dominated by the "milk" imagery of its second half, 
which is probably a figurative designation for the gospel "word" 
mentioned at the end of the preceding section ( 1.25). The present unit 
concludes with a word of OT confirmation in the unmistakable allusion 
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to Psalm 34.8, which turns out in Greek to be a christological pun: 
XPTlatO~ (= XPt.ato~) o K'llpt.o~. We note also a dramatic contrast effected 
by this reference to God's "goodness"-contra the actual or potential 
behavior of those referred to in v. I. 

• Our holy priesthood is built on the foundation of Christ (2.4-6) 
The leitmotif of A.i9ov "stone" (3X) lends perceptible cohesion to this 
central paragraph and also links it to the next (2X). This figurative reference 
to Christ and his church is again carefully grounded in the Scriptures (Is 
8.I4), set in prominent position at the dose of the unit (v. 6). 

• Proclaim your priesthood in contrast to unbelievers (2.7-IO) 
Anadiplosis (sectional boundary overlapping) with m<rreuro (vv. 6b-7a), 
coupled with an inferential o:Uv, sets up a forceful contrastive pattern that 
continues throughout the paragraph. This culminates in the crucial 
"people of God" synonymy (their nature, v. 9a, and purpose, 9b), which is 
highlighted in turn by the graphic dark-light imagery of 9c, followed by 
the decisive confirmatory citation from Hosea in verse IO. Verses 9-IO 
thus form a distinct paragraph of closure that foregrounds the principal 
word of encouragement for Peter's addressees. They have become "God's 
people" as a result of this salvific divine work, which was previewed by 
way of summary both at the beginning of the division in I .3-5 ( inclusio) 
and in the letter's salutation (v. 2). 

The individual, interrelated components in the structure of argumentation 
(see figure 8.2) as it applies to I Peter 2.I-IO may now be summarized as follows. 

SETTING: This would be the same as that posited for the letter as a whole, 
but with a special focus (in view of what is said in 2.9-IO) upon the addressees' 
increasing isolation in the wider community due to their uncompromising Chris
tian faith. They were indeed spiritual "strangers" in the world at large, people who 
could be "scattered" again even further abroad (i.e., from northern Asia Minor) 
at any time as a result of increasing persecution and prejudicial purges (2.II; c£ 
4.12). Also pertinent here, although implicit, is their apparent relatively low social 
status (like that of their Lord, vv. 4, 7b; note the emphasis on "slaves" [2.I8-20], 
which would obviously resonate with their "not being a people" 
[ v. I OJ, also in a socioeconomic sense). 27 

SITUATION: In the case of I Peter and many other NT letters, this factor 
is very difficult to specify with any degree of certainty. Whether the Apostle had 
ever met any of his readers in person is hard to say, but he does seem to be quite 
familiar with their interpersonal circumstances and hence the type of Christian 
encouragement that was most appropriate. In addition to the major threat of sur-
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rounding hostility, they also needed to be exhorted about the potential or actual 
internal tensions among them (2.1; c£ 3.8; 4.8-10) which, if left unchecked, 
could flare up to tear their community apart from the inside. 28 

PROBLEM: The mutually inflammatory interaction of setting and situation 
gave rise to a certain difficulty (or a complex of them) within the fellowship of 
believers. Although the addressees have been chosen by God, sanctified by the 
Spirit, and redeemed by Christ (1.1-2), their lives did not always measure up to 
their high calling. On the contrary, it appears that their Christian fellowship was 
often tested and troubled by such common interpersonal sins as malice, guile, 
hypocrisy, envy, and slander (2.1). In addition to this overt problem that Peter 
deals with in the present section, he also implicitly relates his exhortation to the 
larger difficulty presented by their current hostile life "setting;' namely, that of 
coping with their increasing social alienation and incipient external persecution. 
Both of these negative factors seem to have diverted the attention of these rela
tively new believers away from their true source of strength in the Holy Scriptures 
(including subsequent apostolic testimony; c£ 2 Pt 1.15-16) and this Word's en
couraging promises for the people of God. 

APPEAL: Peter makes three distinct, but interrelated, appeals in this section, 
two at the beginning and another in conclusion. He first admonishes his hearers 
(readers) to rid their Christian lives of all lingering vices, such as those listed by 
way of illustration in 2.1. Next (2.2) he encourages them to grow in their knowl
edge of God's life-giving and nourishing Word (the gospel of "salvation"). The 
third exhortation occurs in an interesting split and separated format. It is intro
duced in verse 5 as the addressees are figuratively called upon to "offer spiritual 
sacrifices" which are "pleasing to God;' that is, to present their lives in religious 
devotion to him, according to the leading of his Spirit. This notion is later clari
fied and augmented in verse 9 through descriptive characterization and the direc
tive that their life-purpose as the people of God must be to "proclaim [his J 
praises" as a concrete testimony to his mighty acts of (realized) deliverance 
(v. 10). 

POTENCY: The appeal with the strongest linguistic force is the direct aorist 
active imperative "long for, crave" ( em1to9Jlao:t£) in verse 2. The emphasis that is 
placed upon the authoritative Scriptures in this pericope (and the epistle as a 
whole) would surely justify such special prominence. This is preceded by a some
what less obvious (due to its potential ambiguity) but still stressed (due to its ini
tial position) "imperatival participle" in verse I: A1t08~vot "put[ting] away from 
yourselves:'29 Considerably more mitigated and implicit is Peter's charge for his 
addressees "to offer" ( &veveyKm, infinitive of purpose) themselves as spiritual 
sacrifices that serve to "laud" God's good deeds ( ~a'Y"{EfATJ'tE, aorist subjunctive 
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in a ~. "so that:' purpose clause). This last injunction is foregrounded, never
theless, because of its distinct, compound nature and the inclusion of its second 
half within the climactic verse 9 near the dose of the pericope. It is also previewed 
by the assertion in verse 3 that "the Lord is good"-hence most worthy of praise 
in both word and deed (implied). 

MOTIVATION: There are three essential motivating thoughts that urge 
acceptance of and compliance with the interrelated appeals of this segment: 
(a) the high status of the addressees as "chosen priests" and the "holy people" of 
God (2.5, 9); (b) the assurance that is available in the Word of God to strengthen 
their faith and the certainty of their salvation (2.2b ); and (c) the obligation to ren
der concrete thanks (i.e., also in their lifestyle) appropriate to the God who has 
been so "good" to them (2.3) and has shown them so much undeserved "mercy" 
by bringing them into the light of his saving grace (2.9b-IO). 

COTEXT: The interpretation of any text-internal pericope will naturally be 
influenced (intratextually) by the material that has preceded it in the discourse. 
Thus the "motivation" noted above continues the development that was initiated 
already at the beginning of the epistle in I. I -2. particularly in the closely related 
notions of "election" and "sanctification:• Accordingly. the opening transitional 
conjunction "therefore" (ou v) in 2.I carries on in a negative manner from the 
positive appeal to loving "obedience" in 1.22 as well as the opening exhortations 
of I.I3-14. Other concepts with clear intratextual antecedents are "new born" 
(2.2; c£ "born again" in 1.3); "word-based" (A<>yucov, 2.2; c£ "word preached as 
good news" in 1.25); and "holy" (2.9; c£ the same term in I.16).30 This section 
is also clearly packed with intertextual (apostolic as well as prophetic) references 
and reflections, particularly in the several mutually resonant "stone" passages 
(2.6-8; c£ Is 8.14, 28.16; Ps II8.22; Acts 4.II. with a possible evocation also 
of Mt 16.18). but also in the evident allusion to Psalm 34.8 (v. 3); in the vari
ous "praise names" for the people of God in verse 9 (old/Israelite => 
new/Christian; c£ Is 43.20-2I, 61.6, 62.I2); and in the announcement of their 
life-changing spiritual transformation in verse 10 ( c£ Hos 1.6, 9; 2.1. 22).31 The 
impressive array of biblical testimony and background material that is "re-con
textualized" here is an obvious indication of the thematic centrality of this peri
cope in I Peter. 

ASSUMPTIONS: There are several basic assumptions that underlie the move
ment from motivation to exhortation in Peter's line of argumentation: (a) God's 
"holy" people by their very nature and in view of their high status do not willingly 
practice any behavior akin to that of a pagan lifestyle (vv. I, 8); (b) further study 
of God's Word is necessary to enable Christians to grow spiritually and in the 
power to perform their assigned role in his "spiritual house" adequately. including 
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the offering of God-pleasing "spiritual sacrifices" ( vv. 2, 5); (c) the addressees, liv
ing in believing fellowship, constitute a fulfillment of biblical prophecy concern
ing the identity and character of God's holy people (vv. 5, 9); and (d) people nat
urally ought to thank someone who has been so kind to them (an experience that 
they have actually "tasted:' v. 3) and has mercifully blessed them in so many mar
velous ways, especially by bringing them to the gospel "light" which leads to eter
nal salvation (vv. 4, 9-IO). 

EXCEPTION: In order to highlight the prevailing positive aspect of his en
couraging message, Peter includes an extended and vivid reference to its antithesis, 
that is, by means of a prophetically based reference to all who oppose the Lord 
and persecute his followers ( c£ I.6-7). By rejecting Christ and his Word in unbe
lief, these persons "stumble" upon the divinely selected "rock" and thereby exclude 
themselves from his holy house ( vv. 5, 8), which constitutes a new, multiethnic 
"chosen people" (vv. 9-10). In effect, this element of dramatic contrast serves as 
an implicit warning against such a contrary faith-response and hence also a type 
of negative "motivation" to the first, admonitory aspect of Peter's appeal (2.1). 
How the chosen inhabitants of this "spiritual" dwelling are to conduct themselves 
in view of their being surrounded by such an immoral, antagonistic society and 
culture becomes the topic of focal concern in the entire body of this epistle 
(2.II-5.II). 

The preceding was only a partial "rhetorical exegesis" of the pericope of I Pe
ter 2.I-IO. My aim was to illustrate how such an "argument-oriented" perspec
tive can help one probe more deeply and systematically into a particular paraenetic 
passage. The detail required will naturally depend on its purpose and the relative 
scope of the project concerned. As already noted, this methodology is not meant 
to be employed on its own, but rather needs to be applied either as a follow-up to 
or in conjunction with a complete literary-structural overview of the discourse, a 
specific social scientific study, as well as a thorough semantic-propositional, text
based exposition. It may be further complemented by a so-called "speech-act" 
analysis whereby the sequence of "locutionary" units is examined on both the 
micro- and macro-levels of textual organization with a view toward determining 
their respective "illocutionary" implications: encouragement, warning, instruction, 
edification, commendation. 32 

Conclusion: The Significance of 
Rhetorical Criticism for NT Critics 
Does it make any difference at all precisely how "rhetoric" is defined and subsequently 
applied? It would certainly seem so, judging from the diversity in interpretation that 
results from equally thorough studies of a given biblical text. The reader-response and 
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neo-rhetorical approaches are exegetically less helpfUl due to their chosen emphasis 
upon the critical activity of individual contnnporary receptors in the hermeneutical 
process. It is not that such interpretation is viewed as being without value, only that 
it is of a secondary, applicative nature. It must therefore be derived from and based 
upon the results of a complete examination of the original (primary) setting and 
event of communication-as nearly as this may be determined using all of the ana
lytical techniques at our disposal, including those of the social sciences. 

But from another perspective, given the desirability of mutual correction and 
supplementation, one might conclude that these different rhetorical methodolo
gies are not so distinct or antithetical at all. Rather, they complement one another 
(when coupled with other analytical approaches) to give one a fuller, more accu
rate picture of the manifold rhetorical (logical-argumentative) and artistic (struc
tural-stylistic) complexities of biblical discourse, especially with respect to the 
New Testament epistolary literature where it has been most widely practiced.33 

Thus, most effective Bible interpreters recognize the fact that utilizing the 
manifold resources of rhetoric, both ancient and modern, in relation to the source 
as well as the target language, is not sufficient in and of itsel£ A single rhetorical 
analysis cannot guarantee an adequate understanding or communication of the 
message of the Scriptures, whether an individual passage or a complete document. 
It represents a major facet, but certainly not the only one, contributing toward a 
fUller comprehension of the biblical text from the perspective of the hermeneuti
cal horizon of either the original setting or that of any subsequent translation or 
time. Rhetoric deals largely with matter of literary form and function, but the 
more fundamental factor of conceptual, notably theological, content also needs to 
be considered, as was pointed out earlier. 

Content in turn is a function of situational setting, and here is where our ma
jor present interpretive problems arise-in terms of the total cognitive environ
ment of the original text (historical, sociocultural, religious, etc.). How serious is 
this communication gap and how can it be bridged or compensated for in a text? 
The preparation of contextually conditioned expository notes-"relevant" (i.e., 
efficient as well as effective) and responsive to both the biblical and the current 
contextual settings--is one important way of dealing with the critical hermeneu
tical deficit that cripples many people who interact with the Bible today. Situa
tionally selective commentary of this nature, whether conveyed personally (i.e., by 
human instructors) or via some mediate pedagogical device-aurally, electroni
cally, in written form, or by audiovisual means--would thus provide a reliable ve
hicle for transporting today's receptors conceptually back to the life- and thought
world of the Scriptures. In this manifold effort aimed at "contextualizing" a 
contemporary audience and readership to the complexities of the Word, it is clear 
that social scientists of every sort have a crucial role to play. 
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Notes 
I. See the extensive studies and bibliographies in Porter (1997a), Porter and Olbricht 

(1993), Kennedy (1984), Lausberg (1998), Robbins (1996b), and Watson and Hauser 
(1994). However, some recent anthologies still seem to overlook the importance of rhet
oric and rhetorical criticism (e.g., Barton 1998). 

2. E.g., Robbins broadly defines rhetoric as referring "to the way language in a text is 
a means of communication among people" (1996a: I). His "socio-rhetorical approach" 
to NT literature "focuses on values, convictions, and beliefs both in the texts we read and 
in the world in which we live:' This methodology features the application of "five differ
ent angles to explore multiple textures within texts: (a) inner texture; (b) inter-texture; (c) 
social and cultural texture; (d) ideological texture; and (e) sacred texture" (I 996a: 3). Only 
the first of these categories deals substantially with the text itself, the traditional domain 
of rhetorical critics, while the other four analyze the various topics that would be com
mon in most sociological studies. For this reason, Robbins's writings may present the best 
entry point for scholars in the social scientific community who wish to add rhetorical crit
icism to their repertory (for an extensive application of this approach in a commentary on 
Hebrews, see de Silva 2000). 

3. E.g., de Waard and Nida (1986: II-15). The expression "receptor language;' which 
reflects a rather crude conduit theory of "message transmission;' is potentially misleading. 
"Target language" is not much better. Perhaps "consumer language;' or even "response lan
guage;' would be more to the point in that these terms serve to highlight the active 

hermeneutical role that a contemporary audience has in the overall communication 
process. 

4. Recent studies in various fields of the social sciences have contributed greatly to our 
understanding of the ancient Near Eastern setting that contextualized the different texts 
of the NT. These results have been so significant that no responsible biblical exegete nowa
days can afford to ignore them. 

5. The communication-centered "rhetorical situation" (Kennedy 1984: 12, 34) is not 
to be confused with the more broadly conceived Sitz im Leben of Form Criticism (Elliot 
1990: 95). 

6. For a summary, see Nida, Louw, and Cronje (1983: 172-90); a semio-syntactic re
organization is found in Plett (1985). 

7. Kennedy (1984: 33-38); see also Watson (1988: 8-28) and Watson and Hauser 
(1994: IIO-II). Kennedy has more recently extended his productive rhetorical studies by 
means of an insightful, cross-cultural comparative approach (1998). 

8. There are actually two other "rhetorical canons" in classical rhetoric, namely, memoria, 

which deals with the process of effectively committing a speech to memory, and pronuncia

tio, which focuses on the techniques used to dramatically deliver a speech. The latter needs 
to be given more attention, considering the prominent oral-aural character of many NT 
texts (Wendland 2000: 26-33). Another important aspect of the "style" of rhetoric not 
mentioned here concerns the study of various types of cbreiai ( sg. cbreia ), characteristic and 
memorable sayings (less often actions) that were associated with a given illustrious person
age in GR as well as rabbinic oral and written literature. These sayings, which may be cate-
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gorized into different types (e.g .. wish, maxim, explanation, syllogism), were regarded as be
ing instructive, affective, or beneficial in some notable way. Consequendy, they were fre
quently strung together as either "statements" or "responses" and employed in the compo
sition of the biographies of famous persons (particularly in exposition and argumentation). 
The analysis of chreiai is an important aspect of the form critical and redactional study of 
the Gospels (c£Watson I992: I04-6;Watson and Hauser I994: IIS-20). 

9. Mack (I990: 4~6); see further, Bailey and vander Broek (I992: 63). For a more 
detailed form-functional typology, see Gammie (I990: 47). 

IO. See also the various essays in Porter and Olbricht (I993). 
II. See the testimonies to Muilenburg in Patrick and Scult (I990: II), Mack (I990: 

I2), and Kennedy (I984: 4). Personally, I think that Muilenburg's method of biblical text 
analysis is one of the best in terms of "relevance;' both efficiency (being comparativdy 
easy to apply) and effectiveness (providing useful results). Due to its major focus upon the 
original text of Scripture for its own sake, the Muilenburg approach might be character
ized as being "modern;' as distinct from both the "premodern" GR interest in the per
suasive activity of the author and contemporary "postmodernisrn;' which emphasizes the 
subjective hermeneutical activity and response of today's text "consumers:' 

I2. Published in I969, reprinted in House (I992). 
I3. For three good examples of "narrative criticism" with a rhetorical bent, see How

ell (I990), Mack and Robbins (I989), and Witherington (200I). 
I4. Alter and Kermode observe that a postmodern approach is "one recent sectarian 

manifestation that radically disavows all unities" in literature and operates according to the 
"fundamental dogma" that "every text is divided against itself" (I987: 25, 35). This crit
ical characterization is well put. 

IS. These are largely characteristic of an inductive didactic style. However, Jesus also 
employed deductive techniques in his argumentative discourse, e.g., ad hominem (Mt 24); 
a fortiori (Mt 6.30, 7.II); and reductio ad absurdum (Mk 3.23-26). For a discourse-ori
ented exploration of Jesus' persuasive manner of teaching, see Wendland (I996); for a 
classical Greco-Roman perspective on the Gospels and "Jesus' speech," see Kennedy 
(I 984: chapter 5); for a more literary-based overview, especially with reference to John, 
see Ryken (I992: chapter I7); also Robbins (I984: chapter I) and Witherington III 
(I 994: chapter 4 ). 

I6. Malina and Rohrbaugh (I992: 42, I88). For a structured sequence of such "chal
lenge-and-riposte" episodes, see Mk 2.I-3.6 (Dewey I980). 

I7. Mitchell (1992: 7); but see further Hansen (1993: 824) and Black (I995: 271). 
I8. For an extended application to a NT book, see Hansen, who analyzes Galatians in 

terms of five methods of NR argument-that by "authority;' "definition;' "dissociation 
of ideas;' "severance of the group and its members;' and "sacrifice" (1989, with a sum
mary in Hansen I 993: 824-25). For several shorter examples, see Vorster (I 990: 120-25, 
1992: 298-99) and Lategan (1992: 257-58). 

19. This is a summary of my adaptation of the "structure of argumentation" model 
that Lauri Thuren presents in his detailed I995 study of I Peter (which is itself a devel
opment of Stephen Toulmin's analytical method, I958). 
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20. Compare with Thuren (I995: 42-43). An analysis of this type would normally be 
carried out in close conjunction with an examination of a text's overall discourse (seman
tic) structure, i.e., an exposition of its system of interpropositional relations, as described 
for example in Sherman and Tuggy (I994: 2-4), with reference to I John (c£ Johanson 
I987: 6, 9). These underlie or constitute the meaningful linkage between the "appeal" and 
its "motivation;' or the "claim" and its "data" (Thuren I995: 42; termed "grounds" by 
Murphy I994: 6), and are normally of the nature of cause-and-ifftct. 

21. "Problem;' though not an explicit element of the Toulmin/Thuren model, is an 
essential aspect of all paraenesis, that is, hortatory discourse. 

22. AsThuren correctly points out (I995: 27), the key to understanding a paraenetic 
argument in the Epistles is an accurate elucidation of its distinctive manner of motivation, 
including its larger inductive and/ or deductive technique, as well as the various linguistic 
devices that are employed in this process. 

23. "Social-scientific criticism of the Bible is that phase of the exegetical task which 
analyzes the social and cultural dimensions of the text and of its environmental context 
through the utilization of the perspectives, theory, models, and research of the social sci
ences" (Elliott I993: 7; for a sample analysis of I Peter, see Elliott 198I: 70-86). 

24. I apply a similar selective gradient of mitigation with reference to the author's "ap
peal" in a structural-rhetorical analysis of I John (Wendland I998). The rdative "po
tency" of these various devices in rdation to one another in NT discourse may of course 
be debated; clearly the subject needs further study. 

25. Important in the argumentation of some languages like English, but not so much 
in others like Greek, are certain independent terms of modality called "qualifiers;' for ex
ample (ranging from stronger to weaker): necessarily, certainly, undoubtedly, presumably, 
probably, apparently, possibly, perhaps, maybe, conceivably, doubtfully, etc. ( c£ Murphy 
I994: 32). 

26. For an overview of this type of text analysis, see Wendland (1992: 30-37).1n the 
discussion that follows, I interact primarily with the views of Achtemeier, as expressed in 
his excellent commentary on I Peter (1996), which includes many insightful comments on 
the rhetorical development of this letter. I am here assuming Petrine authorship. Another 
perspective would of course result in significant changes in certain context-related de
ments of the argument model; however, a practical application of the methodology re
mains essentially the same. 

27. This point is disputed by Achtemeier (1996: 53-54), who feds that the oimm 
of 2.I8 refers "to slaves of a higher and more cultured ranking [i.e., than oouA.ot]" (I996: 
56). While this may be true, their status was certainly not high enough for them to avoid 
a "beating" (2.20)! 

28. Achtemeier feels that "there is no obvious indication in I Peter that the commu
nities addressed are threatened by internal disorder or potential schism" (I996: 57). Thus 
specific admonitions like those found in 3.8-9 may constitute "routine types of advice, 
representing Christian commonplaces" (1996: 58). 

29. In his detailed commentary on I Peter, Achtemeier expresses considerable caution 
with regard to any construal that posits the "imperatival use of participles" since "such us-
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age cannot be said to have been normal practice in Hellenistic Greek" (I 996: I 17). Such us

age does, however, seem to be operative in this strongly paraenetic (deliberative) letter. In this 
connection we may also note once more Achtemeier's overly cautious interpretive approach 

to these hortatory details: "because such a list of vices was drawn from common Christian 

tradition, one m~ not draw inferences from them regarding the particular situation of the 

readers" (1996: 144, emphasis added). So comprehensive a stricture seems too rigorous. 

30. Achtemeier presents a varied list of suggestions as to how segment 2.1-3 relates to 
verses 4-10, most notably on the basis of the "rock" imagery that derives from Psalm 33 
(1996: 153). 

3 I. Achtemeier notes this text as being "one of the largest collections of OT images 

in the NT" (1996: ISO). 
32. For a short application of speech-act analysis of I John, see Wendland (I998). 

The importance of such S-A studies for NT hermeneutics in general is pointed out by 

Thiselton (I999) and even more substantially by Vanhoozer (I998: ch. S-7). 
33. Black concisely summarizes the main benefits of rhetorical criticism for NT studies: 

In the academic marketplace of ideas, the study of rhetoric has proven to be a site for lively 
exchange among biblical interpreters of many allegiances: historical critics and literary ana
lysts, linguists and social scientists, philosophers and theologians .... The prime movers of the 
early church were the ethos of Christ and the pathos of a Spirit-imbued life. Creatively fusing 
form and content, the church's kerygma [i.e., logos] was designed to construe the Christian expe
rience, to express its power and to persuade others of its truth. To the degree that rhetorical 
criticism helps to darifjr these aspects of the NT, it illumines the text to be interpreted and 
challenges its modern interpreters. (I 995: 276) 

For detailed studies of the use of rhetorical analysis in various theological disciplines, see 

Compier (1999) and especially Murphy (1994). 





Structuralism and Symbolic Universes: 9 
Second Temple Judaism and the Early 
Christian Movement 

PETER STAPLES 

Now it is impossible to conceive of social relations outside a common 
framework. Space and time are the two frames of riference we use to situate 
social relations. . . . These space and time dimensions are not the same as the 
analogous ones used by other disciplines but consist of a ccsocialJJ space and of 
a ccsocial time,JJ meaning that they have no properties outside those which derive 
from the properties of the social phenomena which 'JurnishJJ them. 

-CLAUDE LEVI-STRAUSS' 

Introduction 

T HE PURPOSE OF THIS CHAPTER is to use a "structurist" method to recon
struct the understanding of social space and social time in Second Tem
ple Judaism (STJ) and its associated ritual practices. This endeavor will 

help us to explain why the Jews did what they did at that time and to recognize 
some of the continuities between Judaism and Early Christianity. Such continu
ities have recently been overlooked by scholars who emphasized the discontinuity 
between Judaism and the original Jesus movement.2 This study will show that the 
transition from Second Temple Judaism to Christianity was a gradual process 
rather than a radical break.3 When we examine the cultural management of space 
and time, we can also consider some of the theoretical insights of sociologists 
such as Anthony Giddens, who insists that "An ontology of space-time as consti
tutive of social practices is basic to the conception of structuration" (1984: 3). 

We have three preliminary questions: What is a "symbolic universe?" How did 
the people of Second Temple Judaism conceptualize time and space in the frame
work of their own symbolic universe? Which recursive practices (inherited activities 
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that reiterated time and space concepts) were associated with this particular con
ceptualization of time and space? If we can answer these questions, we will be able 
to understand more precisely the puzzling relationship between structure and agency 
that has recently become a major issue in social-historical explanation (Giddens 
1984: chapter I; Lloyd 1986, 1993). 

It is important not to compartmentalize structure and agency. If we were to in
sist on doing that, we would generate descriptions of structures in which nobody 
ever does anything or descriptions of actions and events in which agents do "that 
which is right in their own eyes:' Agents would no longer seem to be constrained 
by social contexts, nor would they be capable of acting together with other agents 
because there would be no medium of communication that would allow them to 
coordinate their actions. A better understanding of structure will help us to explain 
the actions of human agents and what we will call their recursive practices. 

We should be clear about what we mean when we talk about a structure, a .rym

bolic universe, or a Gestalt. There are important differences between structuralism, .rym

bolic realism, structuration, symbolic interactionism, and structurism (Lloyd 1986), and these 
approaches do different things with patterns, or structures.4 One of the advan
tages of a structurist methodology is that it not only elucidates the structures but 
also helps explain more convincingly the dialectical relationship between symbolic 
universes and the actions of the human agents who have internalized them (Lloyd 
1993: 93).5 

A good starting point for understanding structuralism is the account Jean Pi
aget first published in French in I 968, bearing in mind that this term is difficult 
to define because "the structures invoked by the ... 'structuralists' have acquired 
increasingly diverse significations" (1970: 3). Structures have "certain common 
and perhaps necessary properties:' A structure is also "a system of transforma
tions" rather than "a mere collection of elements:' Its transformations "never 
yield results external to the system." Nor do they involve elements that are "ex
ternal to it:' The notion of structure includes three elements: (i) the idea of 
wholeness, (ii) the idea of transformation, and (iii) the idea of self-regulation. Pi
aget also insists that structuralism is an alternative to atomism (1970: S, 8).6 

Structuralism not only entails a holistic rather than an atomistic approach to 
science, but also presupposes that the whole is always more than the sum of its 
parts. There is a crucial difference between natural science and the human sciences: 
the latter admits the notion of self-regulation. The human sciences differ from the 
natural in that transformations in the social world are always the result of human 
agency. In physics inanimate entities do not have the capacity to change the "rules 
of the game" (alias the "laws of nature"). In society, however, humans make trans
formations within their "rules" even in the process of adhering to them. Roger 
Bastide speaks of individuals, who are influenced by groups, families, religions, 
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and political traditions, not reviving everything that can be had from "collective 
memory" but only particular images (1971: 79). 

Piaget and the anthropologist Claude Levi-Strauss both also emphasize the 
importance of Gestalt psychology in structuralistic thinking, because it too is 
based upon the notion of wholeness (Piaget 1970: 55). Levi-Strauss not only rec
ognizes the affinity between Gestalt psychology and structuralist anthropology, he 
also sets out to operationalize its insights in the domain of social science (1963: 
chapter 16).7 An advantage of Gestalt psychology is that it allows us to recognize 
the same configuration even if its sequence has been disrupted, if one or two ele
ments have been changed, if one or two elements have been removed, or if some
thing new is added to a Gestalt. 

An example is a chain of beads marked with the following symbols: 2, 3, 4, 5, 
6, 7, 8, 9, 10, J, Q, K, A. Anybody who has played with a conventional pack of 
cards will easily recognize this configuration, even if its elements have been shuf
fled. We can also see that the addition of a Joker not only adds to the configura
tion, but also changes the rules of the game. Moreover, if I pick up a similar chain 
that now includes a subset labeled B, V, and H rather than J, Q, and K, I am still 
confronted by the same configuration because the Dutch use a pack in which the 
high cards are marked differently. The Jack is now the Boer ( = the farmer); the 
Queen is the Vrouw (=the woman); and the King is the Heer (=the man). Such 
transformations change neither the Gestalt nor the rules of the game (unless we 
add Jokers or suchlike), even if three of the symbols in the chain now look dif
ferent and even if we change their rank ordering. Three of the symbols (the signi
fiers) have changed, but what they signifY still remains the same. 

We can operationalize these insights when we reconstruct what I call the Tem
ple Restoration Gestalt in Second Temple Judaism. First, however, we must realize 
that any structure (such as a pack of playing cards) always consists of a set of 
symbols. This is part of the symbolic universe of games such as bridge. A set of sym
bols is not the whole, however, because the whole also includes the rules of the 
game.8 And we must never forget that, even if we have described the whole of the 
game, we have still not described and explained a game-what four human agents 
do when they have internalized this symbolic universe and begin to play a game of 
cards. This explains why we must never compartmentalize structure and events; 
both are ultimately the result of human agency. It also explains why we cannot de
scribe and explain a game unless we have first understood the game. 

Structure and Human Agency 
Piaget points to the danger of losing sight of humans as social beings when using 
some kinds of structural analysis. He acknowledges that "his own constructivist 
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theory of cognitive structure is intimately connected with Levi-Strauss's doctrine 
of the primacy of (individual) structure in social life" (1970: chapter 6, note 19). 
He calls Levi-Strauss "the very incarnation of the structuralist faith in the per
manence of human nature and the unity of reason:' But Piaget claims that Levi
Strauss stood Durkheim on his head. Whereas sociologist Emile Durkheim in
sisted upon "the primacy of the social over the intellectual;' Levi-Strauss insists 
that "all social life . . . presupposes an intellectual activity in man of which the 
formal properties cannot ... be a reflection of the concrete organization of soci
ety" (Piaget 1970: 107). Levi-Strauss did not stand Durkheim completely on his 
head, however, because he also insists that "customs are given as external norms 
before they give rise to internal sentiments, and these norms ... determine the sen
timents of individuals" (Piaget 1970: 108). 

Levi-Strauss still insists that structures "emanate from the intellect" (Piaget 
1970: II2). This explains why he conceives of them as prior to rather than de
rived from the social order. Structurists such as Christopher Lloyd, however, insist 
that all social structures are ultimately the result of human actions. In other words, 
social structures do emanate from the human mind, but they do not actually be
come structures unless actions have taken place. The prior existence of symbolic 
structures not only enables actions to take place, but also constrains them to a cer
tain extent (as Giddens also suggests). Because he focuses primarily upon mental 
activities, however, Levi-Strauss seems to lack the more robust understanding of 
human agency that we find in structurist thinking. 

In the light of Lloyd's structurist philosophy of human science, the question 
of whether to begin with preexisting social structures or with mental operations 
begins to appear less problematic because we must begin at both ends: especially 
when we consider the phenomenon of human agency. Agency obviously entails 
mental operations; but not when we are dealing with undeliberated, involuntary, 
or reflex actions. For example, actions are always performed by human agents, but 
they are never performed in a structural vacuum. More precisely, actions are never 
performed in a structural vacuum once structures are in place. But we can no 
longer reconstruct the first social structures, nor can we reenact the first mental 
operations. This means that we cannot answer the question of priority.9 More pre
cisely: once symbolic universes are already in place, we are no longer dealing with a straight 
line but with a "loop:' This is the sociological circle of externalization, objectiva
tion, and internalization (Berger and Luckmann I 966, three moments summariz
ing the process the sociologist Alfred Schutz focused upon in his phenomenolog
ical sociology; see Schutz and Luckmann 1973). 

Piaget agrees: "there is no longer any need to choose between the primacy of 
the social or that of the intellect; the collective intellect is the social equilibrium 
resulting from the interplay of the operations that enter into all cooperation" 
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(1970: 114). This is not only consistent with Lloyd's "structurist" methodology 
but also one of his starting points (1986: 145-47 and chapter 14). He says that 
Piagetian epistemology is obviously opposed to any form of apriorism or reduc
tionism. It supports the general idea of an emergent realism, or what he called con~ 
structivism or structurationism. There is a central notion of the human subject and ob
jective reality in a dialectical relationship. 

Piaget has also significantly influenced agency theories of structural change. His 
epistemology rests upon a well-developed agency conception of man as subject: 
structuring and transforming the world and his mind as he acts in the world. 
Many sociologists from the dialectical tradition have drawn upon his ideas in de
veloping their theories of action and social history .... There is no structure apart from 
construction, either abstract or genetic. (Lloyd I 986: I 46-4 7, 240; original italics) 

Lloyd now begins to move from structuralism to constructionism. He backs 
away from Levi-Strauss (but not from Piaget) for three reasons. First, because the 
structural analyses of Levi-Strauss "were almost exclusively confined to the cul
tural products of the human mind and he had little to say about the structures or 
relations of society, or about how they change" (Lloyd 1986: 243). Second, be
cause Levi-Strauss attempted "to reduce structures of culture to their atomistic [!] 
elements in order to rearrange them into logico-mathematical patterns" (1986: 
24 7). Third, because social reality and human agency "should always be ap
proached from the point of view of the actor's understandings" (1986: 264). In 
other words, "What remains sociologically essential is the recognition that all 
symbolic universes ... are human products; their existence has its base in the lives 
of concrete individuals, and has no empirical status apart from those lives" (Berger 
and Luck.mann 1966: 146, which Lloyd [1986: 268] cites). This is also the point 
at which Lloyd moves closer to symbolic interactionism and the phenomenologi
cal sociology of Schutz and of Berger and Ludemann when he explains how hu
man agents symbolize the world. We can now pass from structuralism and Gestalt psy
chology to the social construction of symbolic universes within the explanatory 
framework that Lloyd calls symbolic realism (1986: chapter 13). 

What Is a Symbolic Universe? 
When we consider symbolic realism, we must also consider Peter Berger's The Sacred 
Canopy. IO This book was an attempt to apply the insights Berger and Luck.mann 
developed from Schutz's phenomenological sociology to the study of religious 
phenomena (Bergerl967: vi-vii). When Lloyd moves from structuralism toward 
symbolic realism, he begins to think in terms of "systems of symbols and ideas, 
forms of consciousness, and the social actions that grow out of actors' symbolic 
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understandings" (Lloyd I986: 263). More precisely, symbolic realists (such as 
Berger) treat society as "a symbolically constructed order of meanings, rules, con
ventions, and so on:' Such an Umwelt (as he calls it; see Schutz 1973: 126-27, on 
the constituting of the "world of culture"), or cognitively constructed environ
ment, is not only the structural context of human action but also the locus of power, 
morality, and beliefs. It is continually reproduced by the "agential powers" of hu
man actors (Lloyd I 986: 265). Symbolic realism is not a radically new methodol
ogy, however, because its roots can be traced back to symbolic interactionism, phe
nomenology, and philosophical hermeneutics (Lloyd 1986: 194). The most 
influential source of Lloyd's symbolic realism is George H. Mead's posthumously 
published lectures, Mind, Se]t and Society (1934), which he calls "one of the key texts 
of twentieth-century social thought:' Mead insisted that all human behavior is so
cial behavior because "it takes place as a process of symbolically mediated action 
between an individual self and a social group" (Lloyd I986: 264). 

It is the capacity of human agents to construct the "social worlds" in which they 
live and move and have their being that ultimately distinguishes them from the 
other members of the animal species. In the process of constructing, reproducing, 
or transforming these social worlds, they make their own history and construct 
their cultures (Plummer in Turner I996: 223). In order to do this, agents always 
need a medium of communication that enables them to coordinate their actions 
with those of others. This means that the shared meanings that emerge during the 
interactions between two or more people depend upon the existence of language 
(Lloyd I986: 264). This implies that language is the most important component 
of every symbolic universe. Without language they would not even exist! 

There is a problem here, however, because symbolic interaction begins with in
teractions between two people even though we can also examine face-to-face 
groups. This raises the question of whether we are still entided to think in terms 
of symbolic interaction when we also take into consideration the symbolic prod
ucts and the actions of human agents who do not interact with each other face
to-face. So it seems that symbolic interactionists can only cope with micro-level 
phenomena. Lloyd concedes that explanation always begins at the micro level, but 
he also insists that "it does not have to stay at that level" (I986: 265). Neverthe
less, it is quite obvious that symbol systems such as language are capable of tran
scending the face-to-face interactions of individuals. For example, English is now 
spoken throughout the whole of the world. Several religions are "world religions:' 
When these are involved, we are no longer dealing with micro phenomena. So the 
next important question is, How is this possible?1 1 

To answer this question, we can look at Berger's Sacred Canopy (I967), where 
he explains externalization, objectivation, and internalization. "Only if these three mo
ments are understood together can an empirically adequate view of society be 
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maintained" (1967: 4). With the help of such concepts, we can now begin to un
derstand how the social construction of social reality is possible, even if we move 
up from the micro level to even higher levels of social construction and repro
duction. First of all, "It is through externalization that society is a human prod
uct. It is through objectivation that society becomes a reality sui generis. It is 
through internalization that man is a product of society" (I967: 4). More suc
cinctly: "Society is a human product. Society is an objective reality" (Berger and 
Luckmann I966: 79). Humans themselves are social products. We have now en
tered the "sociological circle:' The next question is, How did we get there? 

Berger, following Schutz, insists that a social world is ultimately constituted by 
the actions of human agents as they interact with each other in the processes of so
cial construction. This implies that the construction of social reality must inevitably 
be a collective enterprise. It is only in this way that "the products of those activities 
persist over time:' This means that "The 'stuff' out of which society and all its for
mations are made" (such as its configurations, Gestalten and symbolic universes) con
sists of meanings that have already been externalized by human agents (Berger 1967: 
7-8; see Schutz and Luckmann 1973: 99f£ on the "stock of knowledge"). 

Having externalized what Berger calls the "stuff" (out of which symbolic 
structures have already been constructed), the agents who originally produced 
them begin to assume that those structures must be located outside themselves. From 
the actor's point of view, they now seem to consist of real objects that are capa
ble of resisting their desires, even though they themselves are still in the process 
of reproducing them. Once a social world has been constructed by human agents, 
however, "it cannot simply be wished away:' This implies that the structures al
ready constructed by human agents now seem to assume "the status of objective 
reality" (Berger 1967: 8-I I). This is the transformation that Berger calls objectiva

tion. The sheer objectivity of society includes all of its constituent elements: insti
tutions, social roles, recursive practices, together with both individual and group 
identities. These explain why the socially constructed world seems to confront its 
producers as "an external facticity:' It is ultimately apprehended by us as such 
(Berger 1967: 13-15). That not only brings us to the mechanism of internaliza
tion but also closes the sociological circle of externalization, objectivation, and in
ternalization. The upshot is that we now begin to comprehend the various ele
ments of an "objectivated world" as if they were inside our own consciousness while 
simultaneously apprehending them "as phenomena of external reality" (Berger 1967: 
IS; my italics). This is what Berger means by internalization. 

Internalization is also related to the mechanism of socialization (becoming a 
competent member of a society). But Berger also insists that socialization is rather 
different because it typically involves a learning process. The mechanism of inter
nalization includes another dimension as well because an individual "not only 
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learns the objectivated meanings [of symbolic universes J but [also J identifies with 
and is shaped by them:' So we not only learn about the constituent elements of 
the social worlds in which we live and move and have our being during the 
processes of primary and secondary socialization, but also continue to reproduce 
them throughout the rest of our lives, unless we try to transform them by means 
of our actions! Berger also insists that total socialization is "theoretically impos
sible" as well as "empirically non-existenC:' This implies that we must now think 
in terms of "different degrees of success" in the processes of socialization. This 
is what sociologists mean when they talk about oversocialization and undersocialization. 
In other words, "The success of socialization depends upon the establishment of 
symmetry between the objective world of society and the subjective world of the 
individual" (Berger I967: I5-I6). 

Complete symmetry and complete asymmetry, however, are never encountered 
in the real social world because even deviants need a common language, and his
torians are well aware that social worlds gradually change through time and there 
are also episodes of rapid transformation. When we try to explain the relative sta
bility of social worlds that are religious, an additional concept is helpful. This is 
the notion of sacralization (Mol I976: I-IS). It denotes the process by means of 
which humanity "has ... safeguarded and reinforced [the] complex of orderly in
terpretations of reality, rules, and [their] legitimations:' It breaks down into at 
least four analytically separable mechanisms, the most important of which are (I) 
objectification, (2) commitment, (3) ritual, and ( 4) myth (I976: IS). Three 
points are important here. Processes of sacralization not only tend to stabilize re
ligious systems, but also protect them from the pressures of endogenous and ex
ogenous change. This accounts for their relative stability in the longue durie. They 
also seem to endow religious systems with qualities such as untouchability (which 
usually means "hands off" in practice!). This implies that they are highly resistant 
to change once their symbolic universe is already in place. Religious systems are 
also legitimated by a transcendental point of reference that nonreligious social sys
tems (by definition) do not provide (Mol I976: 5-II). 

But there is a problem here, because Mol seems to prefer group identities with 
well-defended boundaries that are buttressed by "prejudice" (I976: 80-93). This 
seems to suggest that he has a normative preference for religious groups that "over
socialize" their members. The problem now is that transformations in religious sys
tems not only seem to be illegitimate when considered from his point of view but 
also (theoretically speaking) quite impossible, despite the fact that they do occur 
throughout the course of history. This means that sociologists also have to explain 
manifestations of religion that are more flexible and tolerant rather than resistant 
to change. Whenever they overprioritize the hard-shelled social systems in their the
oretical "scaffolding" (as Mol calls it), sociologists of religion are no longer capa-
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ble of predicting historical change because the possibility of radical transformation 
does not play an equally prominent role in their theoretical models. 

The Conceptualization of Time and Space in 
Second Temple Judaism 
Having discussed several attempts to explain what symbolic universes are and how 
they are socially reproduced, we can consider the symbolic universe of Second 
Temple Judaism. I cannot deal with it in its entirety but only consider the con
ceptualization of sacred time and, to a limited extent, sacred space. We can then 
examine three recursive practices: (I) pilgrimages, (2) holy war, and (3) Temple 
restoration. Whenever they were conflated, we are confronted by the complex phe
nomenon that I call the Temple Restoration Gestalt (Staples I970, I999). It re
mained in place until the final destruction of the Temple (Staples 1999: 490). 

We are not dealing with dock time because dock time (as we now know it) 
had not yet been invented. But social life did have its rhythms and seasons that 
were determined by the movements of the sun and the moon: night and day, 
phases of the moon, solstice, and equinox. The length of the month was deter
mined by the phases of the moon. Attempts were made to synchronize lunar 
months with the tropic year to ensure that festivals took place when young lambs 
were available or the harvests had just been brought in. This was a difficult busi
ness because it is virtually impossible to design a lunar/ solar calendar in which the 
phases of the moon and the tropic year are perfectly synchronous. Without going 
into all the details, Second Temple Judaism adopted a lunar/ solar calendar in 
which the months were determined by the moon while the years were synchro
nized with the solar cycle. The discrepancies were partially eliminated by adding 
an extra lunar month. But it was not necessary to do this every year. 

There were earlier calendars such as the pentecontad calendar. 12 An alterna
tive calendar was also used at Qumran (Morgenstern I966; van Goudoever 
I959). But because the recursive practices that I propose to examine were en
dorsed by the official hierarchy, it is not necessary to consider deviant calendars; 
the guardians of the Temple (where the climax of the festivals took place) did 
not open the gates to deviants who wanted to celebrate them at the wrong time. 
The "right times" were not only determined by the official hierarchy but also le
gitimated by ancient traditions. Because the coordinates of sacred time and space 
were elements of the symbolic universe, they were highly stable, even if chal
lenged by deviants and even if some officials argued about certain of the details. 
But we would not expect to find any radical changes as long as the official hier
archy still remained in power and the symbolic universe of Second Temple Ju
daism still remained in place. 
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We can now examine the major festivals: Sukkoth (Tabernacles), Pesach-Maz
zoth (Passover), Shabuoth (Feast of Weeks), and Hanukkah (midwinter). The 
first three were pilgrimage festivals, but Sukkoth, Pesach-Mazzoth, and Hanukkah 
were the "right times" for dedicating or cleansing the Temple. In the time of Ju
das Maccabaeus (c. ISO B.C.E.), moreover, the pilgrimage to Jerusalem was not 
only combined with the cleansing and rededication of the Temple, but also pre
ceded by the ritual of the holy war. The best starting point is the dedication of 
the Temple in 2 Chronicles 7. It is not a historical account of the dedication of 
the Temple in the time of King Solomon (c. 970-93I B.C.E.), but we can still use 
it to reconstruct the symbolic universe at the time when it was written. Because it 
was written before the advent of the New Testament period, we can assume that this 
element was already in place before the time of Jesus (if we can also find collat
eral evidence in earlier traditions). 

In 2 Chronicles 7.9-IO we are told that Solomon "held the feast at that time 
. . . seven days. . . . And on the eighth day they held a solemn assembly: for they 
kept the dedication of the altar seven days and the feast seven days. And on the 
three and twentieth day of the seventh month he sent the people away:' This is an 
early example of what I call the Double Festal Octave. It began on 8 Tishri, and 
the first week ended when the Sukkoth began on the 15th (see appendix 9.I for 
the Jewish calendar). The second octave (the festival proper) began on I 5 Tishri 
and also lasted a week. 13 An extra day was added to give the worshippers time to 
go home. Tishri IO is still the Feast of Yom Kippur (Day of Purification), when 
the high priest used to enter the Holy of Holies (the Debir ), which was the most 
sacred part of the Temple. This generates the following scheme: 

Tishri 8-10, 10--15; 15-22 ( + 23) 

Three points are important. (I) The Pre-Festal Octave was subdivided into two 
periods of three and six days. The three-day period runs from 8 to IOTishri and 
the six-day period from Tishri IO to IS. (2) The pilgrimage festival (IS to 22 
Tishri) could not be properly celebrated if the Temple was "undean"-more 
specifically, needed its annual cleaning or had recently been defiled. This means 
that the main purpose of the Pre-Festal Octave is to ensure that the Temple is 
clean before the pilgrimage festival proper begins on the I 5th. In other words, the 
ritual of the Pre-Festal Octave is a ritual transformation from unclean to clean. 
(3) On the third day of the Pre-Festal Octave (Yom Kippur), God was expected 
to appear; the third day is the Day ofTheophany. God was expected to appear ei
ther in the desert, on the mountain, or in the Temple. 

We can find traces of this Pre-Festal Octave as early as the last redaction of 
Joshua, which demonstrates that it was already in place before the time of 
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Solomon. We find it this time in the month of Nisan. It immediately precedes the 
Pesach-Mazzoth Festival. The people prepare themselves for three days before they 
cross the Jordan Oos I. II; 3.2). They pass through the river on IO Nisan and cel
ebrate Pesach on 14 Nisan, followed by the Mazzoth Festival (15-22 Nisan; see 
Jos 4.19; 5.10-1 I). An extra day was added later to give the people time to return 
home. This generates the following scheme: 

Nisan 8-10, 10-15; 15-22 ( +23) 

These two Double Festal Octaves not only derive from ancient traditions, they 
also mirror each other. In each case, the Pre-Festal Octave is divided into two pe
riods of three days and six days and followed by a pilgrimage festival. They are not 
only mirror images of each other, they also occur six months after each other. 
They are celebrated as close as one can get to the autumn and spring equinoxes, 
given the discrepancies of the lunar/solar calendar, or more precisely the con
junction of full moon and an equinox. There are two important differences: (I) 
the festival of Pesach, which was celebrated on the night of the I 4th (when young 
lambs were sacrificed and ritually consumed) only takes place in the spring and (2) 
the high priest entered the Debir only on IOTishri. But Nisan IO was a special day 
on which the Passover lambs were selected for slaughter. 

A similar Double Festal Octave can be found in the ninth month of Chislev, 
when the Jews still remember the liberation, cleansing, and the rededication of the 
Temple in the time of Judas Maccabaeus. It became a Sukkoth Festival in the 
ninth month (2 Me !.9). It can be found in Ezra IO, which can be dated before 
the time of Judas Maccabaeus. Again, the people have three days to get to "the 
right place" (Ezr !0.8-IO; c£ Jos I. II; 3.2), where they were expected on Chislev 
20. When we remind ourselves that Hanukkah began on 25 Chislev, we have an
other Double Octave that now runs from I 8 to 20; 20-25 Chislev and is imme
diately followed by the eight days of Hanukkah. This Pre-Festal Octave is simi
larly divided into two periods of three and six days and followed by a major 
octave. The events that took place on 20 Chislev (the third day) are described in 
terms of the ancient Canaanite storm theophany: the people trembled because of 
"the great rain" (Ezr I0.9). In this case, the Double Octave is not linked to the 
conjunction of full moon and equinox. Like Christmas, it is close to the winter 
solstice. A Double Octave cannot be found close to the summer solstice, however, 
presumably because Second Temple Judaism was averse to all manifestations of 
sun worship.14 

This illustrates two crucial methodological points. (I) Once we have learned 
to recognize (part of) a Gestalt, we can now recognize it in other texts.15 (2) We 
can even use traditions that are not historically reliable in terms of the events that 
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the writers were describing, in order to reconstruct the symbolic structure that was in 
place at the time of writing. Another example clinches the point. If we look at 
Daniel I0.3-4, we see that the prophet fasted for three weeks until24 Nisan. This 
looks rather odd because he ought to have been eating the Passover lamb and the 
Mazzoth. During the major festivals, fasting was completely forbidden. Having re
constructed the Double Festal Octave, we can now see that the prophet must have 
been rejecting this part of the symbolic universe.16 But this passage does contain 
theophanic language. When God spoke to him, Daniel not only fell unconscious 
but also trembled and became dumb (10.9-19). God also says "Fear not:' The 
rubric Fear not often appears in theophany texts and accounts of "recursive prac
tices" such as holy war and Temple dedication. 

We can find collateral evidence for the Double Festal Octave in the Gospels 
as well as polarity between the major festivals of the Jewish year. This confirms 
that the conceptualization of time is one of the most important continuities be
tween STJ and Christianity. The most important clues can be found in the Fourth 
Gospel and Luke's Infancy Narrative. There are also traces of it in Mark, such as 
in his account of the Transfiguration.17 Such similarities were not recognized by 
the form critics and the exponents of Redaktionsgeschichte because they insisted that 
the temporal markers must have been added to the units of tradition by those who 
compiled the Gospels. Even if they were added later, that would not necessarily 
imply that they must have been invented by the Evangelists. When we compare 
their conceptualizations of sacred time with the Gestalt that we have already 
found in the symbolic universe of STJ, we can easily recognize the basic pattern. 

The best place to begin is John 2.I3: "And the Passover of the Jews was at 
hand, and Jesus went up to Jerusalem:' We can find the same feature in 6.4 and 
I 1.55. When we read the Fourth Gospel, it is important to remember that Jesus 
regularly went up to Jerusalem to celebrate the pilgrimage festivals. In I2.1, how
ever, we are told for the first time that Jesus arrived in Bethany (just outside 
Jerusalem) six days before Passover. So whenever we read that Jesus went to Jerusalem 
when Passover was at hand, this must mean "six days before the feast:' That indicates 
that the compilers of the Fourth Gospel must have been aware of the Pre-Festal 
Octave. Josephus also confirms that the Jews assembled on 8 Xanthicus (Nisan) 
in order to prepare themselves for the feast (BJ 6.290). This is the eighth day be
fore the beginning of the Mazzoth Festival, which began on IS Nisan. John I I.SS 
and Josephus also confirm that the purpose of the Pre-Festal Octave was prepa
ration and purification. Again we are dealing with the ritual transformation from 
unclean to clean that was already in place in Second Temple Judaism. 

Before Jesus "went up" to Jerusalem six days bifore the Passover, he also attended 
a wedding at Cana on the third day On 2.I). This indicates that the compilers of the 
Fourth Gospel also knew that the six days were preceded by a period of three days, 
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thus completing the Pre-Festal Octave. The wedding is also associated with pu
rification because the six water pots were used "for purification" Qn 2.6). This 
suggests that the six pots signify the six days that began on the third day of the 
Pre-Festal Octave. This is also suggested by Mark 14.13: When Jesus was looking 
for the room where he would celebrate Passover, he was met by a man carrying a 
single pitcher of water. At Passover-tide (the night of Nisan 14--15), only one wa
ter pot would be left because there was only one more day to go. 

The problem here is that the Fourth Gospel maintains that Jesus was crucified 
on Nisan 14, when the Passover lambs were slaughtered, and not on Nisan IS. So 
we would expect to find jive days instead of six in John 12.1. But this was changed 
from six to jive in Papyrus 66! When the Fourth Gospel timed the Crucifixion one 
day earlier than the synoptics (presumably to emphasize that Jesus was the 
Passover lamb), we must now assume that the traditional temporal markers in the 
Pre-Festal Octave that were used to frame the narrative were not always consis
tently transformed. But the basic configuration can still be recognized. 

We can recognize traces of the same Gestalt in Luke's Infancy Narrative, but 
there is an important difference. Luke confirms the polarity of the festal year 
rather than the Double Festal Octave. There is polarity between Sukkoth and 
Pesach-Mazzoth because both take place near the conjunction of full moon and 
equinox, because they are six months apart, while Hanukkah begins close to the 
winter solstice. The best starting point is Luke 1.36: "this is the sixth month with 
her that was called barren" ( cf. Lk 1.26). The annunciation of the future birth of 
the Baptist could be assigned to Tishri IO (Yom Kippur), when the high priest en
tered the Debir (concerning Zechariah as a high priest, according to the tradition, 
see below). The annunciation of the future birth of Jesus could be assigned to 
Nisan IO, again, six months later. This means that the birth of Jesus (nine months 
later) can provisionally be assigned to the Double Festal Octave in the ninth 
month of Chislev. Furthermore, both the Baptist and Jesus were circumcised on 
the eighth day after their birth (Lk 1.59; 2.2I). This suggests that the birth of Je
sus was believed to have taken place on 25 Chislev. IS In that case, the eight days 
between the birth and the circumcision could coincide with the eight days of 
Hanukkah. 

This assumption is not absolutely certain because Jesus could not have been 
presented in the Temple (Lk 2.22) until '!fter the festal octave was over. That would 
imply that the parents of Jesus arrived in Jerusalem (Lk 2. 22, 27) tifter Hanukkah 
was over even though they did turn up on time every year for Passover (Lk 
2.4I-50). If this eight-day period coincided with the Pre-Festal Octave, however, 
this would suggest that Jesus was born on I8 Chislev. If this is correct, we must 
note that the eight days between birth and circumcision are days of purification (Lk 
2.22). We cannot be completely certain which of the two octaves we are dealing 
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with. But it is already becoming clearer that this pre-Lukan tradition reflects ele
ments that we have already found in the Jewish conceptualization of sacred time 
even though we cannot put everything into its right place. It is also possible that 
the transformations are not consistent because the traditional Gestalt was not al
ways consistently applied. 

We are on much firmer ground when we reexamine the two annunciation sto
ries. If the birth of the Baptist was announced on IO Tishri, we would expect this 
story to be couched in explicitly theophanic language. We should not be surprised 
if the announcement was made in the Temple by a priest if we are dealing with a 
I 0 Tishri story. This is precisely what we do find when we look again at Luke 
1.8-25. The father of the Baptist was a priest, Zechariah. He went into the Tem
ple to burn incense. When he performed this ritual, the Angel Gabriel (who stands 
in the presence of God) appeared and fear fell upon him. This is a typical human 
response to a theophany. Then the angel said, "Fear not;' the rubric of comfort 
that regularly appears in theophany texts. Zechariah was also unable to speak be
cause he became dumb, another of the typical responses to a theophany. Because 
the third day of the Pre-Festal Octave is always the Day of Theophany, this ele
ment seems to fall into its right place. That means that Zechariah's actions are de
scribed as if they were the actions of a high priest because this is what was expected 
on Yom Kippur.19 Even though this story is not historical, it should not be ig
nored since even unhistorical accounts can supply us with historically correct in
formation about the symbolic universe that was in place at the time when they 
were written. 

The annunciation of the birth of Jesus is also couched in theophanic language 
because the rubric "Fear not" appears in Luke I .30. The announcement is also 
made by the Angel Gabriel. The setting is no longer the Temple because we are 
now in Nazareth. It seems to be a IO Nisan text because the second annunciation 
occurs six months later. Nisan IO is also the third day of a Pre-Festal Octave. The 
angel also tells Mary that "the power of the Most High shall overshadow you" (Lk 
1.35). This is an important clue because the verb "to overshadow" (episkiazein) 
rarely turns up in the New Testament outside the accounts of the Transfiguration. 
So we must now look at Mark 9.2-7. 

The following elements of the symbolic universe are important. After six days Je
sus was transfigured on a high mountain. A clcud overshadowed them. A voice came out of 
tbe cloud. The crux of the problem here is that the temporal marker seems to hang 
in the air. This raises the question "Six days after what?" Given that a period of six 
days is an important element of the Pre-Festal Octave, we can consider whether the 
temporal marker in this tradition could have been six days bifore (instead of after) as 
in the Fourth Gospel, remembering that the sixth day before Nisan IS was also the 
third day of the three-day period that immediately precedes it. 
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Several arguments come to mind. The third day of the Pre-Festal Octave is the 
Day of Theophany. It was also the sixth day bifore the feast. In the Fourth Gospel, 
the third day, on which the wedding took place, was also six days bifore the feast. It 
does not include an account of the Transfiguration, but the third-day story in John 
2.1-1 I is related to it because changing water into wine was the first "sign" that 
Jesus was manifesting his glory (2. I I ).20 The phrase rifter six days comes from the story 
of the Transfiguration of Moses: "And the grory of the Lord abode upon Mount 
Sinai and the cloud covered it six days: and the seventh day he called unto Moses out 
of the midst of the cloud" (Ex 24.I6). Once we realize that the cloud covered 
Moses on the first of the six days (but the voice was heard six days later), we can 
see that the original temporal marker in the tradition underlying Mark 9.2 could 
have been six days bifore rather than rifter. This makes better sense and is also con
sistent with the reconstruction of the Pre-Festal Octave. It is also consistent with 
what the Fourth Gospel says about the first manifestation of the glory of Jesus 
and with what Luke is trying to tell us about the precise time of the announce
ment of the birth of Jesus. 

We can put the temporal markers back in their right place when we have recon
structed the symbolic universe and recognized this part of the Gestalt that also ap
pears in the Gospels. The internal polarity of the festal Gestalt is depicted in figure 
9.1.2I Because these festivals are mirror images of each other, the dements associated 
with any one of them could also be shunted (so to speak) from any one of them to 
another. For example, the use of Sukkoth rituals at the winter festival (2 Me 1.9) or 
the spring festival (as in the Holy Week narratives) shows that the other Pre-Festal 
Octaves could also be used for Temple purification. It is not necessary to push back 
the accounts of Holy Week to the autumn or the midwinter festival (Manson I9SI) 
in order to explain the presence in the Gospels of dements associated with Hanukkah 
or Sukkoth. Elements associated with Sukkoth could also have been shunted over to 
Hannukah or Passover. Such transformations are part of the rules of the game. 

Chislev I 8 - 20 - 2S + Hanukkah 

Tishri 8- IO- IS + Sukkoth Nisan 8- IO- (I4)- IS + Mazzoth 

[Double Festal Octave is missing] 

Note the six-month polarity of Tishri and Nisan, the symmetry of the Dou
ble Festal Octaves in Tishri, Chislev, and Nisan, and the lack of polarity be
tween the winter festival and the summer season. Shabuoth does not fall into 
this scheme because it was celebrated fifty days after Pesach-Mazzoth. 

Figure 9.1 Festal Octaves 
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In Luke's infancy narrative, the markers of sacred space are also significant. Space 
is important in this context not as a place in the world of things but symbolic space, 
a coherent structure or system of collective images (Bastide 1971: 81). Although the 
birth of the Baptist was announced in the Temple, he was destined to become a man 
of the desert (Lk. 1.80). Although the birth of Jesus was announced outside the Tem
ple, Jesus was taken to Jerusalem in utero (Lk 1.39). He was also taken there after his 
circumcision (2.22) and when he was twelve years old (Lk. 2.4 I, 42). Both the syn
optics and the Fourth Gospel confirm that Jesus "went up" to Jerusalem to celebrate 
the annual pilgrimages. His final journey to the Temple coincided with the spring fes
tival. In short, Jesus was destined to be a man of the Temple, not a man of the desert. 
So there is an interesting crossover pattern in the infancy narratives: 

The Baptist: in the Temple ~ into the desert 
Jesus: outside the Temple ~ toward the Temple 

When we turn to the adult Jesus, the pattern becomes more complex; it now looks 
like this:22 

Jesus: Desert ~ Mountain ~Temple 

The next question is "How do we get there?" 
The best place to begin to reconstruct the geographical elements in the sym

bolic universe of Second Temple Judaism is I Maccabees I-4. It is an important 
passage because it is a prime example of the conflation of pilgrimage, holy war, 
and Temple dedication. It falls to the Double Octave Festival of Hanukkah be
cause the Temple was rededicated on 25 Chislev and the cleansing was done bifore 
the dedication. Cleansing was necessary because the Temple was polluted by the 
Syrians (I Me 1.46) when they placed the Abomination of Desolation on the al
tar (1.54). It is important to realize that the word "desolation" is not a psycho
logical term, even though the Abomination did provoke profound distress (I Me 
2.7-14; 3.45-46). Whatever this heathen symbol was, its effect is clear enough: 
it transformed the Holy City into its pristine desert state (even though it was still 
a flourishing Hellenistic city)! We are now confronted by total anomie. The sym
bolic universe collapsed completely when the Abomination-that-causes-desertifi
cation (1.39 and 3.45) was placed in the center of the symbolic cosmos. 

Whenever the sacred center is transformed into a desert, the right thing to do 
is to flee into the empirical desert (I Me 2.28--29). We frequently find this fea
ture in the Gospels and in Josephus (see Staples I 970: chapter I 0 and Staples 
I999). This explains why the ministry of Jesus also begins in the desert. The ba
sic transformation now looks like this: 

Temple~ Desert Temple~ Empirical Desert~Mountain~Clean Temple 
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This is the geographical axis along which the restoration drama is played out. It 
encompasses the same route that the Israelites traveled when they fled from Egypt 
after the Exodus. The same route was followed by the sacred ark on its way to the 
Temple. It is also the traditional pilgrimage route.23 So when the people go up to 
Jerusalem to celebrate the pilgrimage festivals, God also goes on pilgrimage with 
his people.24 This explains why the ministry of Jesus and the liberation of the 
Temple city in the time of Judas Maccabaeus were conceived as "reruns" of the 
Exodus (see I Me 4.9; Barnett I980/I98I: 688, 699). 

Between the starting point (desert) and the final destination (Temple) there is 
an important station along the way. It is the mountain on which God appears. 
During the final stage of this ritual, it is also important to note that the moun
tain is a place from which the Holy City can be seen-the Mount of Olives.25 

Even if it is not stated explicitly, the mountain is always in the vicinity of 
Jerusalem (I Me 3.46) because the worshippers proceed from this mountain to 
the Temple at the climax of the liturgy. 

But it is not always certain which mountain it is. In I Maccabees 3.46 it is 
called Mizpah. In the description of the solemn appearance (parousia) of Alexan
der the Great in Jerusalem Josephus (Ant. I !.328-3 I) tells us that the Temple 
could be seen from the mountain, but it is not entirely clear which mountain is 
meant. In the Loeb edition it is called Saphein. This means "a lookout" (skopon in 
Greek). It could also be Mt. Scopus, which is a mile or so north of Jerusalem. In 
the variant readings we can also find Saphin and Saphan. This suggests that this 
mountain was also identified with Mount Zaphon in the far north, which was the 
Mountain of the Gods in ancient Canaanite mythology. That seems less confus
ing once we recognize that traditions associated with one mountain could be 
shunted over to another-HorebHSinai, ZaphonHZion (the north side), and 
ZaphonHScopus (see Staples I970: chapter IO and Clifford I972). Even though 
the Alexander episode is blatantly unhistorical, it confirms that the mountain from 
which the Temple could be seen is an important station along this geographical 
axis. It provides an important element of the symbolic universe and also confirms 
that traditions were shunted from one mountain to another. This is another ex
ample of a transformation within the system. 

More important is the belief that God goes into exile when his people go into 
exile or whenever the Temple was defiled. The classical text is Ezekiel 9-I I. When
ever God forsakes Jerusalem, however, the next question is, "When and how does 
he come back?" One answer is found in Ezekiel ~-The prophet awaits God's 
return on a very high mountain north of Jerusalem. (The Greek translation says it 
was "over against" the city.) Ezekiel expected God to return on the tenth of the 
month "at the beginning of the year:' This suggests IO Tishri because New Year 
was celebrated in Tishri even though it was the seventh month of the year. The Sep-
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tuagint calls it the first month, in which case God would have returned from exile 
on IO Nisan. Either way, this piece of tradition not only links the return of God 
to 10 Nisan or IOTishri (Yom Kippur) but also locates his arrival on a high moun
tain overlooking Jerusalem immediately before he is manifest again in the Temple. 
Either way, God's return was expected on the third day of the Pre-Festal Octave. 

There is another problem here. Even though we can put many elements in the 
gospel traditions back into their "right place" at the "right time" (once we have 
learned to recognize the basic Gestalt), there are no traces of a theophany in the 
Temple on the third day of the Pre-Festal Octave either in Mark I I or anywhere 
else in the Gospels, suggesting that the Temple restoration ritual could not have 
been successful! God did manifest himself in the desert (at the time of Jesus' bap
tism) and on the mountain ofTransfiguration.26 Instead, we now find the third
day resurrection traditions "according to the scriptures:'27 This seems to imply 
that the resurrection of Jesus on the third day (a Christophany) replaced the theo
phany in the Temple that was expected on 10 Nisan (if we construe the texts in 
the light of the symbolic universe). This explains why the Lukan version of the 
Transfiguration (Lk 9.28-35) says that it happened "about eight days after" 
(when we would expect to find six days before or after). Luke seems to be treat
ing the Transfiguration as a foretaste of the Christophany on Easter Sunday (the 
day of Jesus' departure on Nisan I 7). 

This means that Holy Week (Palm Sunday to Easter Sunday) is a transforma
tion of the traditional Pre-Festal Octave in Nisan (Staples I970, I999: 483). It 
was moved on (as it were) by three days, and the three-day period now follows the 
six-day period instead of preceding it. Because those transformations are no 
longer in accordance with the rules, we have now arrived at the first radical breach 
between STJ and emergent Christianity. Bastide (I971) refers to such transfor
mations as a "bricolage process" -creating structures from events, memories de
tached from chronology. 

Three Recursive Practices 
Three recursive practices are related to the Jewish conceptualization of sacred time 
and sacred space: pilgrimages, the holy war, and Temple dedication. Pilgrimage 
(chag) was mandatory for all adult males who were physically capable of going up 
to Jerusalem. The three annual pilgrimages (shaloth regalim) are required by the leg
islation in Deuteronomy I6.I6, Exodus 23.I4-I7, and 2 Chronicles 8.3. They are 
Sukkoth, Pesach-Mazzoth, and Shabuoth. Hanukkah was not a mandatory pil
grimage, but it seems to have assumed the character of the chag at a later period, as 
is shown by the structural parallels between Hanukkah and the spring/ autumn 
chag and the use of Sukkoth symbols. Jesus is also said to have gone up to Jerusalem 
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to celebrate the Feast of Dedication On 10). Even though women were not 
obliged to attend, some did take part, at times taking their children with them 
(e.g., Lk. 2.4 1-42). 

The holy war (ha~milchamah) was also an ancient recursive practice, though it 
seems to have fallen into disuse immediately after the exile. It was revived during 
the Maccabean period and continued sporadically until the destruction of the 
Temple (Staples 1999). This recursive practice was reconstructed by Gerhad von 
Radin I95I. War was a sacred institution because God was called the God of Bat
tles (Ex I5.3) and gave his people the power to win victories (I Sam I7.47). It 
was also a sacred ritual; so the warriors were also sacred persons. They had to go 
into battle in a state of purity (Dt 23). Because it was ultimately God who gave 
the victory, God also manifested himself on the field of battle. This explains the 
frequent appearance of the rubric "Fear Not" in war texts such as Deuteronomy 
3 I and I Maccabees 4.8. Both warriors and pilgrims were expected to be in a state 
of purity. More precisely, when the purpose of the war was to retake and dedicate 
the Temple, the warriors were also pilgrims; the dedication of the Temple also 
takes place during the chag. 

When ritual combat was revived, there is another transformation; the ritual 
could also be performed without the use of weapons. In that case, it was believed that 
God would defeat the enemy because the right rituals had been performed (Sta
ples I970, 1999). Yonina Talman suggested in 1962 that millenarian movements 
can be either "aggressive" or "quietist" in character. There is no evidence in early 
Christian traditions to demonstrate conclusively that Jesus and his followers were 
armed when they went in procession to the Temple (give or take one or two 
swords). But they did operationalize the ritual of combat (Staples 1999). This is 
demonstrated by the first version of Mark's feeding story ( 6.40), where we are 
told that the followers of Jesus sat down in ranks "by hundreds and fifties:' This 
feature also appears in I Maccabees 3.55; Judas Maccabaeus appointed captains 
of "hundreds ... and fifties ... and tens." This was the traditional deployment of 
the sacred warriors when they went into battle. Furthermore, if the feeding sto
ries are Nisan IO stories (as already suggested), this seems to confirm that we have 
restored them to their right place in the temporal order.28 And, if this is the right 
time, then the right place of the feedings in the stories must be somewhere in the 
vicinity of Jerusalem between the theophany on the Mount of Olives (which 
seems to lie behind the Transfiguration traditions) and the solemn procession into 
the Temple.29 

The narrative of the restoration of the Temple in the time of the Maccabees 
and what are now called the Holy Week stories in the Gospels describe a Feast of 
Sukkoth during the Pre-Festal Octave at another turning point of the Jewish year, 
and both include elements of the traditional ritual of Temple cleansing. This is 
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reflected in the story of the cleansing of the Temple in the Gospels (Mk 
I I. I 5-I 8 and parallels), even though it is impossible to reconstruct precisely what 
happened on that occasion. In any case, having reconstructed the conceptualiza
tion of sacred time and space in STJ, we can now see that most of the basic ele
ments of the traditions do fall into place despite the fact that some transforma
tions have also taken place. But the basic Gestalt can still be recognized. We can 
also see that we are dealing with a conflation of pilgrimage, war, and Temple 
restoration. 

The only element that is missing in the Gospels is the theophany in the Tem
ple on the third day, which would have confirmed that God had repossessed the 
Temple. Instead, what we now have in the Gospels is a radically new transforma
tion. It includes a Christophany on the third day after the first day of the Maz
zoth Festival. This is the most important difference when we compare the Gospels 
with the symbolic universe of STJ. Furthermore, when Jesus spoke about the new 
Temple, he was speaking about the temple of his body On 2.19). This is precisely 
the point at which early Christianity begins to part company with the various 
species of Jewish Orthodoxy. 

Notes 
I. See Levi-Strauss (1963: 289). The main purpose of this chapter is to operational

ize this programmatic statement in the field of biblical studies in a way that is consistent 
with the methodology of structuralists such as Levi-Strauss and especially Piaget. I shall also 
consider some of the recent developments in the work of structurationists and structurists such 
as Anthony Giddens and especially Christopher Lloyd. None of them operationalized 
their structural methodologies in the field of biblical studies. 

2. The problem of "dissimilarity" in NT studies became acute in the postwar period 
when exegetes such as Norman Perrin and several disciples of Bultrnann insisted that the 
most historically reliable elements in the Gospels can be identified by applying the princi
ple of "double-dissimilarity" (Staples I970: 333). In short, the gospel traditions that dif
fer from earlier Judaism and later Christianity are more likely to be historically reliable. 
This procedure, unless supplemented, failed to capture the continuities between Second 
Temple Judaism and emergent Christianity. 

3. There are some radical changes such as the advent of gentile Christianity and the sep
aration of the Christian movement from Judaism. Chronologically in this chapter, I reach 
neither of those radical breaks, but I do arrive at some major differences before the cut-off 
point (the Crucifixion). Jesus transformed the traditional conception of parenthood and 
kinship (Crossan 199I: 265f£) to such an extent that the insights of Levi-Strauss are not 
directly applicable when we examine radically different spiritual relationships demanded by 
Jesus when he summoned his hearers to enter the Kingdom of God. Such transformations 
are not possible within the laws of the traditional kinship system. This radical change did 
not entail a complete breach between the Jesus movement and the social institutions of STJ 
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at this stage (even though it provoked conflict), because Jesus still continued to worship in 
the Temple and many of his followers did so until long after his death. 

4. The structuralists have already been succeeded by the poststructuralists, some of 
whom can be classified as postmodernists (e.g., Lemert in Ritzer I 990: chapter 9). This 
does not imply that postmodernist versions of poststructuralism have completely super
seded the earlier manifestations of structuralism; the structuralist methodology still sur
vives, even though it has now been recast in a form that is now called structurist (Lloyd 
1993: chapters 2, 3) Some exegetes have recently been influenced by the presuppositions 
and (especially) the aesthetics of postmodernism. I appreciate their holistic approach 
(when compared with the atomistic approach of some of their predecessors), but I still 
maintain that the best way to understand the original meaning of biblical texts is to con
strue them in the light of the symbolic universe that was in place when their authors wrote 
them. A helpful way to construe texts is to determine what role they play in the processes 
of constructing, reproducing, and transforming symbolic universes and social institutions. 
We can call this approach Symbolgtschichte. 

5. Lloyd seems to have in mind transformations that rearrange elements in preexisting 
structures ( c£ Levi-Strauss) but also insists that transformations can also add new elements 
or subtract old ones. One of the problems with structuralism (but not with Piaget's ver
sion) is that transformations always seem to take place within the system. Lloyd also insists that 
actors are not always aware of the cumulative effects of their actions. This is what he means 
by the unconsciousness of human agents. Levi-Strauss construes the unconscious in terms of 
a lack of direct knowledge of the rules that operate in the human mind whenever transfor
mations within the system are generated. It is never completely dear how this unconscious 
knowledge ultimately reveals itself (e.g., Jenkins I 979: 12-2 I). Here, Lloyd insists that a 
structurist methodology must try to describe and explain what human agents (Giddens's 
"naive sociologists") do not know about empirical processes of social structuring. 

6. Atomism in the humanities entails methodok>gical individualism, which is the antithesis of 
structuralism and structurationism. "In this ontology, society is not something extra-individual 
in the sense of relations, rules, shared understandings, and meanings that are not reducible 
to individuals:' It also "denies the legitimacy of the action/ society polarity" as well as 
denying "attempts to conceptualize action and society as being an interpenetrating dual
ity in the sense advocated by Jean Piaget and Anthony Giddens" (Lloyd 1993: 42-43). 

7. My first attempt to reconstruct the conceptualization of sacred time and sacred 
space in S1J was also based upon the insights of Gestalt psychology (Staples 1970: chap
ters 13 and 14; see also Staples 1999). 

8. Harre and Secord (1972) insist that human beings "live according to rule" and it 
would be absurd to believe otherwise. This is correct as far as it goes but still leaves open 
the question of whether agents are totally constrained by rules. Agents are never totally con
strained (or "over-socialized") because we are always confronted by deviance. And, if no 
human agent is constrained by "the rules of the game" ("under-socialization"), the upshot 
is a Hobbesian war of all against all or "anomie" (see also Wrong 1995). Berger insists 
that it is ultimately the "sacred cosmos" that protects religious people from "the terror of 
anomy" (1969: 27). 
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9. Attempts by Gilbert (I989) to reconstruct the first human interactions are highly 

speculative, as we would expect. 
10. It was republished in the United Kingdom in 1969 as The Social Reality if Religion. 

Because Uoyd is not a religionist, he does not consider the phenomenon of religion in his 

theoretical reflections, even though he did consider The Social Construction if Reality (Berger 

and Luckmann 1966). 
I I. I cannot discuss here the question of whether symbolic interactionists did move up 

to the meso and macro levels of social interaction. On this see Plummer (in Turner I996: 

238-40). For recent updates on the problem of micro-macro linkage, see Ritzer (in 

Ritzer I990: chapter I3) and Turner (I996: part 3, 22I-302). 

12. The pentecontad calendar consisted of seven periods of fifty days (3SO days all 

told), which were followed by a New Year Festival of two weeks before the next calendar 

year commenced. Traces of the pentecontad calendar survive in the Shabuoth and Pente

cost traditions of STJ. 
13. Whether the Double Festal Octave can be traced back to a New Year Festival of 

two weeks, which was celebrated between two years, each consisting of 7 X SO days, is a 

question that cannot be considered here. 

I 4. Attempts were made to abolish the festivals associated with the Maccabees, but 

Hanukkah was too popular to suppress entirely (Staples I970: chapter 7). 

IS. As far as I know, no other scholar has recognized the Double Octave in Chislev. Se

gal had already realized that the Pre-Festal Octave in Nisan is a ritual transformation from 

unclean to dean (1963). He also recognized the six-month polarity of Sukkoth and Pe

sach-Mazzoth (1961). 
I 6. Whether Daniel was a deviant on matters calendrical or performed a prophetic 

"breaching experiment" (like the prophet who ran naked through the streets) is a question 

that still cannot be decided. 
I7. There is also the Feeding Story, which appears twice in Mark (6.35-44 and 

8.I-8). The latter contains the three-day temporal marker (8.2). John S.I-13 contains the 

phrase "the Passover was at hand;' which means "six days before Nisan IS:' That confirms 

that they were originally Nisan 10 stories. 

I8. The closest day to 2S Chislev in the Roman Calendar is Dec. 2S, given the vagaries 

of a lunar/ solar calendar. 
I9. In some manuscripts of Protevangelium Jacobi, Zechariah is explicitly called a high 

priest. 
20. The Feeding in John 6 is also a "sign;' suggesting that Jesus performed "signs" not 

only six days before the feast but also on the Day ofTheophany. Jesus' signs are associated 

with manifestations of the Glory of God (kabod/ doxa ), which is a regular feature of third

day theophany texts (Staples I970: chapter II). 

21. Laurentin (I9S7) examined the structure of Luke I and 2, and he treated the two 

parallel cycles as a "diptych" because they are mirror images of each other, but he did not 

link them directly to the Double Festal Octave. 

22. The Desert-Mountain-Temple axis is associated with the three recursive practices 

of pilgrimage, holy war, and Temple dedication (Staples I970: chapter IO). It also looms 
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large in the accounts of ritual combat in Josephus (Staples 1999). The Desert-Moun

tain-Temple axis was independently reconstructed by Elizabeth Malbon (I 99 I). Her 

semiotic approach is explicitly Uvi-Straussian (Malbon 1991: xi), but she only deals with 

the spatial markers and links this geographical axis neither to the temporal ones nor to the 
events and recursive practices that occurred at the conjunction of sacred time and sacred 

space. Her explicitly structuralist approach not only lacks a robust account of human 

agency, it is also focused on movements in the text rather than on the ground. 

23. When Jesus went to Jerusalem in utero and as a child, he followed the same route. 
This is how this pre-Lukan tradition links sacred time and place. 

24. The pilgrimage is thus a "split-level" performance. On the "ground level" wor

shippers perform their actions; on the transcendental level God moves. At important mo

ments in the process, God comes down to ground level, as it were, to reveal himself, to 

help his people, and to perform actions of his own. God appears first in the desert, then 

on the mountain, and finally in the Temple, usually on the third day (Staples I 970: chap

ter I I), demonstrating that this geographical axis is ultimately linked (though not always) 
in the symbolic universe to the Pre-Festal Octave. 

25. The view from Olivet into the Temple was depicted on the Temple coins that were 
in use at that time. 

26. If the Transfiguration was originally a I 0 N is an story (see above), this means that 
the mountain of Transfiguration must be Olivet. If so, it must have been shunted toward 

the north at a later point in its transmission history. This is consistent with the rules of 

transformation. 

27. It is almost impossible to identifY those scriptures without straining the evidence. 

This is still a major problem in NT studies. 
28. The Gestalt, defeat of the enemy~ building a Temple~theophany~victory ban

quet, is pre-Israelite. It can already be found in the ancient Canaanite myth and ritual pat

tern (Kapelrud 1963; Habel 1964). 

29. Because eating and contact with women were forbidden during the preparation for 

the manifestation of God on the third day, we can assume that the theophany has already 

taken place: "And they saw God ... and they did eat and drink" (Ex 24.10--11); and "Be 

ready against the third day and come not near a woman" (Ex 19.15-a Shabuoth text that 

could also be shunted). This is consistent with what Mark says (they were fasting just be

fore they began to eat) and with John 12 (on 10 Nisan Jesus attended a banquet and was 

anointed by a woman). The fourth Gospel treats the feeding narrative as a Nisan 10 story, 

but retrojects it to an earlier point in the narrative. 





Jewish Calendar Appendix 9. I 

T HE JEWISH CALENDAR IS a lunar one having twelve months of twenty-nine 
or thirty days, with a thirteenth extra month added seven out of every 
nineteen years to bring its year into a near synchrony with the solar year. 

Some Jewish groups adhered to a solar calendar, in contrast to the practice of the 
Temple authorities and the Macedonians. The religious calendar begins in the 
spring while the civil one begins in the fall. 

Religious Civil 
Month Number Number 

Ve-Adar Additional month 

Nisan I 7 March/ April; Pesach on fourteenth Nisan 

Iyyar 2 8 April/May 

Sivan 3 9 May/June 

Tamuz 4 IO June/July 
Ab 5 II July/ August 
Elul 6 I2 August/September 

Tishri 7 I September/October; Yom Kippur on tenth 

Tishri 

Marheshuvan 8 2 October/November 

Chis lev 9 3 November/December; Hanukkah on twenty-

fifth Chislev 

Tebet IO 4 December/January 

Shebet II 5 January /February 

A dar 12 6 February /March 
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Early Christianity as an Unorganized 
Ecumenical Religious Movement 

FREDERICK BIRD 

Introduction 

10 

T HIS CHAPTER VIEWS with sociological imagination the early history of the 
Christian movement until about rhe year 90 C.E. It views this movement 
comparatively and historically much as one might analyze new religious 

movements in other periods of time. 1 From the beginning early Christianity was 
a missionary religious movement that assumed quite diverse forms.2 It remained 
deeply Jewish in character even as it became a movement distinct from the pre
vailing forms of Judaism. Through the ftrst several generations this movement 
faced a number of crises that threatened its existence and sense of commonality. 
Early Christian associations were able to manage this diversity successfully and to 
live through these crises for several reasons. These diverse associations shared a 
number of highly valued characteristics, they regarded themselves as related to 
each other, and they attempted with mixed results to envision their commonality 
through several encompassing visions. 

I use the term "ecumenical" as a means of capturing with one word several 
salient features of this movement. First, it was constituted by varied and dis
tinctly different kinds of associations, among which existed at times various dis
putes, disagreements, and rivalries. Still they felt connected with each other as 
part of a larger movement. Second, this movement from its early days sought ad
herents widely, from people shaped by multiple cultural and ethnic traditions. 
Third, I use the term "ecumenical" as well to call attention to the several ways 
members of these associations sought to afftrm their interrelatedness. This ecu
menical movement remained unorganized without common authority or deci
sion-making structures. 

225 
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Historical Setting 
Early Christianity emerged as a new religious movement within the Greco-Roman 
world during the first century C.E. The eastern Mediterranean world in which 
Christianity developed was politically and militarily dominated by the Romans 
and culturally deeply influenced by Greek-speaking Hellenistic culture. Christian
ity initially arose among the Jewish population in Palestine and soon thereafter 
among diaspora Jews as well, in Syria, Asia Minor, Alexandria, Greece, and else
where. Although approximately one million Jews lived in Palestine, nearly four 
million others lived outside of this area (Stark 1996: 57, citing Johnson 1976 and 
Meeks 1983). The Christian movement also attracted gentile converts in many of 
these areas. Jews in Palestine had become increasingly restive. During this period a 
number of movements arose to protest Roman rule, follow would-be messiahs, 
question the Jewish religious establishment, protest against various taxes, call for a 
religious revival, and/ or work for social reform. Romans responded brutally to a 
number of these movements (Horsley and Hanson 1985). Between the years 66 
and 70 C.E. a war occurred between the Romans and Jews in Palestine. This war 
had devastating consequences for Jews. Many villages in Palestine were razed. 
Many crops were destroyed, and a great number of people died. Ultimately, much 
of Jerusalem was leveled. The Temple, which served as the center of a wide range 
of rituals and social practices, was destroyed. Many Jews within Palestine and be
yond felt there was a need to find new ways to think about their identity, future, 
and past. Christianity emerged as a new religion within this larger milieu. 

Early Christianity, a Missionary Movement 
From its first days the early Christian movement sought to gain additional fol
lowers, supporters, and adherents. Christians sought to persuade others to become 
Christians. They felt compelled to seek out and persuade others to become in
volved as well. In this broad sense a missionary instinct was characteristic of the 
movement from its outset. 

A social movement may have a missionary character without having to desig
nate specific people as missionaries or establishing organized efforts to prosely
tize. Missionary movements may assume more ordinary forms. For example, there 
is considerable evidence that Islam expanded among peoples of Southeast Asia, 
Indonesia, and the Philippines as commercial traders, who happened to be Mus
lims, traveled in these areas. The latter incidentally talked of their religious con
victions while conducting their business. They were not authorized missionaries. 
In a similar way Islam spread through large areas of Africa south of the Sahara as 
a result of travel by individual Muslims visiting other areas in conjunction with 
trade and by ordinary patterns of migration. Mithraism spread among Roman le-
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gionaries almost like a fad rather than the result of organized initiatives. Similarly, 
during the fourth century Arian Christianity spread among migrating Barbarians 
in southeastern Europe. Hence, when I describe early Christianity as a missionary 
movement, I am not assuming that proselytizing efforts were necessarily organ
ized. To be sure, there were a number of specially designated missionaries like 
Barnabas and Paul, but missionary activity for the most part probably occurred 
more spontaneously in unplanned ways. 

The Acts of the Apostles describes how the early Christian movement spread 
into a number of areas such as Egypt, Cilicia, Syria, Phoenicia, Cyprus, Cap
padocia, Pontus, and Mesopotamia simply as Jews coming to Jerusalem for one of 
the annual pilgrimages met Christians, were persuaded to join the movement, trav
eled back home, and gained other supporters there. The Christian movement 
probably spread into these areas as much by this means as by the efforts of desig
nated emissaries such as described by Eusebius (Hist. eccL I.I3; see also Acts 
8.14-40, 13.1-14.18; and I Pt 1.1, 2). 

The quick spread of Christian associations into geographically dispersed ar
eas of the Middle East, Asia Minor, Greece, Alexandria, and Rome indirectly tes
tifies to the missionary character of early Christianity. Not all religious or ideo
logical movements spread so quickly. Many are so closely tied to ethnic or national 
groups they make no effort to spread. Many religious and ideological movements 
seek only in modest ways to expand by holding occasional public celebrations or 
quietly distributing copies of their teachings. From a comparative historical per
spective the quick spread of Christianity is noteworthy indeed. Traditional Jews 
had probably attempted some efforts at proselytizing, often in diaspora areas. It is 
likely that the large number of diaspora Jews in various parts of the Roman and 
Hellenistic worlds reflected not only the natural growth of ethnically born Jews 
but also the expansion of this movement to gain other supporters. Diaspora Jews 
had begun to welcome those they referred to as God-fearers, that is, people who 
respected and admired Jewish beliefs, myths, and rites but were not ethnically Jew
ish. At the beginning of the Common Era Jews were in the unique position of be
ing a very widely dispersed, religiously identified ethnic people. Initially, if noth
ing else, the early Christian movement represented an altered expression of 
Judaism that was fervently committed to winning new followers. 

This missionary fervor was not accidental or incidental. It was mandated by 
Jesus. In the collection of sayings found in the Q document, Jesus instructs his 
followers to take the message he is delivering to others living in dispersed villages. 
He suggests that many are waiting to hear and will likely respond. Because many 
are likely to respond favorably, he cautions his followers not to waste their time 
with those who seem unresponsive. He recognizes that the activity of spreading 
this message may be risky at times but cautions his followers not to become overly 
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anxious (Lk 10.2-II). He directly tells them that if they speak publicly on his 
behalf both he and God will somehow find ways to support them (Lk 12.4-6, 
8--10). They should not worry about what they wear or what they say: these things 
will take care of themselves (Lk 12.22-32). He calls for them not only to deliver 
his message but also to attend those who are ill. It is a mistake to interpret these 
sayings to mean that all of Jesus' followers were expected to become itinerant 
preachers. He is not necessarily spelling out a new career that he calls for them all 
to adopt. Given his interactions with people in quite different circumstances, Je
sus seemed to allow for various kinds of responses. No doubt, he called for many 
followers simply to visit people in neighboring villages. He probably also called 
for some, especially those already dispossessed (Crossan I998: 281), to join him 
at least temporarily as he undertook a preaching campaign in other Galilean towns 
(Horsley I989: II7). Additionally, he may have asked a number of followers to 
join with him for a group pilgrimage to Jerusalem, warning them at the same time 
that this extended trip might be risky. Without attempting to spell out the precise 
meaning of Jesus' words more than this kind of retrospective analysis allows, we 
can observe more generally that Jesus called for and expected his followers to play 
an active role in spreading the message he was delivering. They were expected to 
be more than listeners; they were expected to find ways to pass along the message 
(c£ Lk II.33-36; I3.I8-2I; 14.34-35). 

This particular kind of missionary impetus may well have been fostered by 
John the Baptist. Like an ancient Israelite prophet, John had been preaching in 
wilderness areas and attracting crowds who came out to see and hear him, from 
Galilee as well as Judaea. He expected that those who came and were baptized as 
a sign of their commitment to his message would return to their villages and seek 
more recruits. There is no evidence that these followers were expected to form 
themselves into commune-like communities. Having heard the word and been 
baptized, they were expected to act in keeping with John's message. This probably 
meant among other things speaking with others and encouraging them to go to 
hear John preach. It appears, moreover, that John was not satisfied simply to wait 
for contemporary Israelites to come to him. He seems to have commissioned some 
followers to travel through the countryside to voice his message and baptize those 
who accepted. Some of Jesus' closest associates, as well as perhaps Jesus himself, 
had been commissioned in this way On 3.25-4.3). Indirect evidence for the mis
sionary character of the Baptist movement is later found in the Book of Acts on 
the occasions when early Christians met up with people baptizing the way John 
did in places as distant as Ephesus (Acts I8.24-28; c£ I Cor I.I2, 3; 3.3, 5). 

John was not asking people to become part of a specific new religious move
ment distinguished from Judaism. Nor was he attempting to establish a distinct 
denomination within Judaism. Rather, among his fellow Israelites, he initiated a · 
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religious revival and reform movement that possessed an unmistakable missionary 
zeal. John and his followers wanted to win the hearts and minds of their contem
poraries to a new or renewed vision of Israel in which membership was not based 
simply on biological descent but on the willful act of committing themselves to 
adhere to norms and truths at the heart of their tradition. 

The missionary character of the movement begun by Jesus had much the same 
character. It was a movement spread by the testimonies, conversations, and exem
plary actions of individuals as they interacted with neighbors and by the preach
ing missions of particular individuals (Mk 6.7; Lk IO.I). It was a movement of 
religious revival and reform among Israelites. It called for a reaffirmation to basic 
Israelite identity grounded not on biological descent but on a renewed commit
ment to what the movement regarded as the basic truths of that tradition. 

Viewed sociologically, the early Christian movement differed at its outset from 
the movement begun by John in two important ways. First, it very quickly began to 
attract adherents among diaspora Jews. In a short period, diaspora Jewish adherents 
probably outnumbered adherents from Judaea, Samaria, and Galilee (Stegemann 
and Stegemann I999: 2I9). Second, Jesus' followers believed that he had given 
them some measure of free reign to rearticulate his message in terms that allowed 
them at once to capture the heart and central character of this message and yet to 
do so in ways that allowed them to shape it in ways likely to address their quite dif
ferent audiences. Evidence for this moderate free reign is found both directly in 
words attributed to Jesus and indirectly in the diverse character of the messages pro
claimed by followers in different areas. When Jesus called upon his followers to help 
spread his message, he told them that they did not need to worry about what to 
say. In these settings, if they are really dedicated to furthering the movement and 
its message, they would figure out what to say (Lk IO.I-16, I2.2-12). 

Early Christianity, a Movement of Considerable Diversity 
From their earliest beginnings Christian associations were diverse in their locale, 
the character of their writings, many of their ritual practices, the views with which 
they regarded Jesus, the soteriologies they adopted, the meaning that they attached 
to membership, and the social forms they assumed. These differences were wide
spread and the occasion for much conflict. They were as well characteristic of the 
movement as a whole. 

Within twenty years adherents had formed associations in Galilee, Samaria, Ju
daea, Cyprus, Cilicia, Western Syria, Eastern Syria, Galatea, Macedonia, Rome, 
and Corinth, as well other locations. These associations included Aramaic and 
Greek-speaking Jews as well as Gentiles. In the Acts of the Apostles the spread of 
Christianity is described in a linear fashion as going forth from Jerusalem and then 
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Antioch. A closer look at the early writings suggests that this spread was much less 
linear. The Gospels of Mark and Matthew suggest that the movement began and 
spread as well from Galilee (Mt 26.3I-35, 28.I6-20; Mk I6.I-8). This view is 
supported by contemporary scholars who argue that a vibrant movement of fol
lowers located in Galilee produced the Q sayings collection (Mack I988, I993; 
Horsley and Silberman I 997). Christian associations probably formed in both 
Western and Eastern Syria prior to any organized efforts by Christians in Judaea 
to develop centers there. Additionally, there may well have been Christians in 
Rome before either Paul or Peter ever reached that city. The Jews who traveled 
from there to Corinth may well have included some who were already interested 
in the Christian movement. The willingness of Priscilla and Aquila to house Paul 
suggests that they may have already been friends of the movement before meeting 
him (Acts I 8. I -4 ). As noted, the Acts of the Apostles suggests that in an unor
ganized way diaspora Jewish pilgrims encountered Christians in Jerusalem and 
then returned to their homes not only as supporters of this new movement but as 
proponents and potential organizers of local associations (Acts 2.5-I3, II.I9). 

As a result of these activities, the early Christian movement was able to estab
lish local associations in quite diverse cultural milieus. It is important to empha
size this point even while recognizing that most converts to this movement ini
tially were probably ethnically Jewish. Although ethnically linked, in different 
locales Jews were likely to be more or less influenced by different local cultures. 
They also were likely to hold different religious and political views. For example, 
from the time of Herod to the end of the Jewish wars, at different times large 
numbers of Palestinian Jews followed several different prophets and would-be 
messiahs, joined or supported utopian communes such as that at Qumran, partic
ipated in popular insurrections, became disciples in reform groups like the Phar
isees, allied themselves with the campaigns of Herodians to reestablish an inde
pendent Roman-Jewish state, and/ or supported the priestly elite associated with 
the Temple (Horsley and Hanson I 985). To a large degree Galileans regarded 
themselves as a distinct population different from Judaeans in much the same way, 
although to a less degree, the Samaritans did (Horsley I996). They may well have 
referred to themselves as Galileans or Israelites rather than Jews since the latter 
term was associated for many with being Judaean (Robinson I962). The variety 
of Jews outside of Palestine was no doubt as diverse if not more so. These Jews 
were not only mostly Greek-speaking but were in varying degrees also influenced 
by local Syrian, Alexandrian, Cyprian, Achean, Macedonian, and other cultures 
(Lightstone I984). As various Palestinian and diaspora Jews joined the emerging 
early Christian movement, they likely responded to this movement, interpreted it, 
and articulated its meaning and message in relation to the diverse concerns that 
moved them and the varied forms of rhetoric to which they had already become 
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accustomed. It seems reasonable to expect diverse receptions to this movement if 
for no other reason than because of the diversity of the cultural settings of those 
Jews who responded. 

It is not surprising, therefore, to discover that these dispersed early Christian 
associations used quite different terms to communicate what they regarded as the 
especially important features of this movement. When we survey the written texts 
associated with different Christian groups, we find quite different accounts of 
what was regarded as vital and valued (Koester 1971). Galilean Christians re
membered and voiced Jesus' message in terms of a set of prophetic sayings now 
found in what is referred to as the Q document. Some eastern Syrian Christians 
viewed the Christian message in term of the Gospel of Thomas. These sayings, many 
parallel to those in Q, were more theosophical, more addressed to individuals in
terested in personal growth. They were mysterious and not readily comprehensible 
to ordinary "disciples:' In the meantime, other groups, perhaps in both Judaea and 
Syria, viewed Jesus especially in terms of a cycle of miracle stories, which eventu
ally appeared in similar form and order in the Gospels of John and Mark. There 
seems to have been a group of Christians in western Syria or upper Galilee who 
thought of themselves, much as did the Pharisees, as the renewed expression of a 
Judaism based not only on the accepted written Torah but on a new oral Torah 
transmitted in the Christian case by and through Jesus, the new Moses. In 
Matthew's Gospel, not only does Jesus like Moses escape from a murder of the in
nocents, he also delivers the Law from the Mountain, and sets forth five groups 
of teaching corresponding to the five books of Torah. In the meantime another 
group, using imagery and rhetoric similar to that used by the Qumran community, 
depicted themselves as the true Israelites. This group, whose sentiments are espe
cially expressed in the Gospel of John, set forth their version of the central Chris
tian message in a set of thoughtful and poetic yet discursive stories by and about 
Jesus. During the same time and earlier, Paul and those who thought of the Chris
tian movement in terms of the images and beliefs he set forth, viewed Christian
ity largely in terms of the death and rebirth of Jesus as their savior and Lord. 

When with a sociological imagination we observe these different expressions 
by early Christian associations, we are struck by their considerable diversity. Ob
servers are likely not to fully appreciate this diversity if they begin to label some 
of these expressions as Gnostic, Jewish-Christian, apocalyptic, orthodox, or het
erodox. These terms betray a predilection to distinguish central from marginal ex
pressions of this movement. Similarly, observers are likely to overlook or minimize 
the historicity of this diversity when they begin to see how many of these expres
sions can be viewed as fitting together when interpreted with what they may re
gard as appropriate theological spectacles. Other observers are likely to treat this 
d,iversity as somehow accidental or uncharacteristic when they seek to discover an 
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original form of this movement either in the Jerusalem church, the Galilean Jesus 
movement, and/ or the Q community. 3 In contrast, what we have observed is that 
this movement assumed diverse forms from a very early period and that diversity 
was a characteristic feature during the first several generations. 

Christian diversity existed on several levels. The groups differed in terms of 
many of the rituals they practiced. Some clearly continued to practice circumci
sion, while others, like the movement in eastern Syria represented by Thomas's 
Gospel, did not. While Paul criticized formerly gentile Galatian Christians for 
subsequently deciding to become circumcised, in other communications he 
seemed to recognize that Christian communities might be constituted by those 
who chose to be circumcised and those who did not (Romans 2 and 3). Some 
Christian communities differed in terms of whether and how they practiced 
prayers, fasting, purifications, and almsgiving (Cos. Thorn. 5, 14, 89, and IOI). They 
differed on whether women should keep their heads covered when speaking in 
meetings (I Cor I 1.2-I 6 ). They split, often quite heatedly, over what foods they 
were allowed to eat. Some groups of Christians clearly assumed stricter, probably 
more kosher-like, views than others. We can hear echoes of disputes over this mat
ter in Thomas (Cos. Thorn. 28), Paul's letters (Rom 13 and I4; I Cor 8, IO.I4--33; 
Gal2), and Acts (Acts IS), as well as in gospel stories of Jesus eating on the Sab
bath and with tax collectors and others of low repute. 

These groups differed over the regard they held for Jesus. The differences here 
were probably quite substantial. Some groups, like those associated with Thomas's 
Gospel, viewed Jesus as a teacher of wisdom. Others, such as the Q community, de
picted him as simultaneously a scribe-like teacher and a prophet-like figure, speak
ing and acting symbolically in ways reminiscent of a long history of Jewish 
prophets. Many early followers, such as those who collected and recited the cycle 
of miracle stories in John and Mark, viewed him as a wonder-worker, capable of 
producing various kinds of cures and healing and fmding ample supplies of food 
and good wine when none seemed to be available. For others, Jesus' most impor
tant role seemed to have begun only after he had died. They believed that Jesus had 
been elevated to the heavens and that he now sent his spirit to intercede in various 
powerful ways on behalf of his followers. Followers invoked this spirit to account 
for their capacity to speak in tongues; win numerous converts, especially among di
aspora Jews and Gentiles; persuade former critics to become followers; and perform 
some kinds of healing. Most importantly, a number of followers felt that they had 
been directly addressed by Jesus' spirit and authorized to spread the movement in 
his name. The Book of Acts is filled with these kinds of stories. Others, like Paul, 
viewed Jesus as a savior who through his sacrifice-like dying and subsequent rising 
occasioned the possibilities of justification and rebirth for followers. There were 
still other views that variously imagined Jesus as a heavenly high priest, a contem-
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porary Moses, or a heavenly messenger from God. A number of early Christians 
seemed to have expected Jesus' imminent return. Many observers have already called 
attention to the quite varied ways in which people within the early Christian move
ment thought about Jesus. For present purposes it is important not only to note 
this variety but to recognize as well that these diverse views seem to be held from 
very early in the history of the movement, within the first two dozen years, and that 
many of these views were not easily reconciled with each other. 

The early Christian associations also held quite different soteriologies. For ex
ample, in a number of places Paul, like the Pharisees with whom he had originally 
been connected, associates this end with a future resurrection of the dead (I Cor 
IS; Acts 23.6-10). In other places Paul discusses the end of the Christian life in 
terms of spiritual rebirth in the present. In still other places he sums up the end 
of the Christian life as the act of being somehow made righteous in God's eyes. 
Q associates the end both with the coming realization of the kingless kingdom of 
God and with an imminent judgment of God. Some early Christians hoped for a 
new messianic age, while others looked forward to a renewed, more just Israelite 
society free of Roman rule. Many felt comfortable talking about the end of Chris
tian life as the promise of eternal life. Some simply thought of this end as the 
blessing or good favor of God that was especially extended to the poor, hungry, 
grieving, and distressed (Lk 6.20-23). Other observers have called attention to 
the number and variety of these images. What is especially noteworthy for our 
present purposes is that these diverse views were likely held within the first two to 
three decades and that these views imagine the end of the Christian life in ways 
that are not always easily reconciled 

The early Christian associations used different terms to identify themselves as 
members. For example, as attested to by the Gospel of Mark, in some settings 
members of these associations referred to themselves as "disciples:' However, this 
term was scorned (Thomas) or ignored (Q, Paul) by others. In other settings, fol
lowers referred to themselves as "brothers" (or "brothers and sisters"), "friends," 
"believers;' "children of God;' "saints;' and "servants of the word:' Many fol
lowers probably adopted no special designation but thought of themselves as the 
true children of Abraham, committed to the renewal of Israel. To be sure, some 
followers thought of themselves as "Christians;' but that title was probably not 
used by many others. Although Luke's history suggests that the use of this term 
began in Antioch shortly after Jesus' death, Luke himself seems reluctant to use 
that term. Instead he refers to followers as disciples or believers or collectively as 
churches. As we review this information, we can see that Christians had no one 
term to designate themselves as members of this movement. 

Finally, early Christians brought into being associations that took on quite dif
ferent social forms. For example, the early association of Christians in Jerusalem 
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established a commune-like community in which they shared possessions (Acts 
4.32-37). The character of the community presupposed by John's Gospel seems 
quite similar. Members are presumed to form a close-knit community of the true, 
and not merely nominal, children of God On IS, I6, I7). In both cases members 
seems to have lived in close proximity, acted somewhat like an extended family, 
shared at least some meals, and shared many possessions. The Gospel of Thomas 
seems to be addressed to an association of adherents formed like a theosophical 
society in which individuals sought to enhance their own personal growth. Mem
bers might well have met to hear and recite statements and practice varied forms 
of meditation. The associations formed by Galilean Christians differed in other 
ways. Horsley maintains that these associations were constituted by members 
committed to the reform and renewal of Israelite society (Horsley I989, I996; 
Horsley and Silberman I 997). These associations were constituted by neighbors 
living in the same villages who were committed to work for these reforms and re
newal. Insofar as members traveled, they journeyed among Galilean villages, visit
ing other like-minded associations and seeking to win supporters for this renewal 
movement in still other villages. They were dedicated to the renewal of a given, 
ethnically defined, albeit geographically dispersed, society. These associations may 
well have held meetings in local synagogues during or after regular synagogue ser
vices. In Mack's analysis, other associations in this same area and in Syria may have 
formed schools much as the Pharisees did or as some of the Greek philosophical 
movements did (Mack I993). The Gospel of Matthew presupposes the existence 
of a Pharisee-like association of Christians, which may have existed as a school 
but also as a synagogue-like congregation for prayers, readings, initiations, and 
mutual discipline. The associations established in places like Galatia, Ephesus, 
Phillipi, Thessalonika, and Corinth were similar in form but were constituted by 
Gentiles as well as diaspora Jews. 

Early Christianity Facing Potentially Divisive Crises 
We have noted the several ways in which early Christianity was a very diverse move
ment. This diversity either occasioned or expressed a number of internal disputes, 
controversies, and rivalries, all of which may have been potentially divisive. Many 
of these differences may not ever have been fully settled. It appears in a number of 
cases that different Christian associations simply agreed to be different and/ or that 
differing Christians within common associations simply lived with their differ
ences. From Paul's letters to Corinthian and Galatian Christians, we can observe 
that groups within associations in these areas differed quite strongly over a number 
of issues. These included disagreements and disputes over acceptable practices with 
regard to what kinds of food were acceptable to eat, over the status and regard 
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assigned to persons able to speak in tongues, over how authority ought to be 
exercised and by whom, and over whether non-Jewish male converts ought to be 
circumcised. As is evident from reading I Clement, forty years later Christians 
in Corinth still seemed to be exercised by some of the same kinds of dispute
especially regarding issues associated with authority and spiritual gifrs. 

In the Gospel of Thomas we see evidence for another kind of dispute or rivalry. 
Here we find followers like Mary, Thomas, and Salome saying things that gain Je
sus' approval while Peter, James, and Matthew raise questions and make comments 
that indicate they do not quite comprehend what Jesus is trying to say. The view of 
Peter and James expressed here contrasts sharply with the high regard for them both 
in Acts and Matthew's Gospel. The Gospel of Thomas pointedly seems to be arguing 
that Peter's and James's views of the central Christian message were misguided. 

In Jerusalem in the period shortly after Jesus' death, there seems to have been 
some kind of ongoing dispute or rivalry between diaspora converts and the 
Galilean leaders of this association. The outcome is fairly clear: a number of di
aspora followers left Jerusalem, while the Galilean leaders remained (Acts 6. I -6; 
8.2, 3; II.I9-26). Acts overtly describes persecution against the church as the 
cause. How credible is this account? In an almost undifferentiated way, the author 
of Acts tends to invoke spontaneous as well as planned persecutions by other Jews 
as the standard explanation for a wide variety of mishaps (Acts I 6. I 9-24; 
17.5-9, 13-15; 18.12; 19.33). For example, Paul's subsequent inability actually 
to meet with and settle his differences with the Jerusalem church is accounted for 
as the by-product of a spontaneous attack upon him by other Jews (Acts 
21.27-36). Still, even if persecutions were a factor, how do we explain this kind 
of outcome? Acts does note a dispute between diaspora and Palestinian followers 
over the distribution of common goods for the benefit of widows. This dispute 
was seemingly settled by appointing a number of people to address this problem. 
Still, there seems to be some relation between disputes between these groups, of 
which the controversies over the common goods was probably only a symptom, 
and the subsequent division that caused the diaspora followers to exit from this 
association. They may well have differed because they used different languages
Greek and Aramaic, because they already held different views of Judaism as dias
pora and Palestinian Jews, and/ or because the diaspora followers were restive with 
the commune-like character of the association in Jerusalem. 

These examples indicate that differences among Christians sometimes led to 
disagreements, disputes, and rivalries that were often heated and not always re
solved. None of these disputes were probably as intense or critical as that which 
occurred between Paul on one side and Barnabas and Peter on the other. This dis
pute, which is overtly described in both Acts IS and in the first two chapters of 
Paul's letters to the Galatians, has been analyzed by countless observers. It partly 
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concerned the status of Gentiles within Christian associations. The disputants 
reached a decision that allowed uncircumcised gentile men to become Christians, 
but they seemed to disagree regarding the status of these converts and about 
whether they could share in the same common meals. The rupture also seems to 
have been fueled by different views of the status of the written Torah, the au
thority of Jesus, and soteriology. It is worth noting that the dispute led to a rup
ture in the dose relationship between two Greek-speaking, diaspora Jews, Paul and 
Barnabas, who had been colleagues and partners over a period of more than a 
dozen years. The rupture led Paul to leave for good the Christian association in 
Antioch with which he had been connected for a long time. There is no evidence 
that he expected, or they expected him, to return. Paul returned to Jerusalem seven 
or eight years later with gifts for the Christians in that city from Christian associ
ations in Macedonia, Asia Minor, and Gteece. There is no dear evidence that any 
reconciliation or meeting of minds occurred between Paul and the elders of the 
church in Jerusalem. Acts describes how diaspora Jews sought to attack Paul, who 
was eventually protected by Roman officials. There is no account of whether or 
how the earlier dispute was either raised or resolved. What stands out in the Acts 
account is the absence of any real meeting or discussion between Paul and the eld
ers in Jerusalem who had previously so strongly disputed his views (Acts 21-26). 

Features Common to Early Christian Associations 
Although the early Christian movement assumed diverse forms and experienced 
many rivalries, disagreements, and disputes, it still remained a common, albeit un
organized ecumenical movement. It did not split into a variety of similar but dif
ferent religious movements. It maintained a sense of commonality, in spite of this 
diversity and differences, in part because its diverse associations shared a number 
of common features that they highly regarded. These features were characteristic 
of Christian associations wherever they were found. I will discuss several of these. 

(I) The early Christian movement's associations were characterized by a well
practiced commitment to mutual regard and assistance. This regard and help as
sumed many forms. Christians were expected to care for and take care of each other. 
They provided hospitality to each other, especially when receiving travelers. They 
nursed each other when they were sick. They provided food when others were hun
gry. They provided charitable assistance when others were economically distressed. 
Rather than cause animosity between themselves, they forgave each other their debts. 
They incorporated this principle in their standard common prayer, in which they 
asked God to forgive them as they forgave each other. They felt that fellow Chris
tians ought to actively seek to make peace with each other before participating in 
worship services. From the beginning Christians invoked the traditional Jewish com-
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mandment to love your neighbor as yourself as their preeminent moral principle. Je
sus said the standard sununed up the whole of the Torah and the prophets (Mk. 
I2.28-34; Lk 10.25-28). Paul repeatedly invoked the love commandment as a 
moral principle easily understood by and compelling to both Jews and Gentiles 
(Rom I3.8-IO; I Cor 12, I3, 14). He similarly treated it as a sununary of the Ten 
Commandments. The ethic of mutual assistance powerfully shaped the ethos of this 
movement. As Stark (I996: 73f£) has noted, Christians were widely respected for 
the active, reciprocating way they assisted and cared for each other. 

(2) Early Christian associations were marked by a deep, pervasive influence of 
Jewish cultural traditions. When viewed comparatively with other religious and 
cultural movements of the ancient Mediterranean and Middle Eastern world, 
Christian associations appeared similar to Jewish groups in a number of ways. For 
the most part, they regarded the Jewish Bible as Scripture, usually in its Greek ver
sion. Those who authored the early Christian writings that still survive filled their 
works with images and citations from Jewish texts. This is true not only for works 
containing many overt references to ancient scriptures, such as Paul's letters, He
brews, the Dida,he, l Clement, and the four extant New Testament Gospels, but also 
for works such as the sayings collections of Thomas and Q, where the references 
are more allusive and less textual. Some of the converts to the early Christian 
movement were Jewish, some of them diaspora Jews, less strongly influenced by 
Judaean views of Judaism. Some converts were God-fearing, nonethnic individu
als whose commitment to and interest in Judaism was based on personal or fam
ily choice. To be sure, the early Christian movement also attracted many gentile 
converts. Furthermore, most local associations, even the most overtly Jewish such 
as the community associated with John's Gospel, were deeply influenced by Greek 
cultural values. Stark goes so far as to argue that Christians primarily won support 
from among disaffected diaspora Jews not only during the first but also during the 
next two centuries. He notes that their church buildings were typically found in 
areas of towns where Jews predominantly lived (Stark I 996: 59-69). The fact that 
most Christian associations treated Jewish texts as their Scriptures indirectly 
points to the Jewish background of influential adherents. 

By different means and to varying degrees, early Christian associations did at
tempt to distinguish themselves from other Jewish movements. In this way, their 
stance was much like the Qumran community and the Pharisees, both of whom set 
themselves apart from the views and practices of the Judaism associated with the 
priestly establishment. At times the anti-Jewish rhetoric of Christian groups ap
pears to bear witness to intrareligious rivalries. Criticisms of Pharisees in Matthew's 
Gospel are of this character. The Pharisees are highly praised (Mt 5.I7-20, 23.2) 
at the same time as they are criticized. Similarly, a number of other New Testament 
references to Jews seem to refer more particularly to rivalries between Galileans and 
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perhaps others as opposed to Judaean Israelites. In places the word "Jews" is used 
in a series that includes the word "Galileans;' Idumeans and Israelites living outside 
Judaea. In several instances criticisms of Jews seem to have arisen because syna
gogues in certain areas began to prohibit Christians from participating in their ser
vices On 16.2; Rv 2.9; Acts I?.I-9). As the references to Paul's activity and the 
practices of the Christian community in Jerusalem bear witness, many Christians 
continued to participate in rituals of the synagogues and Temple. To be excluded 
aroused their anger. The lengths to which Christians went to criticize particular ex
pressions of Judaism indirectly reflects the extent to which they felt it was neces
sary to distinguish themselves from the other expressions of Judaism. 

The early Christian movement held a fundamentally different view of what it 
meant to be identified as "children of Israel:' In many different ways they said 
they were not members of a religiously defined ethnic people constituted prima
rily but not exclusively by descent. They identified themselves as members of vol
untary religious associations. The Jews from which they wished to distinguish 
themselves in various ways all assumed by contrast that they were members of such 
a religiously defined ethnic people, even though they differed on how to renew, de
fend, and guide this people. 

(3) Early Christian associations used the rite of baptism as a ritual to mark 
entrance into their associations. No doubt different associations assigned differ
ent meanings to this rite. No doubt some viewed the rite in more soteriological 
terms, like Paul, whereas others viewed it more like John, as the offering of an oath 
in connection with their entrance into an oath-bound fraternal association dedi
cated to social and religious renewal. However much they varied in other ways, 
Christian associations everywhere seemed to practice this rite, and it became an 
identifying feature. 

The conclusion that most if not all Christians underwent this rite is based on sev
eral different kinds of observations. The first is the widespread reference to this rite 
throughout the early Christian writings. The Gospel of Matthew assumes Christians 
began baptizing in Galilee shortly after Jesus' death (Mt 28.I6-20). Acts assumes 
they began baptizing in Jerusalem after a glossalalic experience by Jesus' closest asso
ciates (Acts 2.37-42). John's Gospel assumes Jesus' followers were baptizing even 
while Jesus was alive On 4.2). Paul presumes that all Christians had been baptized as 
part of their entrance in and commitment to the Christian movement (I Cor I. 2, 3, 
4; Rom 6). He does not argue for this act. He takes it for granted. Clearly the Chris
tian associations that he met in Judaea and Syria must have practiced this rite. 

The second reason for assuming that most if not all Christian associations 
practiced this rite comes from considering the dose, ambiguous relation between 
the followers of John the Baptist and the early Christians (Mk I.I4; Mt 4.12). 
There seems to have been some overlap between the movement of followers asso-
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ciated with John and the movement of followers associated with Jesus. In the 
Fourth Gospel Jesus and several of his closest associates are described as being fol
lowers of John. More precisely, they are described as helping with John's prophetic 
activities of preaching and baptizing On 3:22-4:3). What happened to the fol
lowers of John after he was put into prison for criticizing Herod Antipater and 
later killed? Did they disappear? Did they become followers of Jesus? Did Jesus 
continue and at the same time modify what John was doing? We can begin to ad
dress these questions by making several observations. There are accounts in the 
Book of Acts (Acts 8.9-13; 18.24-28; c£ I Cor I.I0-17; 3, 4) that suggest that 
after Jesus' death followers of John were still proclaiming John's message and bap
tizing those they convinced. For example, Apollos was described as only knowing 
the baptism of John although he was ostensibly a follower of Jesus. He is de
scribed as baptizing people in Ephesus and Corinth. Others were baptized in 
Samaria with John's baptism and had to be rebaptized in the spirit by Jesus' fol
lowers. In several places John's way of baptizing is distinguished from the baptism 
administered by Jesus' followers. The latter was described as being connected with 
a personal experience of the Holy Spirit. From Paul's discussion in his letter to 
Corinthians and from Acts, we can surmise that those undergoing this baptism of
ten had a glossolalia-like experience (Esler 1994: 37-SI). We can also observe a 
number of passages in Q where efforts are made to show how the movement now 
following Jesus differs from the earlier movement of John the Baptist (Lk 3.2b, 
7-9, I6, 17; 7.I-IO, IB-23, 24-27). We can reasonably infer that the need to in
dicate how the movement following Jesus differed from the movement following 
John arose because the movements were so closely connected. Because of the close 
association between these movements, it also seems reasonable to assume that the 
early Christian movement from the beginning called for those whose comradeship 
they were seeking to gain to undergo an act of being baptized. 

For these several reasons, I think it is reasonable to conclude that all Christians 
underwent the rite of baptism, whether they were in commune-like groups, theo
sophical associations, social renewal fraternities, or household congregations. Fur
thermore, in spite of the diversity of their associations, all were likely to connect 
this rite with at least two additional features shared in common. The first was the 
act of committing oneself to a message but also to an association of comrades. 
The rite helped to bring into being and solidify a new social bond marked, as I 
have already observed, by an ethic of mutual regard and assistance. The second was 
an expectation that as a result of this rite a Christian could expect support from 
God's Spirit. To be sure, this expectation assumed diverse forms. It was connected 
for many with an expectation of being touched by God's Spirit through a glosso
lalia-like experience. For others, it was the expectation that God's Spirit would 
help them say the right thing when confronted by opponents. 
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( 4) Most if not all Christian associations adopted a number of other com
mon ritual practices, including some kind of group ritualized meal. The form of 
this rite clearly varied, as witnessed by the different accounts in Paul's writing, the 
Didacbe, the Fourth Gospel, and the synoptic Gospels. As Christians regularly met 
they partook in some kind of ritualized meal, accompanied with a set recitation 
of prayers, versicles, readings, and homilies (Crossan 1998: chapter 23). During 
these services, Christians communicated with each other using primarily what 
Bernstein refers to as restricted rather than elaborated speech codes (Bernstein 
1971). As such, their communications functioned primarily to occasion and rein
force shared sentiments rather than discursively to transmit information, ideas, 
and/ or philosophies. 

( 5) Early Christian associations were sectarian: they were voluntary associa
tions of people who considered themselves to be religiously and morally quali
fied.4 They belonged to their associations not by virtue of birth and normal pat
terns of socialization but because they had undertaken a personal act of 
commitment. In this way they were similar to other Jewish reform movements like 
the Pharisees and the Essenes. Like other sectarian groups, Christians brought into 
being associations of people who voluntarily committed themselves to live in 
keeping with standards that called for extra effort, dedication, and virtue. Sect 
members do not regard themselves as ordinary. They have willingly undertaken ac
tivities, identifications, and pursuits that they were not required to assume. 

In ways that paralleled beliefs of John's followers, Christians argued that the 
only way or at least the most fitting way to become true Israelites, authentic chil
dren of Abraham or of God, was personally to redevote themselves to God. They 
assumed that such acts of devotion involved as well acts of repentance. In the 
process the collectivity that was Israel was reconceived not as a religiously iden
tified ethnic population but as a large voluntary association of persons who had 
religiously and morally committed themselves to a vision of a renewed society. 
The Q collection of sayings cites John as advising, "Do not say to yourself, we 
have Abraham as our ancestor, for I tell you God is able from these stones to raise 
up children to Abraham" (Lk 3.7-9). In Q Jesus says that the true children of 
God are not just those who hear God's word-that is, have listened to the recita
tions of Torah-but rather those who act on God's word (Lk 6.47-49). The 
Gospel of John begins by asserting that the true children of God are not born 
of the flesh-that is, by ethnic descent-but by virtue of God's adoption of 
them by spirit On 1.13, 4.3). With what seems to be an effort to foster concili
ation, Paul argues that people may become true Israelites, authentic children of 
Abraham, either by virtue of descent or by the act of personal commitment and 
faith. Neither party, he argues, should think of themselves as more virtuous or 
more authentic (Rom 3.9-1 I). 
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Early Christians differed from other Jewish sects in several decisive ways. In 
composition they included diaspora Jews in much greater numbers, as well as Gen
tiles. They assumed very diverse social forms as I have already noted. Most im
portantly, they held different assumptions about the relation of their sectarian 
movement to Judaism as a whole. In prophetic ways, the Essenes and Pharisees 
wanted to occasion reforms in Israel. John's movement may have had a similar vo
cation. In contrast, the Christian movement, and perhaps John's, wanted to remake 
Israel into a large "sect," that is, a voluntary association of the religious and 
morally qualified. 

(6) All the early Christian associations looked to Jesus as their founder and 
foundation. Although they thought about Jesus in quite different ways, there were 
some common elements in their regard for him. Clearly, they all regarded Jesus as 
the founder of their movement. The movement began with him and not John, for 
example, or James or Peter or Barnabas. They also all regarded Jesus' words as au
thoritative and authorizing. They cited what they regarded as his words to legiti
mate their activities. Whatever they did, they did in Jesus' name. This was true as 
much for Paul as for the elders in Jerusalem, the social reform movement in 
Galilee, or the community assumed by Thomas's Gospel. Paul, for example, justi
fies his activities by claiming that he was personally addressed by Jesus in a vision 
(Gal I. I I-I6; I Cor IS.9-II). In other places he refers to Jesus' words either ex
plicitly, as when he discusses rules regarding marriage and divorce (I Cor 7) and 
talks about the ritual of the common meal (I Cor 9.8-I4, I !.23-32), or im
plicitly, as when he invokes the centrality of the love commandment or discusses 
the flexibility Christians were allowed with respect to kosher rules. Christians felt 
they were addressed by Jesus through the words and sayings they believed he had 
spoken. Jesus' words were regarded as authoritative not only because they were 
viewed as compelling, instructive, wise, and clever but also because they were be
lieved to be true. Whether Christians thought of Jesus as a prophet, seer, teacher, 
and/ or messiah, they regarded his words as expressions that God either inspired, 
approved, and/ or authorized. They treated what they regarded as Jesus' words with 
great deference and respect. 

This point needs to be underlined, I think, precisely because we now know 
that many if not most of the words attributed to Jesus cannot be considered ac
tual quotations. Many sayings were altered as they were recalled by followers. 
Many other sayings were probably coined by followers. Nonetheless, I think it 
does an injustice to the deference and devotion with which followers seem to have 
regarded Jesus to assume that their phrasings of his words was guided primarily in 
terms of their own philosophies and agendas. It is credible to think of Jesus as a 
man who had a remarkable way with words, in much the same way as do great po
ets and storytellers, and spoke with great authority. Listeners recalled his words as 
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best they could and repeated them to others. However, Jesus not only spoke these 
words, he also authorized others to take his message and, led by God's spirit, to 
retell it in ways that were compelling to others who had not directly seen and 
heard him. Subsequently, believers followed this model as they attempted to restate 
Jesus' words to other audiences. 

Jesus was highly regarded not only as the founder and prophet, but he was 
also regarded as the source that in the present somehow provided power and in
spiration for his followers. Christian associations used a number of different, of
ten very theological, terms to account for what they variously regarded as Jesus' 
capacity to energize and empower them. They did not seem to agree on these 
terms. Many, probably most, referred to Jesus as "Lord." Many believed that he 
had been able to send his or God's spirit into their midst so that they could per
form extraordinary things they never expected to do. They connected their ca
pacity to gain supporters; foster strong feelings of community; win converts, es
pecially among those who had formerly opposed them; perform healings; and 
speak in tongues with presence of God or Jesus' spirit in their midst. They con
nected the fact of their very existence as associations with Jesus' capacity to send 
his spirit to inspire, sustain, and comfort them. Thus, they regarded Jesus not 
only as a man who had once lived and prophesied but as someone able to move 
his spirit or God's spirit to support, create, and enliven activities and experiences 
in the present. 

For all their real differences and disagreements, early Christians shared a num
ber of very important common traits. They were sectarian associations that prac
ticed baptism and regularly held ritualized common meals. They were largely con
stituted by Jews and people influenced by Jewish culture. They regularly invoked 
Jewish traditions and texts. They developed strong emphasis on mutual love and 
assistance. They regarded Jesus as their founder, inspiration, and ground. 

Early Christianity, an Unorganized Ecwnenical Movement 
I think it is evident that early Christianity was not an organized ecumenical move
ment in the way that ecumenical movements are today. There was no overarching 
organization, no regular system of decision making, and no regularly meeting 
councils. Early Christianity was ecumenical in a much looser, unorganized way
very diverse associations recognized that they were in some important ways part 
of the same larger movement. Additionally, from time to time people within this 
movement offered persuasive ways for affirming features all Christians shared in 
common in spite of these differences. It remained a highly variegated, unorgan
ized ecumenical movement because no one solution for reconciling differences was 
ever adopted and because no one ecumenical vision ever gained dominance. 
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Early Christianity quickly emerged as a geographically dispersed movement of 
quite diverse associations that viewed their aims and identities often in quite dif
ferent terms. Several potentially divisive disagreements arose among these associa
tions. At the same time these associations shared a number of highly valued fam
ily traits. One of the strengths of this movement as whole was the way .its 
associations were able to champion and defend their own particular version of the 
Christian life while still recognizing shared commonalities. This ecumenical spirit 
was made both possible and desirable by the mutual coexistence of this diversity 
and commonality. Several early Christians played major roles in giving life to this 
ecumenical spirit. 

In ways that remained very influential, several first-century authors attempted 
to weave the diverse elements of early Christianity into what each presented as a 
common vision that could be held by all. These were Paul, as he wrote what came 
to be regarded as his Letter to the Romans; Mark, as he wrote his Gospel; and 
Luke, as he wrote his Gospel and the Acts of the Apostles. I do not have space to 
analyze these works at length, but I want to show briefly how in each the authors 
both acknowledged certain forms of diversity existing among the Christian asso
ciations and overlooked others, at the same each attempted to offer frameworks in 
which the at least tacitly acknowledged diversity and the accompanying differences 
could be reconciled. 

Paul argued that there was room in the Christian movement for both uncir
cumcised Gentiles and circumcised Jews, for those who felt that Jesus' words al
lowed them to disregard food regulations and those who wanted to comply with 
respected traditions, for those who regularly had spiritual experiences and those 
who did not. Paul argued in defense of allowing certain different expressions of 
the Christian life, especially in his Letter to the Romans. He sharply criticized 
even while he expressed respect for those in Antioch and Jerusalem who had as
sumed narrower views (Gal I; 2 Cor II). His was not necessarily a view that 
would have been adopted by the community associated with John's Gospel, those 
assumed by Thomas's Gospel, or the Galilean group that collected the sayings of 
Jesus in Q. There is no evidence it was accepted by the Christian association in 
Jerusalem. Still, many approved of its particular ecumenical spirit and formed 
their own view of the Christian movement in relation to it. 

Mark's Gospel seems to have offered a different approach. Burton Mack be
lieves that Mark incorporated within one narrative what had previously been two 
quite different if not antagonistic versions of the Christian message. The gospel 
at once adopted views of Jesus as an authoritative teacher, a miracle worker, and a 
dying and rising savior. Mack argues that these views had previous been held by 
quite different if not antagonistic groups. Galilean Jews largely thought of Jesus 
as a teacher or miracle worker, while diaspora Jews and Gentiles largely thought of 
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Jesus as a savior. Mack argues that Mark's genius was in integrating these disparate 
views into a common narrative. Mark's vision was ecumenical in so far as he ac
knowledged and attempted to affirm commonality between two different and op
posing traditions (Mack I 988). Still, Mark's vision was particular. It did not at
tempt to deal with views represented by the Fourth Gospel or Thomas or the social 
revitalization visions associated with the sayings in Q. 

Luke's Gospel and history constituted a different ecumenical vision. These 
works overtly acknowledged a number of differences and disputes. Luke's narra
tive was written in ways that made it seem that most of these disagreements had 
already been overcome. At times he seemed to distract attention away from con
flicts between Christians by noting the influence of external factors, such as, he 
typically noted, persecutions by hostile Jews. Because of what we learn from other 
sources, we know that Luke tended to minimize and paper over some of these dis
putes. Nonetheless, he offered his own ecumenical vision. He attempted to in
clude within his narrative some account of most of the Christian groups he was 
aware o£ He tacitly argued that they all had a place in the unfolding story of early 
Christianity. He included much of Mark's Gospel as well as most of the sayings 
in the Q source. He included as well histories of several other early Christian 
groups; however, he left out references to a number of early Christian movements 
in Galilee, eastern Syria, and wherever the Johannine community existed. He failed 
to appreciate and accent the marked difference even among the groups to which 
he referred. 

All three of these expressions were ecumenical. They combined a recognition 
of diversity with attempts to assert communalities. None of them had become 
dominant and definitive within the first century. They existed alongside each 
other. Probably, if any one of these had prevailed, the larger ecumenical character 
of early Christianity would have been suppressed. While articulating common 
themes, each was too limited in scope to offer one genuine voice for most groups. 
As a result the ecumenical spirit was sustained not only because there were diverse 
associations with common traits but also because early Christians used a variety 
rather than any single set of images and stories to acknowledge their diversity and 
affirm their relatedness. In a way the early Christian movement sustained its loose 
ecumenical character precisely because no single attempt to reconcile their differ
ences was able to become dominant. 5 

Notes 
I. This review of early Christianity is based primarily on readings of texrs written by 

members of the movement during this period. I utilize not only first-century NT writings 
but also works such as l Clnnent, the Didtube, and the Gospel of Thomas, all written before the 
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end of the first century C.E. A social movement is a large-scale phenomenon that may in
dude a number of social movement organizations. I use the term "association" here as an 
economical expression for "social movement organization:' I do not mean "formal organ
ization:' 

2. I am using the phrase "early Christian movement" to refer to all the quite varied 
groups and movements that arose. Many if not most of the people involved in these groups 
and associations probably did not think of themselves as part of something called "Chris
tianity" and probably did not think of themselves as "Christians:' Some scholars refer to 

the early followers of Jesus in Galilee and Judaea as members of the "Jesus movement:' 
Would those involved have used this name? I am not sure. I doubt if any in antiquity would 
have referred to themselves in terms used by other modern scholars, such as members of the 
"Q community" or "Markan community" or "Matthean community:' They variously used 
terms to describe themselves as "followers;' as members of ekklesia, as the "new Israel:' As I 
will argue in the main body of this chapter, though they used differing names to refer to 
their identities within the larger movement, they had a strong sense of being connected to
gether as part of a common movement. I use the phrase "early Christian movement" some
what anachronistically to describe groups, associations, and congregations that eventually 
became part of what is recognized as the Christian movement. 

3. We can see evidence for this tendency in many who have sought to provide accurate 
depictions of the historical Jesus as well as in the attempts by several contemporary schol
ars (Mack I993; Horsley and Silberman 1997; Schiissler Fiorenza 1983; Crossan 1998) 
to discover the original and basic form of the Jesus movement. The accounts of these lat
ter scholars, all of whom have established very credible bases for their positions, differ not 
only because they use somewhat different interpretive spectacles and make somewhat dif
ferent methodological assumptions but also because they are probably focusing on some
what different, albeit probably overlapping, expressions of the early Christian movement. 

4. This way of viewing sects, which comes from Weber's works, is quite different and, 
I think, more adequate than the usual views assumed not only by Wilson in his earlier work 
and Stark, but also by Troeltsch (see Weber I 946: 305). Weber writes, 

A sect in the sociological sense of the word is not a small group ... is not a group that is 
split off from another .... Rather, the sect ... aims at being an aristocratic group, an asso
ciation of persons with fUll religious qualification. The sect adheres to the ideas of the eccle
sia pura ••• the visible community of saints .... The community functions as a selection ap
paratus for separating the qualified from the unqualified. (Weber 1978: 1204-10) 

Wilson, in his early work, and Stark regard sects as religious groups that have broken away 
from other religious groups (Wilson 1961; Stark 1996: 33). Troeltsch's view is closer to 
Weber's but adds what I regard as unwarranted and restrictive assumptions about the char
acteristics, belief systems, and practices of such groups (Troeltsch I 9 3 I/ 32: chapter 2, 
section 9; chapter 3, section 4; conclusion). Since his early work, Wilson has assumed a 
position closer to Weber's (Wilson 1998). 

5. The loose, ecumenical character of the early Christian movement gave way in the 
second century to a more formally organized movement that deliberately attempted to set 
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limits on how much diversity was permissible. We see the beginnings of this change in the 
pastoral letters, letters of Ignatius, l Clnnent, and the writings of lrenaeus. We see evidence 
for this shift in the efforts to establish the beginnings of a canon, declare certain works as 
heretical, and craft a common creed. Several factors moved Christians to seek a clearer, 
more limiting definition of who they were. These developments really lie beyond the scope 
of this chapter. Still, it is worth mentioning some because of the changes that they repre
sent. (I) As they gained more gentile converts, Christian associations had to deal with 
those who wanted drastically to limit if not altogether expunge the Jewish character of the 
movement. For example, some nominal Christians wanted to deny any authority to the 
Jewish Scriptures. The Christian associations met this challenge by expelling those who de
nied this authority. (2) Another, earlier, challenge came from the opposite direction: 
namely, the unwillingness of many if not most ordinary Jews, in and outside of Palestine, 
to recognize Christians as being in someway Jewish. Christian associations met this chal
lenge by reasserting the movement's Jewish origins and heightening the critique of Jews 
who rejected their message and movement. 



Jesus and Palestinian Social Protest: II 
Archaeological and Literary Perspectives 

PETER RICHARDSON AND DOUGLAS EDWARDS 

T HE QUESTION OF JESUS and Palestinian social protest is, in sociohistorical 
terms, actually a subordinate question to two more general questions: how 
closely Palestinian social protest corresponds with other protest move

ments within the Roman imperial world and whether Jesus' movement corre
sponds with protest movements before and after his period of activity. To put the 
question differently, was Jesus' movement related to an extreme form of social 
protest-social banditry as this arose within a Palestinian setting-and was Pales
tinian banditry consonant with broader banditry in the region? After sections on 
theoretical issues and archaeological evidence, we examine the Roman Imperial 
world, then Syria/Palestine, before assessing the Jesus movement. 

Social Protest as a Modern Category and 
Its Application to Ancient Societies 
Social protest takes many forms in ancient and modern societies, social banditry and 
outright revolt being the most extreme examples. Resistance might occur against an 
outside power such as the Romans in Palestine or against local elites who are perceived 
to be associated with that power (e.g., the Herodians) or even other groups who are 
ethnically different or have different religious or cultural perspectives. Many discus
sions in New Testament studies of banditry argue that the political-economic envi
ronment created social protest and banditry. One of the most ardent proponents of 
this view, Richard Horsley, acknowledges the role of culture in people's responses but 
generally interprets culture by situating it in a disproportionate economic system set 
up by imperialistic powers and their retainers. Banditry in Galilee and elsewhere was 
caused by acute economic pressure on villagers that resulted in social disintegration 
(Horsley 1996: I 19, 123). This reductionistic approach, while not without merit, 
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misses the complexity of social protest as it existed in first-century Palestine. Current 
anthropological studies suggest that forms of social protest or resistance have used 
subtle as well as overt acts to convey their point. Often the protest was intended not 
so much for those in power, who often are kept out of the loop, but rather for those 
who feel outside the realm of real power decision making. Patterns found in Palestine 
are found throughout the Roman Empire during the same period. 

Resistance by conquered persons has become central in many modern studies 
of colonialism (Wells 1999; Scott 1985, 1990; Said 1993), with great variety in 
forms of protest against foreign control. One common form is the recreation or 
reclamation of traditional culture, even when moribund for some time ("revital
ization movement"). Other forms of common protest include work slowdowns, 
poor workmanship, arriving late, and creating stories or songs uncomplimentary 
to those in power (Wells 1999; Scott 1985, 1990; Stoller 1995). But forms of 
protest can extend even further: insistence on using a language different from 
those in power, dressing in a manner that stresses allegiance to one's own group, 
using particular forms of pottery or artifacts or textiles, and emphasizing one's re
ligion and tradition. Such forms of protest are directed against powers that dic
tate other important aspects of people's lives. 

Archaeologically, there is good evidence that the private worlds of Jews of
fered an outlook different from the public presentation. These private worlds rep
resented means by which they established their identity and at the same time of
fered a form of protest against Roman power, even if they were the only ones 
who acknowledged it. Two archaeological examples represent extreme forms of 
protest or resistance promoting outright revolt. The better known is the siege of 
Yodefat or Jotapata. Josephus describes at length the struggle between Romans 
and Jews in the summer of 6 7 C.E. The town, according to Josephus and now 
supported by archaeological evidence, was totally destroyed, most of its inhabi
tants killed or enslaved, and Josephus captured. The destruction represents the 
commitment of many to outright rebellion against the outside power. In the same 
war, Gamla, another Jewish village, also revolted against Rome. It met the same 
end. What is intriguing about both sites (as well as Jerusalem and other areas that 
revolted) is the evidence for subtler forms of resistance or protest prior to their 
revolt. We see similar features at other sites that were not destroyed, a point to 
which we will return. 

The second example is Qumran, where an apocalyptically oriented community 
believed it was participating in the end times. Recent work has shown that many 
of the references to the kittim, the enemy against which the community and God 
would battle, referred to the Romans. Again we have an example of overt hostil
ity against Roman power, an extreme form of social protest, probably reserved for 
those in the community or those affiliated with it. 
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Archaeology has other examples of what appear to be more subtle forms of 
social protest or resistance. Coins in the Hellenistic and Roman periods typically 
had images of gods, temples, or political leaders. This tradition was not part of 
the Hasmonean expression of authority, as they assiduously avoided images of any 
sort on their coins (except for the occasional palm tree or stalk of wheat). In the 
first century C.E. Herod Philip, son of Herod the Great, had little problem with 
placing images on his coins in Gaulanitis. But Herod Antipas of Galilee, whose 
territory was more extensively Jewish, had no images on his coins. This expression 
stood in sharp contrast to general practice throughout the Roman Empire. Did 
this stress Jewish identity? Without question. Understood within the general cul
tural framework of Roman power, it must be seen as a form of resistance against 
the pressures of Roman power. Archaeology has also shown that at several sites in 
Galilee (e.g., Yodefat and Khirbet Cana) and Gaulanitis (Gamla) the vast majority 
of coins found in first-century contexts are Hasmonean (mostly Alexander Jan
naeus). If as some have suggested Hasmonean coins were used as a major part of 
the local economy, then we have evidence of the reclamation of a tradition-the 
period when Israel was ruled by its own Jewish kings-and of a form of resist
ance or social protest. (The coin distribution is different in the more gentile re
gions just to the north of Lower Galilee.) 

Mikvaoth (singular, mikveh) are another form of Jewish identity found in archae
ological contexts. The usual and probably correct interpretation is that these were 
for Jewish ritual bathing purposes, although diverse functions cannot be ruled out. 
What seems certain is that they are found in Judaea and Galilee in Jewish contexts, 
uniquely associated with Jews. Is this resistance or social protest or simply an ar
chitectural feature that only Jews and no one else liked? A minimalist view might 
argue the latter, but the framework of power in which these features are found 
needs to be understood. Baths were not normally built this way, while for Jews this 
was the way one washed ritually. Herod had them. Priests' houses in Jerusalem had 
them. And they are found at Gamla, Yodefat, Khirbet Cana, Nazareth, and even 
the city of Sepphoris. City and town had them. They appeared as early as the Has
monean period (e.g., Jericho) and appear to have the force of tradition behind 
them. It is not clear whether Herod's and the Qumran community's use of mikvaoth 

were attempts to reemphasize Hasmonean traditions, but it seems likely that both 
felt they were expressing proper Jewish tradition. Were they forms of social 
protest? The priests' houses in Jerusalem and the Herodian instances seem per
plexing, perhaps, although even Herod did not have images on his palace walls, 
meaning that he was unwilling to give in completely to prevailing external cultures. 
The Qumran example was likely based on the community's attitude toward the 
Romans, as expressed in their literature, and similarly the Galilean examples show 
a Jewish identity and represent a form of resistance to the general culture. 
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Stone vessels that appear only in Jewish contexts correspond with this inter
pretation. Many interpret them as having ritual importance since the Mishnah indi
cates that stoneware does not contract ritual impurity. As noted earlier, one form 
of protest is to have one's own unique vessels, and the many examples of 
stoneware fit that general tendency well. No doubt some would use these vessels 
without a thought to their representing a protest against Rome or the general cul
ture; they might even have appreciated Roman rule for many things. Nevertheless, 
they were participating in an expression of resistance whether they personally ac
knowledged it or not. On a similar note, in a provocative study, Andrea Berlin ( un
published paper) has shown that at Gamla, as compared with adjacent towns in 
more thoroughly gentile territory, there was a marked change in the first-century 
C.E. use of ceramics. Prior to this period, Jewish inhabitants of Gamla ate off fish
plates and other ceramic vessels, some imported from the gentile coastal cities. Ce
ramic trade flowed in both directions, and there was no sharp distinction in din
ing habits. A dramatic change occurred during the reigns of Antipas and Philip. 
Ceramic trade became one directional. Gentile ceramics were no longer imported, 
and people now ate out of locally or regionally made (i.e., Jewish) cooking pots. 
Gentile sites still received ceramics from Jewish manufacturers in the Galilee, while 
Jews stopped using gentile-made material and adopted eating habits that con
trasted with both gentile habits and their own previous practices. Berlin argues that 
a cultural line-in-the-sand was drawn; when Jews crossed it they entered another 
world. This is a clear example of subtle social protest, to which we might add the 
absence of pig bones in Jewish sites. The prohibition against pork was taken seri
ously, and there is little doubt this was viewed as a symbol of one's identity against 
the prevailing attitudes. 

Circumcision functioned similarly. Together with mikvaotb, Hasmonean coins, 
stone vessels, special ceramic vessels, and lack of pig bones, we find strong indi
cations of efforts to establish a special identity against very powerful outside cul
tural influences. 

One other aspect, important for understanding the environment of the Jesus 
movement, should be mentioned. The Dead Sea Scrolls are replete with examples 
of a community that made full use of its traditions to address issues of author
ity, power, and the community's relationship to the current authorities. Their atti
tude toward the kittim has already been mentioned. Tradition-or better, reclaimed 
tradition-allowed the community to protest the nature of the powers of this 
world (especially Roman power but also illegitimate powers in Jerusalem). Their 
apocalyptic world view, perhaps the ultimate in social protest (at least literarily), 
shows where true power lies: not with the Romans or the culture they promote but 
with God, who works through his righteous community that adheres to strict laws 
of rightness. 
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The Romans understood some of these forms of resistance; overt ones were 
obvious, but they even noted some of the less obvious. They understood the 
power of religion as a form of protest and as a real problem if not dealt with 
properly. They walked a fine line. When a soldier exposed his posterior while Jews 
celebrated Passover, causing a riot, the Romans put the soldier, not the rioters, to 
death. Roman authorities engaged in a tug-of-war with the priests over control of 
the high priest's garments; both sides understood their symbolic importance for 
the identity and traditions of the Jewish people. Both also understood how gar
ments could become the center of (and represent) a form of social protest (Ed
wards I 994 ). But the most obvious symbol, which could easily turn to social 
protest, was the Temple itsel£ In the first Jewish revolt (66-74 C.E.), as coins at
test, various rebel leaders made it the symbol for outright revolt against Roman 
power (Edwards I992), upping the ante of the less overt forms of resistance 
mentioned above. Roman portrayals of its destruction make the Temple's impor
tance absolutely dear. Titus's arch displayed Roman soldiers carrying the Tem
ple's sacred implements in triumph. Even the Romans could not miss which sym
bol was the focal point of the social revolt, and they emphasized that faith in 
such symbols was useless. Josephus's account offers a different version, but the fi
nal result is much the same: while the Temple served as the central symbol, the 
leaders of the revolt-bandits as he calls them-had offended God, who with
drew support and gave it to the Romans. Yet Josephus still seeks to preserve a 
sense of social protest, for it was God who caused the Jews to lose and allowed 
the Romans to win (though the Romans may not have agreed). The following 
discussion will summarize what we know of public social protests: banditry, re
volts, and riots. 

Further Archaeological Evidence of 
Palestinian Social Unrest 

Josephus's Accounts and Archaeological Evidence 
Despite the fact that social protest movements generally leave few substantial 
material remains, the evidence from both the first Jewish revolt (66-74 C.E.) 
and the second Jewish revolt (Bar Kokhba Revolt, I32-35 C.E.) is reasonably 
abundant, though largely outside the scope of this chapter. Prior to 70 C.E., 

however, a few incidents of overt social unrest have left important remains. 
Those, together with a few general comments on the revolts, are the subjects of 
this section. 

The record of social protest seems to begin with the Hasmonean Revolt (began 
I68/I67 B.C.E.). Its earliest phases, however, have left no marks in the archaeological 
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record, though later devdopments following this important transformation of soci
ety have left dear archaeological remains everywhere in the Holy Land, records both 
of destruction and of construction, in addition to the smaller finds noted earlier. 
These evidences of the Hasmonean Revolt, broadly understood, may not be evidence 
of social protest, for they derive not from the initial protests but from periods of con
solidation, wars of conquest, and subsequent settlement (dearly, for example, at Yo
defat and Gamla ). As a protest movement, the Hasmonean Revolt succeeded and was 
transformed. 

Other protest movements devdoped in the late Hasmonean period. Records 
of them come mainly in the context of struggles between the Hasmoneans and 
the rising power of the Herodian family Qosephus, BJ l; Ant. 13 and 14). No 
physical evidence of Herod the Great's earliest confrontations with social bandits 
c. 4 7 B.C.E. has survived, but two subsequent confrontations have left marks, both 
about 38 B.C.E. Near Arbel, at a gap in the cliff face where natural caves offered 
a vantage point, bandits preyed on travelers passing by on the road. The surviv
ing caves provide evidence of an incident in which Herod eradicated many of the 
bandits from the region by lowering troops on platforms from the top. During 
the first revolt a wall with towers was built across Mount Nitai to protect these 
caves from attack from above, as part of Josephus's strengthening of sites in the 
Galilee (Aviam 1993: 454; Richardson 1996: 68-72, 109-13). Herod returned 
to the Galilee later in 38 to complete the elimination of bandits; some fled to 
the Huleh swamp and some to a fortress, no doubt the recently excavated fortress 
at Keren Naphtali (Aviam 1997). The fortress was first occupied in the late Hel
lenistic period and marked the eastern boundary ofT yrian territory; evidence of 
Jewish life suggests the Hasmoneans subsequently took it over, but that occupa
tion ended abruptly at the transition between the Hasmonean and Herodian pe
riods (no Herodian pottery or lamps were found). Aerial photographs from 
I 945 show a siege camp to the west of the hill with circumvallation. Only Herod 
the Great's action against the lestai ("bandits") accounts for these siege works, 
making this the only archaeologically attested evidence of Herod's use of Roman 
siege techniques. 

Another period of social protest followed Herod's death in 4 B.C.E., when sev
eral small spontaneous protest movements, some having leaders with messianic 
pretensions, broke out. Herod had left a will-indeed, a series of different wills 
(Richardson 1996: 33-38)-but there was still much uncertainty. Popular upris
ings destroyed some royal buildings: literarily attested are the Winter Palace at Jeri
cho, the arsenal at Sepphoris, and the palace at Betharamphtha Qosephus, BJ 2. 
55-65; Ant. 17.269-84). Only the Winter Palace at Jericho has been fully exca
vated and reported, and its excavations show evidence of fire in the triclinium, per
haps from the uprising (Netzer 1993: 690). 
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Jewish Revolts 
The Jewish revolt of 66-74 C.E., which left deep marks on both the Roman and 
Jewish numismatic records, is included here because of the clarity of its evidence 

for a successful popular movement. Masada, Herodium, Garnla, and Yodefat are 

well-known sites, with both defenses and siege activities clearly visible. Josephus 

refers to the first two as strongholds of "brigands" (B.] 4.555); in both cases they 

adapted a room in the existing buildings as a synagogue, hinting at religious mo
tivations. By contrast, Yodefat and Garnla were not connected with any specific 

subgroup; in both cases Josephus himself had reinforced the defenses in 67 C.E. 

Both sites offer material evidence juxtaposed with literary description; analysis of 

both kinds of evidence results in a general confirmation of the accuracy of Jose

phus's description of his work (Aviam and Richardson 2000). One particular 

small object from Yodefat (the city fell on 20 July 67 C.E.) gives a poignant indi
cation-as interpreted by Mordechai Aviam--of the thoughts of one of the de

fenders in the waning days of the town's defense. A flat stone was inscribed with 

crude drawings, on one side a tomb and on the other a crab (representing the 

month ofTammuz or July), suggesting the meaning "I die in July:' 
The Bar Kokhba Revolt of 132-35 C.E. has also left physical remains. The 

primary evidence derives from inaccessible caves high up along the margins of the 

Dead Sea (the Cave of Horrors, the Cave of Letters, Wadi Muraba' at Caves), oth

ers under the main courtyard of Herodium, and some farther away from the cen

ter of things in the Shephelah. No conclusive evidence in the Galilee can be asso

ciated with the Bar Kokhba Revolt (Aviam 1993: 454). The letters from the 

Nahal Hever cave are the most important evidence from 132-35 C.E., some of 

which pertain to the leader and others in the revolt, hinting at the tensions, issues, 

and relationships. Others pertain to Babatha, an archive of a woman's legal docu

ments, which has provided a rich tapestry of the warp and woof of family life. Ba

batha carried documents that included the deed to her property, deeds authorized 

by military and political representatives of the Roman government, the very gov

ernment Bar Kokhba sought to overthrow (Edwards 1996). Taken together, tex
tual and material remains (clothes, shoes, utensils) have provided a ground-level 

view of daily life within a revolutionary setting. 
Both revolts were triggered by political, religious, cultural, and social aspira

tions. Their remains are important in providing two of the best collections of ma

terials reflecting widespread social unrest. All were deeply unsettling to Roman au

thorities. Analysis of social unrest in Judaea and Galilee has been seminal in 

understanding similar movements in other locations (e.g., Britain, Germany, 

France, the Danube, North Africa). Having said that, there remains a question 

about the relevance of the evidence from the revolts for social protest. Both Jew

ish revolts had a higher degree of organization and deeper religious and political 
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motivations than one might expect to find in a social protest movement, though 
economic factors certainly played a role as, for example, the oft-cited burning of 
debt records in the first revolt indicates. 

Watchtowers, Guard Posts, and Fortresses 
Some have suggested that there was a proliferation of minor fortifications in this 
period to keep banditry in check. This claim does not stand up well to scrutiny: 
(I) Where watchtowers were common, especially in western Samaria (second cen
tury B.C.E. to second century C.E.; Dar I993: I313-I6), there is no special evi
dence of banditry. (2) Both Hasmoneans and Herods had a substantial number 
of fortresses-the Herodian ones usually renovations of Hasmonean fortresses
but relatively few were in areas troubled by banditry, and there is no record of their 
use against bandits. (3) The most troublesome areas-hilly borderlands in north
ern Galilee, southern Lebanon, and southern Syria-had almost no fortresses. 
The notable exception, Keren Naphtali, was occupied in the Hasmonean but not 
the Herodian period. Had fortresses been utilized to suppress banditry, one would 
expect more forts with continuous occupation. Despite the impression conveyed 
by some of the later Roman sources (below), this particular strategy was not much 
used in Palestine (contrast Isaac 1990: I07, 428-29). This may also suggest that 
banditry was not as endemic as some have suggested. 

Peasant Life and Urbanization 
The common opinion is that the early Roman imperial period was a time of ur
banization, with increases in land accumulation, monetization, and increased in
debtedness (Fiensy 1991; Horsley I996). In the Galilee, the cities of Tiberias, 
Bethsaida, and Caesarea Philippi were founded or refounded; Sepphoris, Caesarea 
Maritima, and Beth Shean were expanded; and Phasaelis, Archelais, and Julias in 
Peraea were created. The Augustan peace ushered in a time of open borders and 
profitable trade, with central development of infrastructure projects such as har
bors, warehouses, marketplaces, and roads. The Herods and other entrepreneurs 
took advantage of these opportunities. These urban elite actions threatened peas
ant life, it is held: fewer persons held more land, peasants lost their livelihood and 
were forced off the land, urbanization exploited peasants, and monetization 
threatened agrarian practices. In support of such views, social anthropology has 
been used to construct a necessary subordination of peasants whose surplus crops 
are taken away by the growing urban class (Crossan 2000). 

Material remains support this general picture in part, but also offer a subtler 
picture. For example, the general shift to urbanization from the first century 
B.C.E. to the first century C.E. has been overstated: the more important movements 
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toward urbanism in the east were earlier, in the late Hellenistic period (roughly 
the second century B.C.E. ), and later, in the middle Roman period (the second 
century C.E.). The heyday of the great Hellenistic-Roman cities (e.g., Caesarea, 
Beth Shean, Gerasa) was in the second century C.E., whether in terms of expan
sion, range of institutional buildings, richness of detailing, imported materials, 
or patronage and benefaction. Bethsaida, for example (if et-Tell was in fact Beth
saida), which was refounded in the early first century C.E. as one of Philip's cap
itals, had little first-century building activity; it was busier in the Iron Age than 
in the first century (contrast Arav and Freund I 995). Both Sepphoris and 
Tiberias were fairly modest cities in the first century, only a fraction of the later 
second- and third-century cities. 

Complementarily, small rural towns and villages increased both in number and 
size in this period (Reed 2000: chapter 3). Yodefat, for example, began as a small 
late Hellenistic fortified farmstead and was taken over by the Hasmoneans as a 
hilltop town. In the late first century B.C.E. or early first century C.E. it expanded 
substantially southward. Other small towns such as Cana seem similar. Rural vil
lage life expanded and improved at the same time that urbanization was proceed
ing at Sepphoris and Tiberias (perhaps prompted by the increased opportunities 
of trade, commerce, and agriculture; Richardson 2000). Decline of village life, 
abandonment of houses, and reduction of opportunities does not seem apparent. 
There was no reduction in village numbers or sizes; instead, there seems an in
crease in numbers of houses, covering a range of types and sizes (Hirschfeld I 995; 
Guijarro I 997). More critical assessment of these factors is still needed. 

The degree of monetization in the period has also been overestimated. Most 
Galilean excavations have a majority of Hasmonean coins, with relatively few 
Herodian, procuratorial, and Roman coins, amplified somewhat with T yrian 
shekels, sometimes in hoards. This counterintuitive situation might be accounted 
for on several grounds, but it is incorrect to claim intense monetization with all 
the pressures that it would bring to bear on a peasant population. 

Sources for Understanding Social Protest, 
First Century B.C.E. to First Century C.E. 
The Roman sources for understanding banditry ( ltsteia) over a two-century period in 
the empire generally and Syria-Palestine specifically are relatively rich. Only rarely, 
though, do the sources permit differentiation among organized political revolt, so
cially or religiously motivated revolt, spontaneous protest with social causes, and 
robbers singly or in bands without social motivation. The most common word in the 
Greek sources for most of these activities is /estes and cognates, the focus of the fol
lowing discussion. It is no coincidence that the Mishnah adopts listim as a loanword 
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(applied sometimes even to Roman authorities: see m.Berakoth. 1.3; m.Peah 2.7; m.Shabb. 
2.5; m.Pesahim 3.7; Jackson I972: 20-40; Isaac I984: I83, n. 68). 

Sources: lle Roman J%rld 
Paul's troubles described in 2 Corinthians II:26 provide an overview of typical 
dangers; listai are included alongside natural problems (rivers, wilderness, sea) and 
social difficulties (Paul's kin, Gentiles, false brothers). This impression is sup
ported by tombstones of persons "killed by bandits" (inteifectus a latronibus: e.g., 
Rome, ILS 20II, 20307; Dalmatia, ILS 5II2; Dacia, CIL 3.I559; Africa, ILS 
5795; c£ CIL 3.8242). Pliny the Younger names three persons plus slaves that have 
"disappeared" or "vanished" (Ep. 6.25), two of them on the Via Flaminia. Another 
inscription refers to a fort erected by Commodus (I89-I92 C.E.) in Numidia 
"between two highways, for the safety of travelers" ( CIL 8.2495). Death by ban
dits was common, according to Roman law (Dig. I3.6.5.4; generally, Harland 
I993). The evidence spans a broad period, though no doubt the difficulties rose 
and fell within the period. 

Local support of bandits was illegal. A prefect of Egypt says, "it is impossi
ble to root out the bandits apart from those who protect them" (P. Oxy. I408; 
c. 2IO C.E.). Antoninus Pius, when proconsul of Asia, "declared by edict that ire
narchs, when they captured brigands, should question them about their associates 
and about those who sheltered them" (Dig. 48.3.6.I). Later formalizations in the 
Digest echo this view: "receivers [supporters J are punished as the bandits them
selves. All those persons who could have apprehended the bandits but who let 
them escape, having received money or part of the loot, are to be treated as in this 
same category [of bandits]" (Dig. 4 7. I 6. I). "It is the duty of a good and serious 
governor to see that the province he governs remains peaceful and quiet .... [He J 
must hunt down ... bandits (latrines) ... [and] must use force against their col
laborators" (Dig. I.I8.I3). 

Strabo ( 64 B.C.E.-24 C.E.) considers deteriorating social conditions a signifi
cant factor in banditry and piracy (which he thinks might still be a valid occupa
tion in Augustus's day, as it had been earlier!). He likens Pamphylians to Cilicians, 
a rough area where inhabitants "do not wholly abstain from the business of piracy 
(ton listrikon erg8n)" (Geogr. I2.570). Mount Corycus, a similarly rough area, was the 
haunt of pirates; Lycians also inhabited rough lands but were not pirates (they 
were hypo anthr8p8n s8phron8n; 14.1.32). Rough areas of northern Italy sheltered 
brigands, a problem solved only by building better roads into the Alps under Au
gustus ( 4.204; 4.207, for Pannonia). Strabo is primarily concerned with piracy 
(hoi listirioi; 3.I44), which extended west to "the Pillars:' In I7.792 he speaks of 
sea-horn activity (stasis) of Greeks (for the Black Sea, 7.3I I), and in 5.232 he de-
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scribes how even the residents of Antium, near Rome, engaged in acts of "piracy;' 
though they had no harbor. He knows of Egyptian "shepherds who were pirates" 
(17.802: hypo boukolan leston), and Sicilian horseherds, cowherds, and shepherds who 
"turned to brigandage in a sporadic way, later they both assembled in great num
bers and plundered the settlements:' He watched one, Selurus, die in the Forum 
(6.273). Strabo's descriptions of widespread but similar conditions (mountainous 
and marginal) are important. Some cases, of course, may not have reflected social 
protest of the kind discussed here, but some certainly did. 

Declamation exercises of the elder Seneca (c. 50 B.C.E.-c. 40 C.E.) often pre
suppose a person's capture by pirates: a virgin (ControversiaL 1.2), a man who later 
married the pirate chief's daughter (1.6), a man who killed two of his brothers 
(1.7), a good son redeemed by a debauched son (3.3), a youth cast adrift who be
came a pirate chief and later captured his father (7.1), a son who ransoms his fa
ther (7.4). Little light is thrown on the historical situation, but these show that in 
the late thirties C.E. there was still public concern with piracy and a perception of 
"humane" piracy. The younger Seneca ( 4 B.C.E.-65 C.E.) advises readers to have "as 
little booty as possible on your person ... if you are empty-handed, the highway
man [ latro] passes you by; even along an infested road, the poor may travel in 
peace" (Ep. 14.9; c£ Josephus, on Essenes, who "carry nothing whatever with them 
on their journeys, except arms as a protection against brigands"; BJ 2.125). 
Seneca's Epistk 7 advises avoiding crowds; he parodies the crowd's reaction when a 
bandit was executed in the amphitheater for killing a traveler. 

Plutarch (c. 50-120 C.E.) details Pompey's elimination of piracy (Pomp. 
24-28), giving a sense of widespread support for it despite the threat it posed. 
His 500 ships, 120,000 infantry, and 5,000 cavalry meant speedy success, fol
lowed by a very liberal settlement of captured pirates in existing and new cities. 
Pompey thought "that by nature man neither is nor becomes a wild or unsocial 
creature ... the habit of vice makes him become something which by nature he is 
not ... he can be civilized again by precept and example and by a change of place 
and of occupation" (Pomp. 28). Plutarch, too, thought banditry had social causes 
and required social solutions. 

The Roman History1 of Appian (b. late first century C.E.) emphasizes that piracy 
was a major problem in the first century B.C.E. (Bell. Civ. I. I I I) and was resolved 
only when Pompey was commissioned to eradicate it in 67 B.C.E. (2.23). Rome 
was even threatened with famine as a result of pirates ( lesteuomenes ), who are likened 
to robbers (Mithridatic ffl!rs 91-96). They afflicted the Mediterranean as far west· 
as the Pillars of Hercules (93), but they were a more severe problem in the east, 
especially in Cilicia Tracheia, where piracy began. Piracy extended to Syria, Pam
phylia, Cyprus, Pontus-indeed, almost all eastern nations (92). Pompey's eradi
cation of pirates was incomplete, for in 40-38 B.C.E. Octavian accused Pompey's 
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son Sextus of encouraging a "mysterious robbery infesting the sea;' so that famine 
threatened Rome (Bell. Civ. 5.77, 80). In fact, Rome itself was "openly infested 
with bands of robbers" ( c£ also Bell. Civ. 5.132; Suetonius, Aug. 32-33). 

Philo of Alexandria (c. I 5 B.C.E.-50 C.E.) presupposes listeia, despite Julius 
Caesar's clearing the Mediterranean of brigands and pirates (Legat. 146: lt"stai, 
peiratikai). The ascetic Therapeutae near Alexandria clustered their solitary cells to
gether for fear of robbers ( Contemp. 24 ); parents ransomed captured children ( Prob. 
37; c£ I2I); the wilds posed general dangers (Spec. !.301). When discussing the 
commandment not to steal, he refers to oligarchs who perpetrate lt"steia (Decalogue 
136), and he likens Alexandrians to robbers when they attacked Jews (Legat. 122), 
while he praises Flaccus for paying his soldiers well enough so they would not turn 
into robbers ( Flaccus 5). 

When Dio Cassius (c. 164-229 C.E.) looks back to Pompey, he claims that 
"large numbers had turned to banditry" (History of Rome 36.20.2; also 5.28.1-3, 
75.2.4), including some ex-soldiers and slaves (75.2.5-6, 77.I0.5). Varus "dis
tributed many of the soldiers to helpless communities ... for the alleged purpose 
of guarding various points, arresting brigands, or escorting provision trains" 
(56.19.I; c£ Suetonius, Tib. 37). He mentions especially Bulla Felix-"never re
ally seen when seen, never found when found, never caught when caught" 
(77.10.2}--who spoke up for slaves and peasants (77.10.5). 

Not all brigands were popular. Galen says of a bandit who killed a traveler, 
"None of the local inhabitants would bury him, but in their hatred of him were 
glad enough to see his body consumed by the birds which, in a couple of days, ate 
his flesh, leaving the skeleton as if for medical demonstration" (Galen, On Anatom
ical Procedures !.2). In sum, from Marius and Sulla through to the second century 
C.E., brigandage and banditry were severe problems that demanded constant vigi
lance and strong measures. The problems, however, were not continuous or uni
form. And while evidence of popular support for such bandits is not outstand
ingly strong, there is sufficient evidence, allowing for the upper-class status of the 
writers on whose comments we must rely, to suggest that much-though certainly 
not all-banditry had dimensions of social protest and social support. Perhaps 
occasionally it was even aimed at righting social grievances. 

Sources: Syria and Palestine 
The sources for Syria and Palestine are both fuller and more limited; there are 
fewer texts, but those we have offer more circumstantial detail. Strabo is especially 
helpful as a bridge, since he alludes both to this region and to the broader Roman 
world. He describes the Lebanon and Anti-Lebanon ranges, saying that the Iture
ans and Arabians were all robbers (kakourgoi), while the plains people were farmers 
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(Geogr. I6.2.I8). Pompey destroyed their fortresses, while others later removed 
threats to Arabian traders (I6.2.I8, re Trachonitis) by breaking up Zenodorus's 
band (I6.2.20; cf. OGI5 1.424, reign of Agrippa I or II; Josephus, BJ I.304-I4; 
Isaac I990: 78). Strabo includes the Hasmoneans as robbers (ton ltston le"steria; 

Geogr. I6.2.28), interpreting their tyrannies (ek de ton tyrannidon ta ltstiria) as a result 
of following Moses' laws, so that "some revolted and harassed the country;' sub
duing much of Syria and Phoenicia (I6.2.37). In his view there was little to 
choose between Zenodorus and the Hasmoneans! 

Josephus: Hasmoneans and Herod 
The Hasmonean Revolt (I67-42 B.C.E.) began as a popular movement that had 
similarities-to judge from I Maccabees 2.42-48-with social banditry: trouble 
with authorities, flight to the countryside, and popular support. It is unsurprising 
that Strabo alluded to its leaders as llstai. Certainly the movement's main charac
teristics (religion, politics, and tradition or nationalism; Mendels I 992) were sim
ilar to those of a social protest, even if it was characterized only for a short time 
by small bands of dispossessed persons motivated by the struggle for sustenance, 
of which they had been deprived. For Strabo, llsteia is more abusive epithet than 
accurate description. 

We hear nothing of ltsteia in Jewish sources during most of the Hasmonean 
period. But in the second quarter of the first century B.C.E., when Hasmonean in
ternal conflict prompted Pompey's invasion and led to the triumph of Hyrcanus 
II and Antipater ( 64-63 B.C.E. ), groups emerged that may have been socially mo
tivated, though their activities do not fit the model well. Some were losers in a 
power struggle rather than social bandits. The upshot of these conditions (75-40 
B.C.E.) was the rise to power of Antipater's second son, Herod, named King of Ju
daea by the Romans in late 40 B.C.E. (Richardson I996). 

Josephus, on whose accounts of Herod we are so dependent, first uses /estes and 
cognates (in both ~rand Antiquities) when speaking of groups fighting against the 
young Herod.2 The hilly location between Galilee and Syria fits well the general 
conditions described by Strabo. Inhabitants supported themselves and their fam
ilies by plundering wealthy travelers, a form of violence prompted by revenge for 
their exploitation or social justice. Herod faced protest of two kinds, llstai who 
had fled from society but retained support from neighboring towns, and llstai sup
ported by the politically powerful (Harland I993). The difference between them 
was that in the second case the exploiters lined their pockets from the activities of 
the exploited. Initially Herod was a governor in Galilee under Hyrcanus II (Jose
phus, BJ I.204-I5; Ant. I4.I58-84; Richardson I996: 79, 108-13, 250--52). 
When he executed Hezekiah (an archiltstis) for brigandage, Josephus alludes almost 
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accidentally to popular support for brigands, for some of the Jerusalem elite per
suaded Hyrcanus to try Herod for Hezekiah's murder. Support for Hezekiah may 
have been simply dislike of Herod; still it shows how Galileans could be linked 
with persons in Jerusalem (Crossan I99I: I75-76). Herod's aggressive opposi
tion to social brigandage brought him to Rome's attention, and he was appointed 
governor of Coele-Syria and Samaria (47-46 B.C.E.; Josephus, Ant. I4.I60; 
Richardson I996: 70, 109). 

Herod's long campaign to win control of Judaea after being named king 
( 40-37 B.C.E.) was interrupted to eliminate brigands (listai) in caves above the road 
near Arbel, who were raiding passing traffic Qosephus, BJ I.304-I4; Ant. 
I 4.4 I 5-30). He subdued them by lowering cages from the cliff tops (Richardson 
1996: 155-58). Later, he returned to Galilee and pursued the brigands, partly to 
the (Huleh) swamps and partly to a fortress (Keren Naphtali) just west of the 
swamps (BJ 1.315-16; Ant. 14.431-33; see above). 

Not all events using similar language refer to similar situations, so interpretive 
caution is necessary. The incidents of 38 B.C.E. may have been primarily a military 
campaign by Antigonus's supporters against Herod. Josephus's linking of 
Antigonus's strongholds with brigands in caves (BJ 1.303; Ant. I4.414-15) need 
not refer to social protest; military opposition to Herod is a plausible alternative, 
as suggested by the garrison Herod left behind, the pitched battle at Arbel, the use 
of an abandoned fortress, and the drowning of Herod's partisans in the Sea of 
Galilee (Ant. 14.450). The "noble death" motif in the account of the caves (a fa
ther kills seven children rather than allow them to go out to Herod) implies a re
ligious rather than a social background; despite Josephus's vocabulary, he may not 
be describing the same phenomenon. 

Because Herod effectively opposed listeia, Augustus ceded him Batanea, Au
ranitis, and Trachonitis (Ant. 15.343-49; BJ 1.398-99; Richardson 1996: 
139-42, 232), whose two major trade routes-the King's Highway from Aqabah 
and the Wadi Sirhan from Arabia-were vulnerable to bandits. Clearing the brig
ands from Trachonitis was a joint operation of Herod and M. Terrentius Varro 
(governor of Syria 24-23 B.C.E.). Josephus and Strabo agree on the complicity of 
Zenodorus (tetrarch of the ltureans; see Ant. 15.344-48; Strabo, Geogr. 16.2.20; 
Schiirer 1973 I.565-66 for coin evidence: "Zenodorus, tetrarch and high priest"). 
listai had been constructively resocialized by settling them on land from which 
they supported themselves, says Josephus; in I I B.C.E., however, they returned to 
their old ways. This may have been simple banditry. More likely, it was revolt 
against Herod's rule (Ant. I6.27I-75), since Syllaeus of Nabatea and Zenodorus 
protected the brigands in exchange for some of the profits. Later, Herod adopted 
the Roman policy of allotting land to those who would keep the peace, veterans 
in Trachonitis and Babylonian Jews in Batanea (Ant. I7.23-28; c£ I6.292). 
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At Herod's death uncoordinated revolts broke out in various locations 
(Richardson I996: chapter I). Josephus notes the following: 

• Herod's demobilized veterans in Idumea armed themselves and fought 
Archelaus's troops (BJ. 2.55; Ant. I7.269-70); 

• Judas, son of Hezekiah, broke into the Sepphoris armory, equipped his 
supporters, and attacked Antipas's supporters (BJ. 2.56; Ant. I7.27I-72); 

• Simon gathered a group of robbers in Peraea, attacked Jericho, and burned 
Herod's palace (BJ. 2.57-59; Ant. I7.273-76); 

• Other Peraeans attacked and burned Herod's palace at Betharamphtha 
across the Jordan from Jericho (BJ. 2.59; Ant. I7.277); and 

• Athrongeus, a shepherd, raised a band in Judaea and attacked Romans and 
Jews (BJ. 2.60-65; Ant. I7.278-84). 

Josephus uses listrikos of the group of incidents, and listai specifically only of Si
mon in Peraea. The difficulties were put down by Varus (BJ. 2.65-79; Ant. 
I7.285-98). He burned two cities, Sepphoris and Emmaus, because they sup
ported the revolutionaries, but in other cities there was insufficient popular sup
port to warrant such actions (he sent any leaders related to Herod [!] to Rome for 
Augustus's judgment). At least Simon and the Peraeans, and perhaps Judas, were 
social bandits; the other incidents involving military confrontations in Judaea are 
less clearly banditry. 

Josephus: Prifects up to Pilate 
Josephus knows almost nothing from Archelaus's exile in 6 C.E. until Pilate, so lit
tle can be said about social protest during this period. The major point of dis
cussion has been whether Judas was the founder of the "Zealot" movement (of no 
concern here), with a continuous pattern of revolt through the first six decades of 
the first century C.E., as Josephus thought. The prevailing view now rejects this 
claim (Donaldson I 990) because it is so obviously part of Josephus's apologetic 
concerns. Unlike his earlier picture of individuals and families who resorted to 
banditry, he emphasizes widespread disturbances, though he has details of impor
tant incidents under Pilate, especially the "standards" and "aqueduct" incidents. 

Josephus: Procurators after Pilate 
His focus on "zealots" is unmistakably apologetic, yet he can keep groups separate, 
as he does with Eleazar, "who for twenty years had ravaged the country with many 
of his associates" Gosephus, BJ. 2.253), until he was captured and executed by Fe
lix (procurator 52-60 C.E.). When Samaritans murdered a Galilean going up to 
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Jerusalem and Cwnanus (procurator 48-52 C.E.) did nothing, Jews allied themselves 
with Eleazar and sacked and burned several Samaritan villages ( BJ 2.228-3 I; Ant. 
20. I I 3-I 7), which illustrates neatly the officials' presumption of popular support 
for social protest movements in Palestine, as elsewhere in the Roman world. 

Illustrating the other side of conditions first observed under Herod, Florus 
(procurator 64-66 C.E.) protected brigands, according to Josephus, so that they 
"were at liberty to practice brigandage, on the condition that he received a share 
of the spoils" (BJ 2.278-79; Ant. 20.255-56). As conditions deteriorated fol
lowing Eleazar's actions, "the whole of Judea was infested with bands of brigands 
[lesterion ]"(Ant. 20.I24; also 20.I2I, I85-86; BJ 2.271), so that eventually there 
was a coalition of brigands, whom Josephus calls "zealots" (BJ 4.I34, I60-62, 
I93, I96, 197, etc.). He believes conditions in the earlier period with individual 
bandits (sometimes with popular support) were continuous with conditions in the 
later period when various bands coalesced into a revolutionary movement. And 
that movement, according to Josephus, was continuous with the extreme zealot 
movement, which broke out in 66 C.E. on the eve of the revolt. Among several 
scholarly views we note two: for Horsley and Hanson the zealots coalesced only 
as a result of rural bandits moving to Jerusalem; for Donaldson, city mobs were 
the equivalent of rural bandits and were already present in Jerusalem (Donaldson 
1990). These conditions-volatile, politicized, and religiously informed-were 
similar to those of the Hasmonean Revolt. 

Historical Reconstruction: Galilee, the 
Golan, Samaria, Judaea, and Social Protest 

Hellenism, Greeks, and Romans 
Social conditions in the Holy Land changed frequently between the Persian and 
middle Roman periods, destabilizing society's institutions and structures and cre
ating the backdrop for social protest. Israel's loss of identity was partially allevi
ated in the return from exile under the Persians, but those gains were eroded by 
Alexander the Great's conquest and the deliberate introduction of Greek cities 
(poltis ), institutions, and ideals. Afrer more lenient rule by the Diadochoi, the Se
leucids wrenched away control of the land in 200 B.C.E •• Under Antiochus IV 
Epiphanes they attacked Judaism as a religion. The restrictions imposed were an 
essential background to the Hasmonean Revolt; as Strabo suggests, though he 
views it negatively, this was a form of social banditry ( lesteia) that assumed revolu
tionary features (I Me I). 

As the Hasmoneans acquired the trappings of other late Hellenistic dynas
ties, destructive internal tensions (75-38 B.C.E.) followed, creating fresh condi-
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tions for banditry. Two consequences followed: the Hasmonean struggles (like 
similar struggles in Syria) led to Pompey's direct involvement (64/63 B.C.E.); the 
Roman conquest, though limited, altered social and religious institutions, so that 
lesteia was indirectly encouraged. Herod's early reputation for ridding the Galilee 
of brigandage resulted in Rome's choosing him to rule. His dynasty then repeated 
a common pattern: accumulation of wealth, land, and power, with deprivation of 
small landowners and small businessmen. The localized uprisings on his death re
flect the resulting underlying tensions (Fenn 1992; Goodman 1987: 38-42, 
139-40). Following the division of the kingdom, Archelaus was unable to rule 
effectively, though neither Antipas nor Philip experienced similar difficulties; ei
ther both were abler, or their regions had been more pacified. The shift in 6 C.E. 

to direct Roman rule in Judaea under prefects (6-41 C.E.) and proconsuls 
( 44-66 C.E.) created new conditions. After the short interlude under Agrippa I 
( 41-44 C.E.), those difficulties worsened. Roman ineptness together with an in
effectual Jewish elite, respected by neither side; heavy debt load; and religious ten
sions-all of which are too frequently downplayed-led almost inevitably to full 
revolt in 66 C.E. 

Jesus' Movement as an Instance of 
Social Protest: The Gospels 
The difficulties in discerning what are and are not core traditions related to the 
Jesus movement are notorious and cannot be considered here. We acknowledge 
that Q, like the Gospels themselves, contains important information about the 
early movement. We will draw on material that fits the periods we have outlined 
above, recognizing that theological and literary interests may well govern the pres
ence and presentation of some material. But theological agendas need not a priori 
negate the possibility of material reflecting early traditions. While the speeches 
and specific encounters may be later, the framework or environment, if it fits what 
we know of the period, may legitimately be used to reconstruct the situation. We 
will look at selected features of the traditions about Jesus to assess the Jesus move
ment against the forms of social protest discussed above. 

Early Christian literature reflects conditions similar to those Josephus and the 
Roman literature describe. The difficulties with brigandage of the first century 
B.C.E. continued in places, especially in the east, into the first century C.E .. While 
the Gospels refer frequently to the /estes group of words, they quickly disappear 
from other Christian literature. Paul uses /estes once in 2 Corinthians I I .26 ( c£ a 
quotation from the Septuagint in 2 Clem. 14.1), but generally speaking brigandage 
is missing from this literature, as it is also from some secular literature of the same 
period (e.g., Pliny the Younger). 
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Jesus was executed between two listai, despite the implicit embarrassment to the 
narrative in this admission (Mk I5.27, 32/ /Mt 27.38, 44; c£ Lk 23.33, 39-43). 
There is palpable irony in Pilate's including on the titulus (the phrase) "King of 
the Jews" (whether historically accurate or not matters little); literarily it amelio
rates the offense of the historical fact. Was Jesus, however, seen as a bandit? On 
the one hand, three Gospels make it seem that the decision to execute Jesus had 
little basis in the facts of the case: Mark and Matthew hint at spurious charges 
against Jesus, while John has Pilate prefer Jesus to be tried according to Jewish law 
On I8.3I). Only Luke, more satisfactorily, permits the notion that Jesus was a 
popular leader who was "perverting our nation, and forbidding us to give tribute 
to Caesar, and saying that he is himself Christ a King" (Lk 23.2). This is close to 
the language of social protest; in general, Luke makes the most historical sense of 
the trial accounts (Catchpole I971), even though in the end Pilate concludes, "I 
find no crime in this man" (Lk 23.4). 

At Jesus' arrest the Synoptics have Jesus say, "Have you come out as against a 
robber with swords and clubs?" (Mk I4.48 pars), consistent with Luke's empha
sis. Did the authorities really believe Jesus was a brigand, because they arrested him 
as a listes? The evidence for urban brigands (above) may imply that the authorities 
had ways to deal with them; certainly his arrest, the charges (according to Luke), 
and his execution between listai cohere to give the narrative plausibility. The Jew
ish authorities-and in the first instance the authorities are Jewish-dealt with 
Jesus as listes. Perhaps Jesus really was seen as leader of a social protest movement 
who needed to be eliminated. 

The Synoptics report Jesus quoting Jeremiah 7.I I about a "robbers' cave" in 
the "Temple tantrum" incident, contrasting that with Isaiah 56.7 about the Tem
ple as a "house of prayer for all nations" (Mk I I. I 7 pars). The irony occurs at 
two levels. On the one hand, all the authors know their stories will end with Jesus 
crucified between two listai, so a "robber-look-alike" who proclaims the sacred 
place of Judaism a place for "robbers" has a wry ring to it. On the other hand, the 
coin exchanges and the sale of sacrificial animals were services provided for pious 
pilgrims who came up to Jerusalem from distant places (Sanders I992; Richard
son I 992), not opportunities for profit; as John puts it, the Temple should not be 
a "house of trade" On 2.I6). In John, it is Jesus' "zeal" that "consumes" him, right 
in the place where he is viewed by the authorities as a "brigand:' 

Jesus' story in these scenes from the last week of his life intersects with so
cial-political-religious circumstances in Palestine. Jesus was arrested like a robber, 
tried on charges similar to those that might be used against such a person, executed 
between two listai, and another lestes---Barabbas- is set free On I8.40), at a time 
when there were public concerns over listeia. Despite the report that Jesus accused 
Temple authorities of being "robbers;' he himself was dealt with as a "robber:· 
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According to the Gospels, of course, Jesus was not really a listis. John presents 
Jesus as the good shepherd On IO.I-18) who watches at the door of the sheep
fold for the listis who climbs over the wall to steal sheep. The parable is heavily 
christologized-"all who came before me are thieves and robbers"-but its core 
imagery contrasts Jesus' program to the program of social bandits. The same im
pression is conveyed by the parable of the Good Samaritan (Lk I0.29-37; L ma
terial), whose setting is rooted in the social conditions surveyed in the first half 
of this chapter. Brigands terrorize the road between Jericho and Jerusalem along 
the Wadi Qelt; a traveler is set upon by listai, robbed, and left for dead. Contrary 
to Seneca's advice, he had money, identifying him as a "have" rather than a "have
not:' Yet Jesus' sympathies are with the critically wounded person, not with the 
social bandits. 

In both parables-and parables usually aim for verisimilitude-the vocabulary 
of social banditry is used, but there is no implied approval. As in the passion nar
ratives, Jesus does not follow a program of "social protest" in the classic model. 
This is not to say, of course, that Jesus does not have strong peasant sympathies. 
Obviously he does. His attitudes toward debt and moneylenders, tenant farmers 
and laborers, dispossessed and weak, show this sympathetic attitude very dearly. 

The sayings and parables of Jesus refer to debt, indebtedness, moneylending, 
financial jeopardy, and debt forgiveness, as, for example, in the unforgiving servant 
in Matthew I8.23-35 (M); the unjust steward in Luke I6.I-9 (L); the two 
debtors of Luke 7.40-42 (Lukan redaction); the Lord's Prayer in Q II.4; love of 
one's enemies in Q 6.34; the parable of the talents in Q I9.II-27; the saying to 
lend without return in Gaspel of Thomas 95; and, of course, the Lord's Prayer (Mt 
6.I2). These accounts presuppose rural agrarian folk in small villages who are in 
danger of losing everything because of aggressive loan, interest, and repayment 
policies. The persons most directly criticized are middlemen, the "steward" or 
"servant" who is carrying out his master's real or perceived intentions. In turn, 
these sayings presume estates, accumulation of land, tenant farming, and leases 
(Kloppenborg 2000), as in the parables of the tenant farmers (Mk I2.I-9 pars; 
Gas. Thom. 65), laborers in the vineyard (Mt 20.I-I6 [MJ), and make friends with 
your accuser (Q 12.57-59). 

Jesus fits easily into a world of exploited peasants, absentee owners, and mid
dle management, the ones threatened with losses and debts and imprisonment, 
the others putting additional burdens onto the agrarian poor. The above evi
dence shows that it was exactly these conditions that led to social banditry 
among some who had to flee their land to and subsequently eke out a living prey
ing on those who had exploited them. This is a case worth making, even if one 
holds back from full endorsement. It was only seldom that Jesus protested these 
conditions directly. 
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The evidence pulls in different directions, and raises three relevant ques
tions. Did those outside his movement view Jesus as a part of such radical forms 
of social protest? To what extent was Jesus sympathetic to the more radical so
cial protest that swirled through Palestine during his period? Did his immediate 
followers hold varying views of Jesus' attitudes toward social protesters? On the 
last question, it seems likely that various persons among his followers held dif
ferent views on society and social protest: Simon the Cananean or Zealot?; James 
and John, the sons of "thunder"; Judas Iscariot (= Sicarius or "dagger man"?). 
On the first question, it seems almost indisputable that some outside his move
ment thought of Jesus as just another leader of a minor group of ltstai, so that 
he could be arrested, tried, and executed on these grounds. On the question of 
Jesus' own views, we suggest that sympathetic as he was to the plight of the ex
ploited peasants, there is little indication that he was sympathetic to the means 
of those who adopted the life of ltsteia. 

Notes 
I. Quotations are from the Horace White translation. 
2. There are actually three minor exceptions to this: in Ant. 14.142 Josephus uses listeia 

when speaking of Aristobulus and Alexander; in Ant. 8.204 he uses listeu8 and listrikos of 
Rezon, at the time of Solomon; and in Ant. 9.183 he uses listls of robbers at the time of 
Elisha. These are minor in comparison to the regularity of use of the terms from Herod 
onward, as he indicates in the introduction in Jnir I.II, using listrikos. 
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T HE INVESTIGATION OF CIVILIZATIONAL ENCOUNTERS in early Christianity 
faces some preliminary questions of perspective. What is the temporal 
framework constituted by the term "early"? Does it refer exclusively to the 

New Testament era, roughly the first century C.E.? If not, what later centuries 
should be added? How far back do we need to go in the history of ancient Ju
daism and other Mediterranean cultures in order to set the stage properly for a 
study of "early" Christianity? 

These questions are related to a second group that focuses on the notions of 
cultural contacts and encounters. Our conception of these latter concepts in turn 
influences our view of the temporal limits of "early" Christianity. Must "en
counters" refer primarily to open competition and conflict among mutually exclu
sive religions, or should we also include borrowings and syncretisms? Also, should 
we focus only on encounters among differing civilizational traditions, or do in
tracivilizational conflicts within communities over their basic frames of reference 
also require examination? If these are included, how does this affect our sense of 
"early" Christianity? 

A third dimension of the problem emerges in our effort to delineate the spa
tial framework for early Christianity. While the movement developed primarily 
within a Mediterranean setting, it also quickly spread elsewhere-south into up
per Egypt and Ethiopia, northwest into the British Isles, and east into further 
Asia. Should these outlying regions provide a major focus for our study? In what 
ways should the basic differences that emerged early on between Latin and Greek 
Christianity be supplemented by other finer discriminations among communities, 
for example, the distinctive character of Alexandrian Christianity, the special tenor 
of North African communities or those of Gaul, and so forth? 

267 
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A fmal set of questions helps resolve some of these issues. They concern the 
analytical horizons from the social sciences employed in the investigation. The so
cial scientific study of religious conflicts and encounters implicates a wide range 
of possible problems. These include the conflicts over ideas and worldviews as well 
as types of religious organization, the characteristics of the social strata involved, 
the role of competing political and ethnic communities as well as gendered 
groups, the varying social psychologies of the participants, the relationships 
among leaders and followers in movements, the differences between urban and ru
ral regions, and many other related topics. It is necessary to remain sensitive to the 
implications of these topics for the analysis of civilizational encounters. 

These questions are resolved in several ways. My temporal focus is decidedly 
"long term;' and the geographical orbit is "the Mediterranean world" in its an
cient configuration (Braude! I 996), especially (with a few exceptions) the major 
urban centers. From a temporal standpoint, the present study of cultural encoun
ters surrounding "early" Christianity refers to the period from about 200 B.C.E. 

into the fourth century C.E. 

The notion of cultural conflict will also be conceived broadly to include di
rect cultural competition, encounters between civilizations, syncretisms and bor
rowings resulting from such competition and encounters, and intracivilizational 
struggles within Christianity itself over its central doctrines and organization. The 
analytical focus will be on the fundamental civilizational frames of reference at 
stake in these encounters. These include the highest level definitions of reality of 
a cultural community, including its central rationales and cultural logics concern
ing such topics as time, space, causality, moral and juridical order, the beginning 
and end of things, the nature of extraterrestrial powers, and others (Nelson 1981: 
84 ). While it will be necessary to touch on the social structural, political, and so
cial psychological features of these struggles, these will be examined only inciden
tally. In this respect, the present chapter emphasizes the general framework for the 
study of civilizations and civilizational encounters sketched by Nelson (1981; see 
Eisenstadt 1992) and subsequently developed by Nielsen (1990a, 1991, 1996a, 
1999b ), but it also selects from varied perspectives in the sociology of religion, 
especially neo-Durkheimian theories (Nielsen 1999a; Halbwachs 1992; Harrison 
1962; Erikson 1966; Febvre 1973) but also others (Maine 1861; O'Dea 1966; 
Geertz 1973; Stark 1996;Turner 1975;Weber 1946). 

The following topical areas will provide the particular substantive focus for our 
investigation: aspects of the encounter of Judaism and Hellenism, especially in the 
work of Philo of Alexandria, and continuities and discontinuities between Jewish 
and early Christian conflicts with Greco-Roman paganism, especially Greek phi
losophy, as they appear in the work of the Christian theologian Origen and in the 
competition between the mainstream of the Christian church and its competitors. 
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Civilizational Encounters 1: Judaism, Hellenism, 
and the Second Axial Age of Antiquity 
Perhaps the most decisive civilizational encounter in the ancient world was that 
between ancient Judaism and Hellenistic culture, especially Jewish monotheism 
and Greek philosophy. This encounter marks a second "axial age" in the develop
ment of world civilizations that may be as significant as the first axial age (Eisen
stadt 1986). In this encounter, the axial age cultural creations of Greek meta
physics and Judaic monotheism were hammered into a new amalgam that not only 
set the stage for the subsequent development of Christian theology but also for 
many of the questions at the heart of later Western worldviews in the sciences, 
metaphysics, and religion. 

This encounter emerges out of two highly differentiated cultures, the Hel
lenistic world and that of late Judaism. Hellenistic culture had since the time of 
Alexander become the common civilization of the distinct cultural communities 
of the Mediterranean, penetrating deeply into their fabrics and modifying them. 
Hellenism's defining role as the ecumenical culture of antiquity was enhanced by 
the Roman conquests and the solidification of the Pax Romana, which allowed a 
more thorough dissemination of Greek (and now Greco-Roman) culture
indeed, of many other cultures besides-along the communication routes per
fected and secured by Roman power (Peters I 970). Greek thought became differ
entiated into a variety of individualistic philosophies and cults defined by the dis
tinctive beliefs and practices drawn by each out of the inherited philosophies of 
Plato, Aristode, Pythagoras, Epicurus, and the Stoics. 

That Hellenistic culture deeply influenced Jewish communities, including 
Jerusalem itself, is no longer a subject of debate among historians (Hengel I 97 4 ). 
The questions have shifted toward a more precise specification of the dimensions 
of what is agreed upon as a thoroughgoing trend. This penetration occurred at 
many levels, not all of them equally central to the present discussion. It affected 
the language of Jewish religion, synagogue worship, artistic expression, political 
ideas, and the broader reaches of philosophical and religious thought (Levine 
I998). It was also the subject of intense conflict within Jewish circles, which were 
increasingly divided in the period of the Second Temple not only over the ques
tion of "Hellenization" and its implications for Jewish identity but also by the rise 
within of many parties and sects. These included Pharisees, Saduccees, and polit
ically oriented Zealots; new monastic impulses, including the Essenes; efforts to 
further extend and also consolidate the oral commentary on the Torah into new 
written forms, ultimately leading to the codification of the Mishnah (and later the 
Talmuds); and, of course, the Jesus movement (Baron I952; Horsley and Hanson 
I985; Faitb and Piety in Early Judaism; Sandmel 1969; Schiffman I99I; Schurer 
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1973; Dead Sea Scrolls in English, Vermes). Indeed, the striking feature of Judaism in 
the centuries before and after Jesus is the enormous diversity in religious expres
sion, resulting in part from the challenges to Jewish political and cultural identity 
that emerged during the era of the late Hellenistic and early Roman domination 
and culminated in the disastrous Jewish wars of 66-67 C.E. and I32-35 C.E. 

Equally striking amidst this diversity is a persistent core of monotheist belief. 
Here I focus on aspects of the civilizational encounter between Judaism and 

Hellenism and on some continuities and discontinuities between it and the related 
encounter of early Christianity and Greek culture (Hatch I957). In particular, I 
want to discuss the outcomes of this encounter as they appear in the work of 
Philo of Alexandria and Origen. One of the central themes in this encounter is 
the divine creation. The image of creation, central to Jewish monotheism, was 

linked by these writers to the Greek philosophical inheritance in ways that 
strengthened the basic monotheistic impulse but also resulted in many ambigui
ties concerning the forces at work in the process of creation. Without this fuller 
rationalization of the creation image, it is unlikely that the exclusivistic claims of 
Jewish and especially later Christian monotheism could have been effectively le
gitimated within the Greco-Roman environment, where convincing religious 
proofs were advanced primarily through the medium of Greek philosophical ideas. 
Indeed, early Christian doctrine depended heavily on the foundation of Jewish 
mOnotheism, a fact made clear by Eusebius, who repeatedly documents how this 
one idea served as the lynchpin for everything else (Eusebius, Hist. eccl.). Without 
it, Christianity lacked anchorage, was threatened with doctrinal disintegration, and 
risked losing the continuity with Judaism that was so central to its further devel
opment. Let us turn first to Philo. 

Philo was a biblical exegete who is well known for his method of allegorical 
interpretation (Hanson I959; Chadwick I970). However, this was only one as
pect of his work. His writings also contain a complex religious philosophy of cre
ation. A central facet of this philosophy is the creation by weight, measure, and 
number. I Philo is hardly alone in his particular way of treating the problem of cre
ation. Indeed, the central image of creation by weight, measure, and number is as 
clearly enunciated in the Wisdom of Solomon (I I: 20). This should not surprise, 
since that work shares a similar spatiotemporal and cultural location with Philo's. 
It was written in Greek between the first century B.C.E. and the first C.E. by a Jew
ish author under Hellenistic influence, probably like Philo in Alexandria. More
over, both authors work against a tradition of Jewish writings that repeatedly in
serted the varied images of creation by weight, measure, and number into their 
treatments of monotheism, cosmic processes, and moral order. The list of such 
sources from Ancient Judaism, with which Wisdom and Philo were certainly fa
miliar, include Job (28.23-25; 31.4, 5; 36.26; 37.14; 38.IO, 33, 37, 47), Proverbs 
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(8.27-30, 11.1, 16.2, 24.11-12), Psalms (62.9, 74.12--17, 104.2--3), and the 
second Isaiah ( 40.12, IS). Later Jewish works with similar themes include the late 
prophetic and apocalyptic writings, in particular Ezekiel ( 40.3; 42.I5), Zechariah 
(2.1-2), Daniel (5.25-28), and 4 Ezra (3.34; 4.6-37) 0· Smith 1975). The list 
can be expanded by reference to relevant passages from other Jewish Apocrypha 
and Pseudepigrapha ( 0/J Testament Pseudepigripha ), some Dead Sea texts (Dead Sea 
Scrolls in English, Vermes, 271-73), rabbinic writings (Gen. Rab.; Altman I956; 
Sanders I 977), and some New Testament and Nag Hammadi texts (e.g., Rv 2 I. I, 
5, 15; NHL 360). The historically earlier texts reveal this complex of images to 
clearly antedate Wisdom and Philo, within the Jewish religious tradition, although 
it is not found there in a systematic or rationalized form. This fact is critical to 
our understanding of the encounter of Judaism and Hellenism. However, the 
presence of these themes in so many texts from so many different Jewish cultural 
communities points to a cluster of unifying elements in Jewish monotheistic cre
ation images in what is an otherwise diverse ancient Jewish life. Some of these im
ages almost certainly derive from yet earlier Egyptian ideas (Breasted I939: I80, 
258-6I; Rad I968; Di Leila I966). 

Philo (20 B.C.E.-50 C.E.) is a complex thinker. It is not always easy to sort out 
the mixture of Jewish religiosity and Greek thought in his work. Louis Ginzberg 
(I968, V: viii) asked about Philo, "Was he a Jewish thinker with a Greek educa
tion, or a Greek philosopher with Jewish learning?" Ginzberg and several others 
(Wolfson 1962; Belkin 1940; Reale 1990) favored a variant of the former view. 
Others have come to favor some version of the latter (Dillon 1977; Winston 1981; 
Berchman 1984). As Nikiprowetsky (1977), Brehier (1908), and Tobin (I983) 
have noted, Philo's writings are a commentary on scripture rather than a system
atic philosophical treatise. Everything about his work needs to be understood 
from that standpoint. Indeed, Philo repeatedly warns us, in allegorical fashion, 
that philosophy and the cultural disciplines have the same relation to scripture as 
Haggar does to Sarah. They are preparatory studies, but the latter represents wis
dom and virtue, which is the goal (Winston I981: 2I2--13). 

Philo's work is closely linked to Middle Platonism, with its amalgam of ideas 
from Platonic, Stoic, Peripatetic, and neo-Pythagorean sources (Dillon I977; 
Berchman 1984), yet his Middle Platonism is grounded in ideas drawn from Jew
ish Scriptures and traditions. The Hellenistic philosophy is grafted onto a Jewish 
core, placed in the service of scriptural exegesis, and used in the elaboration of 
prior Jewish images. In his treatment of creation, especially in his emphasis on cre
ation by precise measure, Philo sounds several central themes. These include (I) 
the root image, shared with Wisdom, of creation by measure, weight, and number; 
(2) the role of law and rule in creation and the creator's action; (3) the related 
nee-Pythagorean number symbolism; ( 4) the similarly congruent role of the logos 
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in the creative process; and ( 5) and the relationship of these ideas to those about 
universal moral order, including retribution, judgment, and punishment. If we ex
amine each of these issues in turn, we will understand more precisely aspects of 
the encounter of Judaism and Hellenism. 

(I) The following sentences from Philo's work help us cut into his thinking 
about creation. 

But Moses held that God, and not the human mind, is the measure and weighing 
scale and numbering of all things ... the true and just measure is to hold that 
God Who alone is just measures and weighs all things and marks out the confines 
of universal nature with numbers and limits and boundaries, while the false and 
unjust measure is to think that these things come to pass as the human mind 
directs. (Somn. 2, 193-94; see also Siler. 59-60; Post. 35-36; QG4. 8; Prov. 626) 

Here Philo expresses many of his key images. Philo's reference to God as the mea
sure of all things is explicitly meant as a critique of the Protagorean dictum that 
man is the measure of all things, indeed, as a criticism of any purely human
centered philosophy. It is taken directly from Plato (Leg., Pangle, 103). To the em
phasis on the creator working in accordance with measure, number, and weight is 
added the emphases on equality, divine craftsmanship, and justice. These latter 
ideas require brief comment. Philo almost always connects the idea of just pun
ishment with the image of divine creation by precise quantitative measure. He also 
regularly employs the notion that God is a perfect craftsman and much less fre
quently uses the idea of emanation, or generation, that is, a reproductive 
metaphor, in describing God's creative work. The key craftsman image derives 
from Plato (Tim., Cornford, 21-33; see Runia 1986). Finally, Philo's reference to 
"equality" in the creation is to be understood in the sense of equally balanced or 
proportioned, that is, as an adjunct to the notions of weight or measures. God 
takes care for equality in the scheme of things insofar as he balances aspects of the 
creation against one another, sets opposing forces in balance, and creates a har
monious whole. Indeed, Philo uses musical analogies in this same way to convey 
the sense of harmony in the whole of creation ( Opif. 78). All of these modes of 
argument also allow him to introduce an arithmological, largely neo-Pythagorean, 
analysis of creation in terms of numbers. His use of number symbolism is also 
probably indebted to prior Jewish speculations based on the numerological possi
bilities in the Pentateuch (one God, seven-day creation, Ten Commandments, and 
many others). 

(2) The background in Philo for these creation motifs is his sense that Moses, 
the author for Philo of the Pentateuch, was a unique kind of lawgiver since he 
prefaced his law with an account of creation, thus "implying that the world is in 
harmony with the Law, and the Law with the world" ( Opif. 3). Anyone who ob-
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serves the law becomes a loyal citizen of the world who follows the "the purpose 
and will of Nature, in accordance with which the entire world itself also is ad
ministered" ( Opif. 3). Despite the use here of Stoic philosophical motifs (cos
mopolis and world citizenship), his primary concern is to merge his Jewish 
monotheism and his idea that God is the source of law (through Moses) with 
Hellenistic ideas about nature. In the process, he becomes one of the first authors 
to articulate the idea of laws of nature (Koester 1968). Philo adds to this complex 
of ideas the further notion that God is one, yet his chief powers are two, good
ness and sovereignty. Through goodness he creates, and through his sovereignty he 
rules his creation (Cher. 27-28).2 As we shall see later, he retains a strong sense of 
God's sovereign power in the realms of justice, reward, and judgment and, perhaps 
more important for our purposes, repeatedly links the activities of creation and 
judgment together in much the same fashion as Wisdom. However, before pursu
ing this connection, we must return to the examination of several other aspects of 
Philo's view of creation to gain a fuller sense of how much his work employs im
ages of creation by precise measure. 

(3) Philo employs a complex numerological and arithmological symbolism in 
his account of creation and in his scriptural exegesis generally (Moehring 1978; 
Robbins 1931; Goodenough 1932). It is a perplexing task to bring his interpre
tations of the Monad, Dyad, three, four, seven, ten, and other numbers into a sys
tematic and coherent relationship with his other speculations. However, some of 
these arithmological exegeses have an integral relationship to his central themes. 
Indeed, he thought this part of his "method" sufficiently important to have writ
ten an entire treatise (now lost) on numbers (see Mos. I I 5-I 6 ). His speculations 
on one, six, and seven, in particular, help to link his Middle Platonic 
neo-Pythagoreanism with his scriptural monotheism and his sense of God as a 
particular kind of lawgiver and creator, one who operates in accordance with 
measure, weight, and number. Indeed, it is one of Philo's central intuitions that 
"Order involves number" (Opif. 13, 27-30; QGI. 64). The consistent intensity 
of God's acts of creation result in the perfection of each created thing. In this 
process of creative perfection, the creator uses to the fullest every number and 
form (Her. 156). Philo's evident devotion to Platonic philosophy, found through
out his work in his repeated reference to the role of "forms" in creation (Winden 
1983), should not obscure the fact that he also wishes to identify order (and 
therefore creation) with number. The perfection of the universe is found in its 
very mathematical composition. Indeed, the congruence of his arithmological 
speculations--quite apart from the details of these formulations-with his cen
tral image of creation in accordance with weight and measure must be strongly 
emphasized. Without their grounding in his root image of creation, his arithmo
logical exegeses would be a merely idiosyncratic result of contact with Middle 
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Platonic and neo-Pythagorean sources. With this grounding established, they can 
be seen as an integral part not only of his entire exegetical strategy, but as yield
ing proofs supportive of his religious faith. They also allow him to work more 
innovatively with his scriptural materials. But it is precisely his root images and 
exegetical strategy that allow him to make full use of all the neo-Pythagorean 
methods at his disposal. Another facet of Philo's work involves his use of the lo
gos idea in his theory of creation. 

( 4) Logos was a widely utilized category in ancient thought and plays a complex 
role in Philo as well as early Christianity (Winston 1985; Borgen 1987; Hatch 
I957). The following passages provide key images. "Thus God sharpened the edge 
of his all-cutting word, and divided universal being, which before was without form 
or quality, and the four elements of the world which were formed by segregation" 
from animal and plant life (Her. I40). In his exegesis of the cherubim, Philo refers 
to the logos as a "fiery sword" and calls it the symbol of divine reason ( Cher. 28).3 

God alone has the ability to exactly divide in the middle things that are immaterial 
as well as material (Her. I43). His ability to divide things equally, in accordance 
with precise weight. measure, and number, is one of his central skills as Divine Ar
tificer (Her. I44, also 133-34). Philo sees the universe as caused by God and his 
goodness and created with the material of the four elements, but the instrument 
through which it was created was the word of God ( Cher. I27). Elsewhere, in a re
markable visual image, Philo interprets the biblical name of Bezalel, as chief crafts
man of the Tabernacle, to mean "shadow" (Ex 3I.2f£) and suggests that God's 
Word is his shadow, which he uses like an instrument in crafting the world (Leg. 
96). These and other related usages of logos (Plant. 8-IO, I I7; QG3. 23; QE2. 68) 
provide a rich set of images. Of central importance is logos as a cutter or instrument 
that divides matter into precise quantities or proportions. Several writers have 
noted this usage (Goodenough 1932; Moehring 1978; Robbins I93I; Runia 1986), 
but it has been seen as little more than a Greek embellishment of Philo's main 
themes. However, the image of a "logos cutter" is congruent with his central motif 
of creation by weight, measure, and number. This theme itself is not entirely Hel
lenistic in inspiration but has deep reverberations in Philo's Jewish inheritance. In 
my view, it is precisely the fit of the logos tomeus (logos as cutter) concept with Philo's 
religiously rooted sense of divine creation by precise measure and divine rule by law 
that appeals to him and allows for its effective use in his overall portrait of the cre
ation process. It is also interesting to see Philo think of logos as an instrument or 
tool. In doing so, he anticipates Emile Durkheim's notion that categories are, in 
fact, tools of collective thought (Nielsen I999a). 

( 5) Philo merges his views of retribution and creative judgment. Other Jewish 
texts of this period adopt a parallel view. In the Wisdom of Solomon, the idea that 
God has "arranged all things by measure and number and weight" (Wisdom I 1.20) 
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is closely related to the idea of mirroring punishment or the lex talionis. According to 
Wisdom, during the Exodus, Egypt was punished by a multitude of irrational crea
tures so they might learn that "one is punished by the very things by which he sins" 
(Wisdom II.IS-16, also 12.27). In the case of Israel, "through the very things by 
which their enemies were punished they themselves received benefit in their need" 
(Wisdom I I .5). God in his power could have punished or even destroyed Egypt 
more directly in a multitude of other possible ways (Wisdom I I.I7-I8), but it is 
precisely because he "arranged all things by measure and number and weight" (Wis
dom I !.20) that He achieved his goal only in the manner he did. Finally, in the same 
spirit, Wisdom affirms that the created world itself serves the God who made it by 
punishing the unrighteous and benefiting those who trust in God (Wisdom 
I6.24-27). In order to save Israel in the flight from Egypt, "the whole creation in 
its nature was fashioned anew" (Wisdom I9.6) and "the elements changed places 
with one another" (Wisdom I9.I8, 24-27). These passages from Wisdom convey 
the connection between the primary images--creation by measure, weight, number, 
scales, and balances--and such factors as retribution, punishment, reward, divine 
power and mercy, and the means employed by God to effect these various outcomes 
(Winston I 979: 230-35). Philo proceeds similarly. In his exegesis of the Exodus 
from Egypt and the plagues visited on the Egyptians, he makes an argument re
markably similar to that found in Wisdom (Winston I979: 232) when he writes, 
"The punishments inflicted on the land were ten-a perfect number for the chas
tisement of those who brought sin to perfection. The chastisement was carried out 
by the four elements (earth, fire, air, water), since God judged that the materials 
which had gone into creating the world should also be used to destroy the impious" 
(Mos. l. 96). There are parallel passages in Wisdom and Philo about punishing by 
means of wild beasts and other creatures (compare Wisdom II.I7f£ and Mos. l. 
!09). God could have sent greater calamities directly from heaven, but instead used 
the smallest creatures found in his creation (Mos. l. IIO-I2). For Philo, as for Wis
dom, during the Exodus, the constituent elements of the universe joined in the at
tack on the Egyptians, and, moreover, "the same elements in the same place and at 
the same time brought destruction to one people [Egypt] and safety to the other [the 
Hebrews]" (Mos. l. 143). While in these passages Philo is less explicit about there
lationship between the methods of punishment and those of creation, he elsewhere 
envisions divine punishment in terms of the usual metaphor of weighing and scales. 
For instance, in his discussion of the punishment of Sodom, he argues that Sodom's 
evil was so great that "no good could balance the vast sum of evil that weighed down 
the scale" (Sacr. 122). He immediately adds a series of arithmological speculations 
to demonstrate that a proper number of wisely educated men would have swayed the 
scales in the other direction. Such passages are frequent in Philo, as are the links be
tween moral judgment and the images of measure and number (see, e.g., Deus. 
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82-85). Philo even repeats the image found in Proverbs and earlier in the ancient 
Egyptian texts concerning the weighing of the heart in judgment (Prv 24.12; 
Morenz 1973: 63, 126-31). God's role as creator by precise measure is related to 
his role as a judge according to law, who weighs mankind upon the scales, but then 
punishes by means of the creation itself and always "measure for measure" (Win
ston 1975: 230). The latter idea of talionic punishment was important to early Jew
ish law and generally in the ancient Near East (Diamond I971: 97-103). It is in
teresting that it should be so closely connected by Wisdom, Philo, and even later 
writers (e.g., Origen) to the notion of natural order and retribution by weight, mea
sure, and number. In this form, it seems to be a distinctive product of the encounter 
between Jewish creation motifs and Greek philosophy. 

The varied responses by Jewish thinkers to Greek ideas in the Hellenistic era re
flected the conflict over Jewish identity at the time (Hengel I983; Momigliano 
I988; Di Leila I966). Wisdom defends Jewish cultural autonomy against the threat 
of total Hellenization and is implicitly critical of Jewish apostates to Hellenism 
(see also 3 and 4 Me). This defense takes place through the selective adaptation of 
Greek ideas and methods of thought to the older, inherited Jewish themes of cre
ation and retribution. The aim is to strengthen the community's moral solidarity by 
adapting elements of the "other" culture and thereby refining one's own cultural 
ideals. In the process, its author places added emphasis on the role of creation by 
measure in its relationship to punishment. The promise to the righteous and the 
threat to the apostate (as well as the alien) are manifest and linked to a refined 
Greek conception of just ordering by weight, measure, and number. 

It should be recalled that Philo was a prominent member of the Alexandrian 
Jewish community who participated in the famous embassy to Gaius, wrote about 
(and was possibly a member of) the religious sect of Therapeutae, and was well 
connected to the heart of Alexandrian Jewish culture (Winston 198I). Nothing 
could be further from the truth than the image of him "popping up out of 
nowhere onto a major position" in Jewish history (Collins I998: 89I). He also 
goes much further than Wisdom in his use of Greek ideas. The result is a more 
comprehensive merger of Judaic and Hellenic motifs and also a more universaliz
ing cultural breakthrough (Nielsen I990: esp. 8~9). There is the question of 
the relative mix of ideas and images from Hellenism and Judaism. 

Genzmer (I952) suggests that the "weight, number, measure" complex was a 
common "formula" during the Hellenistic and Roman era and, despite its special 
elaboration by Roman jurists, is ultimately derived from earlier Greek sources. 
Reese (I970) concurs that the Hellenistic formula is the source of the image of 
creation in Wisdom, and other authors have documented the debt of Wisdom (as 
well as Philo) to such Greek ideas (Winston I979, I981; Runia I986; Hatch 
1957). The "formula" (weight, measure, number) is, indeed, Greek. It goes back 
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at least to the fifth century B.C.E. and already appears in varying contexts in Eu
ripides, Plato, and Xenophon, although seldom in the context of creation or cos
mology and usually in discussions of justice (see Nielsen 1996b: 399--400). This 
cultural complex was passed down from the earlier period and, as Genzmer notes, 
is reduced to formulaic status by Hellenistic-Roman times. 

However, we must distinguish between this exact "formula" and the wider im
age of creation in accordance with precise quantity. While creation came ultimately 
to be expressed in this borrowed formula, it is already conceived of in similar form, 
although with more varied images and phraseology, in other Jewish writings. For 
example, Wisdom's use of this image is more complex than a simple formulaic bor
rowing. Wisdom also uses the formula as an ultimate rationale in a discussion of 
reward and punishment, "measure for measure;' and the recasting of the creation 
for Israel's benefit. As noted, Philo repeats these proofs. In my view, we are faced 
with Hellenistic Jewish authors who are thoroughly at home in the later Greek 
learning, but adopt the "formula" precisely because it is congruent with the cur
rent "ideal interests" (Weber 1946: 280) of their communities as well as an an
tecedent Jewish standpoint descended from earlier biblical traditions. Judaism did 
not lack creation stories before this time, but the formula lends greater systematic 
coherence to the images and a fuller "rationalization" of the creation idea (Weber 
1976: 399-634). The ancient Near East was generally well stocked with creation 
myths, although they more often involved the different (if related) idea of a battle 
between the forces of order and chaos for the control of the universe (Anderson 
I 984 ). The newly emerging emphasis on unity, law, and mathematical form in the 
very constitution of the cosmos is congruent with existing elements of nwnerol
ogy in the Bible, but is now placed at the center of that cosmology. 

Koester (1968) has noted Philo's role in the development of the idea of "laws 
of nature:' Here we emphasize the quantitative and mathematical images in his 
view of natural order. While Philo probably had little contact with the actual sci
entific work of Alexandrian and other Greek mathematicians (Fraser I 972: I), the 
spirit of his creation theory already places us in a universe ordered, morally as well 
as naturally, by precise measure. From the present standpoint, the focus shifts from 
the question of the Greek sources of the "formula" to the new cultural forms and 
social functions of the images. Earlier sources of these images in Proverbs, Job, 
Isaiah, and so forth and, in particular, their relationship to the international wis
dom traditions are also important. There are almost certainly Egyptian, possibly 
also Babylonian and Persian, cultural influences at work, a fact that points to an
other, yet wider set of intercivilizational encounters in the ancient world (Lambert 
1960: 133; Albright 1957: 363). 

Durkheim and Mauss noted that changes in key cultural categories are best un
derstood in relationship to the moral histories of their respective societies 
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(Nielsen I 999a ). Communities struggle to establish their cultural boundaries and 
enhance their solidarity in the face of threats by identifying "deviant" internal 
groups as negative reference points (Erikson 1966). But when the threat is from 
an alien culture, the relationship becomes more complex and ambivalent. When a 
community's identity is defined by reference to its God (or gods), as was largely 
the case in the ancient world, the God's power and supremacy needs to be en
hanced if the community is to ward off the threatening culture. To do this, ele
ments of the alien culture itself are adapted to strengthen the arguments. In the 
case of ancient Judaism, this was accomplished through the universalization and 
rationalization of the inherited image of God as creator and judge. The result is 
a God who claims more universal authority to create and recreate, rule and judge, 
by precise measure, number, and weight. The categories of Greek philosophy were 
useful in achieving this goal, but more as a tool or instrument, rather than its cen
tral inspiration (Nielsen I999a: 30). Wisdom and Philo are two of the first if not 
the first two Jewish thinkers to respond in a systematically creative way to the 
"modernizing" challenges of their era (Hengel 1974). 

Civilizational Encounters II: Christianity and 
Paganism in Origen's Creation Theology 
There are continuities and discontinuities in the transition from the Jewish
Hellenistic encounter to that between early Christianity and Hellenistic thought. The 
theology of Origen provides a particularly good site for investigating the latter.4 Ori
gen (c. 185--c. 254 C.E.) was the first Christian thinker to merge Greek ideas with bib
lical exegesis successfi.tlly and create a systematic theology (Hatch 1957; Bigg 1913; 
Chadwick I966). While his work owes a large debt to his predecessor, Clement of 
Alexandria, and to Philo's methods of biblical exegesis, Origen's approach is distinc
tive (Chadwick 1970). I want to examine his ideas about creation, punishment, and 
the role of number in them. The similarities and differences between Origen and his 
predecessor Philo emerge dearly from a focus on this particular subject and allow for 
a more precise estimate of the similarities and differences between the two civiliza
tional encounters under consideration. The role played in the cosmologies of Origen 
and Philo by their respective Christian and Jewish commitments also allows us to see 
the influence of changing religious sentiments on the treatment of a central theme in 
ancient religious thought. In addition, several remarks will be inserted about Plotinus, 
whose Neoplatonic system was an influential competitor to Christianity and calls for 
comparison with Origen, especially concerning the problem of number and creation 
(Rist I977; Koch 1932; Berchman I984). 

The emergence of Christianity involved a shift in the locus of religious senti
ment. As I have noted above, Philo is emotionally and intellectually committed to 
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the Jewish community of Alexandria, and this commitment leads him to defend 
Jewish traditions with Greek methods, but work against their being engulfed by 
Hellenistic culture and eroded by Roman political power and prestige. He main
tains the Jewish God's cosmic primacy. Origen's emotional commitment was to 
Christianity, yet like Philo and Clement before him, his mentality was thoroughly 
steeped in Greek learning. Indeed, he and Plotinus seem to have shared the same 
teacher, Ammonius Sacchus. While the urbane Clement moved comfortably in 
both Greek and Christian worlds and his work reflected little sense of tension be
tween them (Hoek 1988), Origen's religious sentiments drove him instead to seek 
a more thoroughgoing synthesis between the two and also combat emerging pagan 
criticism of Christianity (Origen, Cels.). As a Christian, he had to reconcile his 
faith in the cross with its claim to represent the true realization of Jewish biblical 
prophecies. Finally, he faced an exegetical task complicated by the fact that no au
thoritative canon existed for Christians, like the Torah had for Jews. At this time, 
early Christians had no agreed upon reference point against which to measure their 
theological labors. While this fostered diversity within emerging Christianity, it 
also threatened disunity. Origen responded to the emerging demand for a Christ
ian canon. His attempt at a synoptic treatment of existing biblical texts, the 
so-called Hexapla, reflects this effort. Similarly, he struggled, often with contro
versial results, to define the line between orthodoxy and heterodoxy against other 
religious currents of his time, for example, Gnosticism (De Faye 1923-28; Han
son 1959). Finally, within the educated Greco-Roman world, which expected that 
any new religion would be legitimated through a sophisticated philosophical di
alectic, Origen needed to make the case for Christianity in precisely this form. 
Since he was steeped in Greek philosophy, he used it in his proofs, just as Tertul
lian was later to employ his legal training to develop a parallel dialectic of proof 
within Latin Christianity. 

Origen's interpretations of creation and punishment, and the role of number 
in these processes, reflect his commitments, his need to create a rational theology 
through the adaptation of Greek ideas to Christian values, and his perplexities 
over the relative authority of inherited writings. As we will see, all of these factors 
figure into the making of his Christian cosmology. This same complex of emo
tional commitments and intellectual needs also defines the line that separates him, 
despite their many similarities, from his Jewish predecessor, Philo, on the one 
hand, and from his pagan contemporary, Plotinus, on the other. Despite their 
shared attachment to Greek learning, and Platonism in particular, the three 
thinkers gestated their ideas about cosmic unity out of very different "emotional 
climates" (Febvre 1973). 

Origen opposed Marcion and some Gnostics and argued against the idea that 
God worked with some body of preexistent matter ( Origen, Prine.; Butterworth 
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30). He wrote, "we believe that everything whatever except the Father and God of 
the universe is created" (Origen, Prine.; Butterworth 3I). He also upheld the idea 
that God was always creator, benefactor, and providence and that there was never 
a time when he was not all these things. At the same time, his Christian allegiances 
make him identify Christ, the Son, with the wisdom that was always with God 
from the beginning and through which the creation was prefigured (Origen, Prine.; 
Butterworth 42-43). 

More important, for my purposes, is Origen's identification of this creation 
with precise measure and number. He writes, 

We must suppose ... that God made as large a number of rational and intelligent 
beings ... as he foresaw would be sufficient. It is certain that he made them ac
cording to some definite number fore-ordained by himself; for we must not sup
pose, as some would, that there is no end of created beings, since where there is 
no end there can neither be any comprehension or limitation. (Origen, Prine.; But
terworth 129) 

Here, Origen draws on Plato's similar identification of limit with reason (see 
Plato, Tim.). He continues: 

Moreover when the scripture says that God created all things "by number and 
measure;' we shall be right in applying the term "number" to rational creatures or 
minds for this very reason, that they are so many as can be provided for and ruled 
and controlled by the providence of God; whereas "measure" will correspondingly 
apply to bodily matter, which we must believe to have been created by God in such 
quantity as he knew would be sufficient for the ordering of the world. (Origen, 
Prine.; Butterworth 129-30) 

Here, Origen is evidently referring directly to the apocryphal Wisdom of 
Solomon (I 1.20). However, he adds to this text a fascinating elaboration and dis
tinction within the overall metaphor. Before commenting further, I would like to 
first cite two other remarks by Origen, where he reiterates these themes: "Every 
created thing, therefore, is distinguished in God's sight by its being confined 
within a certain number and measure, that is, either number in the case of rational 
beings and measure in the case of bodily matter" (Origen, Prine.; Butterworth 
324). Finally, there is a lengthy passage in which Origen argues that all things that 
exist were made by God, except the nature of the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit, 
and that God created "sons" as beings (presumably the "rational beings" noted 
above) appropriate to receive the benefits of his creation. This paragraph closes 
with the familiar statement, paraphrased closely from Wisdom I I .20: "But he 
made all things by number and measure; for to God there is nothing without ei
ther end or without measure" (Origen, Prine.; Butterworth 323). 
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The above passages are generally congruent with Wisdom and Philo. Yet, it is 
also evident that Origen is developing some new distinctions and employing an 
overall perspective in part alien to the previous writers. First, Origen's Christian 
commitments color the entire discussion. He is concerned to determine the 
canonical standing of previous writings. The apocryphal Wisdom occupies an un
certain place in his thinking. While he expresses reservations about it, since it is 
"certainly not regarded as authoritative by all" (Origen, Prine.; Butterworth 321), 
he elsewhere views it as an inspired work (Gels. 3, 72). As noted above, he adapts 
it freely to support an important part of his argument. Second, his Christian al
legiance requires that he locate Christ in relationship to the inherited stock of 
ideas. This includes placing the Father as creator in relation to the Son and Holy 
Spirit (the Trinity problem), identifying logos with Christ, and reinterpreting the 
inherited notion of Wisdom, now also assimilated to Christ as a figure emanating 
from God. These and other issues are all central to Origen's work; they need to be 
seen in the light of his innovations in the area of the central metaphor, creation 
by measure and number. 

As noted above, he makes a distinction between number, which applies to the 
creation of rational creatures, and measure, which has to do with the constitution 
of bodily matter. The independent role of weight in the Wisdom "formula" has 
dropped entirely out of Origen's formulation. Many of the older Jewish images of 
scales and balances in the work of creation and retribution (still found in Philo) 
are also absent. He focuses on number and measure, with the precise meanings 
noted. Origen relates them both to the work of God in creation. They are both 
important, yet subordinate elements of his activity. Indeed, although Origen does 
not spell out these distinctions very systematically, number and measure also ap
pear to be subordinate to God's Wisdom and to Christ in his role as logos. Origen's 
Platonic perspective leads him to argue that God creates two worlds, an invisible 
world of ideas or forms and a visible material one (Origen, Prine.; Butterworth 
253). In Origen's work, the Platonic tendencies have pushed aside some of the 
Jewish images and been fused directly with his new Christian commitments. These 
various strands of cosmology are difficult to bring into systematic order and mu
tual consistency. This is not surprising, given Origen's place as an innovator inter
ested in forging the first Christian theology on Neoplatonic foundations. Some 
commentators have found greater system in Origen and wanted to see him as a 
Middle rather than a Neo-Platonist (Berchman 1984). However, I would note 
that Origen,like Philo, works a good deal of his "philosophy" out of-perhaps 
into-his scriptural exegesis and uses it to buttress his faith. Origen uses "philos
ophy" as a means to his end. Its methods and categories serve as a set of inter
pretive tools, but his emotional commitments lie with Christianity. His sensibility 
is formed by those commitments as well as the continuity with Jewish writings 
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that they suggest. Second, Origen's particular distinction between number and 
measure, when set within the context of his work, places him rather closer to the 
full Neoplatonism of Plotinus than to the latter's Middle Platonic predecessors. 
A few comparisons between Plotinus and Origen will help clarify this problem. 

In his treatise on numbers, Plotinus (Enn. 6.6.34) makes a distinction between 
three senses of number: (I) the One as a "number" quite beyond ordinary num
ber and measure, indeed, itself the source of all subsequent number and measure; 
(2) ideal numbers, as a sort of system of mathematical formulae, or set of forms 
from which the visible world emerges; and (3) quantitative number or, more ac
curately, measure, in the more commonsense meaning of the term, that is, in rela
tion to magnitudes in the physical world (see Plotinus, Enn.; Dillon 1991: xcv). 
The similarities and differences between Origen and Plotinus are worth noting, 
having a direct bearing on our discussion. I will examine them in reverse order, 
starting with measure and working upward, so to speak, to the higher principles. 

Both Origen and Plotinus confine "measure" to the visible physical world and 
its creation. This is wholly congruent with their Platonic mode of thought, which 
locates the physical world in the lowest position of prestige in an ontological hi
erarchy. They both also connect "number" with rational form, a kind of halfway 
point between the material world and the ultimate principle of things, although 
Origen connects number with God's creation of a particular number of rational 
beings and Plotinus with the entire intermediary world of mathematical forms. 
Here there emerges a difference between the two authors. Origen thinks in terms 
of a particular concrete number of created, rational beings, some definite number 
foreordained by God, since only a definite number can give limit to the universe 
and be comprehended and only a specific number can be ruled over and provided 
for by God's providence (Origen, Prine.; Butterworth 129-30). Plotinus thinks of 
his second level of number as a realm of ideal numbers, one corresponding to the 
visible world and, presumably, a pattern used in its genesis out of the One. He is 
not concerned with a specific number of rational beings or with their relationship 
to the work of creation or even less to the problem of divine rulership. Indeed, 
"creation;' in Origen's (and also Philo's) heavily anthropomorphic sense, does not 
figure at all in Plotinus's account. While I cannot now examine the complex prob
lem of "emanation" in Plotinus (Rist I967), Origen operates with a fimdamen
tally different set of root images than Plotinus (but see Berchman 1984). This 
comes out most clearly in an examination of the third sense of number in Ploti
nus and its relationship to both thinkers' highest principles. These principles dif
fer dramatically from one another. It is at this point that one sees the parting of 
the ways between Christianity, however much it is influenced by Platonism, and 
Neoplatonism itsel£ Origen's first principles are the biblical creator and Christ, 
however much both may be clothed in Platonic dress, while Plotinus's One is en-
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tirely Greek in origin and conception, abstract and remote from the anthropo
morphic and human elements attached to Origen's now triune God. Plotinus's 
One is even more abstract and impersonal than Plato's creative demiurge (Plato, 
Tim.; Dodds I928). 

Origen's conceptualization of creation reveals several things. Not only has Ori
gen truncated the earlier Wisdom "formula," but his Christian concerns have also 
made him ambivalent about Wisdom's very canonicity and, in general, shined the 
overall center of gravity in the discussion of the problem. The comparison with 
Philo is illuminating. Philo is still free to see number, measure, weight, role of 
scales, and the balance in creation and existence as manifestations, at one or another 
level, of God's goodness, rulership, and law. His work manifests what I would call 
a "pan-arithmism:' Origen's focus on Christ's redemptive mission moves a new set 
of concerns to the forefront: the Trinity, Christ as logos, heaven and hell, the Begin
ning and the End, and so forth. Indeed, in combating his pagan opponents, he is 
more disposed to argue for the general idea of creation, as such, than about its pre
cise details. It is of particular interest that Philo's image of the logos tomeus (logos as 
cutter or instrument) is entirely displaced by the image of Christ as logos. Origen's 
interest in creation has become focused especially on the creation of humanity (i.e., 
"rational creatures") rather than nature. A more "humanistic" or "personalist" note 
has been sounded. Of course, Philo is also deeply concerned with the creation of 
humanity and the human soul (Tobin I983), but that does not move him to dis
place his "arithmology" from center stage. On the contrary, he uses it to good ad
vantage in the discussion of these very problems. As we have seen, Origen modifies 
the number symbolism to correspond to his now clearly diminished sense of the 
importance of the material world, while Philo can still see this world as an emblem 
of God and read its meanings from its numerological hieroglyphic. As Hoek 
(I988: 56, 66, 2I7, 225-26) has noted, in his comparison of Philo and Clement 
of Alexandria, the former is more theocentric and cosmological, and focuses on 
God in his work of creation and rulership, while Clement is more anthropological 
and salvationist and focuses on the knowledge of God. I would add to this sum
mary characterization that Origen is even more salvationist than Clement, whose 
personal and intellectual style still retains many of the elements of a this-worldly, 
urbane Greco-Roman paganism. Origen's quest for certainty in the search for sal
vation and for authority in the identification of the biblical canon, and his strongly 
ascetic streak, lead him to a theological synthesis that is simultaneously systematic 
and personal. It leaves behind Clement's looser, if ofi:en startling interpretations 
and his accommodations between Hellenism and Christianity. It also departs in no
table ways from Philo's Jewish perspective, if not entirely from his methods of in
terpretation. It would seem that the more deeply Christian commitments penetrate 
the emotional life of the early Christian authors, the less the physical world is seen 
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as having divinely ordained value and the more humanity, especially the individual, 
and human redemption move to the forefront of religious concern. In the process, 
as we have seen, many of the images of a precisely quantitative creation drop out 
of the picture or are greatly modified. This oddly parallels Plotinus's Neoplaton
ism more than it does Philo's work. 

As did Philo, Origen formulated a role for retribution and punishment in his
tory, especially his Homilies on Genesis and Exodus. In some respects, numerological 
considerations actually play a bigger role in Origen's homilies than they do in his 
analysis of first principles. His scriptural exegeses expound the role played by op
posites in the creation in demonstrating its harmonious conjunction ( Origen, 
Hom. Gen.; Heine 59, 67). He also provides a fascinating account of the numbers 
or dimensions involved in the creation of Noah's ark, indeed, where he argues that 
these numbers and dimensions involve a great mystery ( Origen, Hom. Gen.; Heine 
81-82). Included here are an interpretation of the number 100 that is "shown to 
be full and perfect in everything and to contain the whole mystery of the rational 
creation" (Origen, Hom. Gen.; Heine 82). Interpretations of the numbers fifty 
("the number of forgiveness" and remission of sins), thirty, and the One are also 
featured. The latter two numbers are significant in connection respectively with the 
Trinity and with the entire order of the world. Thirty is three times ten, itself a 
symbolically critical number, as we will soon see, while the One provides a syn
opsis of almost everything of significance to Origen: one God, one faith of the 
church, one baptism, one body, one spirit, and one goal of the perfection of God, 
which goal mankind must try to achieve as it moves from being created in the im
age of God to becoming perfect in his likeness (Origen, Hom. Gen.; Heine 83; 
Prine.; Butterworth 245). Origen's summary in the number one of all the value at
tributes of his worldview is not at all like Plotinus's use of the One. The latter is 
a center of power, from which the cosmos is gestated, while the number one for 
Origen is merely a symbolically convenient vehicle for the summary expression of 
all that he holds dear. It serves as a starting point for the derivation of the three, 
or the Trinity, through a process of differentiating the attributes of the one into 
three separate forces. As noted above, it does not have the same ontological sig
nificance as Plotinus's One, nor is Origen's God as unitary or as abstract a con
ception as that of Plotinus. Finally, Origen provides interesting remarks on the 
"mysteries of the seventh number" in an interpretation of the design of the Taber
nacle, where he also comments on its ten courts and their relationship to the Deca
logue (Origen, Hom. Exod.; Heine 339--40). The importance of ten reappears in 
Origen's exegesis of the Exodus account of the plagues visited on Egypt, a scrip
tural text already central to our analysis. 

Origen associates the ten plagues and the Ten Commandments. Moses went to 
Egypt with a punishing rod that struck Egypt with ten plagues, and it is the law 
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of God that was given to the world "that it might reprove and correct it with the 
ten plagues, that is the ten commandments which are contained in the Decalogue" 
(Origen, Hom. Exod.; Heine 267). This account is interesting not only numerolog
ically, but also because Origen ties this punishment to the image of the talion, or 
mirroring punishment. For Origen, the world learns "the nature of its errors from 
the natures of the penalties" (Origen, Hom. Exod.; Heine 269). Egypt worshiped 
beasts and idols and saw the death and suffering of these same things. Origen con
cludes with the general comment: "To such an extent are the sufferings in the 
world governed by the forms of their own errors" (Origen, Hom. Exod.; Heine 
269). While Origen also employs numerological analysis in his account of the Ex
odus through a brief discourse on the twelve paths created in the Red Sea for the 
twelve tribes (Origen, Hom. Exod.; Heine 283), he also shifts his ground to argue 
the case for God's goodness in a remarkable but also familiar way. The goodness 
of the creator also requires obedience to his will. For those who will follow his 
law, "he compels the elements themselves to serve you even against their own na
ture" (Origen, Hom. Exod.; Heine 282). This entire discussion of the plagues and 
the "unnatural" action of the elements in the Hebrews' rescue echoes the similar 
accounts in Wisdom I 1.5-6, I9.6. It seems likely, given Origen's familiarity with 
this text, that he drew liberally on it. However, some major differences of empha
sis remain. Foremost is the absence of any direct reference in Origen to the 
weight-number-measure "formula:' Wisdom uses this formula as a pivotal ra
tionale for the understanding of God's work in history. Although, as we have seen, 
Origen cites it in a truncated form in his account of creation, he does not use it 
directly in his discussion of divine retribution. 

Origen also makes less direct reference than Wisdom to God's recreation of 
the world to save the Hebrews. For Origen, God "compels the elements" to serve 
the righteous "against their own nature;' while for Wisdom's account of Exodus, 
"the while creation in its nature was fashioned anew" and "the elements changed 
places with one another" (Wisdom I9.6, I8). In Origen's account, the elements 
seem to retain their natures, thus compelling God to struggle against them, so to 
speak, to achieve his ends. In other words, "natural law" and divine rulership seem 
to conflict with one another (Grant I952). This distinction reflects an emerging 
Christian sensibility about the world, which exists in a fallen and deformed state 
and is at odds with the divine power. By contrast, for Wisdom God's powers are 
unparalleled. "For thy all-powerful hand, which created the world out of formless 
matter;' it is a simple task to recreate the universe and recast the elements (Wis
dom I I. I 7). While Origen retains the sense of talionic punishment, he does so in 
a muted form. The Egyptians are punished by means of their own errors, yet the 
Hebrews do not gain advantage by the same means, as in Wisdom or Philo. In gen
eral, Origen accents punishment of the guilty, rather than reward for the righteous. 
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The salvation of a chosen people directly by its God is replaced by references to 
Christ and, in a rather tortured exegesis, Aaron's rod becomes a prefigured symbol 
of the cross (Origen, Hom. Exod.; Heine 267-68). In sum, the entire tradition of 
interpretation of these problems inherited from Wisdom and Philo is subtly trans
formed by Origen in a Christian direction. In the process, some of the older im
ages slip out of focus and new ones come into view. 

Several general conclusions concerning civilizational encounters can be drawn 
from the above discussion. First, a process of cultural differentiation and excision 
has taken place in Origen's theory of creation. He has differentiated the notions 
of number and measure from one another by identifying the former with rational 
beings and the latter with brute matter. He has also excised the notion of weight 
from the inherited formula. Also gone are the images of scales, balances, weigh
ing, and so forth, which were important to Wisdom and Philo and were even more 
central in the older Jewish literature (e.g., Proverbs, Job, the Second Isaiah). Ori
gen has thereby provided a more systematic theological notion of creation. 

Second, a process of individuation and "humanization" has taken place in his 
entire interpretive schema. A common faith in the cross as the central event in a 
now personally relevant historical narrative has taken precedent over the work of 
creation and retribution by a unified divine ruler. Moreover, the story of salvation 
and retribution connected with the history of a people has been supplanted in 
part by a new emphasis on the universal work of the cross, prefigured in a hidden 
fashion in this earlier history of Israel, but now superceding it. In the process, 
there appear new Christian numerological associations that supplement the older 
arithmological traditions, without entirely dismantling them. The elasticity of this 
method of thought, the fact that the new speculations need not entirely displace 
the older ones, points to the instrumental quality of this part of Origen's think
ing. Although arithmology was also a tool for Philo, its spirit had a deeper inner 
connection with the older Jewish images undergoing interpretation. While these 
tools remain a convenient part of Origen's intellectual equipment, they have a less 
integral connection with the understanding of creation, or even retribution, than 
they had in Philo's cosmology. 

Third, the search for certainty and authoritative texts permeates Origen's work. 
Origen's uncertainty about the canonical status of Wisdom allows him to adapt 
that work more freely to his purposes and, in the process, modify and even ignore 
parts of the inherited "formula" used by Wisdom. His wide interpretive latitude 
contributes to the innovative character of his work. 

Finally, the merger of theoretical rationality with the new emotional climate 
provided by Origen's highly ascetic form of Christianity influenced his modifica
tion of the inherited creation images. His new emphases-the creation of a spe
cific number of rational beings as a precondition for effective divine rule; the en-
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tire omission of the weight idea, so central to the earlier images of God's work by 
scales and balances; the limitation of measure to the physical world; and the em
phasis on the need to struggle against the elements in divine retribution-all im
ply a creator somewhat diminished in stature, by comparison with the robust 
monotheistic God of Wisdom and Philo (not to mention Job and Isaiah). They 
also seem to imply a greater devaluation of the created world itself. The emphasis 
on Christ's redemptive role has gained a purchase on Origen at the expense of the 
power of Judaism's One God. While there are certainly strong elements of mysti
cism, asceticism, and otherworldliness manifest in Philo's life, there is also an em
phasis on the intrinsic value of the physical world, precisely because of its divinely 
created nature. While mathematical and numerological motifs continued to play a 
role in Christian as well pagan thought in late antiquity (Chadwick I98I; 
O'Meara 1989), Origen's use of them moves him toward a theological view in
different, if not hostile to the world, a tendency that began to be substantially re
versed only in the high Medieval period, and then only through the recapture of 
the spirit of those prior syntheses that had combined Platonism with the central 
creation themes of biblical wisdom literature (see Nelson I98I). 

Civilizational Encounters III: Christianity amidst 
Religious and Philosophic Cults 
Christianity's rise to prominence took place in a rich spiritual environment. A 
variety of religious and philosophical movements and cults competed for fol
lowers. This has led some recent commentators to speak of a "religious econ
omy" in which individuals were free to engage in a choice among competing 
lines of religious goods with varied inducements appealing to differing social 
and spiritual needs (Stark I 996: I 93-96). In such circumstances, one religious 
cult would attempt to trump another, not only through its intrinsic appeal based 
on its central differentiating characteristics, but also by borrowing to a greater 
or lesser extent its competitor's ideas and images, adapting and integrating them 
into its own system of beliefs and practices. The resulting religious phenomena 
occupied a spectrum from barely coherent syncretisms to doctrines that, if not 
entirely unambiguous, effectively integrated a diversity of elements around a co
herent core of ideas. To adapt a phrase of Thomas O'Dea (1966), the dilemma 
of mixed motivation was resolved to allow a broadening of the group's poten
tial membership, but through the specific mechanism of strengthening its basis 
of symbolic appeal. This involved a double strategy for Christian thinkers: the 
abandonment of an excessive number of fixed positions and a willingness to 
adapt to changing circumstances, including those constituted by alien symbols, 
coupled with an equally strong opposing effort to define Christianity's minimal 
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core symbolic reference points with increasing clarity. The result was that Chris
tianity showed an early flexibility that it would not lose until the fifth century 
(Troeltsch I9II; Frend I984). No other religious cult or movement of the era 
had this quality, to this extent. They tended to move in the opposite direction, 
either by fixing their religious boundaries through the adherence to prime texts 
as their major reference point (e.g., in the rabbinical schools, leading to the 
Mishnah and Talmuds ); by insisting on central, unalterable doctrines that made 
it difficult to adapt to changing circumstances or absorb emerging experiences 
(the Isis and Osiris cults); or by orchestrating their teachings in a narrow fash
ion that intrinsically limited their potential followers (e.g., the Mithras cult) 
(Bell I975). To adapt Maine's helpful distinction, Christianity was the most 
"progressive" and least "stationary" of the many ancient religious cults (Maine 
I 86! ), in the specific sense of being able to adapt itself to new settings, absorb 
and transfigure competing ideas, and avoid the risk of premature fixation. Per
haps only Manichaeism had a comparably broad appeal. 

As Halbwachs (I992) noted, early Christianity was also faced with the prob
lem of fixing the times and places of its most sacred events (e.g., the sites of the 
birth of Jesus, the Last Supper, the Crucifixion, Jesus' burial, etc.), locating them 
as popular pilgrimage sites (Turner I975) while simultaneously "clothing them 
with an aura of factuality," to use Geertz's congenial phrase (Geertz I973: 90), 
and thus enhancing their doctrinal credibility. This ongoing exercise in the cre
ation and specification of Christian collective memory was itself part of the com
petition with other religions (e.g., Judaism), which might also have a strong inter
est in alternative definitions of these times and places. Similar remarks might be 
made about such Christian holidays as Christmas, which seems to have emerged in 
the fourth century and resulted, in part, from the adaptation of Mithraic calen
drical ideas to Christian needs (Ulansey I 989). In general, through its adaptations 
of Greco-Roman ideas, especially Stoic natural law philosophy, Christianity in
creasingly came to provide the basis of a complete "philosophy" of life and social 
doctrine (Troeltsch I 9 I I), including ideas about family life, the formation of 
communities, economic practices, and so forth. This gave it an advantage over 
cults with a more focused appeal (e.g., Mithaism, which was adopted by men, pri
marily Roman soldiers, and was found everywhere they were garrisoned). 

Christianity had been subject to sporadic persecution from the beginning, de
pending on the shifting policies, motives, and temperament of various emperors. 
The imperial cult was particularly dangerous to Christianity, as it had already been 
for Judaism, for it challenged its core ideas and also represented a clever strategy 
in the pagan battle against the new movement. Under threat of punishment or 
even death, Christians often lapsed, the incentives of a certificate indicating that 
they had sacrificed and accompanying freedom making such lapses even more 
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inviting. However, through the reassertion of the authority of the bishops over 
their communities, the church recovered rapidly after this episode. 

A greater danger to Christianity was posed by alternative philosophies such as 
Manichaeism, which provided a synthetic worldview that found a place for all pre
vious religious prophets, including Christ. Mani himself was born into a Christ
ian sect, the Elkesaites of the Roman and Persian border areas, but underwent a 
conversion and rejected his religion of birth in favor of preaching his own reli
gious ideas. Augustine's long attraction to the teachings of Mani was typical of 
members of higher status families (Brown I967). At the core of Manichaeism was 
the eternal dualism and opposition between light and darkness. This idea was 
combined with an historical eschatology that traced the original state of separa
tion of light from darkness, the invasion of light by darkness and their subsequent 
mingling, and their ultimate and final separation again in the future through the 
purification light from any admixture with darkness. This goal of world salvation 
was to be accomplished through a complex set of ascetic practices that included 
no work, elaborate dietary restrictions, and a prohibition against killing animals. 
The Manichaens also developed a religious organization that tended to separate 
the true Elect from the mass of followers, the Hearers, who attended to the bod
ily needs of the Elect and themselves lived in the world free from such ascetic dis
cipline (Widengren I965). 

Manichaeism was appealing and represented a major challenge to Christianity. 
It threatened Christianity's central monotheistic worldview, inherited from Ju
daism, which could find room for evil, but never give it a constitutive role in the 
universe. The long battles fought among Christian theologians over the precise re
lationships involved in the Trinity might, at times, risk dissolving Christian 
monotheism into ditheism or even tritheism, but a principled dualism like Mani's 
was inadmissible if Christianity were to retain its distinctive theological character 
and its links to Judaism. Although many Christian groups and movements since 
the early centuries have lapsed into a dualistic theology, in doing so they have de
parted from the lodestone of Christian ideas-the notion of one God. In this re
spect, Manichaeian dualism was (and continues to be) the single greatest threat to 
Christianity. Also, Manichaeism's stratification of the religious grouping into an 
ascetic core of the Elect distinct from the mass of followers was incompatible with 
the universalism of the church structure developing within Christianity, one that 
could find room for organizational distinctions of rank and office, including ul
timately even monasticism, but not for a principled separation of the church into 
two spiritual grades, one superior to and served by the other. In this respect, Chris
tian opposition to Manichaeism ran parallel to its conflict with other movements, 
such as Gnosticism and Marcionism, which favored even more a specially qualified 
elite over the mass (Pagels I989; Nielsen I990a: 97). 
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Conclusion 
The above discussion represents only a selective treatment of some episodes of 
civilizational encounters of particular significance in the development of later Ju
daism and early Christian civilization, chosen from a much wider array of con
troversies and problems. The discussion of inter- as well as intracivilizational en
counters could easily be expanded and the number of issues multiplied (for fuller 
surveys see Harnack 1908 and Frend 1984). I have emphasized several shifts in 
religious and cultural ideals connected with selected figures such as Philo and Ori
gen, especially their treatment of monotheism and creation. I have also focused on 
struggles within Christianity as well as challenges from without that raised deci
sive questions at the highest level of definition of a Christian civilization, espe
cially those connected with shaping the unity of doctrine and organizational au
thority of the church. As we have seen, the problem of refining the church's 
monotheism was implicated in a large number of other questions (e.g., the num
ber of informing principles of reality, whether monist or dualist, the nature of the 
Trinity, the problem of original sin and free will, the nature of church authority, 
continuity with Judaism and the unity of the inherited canon, and so forth). In
deed, as Eusebius (Hist. eccl.) repeatedly tells us, monotheism with all its varied im
plications, operating now, however, within a Christian environment, was perhaps 
the key doctrinal issue that required elaboration and clarification during the early 
Christian centuries. It was in turn directly linked to the problem of forging a sin
gle, unified church structure. It was what men and women died-and lived-for 
in the early Christian centuries as it had been earlier in Judaism. As such, it forms 
a central and necessary thread in the above treatment of civilizational encounters 
in early Christianity. 

Notes 
I. This section on Philo draws on Nielsen (1996a). 
2. Philo reiterates elsewhere (e.g., Leg. 78; Plant. 2-4) that God creates everything out 

of his goodness, an idea that links him closely to Plato (Tim., Cornford 1936: 33-39; 
Lovejoy 1936) yet is also evidently derived from his scriptural interpretation. 

3. I cannot pause to discuss the uses by Jewish and Christian writers of this remarkable 
symbolism (i.e., word as a sword that cuts matter in a process of creation or desttuction), 
but must focus on Philo's ideas. However, similar images emerge in Revelation 19.12-16 
and John I (Dodd 1963), texts probably written under similar intellectual influences. 

4, This section on Origen draws on Nielsen (1995), previously unpublished. 



Early Christian Culture as Interaction 13 
ANTHONY J. BLASI 

CULTURE IS ONE OF the most important concepts in the social sciences. It 
is also one of the most abused. The early sociologist Pitirim A. Sorokin 
generally spoke of "sociocultural phenomena" rather than "culture" be

cause culture does not exist apart from society and because human society is at 
best a random and meaningless occurrence without culture. For him, culture was 

the meaningful aspect of a sociocultural phenomenon and society was the inter
active1 aspect. 

The most generic model of any sociocultural phenomenon is the meaningful in
teraction of two or more human individuals. By "interaction" is meant any event 
by which one partly tangibly influences the overt actions or the state of mind of 
the other. In the absence of such an influence (unilateral or mutual) no sociocul
tural phenomenon is possible. . . . A meaningful interaction is any interaction 
where the influence exerted by one party over another has a meaning or value su
perimposed upon the purely physical and biological properties of the respective 
actions. (Sorokin 1969: 40) 

The expression "culture" has sometimes served as a shorthand reference to socio
cultural complexes such as civilizations, so that a material artifact such as an oil 
lamp may be taken to be an indicator of a particular "culture:' Similarly a mental 
abstraction, such as the ideal of charity or the ambition to dominate, may be said 
to be an indicator of a particular "culture:' Such shorthand statements should not 
be equated with social scientific theory. An oil lamp does not indicate anything. 
Rather, human individuals indicate to one another and to themselves what one 
does with an oil lamp, how one makes an oil lamp, what the value of an oil lamp 
is as an object of trade in an agora, and what precautions one should take in the 
use of oil lamps. The culture occurs among the people who make such indications. 

291 
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Similarly, charity and the ambition to dominate do not indicate anything; human 
individuals set lines of action into motion that benefit one another or coerce one 
another; those enactments carry out indicated outcomes for which the terms 
"charity" and "ambition to dominate" come to be used. The people involved do 
the indicating; the terms that they use are mere labels. 

What is at issue is more than terminological precision. When culture becomes 
separated from interaction in a scholarly approach, it becomes denatured. Partic
ularly troublesome is the practice of taking a "culture" to be a freestanding body 
of prescriptions, proscriptions, values, attitudes, beliefs, practices, preferences, and 
propensities to which individuals conform. Not only does "culture" thereby be
come disembodied and hence removed from the realm of what can be explained 
through scientific procedures, but humans come to be cast as mere "cultural 
dopes;' "over-conformists;' media through which mysterious "social forces" work 
(Blumer 1969: 83; Garfinkel 1967: 68; Wrong 1961). Theissen (1999: 6) argues 
well that the term "cultural;' if employed, should mean that something is pro
duced by human beings, and that above all it is social action. The argument of the 
present chapter is not that approaching culture in this way is untenable, since that 
argument has already been well made, particularly by Herbert Blumer (1969), but 
that approaching culture as interaction helps make a more convincing account of 
early Christian sociocultural phenomena. 

Background 
The school of social scientific thought that has most consistently approached 
culture as interaction is symbolic interactionism. The expression came originally 
from Herbert Blumer's essay "Social Psychology" (1937) and subsequently 
caught on as the name of a professional association and a journal.2 The intellec
tual roots of symbolic interactionism go back most immediately to the German 
scholarly world of the late nineteenth century, in which Wilhelm Dilthey argued 
that the sciences that studied human life (cultural sciences) were hermeneutic in 
nature and required adequate depictions of particular sociocultural contexts. In 
his phraseology, the Geisteswissenschajten were unlike the Naturwissenscbajten in that 
they were ideographic, portraying the particular, rather than nomothetic, discov
ering what the philosophers of science call "covering laws:' Two famous German 
sociologists of the day met Dilthey halfway, as it were. Georg Simmel (1971) 
granted the particularity of interaction situations, but he proposed that similar 
forms of interaction (e.g., the two-person interaction versus the three-person, in
teraction for its own sake rather than interaction focused on some "matter," 
superordination-subordination) would have similar dynamics. Max Weber 
granted that actual cases of "social action" varied greatly but that pure types of 
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possible social action could be used as yardsticks that the real cases more or less 
resembled, and that scientific laws would apply to imagined pure types ("ideal 
types") (1978: 4, 18-22). Similar to Weber's comparative sociology, the famous 
psychologist Wilhelm Wundt conceived of a folk psychology, albeit limited to a 
rather distant study of "primitive peoples:'3 

A small number of American scholars studied in Germany in the late nine
teenth and early twentieth centuries, appropriated the social scientific perspective 
they found there, and changed it for their own purposes. The pragmatist philoso
pher and psychologist George H. Mead, who had studied under Josiah Royce at 
Harvard and worked in the household of William James as a tutor, studied under 
Wundt in Leipzig and then attended Dilthey's courses, and possibly Simmel's, in 
Berlin. Before completing a formal doctorate, he accepted a position from John 
Dewey at the University of Michigan; Dewey found him so valuable a thinker that 
he accepted his position at the University of Chicago only under the condition 
that he could bring Mead with him.4 William I. Thomas studied folk psychology 
under Wundt. Robert E. Park, acting on advice from Mead, went to Berlin; his 
work reveals a great deal of influence from Simmel's sociology. Thomas, who con
ducted a massive study with Florian Znaniecki of Polish life in rural Europe and 
in Chicago, made the most he could of "human documents" in order to gain en
try into the subjective aspects of collective life (Thomas and Znaniecki 
1918-20).5 Park directed a number of ethnographic or "participant observation" 
dissertation studies in the sociology department at the University of Chicago; he 
is known to have encouraged a number of his students to enroll in the "Advanced 
Social Psychology" course offered by Mead. Mead synthesized the intellectual 
perspectives of William James, the Germans, John Dewey, and the social activist 
Jane Addams, and created an original social scientific perspective that gained 
worldwide attention in the last decades of the twentieth century; his most influ
ential ideas are to be found in the posthumous edition of his Advanced Social 
Psychology course (I934).6 Herbert Blumer, who studied under Mead, became 
the principal social scientific advocate of Mead's perspective. 

Culture and Text 
In a statement that was in many ways parallel to those by Blumer, anthropologists 
Leslie White and Beth Dillingham (I973: 9) insisted that culture consists of the 
activity of "symboling:' Symbols per se would be a facet of sociocultural reality, 
not sociocultural reality itsel£ White thought that for the scientist to observe a 
pattern within sociocultural reality and then to take such a pattern to possess a re
ality of its own would be a fUndamental error (White I954). It would be like 
looking at constellations of stars and taking the constellations to be real things. 
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Texts such as those of the New Testament and other early Christian literature are 
symbols, not human interaction or "symboling:' Simply finding patterns in texts 
will not reflect faithfully the to-and-fro in early Christian contexts from which the 
texts emerged. Of course, it is not possible to visit the early Christians and watch 
them in their daily lives. So it is necessary to make do with texts and find in them 
clues to their originary interactions. 

Clues lead us to hypotheses, not facts. They suggest reconstructions that we 
might make. The relevant reconstructed culture would be that which emerged be
tween an early Christian author and the first intended hearers? Focusing on that 
interchange to the exclusion of other readings requires no little discipline. For ex
ample, consider this controversial text: 

~ £v 1t(Xaatc; -ra'ic; emT)atatc; -rrov ay(rov, ai yuvatKEc; F.v -rate; EmT)atatc; 
m~"troaav, ou -yap em-rphre"tat au-rate; AaA.etv· f:JJ.J..a U1tO"tOOO"Ea9roaav, 
Ka9ffic; Kat o VOJloc; iJ:y£1. 

As in all the churches of the saints, the women should keep silence in the churches. 
For they are not permitted to speak, but should be subordinate, as even the law 
says. (I Cor 14.33b-34 RSV) 

The RSV translators took this passage to be a command ("they are not 
permitted to speak") about church order, similar to many previous passages in 
I Corinthians. Modern feminists might change the translation in light of verse 
36, where Paul reacts against what the preceding verses present: 

~ aqi t>,.L&v 6 w')'Oc; -rou 9£ou ~f\A.Oev, ~ cic; Ut.t.&c; JlOvouc; Ka'r11v-reaev; 

What! Did the word of God originate with you, or are you the only ones it has 
reached? (I Cor 14.36 RSV) 

Thus a modern feminist translation may put quotation marks around verses 
33b-35, noting that Paul responds in I Corinthians to a series of issues raised by 
a letter that some of the Corinthians had sent to him. While that would be an im
provement upon the RSV reading and is fine so far as it goes, an interactionist ap
proach would lead one to focus on what is going on between Paul and his intended 
readers. Paul no doubt thought he was writing only to the people who had sent 
him a letter, half a dozen or so recently converted Christians. He was chiding them 
privately: "What! Has the word of God come forth from you? Was it dwelling 
only in you?" What was the object of his comment? They presumed to speak for 
God. How? They were interpreting the Law. We can infer from this that the in
tended hearers had no credentials as Torah interpreters. So the immediate occasion 
for Paul's response was the clause "as even the law says:' What was the legal inter-
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pretation the Corinthian correspondents were making? That the law that says 
women should be subordinate has a bearing on whether they can discuss religious 
matters in public. That was such a stretch of the legal provision that Paul does not 
bother to correct it; he only ridicules the pretense of legal interpretation. 

For purposes of reconstructing the situation that gave rise to a text, it would 
appear best to use as many "first meanings" of words as possible, even if that 
leaves one beginning with a "wooden" or problematic reading. 

As in all the churches of the saints, women should be quiet in the assembly, for it 
is not entrusted to them to chatter. But "They should be subject;' as even the law 
says. If they wish to learn something, they should inquire of their own husbands 
at home; for it is unseemly for women to chatter in an assembly. What! Has the 
word of God come forth from you? Was it dwelling only in you? 

The Corinthian correspondents were speaking disparagingly of the women's con
tributions, calling it "chatter:' The law, according to the correspondents, would 
have the women defer to their own husbands' opinions, not to some other men's. 
Paul's response is to the suggestion that according to the law women were to be 
dependent exclusively on their husbands for religious insight. What he was op
posing in this particular passage was an attempt to legally support a limiting of 
women religiously on the basis of a household order. 

Note that it is the action in the text that is most relevant culturally. Analo
gously, in tradition texts such as the Gospels, wherein received texts are reformu
lated for purposes of being given over to a new audience, tendentious redactive ac
tivity is of cultural relevance. It is key to any reconstruction of what was 
happening between the redactor and the intended audience. What the author or 
redactor hopes to accomplish in the intended reader is a central feature of the ac
tual interaction among selected early Christians. There may be a set of expected 
patterns of behavior in the environment of the author or the readers or both, but 
such expectations are a lesser facet of culture. They are relevant at all only to the 
extent that the individuals in question make them relevant. Generally expectations 
of that kind represent ideal culture, a set of statements to which people assent ver
bally but which they ignore when there is good reason to ignore them. "I don't 
mean to . . . but. . . :· That which people appear to be accomplishing with their 
texts should be considered primary data, while evidence of environmental expec
tations are relevant only and as precisely as conventional verbalizations. Thus it 
should come as no surprise that early Christian texts frequently reflect the setting 
aside of "laws:' 

Historical information needs to be treated with caution. The haphazard cir
cumstances through which literary and archaeological sources preserve information 
make it unlikely that we have the fUll story about anything from twenty centuries 
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ago. Moreover, how specific facts were regarded may have gone unspoken, just as 
many facts are simply cited today, leaving the fiill meaning of a statement unver
balized. "I was born in Brooklyn, no mean city:' "I dropped out of Harvard:' "I 
had a job at the White House in the Nixon administration:' "I was in the squad 
that fired on the protesters at Kent State:' Is the Brooklynite speaking humorously 
on the basis of the hapless borough's reputation, or making a contrast to a small 
town? Is the Harvard dropout speaking apologetically of an opportunity lost or 
verbally polishing a badge? Does the erstwhile White House staffer speak of stick
ing to a task dutifUlly through trying times or confess to having kept bad company? 
Is the National Guardsmar. menacingly threatening to repeat history or is he ex
pressing regrets? The more history we know the more such questions we know to 
ask, but history. does not give us the answers. However, we cannot claim to have 
much of a grasp of late twentieth-century American life without knowing the place 
of Brooklyn in humor, the eminence of Harvard among educational institutions, 
the stigma of the Nixon White House, and the sore spot in the psyche related to 
the Kent State shootings. But what is the meaning of such symbolic references in 
given statements? 

The fact that a statement denotes and even connotes much less than it brings 
to mind when used is called "indexicality:' The term suggests a parallel with the 
relationship of an index of a book to the contents of the book's pages or with the 
relationshif of a library catalog to the books on the library shelves. The index and 
catalog consist of single terms that are but fragments of all that is to be found in 
the actual indexed locations. Similarly, texts such as those in early Christian liter
ature present but fragments of all that went on in early Christian life. They are in
complete and inadequate. 

The Presentness of Culture 
Culture is an activity; it is processual in nature. It occurs in the present, specifically 
the actor's present. Even if one recollects a past activity of "symboling;' the act of 
recollecting occurs in the actor's present, not in a past. The present has an open
endedness about it that allows for spontaneity. Consequently one cannot predict ac
curately how any given session of "symboling" will go. One may have a scenario 
worked out in elaborate detail-what one is going to tell someone, for instance
but on the spot looking into another person's eyes one says or does something quite 
different. That is why people find conversations refreshing; they are not simply two

part recitals but creative processes that take unexpected twists and turns. That is 
why meetings are called in which it is hoped that there will be some back-and-forth 
among the participants; new ideas and new solutions to problems emerge that the 
participants would never have come up with individually. 
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The presentness of rultural activity can make many moments unique and un
recoverable. Many teachers despair at the suggestion that a student be absent from 
a class and simply "get the notes" from somebody. The attention of the students 
who were present had been engaged in a certain way, the intellectual scene set up to 
create a particular perspective for an insight, and a point formulated in terms to fit 
that particular teaching moment. Notes simply do not recover all of that. In an 
analogous way, one can hear a passage of music for the first time only once. It will 
never again strike one in precisely the same way. The second time will be a repeat. 
The thirtieth time may be several times too often. The appeal of a live perform
ance over a recording comes in the to-and-fro of the performers working in con
cert, eliciting performances from one another that will never again be repeated in 
precisely the same way. Again, one may read a book in early adulthood and appre
ciate it with a certain level of sophistication; decades later one may read the same 
book again and appreciate it in a different way with a different sophistication. 

"Symboling" occurs not only among people in interaction but also in the 
imagination. We import (to use Mead's term) the form of society into our imag
ination and carry on implicit conversations. Thus we think in a language. Think
ing, as we generally refer to this process, also occurs in a live present. A thought 
will strike us differently at different points in time. In the course of thinking 
about something, we can come up with new ideas that were not thought of before 
because the presentness of the implicit conversation allows for spontaneity, just as 
conversations that we enact with others allow for spontaneity. 

Mead called cultural phenomena "mind." The process through which mind 
emerges early in human life, as we will see below, is important in the cultural un
derstanding of religious texts. Mead proposed the situation in which mental phe
nomena do not yet appear-say in the life of a worm. It may be that even before 
birth humans have a higher psychology than does the worm, but for purposes of 
discussion it is useful to consider a psychology absolutely devoid of mind. Such a 
primitive psychology is entirely behavioral-its owner can be conditioned to avoid 
pain-inducing actions and repeat pleasure-inducing actions. Thus by the use of 
electric shocks one can train a worm to always bend left and never again bend 
right. That is not mind, but it is a psychology. To set out toward the emergence of 
mind, Mead found it necessary to leave the confines of stimulus-response condi
tioning behind, and indeed to break it up so that a stimulus is given by one or
ganism and responded to by a second organism. Using an expression from Wundt, 
he called the stimulus a "gesture"; he called the response of a second organism to 
the gesture "meaning:' 

A typical nonhuman animal does not understand a meaning. A lion, ac
cording to Mead, is not appreciably frightened by its own roar, though fright 
may be occasioned in another creature by such a roar. For a human to use a 
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symbol that occasions the same meaning in another human that it occasions in 
the first human, there needs to be a mutual participation in both the gesture 
and the response to it. Mead analyzed first the mutual participation in gestures 
by considering the imitative birds. A bird that imitates another bird does so 
primarily in sound because it can hear itsel£ The other bird sounds first, and 
then the imitator makes a sound that it can recall and compare with the sound 
of the first bird. In order to identify a sound as its own before comparing it 
and conforming it to the sound of the other, the bird must have some primi
tive awareness of itsel£ This kind of "reflexive" awareness seems to be most ad
vanced among humans. Unlike birds, which imitate seemingly to fit into an en
vironment on the basis of a sound-camouflage instinct, human infants imitate 
sounds in the course of attracting attention to themselves. 

The step beyond imitation is imagining how the other will respond to one's 
own gesture. Having an advanced awareness of oneself, one can imagine oneself in 
the place of a particular other-usually a parent-and look back at onesel£ What 
will Mother or Father do if one cries? The child experiments with such a gesture 
and stops midcry to see. Through imitation, the responses that can be anticipated 
to come from different performances and enactments constitute a repertory or vo
cabulary after a time. And once "taking" the role of the other (i.e., looking back 
at oneself from the standpoint of the other), one becomes aware of oneself in a 
more elaborate way as a "Me:' One develops a self-concept. It is not that the self
concept is fashioned by the others whose standpoint one may take, because one 
still responds to the image that appears from the standpoint of the other. One can 
be happy or upset by it, accept it or reject it. One responds to such a "Me" as an 
'T' Thus Mead incorporated the "I-Me" dialectic of William James into his 
analysis of imitation and symbol. The importance of this for culture is that fa
milial images such as Mother and Father are implicit in the background of all 
symbolic activity. One may abstract from Mother and Father and other person
ages from one's childhood toward a general and anonymous standpoint of the 
other, but one arrives at that anonymous other through particular others from 
childhood. The anthropomorphic materials for imagining God as an Other are 
thereby in place. 

Cultures, of course, do not exist as particulate symbols that stand in isolation 
from one another. In fact, the "symboling" activity that we call culture becomes 
particularly interesting when groups of people associate different lines of "sym
boling" activity with each other. In the case of early Christian phenomena, for ex
ample, we want to know not only what "God," "savior," "messiah," "charity;' 
"baptism;' "Eucharist;' "resurrection;' and "apostle" mean, but how they came to 
be elements in a common religious subculture. The procedure would involve ob
serving what the early Christians were doing at various points in time, what lines 
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of activity they were fitting together that would involve such symbols with one an
other. When we understand why they bundled certain symbolic materials together 
we would have an idea of the early Christians' culture. 

Tradition 
Early Christianity began within Jewish tradition and then departed from it. Jew
ish tradition then developed further in its own trajectory, responding in part to 
Christian cultural activity. Consequently early Christianity was both a break with 
tradition and a development of tradition. Tradition, of course, consists of those 
sociocultural phenomena that the people who are engaged in "symboling" activity 
take to have a past and a future.8 The individuals are aware of themselves in a pres
ent line of "symboling" that began in and is continuing from a past. That kind of 
awareness is retrospective in quality; it bridges past symbolic presence and present 
self-awareness. The individual appropriates past symbolic texts in a present state 
of mind, but that appropriation is not a replication of the experience of people 
in the past who created the text or who first witnessed it. Just as a note in a mu
sical text is apprehended in different ways, depending on whether it helps com
prise one or more chords or comes before and after other notes as part of a 
melody line, a text of symbols from the past takes on different significances, de
pending on the sociocultural context in which it is presented. What was revolu
tionary in the first century may be tradition today; what was sectarian yesterday 
may be more ecumenical today. In any event, the originator of the text did not cre
ate it as tradition; there was no past to it at the time of origination. Rather, the 
text as originally created stood against a background of other texts that comprised 
the tradition of the time. Consequently, while there are continuities between a 
present appropriation of a text and its origination, there are also inherent differ
ences between the two experiences.9 

A self-awareness is also inherent in retrospection because the individuals per
ceive the tradition as coming before themselves and extending into a future beyond 
themselves. The trajectory from past to future necessarily passes through the pres
ent collective "self:' This is not only the case with people today, organized as they 
are in modern ethnic, nationality, class, political, and denominational groupings, 
but also with the people of the first century. There is a world of difference be
tween an isolated rural community breaking with but also extending a tradition 
and urbanites living in a pluralistic world doing so. What the ruralite may take to 
be a mere change may become bound up with the dynamics of asserting identity 
in a pluralistic setting. The heightened sensitivity concerning collective identity 
may become doubly heightened when the ruralite is exposed to pluralist urban ex
periences. It is useful to see schism and religious conflict in such a light. 
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In the situation of religious innovation, such as that of the early Christians, 
there is something of a tradition deficit. No received text was exclusively Christ
ian; other movements coming out of the Jewish context such as the movement of 
John the Baptizer and groupings remaining within the Jewish context had as good 
or better a claim on the Hebrew Scriptures as did the early Christians. What 
tended to differentiate a Christian tradition from the other trajectories had to be 
grounded in what was going on in the Christians' collective life of the present and 
in particular what was giving them a collective identity. They would be looking 
back upon the received text of the Hebrew Scriptures (often in Greek translation) 
from the perspective of selves in a pluralist setting wherein there were other col
lective selves. The figure of the Christ becomes the "fulfillment of the scriptures:' 
functioning as an interpretive key as well as a theological principle under which 
the legends of Jesus of Nazareth enter into the traditional reading of the Hebrew 
Scriptures. 

The pluralism of identities implicated in the standpoint from which the early 
Christians received tradition does not stop at the separation of a Christian iden
tity from other identities. There were multiple situations in which early Christians 
lived, and hence early on there were multiple Christianities. However, no text 
legitimated a multiplicity of Christianities; that is why Paul could ask whether 
Christ had been divided (I Cor I.I3). Eberts (I997) identifies four Christian 
groups that emerged early on in the history of early Christian movements
Disciples, Brethren, Apostles, and Hellenists, led respectively by Peter, James, 
Barnabas and then Paul, and Stephen. 

An antidote to a tradition deficit is institutionalization, which can be defined 
as the setting up of regularized or routinized patterns of reciprocal activity. Each 
pattern would consist of a division of labor into roles, a set of expectations or, 
more strongly, norms and customs, and an articulation of legitimating the emer
gent institutional order (Linton I936: I 14; Mead I934: 261; Weber 1978: 31).10 

The tradition deficit in the early Christian movement can explain the rapidity with 
which Christian leadership structures came to be regularized, even when that reg
ularization entailed departures from the ways associated with the charisma of 
Jesus or even that of an early figure such as Paul. Soon after the time of Paul, the 
Deutero-Pauline literature advocates a much more institutionalized church struc
ture than Paul himself knew o£ 

Now a bishop must be above reproach, the husband of one wife, temperate, sen
sible, dignified, hospitable, an apt teacher, no drunkard, not violent but gentle, not 
quarrelsome, and no lover of money. He must manage his own household well, 
keeping his children submissive and respectful in every way; for if a man does not 
know how to manage his own household, how can he care for God's church? He 
must not be a recent convert. (I T m 3.2-6a RSV) 
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Paul himself was reproached often, does not seem to have been married, did not ap
pear to others to be dignified, seemed to have a quarrelsome side, and did not have 
a household. Thus the author of I Timothy, writing under Paul's name, introduces 
a number of rules designed to create a particular order in an organized life for early 
Christianity. The letters of Ignatius of Antioch, dating from the early second cen
tury, presuppose an already well-institutionalized local hierarchy of bishop and pres
byters, with a deacon serving as something of a manager.U The Letter of the Ro
mans to the Corinthians, commonly known as I Clement and probably dating from 
the late first century, provides evidence of a translocal effort to reinforce the au
thority of bishops. It provides a historical interpretation of the early Christian 
movement itself that leads up to a stable structure of church officials ( I Clem. 
42-44). Similarly the institutionalization of worship patterns (see I Cor I 1.23-26; 
Did. 7 and 9-IO) can be seen as a response to a tradition deficit, as can the process 
of establishing a list or Kavov of accepted Christian Scriptures. 

Much of the literary material that provides evidence of sociocultural processes 
is produced with the legitimation of the emergent institutional order in mind. 
Thus lessons such as those of the parables of Jesus could well point to something 
that distinguishes the Christian subculture of the author from some other sub
culture, be the latter outside or within the wider Christian movement. Cited tra
ditions handed down within the Christian communities, such as the resurrection 
narratives mentioned by Paul, often legitimate the structure of the Christian 
movement itself, in the case of Paul's citation its pluralist character. 

For I delivered to you as of first importance what I also received, that Christ died 
for our sins in accordance with the scriptures, that he was buried, that he was 
raised on the third day in accordance with the scriptures, and that he appeared to 
Cephas, then to the twelve. Then he appeared to more than five hundred brethren 
at one time, most of whom are still alive, though some have fallen asleep. Then he 
appeared to James, then to all the apostles. Last of all, as to one untimely born, 
he appeared also to me. (I Cor I5.3-8 RSV) 

At the stage of the history of the early Christian movement in which Paul wrote, 
oral history and the conformance of that oral history to the Hebrew Scriptures 
were used in the legitimation of the process by which distinct Christian groups and 
their leadership structures were institutionalized. The charismatic legitimation from 
the direct personal influence of Jesus of Nazareth himself was no longer in effect. 

Culture and the Affective Life 
We have noted that culture as an empirical phenomenon amenable to scientific 
inquiry consists of "symboling:' To reiterate: the activity of "symboling" in turn 
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begins for each person early in life. The individual becomes cognizant of people 
in the immediate environs, usually parents or parent figures. In order to begin 
symbolic activity, the individual must first acquire the material aspect of symbols 
through imitation. Imitation requires a primitive self-consciousness insofar as 
one must sense oneself in order to compare one's own performance with that of 
the person whom one would imitate. Unlike the case of imitative birds, however, 
the imitating human child is not instinctively attempting to blend into the envi
ronment so as not to be noticed, but on the contrary tries to call attention to it
sel£ If there is any instinct involved, it is a sociability instinct. In order to "sym
bol;' the child needs to consider its own performance from the standpoint of the 
others whom it knows, usually its parents, in order to anticipate how those oth
ers will respond to its own performance. Accurately anticipating the response of 
those others is to know the "meaning" of the performance for them. Thus 
knowledge of such symbols as language is first found in the other and then im
ported into the individual's mental life. It does not develop independently in iso
lation and then jump out into a public setting as "genius:' When the individual 
imports the standpoint of the other into its imagination, it not only has a lan
guage in which to think but incorporates an objective standpoint into its mental 
activity, giving it a cognitive capacity that is qualitatively superior to anything the 
most efficient of central nervous systems could have in social isolation. This is 
George H. Mead's account of culture, or as he termed it, "mind." 

Despite its cognitive focus, Mead's account leads to an important affective 
development. The self-awareness that is made possible by and arises from social 
interaction leaves the individual partly in society and partly out, partly identify
ing with the other and partly distinguishing itself from the other. One abstracts 
an image of oneself given off by the responses to oneself by others, and one is 
pleased or displeased with that image, ready to embrace it or reject it. Beginning 
with one's first others, usually parents, one experiences the social world and the 
self as bonded together. This sense of hondedness comes to extend toward fur
ther others in the social world over time. There are two fundamental emotions 
that emerge in this experience of social bondedness-pride and shame. Pride sig
nals an intact social bond, and shame signals a threatened one (Scheff I990: 7!). 
The shame/ pride continuum represents a primary social emotion that is gener
ated by the virtually constant monitoring of the self in relation to others. It is 
implicit in both social interaction and, by virtue of the importation of the per
spective of the other into one's own consciousness, even in solitary thought 
(Scheff I990: 79). The shame/pride in question is not an abnormal fixation 
such as that which leads to rigidity in thought and action, but "normal shame," 
a basically social interest in how one is or would be perceived from the perspec
tive of the other. 
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Culture, as a "symboling" process that implicates the perspective of the other, 
has this emotional dimension of normal shame thereby implicit within it. Culture 
is taken up with handedness, analogous to the bond between parent and child that 
is at the origin of the individual's emotional life. 

For our boast is this, the testimony of our conscience that we have behaved in the 

world, and still more toward you, with holiness and godly sincerity, not by earthly 

wisdom but by the grace of God. For we write you nothing but what you can read 

and understand; I hope you will understand fully, as you have understood in part, 

that you can be proud of us as we can be of you, on the day of the Lord Jesus. 

(I Cor 1.12-14 RSV) 

"Boast;' "proud"-such words reflect an association between writers and audi
ence. "Testimony;' "we write;' "you can read"-these expressions refer to the 
authors' very symbolic activity. "Conscience that we have behaved"-here is a ref
erence to the continuous self-monitoring activity. "Understand" and "understand 
fully"-the cognitive element is never far away. The basic categories represented 
here all inhere in the very nature of culture and should not be understood to be 
peculiar to the life and times of an author such as Paul. What are differentiating 
rather than universal are the contrasts between "earthly wisdom" and the "grace 
of God" on the one hand and "understand fully" and "understood in part:' A cul
tural social science is one that links such constant universals as pride/ shame, sym
bolic interaction, and cognition, with such historical conjunctures as a group con
structing a knowledge system distinct from that of the "world;' and the process 
of upgrading group members from partial to full understanding of that knowl
edge system. 

In the individual's development of the mental life, there is a movement from 
imitating particular others in "play" to enacting roles that are standardized from a 
general perspective. Children work at the latter activity in "games" that have rules. 
Since the time of Mead social psychologists have spoken of a "play stage" and a 
"game stage;' the latter extending well into adolescence. Mead suggested a parallel 
development of personal morality, and the "moral development" school of thought 
has sought to elaborate that insight into a general approach (see Kohlberg 1981). 
A distinction is made between the child's morality of pleasing a parent, an adoles
cent's morality of obeying rules, and a mature morality of realizing values. Cultural 
systems have been known to place any one of these foremost. Is one to please Cae
sar, or must even Caesar conform to the law? Is one to be submissive to the law, or 
is the "spirit" behind the law such that in the conduct of the individual the law it
self becomes superfluous? Just establishing the rule of law over the whims of the 
ruler of the day is a major civilizational achievement. Establishing occasions for the 
cultivation of value sensitivity is a rare accomplishment not yet known to be 
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achieved with a civilization-wide scope. At what level of moral development was 
the early Christian church to aim? This was a cultural issue of great salience in the 
early Christian movement. 

It has already been observed that familial imagery is often used in referring to 
God. The foundational ability to engage in symbolic activity develops in the 
process of a child identifying with a parent (or surrogate) and assuming the stand
point of the parent in looking reflexively on itself so as to anticipate accurately 
what the parent will take a performance by the child to mean. The otherness of 
the parent with which one needs identify thereby has a primordial presence in all 
subsequent "symboling" in which the individual may engage. This pervasive and 
covert presence of the parent in the fully developed consciousness of the human 
constitutes a cultural resource for giving an image to an omniscient deity who is 
thought to be immanent in a creative force that maintains the existence of all 
knowable objects. A faith in such a deity, in contradistinction to a nontranscen
dent or "low" deity, is not a matter of empirical observation and recognition or 
of logic because it experientially precedes the objective standpoint that makes ob
servation, recognition, and logic possible. Such a faith is no less mental, but just 
as a child's awareness of a parent image is as affective as intellectual the believer's 
affirmations are united with rather than abstracted from the individual's affective 
development. For that reason religious culture ,pervades the religious person rather 
than providing a mere thesis to which the person assents or from which the per
son dissents. 12 For the same reason, an individual can dissent from a particular cul
tural symbol as an indicator of a divine reality (i.e., not believe in "God") but nev
ertheless approach life-in-general religiously. Such a religious non-theism may 
involve an inconsistency in the sense of negating the very process that gives rise to 
the religious sentiment, but it involves no logical contradiction in the experienced 
region of consciousness in which ratiocination takes place. 

The question of a religiosity lacking intellectual assent to a given symbol
ization of the divine is pertinent to the subculture of the early Christian move
ment. From the perspective of most religions of antiquity, Christianity was a 
form of atheism. The Christians rejected the cult of the Pantheon of personal
ities as a pursuit that carried anthropomorphism too far (see Rom !.23). Thus 
while the Christians were willing to refer to God as "Father" and to an emana
tion from the Father as "Word" or "Son" and to a continuing presence of the 
Son as "Holy Spirit," they took such terms as indicators rather than depictions. 
Even the narratives of Jesus of Nazareth did not constitute a full account of the 
Christ Jesus, 

Who, though he was in the form of God, did not count equality with God a thing 
to be grasped, but emptied himself, taking the form of a servant, being born in 
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the likeness of men. And being found in human form he humbled himself and 
became obedient unto death, even death on a cross. (Phil 2.6-8 RSV) 

There was a speech in genesis, and the speech was to God, and the speech was di
vinity. In genesis this was to God. All things came to be through this one, and 
apart from him nothing came to be that had come to be. In him was life, and the 
life was the light of humans. And the light shines in the darkness, and the dark
ness has not caught it. The true light that enlightens every human was coming into 
the world. On 1.1-6, 9, trans. in Blasi 1996: 309) 

The early Christian subculture was not atheist by modern standards, but by ancient 
standards it was as much a system of unbelief as belief since it involved a skepti
cism about the depictability of God. In this respect it resembled Jewish religion. 

Fusion 
The consciousness that is symbolically endowed, that has an "I" assuming the 
standpoint of an other and thereby both identifying with and distinguishing itself 
from the other, has the potential of fusing two dialectically related perspectives. 
The "I" can cease being concerned primarily with the interests of the "I;' and the 
other can be perceived to have interests that are regarded as if they were one's own. 
This fusing of perspectives is what underlies the Golden Rule of conducting one
self toward others as one would have them behave toward onesel£ In the affective 
experiences of the individual, fusion brings the person back to the very origin of 
the objective attitude, challenges its adequacy, and thereby elicits the stance of care 
first observed in parents (or surrogates for parents). 

In the conception of universal neighborliness, there is a certain group of attitudes 
of kindliness and helpfulness in which the response of one calls out in the other 
and in himself the same attitude. Hence the fusion of the "I" and the "me" which 
leads to intense emotional experiences. The wider the social process in which this 
is involved, the greater is the exultation, the emotional response, which results. 
(Mead 1934: 274) 

A situation of sympathy is achieved, where the individual's interest comes to be 
identical to the interests of others (see Scheler I954: 98-102). Because an expe
rienced fusion of "I" with other undermines the primacy one would otherwise ac
cord the interests of one's self, the individual can act as an ego-less or selfless 
agent. The motivation for action under a condition of selflessness is to be found 
in the will of the transcending parent figure, the will of the transcendent deity 
(Sorokin I948: 203). William James spoke of a "feeling of being in a wider life 
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than that of this worldly selfish little interests:' He noted that this sensation is 
personified in Christian tradition as God Oames 1958: 216). If one is not in
clined to greatly anthropomorphize God, that will comes to be understood as the 
most natural grounds for action, arising from the creative impulse of the deity. 
Thus an altruistic action is most natural and a selfish one a contrivance. The fully 
aware human can make such an experience of sympathy itself an object of cogni
tion and discourse and refer to it with such terms as "charity;' "philanthropy;' and 
"altruism:' In an account of charity, William James speaks of the "shifting of the 
emotional centre" bringing about a "tenderness for fellow-creatures" (1958: 217). 
Thus it is possible not only to conceive of charity or a "love ethic" going beyond 
one's immediate family, circle of associates, community, tribe, or nation, but of ex
tending to all humans and even to all creatures. 

fu long as culture cannot be empirically dissociated from the interaction that 
generates it, an adequate account of a love ethic in early Christianity cannot stop 
at such texts as the Sermon on the Mount (Mt 5.2-7.27) or Paul's discourse on 
charity (I Cor 13.1-13). Indeed, it is perfectly possible, as Sorokin notes (1948: 
4 If£), for people's verbal affirmations to be contrasted by their courses of action. 
In the best of all possible research circumstances, one would see evidence of the 
fusion process occurring. One might look, for example, for the origin of such con
victions as "where two or three are gathered in my name, there am I in the midst 
of them" (Mt 18.20 RSV) and "as you did it to one of the least of these my 
brethren, you did it to me" (Mt 25:40 RSV). 

One aspect of fusion is a tendency toward anomianism. The rule of law is 
based on a separability of self and other and a "taking" or imaginative assumption 
of the role of the other so that one can control one's own actions by conformance 
to the normative expectations of others. In the course of undermining at the af
fective level the distinction between self and other altruism replaces any legalistic 
self-control. Simple legal righteousness is thought to be a minimal human achieve
ment, while altruism, experienced as divine, is experienced as something that exists 
on a higher plane. A genuine altruism is thought to begin only when the minimal 
legal requirement is transcended. Paul's anomianism might be seen in this light. 
Moreover, in altruistic actions the individual freely sacrifices rightful interests in fa
vor of the well-being of another. "In contrast to obligatory legal conduct, altruis
tic conduct is always free from any external compulsion" (Sorokin I948: 59). Be
cause of this lack of compulsion altruistic actions occasion a sense of freedom. 

Feelings of freedom and the "peculiar sense of exultation" (Mead's term, 
1934: 273) are experienced as good, as what we moderns would call in our own 
psychological culture "advanced stages of self-realization:' The altruistic individ
ual wants others to experience this as well. Thus this kind of sociocultural devel
opment is often accompanied by a missionary zeal to occasion the same experi-
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ence in others. In the terminology of early Christianity, there is a wish for others 
to be "converted" and to enter upon the road to "salvation:' The legalistic bonds 
of "this world" can be broken for others as well. From a social scientific perspec
tive, the aim is to account for the emergence of sensations of fusion that in turn 
generate the missionary impetus. 

Closing 
The aim of the present exposition has been to suggest problems for inquiry rather 
than provide a definitive portrayal of early Christian subculture. In part, such a 
stratagem is predicated on dissatisfaction with much that has been done to date 
by way of cultural analyses of early Christian phenomena. In part it has been a 
question of honoring the general purpose of a handbook-giving the reader 
guidelines that can be used in creative scholarly inquiry. But it also the case that 
one of the most widely recognized paradigms in the social scientific commu
nity-interactionist constructivism-has in general been ignored in social scien
tific inquiry into early Christianity. This latter situation is truly unfortunate since 
it is interactionism that has provided theoretical justification for the cultural turn 
in the social sciences, a turn away from the failed approaches of racial and other 
biologically reductionist explanations. Most of the advances in social scientific 
theory in the twentieth century have come within the trajectory of symbolic in
teractionism or at its margins. What the next century will bring remains to be seen, 
but it is hard to imagine any progress occurring absent a cognizance of human in
teraction within the core of "symboling" activity. 

Notes 
I. Perhaps the earliest formal recognition of the centrality of interaction in hwnan life was 

Sirnmel's reference to Vergtstllscbajtung (1971: 9), conunonly translated as "sociation:' Marx, in
terested in macro structures, simply presupposed the importance of interaction, to which he 
referred with the expression Verkebr(1978b: ISO). In their influential text/anthology. Park and 
Burgess devoted an entire chapter to social interaction (1924: 339-434). 

2. Society for the Study of Symbolic Interaction; Symbolic Interaction. 
3. Prus (1996: 34-46) provides an excellent history of these intellectual roots. 
4. Assessments of the importance of Mead's thought for social science are given, 

among other places, in Blumer's 1966 essay in Blumer (1969: 61-77); Coser (1971: 
333-55); Gurvitch (I958a: 62); and Martindale (1960: 353-59). 

5. For insight into the significance of this work, see Blumer (1979). 
6. On Mead, see Blumer (1969: 61-77), Joas (1985), and Blasi (1998). Most com

mentaries on Mead need to be read with caution because they miss the dialectical, consti
tutive, and processual core of his model of human mind. The introduction by the editor 
of Mind, Self, and Society (Mead 1934) is not reconunended. 
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7. "Hearers" rather than "readers" because of the practice in antiquity of reading 
texts aloud. Below the two terms are taken to be interchangeable. 

8. Berger and Luckmann speak of "intersubjective sedimentation" in a section that 
bears the heading "Sedimentation and Tradition:' 

lntersubjective sedimentation also takes place when several individuals share a common biog

raphy, experiences of which become incorporated in a common stock of knowledge. Inter
subjective sedimentation can be called truly social only when it has been objectivated in a sign 

system of one kind or another, that is, when the possibility of reiterated objectification of the 

shared experiences arises. (1966: 67) 

9. This is the hermeneutic problem that Gadamer (1975) in general addresses, but 
see especially pp. 304-5. 

10. Here I differ from Berger and Luckmann (1966: 93), who maintain that legitima
tion is not necessary in the first phase of institutionalization. Concerning roles, Natanson 
sees them as "possibilities of social reality through which pure types are actualized in con
crete performances" (1974: 213). The "pure types" refer to idealized expectations; there 
is no suggestion that all role performances are identical While it is useful for purposes of 
exposition to speak of interaction as the exchange between two or more co-present indi
viduals, in fact such exchanges are mixtures of spontaneous initiatives and responses and 
scripted role performances that set limitations on spontaneity; see Stoetzel (1960: 345). 
Gurvitch cautions that Mead's discussion of interaction absent social structures manifest 
in concrete roles can be misleading (1958a: 62). 

I I. See, e.g., the Letter of Ignatius to the Ephesians 2, 4, and 5. 
12. Simmel: The "person simply believes, so to speak. Belief in its purest form is ac

tive in his soul, but the specific object or content of this faith is not definable in any way" 
(1997: 45). And: "This point is illustrated by the fact that many deeply religious indi
viduals are indifferent to any kind of dogma, and that the various dogmas are products of 
the infinite fortuities of history-whereas the religiousness of these individuals is un
questionably the same in essence, even though the content of what they believe in is so 
diverse" (1997: 46-47). 
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Introduction 

14 

H OW DID AN ORIGINALLY Jewish messianic movement come to be a sepa
rate religion with its own particular identity and beliefs? How did the 
identity and content of this new religious movement come to be specif

ically "Christian;' a new and distinct category? Like the other key question about 

Christian origins-How and why did Christianity come to be the dominant reli

gion in the Roman Empire?-the question of Christianity's separation from Ju
daism concerns a situation that was in place only after the New Testament period. 

Although the New Testament writings bear witness to varied degrees of tension 

between Christ-followers1 and Jews, and to a developing sense of distinct identity, 

the schism was certainly not yet defmite or complete for some time to come. Some 

scholars see the period between 70 and 135 C.E. as the key time for the "parting 

of the ways" and regard some of the later New Testament books (e.g., Matthew, 

John) as witnesses to the heightened polemic and sense of separation; others ar

gue that the parting is only established some time after this, with the emergence 

of an authoritative rabbinic Judaism and a powerful "orthodox" Christianity (see 

Dunn 1991, 1992). We know from Justin Martyr (c. 100--c. 165 C.E.) of Jewish 

Christians in the second century who continued to follow the Jewish law (Dial. 
47), and from later writers of the continued involvement of some Christians in 

the synagogues and of the various Jewish Christian groups that survived into the 

fourth or fifth century, eventually being marginalized and excluded from both the 

Christian and the Jewish sides (see Horrell 2000a ). So the process of "becoming 

Christian;' becoming something with a distinct and defined identity and content 

vis-a-vis Judaism, was hardly a swift singular process, and it can only be said to be 

completed after the period of earliest Christianity, reaching a culmination in the 

309 
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fourth and fifth centuries, with the classic formulations of Christian doctrine at 
the councils of Nicea (325 C.E.) and Chalcedon (451 C.E.). However, it is in the 
New Testament period that the foundations of this distinctively Christian iden
tity and content are laid down; in this period of earliest Christianity one can trace 
the changes and developments that are crucial to the process of "becoming Chris
tian:' So here the focus is on the first century C.E. and primarily on the New Tes
tament documents and the evidence they provide for the developing sense of 
Christian identity and of Christian doctrine and belie£2 

Resources from the Social Sciences 
So how can the social sciences help us to understand this crucial period of earli
est Christian history, and specifically the development of Christian identity and 
content therein? Obviously there is an enormous range of studies, both theoreti
cal and empirical, which could potentially be used to shed light on the subject. 
What follows is just one approach, using some mainly theoretical studies to con
struct a framework for understanding. 

Structuration lleory 
My first and most fundamental theoretical orientation concerns the essentially di
achronic, or processual, nature of social life and social structure. In opposition to 
those traditions of social theory, notably functionalism, that take a synchronic 
view of social structure and institutions, theorists like Philip Abrams (1982) and 
Anthony Giddens (1979, 1982, 1984) insist that all sociohistorical analysis must 
be "an analysis of structuring situated in process in time" (Abrams 1982: xviii); 
"large-scale systems of social relations do not exist (and persist) independently of 
their reproduction by human subjects in the course of their daily lives" (Condor 
1996: 291). Structure exists only as it is produced and reproduced in and through 
human action. It exists only in the "process of becoming"; "even apparently sta
ble systems of social relations rely upon continuous social reproduction over 
time" (Condor 1996: 290). Social psychologist Henri Tajfel, to whose work we 
shall turn below, insisted that "social groups are not 'things'; they are processes" 
(I 982: 485). Incidentally, this break with the synchrony/ diachrony division im
plies the end of any meaningful distinction between history and sociology.3 

Perhaps the fullest articulation of this approach to social theory is in Giddens's 
structuration theory (see Giddens 1979, 1982, 1984).4 In this theoretical ap
proach, Giddens seeks to transcend the division between action and structure and 
thus to resolve one of the fundamental problems of social theory. He does so with 
the conception of the "duality of structure:' Giddens explains, "By the 'duality of 
structure' I refer to the essentially recursive character of social life: the structural 
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properties of social systems are both medium and outcome of the practices that 
constitute those systems" (1982: 37). Social structure is thus analogous to the 
structure of language: the rules and resources of a language are simultaneously 
drawn upon and reproduced in the process of speaking or writing. Thus Giddens 
brings production, reproduction, and transformation to the heart of social theory 
(Ira Cohen 1987: 306). The central term "sttucturation" refers to a process, to 
"the structuring of social relations across time and space" (Giddens 1984: 376). 

This theoretical focus on social life as process in time, and on the production, 
reproduction, and transformation that occur over time, is essential for the under
standing of all social relations and structures, even those that are apparently sta
ble. Yet it is especially crucial for the study of a group undergoing rapid change 
and development, as in the earliest period of Christian origins. Giddens's struc
turation theory encourages us to appreciate the extent to which the content of 
Christianity, and the Christian sense of identity, rooted in long-established Jewish 
traditions, are in the process of becoming and are formed and reformed as human agents 
draw upon the existing rules and resources available to them, simultaneously re
producing and transforming them. 

Social Identity Theory 
Identity has become something of a buzzword in recent social science and in stud
ies of early Christianity. Yet the apparently simple notion proves to be somewhat 
slippery to define and use. This is largely because a person's identity comprises a 
multiplicity of factors, or even a multiplicity of identities, not all of which are rel
evant, or salient, in every situation (Blasi 1972). One cannot therefore speak sim
ply of someone's "identity" but must rather consider what aspects of identity are 
being considered and why these are relevant in a particular context. Moreover, one 
must consider how any particular identity affects or defines other aspects of a per
son's identity and social conduct. Again this is not self-evident. A particular reli
gious identity, for example, might have little apparent impact on certain other as
pects of someone's sense of self, such as their ethnic, familial, or professional 
identities. Yet in certain circumstances a religious identity can affect, challenge, or 
redefine other aspects of identity that might in different circumstances be unaf
fected by that religious commitment. There may come a point at which, say, pro
fessional and religious commitments clash, such that a decision has to be made as 
to which identity will prove determinative; or there may arise a situation in which 
religious and national identities coalesc~, such that religious difference comes to 
be seen as aligned with national or ethnic difference. 

In dealing with the development of Christian identity, we are dealing with so
cial as opposed to personal identity; that is to say, with identity based on belonging 
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to a particular and definedgroup.5 Henri Tajfel's definition of social identity makes 
this clear: 

social identity [is] ... that part of an individual's self-concept which derives from 
his knowledge of his membership of a social group (or groups) together with the 
value and emotional significance attached to that membership ... however rich 
and complex may be the individuals' view of themselves in relation to the sur
rounding world, social and physical, some aspects of that view are contributed by 
the membership of certain social groups or categories. Some of these member
ships are more salient than others; and some may vary in salience in time and as a 
function of a variety of social situations. (1981: 255) 

The work of Tajfel and his followers in developing social identity theory may 
therefore be helpful for understanding the development of Christian identity, as 
Philip Esler has already shown, in the most detailed application ofTajfel's ideas in 
New Testament studies to date (Esler I 998b, also I 996, 2000b ). 

Tajfel's interest in social identity and intergroup dynamics was born from his 
own life experiences as a European Jew who survived the horrors of World War II 
(see Tajfel I98I: If£; Turner I996: 2-4; Billig I996). The fundamental issue 
driving his work was that of "the relations between social groups and their con
flicts" (Tajfel I 982: xiii) and the question as to how and why, in certain circum
stances, a person's attitudes and actions came to be defined on the basis of group 
membership and of distinctions between ingroup and outgroups. 

Experiments carried out by Muzafer Sherif in the 1950s showed that simply 
categorizing people (boys in summer camps, in the early experiments) as members 
of one group or another led to an increase of friendships and bonds within the 
"ingroup" and, in certain situations, hostility toward "outgroup" members (Sherif 
I956;Turner I996: 14-I6; Esler I998b: 42). In other words, merely the sense of 
belonging to a particular group by itself may engender certain attitudes to those 
who, in relation to the group boundary, are categorized as insiders or outsiders. In 
this categorization process, two major principles emerged from Tajfel's research. 
These are "accentuation and assimilation: people tend to exaggerate the differ
ences between categories and simultaneously minimize the differences within cat
egories" (Brown I996: I70). Members of the group are seen and described in 
ways that accentuate their similarities, the features that bind them together, while 
they are sharply distinguished from outsiders. This process may be referred to as 
a form of categorization, a process that leads to stereotyping, whether positive 
stereotyping (of group members) or negative stereotyping (of nonmembers) (see 
Hogg and Abrams 1988: 68-78). 

Tajfel's social identity theory proposed that it was "a psychological require
ment that groups provide their members with a positive social identity and that 
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positive aspects of social identity were inherently comparative in nature, deriving 
from evaluative comparisons between social groups" (Turner I996: I6; c£ Brown 
I996: I79). Various strategies are available to groups and group members to en
hance their own positive identity, ranging from leaving the group and joining an
other (where this is possible) to redefining or shifting the grounds of comparison 
between groups, so as to give the ingroup a positive identity vis-a-vis the out
group(s) (see Esler I998b: 49-55). Clearly, acting as a group or engaging in in
tergroup comparisons is most likely in a situation where there is "a widely shared 
belief that 'passing' to another group is undesirable, impossible or very difficult" 
(Tajfel I 982: 49 I). 

In attempting to refine our understanding as to why intergroup comparisons 
develop in some situations and not in others, Hinkle and Brown have suggested 
that there are particular circumstances in which such comparisons are likely to be
come important for identity: one arises when the cultural setting is one in which 
collective, group-based achievements and ties are more prominent than individu
ally based competition and achievement; another arises when a comparative ideol
ogy pervades the group or its wider context (Hinkle and Brown I 990: 65-68; see 
also Esler I998b: 45-49). However, while these sets of circumstances clearly es
tablish the kinds of general context in which intergroup comparisons may arise, 
there remains the interesting, and more specific, question as to why a particular 

group identity becomes prominent at a particular point in time: out of a range of 
possible categories and groups to which a person belongs, why is it this aspect of 
their multifaceted identity that becomes the basis for stereotyping and compari
son? According to Brown, one from a number of categorical dimensions-race, 
gender, religion, etc.-tends to dominate in real-life situations, though "which 
category dimension will assume pre-eminence in any situation is very dependent 
on particular local circumstances" (Brown I996: I72-73). Investigating and un
derstanding these "local circumstances" is therefore crucial. What may be espe
cially interesting to consider in the case of early Christianity is the issue as to the 
conditions under which the sense of a particular group identity develops and as
sumes predominance for its members. Situations of perceived threat, or of unclear 
boundaries, or of experienced hostility may all provide such conditions. In par
ticular, it may be interesting to consider the role of conflict. 

Conflict 
Conflict is generally seen as something negative, something to be avoided, and in
deed conflict can involve or lead to the most violent and destructive types of hu
man interaction. It was the lasting contribution of Georg Simmel, in a classic 
I 908 work, to outline the ways in which conflict contributed to the formation 
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and maintenance of forms of human sociation.6 Simmel wrote of "the positive 
and integrating role of antagonism" (Simmel 1955: 18), "the collectivizing effect 
of conflict" (101), and "the socializing power of competition" (63). Groups, for 
example, often derive unity and strength from facing external (or internal) oppo
sition: "Conflict may not only heighten the concentration of an existing unit, rad
ically eliminating all elements which might blur the distinctness of its boundaries 
against the enemy; it may also bring persons and groups together which have oth
erwise nothing to do with each other" (98-99). 

Simmel's groundbreaking work was taken up by Lewis Coser in The Functions cj 
Social Coriflict (1956), where Coser sets out a series of propositions concerning the 
characteristics and functions of conflict as outlined by Simmel. These include, for 
example, its group-binding and group-preserving functions, and the propositions 
holding that conflict with outgroups increases internal cohesion and creates asso
ciations and coalitions (c£ Deutsch 1973: 8-10). 

Far from being only a "negative" factor which "tears apart," social conflict may 
fulfil a number of determinate functions in groups and other interpersonal rela
tions; it may, for example, contribute to the maintenance of group boundaries and 
prevent the withdrawal of members from a group. Commitment to the view that 
social conflict is necessarily destructive of the relationship within which it occurs 
leads ... to highly deficient interpretations. (Coser 1956: 8) 

Coser's work is formulated within a now largely discredited functionalist frame
work (c£ Giddens 1977:96-134 and Horrell 1996a: 33-38) and so needs to be 
given a rather different theoretical context. As Jonathan Turner has pointed out, 
functionalism often implies an "illegitimate teleology;' the notion that some as
pect of social life (in this case conflict) comes about because of its consequences, 
described as its social function (Turner 1974: 21-27, 52, 72r-73). Giddens's 
structuration theory, briefly outlined above, is explicitly and self-consciously a 
"non-functionalist manifesto" (Giddens 1979: 7) while at the same time incor
porating what Giddens sees as the strength of functionalist approaches, namely 
their focus on the impact, the unintended consequences, of social activities. Where 
functionalism speaks of functions, structuration theory, with its insistence on re
production and transformation through time, refers to the (often unintended) con
sequences of social activity that in turn become the (often unacknowledged) condi
tions of further activity (see Horrell I 996a: 49-50). Within a context of more 
adequate theoretical framework some of Coser's propositions, derived from Sim
mel, can help us consider the impact of conflict in the history of earliest Chris
tianity. Both internal and external conflicts may arise for particular reasons based 
in "local circumstances" (and thus are not to be "explained" in terms of their so-
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cial function) and may have an impact-a range of both intended and unintended 
consequences--on the development of Christian identity and content? 

With these various perspectives and questions in mind, I shall consider evi
dence concerning earliest Christianity in a diachronic manner to see how the 
process of "becoming Christian" took place. The evidence is, unfortunately, often 
fragmentary and incomplete, since our primary sources are the theologically com
mitted writings of the early Christians, intended not for the purposes of histori
cal reconstruction but to set down the stories of Jesus and to encourage and ex
hort the members of the early Christian communities. 

From Jesus to the Earliest Church 
A vast literature testifies to the difficulties in reconstructing from the gospel 
records a convincing picture of the historical Jesus.8 Nevertheless, certain things 
may be said with confidence. Recent scholarship has, for example, taken on 
board something that should always have been clear: Jesus was a Jew ( cf. Vermes 
1983). Thinking, acting, and speaking within a thoroughly Jewish framework, 
Jesus announced the nearness of the reign of God. Whether this was meant in 
the sense of an imminent eschatology (the kingdom would soon be ushered in, 
in a dramatic intervention by God) or whether Jesus thought rather in terms of 
people taking on the yoke of the kingdom, following the ethics and practices of 
the kingdom in their lives, is much more open to debate. Whether Jesus saw 
himself as Messiah (Christ, the anointed one) or not is also highly disputed, but 
it is clear that he saw himself as having been called to some key role in pro
claiming the reign of God and demonstrating that reign in acts of restoration 
and mercy to those marginalized by poverty, disease, and impurity. Jesus gath
ered a group of disciples around him and spoke specifically of a close circle of 
"twelve;' probably symbolizing the twelve tribes of Israel (Sanders I985: 
98-106). They are referred to as disciples ( mathetai), called, quite literally, to fol
low Jesus (Mt 9.9; Mk I.I7; etc.) and sent out to announce the message of the 
kingdom (Mt 10.7; Lk 10.1 I). 

Most prophetic and messianic movements at the time-and there were a 
number-died out once the central leader had been executed. The Jesus move
ment did not, however, disappear after the death of its leader. On the contrary, 
convinced and inspired by their belief in Jesus' resurrection, Jesus' disciples con
tinued to meet in his name and to announce the message that God had made him 
Lord and Messiah (Acts 2.36).9 Whatever their beliefs about Jesus during his 
lifetime, after his death and resurrection his followers were united by the convic
tion that he was Messiah/ Christ and that God had called people to repentance 
and faith in him. 
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In terms of social identity, these earliest Christ-followers were Jews, members 
of Israel: they followed the customs and practices of their ancestral religion, 
going up to the Temple to pray at the set time (Acts 3.I), following Jewish food 
regulations (Acts IO.I3-I4), and so on. Yet they also had a distinct group iden
tity within Judaism, which was itself a diverse and plural phenomenon in the years 
before 70 C.E., as followers of "the way" (Acts 9.2; I9.9, 23; 24.I4, 22), mem
bers of the sect of the Nazarenes (Acts 24.5, c£ 24.I4). These were probably 
among the earliest terms applied to the first Christ-followers. They met together 
as members of this messianic group, sharing fellowship in homes. Entry and mem
bership in their group were marked by rituals that were rooted in the practices of 
the earthly Jesus: baptism (as Jesus himself was baptized by John: Mk !.9) and 
what Luke calls the "breaking of bread" (Acts 2.42), a meal that imitated the Last 
Supper Jesus shared with his disciples. The content of the movement therefore had 
both doctrinal and practical aspects. The group was united in the conviction that 
Jesus is risen, is God's anointed Messiah, and this conviction marked them out 
from their fellow Jews. A distinctive group identity was also developed through the 
practical acts of initiation and solidarity: baptism and the Lord's Supper. These 
acts in themselves embodied central aspects of the group's faith. Baptism symbol
ized repentance, a turning from sin to obedience to God, and specifically a fol
lowing in the way of Christ. The Lord's Supper reenacted the meal in which Jesus 
is recorded as giving meaning to his death, to the shedding of his blood and the 
giving of his body (Mk I 4.2.2-24 and parallels; I Cor I I .23-25) and thus placed 
the self-giving death of Christ at the center of Christian belie£ 

According to the accounts, the conflict and opposition that brought about the 
death of Jesus led at first to the scattering of many of his followers (Mk I4.50). 
Yet not all dispersed. Some, we are told, met together despite their feelings of fear 
and uncertainty, thus retaining and even strengthening their sense of solidarity and 
group belonging (Lk 24.33-43; Jn 20.I9). Resurrection appearances, to specific 
leading figures and to groups of believers (Mt 28.9; I Cor I5.4-8) convinced the 
group that Jesus was alive and led to the enthusiastic proclamation of this convic
tion despite opposition and external conflict. 

Paul and the Beginnings of the Gentile Mission 
A decisive moment in the history of earliest Christianity was brought about, at 
least in part, by conflict, both internal and external. After the rosy picture of 
Christian beginnings presented by Luke in Acts I-4 (see Acts 2.4I-47, 
4.32-35), the ideal community suffered both from deceit (Acts 5.I-I2) and in
ternal division (Acts 6. I). The brief record of disagreement between the "He-
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brews" and the "Hellenists" (Acts 6.1-6) has long been thought to be of consid
erable significance for understanding the spread and development of Christianity. 
It is widely agreed that the two groups or categories referred to here both com
prise Jews who were members of the earliest Christian communities. The "He
brews" were those Christian Jews who originated in Palestine, for whom Aramaic 
was their first language and who used the Scriptures in Hebrew. The "Hellenists;' 
on the other hand, were Christian Jews of diaspora origin, whose first or main lan
guage was Greek, who used the Septuagint (the Greek translation of the Hebrew 
Scriptures), and who may have been unable to understand the readings and prayers 
in Aramaic-speaking synagogues (see Hengel 1983: 4-II; Hill 1992: 22--24). 
Martin Hengel suggests that the seven who are appointed to serve at tables in Acts 
6.3 were in fact the leaders of the Hellenist grouping: Stephen, for example, causes 
controversy in a synagogue of diaspora Jews (Acts 6.8-I5) and is recorded as giv
ing a speech critical of his fellow Jews (Hengel I983: 12--24). 

Stephen's subsequent martyrdom marks the beginning, according to Luke, of 
a persecution against the church in Jerusalem, a case of external conflict (Acts 
8.I). From the pieces of evidence available in Acts, it seems plausible that it was 
the Hellenists in particular who were targeted and scattered from Jerusalem (Hen
gel 1983: 13, though note the critique of Hill 1992). Whatever was the case, 
some of these early believers dispersed from Jerusalem and took the Christian 
message with them where they went. The particular sociohistorical significance of 
this move was probably twofold: first, the message about Christ came to be for
mulated in Greek, the lingua franca of the eastern Roman Empire ( c£ Hengel I 983: 
x, 24 ); second, the message began to be shared with non-Jews, a step of enormous 
significance for the development of Christianity (Acts I I.l9-20). 

The conversion of non-Jews raised in a practical and forcefUl way the question 
of identity: What are these new converts? Of what group have they now become 
members? The message about Christ is presented as a thoroughly Jewish narrative, 
as a fulfillment of the Jewish Scriptures (c£ Acts 2.I4-36; 7.2--53, etc.) and of 
the promises made by God to the people of Israel. Yet its central focus is Christ 
and the convictions about who he is; the message centers on the belief that "Christ 
died for us/for our sins" and that "God raised him from death" (I Cor 15.3-4). 
These two convictions stand at the core of early Christian content. So when Gen
tiles accepted the message about Christ, what did they need to do? More specifi
cally, what new identity, and what marks of that identity, did they need to take on? 
Clearly the content and marks of Christ-following identity are essential: faith in 
the risen Christ and initiation into the group of Christ-followers by baptism. Also 
essential, however, are central Jewish beliefs about the one God, the God of the 
Jewish Scriptures, who is believed to have acted in Christ, raised him from the 
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dead, and exalted him as Lord. Hence the obvious question: Do these gentile con
verts need to become Jews? Is the implication of believing in Christ, joining the 
Messiah's people, that one must adopt the marks of Jewish identity? 

This question was to cause division and argument in early Christianity for 
some time to come; different individuals, and different groups, argued for differ
ent answers. What was crucial at this early point in time, less than a decade after 
the crucifixion of Jesus, was that some early Christian missionaries, maybe some 
from among the so-called Hellenists, began to welcome gentile converts into the 
Christian movement without their having to become full proselytes to Judaism. 10 Luke records 
this significant innovation as having first happened in Antioch (Acts II.20), 
where, interestingly, he also states that "the disciples were first called Christians" 
(I 1.26). This particular identity designation, discussed in more detail below, 
probably did not develop as early as Luke's account suggests. 11 But Antioch was 
clearly an important place for the development of a distinctively Christian iden
tity, specifically in terms of the mixed community of Jews and Gentiles that met 
there, united by their commitment to Christ. 

At this point it is time to introduce the figure of Paul, a character with enor
mous influence on the subsequent development of Christianity, and specifically on 
the development of Christian identity and content (see Horrell2000b ). We know 
that Paul, as a zealous Pharisee, persecuted the Christ-followers, until the point 
when he himself "saw" the risen Christ (I Cor 9.1; 15.8) and became convinced 
of his calling by God to take the message of Christ to the Gentiles (Gal I. I 5-I 6 ). 
Exactly what Paul did in the first years after his "conversion" is impossible to say 
for sure. It is often thought that he spent a period in relative isolation and inac
tivity ("for solitude to rethink his life"-Longenecker 1990: 34). Yet his testi
mony that he was threatened with arrest in Damascus (2 Cor I 1.32-33) may sug
gest that Paul was doing something more controversial than solitary 
contemplation: perhaps announcing the news of Jesus' lordship (a potential cause 
of political controversy) and making gentile converts. 

What is more certain is that Paul was attached for some years to the church at 
Antioch, operating along with Barnabas as a missionary sent out by the church 
(Acts I 1.25-30, 13.1-3, 15.35). This link is significant since Antioch, as we have 
already seen, was one place where the Christian movement soon began to incor
porate Gentiles as well as Jews. Paul saw himself called specifically to be an "apos
tle to the Gentiles" (Rom I I.I3; c£ Gal 2.7), called to the task of spreading the 
Christian message among non-Jews throughout the Roman Empire. 

Early on in his Christian career-though how early is debated, whether from 
his conversion or somewhat later-Paul came to the conviction that what the 
Christian message called for from Jewish and gentile converts was faith in Christ 
and, crucially, that the implication of this was that gentile converts should not 
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adopt the marks of Jewish legal obedience and Jewish identity, specifically cir
cumcision, food laws, and Sabbath observance (Gal 5.1-12; Rom 14.1-14; c£ 
Dunn 1990: 183-241). Moreover, this new commitment to Christ and its em
bodiment in communities of believers could for Paul require Jewish Christians to 
abandon aspects of their previous Jewish identity-defining conduct: by mixing 
freely with Gentiles in intimate table-fellowship and by abandoning Jewish food 
regulations they were now deemed to be living in a non-Jewish way (Gal2.12-16; 
Holmberg 1998). Certainly Paul considered himself to have "died" to the law 
that once defined his identity and his conduct (Gal2.19-20) and was now con
vinced that "in the Lord Jesus" all foods were dean (Rom 14.14)P 

Once again conflict seems to have played a significant role in the formulation 
of these fundamental convictions. In his letter to the Galatians, a hot-tempered 
and pugnacious letter urging the Galatians not to be persuaded by those Jewish 
Christians who wanted all converts to be circumcised, Paul refers to a previous in
cident of conflict and disagreement within the Christian group at Antioch (Gal 
2.1 1-14). The established practice of mixed table-fellowship between Jewish and 
gentile Christians had been challenged by Jewish Christians coming from James in 
Jerusalem. The Jewish believers, Peter included, had then withdrawn from this 
mixed fellowship. This action drew from Paul a public condemnation of Peter and, 
at least according to his account of the incident in Galatians, a clear presentation 
of the view that since both Jew and Gentile now based their belonging to God's 
people, their group identity, in Christ and not on the Jewish law, it was hypocrit
ical and senseless for the Jewish Christians to separate themselves from their gen
tile brothers and sisters and thus effectively to compel those Gentiles to become 
Jewish. Indeed, to do so would be to empty the Christian message of its validity. 
This specific incident of inner-Christian conflict, James Dunn suggests, may have 
been a crucial moment for the formulation of this Pauline view (1990: 160-63), 
a view of such central importance for Paul's missionary message and for the de
velopment of Christian identity. 

This Pauline view is crucial for the development of Christian identity precisely 
because it creates a group identity that is something new. By insisting that both 
Jewish and gentile believers find their basis for belonging in Christ and not the 
Jewish law, and by insisting that gentile believers must not adopt the marks of Jew
ish identity and legal observance (circumcision, etc.), Paul and other like-minded 
Christ-followers began the process of clearly demarcating this (Christian) group 
as something different, distinct from Judaism, a "third race;' as some later writers 
would express it (see Horrell 2000c: 34 I with note 65). Gentile converts do not 
become Jewish, and even Jewish believers may on occasion abandon aspects of 
their former practice. Their common group identity is fundamentally defined by Christ and 
their faith in him. Indeed, the group may be defined in Pauline terms as those "in 
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Christ" (en Christo). This phrase, and near equivalents like "in the Lord;' appears 
very frequently in the Pauline letters, and is virtually unique to them in the New 
Testament.13 To describe an individual (e.g., 2 Cor 12.2), or a group (e.g., Rom 
I2.5; I Cor 3.I) as "in Christ" is to articulate the core identity designation of the 
group, the boundary that defines insider and outsider (see fUrther Horrell2000c ). 

The new identity designation "in Christ" cuts across previous group designa
tions and creates a new and wider group identity. Indeed, without of course using 
modern sociological language, this is more or less explicitly what the early Chris
tians saw themselves doing. Several times in the Pauline letters we find a baptismal 
tradition, one which may well have been formulated at Antioch and learned there 
by Paul, which expresses precisely the sense in which a new unity and identity in 
Christ cuts across previous major group distinctions, those of race/ religion, class, 
and gender: 

As many of you as were baptized into Christ have clothed yourselves with Christ. 
There is no longer Jew or Greek, there is no longer slave or free, there is no longer 
male and female; for all of you are one in Christ Jesus. (Gal 3.27-28; c£ I Cor 
12.13; Col 3.1 I) 

Just as baptism marks a person's initiation into this new social group, so the 
Lord's Supper demonstrates and affirms their membership in a group that re
gards itself as "one body": "we many are one body, for we all partake of the one 
bread" (I Cor IO.I7). The "body" is an image of the Christian community that 
Paul develops at length, specifying that this communal "body" is the body of 
Christ (I Cor I2.27). 

What is happening here is similar to one of the possibilities social identity 
theorists mention for the reduction of intergroup conflict: that through "recate
gorization" a new and broader identity transcends and encompasses identities that 
previously defined and divided separate groups (Brown I996: I73-75; see fUrther 
Esler 2000b ). However, despite the scholarly tradition of contrasting Christian 
universalism with Jewish particularism (for a critique see Barclay I 997 a), it should 
be clear that this new identity in Christ constructs a new boundary between insider 
and outsider, rather than transcending any such boundary altogether. The new 
community in Christ includes Jews and Gentiles, slaves and free persons, men and 
women, and unites them all; with a common identity in Christ they are brothers 
and sisters.14 But the traditional Jewish distinctions between the righteous and sin
ners, between Jews and "the Gentiles" (ta ethnf), the latter being often seen as the 
repository of idolatry, sexual immorality, and general depravity (see, e.g., Ps 
9.I5-20, I4.I-7; 4 Ezr 3.28-36; Wis I2.I9f£), are retained but transferred to 
the distinction between those in Christ and those outside (see I Cor 6.9-II; I 
Thes 4.3-5).15 There is a strong sense of "them" and "us;' sometimes expressed 
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in typically sectarian contrasts, as in I Thessalonians 5.5: "you are all children of 
light and children of the day; we are not of the night or of darkness:' However, 
what is universal about the Christian message is its vision that all humanity might 
ultimately be incorporated within "in Christ" (Rom 5.12-21, I 1.32; I Cor 
I5.22).16 

So Paul plays a key role in developing a distinctive Christian identity. He never 
uses the term "Christian"-this probably developed somewhat later (see below)-
but his label "in Christ:' applied both to individuals and to the group, is function
ally equivalent. However, while this group is thus new and distinct in identity from 
Judaism, Paul clearly claims the positive identity designations of the Jewish people 
for all who are in Christ. In other words, one of the ways in which Paul builds a 
positive social identity for members of his "in Christ" groups is by transferring to 
them the positive labels of Israel, the people of God: the identity designations of 
the parent community are claimed for the new grouping that is in the process of 
splitting off (see further Esler I 998b ). Thus, for example, all in Christ are equally 
and without distinction descendants of Abraham (Gal 3.6-4.6, 21-31; cf. Rom 
9.8; 2 Cor I 1.22), inheritors of God's promise (Gal 329, 4.28) and children of 
the Jerusalem above (Gal4.26). They are the "people of God" ( cf. Rom 9.24-25; 
2 Cor 6.16); the Scriptures were written for their instruction (Rom I5.4; I Cor 
IO.I I); the Jewish patriarchs are their fathers (I Cor IO.I; cf. Rom 4.I). They are 
the ones who possess God's Spirit and who truly fulfill God's law, without living 
"under" it (Rom 6.I4-I5; 7.6; 8.I-4; Gal5.I3-26). And despite Paul's polemic 
against physical circumcision, he describes Christians as "the circumcision" (Phil 
3.3; cf. Rom 2.28-29). Indeed, while the interpretation of the verse is disputed, it 
seems likely that in Galatians 6.I6 Paul refers to the church as "the Israel of God" 
( cf. Gal4.29; Rom 9.6-8),17 an Israel whose identity and practice are redefined, re
configured around Christ and not Torah ( cf. Donaldson I 997). 

This lefi: Paul feeling acute anguish over what had become of the ethnic peo
ple of Israel, his own kinsfolk, to whom the gifi:s and promises of God irrevoca
bly belonged (see Rom 9-11). His somewhat convoluted sense of the workings 
of God's purposes enabled him to hold the convicrion that "all Israel" would in
deed come to be saved (Rom I 1.26) and that Israel's "hardening" served a pur
pose for a time. He would not take the later Christian route of simply declaring 
that the church had replaced Israel, but rather he held in tension his belief that 
those in Christ now constituted the people of God with his conviction that Israel 
was irrevocably the covenant people of God and would thus somehow be saved in 
the end. 

Paul's position on the incorporation of both Jews and Gentiles into a people 
defined by their being in Christ, establishing a distinctive "Christian" identity, came 
to be adopted in the following centuries as the orthodox Christian view. However, 
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at the time it was controversial and in conflict with other perspectives. It is clear 

from Paul's own writings that he came into conflict with Christians from Jerusalem, 

associates of Peter and James, who took a rather different line on the question of 

what gentile converts needed to do in order to be accepted into the people of God 

(Acts 15.Iff.; 2 Cor I 1.12-23; Gal2.I-3.6, 5.2-12). Some advocated fUll prose

lytism to Judaism, marked by circumcision, while others, James included (accord

ing to Acts 15.13-21), urged a minimum of regulations concerning foods and sex

ual morality, along with fUll Torah-observance for Jewish Christians (Acts 15.20, 

29). The letter attributed to James may or may not come from this early period and 

from the hand of James himself; a majority of scholars judge it to have been writ

ten somewhat later, in the name of James but after his death (see Chester I 994: 

12-15). But whatever its date, the letter clearly represents a form of Christianity 

different in key respects from Paul's. In James there is none of Paul's corporate 

Christology, the "in Christ" language. There is the Christian affirmation of Jesus 

as Lord and Christ (Jas 1.1, 2.1), but obedience to the whole Jewish law is also 

urged (Jas 1.25, 2.8-26, 4.1 1-12). Polemic against a position like that of Paul's 

may be implied in James 2.14-26, where, quoting some of the same texts crucial 

for Paul's case (Gn 15.6; see Rom 4.3), James stresses the need for works as an ex

pression of faith. In short, the letter of James represents a form of early Jewish 

Christianity rather than the form of Gentile-including Christianity promulgated by 

Paul (see fUrther Horrell2000a). With the benefit of hindsight, it is clear to see 

that the Pauline position was-for better or worse-crucial to establishing Chris

tianity's distinct identity, separate from that of Judaism. 

The Passing of the First-Generation Leaders 
(c. 65-80 C.E.) 
In terms used by the famous German sociologist Max Weber, Jesus himself was 

obviously the central charismatic leader of the Christian movement. But, while Je

sus has no successor (Weber 1978: II23, II24), some of the key leaders of the 

first generation of Christian origins, "apostles" (e.g., James, Peter, and Paul), may 

also be said to be charismatic figures, exercising charismatic authority in the earli

est churches (see Holmberg 1978: 150-55). The removal of these figures likely 

caused trauma and difficulty within the movement, or at least would have been a 

significant point of transition and development. This is especially so given that a 
number of these leaders were killed during a short period of time, a time, more

over, that was immediately followed by an external event of considerable signifi

cance. We know from Josephus of the killing of James, the brother of Jesus and 

leader of the Jerusalem church, in 62 C.E. (Ant. 20.200). Early Christian sources 

point to the execution of both Peter and Paul in Rome under Nero, shortly after 
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the great fire of Rome in 64 C.E. ( Z Clem. 5.2-7; Eusebius, Hist. eccl. 2.25.5). Then 
in 66 C.E. the Jewish revolt against Rome broke out in Palestine, a revolt that was 
to last for some eight years or so until the fall of Masada to the Romans in 73/74 
C.E. A key event during this war was the fall of Jerusalem and the destruction of 
the Temple in 70 C.E. This event was naturally both profoundly traumatic and sig
nificant for Judaism and its subsequent evolution, and also of considerable influ
ence on the development of Christianity. It no doubt fueled and legitimated 
Christian ideas about God's judgment on Israel for her failure to believe in Christ 
( c£ Mk I 2. I -9; I Thes 2. I 4--I 6) and about the church as the new inheritor of 
Israel's status and identity (c£ Gal3.29, 4.2I-3I; Heb 8.I-13; I Pt 2.9-IO; Ep. 
Barn. 8.If£, 14.1f£). 

So what developments took place during Christianity in this period, and what 
were their implications for the evolution of Christian identity and content? One 
significant development is that written Gospels began to appear. Certainly tradi
tions about Jesus' life and teaching circulated and were preserved earlier, though 
when they first began to be recorded in written form is hard to say with confi
dence. But it is only in this period after the death of the key leaders of the first 
generation that the written Gospels as we now have them were put together. 
Mark's Gospel, widely regarded as the earliest of the written Gospels, is dated by 
many scholars some time in the period 65-75 C.E. (see, e.g., Hooker I99I: 8). 
The Christian tradition that Mark was "Peter's interpreter and wrote accurately 
all that he remembered, not, indeed, in order, of the things said or done by the 
Lord" (Eusebius, Hist. eccl. 3.39.I5), whether or not it is historically accurate, in
dicates the impetus behind the writing of the Gospels as being, at least in part, to 
set down the knowledge of the apostolic generation. Naturally, this desire to 
record in written form the content of the key traditions of Christianity-the sto
ries of Jesus-was likely to have been stimulated by the deaths of some of those 
key leaders and original disciples, notably Peter and James. 

The significance of the first written gospel is not only that it sets down in 
written form the narratives about Jesus-though that is significant enough-but 
also that it does so in a narrative thoroughly infused with post-Easter Christian 
theology. Mark's Jesus is the Christ, the Son of God, who knows he must go to 
the cross to give his life for others and knows that he will rise again from the dead 
(see Mk 8.31; 9.9, 31; 10.32-34, 45). Moreover, the theology expressed by Mark 
in narrative form seems at least to some degree Pauline (see, e.g., Martin I972: 
16I-62; Marcus 2000). Thus Mark's Gospel is significant for the development of 
Christian content in setting down a written record of the life of Jesus seen through 
the lens of Christian, specifically Pauline, theology. 

The Pauline tradition also receives expression in Colossians and Ephesians, 
which probably date from this period. Many scholars regard these letters as 
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post-Pauline compositions written in Paul's name some years after his death. 
The two letters clearly share some kind of relationship, since the content and 
structure of each is similar, with some material shared in common. One letter 
was probably based in part on the other, Ephesians most likely using Colossians. 
The letters share similarities in their theological and ethical teaching: they con
tain a high Christology, exalting Christ as the head of the church and the one 
in whom all the fullness of God dwells (Eph 1.22-23, 5.23; Col 1.18-19, 
2.9-IO, etc.); both contain a similar code of teaching addressed to the various 
members of the household (Col3.I8-4.I; Eph 5.2I-6.9). Colossians addresses 
a specific situation and confronts the dangerous attractions of a rival philoso
phy, possibly a syncretistic blend of Jewish and pagan religious elements to 
which some readers were attracted (for the range of possibilities see Barclay 
I997b: 37-55). Ephesians, on the other hand, is not apparently directed to any 
particular context or problem, and may have been originally intended as a cir
cular letter. While both Colossians and Ephesians reveal developments and 
changes that occurred after Paul's time, they also represent a clear encapsulation 
of essentially Pauline theology. In both letters Christ is central as the one in 
whom God has wrought reconciliation and in whom Christians now live. In 
Colossians it is emphasized that through Christ God has reconciled to himself 
"all things, whether on earth or in heaven" (Col 1.20). Believers have "put on" 
a new nature in Christ, "where there is no longer Greek and Jew, circumcised 
and uncircumcised, barbarian, Scythian, slave, free, but Christ is all and in all" 
(Col 3.I I). Ephesians emphasizes the reconciliation that has been brought 
about in Christ between Jew and Gentile. In a quintessential expression of 
Pauline theology the writer asserts that through the cross of Christ, God has 
broken down the dividing wall of hostility between Jew and Gentile, creating 
one new person, one body of people in Christ (Eph 2.I4-I6). These letters 
therefore strengthen and consolidate the Pauline contribution to the develop
ment of Christian identity and content, affirming the centrality of Christ, the 
rootedness of Christian identity in him, and the creation of one people from 
diverse social identities, which is the body of Christ. 

It would be misleading to suggest that in this period Christianity develops in 
anything like a single direction or as a united group: there is, as we shall see in the 
following section, continuing diversity, disagreement, and division. Christian iden
tity and content are correspondingly diverse. Nevertheless, significant develop
ments do take place, not least within the stream of Christianity that would come 
to be central to the defined orthodoxy of later times. The deaths of key apostolic 
leaders and the events of the Jewish war were no doubt catalysts for some of these 
developments. With the passing of the first-generation leaders, especially those 
who had been disciples of Jesus, it is understandable that the "gospel" narrative 
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was set down in written form, thus marking a significant step in the establishment 
of Christian content and tradition in textual form. Moreover, this form of biog
raphy of Jesus is also an expression of early Christian theology, which comes to 
be encapsulated within the historical records of the movement's origins. The key 
contribution of Paul to the formation of Christian identity is also strengthened 
in the two letters written in his name, probably during this period. In these letters 
the status and centrality of Christ are further emphasized and heightened, thus fo
cusing "Christian" identity firmly upon him; and the constitution of the Christ
ian group as a new unity encompassing formerly distinct groups, especially Jews 
and Gentiles, is further confirmed. 

Defining Orthodoxy and Guarding Tradition 
(c. 8o-IOO c.E.) 
A considerable number of the writings of the New Testament probably belong to 
this late first-century period of early Christianity, including the Gospels of 
Matthew, Luke, and John; Acts (Luke's second volume); the pastoral Epistles (I-2 
Timothy and Titus); Hebrews; I and 2 Peter; Jude; and Revelation. These docu
ments are diverse in both genre and theology and testify to the considerable di
versity within the Christian movement at this time. Some of these writings, for ex
ample, seem to represent some form of Jewish Christianity, that is, a form of 
Christianity that recognized Jesus as Lord and Christ but that also practiced full 
adherence to the laws and customs of Judaism (see further Horrell 2000a ). 
Matthew's Gospel apparently falls into this category: it is only in Matthew that 
Jesus is said to have come "not to destroy [the law and the prophets] but to ful
fill them .... So whoever sets aside one of the least of these commandments and 
teaches others to do so will be called least in the kingdom of heaven. But whoever 
does them and teaches them will be called great in the kingdom of heaven" (Mt 
S.I7, 19). Other documents present a thoroughly Jewish picture of Christianity 
and Christian identity, but, like Paul, claim this Jewish heritage for a Gentile
including Christianity in which full observance of the Jewish law does not seem 
to be required. Into this category comes the letter to the Hebrews, which presents 
Christianity as the reality of which Judaism was merely the shadow, now obsolete 
and passing away (see Heb 8.I3, 10.1-IO, etc.), and the first letter attributed to 
Peter, which describes a largely gentile group of believers in terms drawn directly 
from the Jewish Scriptures: "you are a chosen people, a royal priesthood, a holy 
nation, a people for God's special possession" (I Pt 2.9). Although their dating 
and authenticity are open to debate, there are a number of letters associated with 
the leading early apostles that may well date from this period: the pastoral Epis
tles attributed to Paul, the letters of Peter and of James, and the Johannine letters 
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(1-2-3 John). The Book of Revelation uses the distinctive style and symbolism of 
the apocalyptic genre. 

Given this considerable diversity it is hard to generalize about the developing 
Christian movement, and generalizations that are offered can easily be misleading. 
Nevertheless, we can pick out some themes and developments relevant to the topic 
of Christian identity and content, to the process of "becoming Christian:' 

Developing Christian Identity 
During this period, even in Jewish Christian writings like the Gospel of Matthew, 
we find an increasing sense of distance from and polemic against Judaism along 
with a high Christology. In Matthew, for example, there is an extended section of 
fierce polemic directed at the Pharisees (Mt 23). The historical scenario for this 
conflict is probably that of the post-70 situation, where the "survivors" of the 
Jewish war-the Christian sect of Judaism and the pharisaic-cum-rabbinic 
groups who would rebuild Judaism as rabbinic Judaism-battle to present them
selves as the true heirs and interpreters of Judaism's traditions (see further 
Alexander 1992). For Matthew, it is Jesus, and not the Pharisees, who is the au
thentic interpreter of the law. Moreover, Matthew presents Jesus as far more than 
an interpreter of the law: he is Emmanuel, God with us (Mt 1.23), God's beloved 
Son, Messiah, and Lord (Mt 3.17, 7.2I, 16.I6, etc.). Commitment to Christ is 
clearly at the center of Matthew's faith and is expected to be a cause of hostility 
directed against Christ's followers. And, as Simmel's work on conflict suggests, 
this hostility seems to result in a greater sense of group identity, of being bound 
to, and identified by, the very name that is the cause of hostility and persecution: 
there are a number of references in the Gospels to suffering for "my name" (Mt 
10.22, 24.9; Mk I3.13; Lk 2I.I2, 17; Jn 15.21), specified as "the name of 
Christ" in Mark 9.4 I. 

In the Gospel of John the sense of hostility and separation from Judaism is 
even greater. Here Christian claims about Christ have reached the point of being 
regarded as blasphemous by Jews ( c£ Jn 8.57-59) and have apparently resulted in 
the expulsion of Christians from the synagogues (see Jn 9.22, 34; I2.42; 16.2). 
We know of a curse upon heretics and Nazarenes (i.e., Christians, or at least Jew
ish Christians) as the twelfth of the eighteen benedictions used in synagogue 
liturgy. Scholars disagree as to how early this curse was likely to have been intro
duced, and in precisely what form (see van der Horst I 994 ), but something like 
it may well form something of the background to the situation John describes. An 
origin for the curse toward the end of the first century seems likely, while Justin 
Martyr, writing around I 60 C.E., provides the strongest second-century evidence 
for such a custom (Dial. 47; Horbury 1998: 67-IIO). 
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The first letter of Peter is also addressed to Christians suffering hostility and 
antagonism, though in this case not apparently from Jews but from the Gentiles 
among whom they live. The letter is addressed to believers scattered throughout 
the Roman provinces of northern Asia Minor. These people are currently endur
ing a "fiery ordeal" because of "the name of Christ" that they bear, a similar 
phrase to that in Mark 9.4I (see I Pt 4.I2-I4). It is "the name of Christ" that 
most dearly defines the social identity of this group, and the hostility directed at 
them because of that name increases the salience of that aspect of their identity. 

According to Larry Miller, the detachment of these Christians from their 
wider socioreligious context and their formation of a "voluntary utopian group" 
defined by their commitment to Christ constitutes a form of social protest that 
meets with reaction from the wider society, both its general populus and its rul
ing authorities (I999). The instruction contained in I Peter represents a response 
to this wider societal reaction, calling the letter's recipients both to a nonresistant 
reaction to their accusers (I Pt 2.1, 2.11-3.9) and yet also to a resistance to the 
attempt to impose conformity to what society demands: they are to remain com
mitted to fearing God, to doing God's will (1.13-17; 3.13-17; 4.12-19). 

Especially notable in I Peter is a single occurrence of the word Cbristianos, the 
Greek word-a Latinism-transliterated "Christian" (I Pt 4.16). This is one of 
only three appearances of this word in the New Testament, the other two com
ing in the Book of Acts (11.26; 26.28). It is important to stress, therefore, that 
this most well-known identity label was possibly unknown to, and certainly un
used by, most of the New Testament writers, appearing only infrequently in two 
of the later writings of the New Testament. IS The term Cbristianos most probably 
originated as a label used by hostile outsiders to denote members of the group 
of Christ-followers; indeed this seems to be implied in each of the New Testa
ment occurrences. It identifies people as "partisans" or "supporters" of Christ, 
like the term "Herodians" -meaning partisans or supporters of Herod and his 
family (see Mt 22.16; Mk 3.6; 12.13)-and appears in Roman writers of the 
late first to early second century (Pliny, Ep. 10.96-97; Tacitus, Ann. 15.44; Sue
tonius, Nero 16; see Ludemann I989: 138; von Harnack I905, I5-I9). Yet this 
outsiders' label came to be adopted by the Christians themselves as the primary 
label designating their social identity, from the end of the first century onward, 
notably in the letters of Ignatius (very early second century: Ign., Epb. I I .2; Ign., 
Magn. 4.1; Ign. Rom. 3.2; note also Did. I2.4). Ignatius's writings clearly reveal this 
process of claiming an outsiders' label as a true and valued self-designation: 
"pray for me ... that I may not only be called a Christian, but may also be found 
to be one" (Ign., Rom. 3.2); "it is right, then, not only to be called Christians, but 
also to be Christians" (Ign., Magn. 4.I). I Peter, most likely written sometime be
tween 75 and 95 C.E. (Horrell I998: 8-10), probably marks an important point 
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in the history of this development. The suffering addressees of the letter are 
urged to avoid any behavior that might lead to them being accused of being a 
murderer, a thief, or other kind of criminal; but if they are accused of being a 
Christian, if this is the cause of their suffering, then they should "not be 
ashamed, but glorify God under that name" (I Pt 4.I6). A label applied as an ac
cusation, a cause for punishment, is to be worn with pride, even if suffering is 
the result. Thus what originates as a negative outsiders' label comes to be adopted 
as the proud self-designation of the members of the Christian movement. 

All of this seems to bear out Simmel's notion, formalized as a proposition by 
Coser, that "conflict with out-groups increases internal cohesion" (Coser I956: 
87, c£ 38; Still I999: I2I). Because hostility and accusation from outsiders, 
whether Jews or Gentiles, focuses on the name of Christ, this increases the salience 
of this aspect of the insiders' shared social identity, increases the extent to which 
this aspect of their identity defines their commonality and sense of belonging to
gether. The label "Christian" well illuminates this point: applied initially as a term 
of disdain by outsiders it comes to be the term that insiders proudly bear, the term 
that expresses what bound them together, the basic badge of group membership. 

Fixing Content 
Assuming Mark's to be the earliest gospel, it seems that other Christians were not 
content to leave Mark as the only written record of the Jesus traditions. Since 
Matthew and Luke evidently knew the Gospel of Mark, and John probably did 
too (or knew at least some material from the synoptic tradition), it is dear that 
these subsequent gospel writers sought to supplement, improve, correct, or rein
terpret Mark's account. In part this may have been because they had access to ma
terial unknown to Mark-the source or sources known as Q-but it is also surely 
because they wished to present a different portrait of Jesus, to convey different 
theological emphases. Hence the gospel tradition finds greater diversity of ex
pression in this period, though later writers would seek to reduce this diversity to 
a single harmonized account (Tatian's second-century Diatessaron, a harmony of the 
four Gospels, was widely used). These gospel accounts also bear some witness to 
the developing expressions of Christian faith, used in liturgical and ritual contexts. 
Matthew and Luke, for example, both include a version of the Lord's Prayer, 
which soon became established as a key Christian prayer (Mt 6.9-I3; Lk I 1.2-4). 
All the Gospels give some indications of the importance of the rites of baptism 
and Lord's Supper: the synoptics record Jesus' baptism (Mk 1.9 and parallels) and 
preserve the words and actions of Jesus at the Last Supper (Mk I 4.22-25 and 
parallels; c£ I Cor I I .23-25). These narratives thus provide the content and 
meaning for the ongoing practice of the major Christian rituals. John's Gospel fa-
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mously does not directly record Jesus' baptism (compare Jn 1.29-34 and Mk 
1.9-I I), nor does it include a narrative of the Last Supper. Nevertheless, the bap
tismal and eucharistic imagery in the gospel seem to indicate that for this evan
gelist too these rituals were an established part of early Christian practice ( c£ Jn 
3.5, 6.32-58, I3.6-I I). A most striking example of a concise liturgical formula 
is found at the dose of Matthew's Gospel, where the risen Jesus commands his 
disciples to "make disciples of all the nations, baptizing them in the name of the 
Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit" (Mt 28.I9). This specific trinitar
ian formula is found nowhere else in the New Testament and like the term "Chris
tian" represents a late development in the New Testament period. But it is a for
mula that became central to the content of Christianity, expressing the trinitarian 
understanding of God that developed out of. but was hardly found as such within, 
the earliest Christian writings. 

The pastoral Epistles, written in Paul's name but reflecting the situation of 
second- or third-generation Christianity around the end of the first century, ex
hibit a dear desire to preserve sound teaching, to "guard the deposit" (I T m 6.20; 
2 T m I. I 4) of apostolic doctrine. This concern arises from both the passing of 
the apostolic generation and the variety of interpretations of the apostolic her
itage, which call for the "orthodox" to be distinguished from the "heretical:' 
These letters focus a good deal on the need for "right" conduct among members 
of the Christian congregations, essentially meaning behavior that is decent and so
cially respectable according to the standards of the time. Slaves are to be obedient 
and submissive; women are to be silent and subject to their husbands; church lead
ers are to govern their own households well, keeping their children in order (see I 
Tm 2.8-3.I2, 6.I-2; Ti 1.6-9, 2.2-IO). The pastoral Epistles therefore share 
with other letters in the later Pauline tradition a broadly conservative social ethic 
that may in part be a reaction to hostility and conflict with outsiders and to the 
realization that the "End;' the final day of the Lord, was not going to come as 
quickly as earlier expected ( c£ Col 3.I8-4.I; Eph 5.2I-6.9; I Pt 2.I8-3.7; 2 Pt 
3.8-IO). Conflict with outsiders could perhaps be lessened if Christians ensured 
that they conformed as far as possible to standards of "decent" behavior. At least 
if they were then the objects of hostility, it would be for the name of Christ alone 
and not for any other reason (c£ I Pt 4.I2-I6). 

The pastoral Epistles contain a number of passages that encapsulate Christian 
faith in concise creedal statements. These probably represent traditional, pre
formed material, included in the letter by the author and known from the context 
of Christian worship. Some such creedal formulae, christological hymns, etc., are 
found in the early Pauline letters too (see, e.g., I Cor 8.6, I5.3-5; Phil 2.5-II; 
Col I.I5-20) but there appears to be a greater concentration of such preformed 
and creedal material in these later letters ( c£ Ellis 2000: 3 IO). These formulaic 
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sections are an important aspect of the establishment of solid Christian content: 
they express in concise and memorable ways the basic core of "the faith" and can 
be repeated in church meetings as shared declarations of the heart of the Christ
ian message. Probably the best example is in I Timothy 3.16, where a few short 
and rhythmic lines encapsulate the story of Christ: "Without any doubt, the mys
tery of our religion is great: He was revealed in flesh, vindicated in spirit, seen by 
angels, proclaimed among Gentiles, believed in throughout the world, taken up in 
glory:' Other examples may be found in I Timothy 1.17, 2.4-6, 6.I5-I6; 2 Tim
othy 1.9-10, 2.1 I-13; and Titus 3.4-8. 

Also highly significant for the establishment of defined Christian content are 
the few indications in the later New Testament letters concerning the emerging 
status of earlier Christian writings. For the early Christians "the Scriptures" means 
the Jewish Scriptures: the Hebrew Bible and its Greek translation, the Septuagint, 
though the boundaries of the Jewish Scriptures were not firmly fixed until prob
ably late in the first century. But toward the end of the New Testament period we 
find some evidence to suggest that the process of elevating early Christian writ
ings to the status of scripture had begun. In I Timothy 5.I8, in a passage ex
plaining why Christian leaders ("elders") are worthy of support from the church, 
we find the following scriptural justifications: "for the scripture says, 'You shall 
not muzzle an ox while it is treading out the grain', and, 'The laborer deserves to 
be paid:" The first of these "scriptural" quotations comes from the Book of 
Deuteronomy (25.4). The second, however, comes from the gospel tradition (Lk 
I0.7; c£ Mt 10.10). Yet it seems to be quoted as Scripture alongside the citation 
from Deuteronomy. And in 2 Peter (where, incidentally, the gospel tradition is 
again quoted: 2 Pt I.I7-I8), the letters of Paul are apparently ranked with "the 
rest of the scriptures" (2 Pt 3.I6). What these two references show is that a cru
cial process in the fixing of Christian content had begun, namely the process 
whereby certain early Christian writings were regarded as authoritative and canon
ical, to be reckoned as part of "the Scriptures:' This process would ultimately lead, 
of course, to the formation of "the New Testament;' with the Jewish Scriptures 
taking their place within the Christian Bible as "the Old Testament." Deciding 
wbicb early Christian writings should be accorded this authoritative status took 
some considerable time, and for the first few centuries of Christian origins a num
ber of writings were disputed as to their status and authority (see Gamble I985 
and Metzger 1987). Some of these disputed writings eventually made it into the 
canon (e.g., 2 Pt ); others did not (e.g., I Clement).19 

These steps toward the fixing of Christian content, both in concise creedal 
statements and in treating certain early Christian writings as Scripture, should not 
be taken to indicate that the movement was anything like united around this so
lidifying core material. In fact, the impetus for "guarding the deposit;' establish-
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ing orthodox and authoritative statements and documents, probably came in some 
considerable part from the sheer diversity within early Christianity. Those who re
garded themselves as guardians of the apostolic tradition saw other strands and 
versions of the faith as dangerous and heretical and thus sought to establish the 
content of the faith so as to make dear what was sound and what was not (see, 
e.g., I Tm 4.1-16, 6.2--21, etc.). The succeeding centuries would witness contin
uing diversity within the Christian movement, with a wide variety of Jewish Chris
tian groups, Gnostic groups, etc., and energetic "anti-heretical" activity on the 
part of Christians who regarded themselves as representatives of orthodoxy (e.g., 
Irenaeus, Epiphanius ). The eventual triumph of what came to be defined as or
thodoxy may have as much to do with social and political power as with the 
niceties of theological argument: "the Roman government finally came to recog
nise that the Christianity ecclesiastically organised from Rome was flesh of its 
flesh, came to unite with it, and thereby enabled it to achieve ultimate victory over 
unbelievers and heretics" (Bauer 1972: 232). 

Conclusions 
This sketch of developments in early Christian identity and content has assumed 
that these phenomena can only adequately be studied and understood as part of 
an ongoing process. Like all social institutions and structures they are continually 
in the process of production, reproduction, and transformation, in the process of 
becoming, and never "arrive" or reach a point where one can say that development 
"stops." The structuring of the Christian movement is a process situated in time. 

Identity 
This early period of Christian origins is dearly the crucial period for the devel
opment of a distinctively "Christian" identity. Initially there is a group of disci
ples, followers of the earthly Jesus, who become a group of messianic Jews, con
vinced that the risen Jesus is God's anointed one, the Messiah. They are known as 
members of the sect of the Nazarene (after Jesus of Nazareth), followers of "the 
way:' Before long the movement expands to include Gentiles as well as Jews, and 
key steps in the formation of a new identity are taken. Particularly under Paul's in
fluence, these groups of Jews and Gentiles find their common social identity not 
in the marks of Jewish belonging-which gentile converts do not adopt-but by 
being "in Christ;' a faith-commitment enacted and embodied in baptism. Yet even 
this new social identity is rooted in the past, not only because the very notion of 
the "Christ" is a Jewish one but also because the positive social identity of the "in
Christ" group is based on the claim that it now possesses the special status of Is
rael: sons of Abraham, inheritors of God's promises, God's special people, etc. 
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This attempt to develop a positive social identity is comparative in nature, as Tajfel 
suggests such positive identities are, since the claim to be the true people of God, 
the real circumcision, those who fulfill the law in the Spirit's power, and so on, is 
a claim that contains within it the implication that the other group that claims to 
hold this status is misguided and has failed.20 (The question of the extent to 
which "Christian" identity is rooted in a claim to possess Israel's inheritance in a 
way that implicitly denies that inheritance to the Jews raises profound problems, 
much discussed in recent years.i1 

This new group identity "in Christ" provides a social identity that cuts across 
and encompasses previous social identity distinctions (Gal3.28). Yet at the same 
time it establishes a new boundary between insider and outsider, a boundary that 
in ideological terms owes much to its Jewish roots, built upon the contrast be
tween the idolatry and depravity outside the group and the holiness and right
eousness within. This boundary rhetoric may certainly be seen in terms of Tajfel's 
two principles of accentuation and assimilation, heightening the sense of distinc
tion between ingroup and outgroup members while minimizing the distinctions 
among group members. Those inside are holy, righteous, brothers and sisters, chil
dren of light, while those outside are unrighteous, unbelievers, destined for 
destruction-stark examples of forms of stereotyping. 

Hostility from outsiders, both Jews and Gentiles, focused on the Christian 
confession of Christ, though Jews and Gentiles would clearly have had different 
reasons for finding the confession offensive. This had the presumably unintended 
consequence of heightening the salience of this aspect of a Christian's complex 
social identity, increasing the extent to which this factor bound the group together 
and distinguished them from outsiders. Indeed, the distinctive name "Christian" 
emerges from the context of hostility, initially voiced as an accusation by out
siders, then proudly claimed by ingroup members and eventually coming to serve 
as the fUndamental group-designator. 

Content 
The content of Christianity is thoroughly Jewish, though also innovative and dis
tinctive. A basic Christian claim, from the start, is that what God has done in 
Jesus is a fUlfillment of the message of the law and the prophets, the fulfillment 
of God's promises to his people. As well as essentially claiming for itself the iden
tity of Israel, Christianity therefore claims as its own the content of Judaism, 
specifically the Jewish Scriptures, although this of course involves considerable 
reinterpretation ( c£ Gal3. I 6), for example, spiritualizing the idea of circumcision 
(Rom 2.28-29; Phil3.2-4) and portraying the Jewish sacrificial system as but a 
foreshadowing of the once-for-all sacrifice offered by Christ (Heb 10.1-25). But 
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specifically Christian content develops, based on the conviction that Jesus of 
Nazareth is God's Messiah, the Christ. The core of Chrisrian content concerns his 
death and resurrection, expressed in phrases like "he died for us" and "God raised 
him from the dead." Over time, hymns and creedal confessions develop that en
capsulate concisely Christian beliefs about Christ and his redeeming work. Paul's 
letters are the earliest Christian writings that we possess, the written Gospels 
emerging after the deaths of the apostles of the first generation. Toward the end 
of the New Testament period we see the beginnings of the process in which these 
early Christian writings came to be regarded as Scripture, ranked alongside the 
Jewish Scriptures, which the Christians already possessed and used as their "bible:' 
Thus it comes to be, after much subsequent disagreement and deliberation, that a 
body of Christian writings, along with the Jewish Scriptures, are together regarded 
as containing the authoritative content of Christianity. 

Yet along with these written texts and oral confessions of faith, it is important 
to remember the role of ritual in confirming Christian identity and communicat
ing Christian content. Baptism and Lord's Supper, the two central Christian ritu
als, celebrated from the earliest days, their varied interpretations notwithstanding, 
both dramatize and embody key dimensions of Christian faith (see further Meeks 
I 983: I 50-62). Baptism marks the transition from outsider to ingroup member, 
the transfer from the sinful world to the holy group, the moment when the con
vert is clothed with Christ and incorporated into him. The Lord's Supper recalls 
the central narrative about "the Lord Jesus, on the night he was betrayed" and 
places the self-giving death of Christ at the center of Christian worship. It also 
serves to affirm the oneness of the members of the group, their common belong
ing to the body of Christ (I Cor IO.I6-I7). 

Conflict 
At many points in the story of the evolution of Christian identity and content, 
conflict, both internal and external, appears to play a crucial role in stimulating 
important developments. Internal conflicts seem on a number of occasions to 
have been a catalyst for the development of new views, or at least for the forceful 
articulation of views that prove to be of considerable significance (Gal2.I I-21, 
etc.). The sense of threat from "heretics" within is part of the motivation for mak
ing sure that sound teaching is preserved and set down. 

External conflict in the form of hostility, accusation, and ostracism has the (pre
sumably unintended) consequence of developing the group's sense of shared iden
tity by focusing attention on the aspect of identity that unites this group in distinc
tion from outsiders: the name of Christ. In other words, external conflict seems to 
play a significant role in making the "Christian" part of a person's identity especially 
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prominent, or salient. Without such external opposition to those who confessed the 
name of Christ, it might have been possible for this aspect of a person's identity to 
asswne a somewhat lower profile. Indeed, at some times and in some places, "Chris
tian" believers were probably rather less sharply distinguished from others, especially 
Jews, the identity group within which Christianity arose. It seems to have been pre
cisely the times of conflict and hostility that were key moments for the development 
of distinctive Christian identity. 

While conflict does of course have its negative aspects, not least for those fac
ing its pressures, it does seem then that the story of early Christianity bears out 
Simmel's thesis that conflict plays a significant role in the formation of groups 
and in the cultivation of group identity. It is through a process riven with conflict 
and opposition-both internal and external to the Christian movement-that the 
process of "becoming Christian" occurs. 

Notes 
I. The term "Christian" appears only rarely in the New Testament and does not 

emerge as a self-designation until around the end of the first century (see below). The term 
can anachronistically imply the end of the process of identity-formation that is precisely 
what we need to study in its emergence; it is therefore perhaps best to avoid using this term 
as a label for the earliest adherents of the movement. See further Esler (1998b: 3, 44), 
from whom the term "Christ-follower" is taken-though this label too is a neologism 
rather than an ancient description. 

2. I shall adopt broadly standard views of the dating and authorship of the New Tes
tament writings, though these views are, of course, by no means undisputed. For discus
sions of the introductory issues of date, authorship, etc., see Schnelle (1998), Johnson 
(1999), and Brown (1997). 

3. So Giddens (1979: 230; 1984: 355f£), Abrams (1982: x-xi, xviii, 17, 200-201). 
On this issue see further Horrell (1996a: 26-31). 

4. For further detail on structuration theory and its application to New Testament 
studies see Horrell (1995, 1996a). 

5. Tajfel and Turner define a group as follows: "a collection of individuals who per
ceive themselves to be members of the same social category, share some emotional in
volvement in this common definition of themselves, and achieve some degree of social 
consensus about the evaluation of their group and of their membership in it" (quoted in 
Turner and Bourhis 1996: 30). 

6. Subsequent work in the field of social psychology has, without denying the positive 
consequences of conflict, tended to focus, inter alia, on the differences between destruc
tive and constructive conflict, and on strategies of conflict management and resolution 
(see Deutsch 1973 and Rubin and Levinger 1995). 

7. See also Still (1999: 107-24), for an overview of the social scientific study of in
tergroup conflict and a valuable list of the range of "potential outcomes of social conflict 
on groups thus engaged" (120). 
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8. For accessible overviews of recent debate see Witherington (199Sb) and Powell 
(1998). 

9. I Corinthians I6.22 shows that the acclamation of Jesus as Lord goes back to the 
early Aramaic-speaking believers. 

10. Hengel and Schwemer date the beginning of the mission of the "Hellenists" in 
Antioch to c. 36/37 C.E. (I997: xi). They stress the importance of the Hellenists to the 
early Christian mission, but also emphasize both that this gentile mission is not strictly pre
Pauline (I997: 31-34, 208, 28I, etc.), since Paul was converted in c. 33 C.E., and that 
Paul was crucial in establishing and justifying theologically the gentile mission (309). 

I I. Though for a recent argument that the term Cbristianos was coined in Antioch (by 
the Roman authorities) as early as 39-40 C.E., see Taylor (I 994 ). 

I2. On all this, see further Horrell (2000c). 
I3. Deissmann (I926: I40) famously drew attention to the importance of this phrase, 

and similar equivalents, for Paul; he counted some I64 occurrences. The other occurrences 
in the NT are in I Peter (3.I6; S.IO; S.I4), and may well be due to the influence of 
Pauline language upon that letter. 

I4. On the frequency and usage of this sibling-language in the Pauline letters, see Hor
rell (200Ia). 

IS. Note also Romans I.I9-32 and 3.9-20, where Paul draws on Wisdom I3-IS and 
on other scriptural texts (mostly from the Psalms) to depict the sinfulness of all human
ity, Jew and Gentile alike. 

I 6. On this universal vision and its positive and negative contemporary implications 
see the stimulating discussion by Boyarin (I994). 

I7. For arguments in favor of this interpretation, see, e.g., Dahl (I950), Barclay (I988: 
98), and Longenecker (I990: 298-99). 

I8. Taylor (I994) argues for an early date of origin for the term (39-40 C.E. in Anti
och), seeing it as a label attached by Roman authorities to the followers of the Messiah 
who had stimulated Jewish protests in the city. However, the evidence to support the ar
gument is not strong, and the absence of the label from so much of the New Testament 
is harder to explain if it was coined so early (and the Didacbe is unlikely to have been writ
ten as early as Taylor suggests [ 50-70 C.E.; I 994: 77]. A date in the late first or early sec
ond century is more widely accepted). 

I9. See Ehrman (1998) for an accessible collection of all the Christian writings, 
canonical and non-canonical, from the first century of Christian origins. 

20. Passages from various New Testament texts that express this comparative idea in
clude John 8.31-59; Acts 13.16-52; 2 Corinthians 3.4-I8; Galatians 4.21-3I; Philippi
ans 3.2-3; and Hebrews 8.1-13. 

21. Among many works that could be mentioned, see Gager (1983) and Boyarin 
(1994). 
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CENTRAL FOR HISTORICAL UNDERSTANDING of the development of lead
ership roles and community organization in early Christianity, as well as 
for analysis of early Christian religious beliefs, ethics, and ritual, are the 

insights that have come from sociology. The mistaken notion that Judaism was the 
religion of the community, while Christianity was the religion of the individual, 1 

has been effectively discredited by those who have noted the importance within 
the New Testament of redefining the covenant community, and hence have 
brought sociological insights to bear on the available evidence concerning the ori
gins and early development of Christianity. Some of those who view Christianity 
in terms of primarily individual experience have turned to psychology as an aid in 
understanding this religion. But responsible scholarship has shown instead that 
from the outset Jesus and his followers were promoting a new understanding of 
the ground of participating in the covenant people that combined features that in 
some ways matched but in important ways differed from perceptions of the com
munity of faith fostered in Judaism at the turn of the eras. There resulted there
fore within early Christianity new, multiple social definitions for the covenant 
community, involving different criteria for membership, leadership, stance toward 
both Jewish and Greco-Roman cultural modes, and perceiving the destiny of hu
manity and of the world. Discernment of these new insights by contemporary his
torians has been much aided by features of sociological theory and analysis.2 

Shared Convictions and Modes of Community Identity 
Concurrent with recognition and historical analysis of the development of social 
structure and leadership roles in early Christianity has been the contribution to 
perceiving these features from perspectives provided by sociology of knowledge, 
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which has shown how-in all of history and the diversity of human cultures
the shared assumptions of a community are determinative of its values, historical 
understanding, and sense of destiny.3 There were, however, not only certain com
mon features shared by the early Christian communities as a whole, but also sig
nificant differences among them with regard to specific beliefs, leadership, and 
group practices. The mix of common and divergent features is sketched below, 
drawing on insights from sociology. 

Focusing on the theme of the group mode of existence of the early Christians, 
one must note the centrality of their belief that they were not simply divinely 
redeemed individuals but that they now constituted a community of God's 
people-the people of the new covenant. This is attested in both the gospel tra
ditions and in the letters of Paul, and found basic expression, for example, in their 
eucharistic rite. Thus at the Last Supper with his disciples Jesus explained to them 
that the bread and wine that they shared were to be perceived as "the blood of the 
covenant" (Mk I4.22-24; Mt 26.28) or as constituting "the new covenant in my 
blood" (Lk 22.20; I Cor I I .25). The significance of such participation is not 
merely a personal, individual experience of access to the divine but a symbol of 
their sharing in the life of the new covenant people. This is seen by them as the 
fulfillment of the promise of God through the prophet Jeremiah: "I will make a 
new covenant with the house of Israel and the house Judah" Oer 31.3 I). Unlike 
the earlier covenant with those whom God brought out of Egypt and to whom 
was given the Law at Mount Sinai-which they broke-this covenant will be 
based on the law that God will "put ... within them" and "will write on their 
hearts:' Thus according to Jeremiah, they now will know God in a personal way, 
will be his people, will experience the forgiveness of sins, and will have personal 
knowledge of his will (Jer 3 1.22-34 ). It is precisely these social factors that are 
to be seen as operative within the life of the members of the new covenant peo
ple founded by and through Jesus, as developed and articulated by the writers of 
the New Testament. 

This conviction of sharing in the new life is also evident in other ways in the 
various gospel traditions, where there are frequent portrayals of God's new people 
as a group, rather than their being addressed simply as individuals. That his fol
lowers are to experience a new group identity is dear in the parables of Jesus-for 
example in the parables of the Sower, the Weeds, the Net, the Lost Sheep, the 
Marriage Feast, the Laborers in the Vineyard, the Ten Maidens, and the Last 
Judgement, all of which depict the new people of God through images of groups 
and group relationships. Also, in the Gospel of John Jesus describes the people of 
God in a variety of inclusive group images: (I) his friendly encounter with the 
woman from Samaria, who is a member of a religious group (the Samaritans) that 
had its own temple and priesthood on Mount Gerizim, and its own version of the 
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Scriptures, and hence was viewed by Jews as alien from the covenant; (2) his des
ignation of himself as the Bread from Heaven, the Light of the World, the Good 
Shepherd, the Vine joined with his followers, who are the Branches. All of these 
reports of Jesus' teaching promise to those who respond in faith participation in 
a new group of God's people. The images and prophetic predictions concerning 
the new covenant people build largely on traditions from the Jewish Scriptures. A 
radical difference between the new community and the Israelite understanding of 
their role as God's people, however, lies in the fact that in the Old Testament there 
are instructions to the people that they are to have no dealings with people from 
the other nations. They are to avoid agreements or intermarriage with non-ls
raelites and are to seek to destroy the places and instruments for worship of other 
gods. God's love for Israel is the sole basis for their deliverance from slavery, their 
preservation, and settlement in their new land (Dt 7.1-9). Central is the mainte
nance of their special social identity. Thus it is a radical redefining of this tradi
tion of group relationship with God that is a central feature of the New Testa
ment. Such social factors as ethnic identity, mode of occupation or religious 
tradition, and even moral status in no way preclude sharing in the life of the new 
covenant people as seen in the New Testament and other early Christian writings. 

Insights from tbe Sociologists 
The early twentieth-century insights of Max Weber (1864-1920) have had a wide 
and enduring impact on the study of religion, and especially on the history of 
Christianity. The title of a collection of his essays in English translation highlights 
the major feature of his sociological analysis: On Charisma and Institution Building 
(1970). This insight, which is noted by the editor of that volume, S. N. Eisen
stadt, in the introduction, makes the historical point that religious movements be
gin on the level of personal challenge, insight, and commitment under the spiri
tual power of what is known in this tradition as charisma. But they soon begin to 
take on a more stable and social form as a group of those convinced by these re
ligious claims join to give structure, leadership, and definition to their movement. 
The issues Weber dealt with concerned these social processes going on historically 
within a wide range of societies and cultural contexts, especially with the chang
ing modes of leadership. These insights set the pattern for sociological study of 
religions, especially Judaism and the origins of Christianity. 

A more recent analysis of the engagement of sociology with religion has been 
offered by Thomas F. O'Dea's Sociology and the Study of Religion, in the final sections 
where he deals with "Sociology of Religion: Sociological Theory" and especially 
with "Sociology and the Study of Religion" (1970: 201-91). O'Dea defines so
ciology as "the disciplined and systematic study of ... social structure and social 
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process both in itself and in relation to individual motivation and the ideas and 
values of the culture" (201). He describes two theoretical modes of functional so
ciological analysis: (I) seeing societies as social systems that seek stabilization on 
the basis of a normative consensus and (2) seeing culture as more or less a sys
tematic body of knowledge, traditions, and beliefs that provide an orientation to 
the participants in terms of both cognition and evaluation (203-13). He per
ceives the religious traditions as developing in terms of three features: worship, in
tellectual expressions of beliefs and rules, and the organization of community and 
leadership (213-14). He summarizes the agenda of sociology of religion as 

the empirical study of the expression of religious experience, religious concep
tions, and religious attitudes in the formation and emergence of social relation
ships, both in terms of the particular forms of religious groups, and beyond their 
confines, in more secular social institutions and relations, including the reverse in
fluence of social forms (religious and secular) on religious expression and atti
tude, and belie£ (232) 

Hence O'Dea sees as essential "a constant dialogue between these disciplines" of 
religion and sociology (232). Thus for those who perceive and experience this new 
shared life there is involvement in features of human life and practice that have 
been discerned and described by sociologists and sociologically focused historians 
during the last two centuries. 

Insights from Sociology of Knowledge 
The sociological specialty that has best illuminated and helped to define the con
victions shared by members of a religious community is Sociology of Knowledge. 
This theoretical method developed through the insights of linguistic scholars, such 
as Ludwig Wittgenstein's study of aphorisms (1969), and historians of the natural 
sciences--especially Thomas S. Kuhn (1970). Wittgenstein saw language as a form 
of life--a "language game" that operated on the basis of assumptions and that 
shapes rules, description of objects, reporting of events, and communication of 
everything from jokes to prayers. Thus the language of religious experience and 
communication "cannot be purely private, but is part of a shared public tradition 
and gains intelligibility because it is anchored in a public history shared by a com
munity" (in Kee 1989: 17). The implications of this perception for historical writ
ing have been drawn out by David Bloor, who contrasts the simplistic notion that 
words have timeless meaning with the importance of observing that the linguistic 
conventions used by historians and other writers embody meanings that are "rela
tive to the social setting [of the author] rather than to timeless conceptual models:' 
When changes in meaning occur or conflicts in interpretation of traditions appear 
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we must locate these rival groups and "track down the causes of rivalry;' just as we 
must "try to explain continuities and alliances" between those engaged in appro
priation and promulgation of the tradition (quoted in Kee 1989: 18). 

In his sociologically oriented The Interpretation of Cultures, anthropologist Clifford 
Geertz has defined culture as "a historically transmitted pattern of meaning em
bodied in symbols, a system of inherited conceptions expressed in symbolic forms 
by means of which humans communicate, perpetuate, and develop their knowledge 
about and attitudes toward life:' What symbols do is "to synthesize a people's 
ethos--the tone, character and quality of life, its moral and aesthetic style and 
mode-and their worldview-the picture they have of the way things in sheer ac
tuality are, their most comprehensive ideas of order" (I973: 89, I I8, I25). Thus 
the stories that are transmitted in a culture about its origins, the problems of evil, 
the evidence of divine purpose and power, as well as the rules by which the com
munity is to live and the aims and purpose to which its members are to be devoted, 
are constitutive of its ongoing existence and its view of the future. It is precisely 
these features that are evident in the early Christian writings, beginning with the 
New Testament and continuing into the early centuries C.E. And it is awareness and 
analysis of them-aided by insights from sociology-that are essential for the re
sponsible study of religious traditions, including those of Christian origins. 

Difining Social Identity 
One of the norms that was basic for the survival and continuity of the early Chris
tian communities was a common declaration by the members as to their beliefs 
and expectations about what God had done, was doing, and was going to do to 
create the new covenant people that they were persuaded Jesus and his followers 
had launched. The issue of how the people of God were to be defined was a cen
tral feature in Judaism in the Roman period, and was treated in a range of ways by 
the early Christians as well. 

Beginning with the apostle Paul, the early Christians produced writings that 
incorporated statements or reports of the basic beliefs of the community about 
what God was doing through Jesus for the renewal of his people. The earliest of 
the testaments were not creeds but summary forms of what was preached or pro
claimed about God's purpose at work through Jesus for the group's renewal. The 
scholarly designation for these is kerygma, "proclamation:' A prime example of 
what Paul "proclaimed" appears in I Corinthians, where he reports what had been 
transmitted to him: 

I delivered to you as of first importance what I also received: that Christ died for 
our sin according to the scriptures, that he was buried, that he was raised again on 
the third day in accordance with the scriptures, and that he appeared to Cephas 
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[Peter], then to the twelve [other disciples], then to more than five hundred 
brethren .•. then to James and all the apostles .... Last of all ... he appeared also 
to me. (15.3-8) 

Similarly, in the opening lines of Romans, Paul summarizes the message that he 
preaches: "the gospel concerning [God's] Son, who was descended from David ac• 
cording to the flesh and designated Son of God in power according to the Spirit 
of Holiness by his resurrection from the dead: Jesus Christ our Lord" (I .3-5). 
Paul sees that this message and its meaning are to be proclaimed by those who have 
been divinely chosen and commissioned as apostles in order "to bring about the 
obedience of faith for the sake of his name among all the nations:' 

These features manifest the basic convictions of the new community, but 
when they are set forth in the Gospels and other New Testament writings, they are 
linked with, and demonstrated through detailed accounts of Jesus' life, including 
the miracles attributed to him; his confrontations with the religious and civil au
thorities, as well as the content and import of his teachings about God and how 
God's people are to live and serve God; and his execution by the Roman authori
ties and his resurrection from the dead, with indications of the significance of 
these events for the community of faith. The diversity of ways in which these fea
tures were perceived and described in the Gospels discloses not merely different 
theological concepts, but also-and most importantly-a range of social struc
tures and community definitions among the early Christians beginning in the first 
century C.E. 

The features by which these communities diverged socially from their contem
poraries are evident in the range of answers they offered to the following basic ques
tions: How was one to become a member of the new community? What was the per
ception of the role of Jesus in making possible participation in the new community? 
What were the guidelines by which the members were to live-in relation both to 
other members but also to the wider world? To what extent was there correspon
dence between their insights and those in other religious traditions--both Jewish 
and Greco-Roman? Who was to provide leadership for the new movement, and how 
were the leaders to be chosen? What was to be the structure of the membership of 
the new community, and how were the leaders to be chosen and given authority? 
These sociological issues are addressed or implicit throughout the New Testament 
and in other early Christian writings. 

In order to address these issues in a historically responsible way, one must not 
offer generalizations. Instead, it is necessary to identifY the diverse modes by 
which these factors were perceived and dealt with in the New Testament writ
ings--including the subsequent move toward unification. This analytical process 
is essential for study of Christian origins. 
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The Range of Community Structures and 
Cultural Orientations in Early Christianity 
The differences among the Gospels, Epistles, and other traditions represented in 
the New Testament are not only conceptual but also sociological. Within the 
Gospels, the letters written by Paul, and the other New Testament Epistles attrib
uted to him and other apostles-or anonymous, like the Letter to the Hebrews
there is evidence of significantly different modes of defining the covenant commu
nity.4The diversity is analogous to what one finds in the Jewish writings of the two 
centuries before and after the turn of the Common Era.5 In my analysis the desig
nations assigned to the social models evident in the Gospels and other New Testa
ment writings are as follows: (I) the Community of the Wise, (2) the Law-Abid
ing Community, (3) the Community where God Dwells among His People, ( 4) the 
Community of Mystical Participation, and ( S) the Ethnically and Culturally In
clusive Community. This is followed by a tracing of the development of these com
munities in the post-New Testament period (Kee I995: 208-28). All but one of 
these diverse models as represented within the New Testament are sketched below. 

De Community of the Wise: De Q Source and Mark 
Within Judaism in the centuries before and after the turn of the eras there was 
wide concern to grasp and communicate to the community what was perceived to 
be the wisdom that God was disclosing to his people. This took three major 
forms: (I) Proverbial wisdom, which was perceived as embodied in timeless truths 
from God for his people, is most fully represented by the canonical Book of 
Proverbs. (2) Intellectual wisdom was seen as capable of achievement through a 
synthesis of insights from philosophy and from divinely granted wisdom. The 
Wisdom of Solomon and the writings of Philo of Alexandria, which directly cor
relate biblical tradition and Greek philosophy (Platonic and Stoic), represent this 
perception of wisdom in Judaism. (3) Insights into the purpose of God as dis
closed in the course of history, culminating in the forthcoming triumph of the di
vine purpose over the powers of evil, are embodied in apocalyptic literature
especially the Book of Daniel, the apocalyptic sections of the biblical prophets,6 

and the postbiblical writings such as the Books of Enoch? 
The Gospels, the letters of Paul, and the Revelation of John provide the ma

jor evidence for the early Christian apocalyptic perspective and expectations. Be
ginning with the message of John the Baptist (Mt 3.1-12) and the ministry of Je
sus,8 but also in the letters of Paul,9 and reaching a climax in the Revelation of 
John, the New Testament summons the new community to a characteristic apoc
alyptic stance toward the future: to be steadfast in facing struggle and persecution 
on the basis of assurance that is offered of what God has already begun to do in 
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order to combat evil and to liberate his faithful people and the soon-coming tri
wnph of God's purpose for renewal of his people and of the whole creation 
through Jesus Christ. 

There is also evidence in the early Christian writings, however, that the au
thors drew to a considerable extent upon wisdom derived from or reflecting the 
impact of Greek philosophy. When Paul describes the moral fruits, which the 
Holy Spirit produces in the lives of the faithful, he includes the role of con
science and commends virtues that are basic in Stoic thought. 10 Thus the hope 
for renewal of the moral and social order of the world that was affirmed by the 
Stoics was analogous to that proclaimed by Jesus and the apostles, even though 
the latter differed from the Stoics by believing in direct divine action through 
Christ. Yet as a result of the shared hope of cosmic renewal, the Christian mes
sage of a coming moral transformation of the universe had a counterpart in the 
minds of thoughtful pagans in the early centuries of this era. Divine wisdom for 
both groups concerned not merely timeless truths, but also assurances of the ul
timate triumph of truth and justice. 

lle Community Obedient to the New Law 
The Gospel of Matthew pictures Jesus and reports his teaching his disciples in 
ways that in part resemble and in part contrast with the ancient Jewish biblical tra
dition of God's having given the law to his people through Moses. Just as Moses 
received the law and conveyed it at Mount Sinai, so Jesus' basic, comprehensive in
struction of his disciples is portrayed as taking place on a mountain (Mt 5.1). 
Like Israel of old, Jesus was taken to Egypt and then brought back to the land of 
promise (Mt 2.13-23).U His teaching in Matthew is frequently contrasted di
rectly with the Law of Moses: "You have heard it said of old;' which is followed 
by a reference to the Law, and then by Jesus' declaration, "But I say to you:' Hence 
the long-standing authority of Moses as the agent through whom the Law of God 
was given to the covenant people is now fundamentally challenged and in impor
tant ways replaced. The word of Jesus stands in direct contrast to, or in criticism 
of, what has been viewed in the Israelite tradition of the Law of Moses as pro
viding the divinely intended basis for the shared life and obedience of the covenant 
people. 

Further evidence of an intended contrast between the Law of Moses and the 
New Law through Jesus is to be recognized by the fact that the main part of this 
gospel (Mt 3-25) is divided into five sections, just as is the Mosaic Law. 12 Thus 
Matthew presents Jesus as the one who calls and instructs the new community on 
the model of Moses. But Jesus is seen as transcending both the role of Moses and 
the social basis of the nature of the ancient Israelite community: in the new com-
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munity there will be not only those born in the Jewish community but also "dis
ciples of all nations," who are to observe "all that I commanded you" (28.I9-20). 
Not only do the defining of the social basis for the covenant community and the 
inclusiveness of its membership transcend what stands in the Mosaic tradition, 
but so do the depths of the moral commandments (5.I9-20). 

De Community of Mystical Participation: John 
In both Judaism and the pagan religions of the Roman world there was the belief 
that God--or the gods-had chosen to disclose divine truth to those who came 
seeking to know it and to live by the principles that it embodied. Although this 
was to be grasped by individuals, it also brought access to the presence and trans
forming power of God for a community that shared these insights and sought to 
live in conformity to them. In the wider Greco-Roman culture, for example, a 
prime agent through whom divine disclosure was believed to take place was Isis, 
who was perceived to be the goddess of fertility, but also as the one through whom 
humans could gain divine knowledge and immortality. Isis's devotees claimed to 
have access to these divinely given resources. 

Furthermore, the Greek philosophers taught that there was a divine princi
ple-the logos-that pervaded the universe and was intended to serve as the in
strument through which the divine purpose would ultimately be achieved. This 
term, which means not only "word" but also rational principle, is the very term 
that the Gospel of John uses in the prologue to identify Jesus. He is the one who 
brings knowledge of the divine purpose for renewal of God's people and of the 
whole creation. And it is he who dwells among his faithful people, revealing the 
glory of God On I.I4). In a series of vivid images, the Gospel of John portrays 
Jesus as the one through whom there are at work both knowledge of God and 
power for accomplishing the renewal of his people and of the creation. Facets of 
these features are present in the identification of Jesus as the Bread, the Wine, the 
Shepherd, the Way and the Truth, the Life. Mystical participation in the life of 
this new people is emotional and personal-characterized by love, as set forth in 
the new commandment (13.34-35). Further, it is not merely intellectual, inward 
or private experience and mode of life. Instead it is to be shared by the new 
covenant people as a whole, and it will result in the transformation and renewal of 
their lives and their view of the future. 

De Ethnically and Culturally Inclusive Community: Luke-Acts 
In Luke and Acts the social and cultural inclusiveness of the new community is 
even more explicitly expressed, and it is of course both depicted and symbolized 
in the second volume-the Acts of the Apostles-in which the community is 
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launched in Jerusalem and soon extends across the Mediterranean region, becom
ing established in Rome, the capital of the gentile world. But from the beginning 
of Luke's Gospel the theme of ethnic and cultural inclusiveness is a major factor. 
This is indicated in Luke's version of the genealogy of Jesus (Lk 3.23-38), which 
goes back to the first human, Adam, instead of merely to the father of the people 
of Israel, Abraham, as in Matthew (I.I-I7). Jesus is to be the instrument of rev
elation of God's purpose "to the Gentiles" and to "all peoples" as well as to Is
rael (Lk 2.29-32). Prior to Jesus' baptism by John, the prophecy quoted from Isa
iah 40 is extended by Luke13 to affirm that through Jesus "all humanity [flesh] 
shall see the salvation of God:' 

Similarly, in Luke's account of Jesus' inaugural sermon in Nazareth ( 4.I6-I9) 
there is not only a quotation from Isaiah (6I.I-2) to justify his outreach to the 
poor and oppressed, but also examples are cited of the outreach to non-Israelites 
by the prophets Elijah and Elisha ( 4.25-27). This inclusiveness will characterize 
the ministry of Jesus in Luke and of the apostles in Acts. In addition to Jesus' 
commissioning his twelve disciples, as in Mark and Matthew (Lk 6.I2-16),14 he 
sends out seventy to prepare for his coming and to announce the nearness of the 
Kingdom of God, as well as the doom impending for the people who reject him 
and his message (10.1-16). Seventy was the symbolic figure among Jews for the 
number of the nations of the world-as indicated by the designation of the 
Greek translation of the Hebrew Bible as the Septuagint-which means "seventy;' 
and was intended to symbolize its function as an instrument of outreach to non
Jews, who were thought to comprise seventy nations. It is to this wider world that 
Luke pictures Jesus reaching out. The seventy messengers of Luke I 0 return to re
port success in their mission to the wider world, and Jesus utters thanks to God 
that his purpose is indeed reaching out to outsiders. In the same manner, Luke's 
version of the Parable of the Great Supper (c£ Mt 22.1-10) depicts wider out
reach for the gospel. Unlike Matthew's version of this parable, which includes a 
prediction of God's destroying the city of Jerusalem because its inhabitants re
jected Jesus (Mt 22.1-10), Luke's more original version contrasts (I) those who 
reject the invitation because they are preoccupied with routine earthly matters with 
(2) the call by Jesus to serve those in need and peripheral to society who accept 
the invitation he utters and thus will share in the eschatological banquet (Lk 
14.15-24). This is a symbol for the fulfillment of God's redemptive purpose for 
his people. In Luke 18.8-14 there is a contrast between the proudly pious Phar
isee who boasted of his moral superiority and a tax collector, whose role involved 
direct collaboration with the Romans. It was the latter who penitently confessed 
his sinfulness and was assured of justification before God. 

These features in Luke anticipate the broad social outreach of the apostles to 
the wider Roman world reported in Acts. Their mission reached out to both in-
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tellectual leaders-as in the encounter with the scholars on the Areopagus in 
Athens (Acts 17.16-34)--and to hearings before the Roman authorities, as in 
Paul's defense before Agrippa, the puppet ruler in Palestine installed by the Ro
mans (25.23-26.32). Dramatically evident in Acts are both the range of oppor
tunities for the Christian messengers to convey their message about Jesus to civil 
and religious authorities and the diversity of ways in which the significance of 
Jesus for faith may be presented. 

lle Shared Rules and Practices of the Communities 
In order to achieve the goals and benefits set forth in the traditions of a religious 
community and to assure its ongoing existence with the passage of time it must ar
ticulate the purposes and values for which it was founded and the rules by which 
its members are to live as they move toward fulfillment of its hopes and expecta
tions. In the case of historic Israel, instruction was given in the name of Moses to 
the people as they settled in the land of Canaan, which had been promised to them, 
and began the yearly cycle of producing crops. How were they to express gratitude 
to God who had brought then there and was providing for their needs? As they pre
sented in the sanctuary the first fruits from their land they were to declare: 

A wandering Aramaean15 was my ancestor; he went down into Egypt and lived 
there as an alien, few in number, and there he became a great nation, mighty and 
populous. When the Egyptians treated us harshly and afflicted us, by imposing 
hard labor on us, we cried to Yahweh, the God of our ancestors; the Lord heard 
our voice and saw our affliction, our toil, and our oppressions. The Lord brought 
us out of Egypt with a mighty hand and an outstretched arm, with a terrifying 
display of power, and with signs and wonders; and he brought us into this place 
and gave us this land, a land flowing with milk and honey. (Dt 26.5-10) 

To express their gratitude for what God had done to free and provide for his peo
ple they were to join in presenting to the Lord the first of the "fruit of the 
ground" as a celebration of "all the bounty that the Lord God" had given to them 
(Dt 26.5-II). 

For the early Christians, analogous to this communal expression of gratitude 
for God's action in behalf of the people of Israel is the Eucharist-a New Testa
ment term that comes from a Greek word for rendering thanks. The gratitude to 
be expressed by the new covenant community is for God's provision of the Mes
siah whose coming, life, teachings, sacrificial death, and glorious resurrection bring 
reconciliation of alienated humanity to God for those who trust in this divine act 
of human renewal. Thus the Eucharist, recalling the bread and wine shared with 
Jesus by the disciples on the night before his execution, ~ow serves as a communal 
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celebration of what God has done through Christ for the forgiveness and forma
tion of his new covenant people. It is also a symbolic assurance of the ultimate 
triumph of God's purpose for his people and for creation. This will result in the 
establishment of the new social order, the Kingdom of God (Mk I4.22-25). 

Paul highlights the importance of sharing in this rite as a symbol of the basic 
unity of God's new people, in spite of differences in social and cultural status 
among the members (I Cor II.I7-22). One is to be cautious about participation 
in the communion if certain features of what is used in it are obtained from pa
gan or ritually impure sources. Crucial is the avoidance of offending observers of 
Jewish or Greek background, as well as other members of the new community. 
Similarly, one must avoid eating any substance that is offensive to other members 
(I Cor 8.IO-I3). Proper behavior is by no means a purely private matter: one 
must take fully into account how one's actions affect other members of the com
munity. 

Specifics of the ethical standards for the new community derive from at least 
three sources, but they are at times altered significantly: the Jewish Scriptures, the 
Jesus traditions, and dominant features of Greco-Roman ethics-especially the 
Stoic tradition. Examples of these adaptations are as follows: Jesus' command
ment that goes beyond the Mosaic prohibitions of killing anyone to a warning 
of judgment that will come on those who are angry toward or insult a brother or 
sister (Mt 5.2I-22 vs. Ex 20.I3; Dt 5.I7; I6.I8). The Pauline commandment 
about avoiding divorce and remarriage when one's companion is not converted (I 
Cor 7.IO-II) is different from the rule set down in the Law of Moses. There 
the issues are a mix of personal choice and ritual defilement: a man may divorce 
his wife if she displeases him or he finds something objectionable in her, and he 
may not remarry her if she is subsequently married to another man and then di
vorced (Dt 24.I-4). 

The essential social factor of marriage and divorce is addressed directly by 
Paul. He builds his case on the subject by urging that one should maintain his or 
her marital status in spite of personal difficulties and conflict on the ground that 
the coming of Christ was expected to occur soon, and then all such problems 
would be resolved and an unbelieving spouse might be converted (I Cor 
7.I2-I6). This position on divorce is different, however, from the teaching of 
Jesus in Matthew 5.31-32, which reports the permission of divorce in the case of 
infidelity. Thus the patterns of social relationships at the personal level vary 
within the New Testament, and diverge from the rules for the people in the Law 
of Moses. 

The fruit of the Spirit-which is the moral transformation that the Spirit 
produces in the life of the believer, according to Paul (Gal 5.22-23rindudes 
not only the traditional biblical virtues-love, joy, peace, kindness, goodness, 
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faithfulness-but also those moral qualities that are defined and called for in the 
Stoic tradition: "endurance" [ makrotbumia ], "uprightness" [clmstotes ], "goodness" 
[ agatbosune ], and most notably, "self-control" [ engkrateia ]. These qualities are not 
merely matters of inner personal morality; they shape group life and serve as pub
lic testimony to the moral qualities that are to be fostered and followed by the 
members of the new covenant community. 

Such cross-cultural facets of early Christianity are also dearly evident in other 
New Testament writings, as may be noted in an analysis of the Letter to the He
brews and Letter of James, where Christian beliefs are set forth in perspectives that 
feature Greek and Roman philosophy and culture. Thus it is dear that the early 
Christian movement did not take a stand in sharp opposition to Greco-Roman 
culture as a whole, but instead drew upon its insights and models in literary, so
cial, and conceptual ways. 

The most rigid and demanding rules for ethical and social life set forth in the 
New Testament are those in the Gospel of Matthew, which presents Jesus as of
fering a new law that is to be fully obeyed, with no provision for relaxing its de
mands on the members of the new community (Mt 5.17-19; see below). Subse
quent development of moral requirements is evident in such post-New Testament 
writings as the Didacbe. Matching this movement toward more specific ethical stan
dards is the emergence of structures of community leadership. 

ne Organization and Leadership of the Community 
Major factors for the analysis of the modes of early Christian community are, of 
course, differences in group definition and group formation, especially with regard 
to the development of leadership roles. It is useful in seeking the distinctive fea
tures in the origins of Christianity to note analogous roles and structures in Ju
daism at the turn of the eras. 

LEADERSHIP IN THE NEW COMMUNITY 

APOSTLES. The term "apostle" [apostolos] is a transliteration based on the Greek 
verb, apostello, which means to send forth. Its meaning corresponds with the Eng
lish word "envoy" and carries with it the sense of one who has been commissioned 
to perform an important role. In the case of Paul, it was his encounter with the 
risen Christ (I Cor 15.8-10) that resulted in what he perceived to have been 
God's commissioning him for his special role: "[God] was pleased to reveal his 
Son to me so that I might proclaim him among the Gentiles" (Gal 1.16). Paul's 
grasp of the dominant Greco-Roman culture of his time as evident in his skilled, 
conceptually cultivated writing, his grasp of the prophetic and legal traditions of 
Judaism, and his ability to communicate across cultural boundaries demonstrates 
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his remarkable suitability to carry out his pioneering role as the apostle conveying 
the good news about Jesus Christ across the socioculturally wider Roman world. 

Divine call and enabling of the apostles were seen as essential for showing the 
shared life among them and the continuity between them and Jesus, as well as the 
appropriation of their tradition through what the church proclaimed about Jesus, 
the ethical demands it made for its members, and the organizational structures 
that began to emerge in the new community. This principle of continuity accounts 
for the attribution of the letters, Gospels, and the Revelation of John to apostles. 
Writings that probably came from the next generation after the apostles-such as 
the letters of Peter and John, and the so-called pastoral Epistles that claim to have 
been written by Paul-reflect a later stage in the development of the leadership 
structure of the church (see below). Also, the authority of the Gospel of Luke and 
its second volume, the Acts of the Apostles, manifests the importance for early 
Christians of understanding the apostolic origins, the links for the reliability and 
transmission of the Christian tradition, as well as for the framework and functions 
of the leadership that emerged in this new community. From the outset, however, 
there were certain lesser roles that were nonetheless essential for the growth, in
struction, and guidance of the new community, and for combining tradition with 
the new factors brought by Christ and the work of the Holy Spirit. These are de
scribed below. 

THE PROPHETS. The leaders in Judaism from ancient times included not only the 
rulers-judges, priests, Levites-but also those who were perceived to be special 
messengers from God to his people: the prophets. The prophets in this tradition 
include not only those whose messages from God to his people were recorded in 
what have been called the prophetic books of the Bible, but also men and women 
who down through the history of Israel were the messengers and agents of God 
who conveyed his purpose and standards to his people. They include Abraham, 
Aaron, Miriam, and Deborah (Gn 20.7; Ex 7.I; Jgs 4.4)-but also Moses, who 
is said to have had no equal as a prophet (Dt 34.10), and who became the nor
mative figure. Moses is to be followed one day by a prophet who will convey to 
all of God's people the divine purpose. Through him they will all respond in faith
ful obedience (Dt I8.I5-I8). Other prophetic messengers of God to his people 
were Elijah and Elisha. Elijah's return to call the people to repentance and to 
launch the era of divine judgment is predicted in Malachi 4.5-6, and John the 
Baptist is identified as Elijah in Matthew I I. I 4.16 Thus the new faithful commu
nity is promised divine messengers. 

In Acts 3.I7-26, however, Peter is reported as claiming that the prophet 
whose coming was promised in Deuteronomy I8.IS-I8 as God's agent for achiev
ing inclusiveness of his people has already arrived and launched this new commu-
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nity: Jesus. In the Q source of the gospel tradition Jesus predicts that the leaders 
who honor the prophets by building tombs will sadly follow the example of their 
ancestors, who killed the prophets (Lk I 1.49). In the Gospel of John Jesus is like
wise identified as a prophet (4.19) but as one who will "receive no honor in his 
own country" ( 4.44 ). 

When Paul is describing the roles that the Holy Spirit enables members of the 
community to carry out, he mentions prophecy (I Cor I2.10), a role that he ranks 
as second in authority to that of the apostles (I2.28). In Matthew the disciples 
are warned that they will suffer persecution like that experienced by "the prophets 
who were before you" (S.I2). In Mathew I0.40-4I there is a promise that some 
hearers will receive the disciples who are prophets just as they received him and in 
7.22-23 a warning about those who falsely claim a prophetic role in Jesus' name. 
In Acts Christian prophets foretell future events (I 1.27-30), and the predictive 
role of those empowered by the Spirit is reported in Acts 2l.I-I4. Paul is de
picted in Acts as a prophet granted visions and insights, beginning with his con
version (9.3-6)P Continuing with his confrontation with civil authorities 
(13.9-12) are his vision of the spread of the gospel across the Mediterranean 
world (16.6-9), the reassurance he is granted of God's safeguarding him against 
attack (I8.9-10), and the prediction that he will stand trial before Caesar 
(27.23-24). In the Gospel of John the role of the disciples, empowered by the 
Paraclete-counselor, aide, who is the Spirit of Truth-assures the continuing 
presence of Christ with the faithful as teacher, enabler, and foreteller of the future 
of God's purpose (16.13). These who are thus enabled are now sent into the world 
to proclaim the truth and to persuade others to trust in Christ (17.6-19). This is 
their prophetic role. 

The predictive aspect of prophecy is highlighted in Revelation, where the au
thor has written prophecy (1.3) through his having been commissioned and em
powered by God (22.7) and having been granted visions of the future fulfillment 
of God's purpose of renewal of his people and of the creation (21.9-10; 22.6-7, 
9-10, 18-19). Thus in the New Testament, prophecy embodies divinely granted 
powers of foresight and insight, but these are not personal disclosures for indi
viduals. Rather, they convey to the community the following: what the future pur
pose of God is, how it is to be fulfilled, and how God's people are to live in prepa
ration for this. 

TEACHER/DISCIPLE. Another major mode of communication to God's people of 
his purpose for them in the early Christian tradition is that of teacher/ disciple. 
These roles were of course at that time abundantly evident in both the Greco
Roman and the Jewish traditions. Paul highlights the importance of the commu
nication of divine wisdom by God to his people-the ability both to grasp it and 
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to communicate it (I Cor I2.7-8). One important function in relation to com
munication is that of the scribe. The vast majority of the people in the ancient 
Near East, as well as in Greco-Roman society, were illiterate. They needed help 
from those who could read and write for purposes of communication, as well as 
for forming and keeping records. This was especially important with regard to re
ligious traditions, such as the Jews' keeping and conveying the insights of the 
prophets and of the legal norms. Josephus, the Jewish historian, depicts the roles 
of scribes as ranging from village copyists to members of the regional council. 

But the Jewish term for scribes, sopherim, means "people of the book" and was 
used for those who gave instruction in the Jewish Bible. The importance of the 
role of the teacher is indicated in the later books, such as Proverbs and Ecclesi
astes, where there are appeals to the reader to apply one's mind to instruction, 
while those who are capable are to teach others-such as the call to "make in
struction shine forth like the dawn" (Sir 34.9-13). And a major figure in the com
munity that produced the Dead Sea Scrolls was called "the Teacher of Right
eousness:' This scribal tradition-preserving and giving instruction in the sacred 
texts-was taken over by the early Christians, as is evident from the writings now 
known as the New Testament. 

The teacher/learner relationship is, of course, dominant in the Gospels. The 
most common term by which the followers of Jesus are identified is "disciple"
more than 250 times in the four Gospels! Jesus does not merely convey informa
tion to his followers: he instructs them according to his perception of his role and 
theirs in the redemptive purpose of God, and it is this message that they are to 
obey and transmit. 

ELDER. In common Jewish usage, "elders" was reserved for heads of a family or clan 
who were brought together to serve as representatives of the people of Israel as a 
whole. They made sacrifices and received and conveyed instruction to the people 
concerning the "words of the Lord" (Ex 242). They were the chief figures present 
when all Israel was gathered, as in Joshua 23-24, and they transmitted the message 
of the prophets to the people (Is 3.14; Jer 19.I). It was they who represented the 
people of the land and comprised the council that was the central locus of author
ity (I Kgs 20.7; 21.8; 2 Sm I9.I6-I8; I Kgs 8.1). In the periods of Persian and 
Greco-Roman domination of the land of Israel the elders comprised the official 
council that was granted a degree of regional autonomy by the major foreign power. 
The Greek term for this council, synedrion, was later transliterated and used to desig
nate the subsequent Jewish religious council, which called itself the Sanhedrin.18 

BISHOP. This term in English is a loose transliteration of the Greek word episko
pos, which has a range of meanings: an overseer or guardian, a supervisor or a pro-
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tector, or a tutor who guides the development of the mind. In the Septuagint (the 
Greek translation of the Jewish Bible) it refers to both divine and human roles as 
overseers, in a temple as well as in the army. In the opening of his letter to the 
Philippians (I. I) Paul uses episkopos as well as diakonos [deacon J to refer in a general 
way to the supervisory and subservient roles carried out by the church leaders. 
Similarly, in Acts 20. I 7 Paul is reported to have described the role of the elders 
as "overseers" of the church of God. And in I Peter 2.25 Christ is designated as 
the shepherd and guardian [episkopos] of souls. 

In the pastorals (written in the name of Paul in a later generation), there is a 
detailed description of bishop as a category of official church leadership (I Tm 
3.I-7), but with strict personal requirements: married only once, temperate, sen
sible, dignified, and hospitable. His responsible role with his own family is to be 
mirrored in his leadership in the church. The fact that he is not to be "a recent 
convert" confirms the conclusion that this letter comes from later than the first 
generation of Christians, since then all the members and leaders would have been 
recent converts. In the Christian writings now known as the Apostolic Fathers
written in the second century C.E.-we have more details about the appointment 
and the function of bishops. There they are given authoritative, supervisory roles, 
and all the members of the community are to be subject to them.19 Ignatius, in his 
Letter to the Epbesians,20 urges the members in Ephesus to be "joined together in one 
subjection," submissive to the bishop and the presbytery. The members are to live 
in "harmonious concord" to God through Christ, based on obedience to the 
bishop on the part of the presbytery and the members as a whole (Ign., Epb. 4-5). 
The members are to "yield obedience without hypocrisy" (Ign., Epb. 3.I). In his 
Letter to tbe Magnesians Ignatius enjoins respect for the bishop, who carries out his 
role "according to the power of God the Father" even though he is young. Ignatius 
goes on to call for submission to the bishop as the agent of god: "Be zealous to 
do all things in harmony with God, with the bishop presiding in the place of God 
and the presbyters [elders J in the place of the Council of the Apostles, and the 
deacons, who are most dear to me, entrusted with the service [ diakonia] of Jesus 
Christ:' The members are to take care that "there be nothing which can divide you, 
but [that they J be united with the bishop and with those who preside over you as 
an example and lesson of immortality (Ign., Magn. 6.I-2). 

DEACON. The Greek words from which "deacon" is transliterated are the verb, di
akoneo (which means to render a service to oneself, to other humans or to a deity) 
and the noun diakonos, which refers to the one who performs such service. This ser
vice can include menial work, such as waiting on tables, but it includes personal 
service, providing and caring for those who are in need, as well as offering gifts on 
the altar of a deity. In the New Testament, however, diakoneo and diakonos are used 
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with reference to providing for the needy, and even to suffering for their benefit
for which Christ is the model in giving his life "as a ransom for many" (Mk 
!0.45). Those who perform this role in the New Testament include the disciples 
and apostles, who follow the model of the suffering Christ. Paul identifies him
self and the apostles as servants of God (2 Cor 3.6, 6.4), as well as Timothy (I 
Thes 3.2). 

Diakonos as a more formal office is implied in Colossians I .25, where the writer 
describes his role as "a divine office" that enables him to reveal the mystery of 
God's purpose to the saints. In I Timothy 3.8-I3 specific qualifications for the 
office are laid down: males and females who take on this task are to follow mod
eration in their lives and show integrity in their piety and doctrine ( 4.6-8). Thus 
"deacon" is not merely a general term for service in the church but has become a 
leadership title within the new community. The pattern of defined emergent roles 
of service, responsibility, and leadership is clearly developing by the early second 
century C.E. 

THE CHRISTIAN ROLE OF PRIEST. "Priest" appears in the letters of Paul and the 
later New Testament writings as a recurrent metaphor for Christ's sacrificial death 
and its basic significance for the community of faith, rather than as a title for an 
official role in the church. Only in Romans I5.I6 does Paul approach the designa
tion of himself as a priest when he explicitly uses the image of priestly role and 
sacrifice in describing his ministry "of Jesus Christ to the Gentiles" as "priestly ser
vice of the gospel of God:' Yet the term he uses here for his role as minister, lei
tourgos, is clearly akin to our word "liturgy" and implies a mode of sacramental ser
vice. Similarly he uses the verb hierourgonta with reference to his ministry as "priestly 
service of the gospel of God" and describes his success in converting Gentiles to 
faith in Christ as a "sacrificial offering" that he is presenting to God. The terms are 
largely metaphorical, but they draw on the Jewish tradition of the priests as the di
vine agents through whom ritual renewal of God's people is accomplished. 

Throughout the Letter to the Hebrews, however, the sacrificial death of Christ 
and the renewal of his people achieved by that are depicted in imagery that builds 
more directly on the priestly traditions of Israel. Priestly features also appear in I 
Peter and Revelation. Thus in I Peter 2.5 the community is called to be "built into 
a spiritual house, to be a holy priesthood, and to offer spiritual sacrifices accept
able to God through Jesus ChrisC:' In 2.9 the people of God are described in im
agery drawn from the Jewish priestly tradition: "a chosen race, a royal priesthood, 
a holy nation, God's own people:' In the same way Revelation I .5-6 tells the com
munity that it has been "freed from our sins by [Christ's] blood and made ... a 
kingdom, priests to God and his Father:' In the hymn of praise to the Lamb of 
God in Revelation 5.9-IO, Christ is praised because "[he was] slaughtered and by 
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[his] blood [he J ransomed for God saints from every tribe and language and peo
ple and nation," and "[he has J made them to be a kingdom and priests [in service J 
to God, and they will reign on earth:' Thus the priestly and royal roles are com
bined in the work to which God has called his new people and that they are be
ing enabled to fulfill. The picture here is primarily that of the significance of a 
mission to be fulfilled rather than the defining of a formal priestly office. 

These are the roles and offices depicted in the New Testament as developing in 
keeping with the purpose of God for the renewal of his people, and in the outwork
ing of that purpose through the indwelling power and guidance of the Spirit of God. 

The Range of Community Structures 
and Intellectual Orientations 
As is evident from the analyses of the evidence offered above, the impact of the 
Christian message about Jesus and the divine purpose to be achieved through him 
for renewal of his people and of the creation took different forms, almost from 
the outset. It was not until Christianity was adopted by the Roman emperor Con
stantine in the fourth century, however, and councils were assembled and com
missioned to establish uniform structures of faith and order, that uniformity of 
faith and practice was fostered.21 Up until that time, those who claimed to be heirs 
of the Christian tradition diverged in significant ways. This was the case with re
spect to organizational structures within the churches and to defining the com
munity of faith. Regional tensions and ethnic and cultural differences among 
those who adopted-and adapted-the Christian tradition resulted in a range of 
authoritarian churchly structures-Greek, Latin, Syriac, Coptic, etc. The diverse 
basic conceptual models of community for the early Christians may be character
ized as follows. 

The Escbatologically Oriented 
Those for whom Jesus was primarily seen as the divine agent for punitive termination 
of the present world order and replacement of it by the new order-the eschatolog
ical kingdom of God-were content with a minimum of leadership or institutional 
structures, and devoted their energies to warning the world of the impending cosmic 
judgment and inviting all who would listen to their message of the good news to rec
ognize Jesus as messenger and agent for the establishment of God's rule in the world, 
the triumph over the powers of evil, and the reward for the faithful. This type of 
Christian group produced apocalyptic documents, some of which are included in the 
New Testament, and others that have survived to the present day. The former are most 
notably Mark and the Q source in the gospel tradition, the letters of Paul and those 
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attributed to Peter, but especially the Revelation of John. The non-canonical writings 
of this type include the following: The Ascension of Isaiah, Christian Sibyllines-
imitating the Roman writings attributed to the Sibyls predicting the future-and 
apocalypses attributed to Peter, Paul, and Thomas.22 

De Mystically Oriented 
Building on the mystical religious tradition of direct experience of the deity, as ev
ident in Judaism of the Roman period and subsequendy in early Christianity, there 
developed a belief that it was possible for the faithful seeker to have a personal en
counter with the divine. As noted above, this factor became important in Judaism 
at the time of the turn of the eras-most notably in the writings of Philo of 
Alexandria, who interpreted the Jewish Scriptures allegorically, perceiving both the 
legal and the narrative traditions to be expressions of inner experience of the di
vine by individuals. The features of the Temple and the sacrificial system were in
terpreted in ways that served to provide a sense of the immediate access for the 
faithful to the realm of the divine. 

That same motif, as noted above, appeared in the Gospel of John, where the 
images of Christ and of the new community are perceived to be symbolic de
scriptions of the ways in which the faithful can come into the presence of God 
through Christ, and can experience immediately the transforming and renewing 
divine power of God. Unlike some mystical traditions that portray this access to 
the divine in mosdy solitary terms, where the individual has a private experience 
of the divine, in John's Gospel God is seen as meeting and renewing his people in 
a variety of corporate images: flock and shepherd, shared bread and wine, vine and 
branches. The central theme of this gospel is the experience of a new life by the 
new community through the newly revealed agent of God-Jesus Christ-and the 
power of renewal that is thus made available to these people who responded in 
faith to Christ and his message of renewal. 

De Ethnically and Culturally Inclusive Community 
A third motif that appears in the New Testament texts is the divine intent to form 
a new community that is inclusive in ethnic and cultural terms. This is embodied 
and documented in the twin writings of Luke and Acts. That conviction is direcdy 
expressed in Peter's sermon as reported in Acts 2.I7, where God's Spirit is to be 
poured out "upon all flesh" (i.e., on all of humanity) with the consequence that 
"everyone who calls on the name of the Lord shall be saved" (2.2I), regardless of 
race or ethnic origin. That divine purpose of an inclusive covenant community is 
anticipated and foreshadowed in the Gospel of Luke, but takes on concrete form 
and reality in the launching of this worldwide program as described in Acts. In Acts 
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the message is expressed in ways that not only reach across cultural boundaries but 
also transcend religious traditions as well as social distinctions. This is what Paul 
declares in Galatians 328: for those who have trusted in Christ and received the rite 
of baptism "there is neither Jew nor Greek, there is neither slave nor free, there is 
neither male nor female; for you are all one in Christ Jesus:' Their public testimony 
to their trust in Christ as God's agent of human renewal places them in the tradi
tion of the children of Abraham--the archetype of the people of God. The re
sulting intimacy of this new relationship to God finds expression through the 
Spirit of God who indwells his new people: "God has sent the Spirit of his Son 
into our hearts, crying, i\bba, Father"'-a term that connotes the loving intimacy 
of relationship between father and offspring (Gal4.6). Humanly contrived as well 
as genetically transmitted family identity and relationship, which build on and are 
defined by differences and distinctions, have been overcome by God through the 
Son for the benefit of the new people that is being formed in response to Christ. 

Order and Structure .for the Community 
Yet human nature, which finds security in well-defined structures and the articu
lation-and enforcement-of rules and standards, has reacted negatively to the 
message and model of inclusiveness and to the notion of personal communication 
of the divine will and purpose by establishing well-defmed structures for author
ity and behavior. These features are especially evident in some of the early Chris
tian writings, as we have noted above: in the Gospel of Matthew with its portrayal 
of Jesus giving a new law on the mountain, just as in antiquity God did for Israel 
through Moses. Modification of the authentic Pauline tradition of the inclusive
ness of the community-which depends on the love of Christ and the guidance 
of the Holy Spirit for individual and group moral actions-takes place with the 
production in the next generation of the Deutero-Pauline writings (Ephesians and 
the pastorals) with their explicit guidelines for establishing authority roles to guide 
the churches in their ongoing life. Both the rank and the specific areas of author
ity are spelled out in these later writings, which seem to have been written in or
der to document later ecclesiastical authority by attributing it to the earlier tradi
tion in the name of the apostle. 

Dealing with Diversity within the Early Christian Traditions 
The early Christian writings that came to be preserved and regarded as authorita
tive in the church by the second century were sufficiently diverse in perspective and 
content-and for many they were seen as in competition with other Christian 
writings-that it was felt that a decision must be made as to which of these writ
ings were to be regarded as authoritative for the church. The diversity within 
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Judaism at the time of Jesus is evident not only from references to different Jew
ish groups, such as priests, Pharisees, and Sadducees, but also from the Jewish 
writings that show the influence of Greek philosophy, such as the writings of 
Philo of Alexandria, who interpreted the Scriptures allegorically. In order to de
fine what Judaism was it was essential to draw up a list of writings to be consid
ered as Scripture.23 The term that came to be used for the list of those writings 
considered to be authoritative was "canon;' which is from the Greek for "measur
ing stick:' Subsequently, the Christians claimed to be the true people of God and 
the real heirs of God's promises through the prophets of Israel recorded in the 
Scriptures. This is evident from Paul's declaration that the death, burial, and res
urrection of Jesus are "in accordance with the scriptures;' as well as from the 
dozens of statements in the Gospels and Acts that what Jesus and the apostles did 
was in fulfillment of the Scriptures. Thus by claiming to be the covenant people, 
it was essential for the early Christians, as it was for the Jews, to decide which writ
ings were canonical. 

This was very important for the Christians in their claim that they were the 
people of the new covenant-through whom the New Testament was produced
in contrast to the people of the old covenant, whose sacred writings the Christians 
designated as the Old Testament. Major functions of these Jewish writings included 
in the Christian canon were to define the old covenant people and the rules by which 
they were to live and serve God and to identifY the promises made concerning God's 
plan conveyed through the prophets of Israel for the future renewal of his people 
and of the whole creation. It was along these lines that the decisions concerning the 
canon of Christian Scriptures set the modes of definition for the new community, 
the standards by which its members were to live in relation to both the membership 
and the wider world. The role of its leaders had also to be defined. As we have noted, 
this process continued down into the second and succeeding centuries. 

There was also a necessity for this new movement to deal with groups that 
challenged the leaders and the majority points of view, claiming to have been given 
divine truth. Such a group was the Gnostics, who insisted that God had given 
them special knowledge and insight that differed sharply from the mainstream of 
Christianity and fostered the development of groups of its adherents. Thus the 
mainstream Christian leaders had to exercise authority in denouncing such claims 
and in dismissing from church membership those who adopted such views. The 
emergence of these sects, with their claims to possess the real Christian truth, led 
to the heightening of the authority of the central leadership and the specification 
through formally developed creeds of what the proper beliefs and practices were 
to be for the members of the church. The result was an increasingly authoritative 
sense of the role of the leadership and the dismissal and denunciation of those 
promoting divergent beliefs and practices in the name of Christianity. 
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Yet by the designation as canonical of the diverse documents that comprise 

the New Testament, the potential remained-and is operative down to the pres

ent day-for a diversity of concepts of the covenant community, of the role of 

Christ in the purpose of God, of the future of God's purpose for his people and 

creation, and for the rules and norms by which those who claim to be the people 

of the new covenant are to live. 

Notes 
I. This theory is central to Buber, which distinguishes between one type of faith in 

which one finds oneself in the relationship of faith and is a member of a community
Judaism-and another type in which one is converted as an isolated individual and finds 
community as one of a group of converts--Christianity (1951: 9). This distinction dom
inated late nineteenth- and early twentieth-century popular Christian piety. It is reflected in 
both gospel songs and spirituals of that period: "I come to the garden alone ... and he 
walks with me, and he talks with me, and he tells me I am his own"; and "Just a little talk 
with Jesus makes it right, all right:' This individualistic piety has its counterpart in the ex
istentialist interpretation of Christian origins, represented most notably in the work of Ger
man New Testament scholar Rudolf Bultmann, who sought to correlate Christian faith 
with existentialist philosophy, highlighting only private commitment of faith and ignoring 
the powerful impact of redefined group identity, which pervades the New Testament. 

2. An excellent survey of the relationship between sociology and the historical devel
opment of religion is offered by sociologist Thomas F. O'Dea, especially section 4, "So
ciology of Religion: Sociological Theory" (1970: 201-93). 

3. My own historical methods have been directly influenced by these relevant socio
logical factors, in both theoretical and historical terms (Kee 1980, I989). 

4. I have indicated in detail the diversities with regard to covenant definition among the 
New Testament writings, as well as the authors' common concern for community identity, 
in Who Are the People cif God? (I 995). 

5. The major options are sketched in chapter I of Kee (I995: I7-54), which offers 
an analysis of "Models of Community in the Literature of Postexilic Judaism:' 

6. Apocalyptic sections of the canonical prophets include Isaiah 24-27, 56-57 and 
Zechariah 9-I4. 

7. The many writings attributed to Enoch-who is said to have been taken up to God 
rather than to have died (Gn 5.I8-24)--were found among the Dead Sea Scrolls, and ap
pear in OTP I. 

8. From Jesus' initial announcement of the coming of the kingdom of God (Mk 
I.I4-I5) throughout his career of preaching and healing, culminating in his last instruc
tion to the disciples about the events that will precede the coming of God's rule, and his fi
nal meal with his disciples-where he speaks of being reunited with them when the king
dom of God has come (Mk 14.25)--the message of Jesus involves preparation for the 
coming triumph of God's rule. A vivid affirmation of this is offered in the Sayings Tradi
tion (called by scholars the Q source): "If it is by the finger of God that I expel demons, 
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then the kingdom of God has come upon you" (Lk I 120). Thus both Mark and Q pro
vide evidence for the perception of the new community as those to whom God has dis
dosed the wisdom of his purpose for renewal of the world through Jesus. 

9. Paul seeks to prepare the new community for the struggles and ultimate triumph 
of God's purpose through Jesus, especially in I Corinthians 15.20--57 and I Thessaloni
ans 4.13-18. 

10. Paul includes Stoic virtues among the fruits that the Spirit produces in the lives of 
the faithful (Gal 5.22-23). And features of his expectation of the fulfillment of God's pur
pose also correspond to the beliefs of Stoics about the divine moral renewal of the creation. 

I I. This experience of Jesus is seen as the fulfillment of the prophetic promise, "Out 
of Egypt have I called my son" (Mt 2.15; Hos II.I). 

12. The five sections are composed of narrative and discourse: 3.1-7.29, 8.1-10.42, 
ILl, 13.52, 13.53-18.35, 19.1-25.46. Following each of these sections is a statement, 
"When Jesus had finished:' 

13. In Mark 1.2-3 and Matthew 3.3 the quotation by John ends with "make his paths 
straight" (Is 40.3 ). 

14. This story is told in Mark 3.13-19 and Matthew 10.1-4. 
IS. The reference to the major ancestor of Israel as a "wandering Aramaean" recalls 

the nomadic life of the early Israelites and their shift to a settled mode of existence in the 
land that they took over-an event regarded as the result of God's action in their behalf, 
when they returned from Egypt and settled in the land God had given them and from 
which they now harvested crops. The Aramaeans were a diverse people whose origins were 
the Syro-Arabian desert, whose language was Aramaic, who spread across Syria and upper 
Mesopotamia, but who were never united into a single political entity. 

16. Similar identification of John and Elijah is offered in Mark 9.9-13 and Matthew 
17.9-13. 

17. Described again in 16.6-9; 22.6-21; 26.12-18. 
18. The term "rabbi;' which came to be used for the Jewish religious leaders, was sim

ply a title of honor, meaning "my lord" or "my master:' But it came to serve as a desig
nation for those considered to be interpreters and formulators of the ongoing meaning 
and relevance of the Law of Moses for the Jewish community. 

19. For example, I Ckment 42-44, and extensively in the Letters of Ignatius. 
20. Ignatius was probably martyred during the reign of the Roman emperor Trajan 

(98--II7 C.E.). He was bishop of Antioch in Syria and visited and wrote letters to several 
churches in Asia Minor. 

21. Significantly, the creedal formulation that has continued down through history to 
be appealed to as normative is the creed attributed to Constantine, under whom Chris
tianity became the official religion. 

22. These apocalypses are available with introductions and translations in New Testament 
Apocrypha. 

23. This complicated process within Judaism has been superbly analyzed by James A. 
Sanders in his article on canon in the Anchor Bible Dictionary (vol. I, 837-52). 
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M ANY SOCIOLOGISTS HAVE NOTED that one of the most important as
pects of group self-definition is boundary drawing-defining who 
"we" are as over against "them." One of the most comprehensive analy

ses of this function was given by Talcott Parsons in his study of the evolution 
of societies. Parsons proposed that basic to all social systems, even at the most 
primitive level, is "a system of constitutive symbolism, which gives members of the so
ciety their own self-definition, or collective identity, so that the conception, 'We, 
the ... ' is meaningful. This is a kind of answer to the two questions of who and 
what we are" (Parsons 1966: 33). 

As Christianity developed after the time of Jesus, its charismatic leader, it nec
essarily and inevitably followed this pattern of defining itself by drawing bound
aries, first between itself and Judaism (as a religion) and then between itself and 
pagan religion, a complex that comprised both polytheism and civic religion. In 
the beginning of the new movement, of course, Christianity was a part of Judaism 
and shared the Jewish concept of boundary between itself and paganism. What, 
then, led to the boundary drawing between Christianity and Judaism? This is the 
question that we must investigate first. 1 In pursuing that investigation, we shall 
need to look at how the situation developed in Judah and Galilee--the Jewish 
homeland-prior to the first Jewish revolt against Rome (concluded in 70 C.E.) 
and then between that time and the second revolt (concluded in 135). We shall 
see that the first revolt precipitated altered relations between Jewish Christians and 
non-Christian Jews and that the second revolt cemented the cleavage. We shall also 
see that those altered relations are readily explicable on sociological principles. 

When we then turn to the wider world of early gentile Christianity, we shall 
see that non-Christian Judaism had little interest in that aspect of the new reli
gion, but that there was much competition among different groups of Christians 
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and that the group that was successful was the one that drew the right boundaries 
between a too-Jewish Christianity, on the one hand, and a too-pagan Christianity, 
on the other. Here it will be obvious that Christianity followed a normal devel
opment as an emerging new religious movement (NRM). To begin, we must as
semble the evidence-first for Judah and Galilee before 70. 

The most obvious approach would be to turn to the Book of Acts in the New 
Testament, which provides the only narrative of the first decades of Christianity. 
Unfortunately, however, there are severe problems with that narrative. Not only is 
the narrative too much the product of the author's literary skill (Cadbury 1920; 
Dibelius 1956), but the narrative of conflict between Jewish authorities and the 
fledgling Jerusalem church is confusing. Chapters 2-4 tell of Jewish persecutions 
of some of the apostles but not of rank-and-file Christians, but when a general 
persecution occurs in chapter 8 it is the rank and file who are driven out of 
Jerusalem while the apostles remain, apparently unhindered. Then there are many 
statements in the early chapters about the goodwill that the Christians enjoyed 
among the populace, and there are narratives about thousands of converts; yet 
when Stephen, a leader of the church, is lynched, it is "the people and the elders 
and the scribes" (Acts 6:12) who carry out the lynching-thus apparently the gen
eral populace. Finally, except for the case of Stephen, Acts never offers a consis
tent or sufficient rationale for Jewish persecution. Thus we need to look elsewhere 
for information about the conflict between Christian Jews and others, and for the 
causes of that conflict. We turn first to the letters of Paul, the former Pharisee 
(Phil3:5) and apostle to Gentiles (e.g., Gal2:I-9), who was active approximately 
45-55 C.E. 

In several places (I Cor I5:9; Gal I:I3, 23; Phil 3:6) Paul writes that he for
merly, before becoming a Christian, "persecuted" the church. He never, however, 
gives any content to that persecution. Nevertheless, he sometimes refers to his being 
persecuted as a Christian missionary, and here we do get some content. In 2 
Corinthians I I :24 he writes that he "five times received from Jews forty save one;' 
a known synagogue punishment of thirty-nine lashes (Lietzmann I 949: I 5 I); and 
in Galatians 5:I I he asks, "If I yet preach circumcision, why do I yet suffer perse
cution?" Since that question comes in the midst of his trying to persuade the gen
tile Christians in Galatia not to accept circumcision (symbolizing a conversion to 
Judaism), as some Christians sent from Jerusalem had been ttying to persuade them 
to do, we may assume that the persecution that Paul received had to do with his 
converting Gentiles to Christianity as a new religion rather than as a Jewish movement. 

Such persecution likely occurred on Paul's visits to Jerusalem, not in synagogues 
in the Diaspora. In I Thessalonians 2:14-I6 Paul advises the Thessalonian Chris
tians that they "have become imitators ... of the churches ... in Judaea, for [the 
Thessalonians J have suffered the same things ... from [their J own people as they 
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[ sc., the Judaean churches] from the Jews:' In other words, whatever persecution was 
occurring in Thessalonica, it was not being carried out by Jews. Back in Judaea, 
however, some Jewish authorities did persecute Jewish Christians-perhaps those 
who, like Paul, were severing Christian salvation from its J~wish matrix. 

In the early Jewish-Christian layer or source of the present Gospel of Matthew 
we find fUrther evidence corroborating our conclusions drawn from Paul's letters.2 

In Matthew 23.34 Jesus prophesies that he "will send prophets and sages and scribes 
to you [sc., the scribes and Pharisees]. You will kill and crucify some of them, and 
some of them you will flog in your synagogues and harry from city to city:' This se
quence--kill, crucify, flog, harry-smacks strongly of a temporal sequence, and one 
may suspect that the Matthean source has been led to this statement because of the 
traditions of Jewish killing of the prophets and crucifying of Jesus, and because of what 
the author knows of fogging and harrying of Christians. (The parallel in Luke I I .49 
has only "kill" and "persecute:') While that suspicion may be debatable, neverthe
less, such an understanding of the passage agrees with the evidence from Paul's let
ters; and the fact that Matthew, like Paul, refers to flogging in synagogues leads us 
in the direction of seeing the same kind of punishment/ persecution involved here 
as in· Paul's statements. Nowhere does Matthew provide dues about the causes of 
this persecution, and the question of cause is the more puzzling because, in the Jew
ish-Christian source of Matthew, the Christian mission is dearly restricted to "Is
rael" (Mt 10.23). Therefore the synagogue flogging known to this Jewish-Christian 
source cannot have been for the "crime" of admitting Gentiles to Christianity with
out converting them at the same time to Judaism. 

We may also enter into evidence a brief notice in Josephus's Jewish Antiquities 
20.9.1 (written not long before 100). Josephus writes (in part) that in about the 
year 62 the high priest Ananus "convened the council of judges and led into it the 
brother of Jesus called Christ, James by name, and certain others; and making ac
cusation of them as transgressors, he delivered them to be stoned:' Here we do 
have a Jewish killing of Jewish Christians (thus perhaps explaining the "killing" of 
Mt 23.34), but again without any clarification of motive. 

Literature from the period between the wars is a bit more instructive. A major 
source for this period is the Gospel of John, written apparently sometime before 
90. In this gospel we see the earliest stages of the separation of Christianity from 
Judaism in a particular locale, apparently either in Galilee or somewhere near, and 
the animosities that accompanied that separation, for a number of the conflict set
tings in which Jesus appears in this gospel seem clearly to refer to conflicts between 
Christians and non-Christian Jews at a time when, or shortly after, the Christians 
were still attending synagogue and considered themselves to be good Jews. That 
such is the setting of the oldest traditions in the Gospel of John has been demon
strated by a number of studies and is now widely accepted by New Testament 
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scholars (Meeks 1975, 1985: 94-104; Martyn 1978, 1979; Brown 1979; Ash
ton 1991, esp. 167-75; see also Blasi 1997: 101-70). 

In the ftrst place, the Gospel of John several times mentions divisions, schisms, 
in the Jewish crowd attendant on Jesus, some in the crowd responding favorably to 
Jesus and some with hostility. These scenes doubtless reflect arguments that took 
place after Jesus' time. For example, John 7:I2 reports that some in the crowd 
"said, 'He is good'; but others said, 'Nay, but he misleads the crowd:" Shortly af
ter this division another occurs that is even more complicated, for in 7.40-43 
some are convinced that Jesus is "the Prophet;' some that he is "the Messiah;' and 
some that he cannot be the Messiah because he comes from Galilee and not from 
Bethlehem. Consequently, "A schism occurred in the crowd ... because of him:' 
These arguments about Jesus' identity belong not in his lifetime, but in the early 
Jewish church where it was necessary to clarify which divine or heroic ftgure of 
Jewish belief Jesus was. The Prophet-Messiah debate, we note, appears also in 
Mark 827-29 II Matthew I6.I3-14; Luke 9.18-20, and as well in John 
1.20--21. People may have discussed Jesus' significance during his lifetime; but the 
structured argument "Prophet, Messiah, or neither" surely belongs to the early 
church, as we see from its varied attestation in the gospel tradition. 

There is also the Jewish charge that Jesus is a "leader astray" or that he "leads 
astray" On 7.12, 47). Inasmuch as this charge also appears in Matthew 27.63 and 
materially in Luke 23.2, 5, and I 4--where other words are used to mean that 
Jesus leads people astray-we seem to have here the earliest identifiable Jewish 
anti-Christian polemic (see Stanton I 985). 

By the end of John 8 the arguments over Jesus' true identity degenerate into 
the two sides-those for and those against Jesus-hurling insults at each other. Je
sus charges that his opponents are children of the devil (8.44), and they counter 
that he is a Samaritan and has a daimonion ( v. 48). The tone of the entire section 
8:39-59 is quite shrill, and the passage ends with Jesus' opponents throwing rocks 
at him, at which point he conveniently disappears. John I0:19, finally, reports that 
"a schism occurred again among the Jews because of these sayings;' that Jesus is 
able to lay down his life and to take it up again ( v. I8), etc. When we view these 
differences of opinion and hostilities as belonging not to the career of Jesus, but 
to the emerging church in the process of separation from the synagogue, then we 
can better understand the stages of persecution and separation that followed. The 
evidence here surely concerns only one congregation-either in Galilee or some
where a bit to the north or east of there-but it is possible and even likely that 
similar developments occurred elsewhere. 

This gospel also gives evidence of what Martyn (I979: II6-I8) called "se
cret believers" and Brown (1979: 169) "crypto-Christians;' people who believed 
that Jesus was the Messiah but kept their belief secret in order not to fall into con-
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flict with the enforcers of Jewish "orthodoxy:' Such people are to be seen in the 
parents of the blind man whom Jesus heals in John 9. According to this account, 
after Jesus has restored the sight of the blind man On 9.1-7), certain persons
it is not clear who-conduct him to the Pharisees for reasons not explained. The 
Pharisees seem to want to discover whether a Jewish legal impropriety has taken 
place and question both the healed man and his parents ( vv. 13-23). The man 
who has received sight by the hand of Jesus is rather indefinite about who has 
healed him, and his parents profess ignorance: "Who opened his eyes we do not 
know. Ask him; he is of age" (v. 21). This reply of course leads the reader to think 
that the parents of the healed man wanted to protect themselves in some way, and 
the author of the gospel explains that desire when he then adds, "His parents said 
this because they feared the Jews; for the Jews had already agreed that, if anyone 
confessed him as Christ, he would be aposynagogos" -that is, would be excommu
nicated from the synagogue, the congregation (v. 22). The situation that is envi
sioned here is, therefore, one in which an open confession of Jesus as Messiah (or 
Christ, to use the Greek term) would lead to exclusion from synagogue participa
tion, and one in which some persons might seek to hide their Christianity in or
der not to be so excluded. 

The conclusion of this story further confirms the impression that the perse
cution experienced by the early Johannine Christians was expulsion from the syn
agogue, for we read here that the synagogue authorities "reviled" the man who had 
received his sight ( v. 28) and finally "expelled him:' The term aposynagogos also oc
curs in John 12:42 and 16:2, thus providing abundant evidence that expulsion 
from the synagogue was indeed a punishment that was known in the Johannine 
tradition. (The term appears nowhere else in all of ancient Greek literature.) In 
12.42 we read that "many of the rulers believed in [Christ], but because of the 
Pharisees they did not confess him so that they would not become aposynagogoi" 
(plural); and in 16:2 we have a prophecy of Jesus that "they will make you aposy
nagogoC' Regarding the authority of the Pharisees to expel persons from syna
gogues, we may note that such a situation almost certainly implies a setting after 
the time of the constituting of rabbinic Judaism that followed the destruction of 
Jerusalem in 70. That would place the setting of John 9.22 and 12.42, at least, to
ward the end of the first Christian century. John I 6.2 places into the mouth of 
Jesus a prophecy of these coming events. 

Not only in the examples that we have considered here, but throughout the 
gospel, the flash point of hostility between the Christians and other Jews is the 
claim that Jesus is Messiah. 3 In itself such a belief is hardly a sufficient reason for 
the kind of hostility that John describes, inasmuch as many Jews, both before and 
after Jesus, thought that some person or another was Messiah without thereby 
bringing about such a schism, and one could have raised most of the objections 
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to those other messianic pretenders that John explains were raised to Jesus. In 
some of the designations of Jesus' messiahship, however, we have a very "high" 
Christology-that is, Jesus' messiahship makes him equal to God himsel£ When, 
for example, Jesus claims that he ("the Son") can raise the dead Qohn 5.21), or 
when (10.30) he declares that "I and the Father are one;' the concept of what it 
means to be Messiah has passed into the realm that many Jews would have called 
the heretical. Jesus is, on this understanding, hardly a messiah in any traditional 
sense; rather, as Messiah he is God on earth. When this high Christology appears, 
the expulsion of Christians from the synagogue has apparently occurred already 
(Wahlde 1989: 34-43, 162-64; Blasi 1997: 135-70, esp. 146, 167-68), yet the 
conflict continues, but around a transformed issue! From this time it is true that 
"in John the issue between Jesus and the Jews is precisely that Jesus seeks to make 
himself equal with God" (Segal 1986: 156). 

Apparently, therefore, in the traditions lying behind and taken up into the 
Gospel of John, expulsion from the synagogue was the primary punishment for 
Christians-that is, for those Jews who confessed Jesus as Messiah-a reaction 
that has yet to be explained and to which we must return below. The belief that 
Jesus was (equal to) God will thus have followed that persecution and was, doubt
less at least in part, prompted by it-a point that also requires fuller explana
tion below. 

In addition to expulsion, John also once mentions the killing of Christians (Jn 
16:2), but the future orientation and the subjunctive mood of that sentence 
should evoke skepticism about whether John actually knows of killings that have 
occurred: "The hour is coming when everyone who kills you may think to render 
service to God:' Our skepticism is further increased by John 7.19-20, where 
Jesus suddenly blurts out to his Jewish audience, "Why do you seek to kill me?" 
and they reply, "You have a daimonion; who is seeking to kill you?" If Christian mis
sionaries were occasionally killed by their Jewish audiences (see the discussion of 
stoning below), John nevertheless reports the Jewish attitude to the theme of 
killing: Jews are not trying to kill Christians. 

Let us turn now to other evidence in the Gospel of John for the stage in Jew
ish-Christian relations after the period of expulsion, and that is the one in which 
Jews and Christians understand themselves as different from each other, although 
the Christians are still-at least predominantly-Jewish. Here we should note es
pecially the metaphor of the shepherd and the sheep in John 10.1-6, where the 
Johannine Jesus speaks of leading his sheep out of the sheepfold, even of casting 
them out (ekballo, which means literally "throw out;' although it is also an idiom 
for "lead out"), of going before them, and of their following him. This lovely ex
tended figure of speech, in which Jesus appears as the good shepherd, is at vari
ance with the thrice-repeated aposynagogos. By speaking, however, of Jesus' leading 
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them out the Christians justify the separation as their own doing, and they es
cape-in their own eyes, in any case-the opprobrium of being outcasts. 

The Gospel of John contains a number of other examples of justifying the 
Christian position over against the Jewish, of which we may mention only 
8.17-18: "In your Law it is written that the witness of two persons is true. I am 
the one who witnesses about myself, and the Father who sent me witnesses about 
me:' While that saying may have given comfort to the Johannine Christians, nev
ertheless, the person who maintains that he is himself one of his witnesses and 
who calls God for his second witness is quite alone; we therefore see the belea
guered state of the Johannine Christians. 

Jewish stoning of Christians is mentioned a number of times in the New Tes
tament. Such narratives or prophecies occur in John, Matthew, and Luke-Acts; 
and Paul refers to his having been stoned. In all these instances save one "to stone" 
seems to mean "to (attempt to) kill:' The incident narrated in John 10, however, 
presents a rather different caste and merits careful examination. When Jesus says 
in 10.30, "I and the Father are one;' John records the following scene: 

The Jews again picked up stones in order that they might stone him. Jesus answered 
them, "Many fine works I have shown you from the Father; because of which of 

those works do you stone me?" The Jews answered him, "For a good work we don't 

stone you, but for blasphemy, and because you, a human being, make yourself God:' 

We note two things about this passage. The first is that the cause of perse
cution is here the same that we were able to identify above as the Christology in 
contention ~ter the expulsion of the Johannine Christians from the synagogue, 
namely the claim that Jesus was God. The other thing that we note is that the 
scene clearly describes a mob reaction. It is not an official stoning-a standard 
method of execution-that nearly occurs; rather, the crowd is so enraged by 
Jesus' words that it reaches for stones to hurl in its anger. Does this scene not then 
tell us what kind of stoning early Jewish-Christian missionaries experienced from 
the hands of their more "orthodox" audiences? Such stonings are inherently more 
likely than are numerous official executions by stoning, which is the situation im
plied by Matthew and Luke-Acts. That impromptu stonings, like the contem
plated one described in John 10, were more widespread than merely the Christ
ian communities of the Johannine tradition is demonstrated by Paul's statement 
in 2 Corinthians I 1.25 that he "had one time been stoned:' Had Paul once been 
officially executed he would not then have been able to write about it; but if he 
once so angered a Jewish audience with his preaching that they ran him out of 
the city by throwing rocks at him, then he might very well write, in the context 
of listing his many apostolic tribulations, that he had once been stoned. The rea
son for this stoning will probably have been, as we saw above, Paul's affirming 
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that Jesus' messiahship implied that Gentiles could receive the salvation of God 
without becoming Jews. 

The Jewish persecution of Jewish Christians between the wars therefore seems 
to have consisted, in at least one location, of expulsion from the synagogue and 
later rock throwing. It is possible that the rock throwing sometimes resulted in 
death. The rock throwing was apparently a spontaneous crowd response, and other 
Christians elsewhere also suffered it, perhaps for a variety of reasons, among which 
will surely have been that they allowed Gentiles to become full members of the 
Christian movement without becoming converts to Judaism. 

While Justin Martyr wrote, most likely in Rome, several years after the 
conclusion of the second Jewish revolt, he also provides evidence for 
Jewish-Christian relations in the Jewish homeland in the period between the wars. 
In one place Justin refers to the treatment of Christians by the leader of the sec
ond revolt. In his First Apology 3 I he writes, "In the Jewish war that went on re
cently, Bar Kokhba, the leader of the Jewish revolt, ordered that Christians alone 
be led to terrible punishments if they did not deny Jesus the Christ and blas
pheme:' This statement is generally taken to be accurate, and there appears to be 
no reason to be skeptical about its historical validity, for such action by Bar 
Kokhba seems understandable. Inasmuch as Bar Kokhba was considered by some 
to be the Messiah, for others to profess another Messiah would be tantamount to 
treason against his cause: hence, punishment. 

That persecution is too event-specific to provide general information about 
Jewish-Christian relations, but Justin's Dialogue with Trypbo the Jew is more informa
tive. It is patterned after a Platonic dialogue and is apparently fictional. It may very 
well, however, reveal some patterns of Jewish-Christian relations. For one thing, 
the many objections that Trypho raises to Christianity are so learned that they 
could hardly be imagined, and he offers interpretations of some scriptural pas
sages that Christians would not have invented, e.g., that Isaiah 7:14, "A virgin is 
with child and will bear a son" (in the Christian reading of the verse), should read, 
"A young woman . . :·; and he interprets the child as the son of the ancient Ju
dahite King Hezekiah! Thus some kind of contact with learned Jews and some 
kind of discussion with them over the meaning of Scripture is given for Justin's 
environment, and presumably also before his time. Gustin, by the way, had been 
reared in Sebaste, the older Samaria.) Furthermore, in addition to what Justin 
knows of Jewish objections to Christian interpretations of Scripture, he also re
ports that Jews curse Christians and that the Jewish leadership has legislated 
against any contact with Christians. 

When Trypho says (DiaL 38) that Jewish "teachers have made a rule not to as
sociate with any of" the Christians, and when Justin accuses Jews (Dial. 16) of 
"cursing in [their J synagogues those who believe on Christ;' we may have a refer-
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ence to a curse inserted surely before Justin's time by rabbis in Galilee into a stan
dard synagogue prayer for the purpose of keeping heretics, perhaps especially 
Christians, from participating in synagogue prayers. We shall return to this curse 
presently. Whether it was intended as a curse on gentile Christians is doubtful, but 
individual Jews may not have made the distinction between Jewish Christians and 
gentile Christians; and certainly Christians are not likely to have drawn such a line 
if Jews did not. The most probable way, further, for gentile Christians like Justin 
to have learned about the curse is from Jewish Christians, not from non-Christian 
Jews, and such Jewish Christians are unlikely to have drawn the inference for their 
gentile-Christian companions that the curse concerned only themselves. Whether 
the Christians so excluded, in any case, were Gentile or Jewish is an issue of little 
moment for Palestine, where most Christians were Jews. 

From the Jewish side there are two literary sources that shed light on early 
Jewish-Christian relations in Palestine. The first of these is the curse just mentioned, 
which has come to be known as the birkat ba-minim, the blessing (or curse) on heretics 
(minim) inserted into the prayer known variously as the Amida or the Eighteen 
Benedictions-a prayer that is still regularly recited in synagogues around the world, 
although the curse no longer appears in the Ashkenazic liturgy but only in the 
Sephardic. There is some uncertainty about exactly what was in the benediction orig
inally, since the Talmudic and early rabbinic references to it do not give the text. We 
have noted that Justin was of the opinion that the prayer cursed "us"; and the ear
liest extant example, from a Talmudic-period (200-500 C.E.) manuscript discovered 
in Cairo in I 898, reads, "For the apostates may there not be hope if they do not re
turn to Your laws. May the notsrim [Nazarenes, i.e., Christians J and the minim perish 
in a moment." There is a fairly general scholarly consensus, however, that the term 
notsrim was added after 150 (e.g., Schiffman 1985: 60). Thus minim probably was a 
catch-all term aimed at other types of heretics as well as at Christians (Kimelman 
1981: 232; Simon 1986: 183, 200; Visotzky 1989: 65), although Oewish) Chris
tians may well have been the main targets. The curse probably was not included in 
the prayer before c. 80 or 90, since the author of Acts does not mention it (see Row
land 1985: 300), and he certainly would have done so had he known of it. Thus 
around the end of the first century the move began to exclude Christians from par
ticipation in synagogue prayers. Since gentile Christians were not attending such ser
vices, they were not-in the first instance, in any case-intended by the curse. 

One might think that the curse explains something about the expulsion of 
Christians from synagogues in the Gospel of John; but John mentions nothing 
about such a curse, and there seems to be no connection. It appears rather to be 
the case that the Christian community behind the Gospel of John experienced ex
pulsion, and that later an exclusionary device aimed at Christians (and others) gen
erally was put into place. 
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The contrast with the period before the first revolt is striking. Then we had 
evidence of sporadic persecution, even murder; but Christians were still attending 
synagogue and Temple (so the first chapters of Acts). Now persecution is not a 
factor (although there may have been rock throwing), and the Christians are, in ef
fect, ousted. Several sources pointed to the earlier persecution. John speaks of ex
clusion, and the general promulgation of the birkat ha~minim implies the universal
ity of that exclusion. Synagogue exclusion, however, is not quite the same thing as 
social separation, as the next body of evidence will reveal. 

Two narratives in tractate Chullin of the Tosefta, an early rabbinic document 
closely parallel to the Mishnah but apparently somewhat later and probably de

pendent on it (Strack and Sternberger 1992: 169-77), bear on Jewish-Christian 
relations in Galilee in the early second century. The first: 

The case of R. El' azar ben Darnah, whom a serpent bit. There carne in Jacob, a 
man of Chephar Sarna, to cure him in the name of Jeshua' ben Pandira, but R. 
Ishmael did not allow it. He said, "Thou art not permitted, Ben Darnah:' He said, 
"I will bring thee a proof that he may heal me:' But he had not finished bringing 
a proof when he died. (Cbullin 2.22, 23; quoted from Herford 1903: 103) 

The event here narrated appears to have taken place not long before Bar 
Kokhba's revolt began and concerns one of the most famous of the early rabbis, 
R. Ishmael, and his nephew Ben Damah. That the Jacob (or James) who proposes 
to cure Ben Damah is a Christian is plainly stated when the narrator tells us that 
Jacob was a follower of Yeshua' ben Pandera, one of the rabbinic names for Jesus. 
The learned uncle is of the opinion that to accept such a cure would be a trans
gression of the Torah, and his unfortunate nephew is unable to controvert that 

opinion by the use of Scripture before he dies. 
From this narrative, therefore, we learn that Jewish Christians in Palestine lived 

among and had at least occasional contact with other Jews. The corollary of that, 
however, is that mainstream Jews considered the Christians pariahs, not suitable 

for regular contact. We also see that the name of Jesus is subject to scorn among 
the rabbis, yet they do not doubt that one of his followers might effect a cure. 

Just following this narrative occurs another concerning the arrest of a rabbi by 
the Roman authorities on suspicion of being a Christian. 

The case of R. Eliezer, who was arrested for Minuth [heresy], and they brought 
him to the tribunal for judgment. The governor said to him, "Doth an old man 
like thee occupy himself with such things?" He said to him, "Faithful is the judge 
concerning me:' The governor supposed that he only said this of him, but he was 
not thinking of any but his Father who is in Heaven. He [the governor] said to 
him, "Since I am trusted concerning thysel£ thus also I will be. I said, perhaps 
these societies err concerning these things. Dimissus, Behold thou art released:' 
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And when he had been released from the tribunal, he was troubled because he had 
been arrested for Minuth. His disciples came in to console him, but he would not 
take comfort. R. Aqiba came in and said to him, "Rabbi, shall I say to thee why 
thou art perhaps grieving?" He said to him, "Say on:' He said to him, "Perhaps 
one of the Minim has said to thee a word of Minuth and it has pleased thee:' He 
said, "By Heaven, thou hast reminded me! Once I was walking along the street of 
Sepphoris, and I met Jacob of Chephar Sichnin, and he said to me a word of Min
uth in the name of Jeshu ben Pantiri, and it pleased me. And I was arrested for 
words of Minuth because I transgressed the words of Torah [Prv 5:8], 'Keep thy 
way far from her, and come not nigh the door of her house, [7:26] for she hath 
cast down many wounded:" (Cbullin 2.24; quoted from Herford I903: I37-38) 

The story is set, apparently, during the time of a general Roman sweep for 
Christians during the reign of the emperor Trajan, c. I I 0 C.E. (Herford I 903: 
I 40-4 I). That the nature of R. Eliezer's presumed heresy was Christianity is dear 
from R. Akiva's proposed solution to the mystery, and that the trial was before a 
Roman official is clear from the terms "tribunal," "governor;' and Dimissus. Ac
quitted, but still at a loss as to how to understand how he could have been thought 
a Christian, our rabbi's memory is prodded by Akiva, and he remembers that a 
Christian named Jacob (or James) had once said something to him, perhaps an in
terpretation of Scripture (so it is when the story is retold in the Babylonian Tal
mud, Avodah Zarah I 6b, I 7 a), of which he had approved. We also note, incidentally, 
that R. Eliezer's concluding quotation of Scripture implies that he knew that he 
should have had no contact with a Christian. 

The similarity in outline of these two stories, of course, casts doubt on their 
historicity. A rabbi who is somewhat lax in his relationships either allows or is 
willing to allow profitable contact with, in each case, a Christian named Jacob. 
(Jacob will have been a common enough name in any case, and its popularity 
among Christians is likely, due to the prominence of two Jameses [i.e., Jacobs] in 
the early days of Christianity. It may be that rabbis often made Jacob the protag
onist of Christian stories, just as English-speaking people make Paddy the pro
tagonist of Irish stories.) A stricter and more eminent rabbi then clarifies the sit
uation. This common pattern, however, need not belie the essential validity of the 
stories, for they must represent a situation that the narrators could assume to have 
existed. That is to say that these stories could not have become part of the tradi
tion if they did not reflect a realistic situation, if they were not typicaL Thus we 
have evidence, in the period between the wars, that-while Christianity and rab
binic Judaism officially opposed each other-nevertheless social contact probably 
existed on a day-to-day basis.4 

To sum up: there were Christians in Jerusalem from the earliest days of Chris
tianity until the Bar Kokhba revolt who considered themselves true and proper 
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Jews. Of the presence of these Jewish Christians we have sufficient literary evi
dence. Before the first revolt at least some of these Jewish Christians were a regu
lar presence at the Temple, and there they came into at least sporadic conflict with 
the temple authorities. This temple leadership, as long as it operated (until 70), 
sought periodically to destroy Christianity, resorting at times to murder. In and 
near Jerusalem is also the likely place where Paul first carried out and later received 
synagogue punishment directed against Christian missionaries. The only apparent 
cause for this hostility toward the Jewish Christians was that some renegades 
among them, like Paul, admitted Gentiles into full religious fellowship without re
quiring those Gentiles to become proselytes to Judaism. 

After 70 there were no more temple cults in Jerusalem, but the Jewish Christ
ian community in Judah continued until 135. What the relations of that commu
nity were with other Jews we cannot say. We do know of the harsh treatment of 
some by Bar Kokhba, but that does not reveal a general situation of conflict. For 
the period between the wars, then, our evidence shifts to Galilee, where we find 
Jewish Christians being excluded from synagogues and declared heretics. Like their 
predecessors in Jerusalem a generation before, these Jewish Christians still main
tain that they are true Jews; but developing rabbinic Judaism finds them guilty of 
the heresy of making Jesus equal with God and of causing "enmity and strife" be
tween God and his people. We also cannot know, both for Jerusalem before 70 and 
for Galilee between the wars, what the full range of social relationships was be
tween Christians and other Jews, for the Christians' conflict in Jerusalem earlier 
and that in Galilee later was primarily with, respectively, the priestly and the rab
binic leadership. From Galilee, in any case, there is evidence that Jewish Christians 
received more sympathy from "regular Josephs" and even from some rabbis than 
from the rabbinic leadership. 

Now that we have the evidence, in brief. before us, let us seek the sociological 
principle( s) at work. We have seen that the separation between Christians and 
other Jews in the Jewish homeland was more the response of officialdom to the 
Christians than it was a Christian attempt to be different. If we say, however, that 
first the priests in Jerusalem and later the rabbinic leadership in Galilee persecuted 
Christians for their theology and their behavior, we have presented the Christian 
viewpoint. The viewpoint of the authorities will have been that they were punish
ing criminals-that is, deviants. 

The sociological theory of deviance is derived from the important analysis of 
society provided by Durkheim (1984), where he explained social stratification as 
an essential part of a society; or, as a modern follower of Durkheim's ideas puts 
it, "It seems ... clear that a social system's specific roles-that is, the specialized 
roles that distinguish it from other kinds of social systems-tend to develop in 
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response to its specific needs, which in turn are derived from its specific goals" 
(Eisenstadt I97I: IS). The theory was considerably advanced by Becker (I963), 
who examined not the causes and fi.mctions (or dysfunctions) of deviance, but 
what it was about society that led to labeling certain persons and groups deviants 
and what it was that led to the punishment of these deviants. For Becker, "the cen
tral fact about deviance" was that it was "created by society:' Thus he proposed 
the following axiom: "Social groups create deviance by making the rules whose in
fraction constitutes deviance, and by applying those rules to particular people and 
labeling them as outsiders:' In short, "Deviant behavior is behavior that people so 
label" (Becker I963: 8-9). 

Becker then turned to an analysis of kinds of deviance. First recognizing that 
there were, on the one hand, persons who were perceived as being deviant but who 
in fact were not (falsely accused persons) and, on the other hand, persons who did 
in fact break certain rules but were not perceived as having done so (secret deviants), 
as well as the pure deviants (who both broke rules and were perceived to have done 
so) (I963: 20), Becker sought to define a "sequential model of deviance" (22-24). 
This model he called that of "deviant careers" (25-39). Such a career of course 
begins with a deviant act; yet for Becker the attempt to define a motive for that de
viant behavior is mistaken, inasmuch as many more persons contemplate deviant be
havior than actually engage in it. Thus "we might better ask why conventional peo
ple do not follow through on the deviant impulses they have" (25-27). Since a 
deviant career cannot be undertaken by one for whom the normal restraints of so
ciety are effective, we must rather ask how the constraints are "neutralized:' Among 
a number of possibilities that Becker mentions, we may note especially that the per
son labeled as deviant may return the charge. "His condemners, he may claim, are 
hypocrites, deviants in disguise, or impelled by personal spite" (29). On the other 
hand, there may be cases of conflicting values that lead a normally law-abiding per
son to violate a law for the sake of a higher principle. (ytle may think of the "civil 
disobedience" of various social action groups in our time.) 

Against that background, then, we can understand the "career" deviant. Becker 
proposes the following steps (I963: 30-39): First one will develop "deviant mo
tives and interests" that lead to or provide some kind of pleasure or reward. Next, 
"one of the most crucial steps ... is likely to be the experience of being caught 
and publicly labeled as a deviant:' As a result of that labeling, "the deviant iden
tification becomes the controlling one" because such labeling results in isolating 
the offender from conventional society. Finally, the deviant moves "into an organ
ized deviant group" where his career as deviant is solidified. Becker's characteriza
tion of such deviant groups is so appropriate to the subject at hand that it is worth 
quoting at length. 
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Members of organized deviant groups ... have one thing in common: their de
viance. It gives them a sense of common fate, of being in the same boat. From a 
sense of common fate, from having to face the same problems, grows a deviant 
subculture: a set of perspectives and understandings about what the world is like 
and how to deal with it, and a set of routine activities based on those perspectives. 
Membership in such a group solidifies a deviant identity. (38) 

Later Becker turns to the other side of the issue, "rules and their enforcement" 
(1963: 120-34). Here he addresses the fact that rules are selectively enforced. En
forcement requires, he observes, four premises (122). There must be someone to 
take the initiative in punishment, and also someone to call public attention to the 
infraction; there must be some advantage to the person who calls attention to the 
infraction; and this advantage must be seen as varying in kind from situation to 
situation. It is not values that determine either deviant action or enforcement 
(130-33). Rather, "people shape values into specific rules in problematic situa
tions. They perceive some area of their existence as troublesome or difficult, re
quiring action" (131). Thus values, ambiguous in themselves, give way to specific 
rules. 

If we are to achieve a full understanding of deviant behavior, we must get these 
two possible foci of inquiry into balance. We must see deviance, and the outsiders 
who personifY the abstract conception, as a consequence of a process of interac
tion between people, some of whom in the service of their own interests make and 
enforce rules which catch others who, in the service of their own interests, have 
committed acts which are labeled deviant. (163) 

Erikson (1966) next showed that deviance is constant in society, whereas con
trol of deviance is a form of boundary maintenance brought on by external or in
ternal changes that cause an identity crisis leading to boundary adjustment. Erik
son demonstrated this principle by an analysis of Puritan suppression of deviance 
at three different times in the seventeenth century. 

First there was "the Antinomian controversy of 1636-1638" (Erikson 1966: 
71). These "antinomians:' led by Anne Hutchinson, "threatened the political out
lines of the New England Way by denying that the ministers of the Bay were com
petent to deal with the mysterious workings of grace" just at a time when there 
was some political uncertainty related to John Winthrop's decline from political 
favor in Massachusetts (108). (He was defeated in his attempt to be reelected gov
ernor in 1634.) Anne Hutchinson was banned in Boston. 

Then there were the Quakers. The Quakers had the misfortune to arrive in 
Massachusetts in mid-century, just at the time when the rebellion under Cromwell 
was coming to its conclusion in England (Erikson 1966: 109-10). This situation 
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provided a boundary crisis for the New England Puritans, for the New Englan
ders had thought, when the rebellion broke out in England, that they would par
ticipate in the new divine governance. Some had actually been invited back to Eng
land earlier by some of the Puritans there "for consultation and advice" (I I I). Yet 
the Roundheads preferred, after victory, to endorse toleration, which the New 
Englanders opposed. This disappointing of New England hopes for being able to 
chart the course for the new order, now that it had appeared, meant that 

the colony had lost its main reason for existing. The saints had come to the new 
world to provide an object lesson for the rest of mankind, and when the English 
Puritans lost interest in the model which Massachusetts had offered for their in
struction, the whole project seemed a little pointless. (I 12) 

This identity crisis led to an effort to define the boundaries of the community 
more precisely; the Quakers were there, and so Massachusetts defined its Puritan 
boundary by persecuting Quakers. 

Finally, there were the witch trials of I692. While these followed the Quaker 
persecutions of I 665 by over a quarter century, that period had been marked by 
identity-threatening crises. Arguments among different groups of the Puritans in 
I 6 70 broke the former unity into factionalism; then there was an Indian war in 
I675. In I676 the royalty was back in power in England and King Charles II be
gan to question the Massachusetts charter, and in I 6 79 he ordered that an An
glican church be established in Boston. In I 686, then, he did revoke the charter 
and sent an Anglican royal governor to the colony (Erikson 1966: I36-38). Fol
lowing these severe challenges to the Puritan order, then, the witch trials were 
held in 1692. 

Erikson seems to have made his point, at least for Massachusetts in the seven
teenth century.5 Punishment of deviants occurs when a society experiences diffi
culties leading to an identity crisis. The society then reaffirms its identity by 
strengthening its boundaries, and this means the identification and punishment of 
deviants. Here, then, we have a more complete explanation of an aspect of de
viance that Becker had identified but had been unable to explain adequately, 
namely that equal crimes are not always punished equally. The reason for this phe
nomenon now seems to lie not in any self-satisfying motivation on the part of the 
enforcers, but rather in the nature of events. When there is a social-identity crisis, 
boundary maintenance will follow. Others have made the same point, for example, 
Berger: "When a challenge [to the social world] appears . . . the facticity can no 
longer be taken for granted. The validity of the social order must then be expli
cated .... The wrongdoers must be convincingly condemned, but this condemna
tion must also serve to justify their judges" (I967: 31).6 
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Only one factor remains to be added to this complex, namely escalation. Given 
that deviance relationships are interactive-response~response~response, 

etc.-there will be a spiral of the vigorousness of response. In other words, "an 
interactionist view of deviance situations seems to imply the likelihood of cycles 
of increasingly intense hostility and activism among competing groups" (Schur 
1980: 199). 

Does deviance theory help to explain emerging Jewish-Christian relations in 
Palestine? Here is the tasting that is the proof of the pudding; for it would have 
been a miracle had mainstream Judaism not sought to maintain its boundaries dur
ing the period that we have been examining by identifying and punishing deviants. 
Tension existed from the time of the Roman general Pompey's ending of the Sec
ond Commonwealth in 63 B.C.E., and relations with Rome deteriorated steadily af
ter Herod's son Archelaus was removed in 6 C.E. and replaced by what became a 
string of prefects in Jerusalem. During the principate of Gaius (Caligula), in the 
year 39/40 Jews destroyed an altar of the imperial cult at Yavneh Qamnia ), and the 
next year the emperor ordered his statue placed in the temple at Jerusalem. Only 
the skillful maneuverings of the Syrian governor and the murder of Gaius pre
vented that action. A brief rule, under Roman authority, of Herod's grandson 
Agrippa ( 4 I -44 ), who put James the brother of John to death, was followed by 
more prefects, and political tension increased. Furthermore, the social and eco
nomic situation deteriorated during these years throughout Palestine. Banditry in
creased, as did open hostilities. It was thus during the very unsettled years of the 
later 40s and the 50s that Paul would have been on the receiving end of the pun
ishment that he had formerly meted out. In 59-60 there was a Jewish uprising in 
Caesarea against the gentile majority there, leading to a considerable loss of Jewish 
life and property, and a few months later the High Priest Ananus executed James 
the brother of Jesus along with other Christians. Four to five years after James's 
death Judah was in open revolt against Rome. The Christians, it would appear, had 
become the Jewish priesthood's witches (to go back to Erikson's example). 

Moreover, we must remember, the Christians were precisely those groups of 
deviants within Jewish society that were seeking gentile adherents when it was 
Gentiles who were attacking Jewish boundaries! Of course mainstream Judaism 
punished those deviant groups. How could it have done otherwise? If we remem
ber that not all non-Christian Jews participated in the punishment or even agreed 
with it, then we must come back to Becker's observations about enforcers. It is the 
enforcers of boundaries who punish the deviants, and those enforcers in Jerusalem 
were the priests-and away from Jerusalem doubtless the synagogue leaders
before 70. As soon as order returned to Galilee following the destruction of 70, 
the synagogue expulsions that we know from the Gospel of John began, and the 
curse on the heretics came a decade or two later. Justin, as we noted, knew of Jew-
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ish opposition to Christianity that followed the Roman defeat of the second Jew
ish revolt. Had the boundaries of Jewish society in the Jewish homeland not been 
under such constant threat during the early decades of Christian development, 
mainstream Judaism might have tolerated Christianity, Jesus might not have been 
executed, and Christianity might have remained a Jewish messianic movement that 
came to include some Gentiles. But perhaps we should not speculate about what 
might have been. 

When we turn to the development of Christianity outside the Jewish homeland 
we find a spectrum that runs all the way from a consistent Jewish Christianity
one that insists that the only true Christians are Jewish, whether by birth or by con
version, and that advocates Jewish practice (circumcision, dietary laws, Sabbath)-
to a pronouncedly gentile Christianity that does not see why it should give up 
normal aspects of pagan life, especially participation in the public sacrifices (i.e., to 
pagan gods) and traditional sexual morality, which considered male homosexuality 
normal and was by no means monogamous (again for men). Such idolatry and sex
ual practice, we may note, were traditionally those aspects of gentile society most 
abhorrent to Jews. We need to turn once again to the evidence. 

From Paul's letter to the Galatians we learn that the Galatian churches were at 
first gentile, but that other Christian missionaries had brought to Galatia a Ju
daizing "correction" to Paul's brand of Christianity. These later missionaries had 
apparently already persuaded the gentile Christians to take up some Jewish obser
vances, since Paul scolds the Galatian Christians for their "observing days and 
months and seasons and years" (Gal 4.10). Having been persuaded to observe 
some Jewish holidays-from Paul's language we should infer Sabbath, New 
Moon, and New Year at the least, although New Year will probably also imply Day 
of Atonement and Tabernacles (Sukkot )--the Galatian Christians are considering 
accepting circumcision. That step has clearly not been taken and is the object of 
Paul's most strenuous rhetoric in Galatians: "Look, I Paul tell you that if you are 
circumcised Christ will be worth nothing to you" (Gal 5.2). Thus the Galatian 
churches are the victims of the argument between Paul, who wants to distinguish 
Christianity from Judaism (while not giving up its Jewish roots), and the tradi
tionally Jewish Christian missionaries, who think that Gentiles cannot be saved as 
Christians if they do not convert to Judaism. 

If Paul represents a point on our spectrum that is somewhere between the Jew
ish and the gentile extremes, and if his opponents to whom he refers in Galatians 
represent the Jewish end of the spectrum, the other end of the spectrum comes into 
view in the opening chapters of Revelation. To be sure, the author represents a ver
sion of Christianity that is apparently more toward the Jewish end of the spectrum 
than is Paul. In Revelation, in the letters to the seven churches ( ch. 2, 3), we find 
the author arguing, on the one hand, against non-Christian Jews, calling them the 
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"synagogue of Satan" and writing that they "say that they are Jews and are not" (Rv 

2.9; 3.9). Apparently, therefore, the view of the author is that the only true Jews are 

Christian Jews. While the author's Jewishness is everywhere in evidence in this in

triguing book-for example, in his vision of a new Jerusalem (Rv 21.2)-he never 

lets us see how much of Jewish practice he thinks gentile converts to Christianity 
should take up. Since Paul rejected Sabbath, dietary laws, and circumcision, we 

should specifically like to know whether the author of Revelation agrees with Paul 

on that point or whether he endorses the view of the Jewish Christian missionar

ies who opposed Paul in Galatia; but he is silent on that point. 
What the author of Revelation does let us see, however, on the other hand is 

that he strongly opposes gentile Christian groups that do not reject what are in his 

opinion idolatry and sexual immorality (Borgen I995: 37). These groups represent 

the gentile end of our spectrum. Thus the author scolds the church at Pergamum 

for countenancing "those who hold the teaching of 'Balaam; eating food offered to 

idols and engaging in sexual immorality" (Rv 2.I5). Some scholars-like A. Y. 
Collins (I986: 3I7; I979: 20)-point out that "sexual immorality" or "adultery" 

was a common Jewish metaphorical reference to idol worship and question whether 

the author of Revelation actually meant to accuse the Pergamene Christians of the 

former. Yet the author uses similar language in scolding the church at Thyatira for 

countenancing a self-styled prophetess, "Jezebel;' who was also promoting "sexual 

immorality and eating food offered to idols" (Rv 2.20). We could not prove that 

he does not employ a standard metaphor for idol worship by referring to sexual im

morality, but even if such is the case, still we see that there were Christians in Perga

mum and Thyatira who did not distinguish their Christianity sufficiently from pa

gan life style, in the mind of the author of Revelation. 

Paul also attests the existence of such gentile Christians who did not suffi

ciently follow Jewish custom (in his opinion) in their lifestyles.? Revising an ear

lier communication to the Christian congregation at Corinth, Paul sought in I 

Corinthians 5.9-I3 to clarify his earlier advice on associating with immoral per

sons. What he had meant, he explained, was "to have no contact with someone 

called a brother who should be a fornicator or greedy or an idolator or a reviler 

or a drunk or a robber" (v. I I). In 6.9-IO, then, he expanded the list by saying 
that "neither fornicators nor idolators nor adulterers nor effeminate males [i.e., 

the objects of pederasts J nor homosexuals nor thieves nor greedy persons nor 

drunks nor revilers nor robbers will inherit the Kingdom of God:' We see that the 

original list has been expanded to include thieves as well as robbers and to include 

more explicit types of sexual immorality than the rather vague fornication. Since 

it is his discussion of a case of notable porneia (sexual immorality) that prompts 

Paul first to give this list, and since he then goes on to discuss various aspects of 
male-female behavior and then issues related to idol-food, and since he does not 
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further take up a discussion of thieves and robbers, of drunks, or of greedy per
sons or revilers, we may perhaps infer that these latter forms of undesirable be
havior were not at issue in Corinth. 

In I Corinthians 8 and I 0 Paul also advised the Corinthians on the degree to 
which they might participate in pagan religious practice. The issue is focused on 
the eating of eidolothyta, sacrifices to idols (I Cor 8.I}-that is, the eating of those 
portions of sacrifices to the gods that were not either consumed in the sacrificial 
fire or distributed to the priests. Such portions were on many occasions distrib
uted to the populace, on other occasions sold. Paul first agrees with those gentile 
Christians in Corinth who saw no reason why they should not eat such food by 
writing that there is only one God and that these other idols have no real existence 
(v. 4), yet he went on to point out that the "conscience" or "awareness" (syneidesis) 
of some Christians could be damaged by this practice ( v. 7), for they might think 
that the Christian partakers of idol-food were in fact worshipping the other gods. 
Therefore it was best not to eat ( v. I3). 

In chapter I 0 Paul pursues a different approach, but to the same end. Here he 
cites the example of the hungering and thirsting Hebrews in the wilderness after 
leaving Egypt and the excesses to which their desires led them ( v. 7), and then he 
brings in his theology of the body of Christ, first developed in chapter 6, to con
clude, "You cannot drink the cup of the Lord and the cup of false gods, you can
not participate in the table of the Lord and in the table of false gods" (v. 2I).8 

The "bottom line" in both chapters is therefore the same: Don't eat. Paul's strong 
opposition to idolatry and to all sex outside marriage is a Jewish opposition (Se
gal I995; Borgen I995), inasmuch as those are the very aspects of gentile society 
that Jewish literature of the Hellenistic age most often and routinely condemned 
0· J. Collins I983: I42-43). Yet this is the same Paul who also thought that gen
tile Christians should not follow the Jewish ritual practices of circumcision, Sab
bath (and other festival days), and dietaiy laws. Very clearly, what Paul (and the 
author of Revelation) were doing was setting boundaries for the Christian move
ment. A number of years ago Wayne Meeks labeled this function for what it was: 

The Pauline school abolished circwncision of proselytes and other rules that dis
tinguished Jew from gentile within the new community .... Would the abolition 
of the symbolic boundaries between Jew and gentile within the Christian groups 
mean also lowering the boundaries between the Christian sect and the world? ... 
Interaction between sect members and non-Christians is directly at issue in the 
question posed by the Corinthian Christians, whether one is allowed to eat "meat 
offered to idols" (I Cor 8.1). (Meeks 1983: 97) 

Meeks continued by noting that different Christians in Corinth perceived the 
boundaries of Christianity "quite differently;' and that Paul was attempting to 
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bring clarity into this situation, a task at which he was only partially successful 
(98, 100). 

At this point we could rehearse the sociological discussion of boundary set
ting at some length, as the fUnction pertains to social movements,9 new social 
movements, and new religious movements (NRMs) in particular; but in order not 
to overextend our discussion we need to be selective. We recall Parsons's analysis 
cited at the beginning of this chapter. 

Many sociologists of religion have seen the fUnction of boundary setting op
erative in the growth of NRMs, but Rodney Stark's analysis of how NRMs suc
ceed (Stark I987) seems especially appropriate for our evidence. Stark proposed 
a set of eight factors important to the success of any NRM, and he considered 
these factors to be "continuous variables"-that is to say that the more nearly an 
NRM exemplified all the factors completely, the more likely it would be to suc
ceed. Stark's list has been widely discussed, and several sociologists, Bryan Wilson 
(I 987) among them, have pointed out that Stark has a narrow and inadequate def
inition of success. Nevertheless, Stark has surely fingered several factors that are 
important in the growth and continuation (which is what he meant by success) of 
NRMs. Stark's first two factors in the success of new religious movements seem 
particularly appropriate here. They are "retain[ing] cultural continuity with the con
ventional faiths of the societies in which they appear or originate" and "main
tain[ing] a medium level of tension with their surrounding environment; [they] are 
deviant, but not too deviant" (Stark I987: I3). 

These points seem to strike Paul's position squarely on the head; for his ver
sion of Christianity obviously "retained cultural continuity" with Judaism, under
standing Christ and salvation completely within the context of Judaism and the 
Jewish Scripture. And in the case of I Corinthians especially Paul also seems to 
try to retain cultural continuity--or to allow the Corinthian Christians to retain 
it-with Greco-Roman culture as much as possible (but not with the faith of 
Greco-Roman culture). One could almost imagine, further, that Paul was using 
Stark's second criterion as a guideline when he wrote I Corinthians 5.9-10, "I 
wrote to you in the [previous J letter not to have dealings with pornoi; not, to be 
sure, with the pornoi of this world or with the greedy and robbers or idolaters, since 
then you would have to exit the world:' Thus Paul, in his opposition to normal 
behavior in the matters of idolatry and sex, deliberately proposes "a medium level 
of tension with [the] surrounding environment" -that is, that the Corinthian 
Christians should be "deviant but not too deviant:' Another way of making this 
point might be to say that, for an NRM to grow and prosper, it must not set up 
impervious boundaries. 

By the time Paul's and James's careers had been brought to an end-roughly in 
the year 60--there was vigorous discussion about where the boundaries were. James 
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and his faction of Jerusalem Christians, in any case, seem basically to have held to 
the point that Christians were Jews but were not Pharisees and were perhaps also not 

other varieties of Jews, whereas Paul had a different definition of who Christians 
were not. As he wrote in Galatians 3.28, Christians were "neither Jew nor Greek" 
(i.e., Gentile). That is the definition that lies at the heart of formative Pauline 
Christianity. To state it in Parsons's language, Paul's statement would appear as, 
"We, the Jews and the Greeks:' If in Galatians Paul elaborated one side of that def
inition (not Jews), in I Corinthians he elaborated the other: not Gentiles. 

Let us imagine that one of the other wings of early Christianity had won out 
over Paul. What if the Jerusalem apostles, in spite of the destruction of Jerusalem, 
had succeeded in keeping Christianity within Judaism? Or what if the Anatolian 
gentilizing Christians whom the author of Revelation opposed with the labels of 
Balaam and Jezebel had succeeded in making Christianity compatible with poly
theism? If either one of those ends of the spectrum had triumphed, Christianity 
might well have perished with the Roman Empire. But those wings did not tri
umph. and they did not do so because Paul and others like him found the win
ning formula, which we can now express in Stark's terms, mutatis mutandis: cultural 
continuity with the conventional faith of Judaism, an attempt to accommodate as 
much as possible to Greco-Roman culture, and a medium level of tension with the 
gentile environment. Paul found the broad middle. He forged a Christianity that 
was Jewish to the degree that it forbade idolatry and extramarital sex and was gen
tile to the degree that it forbade circumcision, Sabbath, and dietary laws. It was 
thus both and neither. The "third race" had come into existence. 

A century after Paul, Justin provides evidence that gentile Christianity, in any 
case, still defined itself in Paul's way. On the one hand, the entirety of Justin's 
Dialogue with Trypho the Jew shows that Christians argued, in one way or another, with 
Jews. In this work the gentile Christian Justin and the JewTrypho argue, albeit cor
dially, over Christian doctrine and the interpretation of Scripture. Always Justin 
shows, or thinks that he shows, the Jewish interpretation to be incorrect. Justin also 
mentions the existence of Jewish Christians, and he says that he approves of them 
as long as they do not seek to persuade gentile Christians to follow Jewish religious 
observance (DiaL 47). That is exactly Paul's position regarding the relation of 
Christianity to Judaism. On the other hand, in his First Apology Justin takes up the 
Roman charge that Christians are atheists, and he affirms that Christians pledge not 
to do any wickedness and that the charges are the result of the influence of demons, 
thought to be gods, who have also "defiled women and corrupted boys" (I ApoL 5); 
he adds in chapter 6, "We indeed confess to being atheists regarding these beings 
considered gods, but not regarding the truest [God] and father of righteousness 
and of temperance and of the other virtues"-again Paul's position exactly as re
gards the boundary between Christianity and Greco-Roman culture. 
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The version of Christianity that survived and continues to survive down to 

this day formed boundaries between itself and Jewish culture and between itself 

and Greco-Roman culture. These boundaries were not, however, absolute, inas

much as important aspects of both cultures became part of mainstream (or, as 

they would have said, catholic) Christianity. It was the right formula for success. 

Notes 
Except as noted, all translations of foreign texts in this chapter are the author's own. 
I. A more extensive treatment of this issue may be found in Sanders (1993). 
2. The early Jewish-Christian layer of Matthew comprises at least chapters 5-7 and 

parts of chapters 10 and 23; see esp. Betz (1985). See further, Meeks (1985: IIO); Betz 
(1975, 1990); Schille (1970). 

3. See esp. Wengst (1990). 
4. See Simon, who describes just such a situation for Palestine after 135 (1986: 

xiii-xiv, 95). 
5. For a supporting analysis in a more recent setting, see Richardson (1975). 
6. Deviance theory, or, as it is often called, labeling theory, has not been without crit

icism; see, e.g., Goldthorpe (1991) and Davis (1975). For further support of the theory, 
however, see Ben-Yehuda (1985) and Liska (1992). 

7. For a more detailed discussion of this issue see Sanders (1997). 
8. The word is daimonia, which originally in Greek merely meant spirit forces of an in

determinate kind but has now obviously taken on the meaning of false gods, i.e., idols. 
9. One sociologist of religion who has taken early Christianity seriously as a social 

movement is Blasi (1988), although he does not deal specifically with the phenomenon of 
boundary setting. 
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SOOAL SCIENTISTS have long recognized the significance of social net
works-intricate webs of connection that exist within a social structure
for understanding and explaining the workings of society. But only in recent 

decades have scholars begun to appreciate their importance in the ancient context 
and among early Christians in particular. Such study promises to provide new in
sights into a long-standing problem with respect to where and how Christianity 
fit within the social structures and strata of cities in the Roman Empire. Ap
proaching the subject this way helps detail the social avenues whereby Christian
ity made advances within various strata of society, including the pre-Constantin
ian elites, and the nature and significance of the interactions between 
social-religious groups ("associations") and those elites within social networks of 
benefaction. 

Conceptual Preliminaries 
Before turning to social structures and networks in the ancient context, it is im
portant to say a few words about four concepts. First, sociologists attempting to 
understand the social structures of society use the term "stratification" to refer to 
the hierarchical distinctions or social categories (strata) that develop within virtu
ally all societies as a result of differential access to goods and resources of various 
kinds, and to power and prestige ( c£ Berquist 1995). Second, the concept of "so
cial status" refers to one's position or standing in relation to others within the 
stratification of a particular society or within a given social structure or group 
(Harper 1995: 1360). A variety of factors play a role in defining one's status 
within a social structure, including family background, sex, age, ethnic origins, 
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education, occupation, wealth, and ability. Third, "social mobility" refers to move
ment from one status category to another (a changing of position in relation to 
others in the hierarchy of a social structure or group), usually upward, through the 
acquisition of desired qualities or characteristics, such as education, or through 
links with others with higher status within social networks (e.g., patronage) ( c£ 
Breiger I990). The potential for social mobility can vary from one society to an
other, with some societies (such as modern North American society) being far 
more open to such movement than others (such as ancient Roman society, where 
mobility was relatively dosed). 

The fourth important concept to be outlined here is the "social network," 
which refers to the webs of ties among actors (individuals, groups, communities) 
within a social structure. Since the mid-I950s social scientists have come to use 
the term "social network" as an analytical tool for studying specific phenomena 
within society in relational terms ( c£ Mitchell I 969, I 97 4; Boissevain I 97 4; 
Wellman I983; Wasserman and Faust I994); several sociologists have employed 
this tool in the study of modern religious groups (Kecskes and Wolf I996; 
Lofland and Stark I965; Stark and Bainbridge I985: 307-24; Welch I98I, 
I983). J. Clyde Mitchell defines the social network "as a specific set of linkages 
among a defined set of persons [or groups], with the additional property that the 
characteristics of these linkages as a whole may be used to interpret the social be
haviour of the persons [or groups] involved" (I 969: 2). Relational ties among ac
tors serve as channels for the exchange or flow of resources (tangible or intangi
ble, such as honor) while also providing opportunities and imposing constraints 
upon those involved in the social relations. We shall find that several insights of 
the social sciences regarding the patterns of ties that make up a social network 
serve as helpful exploratory tools for finding what might otherwise remain unno
ticed in ancient society, despite the fact that our evidence for social relations in 
this context is meager and partial. Recent studies by scholars such as L. Michael 
White (I99I), John K. Chow (I992), and Harold Remus (I996) suggest the 
value in employing such tools in the study of antiquity and early Christianity. 

Social Stratification in Greco-Roman Society 
A brief discussion of social stratification in the society of the Roman Empire is 
in order before proceeding to social-religious groups within that context. It is 
worthwhile distinguishing between the official and the less formal factors that af
fected one's access to resources, influence, and power within society. The official 
or formal social structure can be illustrated in terms of a steep pyramid of hierar
chy, with an extremely small portion of the population at the top and the rest at 
the bottom (c£ MacMullen I974b; Alfoldy I985; Garnsey and Saller 1987). 
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There were four main orders of society: senatorial, equestrian (knights), decurion, 
and plebeian. 

At the very top of the hierarchy were those belonging to the senatorial and 
equestrian orders, which I refer to as the imperial elites (probably about I percent of 
the total population). 1 The emperor and his direct family members were at the 
peak of power and influence. The senatorial aristocracy consisted of a few fami
lies (there was a total of about 600 members, all men, in the Roman senate), who 
were expected to possess property worth about one million sesterces,2 from which 
senators were chosen by the senate or the emperor, the supreme patron. There was 

a typical career path (cursus bonorum) through which a senator could pass, culmi
nating (sometimes) in the position of consul and then proconsul of one of the 
more prestigious provinces (such as Asia). 

Membership in the equestrian order required a minimum of 400,000 sesterces, 
and these knights filled the important offices within the army and sometimes moved 
into the more prestigious administrative positions in Rome and the provinces. 
Equestrian standing was also hereditary. Patronage connections within networks, es
pecially with the emperor himsel£ were an essential factor in advancement through 
the ranks appropriate to one's official order. And there were occasions when these 
connections together with success within a family from one generation to the next 
could mean movement from the equestrian to the senatorial order. 

This group of imperial elites had its counterparts, though usually on a more 
modest scale, in the decurions or civic elites (probably about I 0 percent or less of a 
city's population). These were the wealthy families of the provincial communities 
who assumed the more important positions in the cities, including membership 
on the council, places on the board of archons, or other important civic positions 
(e.g., director of contests); they, like the imperial elites, also played the social role 
of benefactors within the cities, to which I return in a later section. From the mid
to late first century, a very small number of these provincial families with impe
rial connections began to attain equestrian and, eventually, senatorial standing over 
generations. 

Below the elite lay the vast majority of the population (about 90 percent), the 
plebeians or masses, including both rural and urban dwellers. City dwellers of this 
stratum, who are our central focus here,3 could be quite diverse socially and eco
nomically. Mention of this diversity within this nonelite segment of the popula
tion brings us to the more itiformal features of social stratification that played an 
important role both in conjunction with and independently of the official orders 
and hierarchies. Social mobility from one official order to another was extremely 
limited, and largely dependent on one's patronage connections with the imperial 
elites, especially the emperor. However, a variety of factors that affected one's so
cial status and mobility went beyond the legally defined categories; some of these 
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factors, or status indicators, included family, ethnic background, legal standing 
(free, freed, or slave), occupation (artisans, traders, physicians, etc.), citizenship 
(civic or imperial), wealth, education, skill, and achievement ( c£ Hopkins I965: 
I 4; Meeks I 983: 54--55). There were, therefore, occasional inconsistencies be
tween a person's official position or order and one's actual status in relation to oth
ers within society (see Hopkins I 965). The case of imperial slaves and freedmen 
within the emperor's household, discussed more fully below, is one of the clearest 
areas of status inconsistency and vertical social mobility in the empire. Yet there 
was also a range of possibilities in social status among the (formally) non elite seg
ments of the city populations, and at least some potential for mobility. Shippers 
or traders, for instance, could hope to attain greater wealth and prestige within the 
civic community than, say, local tanners whose work involved undesirable odors 
and fullers (clothing-cleaners) whose work involved the burning of sulfur and 
urine. There were some cases where those with origins in the nonelite segment of 
society acquired some of the status indicators mentioned above, especially wealth, 
and could then take on the role of benefactor within the city, thereby increasing 
her or his prestige within the civic context. Social mobility in this sense could re
sult in increased influence and power; we even have some exceptional examples of 
those formally low on the social ladder, including traders and artisans, actually at
taining positions on important civic boards or in significant offices.4 

Social Networks as Avenues of Group 
Formation and Dissemination 

Group Formation and Recruitment 
Sociologists studying the formation and growth of religious groups in the mod
ern context have increasingly recognized the importance of preexisting social ties 
within networks for the dissemination or expansion of sects, cults, and churches. 
In studies of the Korean-based Unification Church of the Reverend Sun Myung 
Moon (Lofland and Stark I 965) and of recruitment to Pentecostal churches 
(Gerlach and Hine I970) it was found that, more often than not, prior social con
tacts or interpersonal connections (through friendship or family) between mem
bers of a religious group and a nonmember preceded entrance of new recruits into 
the group. 5 Subsequent sociological studies confirm the vital importance of social 
networks not only as a precondition of conversion or membership, but also as a 
continuing factor in explaining the social workings of a given religious group, be 
it a cult, sect, or more traditional church ( c£ Stark and Bainbridge I985: 307-24; 
Welch I98I; Cavendish, Welch, and Leege I998). Given this stress on social net
works and group membership, it is important to consider what types of social 
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connections were at work in the ancient context; this may provide important clues 
about the social avenues for expansion available to associations of various kinds, 
including Christian groups. 

Associations and lleir Social Makeup 
Several webs of social network connections, at times intersecting, framed social re
lations in the Greco-Roman world and could also play a role in the formation and 
growth in membership of associations, including Christian groups. 6 These over
lapping webs include connections associated with family /household, common 
ethnic or geographic origins, occupational activities, and cultic interests. The so
cial connections that predominate as the basis of a particular group may provide 
clues regarding the social makeup of a group and avenues for expansion within 
particular social strata of society. We shall see that similar sets of social connec
tions were at work in the case of both associations and Christian groups, and that 
both reflect a similar spectrum of possibilities in social composition. 

First, the ties of the family and household could play a fundamental role in 
affiliations and in the membership of associations. Family networks encompassed 
a far greater set of relations in the ancient context than in the modern West. 
Household relationships seem to account entirely for the membership and exis
tence of groups like the Dionysiac initiates headed by Pompeia Agrippinilla in 
Torre Nova, Italy (IGUR 160, c. I60 C.E.; c£ LSAM 20 = Barton and Horsley 
I 98 I [Philadelphia, Asia f), where the whole range of social strata found in the 
ancient household or familia belonged to the group, in this case including free, 
freed, and servile dependents alongside members of the imperial elites such as 
Agrippinilla herself, who was married to the influential M. Gavius Squilla Galli
canus (a senator and consul who became proconsul of Roman Asia in I65 C.E.; 

see Vogliano I933; Scheid I986). 
Second, one's occupation and the networks of relations it entailed were in many 

ways a determining factor in social-religious affiliations; daily social contacts in the 
workshops and marketplaces could often develop into a guild of the more perma
nent type. A wide range of these occupationally based associations existed in the 
cities of Asia Minor: producers and dealers of foods (bakers, fishers), clothing 
manufacturers (leather-cutters, linen-workers, purple-dyers), builders (carpenters, 
masons), other artisans (potters; copper, silver, or gold smiths), and merchants or 
shippers. Soldiers fit the bill as well; the dissemination of Mithraism throughout 
certain segments of the army illustrates the importance of occupational social net
works for the formation and growth of associations (Gordon 1972: 10~). There 
were also elite associations, such as the Arval Brethren at Rome, formed from the 
social connections among those whose "occupation" included senatorial imperial 
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offices. On the whole, membership in occupational associations was predominantly 
male, and in many cases the social makeup of a guild was rather homogeneous in 
socioeconomic terms; most bakers, for instance, came from a similar background 
and stratum of society; Nevertheless, there are dear examples of guilds reflecting a 
spectrum of socioeconomic levels. The fishers and fishmongers at Ephesos ( IEph 20 
= NewDocs V, 50s C.E.), for instance, together with their families, contributed to
ward the building and dedication of the fishery toll office; the one hundred (or so) 
contributors included Roman citizens (approximately forty-four members) and a 
mixture of persons of free or freed (between thirty-six and forty-one) and servile 
status (between two and ten), who are listed in order of the size of their donation, 
ranging from the Roman citizen who could afford to provide four marble columns 
to those who could afford to give five denaria or less. 

A third important set of social network links, which could often overlap with 
others, were those formed within the neighborhood where one lived and worked. 
There are numerous examples of ongoing social-religious groups in Asia Minor 
that drew primarily on these connections and whose identity was expressed in 
neighborhood terms (c£ IEph 454, 3080; ICR IV 788-9I [Apameia, Phrygia]; 
!Pergamon 393, 424, 434; 15myrna 714). Apart from elite households, which in
cluded dependents, persons living or working in a particular area were more likely 
to reflect similar social brackets of society, yet such neighborhood associations 
could include a mixture in terms of occupation ( c£ !Pergamon 393) or gender. 

Fourth, social contacts associated with regular attendance at a particular cui
tic site or common religious interests (i.e., honoring a particular deity), for exam
ple, could become the basis for an ongoing association. Remus's (1996) study of 
social networks at the Asklepios sanctuary of Pergamon demonstrates well the 
complicated webs of connection that formed in a cultic setting; these connections 
could also be translated into an association. In the case of the sanctuary at Perg
amon, there were groups who called themselves therapeutai.8 Once again, though, 
there was a range of possibilities in the social levels reflected in these groups; while 
many associations would have been formed by those of a similar socioeconomic 
background, others would have more accurately reflected the range of those de
voted to honoring a particular deity at a particular site on a regular basis, includ
ing both men and women.9 In the case of socially mixed groups, quite often those 
with greater wealth and higher social status would act as benefactor and, thereby, 
acquire leadership positions in the group as a result ( c£ IEph 4337 [worshippers 
of Demeter]; White I997). 

A fifth important set of social contacts were those established on the basis of 
common ethnic background or geographical origin, which could constitute an
other source of membership for an ongoing group (often devoted to honoring a 
deity of the homeland). There were various associations of Romans and Alexan-
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drians in the cities of Asia Minor and other provinces ( c£ IGR I 392, 446, 800), 
for instance, and groups of Sardians and other Asians in the cities of Italy (!CUR 
85-87; IGR I 147, 458) and Macedonia (IG X.2 309, 480; Edson I948: 
154-58). The social makeup of these groups could, of course, vary, with some re
flecting a greater spectrum of socioeconomic levels than others. Some associations 
of Romans in Asia Minor, for instance, drew members from various levels of trade 
and varying socioeconomic status; a few members could assume local citizenship, 
attain considerable wealth, and act as benefactors within the city ( c£ Hatzfeld 
1919: 101-31, I48-74, 297-309). 

Not to be forgotten within this category, of course, are the diaspora groups of 
Jews or Judaeans who could be found in cities throughout the empire. Within the 
broader context of ethnically or geographically based Jewish networks, several 
other subsets of social copnections, corresponding to the networks outlined 
above, could be operative in the formation and membership of particular syna
gogues. The case of the synagogues in Rome, of which there were at least eleven 
in the first two centuries (some existing simultaneously), is instructive in this re
gard (see Leon 1995 [1960]: 135-66; Richardson 1998). Three derive their 
names from the neighborhood where they lived: the Calcaresians from the Lime
burner's district, the Campesians from the Campus Martius, and the Siburesians 
from the Subura district. Two others may very well have been founded by Jews ini
tially from cities elsewhere: the Tripolitans from the city of their namesake either 
in Phoenicia or North Africa, and the "synagogue of Elaia;' perhaps consisting of 
some former residents (or citizens?) of Elaia in Asia. Both neighborhood and oc
cupational factors played a role in the organization of the Jewish population at 
Alexandria as well ( c£ Philo, Flaccus 55; CPJ Ill454, 468; Kasher I 985: 352-53). 
Recent studies of the social makeup of Jewish diaspora groups also point to di
versity in social levels, occupations, and degree of wealth and influence from one 
group to the next in various cities (c£ Trebilco 1991; van der Horst 1991: 
99-I 0 I); the presence of wealthy benefactors among some groups is clear, as at 
Smyrna, where Rufina, the head of the synagogue, also had a contingent of clients, 
both freedpersons and slaves (!Smyrna 295 = CII 741). 

Christian Groups and Deir Social Makeup 
Evidence shows that many of the kinds of social networks outlined above played a 
role in the growth of Christian groups. Consequently there was diversity in the social 
composition of various Christian groups, with variations from one group to the next, 
as was the case with the associations discussed above. First, family-based networks 
played a key role in the case of some early Christian groups. A pattern of "conver
sion" and communal gathering portrayed in Acts, but also substantiated elsewhere, is 
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suggestive: again and again an entire family of dependents was baptized along with 
the head of the household, and then the home was used as a meeting place (Acts 
II.I4, I6.I5, I8.8, c£ I Cor I6.I9; Phlm 2; Rom 6.I~I6; Col4.I5). 

Second, social connections related to ethnicity and geography served as an av
enue for the spread of Christianity. Networks among diaspora Jews provided an 
important matrix within which Christianity could make an entrance into certain 
cities. 1° Furthermore, it is not hard to imagine regional movements within Chris
tianity, such as Montanism (called the "Phrygian heresy" by opponents), making 
advances within other areas of the empire by way of emigrants from regions such 
as the Phrygian region of Asia Minor. 

Neighborhood connections were also important. A third-century grave
inscription from Akmoneia is suggestive: a Christian named Aurelius Aristeas 
promises "the neighborhood of those by the gateway" provisions for regular ban
quets if they ful611 their obligation by putting roses on his wife's grave once a year 
(Ramsay I895-97: 562-63, numbers 455-57).II The neighborhood association 
in question may or may not be devoted to the Christian god as well, but this evi
dence of social links within networks is significant either way. 

Occupational networks were also important for early Christianity, as Hock's 
work (I980) shows. The Christian group atThessalonica addressed by Paul seems 
to provide a good example of a guild of hand-workers, perhaps mainly men ( c£ I 
Thes 2.9, 4.9-12; Ascough 2000). Although we should not take at face value Cel
sus's characterization of the whole Christian movement as predominantly lower 
class, there is truth in his observation, about a century after Paul, that attachments 
through workshops of wool-workers, shoemakers, and clothing-cleaners continued 
as a key resource for newcomers to some Christian groups (Origen, Gels. 3.55). 
Humphries's (1998) recent case study also suggests the importance of social con
tacts through trade networks in the dissemination of Christianity and other reli
gious groups in trade centers of northern Italy (third and fourth centuries C.E.). If 
the purge of Christians from the army in the time of Diocletian is indicative of 
their considerable presence there by that time (c. 303 C.E.), then it seems that so
cial connections within this arena played some role in the spread of Christianity in 
the years following our earliest clear evidence of some Christians within a legion in 
the time of Marcus Aurelius (c. 173 C.E.; Eusebius, Hist. eccl. 8.4; c£ Helgeland 
I 97 4 ). In cases where a Christian group drew its membership primarily from oc
cupational or trade networks, the makeup of the group could be more homoge
neous, both in socioeconomic level and gender, than was the case with some other 
Christian groups; but as noted in connection with the fishers at Ephesos, there were 
cases of socially heterogenous membership in guilds as well. 

It is worth placing the present discussion of social networks and the compo
sition of Christian groups, which suggests variety from one group to the next and 
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a range of possibilities from heterogenous to homogeneous membership, within 
the broader context of debates concerning the social level of early Christianity. 
Until recent decades, it was quite common for scholars to speak of early Chris
tianity as, in the words of Adolf Deissmann, "a movement of the lower classes" 
(I910/I927: 8-9). The notion that most, if not all, early Christian groups drew 
their membership primarily from the most dispossessed and deprived segments of 
Greco-Roman society is also reflected in some recent studies ( cf. Elliott 
I990[I98IJ: 59-IOO, esp. 70-72). Yet recent years have seen a shift away from 
this sort of characterization toward an acknowledgment that Christian groups 
were "more nearly a cross section of society than we have sometimes thought;' as 
Filson observed (I939: I I I). Paul's comment to the Corinthians that "not many 
[of you] were powerful, not many were of noble birth" (I Cor 1.26), for instance, 
suggests that some were, and recent studies of the Corinthian correspondence show 
that the presence of both wealthier patrons and those of low social standing 
within this community accounts for several of the problems that Paul perceives, 
including the issues of court cases ( ch. 6 ), eating food that had been offered to 
idols ( ch. 8-10), and social divisions at the Lord's Supper ( ch. II; cf. Theissen 
I980; Chow I992; Clarke I993). Studies by Malherbe (I983[I977]: 29-59), 
Meeks (I983: 5I-73), and others emphasize that although we lack sufficient in
formation to provide detailed profiles of the social level of Christians, the indi
cations we do get suggest that many groups reflect a mixture of socioeconomic 
levels representing a "fair cross-section of urban society" (Meeks I983: 73; cf. 
Judge I960;Theissen I982; Holmberg I990: 2I-76). Within this mixture Meeks 
suggests that the "typical" Christian (in Pauline groups) was the "free artisan or 
trader" (I983: 73), though, as I have shown, there was certainly a range of possi
bilities of wealth, prestige, and status within such segments of society. Grant's 
(I980-8I) survey of literary evidence for Christianity in the second century like
wise finds a range of possibilities in the wealth, education, and overall status of 
Christians. It is worth mentioning Pliny the Younger's general observation as Ro
man governor of Bithynia-Pontus (c. I IO C.E.) that the Christians brought before 
him represented "individuals of every age and class, both men and women;' among 
them some Roman citizens and two female deaconesses (Ep. I0.96.4, 8-9). 

Although this emerging scholarly consensus is insightful in most respects, the 
discussion of social networks and associations above should caution us in gener
alizing too much concerning the overall social composition of Christianity (or 
other associations). Meeks (I983: 79), for example, contrasts the (supposed) typ
ically heterogeneous Christian groups to the (supposed) homogeneous character 
of other associations, which does not do justice to the range of evidence discussed 
above. Viewing the issue of social composition from the perspective of ancient so
cial networks complicates broad generalizations and points to some of the shared 
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avenues of expansion into certain social strata open to groups of various kinds. 
Moreover, we need to remain attentive to the differences from one group (Chris
tian or otherwise) to the next, with some groups being more homogeneous, oth
ers more heterogeneous, in both social level and gender makeup. 

Christians within Elite Strata and Networks: Paths of l-trtical Mobility 
In the case of the civic elites, the wealthier segment of the population who could 
attain civic office and exert local influence within the cities, we do not have much 
Christian evidence to work with until the third century; but there are some indi
cators. There are clear signs that Christianity had to some degree penetrated the 
ranks of the wealthier stratum in some cities in the first and second centuries; con
cern for the proper management of wealth within Christian literature confirms the 
fact that some Christians in Asia Minor and elsewhere were wealthy enough to act 
as benefactors (and leaders) within the group (c£ pastoral Epistles; Shepherd of Her
mas). However, we are short on clear evidence of Christians drawn from the seg
ments of society that filled civic offices, with some important exceptions. 

Although those of "noble birth" and "power" (I Cor 1.26) among the 
Corinthian Christians (mid-first century) could be among those who assumed 
important civic positions, it is only in the case of Erastus at Corinth that we 
have more solid confirmation of this possibility. Paul mentions that Erastus is 
a civic functionary of some type, an "oikonomos of the city" (Rom I 6.23). That 
Erastus was a civic functionary is significant in itself, but it is not clear precisely 
what position Erastus filled and its level of importance (Paul is speaking in 
Greek, and the positions in the Roman colony of Corinth would usually be ex
pressed in Latin). The fact that Paul singles out Erastus in mentioning an occu
pation suggests that the position is one of relatively high status ( c£ Theissen 
1980: 75-76). Mason's study of Greek equivalents of Latin terms shows that 
the term oikonomos (1974: 71) could be used to describe a number of positions, 
including treasurer ( dispensator ), overseer ( vilicus ), or even aedile. Any of these po
sitions are candidates in this case, but the position of aedile would be the most 
influential. The two civic aediles, elected annually, were responsible for manage
ment of public streets, buildings, and revenue in a Roman colony, and their po
sition was second only to the chief magistrates, the duoviri. If Erastus was an 
aedile (which we cannot say for sure), it is possible that he can be identified with 
his namesake in an inscription from first-century Corinth: "Erastus in return for 
his aedileship laid (the pavement) at his own expense" (see Clarke 1993:46-57 
for full discussion). Perhaps there were other Christians, like Erastus, among the 
civic elites in the first century, who continued to offer their services to their 
home city, but we can only speculate. 
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It is only in the late second and early third centuries (beginning c. I80 C.E.) 
that we begin to find surviving artifactual evidence for Christians that is distin
guishable from the more general archeological record ( cf. Snyder I 985). So it is 
significant that some of the extant monuments or inscriptions, many of which 
come from Asia Minor, provide glimpses of Christians among the civic elites, 
playing a significant role in the life of the city. Besides those inscriptions that 
clearly indicate pride in at least civic citizenship (e.g., Snyder I 985: I 38-4 I, 
note 5), there are several examples of Christians as members of civic councils in 
Asia Minor in the mid- to late third century. At Sebaste there was a Christian 
physician on the council, and at Eumeneia there were several Christians on the 
councilP Membership on the civic council (boule) was reserved for those with 
considerable wealth who could contribute, as benefactors, to the well-being of 
the city; only those with high social status within the community would attain 
the position. 

Even more telling is an earlier inscription from Claudiopolis in Bithynia (late 
second to mid-third century C.E.), which involves a Christian as an important civic 
magistrate and benefactor of the city: 

For the two purest ones who also had faith in God: Marcus Demetrianos, who 
served as foremost archon, civic administrator, and director of contests with 
honor, and the dearest mother, Aurelia Pannychas. Aurelia Demetriane, their 
daughter, and Domitios Heliodoros, their son-in-law, together with her brother 
Demetrianos and her uncle Chrysippos erected this tomb as a memorial. (Early
Christian Epitaphs from Anatolia: 80-81, note 3.1 [tr., with adaptations] = 
lBithDiirner II 159)13 

The board of archons was the most influential civic body in this region, and the 
post of head of this board would be reserved only for the most wealthy benefac
tors of the city. Demetrianos's benefactions had evidently included sponsorship of 
the contests that were so much a characteristic of social life in the city. Here we 
have a Christian couple of high social status and great influence within the civic 
context being honored on an epitaph by a family that is proud of both their civic 
achievements and their "faith in God:' 

Due to the nature of our evidence, it is difficult to know how representative the 
cases at Sebaste, Eumeneia, and Claudiopolis are, but they certainly show the po
tential (and perhaps increasing) presence of some Christians among the civic elites, 
especially by the third century. It remains most likely, however, that elite members 
among Christian groups were in the minority, probably reflecting the ratio of elites 
to general population in civic society more generally. Though evidence is lacking, it 
is quite possible that the Christian groups at these localities might have used their 
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connections with the city councilors or an archon to further their own interests; 
gaining permission from the civic authorities to build a meeting place, for instance, 
would be a plausible benefit of these social network connections. 

The presence of Christians among imperial elite families or networks is also a 
difficult area to assess due to the vagaries of our evidence ( c£ Harnack 
1961[1908]: 33-52; Cadoux 1925 [throughout]; Eck 1971). There is, however, 
clear and early evidence of Christians belonging to the imperial household or fa

milia Caesaris. A few words are in order concerning the imperial household and so
cial mobility before outlining some of the Christian evidence. The familia Caesaris, 
which encompassed all those slaves (servi) and freedpersons (Iiberti) in the direct 
service of the emperor, was divided into two branches: domestic and public 
(Weaver I967, I972). The former, which involved the upkeep of imperial estab
lishments and gardens in Rome and on imperial estates elsewhere, would indeed 
involve direct social contacts with the emperor and hence access to the most pow
erful and influential patron in the Roman Empire; yet it was in the public impe
rial administrative service that there was a wide range of posts, some of which 
could involve considerable power and influence. In fact, recent scholarship stresses 
the fact that the civil service of the imperial household was the most important 
avenue of social mobility in the Roman Empire (c£Weaver I967: 4). 

Individuals in the administrative service who demonstrated ability and ex
ploited their patronage connections with the emperor usually followed a typical 
career path leading them to acquire characteristics conducive to social advance
ment and access to networks of influence, as Weaver's studies (I967, I972) show. 
Imperial slaves aged twenty to thirty began in the junior post of assistant ( adjutor) 
and would often achieve manumission (transition from the legal status of slave to 
free) during this period. Next (between the ages of thirty and forty) would come 
the intermediate posts, including record officer (a commentariis ), correspondant ( ab 
epistulis), accountant (tabularius), or paymaster (dispensator), positions that entailed 
some level of education, acquisition of considerable wealth, and exercise of power. 
Finally, at about the age of forty the imperial freedman would be eligible for the 
senior posts, including chief accountant, chief correspondent, or supervisor 
(procurator); some procurators would serve alongside their equestrian counterparts 
in provinces such as Roman Asia. As Finn points out, by retirement (if not ear
lier) the imperial freedman "had acquired a considerable measure of the criteria 
which signaled upward change in status" and "his descendants started life fairly 
well up on the status ladder and could go much further" (1982: 32). The line be
tween imperial freedmen and the official equestrian order was seldom crossed, 
however (see Weaver I 972: 282-94 ); yet, as noted earlier, social status and access 
to networks of influence involved factors beyond the officially or legally defined 
orders of society. 
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It is significant that this area of society in which social mobility was most promi
nent is precisdy where we find the dearest evidence (limited though it is) of Chris
tian presence. Moreover, this points to one of the more important processes of ver
tical mobility whereby Christianity moved up socially in the pre-Constantinian 
empire, gradually gaining influence in some of the more important social networks 
(c£ Finn I982). As early as Paul's letter to the Christians at the Roman colony of 
Philippi (Phil 4.22, c. 60 C.E.), we hear of Christians as members of "Caesar's 
household;' probably at Rome. Toward the end of the century there is mention of 
Claudius Ephebus and Valerius Vito in the church at Rome ( l Clem. 65. I), and their 
names suggest strongly that they are freedmen of the Claudian and Valerian house
holds (c£ Jeffers I99I: 29-31). 

There are fUrther literary references to Christians among these segments of the 
imperial household, especially beginning in the late second century. We hear of an 
imperial slave named Eudpistos in connection with the martyrdom of Justin, the 
apologist (Mart. Justin, c. 165 C.E.). Callistus, Hippolytus's archrival who became 
bishop of Rome, was the slave of a Christian imperial freedman named Car
pophoros, probably a paymaster in Commodus's household (Hippolytus, Haer. 
9.12, c. 172-92 C.E.; c£ Finn 1982: 34). In Eusebius's Ecclesiastical History we en
counter several Christians who were imperial slaves or freedmen (mid- to late third 
or early fourth centuries), some apparently in important positions of the imperial 
administration. These include Dorotheus, who was appointed by the emperor to 
take charge of the purple-dye works atTyre (7.32); Dorotheus, who was honored 
as though he were a "ruler or governor" (8.I, 6) before being purged from Dio
detian's household along with two other Christians, Peter and Gorgonius; Philoro
mus, who was entrusted with judicial fUnctions in the imperial administration at 
Alexandria (8.9); and Audactus, who "had advanced through every grade of honor 
under the emperors, so as to pass blamelessly through the general administration 
of what they call the magistracy and ministry of finance" (Hist. eccl., Lake 8.II).I4 

Epigraphical evidence happens to confirm the picture we get from the litera
ture (at least for the third century). An inscription from about 240-50 C.E. sheds 
much needed light on this issue and provides us with information about two such 
Christians as members of the imperial household ( CIL VI 8987 = ICUR X 
27126 =Clarke 197I)P Alexander, an imperial slave, erected a memorial for his 
deceased son, Marcus, who had been the keeper of the wardrobe in the domestic 
service of the emperor. Most importantly for our purposes is the fact that Mar
cus had acquired an education-a key factor in social advancement-at the 
paedogogium ad Caput Africae, a senior administrative training center for the young of 
the imperial family (see Mohler 1940: 270-80). As G. W. Clarke points out, the 
better graduates of this school "would be well read, well spoken; they would ex
pect to marry non-servile wives (though not yet manumitted themselves), to own 
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considerable property and other slaves, to receive entree into (though not equal 
status with) the major social and governmental circles, and thus to wield them
selves considerable de facto power" (I97I: I22-23). Here, then, is a clear example 
wherein a Christian family was making advancements socially in the service of the 
emperor, and it is likely that there were others like them. 

It is worth mentioning another monument-less securely, though likely, iden
tified as Christian-from the vicinity of Rome (dated 2I7 C.E.) that provides a 
similar picture of social mobility. The grave of Marcus Aurelius Prosenes-set 
up by several of his own freedpersons (liberti)-reveals that this imperial freed
man had moved his way through the hierarchy of imperial service, even holding 
several procuratorships (senior positions of considerable influence) under Com
modus. Though nothing in the original inscription suggests Christian identity, 
one freedman named Ampelius later inscribed on the stone the fact that Prosenes 
was "welcomed before God" (receptus ad deum) on March 3, 2I7, an expression 
that may best be explained in terms of Christianity ( ICUR VI I 7246; c£ Maz
zoleni I999: I53). Finally, there is evidence in an inscription from Ostia (which 
is probably Christian), the grave of Basilides, who was an imperial slave serving 
as assistant to Sabinus, the imperial paymaster for the port, probably around 250 
C.E. ( CIL XIV I876).16 

Emperor Valerian's edict of 258 C.E. (soon reversed by Gallienus) not only 
confirms the presence of Christians within the imperial household, but also sug
gests that by this time Christianity had begun to make at least some limited head
way through elite family networks into the equestrian and senatorial orders. Ac
cording to a letter of the Christian bishop Cyprian (Ep. 80), the edict took 
measures to eliminate the practice of Christianity among the upper echelons of 
the imperial elites. 

Senators, prominent men and Roman equestrians are to lose their position, and 
moreover be stripped of their property; if they still persist in being Christians af
ter their goods have been taken from them, they are to be beheaded. Matrons are 
to be deprived of their property and banished into exile. But members of Caesar's 
household ( Caesariani) are to have their goods confiscated and be sent in chains by 
appointment to the estates of Caesar. (Trans. Harnack 1961[1908]: 38-39; see 
Keresztes 1989: 67-81, 258-59) 

Specific examples of Christians among the equestrian and senatorial orders in 
the period before Valerian, however, are few and far between (which may simply be 
due to the fragmentary nature of surviving evidence). As to Christians of eques
trian status, the "brothers" of many ranks that were sifted from the army under 
Diocletian and his co-emperors (c. 303-305 C.E.) may have included such offi
cers, as Harnack (198I [1905]: 93) imagined; but we are left with very little in-
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formation concerning the rank of any Christians who were in the army before this 
time (since about 173 C.E.; see Helgeland 1974). 

We are also short on evidence regarding the senatorial order. Several scholars 
have argued that the senator and consul (95 C.E.) T. Flavius Clemens and his wife 
Domitilla, executed for "atheism" by Domitian, were Christians (based primarily on 
Eusebius's claim [Hist. eccLI8.4] that Domitilla was a convert); but the evidence for 
this is extremely tenuous. It seems more likely that the "atheism" in question is ac
tually Judaism (see Keresztes 1989: 87-93, against Sordi 1986: 43-54). Beginning 
in the late second century, we hear mention of women from these circles of influ
ence who maintained positive contacts with Christians and were likely converts, such 
as the wife of a governor of Cappadocia (L. Claudius Hieronymianus) and the wife 
of a governor of Syria (Tertullian, Scap. 3.5; Hippolytus, Comm. Dan. 4.18.1-3 
[c. 202-4 C.E.]). One could well imagine Christianity making its way through social 
connections within the households of these influential women. Eusebius mentions 
Astyrius as "a member of the Roman senate" immediately following Valerian's time 
(under Gallienus ), and all of the other certain pre-Constantinian examples date to 
the early fourth century (see Eck 1971: 388-91). 

It is only beginning with Constantine that Christian senators and equestrians 
are more commonly attested. Even then, Ramsay MacMullen (1984: 47) canes
timate that at least two-thirds of Constantine's government at the upper echelons 
remained non-Christian ( cf. Markus I 97 4: 90-9 I). Studies by MacMullen 
(1984), Markus (1974), Brown (1961), von Haehling (1978), and others are be
ginning to discern some of the processes through which families of the Roman 
aristocracy were gradually Christianized in the fourth and fifth centuries. More
over, although there were few Christians among the imperial elites in the first cen
turies, there was another important area of potential contacts between Christian 
groups and both the civic and imperial elites within society: social networks of 
benefaction or patronage. 

Contacts between Associations and the Elites 
within Networks of Benefaction 

Networks of Benifaction and Insights from the Social Sciences 
Social networks are not static entities working on the same principles throughout 
history, but rather systems guided by particular cultural conditions. So it is im
portant to discuss some of the key cultural and social norms, expectations, and 
roles characteristic of networks of benefaction in the cities of the Roman Empire 
(especially the Greek East). Virtually all social-religious groups in the world of the 
Christians, including both Jewish and Christian groups we shall see, were in some 
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way involved in these networks and dependent upon benefaction or patronage for 
their continued existence. 

The late Hellenistic and Roman eras witnessed the emergence of a systematic 
pattern of benefaction (" euergetism") that worked through social networks and 
was accompanied by a particular developing cultural worldview, especially in the 
Greek East ( c£ Veyne 1990 [1976]; Gauthier 1985; Wallace-Hadrill 1990: 
150-54; Sartre 1991: 147-66). This system is perhaps best explained in terms of 
webs of reciprocal relations within social networks marked by a clearly differenti
ated hierarchy, though the potential for relations was quite fluid at all levels. The 
ultimate patron or benefactor, alongside the gods, was the emperor himself, with 
the imperial elites coming in second; but perhaps more important for the every
day life of the average city were the civic elites and other inhabitants who had at
tained considerable wealth (as well as the more successfUl of those involved in 
trade or other occupations). The most prominent characteristic of relations within 
these networks was the exchange of benefits or gifts of numerous kinds (protec
tion, financial contributions for various purposes, legal or other assistance) in re
turn for appropriate honors (monumental inscriptions or statues, leadership posi
tions within the group, yearly proclamation of honors). A clearly defined set of 
social roles or expectations corresponded to one's position or status within the so
cial structure. Failure of the wealthy to appropriately provide such benefactions 
was a threat to the position and status they strove to maintain within society. In 
this sense benefaction became a duty or obligation, not simply a voluntary action. 
Failure of a beneficiary (individual or group) to fittingly honor a benefactor re
sulted in shame ( c£ Dio Chrysostom, Rbod., Nest., 3 Fort., Lib.) and jeopardized the 
potential for future benefactions, whether this be protection of the community by 
a god or financial support from a local notable. 

Associations were, as we shall see, among the groups and individuals competing 
within this social system to maintain links with the elites. Several sociological insights 
are of help in approaching the study of social networks of benefaction and the place 
of associations within them. Wellman (1983) summarizes several of the most im
portant principles evident in the work of many network analysts, some of which are 
relevant here. First, ties in a social network are often asymmetrically reciprocal, in
volving the exchange of resources that may be either material or intangible (e.g., 
honor, popularity). Thus although the members of a local association or guild differ 
greatly in status from the wealthy civic or imperial official, relations between the two 
involve an exchange of resources: money and the prestige of links with a member of 
the elites for the association, and both honor and nonfinancial forms of support, 
bringing advantage in competition with other members of the elites, for the official. 

Second, ties link network members indirectly as well as directly; that is, links 
within a network should be understood within the context of larger network 
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structures. Connections between an association and a Roman proconsul or impe
rial cult high priest, for example, involve a link between the local social networks 
(in which the association is a dear participant) and larger networks that link the 
city to province and empire. Third, links connect clusters of relations as well as 
individuals. The link of an individual association member to someone outside the 
group links all of the association members to that person. That outside person 
may be linked to other associations in the same way. Thus clusters of relations lead 
out to broad networks that often involve influential personages. Finally, networks 
structure collaboration and competition to secure scarce resources (whether mate
rial or otherwise). This principle is particularly apt for our present discussion. We 
have seen that associations themselves are groups based, in part, on preexisting sets 
of social network connections, allowing collaboration among members to secure 
resources, such as benefaction from the elites. On the other hand, associations may 
compete with one another for access to the limited resource of benefactors within 
broader social networks. 

Mitchell (1969) analyzes social networks in terms of two kinds of dimension. 
First, there are the morphological dimensions that pertain to the overall shape of 
the web of ties within a particular social network, something that is difficult to 
assess owing to the fragmentary nature of ancient evidence. Second, there are in
teractional dimensions that pertain to the nature of the links themselves; these are 
"crucial in understanding the social behaviour" (1969: 20). Among the interac
tional dimensions are content, pertaining to the purpose for which a particular link 
has come into being, be it economic assistance, kinship, religious, or occupational 
purposes; directedness, regarding the direction of the flow of interaction, be it re
ciprocal or otherwise; durability, relating to whether the ties are temporary or on
going; and, intensity, regarding the "degree to which individuals are prepared to 
honor obligations, or feel free to exercise the rights implied in their link to some 
other person" (27). All of these dimensions play a role in shaping the social be
haviors and interactions of the actors. 

Associations and Connections with the Elites 
Associations could be among the beneficiaries of family traditions of beneficence, 
maintaining important links with the provincial imperial elites. The case of a certain 
Julian family of Asia Minor is illustrative; they were descendents of Galatian and At
talid royalty who entered into imperial service as equestrians and then senators as early 
as the late first century. 17 Members of this family habitually included associations 
(though no known Christian ones) as recipients of their benefactions, illustrating the 
sorts of links that could exist between the elites and local social-religious groups. 
C. Antius Aulus Julius Quadratus was a prominent Pergarnene and senator who 
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· assumed the consulate in 94 and I OS C.E. He held numerous provincial offices in. the 
Greek East, including legate in Asia, Bithynia-Pontus, Lycia-Pamphylia, and Syria, and 
proconsul of Asia in 109-10 C.E. Numerous cities, including his hometown of Perg
amon, honored him for his services and benefactions (IEpb 6I4, IS38; ISid£ 57; IPerg
amon 43WI). But he was also the benefactor of local associations at home includ
ing the synod of young men ( neoi) and, on more than one occasion, an association 
devoted to Dionysos, which called itself the "dancing cowherds" (!Pergamon 440; 
Conze and Schuchhardt I899: I79-80, notes 3I-32). The cowherds, whose meet
ing place has been recently excavated (see Radt I988: 224-28), came into contact 
with him directly when he was priest of Dionysos Kathegemon. Another relative, 
Julius Amyntianus, probably Quadratus's cousin, was a member in the Panhellenion 
institution of Athens, but also the priest of Isis and Sarapis at Tralles for a time, for 
which the initiates of these Greco-Egyptian deities honored him with a monument 
(ITra/86; post-I31 C.E.). 

A few sociological observations would be fitting at this point before turning 
to one final member of this family that had connections with local associations. 
Considering some of the interactional dimensions of these links in social net
works between members of this family and associations of various kinds can help 
us better to understand the nature of such connections. First, the content or pur
poses of these instances of interaction-"the meanings which the persons in the 
network attribute to their relationships" (Mitchell 1969: 20)--are similar, though 
not necessarily identical. In these cases of asymmetrically reciprocal contacts be
tween the elites and local associations, the participants would clearly understand 
the links in terms of a benefactor-beneficiary relationship: the exchange of tangi
ble financial aid in return for the far less tangible, though extremely valuable, re
turn of honors. There is more to it than that, though. At one point both men were 
priests of the deities to whom the associations were devoted, and this would have 
been a key factor in ensuring benefaction in the first place. The service of these 
men as priests would on its own warrant reciprocation from the associations, so 
the content of the link is not limited to a fmancial component. It should be 
stressed, however, that the role of benefactor did not necessarily require common 
religious practice or concerns, which the case of Julia Severa will illustrate. 

Owing to the partial nature of inscriptional evidence, it is difficult to assess 
the durability of links between a certain person and a given association. However, 
if Quadratus's relations with the Dionysiac cowherds is any indication, there was 
potential for ongoing links over time. In such cases, the social pressures on both 
the elites to make further benefactions and the association to respond with ap
propriate honors (i.e., the intensity of the link) would be considerable. Failure of 
an association to respond to a benefaction with clearly visible honors in return 
would be disastrous in its hopes of maintaining links for financial or other rea-
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sons with this or any other wealthy person. From this elite family's perspective, 
such links with local associations were part of a larger set of connections within 
city, province, and empire that helped to secure family members' high social posi
tion and degree of honor within society. These sociological observations con
cerning the nature of social relations within these networks would also apply to 
some Jewish and Christian groups. 

Some Jewish groups were clearly participants within these same social net
works, even maintaining connections with the civic and imperial elites (irrespec
tive of the religious affiliation of a benefactor). Julia Severa, a relative of Quadra
tus and the others, was a prominent figure in Akmoneia in the mid-first century, 
acting as director of contests and high priestess in the local temple of the impe
rial family ("the Sebastoi gods"). She was not a Jew, as some have assumed (e.g., 
Ramsay 1895-97: 639, 650-51, 673; see also Trebilco 1991: 57-60). This 
prominent and wealthy benefactor maintained links with some local associations, 
including the elders' organization (gerousia ), which honored her with a monument 
(MAMA VI 263 ). Yet an inscription from the late first or early second century (our 
earliest epigraphical attestation to a synagogue in Asia Minor) reveals that the Jews 
of the city also had ties with this influential woman: 

The meeting-place, which was built by Julia Severa, was renovated by P. Tyrronius 
Klados, head-of-the-synagogue (archisynagogos) for life, Lucius son of Lucius, also 
head-of-the-synagogue, and Publius Zotikos, archon, from their own resources and 
from the common deposit. They decorated the walls and ceiling, made the win
dows secure and took care of all the rest of the decoration. The synagogue hon
ored them with a golden shield because of their virtuous disposition, goodwill and 
diligence in relation to the synagogue. (MAMA VI 264 = Cll766 [ tr. mine]) 

Severa had apparently shown her beneficence by contributing the building in 
which the Jewish group met sometime around the period 60-80 C.E. ( c£ Lk 
7.1-5). Along with others who later renovated the building, Severa was honored 
by the Jewish group with a golden shield and this monumental inscription. The 
links between these Jews and the civic elites at Akmoneia seem to go beyond this 
connection with an imperial cult high priestess; P. T yrronius Klados, the head of 
the synagogue, was evidently connected with the influential T yrronius family, ei
ther as a relative, freedman, or client ( c£ MAMA VI = IGR IV 654 ). 

This instance of connections between a Jewish group and the elites might be 
passed off as an interesting exception if not for considerable evidence that further 
confirms other Jewish groups' links with and honors for (non-Jewish) members of 
the imperial elites ( c£ Harland 2000). Philo mentions that it was customary 
among Jewish groups in Egypt to set up honorary monuments for the supreme pa
trons of the empire, the emperors, including "shields, golden crowns, plaques and 
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inscriptions" (Leg. 133; c£ FLucus 97-104). We also hear of specific officials of the 
equestrian or senatorial orders that had links with Jewish groups within networks 
of benefaction. Jewish groups of Asia passed an honorary decree (c. 12 B.C.E.) for 
both Emperor Augustus and Gaius Marcius Censoi:inus, an imperial official of 
senatorial (consular) rank; a copy was set up (by order of the emperor) in the 
provincial imperial cult temple Oosephus, Ant. I6.I65; c£ Bowersock I964). A 
Jewish group at Berenike in Cyrenaica set up an honorary monument for Marcus 
Tittius (c. 24 C.E. ), an imperial official of either the equestrian or (more likely) 
senatorial order; he had acted in a beneficent way toward the city as a whole as well 
as the Jewish group within it (Reynolds I977: 244-45, note 17 = Raux and 
Raux I 949 = IGR I I 024; c£ New Docs N I I I). Several inscriptions from the city 
of Rome show that one synagogue called itself the "Augustesians" and another the 
"Agrippesians;' in honor of their patrons, Augustus and Agrippa ( Cll 365, 425, 
503; Cll284, 301,338,368, 4I6, 496; c£ Richardson 1998; Leon I995 [I960]: 
140-42). Like other associations, Jewish groups could be among the competitors 
for connections with influential figures within civic and imperial contexts. 

Christian Groups and Connections witb tbe Elites 
There is neglected evidence that some Christian groups, like some Jewish groups, 
participated in these networks of benefaction, sometimes including links with the 
civic and imperial elites. We know for sure that Christian groups, like their non
Christian counterparts, relied on the benefactions of wealthier members of the 
group for, among other things, a place to meet, often within the patron's own 
house ( c£ White I 997). Yet the discussion of Jewish groups illustrates well the 
fact that observance of a common religious practice or cult was not a precondition 
of links with influential figures. Despite the lack of surviving material remains or 
inscriptions for Christianity in the first two centuries, 18 there is literary evidence 
that suggests that Christian participation in networks of benefaction could extend 
beyond the membership of a Christian group, including honors for the elites 
within society. 

There were dearly some Christian leaders, such as the author of Revelation, 
who condemned honoring influential outsiders (e.g., the emperor, Roman offi
cials) in any way. But others in the first and second centuries were more open to 
at least some positive contacts with outsiders and some even encouraged Christ
ian groups to engage in typical honorary activities ( c£ Harland 2000). The case 
of I Peter is illustrative of at least one trajectory of Christianity. One of the most 
important sections in this diaspora letter, which addresses Christian groups 
throughout Asia Minor (using the metaphor of "exiles"), relates how these Chris
tians were to "conduct yourselves honorably among the Gentiles, so that, though 
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they malign you as evil-doers, they may see your honorable deeds (ton kalon ergon) 
and glorify God when he comes to judge" (I Pt 2.12 [NRSV]). Immediately fol
lowing this comes a passage filled with the conventional vocabulary of benefaction 
("good works;' "praise," "honor") that advocates subjection to and honors for in
fluential persons, including the emperor, as one of the means by which tensions 
with outsiders could be ameliorated. 

For the Lord's sake accept the authority of every human institution, whether of 
the emperor as supreme, or of governors, as sent by him to punish those who do 
wrong and to praise those who do right (epainon de agatbopoion). For it is God's will 
that by doing right you should silence the ignorance of the foolish .... Honor 
everyone. Love the family of believers. Fear God. Honor (timate) the emperor. 
(2.13-17) 

The context of this passage suggests that these are not just empty words or merely 
"a stock phrase taken over from some current formula of instruction in civic duty" 
(Beare 1958: II7), but rather practical exhortations with direct implications re
garding the concrete behaviors of Christian groups and their members that would 
be observed or even "praised" by influential persons ( c£ van Unnik I980 [I954]; 
Winter I 994: I I -40; Harland 2000). Together with other evidence from the pas
toral Epistles, Polycarp and other Christian leaders in Asia Minor and elsewhere, 19 

this evidence suggests it is conceivable that Christians would follow the suggestion 
of their leaders by actively honoring those in positions of authority, engaging to 
some degree in social networks of benefaction in Roman society. 

A similar mentality concerning the establishment or maintenance of positive 
connections with the elites seems to be advocated by the author of Luke-Acts 
(c. 90 C.E.), for instance (c£ Walaskay 1983). The author often portrays Roman 
officials in a neutral or positive light, such as the Roman centurion at Capernaum 
(Lk 7.1-IO; c£ Acts 10), who had (like Julia Severa) built a synagogue for the lo
cal Jews. The proconsul of Cyprus, Sergius Paulus, summons Paul and Barnabas 
"to hear the word of God;' and he ultimately believes the message, according to 
the author (Acts 13.7-12). It is evidence such as this that leads Vernon K. 
Robbins to argue that Luke-Acts reflects "a narrative map grounded in an ideol
ogy that supported Christians who were building alliances with local leaders 
throughout the eastern Roman empire" (1991: 202). It seems that the author of 
Luke-Acts was not alone in his approach. 

Some evidence suggests that these alliances and connections between some 
Christian groups and the elites within social networks would continue in the cen
turies leading up to Constantine's official adoption of Christianity. Authors of the 
third and early fourth centuries mention in passing what seems to have been a 
common practice within some areas. Writing in the mid-third century, Origen of 
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Alexandria complains that the practice of Christian groups accepting benefactions 
from the (non-Christian) elites was an increasing problem: 

I admit that at the present time perhaps, when on account of the multitude of 
people coming into the faith even rich men and persons of position and honor 
and ladies of refinement and high birth, favourably regard the adherents of the 
faith, one might venture to say that some become leaders of the Christian teach
ers for the sake of a little prestige. (Gels. 3.9, Chadwick) 

Although certainly exaggerating the point, Eusebius's comment that "the rulers in 
every church were honored by all procurators and governors" (Hist. eccl. 8.1) sug
gests at least some cases of connections between Christian groups and the impe
rial elites in the years before Constantine. Christian groups, like other associations 
and Jewish groups, were participants within the networks that dominated social 
relations in Greco-Roman society. 

Notes 
I would like to thank Michel Desjardins (Wilfrid Laurier University) and Teresa Harland 
who provided helpful suggestions for revision. 

I. On the following discussion of the senatorial and equestrian orders and civic elites, 
including numerical information and estimates, see Suetonius, Aug. 41.I and Dio 54.I7.3 
(I,OOO,OOO-I,200,000 sesterces requirement for senators beginning under Augustus); 
Hopkins (I965: I2); Garnsey and Saller (I987); Alfoldy (I985) (on the social structure 
of the Roman Empire); MacMullen (I974b: 88-I20, I83 note I); and Millar (I977: 
275-36I, esp. 297-300). 

2. To give some sense of the magnitude of this wealth, it is worth noting that an aver
age laborer made about I,OOO sesterces per year, and would, therefore, have to work a total 
of I ,000 years without spending a penny in order to approach senatorial wealth. Due to 
the nature of inflation and differences in the standards of living from ancient Rome to the 
modern world, it is very difficult to give equivalents of value in modern currencies (Shel
ton I 988: 459). 

3. Since the Roman economy was primarily agricultural, peasant farmers in the coun
tryside made up the majority of this segment of the population (on the peasantry see Garn
sey and Saller I 987). 

4. AtThyatira, for instance, there was both a slave merchant (somatemporos) and a dyer who 
at one point assumed the relatively important office of market overseer (agoranomos; TAMV 
932, 99I [second-third centuries C.E.]). There were those who rose to membership in the 
civic council such as shippers at both Ephesos and Nikomedia, a purple-dyer at Hierapolis, 
goldsmiths at Sardis (including Jews or god-fearers), and even a baker at Korykos in Cilicia 
( lEph I487-88; SEC 27 828; lliierap] I56; DFSI 22-23; MAMA III 756 [I-3 C.E.]). 

5. The focus on networks revises in part an earlier theoretical framework that empha
sized relative deprivation and corresponding ideological appeals of a given group (cult or 
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sect) as the primary factor in growth of membership. See Gurney and Tierney (I982) on 
problems with the relative deprivation perspective. 

6. Both outsiders and insiders in Roman times described Christian (and Jewish) 
groups using terminology common to associations generally ( c£ Pliny, Ep. I 0. 97; Lucian, 
Pmgr. I I; Tertullian, Apol. 38-39; and Josephus, Ant. I4.2IS-I6, 235). For recent studies 
of associations, which often argue for the value in comparing associations to Christian or 
Jewish groups, see Kloppenborg (I993); Schmeller (I995); Kloppenborg and Wilson 
(I996); Harland (I996, I999, 2000); and Ascough (I997). Classic studies include 
Waltzing (I895-I900) and Poland (I909). 

7. Abbreviations for inscriptional collections follow the standard outlined in Horsley 
and Lee (I 994 ). 

8. Quite often it is hard to know for sure whether an association is based primarily 
on such temple connections or on a combination of the networks outlined above, since re
ligion was embedded within the life of virtually all associations and guilds. 

9. Remus (I996: I55-64) notes that the orator Aristides did indeed maintain links 
with those of differing socioeconomic standing at the Asklepios sanctuary, but the most 
dominant links were those that Aristides maintained with others of similar social, educa
tional, and economic backgrounds. 

10. Though Acts may exaggerate the extent to which synagogues were the context for 
the activity of Paul and other early missionaries, we should not err in the reverse direction 
by dismissing the importance of Jewish networks for a movement that began as a sect 
within Judaism and clearly included Jews among its adherents in some cities. 

I I. The inscription is categorized as Christian based on the warning against violation, 
which says that if anyone violates the grave, "they will have to reckon with the righteous
ness of God:' This is a variation on the so-called "Eumeneian formula" (see note below). 

I2. Sebaste: Johnson (1995: 92-93, no. 3.6) = Ramsay (1895-97: 560, no. 451). 
Eumeneia: Johnson (1995: 82-83, no. 3.2) =Ramsay (I895-97: 5I9-20, no. 359); 
Johnson (I995: 84-85, no. 3.3) = Ramsay (I895-97: 525, no. 368); Johnson (I995: 
86-87, no. 3.4) = Ramsay (1895-97: 522, no. 364); Ramsay (1895-97: 520-21, no. 
361). These are categorized as Christian primarily based on the so-called "Eumeneian for
mula;' which warns that if anyone should disturb the grave, "he will reckon with (the liv
ing) God:' At Eumeneia and the surrounding Phrygian region, at least, the phrase indi
cates Christian identity, but not necessarily in the case of inscriptions from other regions 
(see Calder 1939; Robert I960: 405-13; Early-Christian Epitaphs from Anatolia: 
41-43). 

13. Both F. K. Dorner (1952: 59-60) and L. Robert (I978: 4I4) categorize the in
scription as certainly Christian based on the phrase "To the most holy ones who also had 
faith in God"; the use of "faith" (pistis) in conjunction with monotheism is characteristi
cally Christian in inscriptions ( c£ lBitbDiirner II I 60). 

14. Eusebius is prone to exaggerate the positive role of Christians in relation to the em
pire in the pre-Constantinian era (c£ 5.21, 7.10, 8.If£), but the examples provided here 
seem quite plausible, especially considering our other evidence for Christians within the 
imperial household. 
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IS. The inscription was identified quite securely as Christian in connection with the 
phrase "I beg of you, kind brothers, by the one God" (jratres boni, per unum Jeum) by Clarke 
(1971: 121-22) and has been accepted as such by other experts in Christian epigraphy 
(c£ Mazzoleni 1999: IS3-54). 

16. The inscription is categorized as Christian based on the phrase "he sleeps" (bit dOf'
mit), which seems to have been a Christian usage at Ostia ( c£ CIL XIV 1877-78), some
times adding "in peace" (in pace) (c£ CIL XIV 1887, 1888, 1889). See Cadoux (I92S: 
S60, note 6), who mentions this and two other Ostian Christian inscriptions (CIL XIV 
1878-79), the latter involving slaves or freedmen of the imperial family in the early fourth 
century. 

17. For the family connections see especially IGR III 373-7S; PIR 2 I 147, S07, 70I; 
Halfinann (1979: nos. Sa, 17); and White (1998: 366-71). C. Julius Severus at Ankyra 
is known to be an anepsios (often meaning cousin) of C. A. A. Julius Quadratus of Perga
mon, and C. Julius Severus's brother was definitely a man named Julius Amyntianus (IGR 
III 373). Follet (1976: 133) convincingly argues for the probability that this is the same 
Julius Amyntianus whom we find at Tralles (below), if not a relative in some other way. 
Scholars are in general agreement that Julia Severa is most likely a relative of C. Julius 
Severus of Ankyra, and therefore of the others, though we lack an inscription that states 
it explicitly. The Attalid and Galatian royal ancestry includes Attalos II, Deiotaros, and 
Amyntas (IGR III 373). 

I 8. The lack of surviving realia concerning Christian participation in social networks 
of benefaction is relatively unsurprising in light of the generally partial nature of survival 
and discovery and the fact that Christians were such a numerically insignificant portion of 
the population in the first two centuries. The case of Jews at Alexandria in the first cen
tury is illustrative: although we know that Jewish groups in Alexandria (a central locus of 
diaspora Jews) did conventionally erect honorary monuments for imperial or other figures, 
none have in fact survived. 

19. I Timothy 2.1-2;Titus 3.1-2; Mart. Pol. 10.2; and Polycarp, PhiL 12.3. Compare 
Romans 13.1-7; l Clem. 60.4-61.3; Tertullian, Apol. 21.1; and Melito in Eusebius, Hist. 
eccL 4.26.7-9. 
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I N VARYING DEGREES OF ARTICULATION, the Roman Empire promulgated a body 
of public law and governmental practice that conditioned social life throughout 
the regions that Rome ruled. These evolved substantially over time and were ap

plied in different manners among the variety of peoples and regions in the empire. 
Understanding government and public law is essential for understanding the emer
gence and development of early Christianity for two reasons: (I) Key players in the 
prehistory and early development of the movement interacted with the Roman gov
ernment and were prosecuted for infractions; Jesus, Paul, and Peter are only the most 
prominent figures to run afoul of Roman government officials. (2) Government and 
public law significantly conditioned the urban contexts within which nascent Chris
tian organizations formed. The second reason is no less important than the first. 

The chronological scope of this study is, in Roman terms, the period from 
Augustus to Hadrian (31 B.C.E.-138 C.E.), or in Jewish terms, the period from 
Herod the Great to Bar Kokhba (37 B.C.E.-135 C.E.). The geographical arena is 
comprised of those areas in which Christianity made its most substantial growth 
before the end of the period: Judaea and Galilee, Asia Minor and Greece, Egypt, 
and Rome. Within the context of early Christianity and the social sciences, we ex
amine "government and public law" in order to understand the place of these ex
plicit institutions in the social life of subjects of the Roman Empire. Thus we at
tend not primarily to the ideal of these institutions but to their actuality-the 
manner in which they functioned and the manner in which they were received, ma
nipulated, complied with, appropriated, and resisted. 

The question "What was law and what was government within the Roman Em
pire?" is much simpler than its answer. Governance was on one hand an amateur 
endeavor and could be quite distant from the day-to-day lives of many of the 
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empire's inhabitants, yet on the other hand the power of the emperor himsel£ chan
neled through the provincial government, might nail a preacher or bandit onto a 
cross. The empire could be quite dose at hand. Law too was not as dearly bounded 
as in the modern world. While in the Republic and the earliest days of the Princi
pate laws were passed by the citizen assembly of Rome, through most of our period 
several other expressions of opinion or principle could hold the force of law. The 
word of the emperor himsel£ especially issued in the form of an edict, eventually be
came a substantial source of law. Letters and replies to inquiries often created what 
amounted to law in specific situations and sometimes with general application. 1 Be
neath the emperor, praetors usually issued an edict at the beginning of their tenure 
that outlined the principle by which they would apply the law. The edicts issued by 
various magistrates over their appropriate jurisdictions also constituted law within 
those spheres--consuls over the business of the Senate, praetors over courts, aediles 
over public spaces, governors over provinces (Crook 1984: 18-30). 

The Structure of Empire 

Status 
Any discussion of government and public law in the Roman Empire must neces
sarily begin with the notion of status in the Roman Empire. Neither law nor gov
ernment functioned, or was meant to function, equally for all inhabitants of the 
empire. Equality before the law, or equality before the government, was not an ideal 
in Roman society. Justinian's Digest sets forth how status related to treatment under 
the law and participation in public structures: Is a person free or unfree (slave)? If 
free, is the person free by birth or by grant, that is to say free or freed? Is the per
son a Roman citizen, a Latin, or a foreigner? Is the person male or female? Is the 
person under their own power or that of another, such as children, those unable to 
care for or represent themselves due to age, illness, etc. (Digest 1.5)? Individuals held 
different rights and duties according to these status differences. Some boundaries 
were permeable-slaves could be freed, the free or freed could be lawfully or un
lawfully enslaved, children grew to adults, women entered into or exited from mar
riages, foreigners became citizens-but other boundaries were absolute or nearly so. 
The freedom of a manumitted slave was never really equal to that of a person born 
free. The differences across these boundaries were often stark: slaves could contract 
no legal marriage and could be bought and sold (Digest 38.2.3). 

Imperium 
In the aftermath of the battle of Actium (31 B.C.E.), Caius Julius Caesar Octa
vianus, later titled Augustus by the Senate, ruled solely over the possessions of 
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Rome. The republican system of governance had been severely tried by the civil 
wars of the preceding decades; though some of its structures remained in place 
throughout the empire, Augustus's concentration of executive powers transformed 
the senatorial republic into a monarchial empire. Monarchy exercised baldly was 
anathema to Latin sensibilities, and Augustus and his successors in this period 
(Nero excepted) diligently avoided the title rex though they were titled j3acnA£~ 
(basileus, king) in the East. Augustus claimed to have restored the republic (Ste. 
Croix I98I: 350, 62I note I). 

"Imperium" denotes most basically the sovereign power that was held by the 
emperor and distributed from the sovereign through the hierarchy of governmen
tal, social, and military channels. It also came to refer to the realm within which 
such control was exercised: the empire. The role of emperor encompassed several 
types of social relations or roles: the emperor was commander of the military, high 
priest of the official religions, fount of legislation, and patron of the empire itsel£ 

Provincia 
The empire was organized into provinces and client kingdoms. Provincial gover
nors were Roman men of senatorial or equestrian rank sent out for a limited term 
to govern the province in the interests of Rome. Provinces closer to the heart of 
the empire and more thoroughly imbued by Greco-Roman culture (notably Greece 
and Asia) were governed by a proconsul (a former consul). The governance of 
such provinces did not require a standing army stationed in the province. Provinces 
of a more volatile disposition and on the borders of the empire were governed by 
a legate or prefect of equestrian rank supported by one or more legions perma
nently stationed in the province. 

The role of the governor was not to govern for the welfare of the inhabitants 
of the province but to govern in the interests of Rome. Governors were usually 
not natives of the provinces they governed and in many cases had little if any sym
pathy for, or interest in the welfare of, the native inhabitants of the province. Gov
erning in the interests of Rome meant maintaining security and sustaining the 
stream of tax revenue from the province to Rome. In addition to career advantage 
through governing effectively in Rome's interest, governors were also concerned 
with personal enrichment. Though governors were prohibited from direct expro
priation of subjects' property, Verres's comment that as governor he needed to 
make three fortunes-his own, one to pay the debts involved in buying the office, 
and one to bribe the juror's judging the case against him after his term-illustrates 
the character of the enterprise (Cicero, ~rr. 4I). This entrepreneurial regime of 
practice centered on the governor but encompassed a body of retainers, friends, 
and clients brought by a governor during his term of office and an oligarchy of 
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provincial elites (native, Roman, and Greek) who assisted the Roman governing 
project. Governors periodically made circuits of their provinces in order to judge 
the relatively small portion of cases-usually involving threats to or infringements 
of public order-that merited their direct attention. This is the circumstance that 
Acts depicts in Paul's trial before Felix and Festus.2 On coming to his term of of
fice a governor invariably had an effect on the social fabric of the province he gov
erned, both by means of the retinue of assistants, retainers, and functionaries he 
brought with him as patron, and by means of his cultivation and co-optation of 
existing native and/ or colonial elites to assist in the work and share in the spoils 
of governance. 

lle Military 
Empire without conquest is inconceivable, and the military was at the center of 
Rome's power in the ancient world (Webster 1985). Once an army of free citizen 
volunteers in republican times, the military of the early empire had become a pro
fessional army composed of career soldiers and officers, administered by bureau
crats serving in the army within the cursus bonorum,3 and supported by foreign aux
iliaries. 

The Roman army was controlled by generals appointed from the ranks of the 
Senate. In many cases governors also held the position of general of the units sta
tioned in their province. Assisting the general were military tribunes and a chief 
captain. These officers were recruited from among the upper classes. The ranks of 
the army were composed of free citizens functioning as infantrymen and led by 
centurions. Each centurion led one "century" composed of a hundred legionaries. 
Six centuries, that is six hundred men, formed a cohort, which was led by a mili
tary tribune, usually drawn from the equestrian rank. A legion, led by a general, 
encompassed ten cohorts and thus six thousand men. These figures are ideal and 
in actual practice numbers could vary through all the happenstance of war that 
might reduce numbers and through the practice of forming particular cohorts at 
double strength. 

The military fUnctioned not as a force guarding a border but as a force that 
could be moved to combat an incursion or put down a rebellion. Such processes 
were often slow, as the glacial pace at which the Roman army dealt with the re
bellion in Judaea in 66-70 C.E. demonstrates,4 but the result was predictable: 
revolts rarely had lasting success. Thus deterrence was as important as direct ac
tion. Rome's work in opposing its neighbors was not without a mixture of success 
and failure. On the eastern edge of the empire, conflict with Parthia left a sub
stantial region where Roman sovereignty was only intermittent. In the north also, 
the regions to the east of the Rhine and the north of the Danube were unstable. 
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The military did not maintain borders so much as respond to disruptions of sov
ereignty. In addition to fighting wars on behalf the empire and putting down re
bellions within it, the military also functioned within civil conflicts, supporting 
factions within the government. This was most prominent in the civil wars that led 
to the Principate itself and again in the year of four emperors, 69 C.E. (see Welles
ley I 97 5). The emperor's command of the military was eventually reciprocated in 
the military's command of the succession to the imperial office. 

The military was a factor in social life under the empire not merely because it 
facilitated the particular mixture of continuity and repression that characterized 
the Roman Empire, but also because its potential to mix populations, provide so
cial mobility, and condition the material conditions of life through the character
istics of its members and veterans. The army was also a crucial bearer of Roman 
culture in its extensive building and engineering projects. 5 The army was a citizen 
army, but citizenship itself was a broadening category in the first century. Long 
service in the noncitizen auxiliaries brought citizenship to the retiree and to his 
children. Upon completion of twenty-five years of service, veterans were entitled 
to several privileges with social implications: land grants within colonies, the le
gitimation of "camp marriages;' the extension of citizenship to subsequent chil
dren born within such marriages. The colonies themselves were outposts of Ro
man rule and custom, in many cases having special status with regard to taxation 
and self-governance that enabled them to become important centers of influence. 
In other cases, veteran-based colonies served as security guarantors of trans
provincial road systems. Veteran colonies were a potent social force in the empire. 

The counterpart of this accrual of advantage to veteran colonies spread out 
through the empire was a movement of people to their great disadvantage: the slave 
economy. The foreign wars fought by the army were a significant source of slave la
bor for the empire. Revolts within the empire, once quashed, were another means 
of moving people from freedom to slavery. The combatants not executed-as well 
as substantial numbers of elders, women, and children-were taken captive and 
brought as slaves into an economy that assumed and depended on a substantial 
component of unfree labor.6 The Roman army was both ladder (for soldiers and 
veterans) and snake (for its opponents within and without the empire). 

Governance, Legislation, and Social Control in 
Hellenistic Cities 

Asia Minor and Greece 
Long before the rise of Rome, cities constituted the dominant form of political 
organization in Greece. Long before the rise of Rome, cities of Greek emigrants 
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and eventually Greek-speaking native inhabitants were established in western Asia 
Minor. This entailed a tradition of municipally focused governance that simul
taneously lay in tension with Roman hegemony on an imperial scale and also pro
vided a structure of governance that facilitated the efficient administration of 
empire? 

Status 
As with individuals, status is the first issue in understanding the governing struc
ture of cities in the Roman Empire in general. The cities of Greece and Asia Mi
nor might be established cities of Greek-style constitution. These were numerous, 
prosperous, and powerful. Athens, Corinth, Ephesus, Pergamum, Sardis, and 
Smyrna are only some of the most prominent cities having such status. Other 
cities were "colonies" in a technical sense, cities created de novo or alongside exist
ing cities as a context in which to settle and reward veterans. Such cities had 
Roman-style constitutions and were, in theory, part of Rome itself They were 
governed by the ius Italicum rather than the provincial apparatus and were immune 
to direct taxation (Macro 1980: 675). Philippi, Sinope, and Parwn were promi
nent colonies. "Free" cities were another category. Given their status through a 
specific grant by an emperor, free cities enjoyed greater freedom from provincial 
oversight in raising taxes and creating legislation, and often freedom from tribu
tary obligations. Some cities passed in and out of this status, but during much of 
our period Aphrodisias, Chalcedon, and Ilium, as well as the islands of Chios, 
Rhodes, and Samos, were free cities (Macro 1980: 676). The combination of per
sonal status, civic status, and municipal and imperial bodies of legislation that 
were not designed to avoid overlap created a complex legal situation for anything 
but the most basic offense. 

Jurisdiction 
Hellenistic cities were usually governed by a constitution created at their founding 
or refounding. Geographically, cities held jurisdiction over the surrounding coun
tryside (which may have included other urban areas that functioned as de facto 
cities [Jones 1971: 64-93]). These rural areas were, together with trade, the 
sources of wealth and surplus that made civic culture possible. With obligations 
to the empire, the cities' jurisdiction covered tribute and productivity; the point of 
civic administration was to meet the economic potential and obligations of the 
city. Often this included direct tribute, but even cities exempt from obligatory trib
ute raised by the civic government often made donatives and were obliged to be 
productive economically and in many instances to administer specific levies on 
trade or other activities. With regard to the populace of the city, the governance 
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focused on the maintenance of the social order. This included policing and judg
ing criminal activity, but mostly providing a field in which the various status 
groups could play their part and perpetuate themselves. Maintenance of order, 
maintenance of hierarchy, and fulfillment of obligations to the empire were closely 
aligned purposes and activities. 

Governance itself was an oligarchic endeavor. Rome quite deliberately sought 
alliances and aligned interests with existing elites among subject peoples. "Demo
cratic" institutions such as citizen assemblies (which never implied a universal 
adult franchise) were made more oligarchic through the introduction or intensifi
cation of property qualifications. Magistracies and liturgies demanded substantial 
personal resources in order to carry them out and were the preserve, and occa
sionally the burden, of civic elites. Since many cities retained versions of their an
cestral constitutions, the exact structure and nomenclature of civic government 
varied substantially. 

The chief magistrate-by whose name and term of office an individual year 
of government was designated-might be known as 1tpma.vt~ (prutanis), t1t1ta.pxo~ 
( bipparcbos ), O'tE$O.VTJcp6po~ ( stepbanepboros ), apXt1tp'U'taVt~ ( arcbiprutanis ), or 
OTJJ.ltOUp~ ( demiourgos ). This officer led a board of magistrates known often as the 
1tp'\l'ta.ve{a. (prutaneia ), or the apxov~ ( archontes ). Such boards oversaw finances, 
legislation, and litigation, as well as representing the city to other cities and to the 
emperor and his delegates. A ypO.J.lJ.lO.'tEU~ (grammateus ), or clerk, did much more 
than clerical work, running the proceedings of the ~ouA.~ (boule, council) and of
ten managing key tasks such as drafting resolutions. An a:yopa.v~o~ ( agoranomos) 
supervised the markets in terms of both social and economic order, intervening 
with force or resources to stabilize disturbances-whether scuffles and arguments 
or inflationary pressures. An eipTJva.pxo~ (eirenarchos) sought to maintain public 
order and to bring criminals to justice-small offenses within the city as well as 
the activities of bandits without were within his purview . .:1tiDYJJ.EttO.t ( diogmeitai) or 
't<XXEcO'ta.t (taxeotai) assisted the eirenarchos. The eirenarcbos was also responsible for 
interrogation-frequently under torture-and the implementation of punish
ments-frequently corporal and scarcely distinct from interrogation. Though the 
most serious crimes rose above the civic structure to be judged in a provincial or 
imperial context, many petty crimes did not draw the attention of civic apparatus 
and were dealt with apart from a formal legal and judicial system. This is the 
world of hired guards, vendettas, vengeance and honor, self-defense shading into 
offense, and the complex tentacles of influence that the powerful wield against the 
less powerful. 

The proceedings of the justice system were manifold, ranging from on the 
spot censure or beatings by lictors for minor offenses8 through massive trials with 
forty or more jurists.9 
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Egypt 
More than any other province, Egypt is a special case. Naturally insulated by for
bidding desert on three sides and a marshy delta on the Mediterranean coast, 
Egypt--essentially the Nile valley and delta-achieved political unity long before 
Roman or Greek administration. Under Roman rule it was an "Imperial 
Province;' the private preserve of the emperor, ruled by a prefect of equestrian 
rank rather than by a member of the Senate. Members of the senatorial class were 
forbidden to enter Egypt without the emperor's permission (Tacitus, Ann. 2.59). 
The geography and history of Egypt also facilitated a more intensely centralized 
administration than was possible in most other provinces Oanes 1971: 296). 

ALEXANDRIA. Founded as a Greek city by Alexander the Great on the site of 
the native Egyptian village of Rhacotis, Alexandria was the administrative capital 
and chief city of Egypt throughout the Hellenistic and Roman periods. No other 
city in Egypt rivaled it in any sense. Second in the empire only to Rome, Alexan
dria had a population of perhaps a million people in the first century (Huzar 
1988: 631). Alexandria was from its beginning a multiethnic city consisting ob
viously of Greek colonists settled by Alexander, native Egyptians, and a substan
tial population of Jews, as well as "barbarians of every race" (Jones 1971: 303). 
After Pompey's conquests in the East encompassed Alexandria, Romans became a 
powerful element of the mixture. 

During the first century, though founded as a Greek city, Alexandria was not 
ruled by an autonomous oligarchic council, but by a board appointed under the 
auspices of the prefect governing on the emperor's behal£ 10 This board included 
a number of individuals serving also as imperial officials. The boards oversaw cul
tural matters and some municipal economics but did not have as much power as 
the governing bodies of formerly independent city-states or even Roman founda
tions elsewhere in the empire. A. H. M. Jones sums up the situation concisely: 

Public security was controlled by the commandant of the city and of the night
watch. In fact, the whole administration of Alexandria was controlled by the Ro
man government, with the exception of the cultural and religious side, the gymna
sium and the temples, the ephebic training and the festivals and games. (1971: 303) 

The most famous example of this "religious side" is the well-known Jewish com
munity of Alexandria. Recognized as a 1tOA.t-reu~ux (politeumHistinct community) 
since the Ptolemaic period (Let. Aris. 310), the Jewish community was well estab
lished in Alexandria and Egypt as a whole with the advent of Roman rule. 
Throughout the first century, the Jewish community struggled to assert its rights 
within Alexandria and to avoid any diminishment of those rights as a result of 
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Jewish revolts against Rome in Judaea and North Africa. In the aftermath of the 
latter revolt in I IS, the Jewish community in Alexandria was decimated (Eusebius, 
Hist. eccl. 4.2). 

EGYPT. Beyond Alexandria was Egypt (so distinct was the capital that often the 
term "Egypt" did not encompass it). Within Egypt, cities such as Ptolemais and 
Naucratis, based on Greek constitutions, maintained their civic institutions even 
if their functions were attenuated relative to those in Greece and Asia Minor. Na
tive cities like Memphis, Thebes, and others that were capitals of nomes developed 
a rich mix of native and Greco-Roman culture. Egyptian temples continued to 
function, and temple wardens had substantial powers over order and governance 
within temple precincts. Administrators from Alexandria, backed up by military 
forces, oversaw the efficient extraction of surplus from Egypt's agricultural lands. 
Peasants worked as laborers on imperial lands or temple estates, and most justice 
was probably meted out by means of the authorities running such estates. Within 
the villages of Egypt, "Greeks" (i.e., Greek-speaking non-native Egyptians) had 
recourse to imperial officials, and ultimately to the prefect in Alexandria. 

De City of Rome 
Like Alexandria, Rome itself sustained a peculiar coincidence of imperial and mu
nicipal governance. Many of the affairs of the city-building, infrastructure, eco
nomics-were the responsibility of the emperor and the Senate. Other traditional 
arenas of civic activity--collecting tribute, relating to the imperial governing 
structure-were not relevant in the capital. The empire belonged to the city. I I On 
the matter of civic order, Rome faced challenges equal to or exceeding those of 
other cities. IZ With a population of perhaps one million and no industrial base to 
employ the population and distribute wealth, crime was a persistent problem. In 
the aftermath of the civil wars, Augustus undertook to design more effective 
means of maintaining order in the city. In addition to a massive building boom 
that provided much needed employment, Augustus created several military and 
civic bodies that served the city (and the emperor): the Praetorian guard, the ur
ban cohorts, and the night watchmen. The Praetorian guards, the only military 
units permanently stationed in the capital, were first and foremost the emperor's 
personal force securing the palace and the imperial family. Organized into nine co
horts of approximately five hundred men, members of the guard might appear in 
uniform around the emperor or at official functions, or they might be dressed in 
plain clothes and concealing weapons among the people of Rome. Though it did 
not involve itself in crimes committed by one resident against another, the Prae
torian guard was a potent force in Rome. 
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The urban cohorts, only three units of five hundred men commanded by the 
prefect of the city, were more oriented to crime among the residents of the city 
whether it affected the security of the emperor or not. Nevertheless, I,500 men in 
a city of a million could not respond to most criminal activity. In 7 B.C.E, Augus
tus divided the city into fourteen wards and each ward into several precincts. The 
night watchmen (vigiles) were assigned to specific precincts of the city. Their pri
mary function was fire control, though they also performed minor policing func
tions (Reynolds I926). In addition to the night watchmen, each precinct had mi
nor officials with administrative and religious duties. Trials by jury were reserved 
for the civil litigation of the upper classes and for the most serious offenses.13 Judg
ment by magistrate was more common and could result in exceedingly heavy sched
ules for those sitting in judgment (Carcopino and Rowell I99I: 205-I4). 

Governance, Legislation, and Social Control 
in Galilee, Samaria, and Judaea 
With only brief interludes, Jewish experience in their homeland was the experience 
of foreign rule, ranging from micro-management to client kingship. After Pom
pey's conquest in 63 B.C.E., a series of administrative arrangements were intended 
to maintain control of Judaea and Palestine during the Roman civil wars. Herod, 
who was made "king" of Judaea in 40 B.C.E., was in control from 37 B.C.E. 

Governance of Judaea and Galilee 
Jews occupied much of Judaea, but many of the cities were predominantly Greek, 
especially those along the Mediterranean and those that constituted the Decapo
lis. Galilee and Judaea, accordingly, were uniquely governed in the first century C.E. 

by a combination of Jewish and Greek institutions that were shaped to meet Ro
man expectations. Jewish customs and traditions continued both in the country
side and in most villages, towns, and cities (Kasher I990: 313), but the influence 
of Greek practices and organizations was particularly evident in the Galilean cities 
of Sepphoris and Tiberias (Horsley I995: I ?I), as well as the Judaean cities of 
Caesarea and Jerusalem (Tcherikover I 96 I/ I 970: II 4 ). Consequently, govern
ment and public law in Galilee and Judaea evolved under the impact of changes 
that reflected the determination of both the rulers and the governed. 

Greek culture stressed the worth of every mature individual's contribution to so
ciety. Although exceptions to participation were usually made according to age, 
birth, sex, and ownership of property, those who met the qualifications were recog
nized as having equal status in determining the way in which public decisions were 
to be determined and implemented Qones I940: I59f£). An assembly of all eligi
ble citizens selected the magistrates and executive council for specific governing func-
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tions, but all elected officials acted on behalf of the citizens who elected them 
(Radin 1915: 105). Through the institutions of the epbebate and gymnasium, every 
citizen was prepared to assist in the military, political, and religious activities of the 
community (Hadas 1959: 65). The democratic institutions of Greek cities pro
moted the active involvement of all citizens in the social and cultural life of society. 

The openness and economic prosperity that was characteristic of many of the 
Greek cities in the eastern Mediterranean was attractive to many faithful Jews in 
Galilee and Judaea. The residents of these regions were probably aware that Sidon, 
Tyre, Ptolemais, and the cities of the Decapolis were independent and au
tonomous, having their own constitutions and capable of establishing their own 
policies ( c£ Mk 3.8, 7.3 I). The successes of the Maccabees, however, were un
derstood by faithful Jews to mean that God supported only Jewish customs and 
traditions (I Me 13.41; 2 Me 15.21). The Jews of both Galilee and Judaea, ac
cordingly, were reluctant to give up their divinely revealed laws in order to replace 
them with arbitrarily chosen constitutions that met only the needs of the citizens. 
Instead, they were determined to adhere firmly to Jewish law and reject the at
tractiveness of both independence and autonomy that were the defining charac
teristics of Greek cities. 

Herod and his descendants were able to introduce some of the significant 
trappings of Greek culture into Sepphoris and Tiberias in Galilee Oosephus, Ant. 
18.27, 36), as well as Caesarea and Jerusalem in Judaea (Ant. 15.268, 331). The 
Herods knew the limit of Jewish tolerance of Greek culture, however, and did not 
attempt to introduce an epbebate or gymnasium in any of these cities, since these in
stitutions had already been rejected by Jews at the time of the Maccabaean revolt 
(I Me 1.14; 2 Me 4.9-14). The determination of the Jewish people to maintain 
Jewish customs and traditions thus restricted the extent to which the Herodian de
scendants could introduce various aspects of Hellenistic culture. 

Although Judaea was governed by Roman prefects and procurators in the pe
riods 6-4 I and 44-66 C.E., respectively, the Roman governors knew that there 
were limits to the extent to which they could introduce foreign practices. Pilate 
thought that he could succeed in bringing the standards of his cohorts into 
Jerusalem (Ant. 18.55) and tried to coerce the Jews into the acceptance of shields 
bearing inscriptions denoting dedication to specific individuals (Philo, Legat. 299), 
but the Jews rebuffed his attempts. Gaius's attempt to install a statue of himself 
in the Temple at Jerusalem resulted in a massive protest that would probably have 
involved extensive bloodshed had Gaius not been persuaded to abandon the proj
ect (Ant. I 8.261; Legat. 203 ). Only his premature death at the hands of Roman as
sassins ensured that his ambition would not be revived. The determination of the 
Jews to preserve their customs and traditions in the first century C.E. is stressed in 
many of the incidents described by the Gospels, Josephus, and Philo. 
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The Roman governor of Judaea controlled a small staff and some armed 
forces. Roman objectives, however, were limited to the maintenance of law and or
der and the collection of revenue (Garnsey and Saller I982: IS). The governor's 
staff, accordingly, included only sufficient personnel to control the armed forces 
and exact the tribute. The soldiers consisted of approximately 3,000 men, divided 
into one squadron of cavalry and five cohorts of infantry (Ant. I7.266, I9.365, 
20.I22). They were normally billeted in Caesarea or Sebaste (Ant. I9.366), al
though one cohort was always stationed at the Antonia fortress adjacent to the 
Temple in Jerusalem (Ant. 20.I IO). The remaining soldiers were occasionally used 
to patrol Judaea to ferret out any rebel activity (Ant. 20.98), but served primarily 
to make Rome's presence visible in the province. In case of serious border viola
tions or organized rebel activity, assistance could be obtained from the legate of 
Syria who commanded legions (Ant. I8.I20). Since the soldiers in Judaea were 
non-Jewish and held Jewish customs and traditions in contempt, their activities 
frequently created hostile reactions by the Jewish people (Ant. 20.I08, I IS). 

Revenue collection was performed by Jewish officials under the direction of 
Rome's appointed tax collector 0osephus, BJ 2.405). A Roman official was re
sponsible for the accumulation of revenue (Philo, Leg. I99), but could only su
pervise the transfer of revenue to Rome. The amount of revenue to be obtained 
was determined by the princeps and could not be altered by Roman officials in Ju
daea (Dio, 52.28.4). The actual collection was performed by local Jewish officials, 
probably according to the results of a regularly maintained census. Except in 6 
C.E., when Judas the Galilaean unsuccessfully tried to incite the Jews to rebel 
against Rome (Ant. I8.4), there was no organized tax revolt, although Tacitus 
claimed that the Jews pressed for a diminution in tribute c. I 7 C.E. (Tacitus, Ann. 
2.42). The presence of soldiers in Judaea, accompanied by the threat of retalia
tion by the legions stationed in Syria, was adequate to ensure compliance with 
Rome's demands. 

The Roman administration of Judaea was only supervisory (Sherwin-White 
I 969: I 4 I). Rome was determined to control the populations of all regions that 
had access to the Mediterranean in order to ensure her own supremacy (Sartre 
I 99 I: 55). The Senate and people of Rome, however, had insufficient resources 
to maintain both a secure perimeter and a dominating presence in all of the sub
ject territories (Millar 1987: 145). Instead, Rome relied on local leaders to pro
vide leadership in almost every province under her control. In some cases, leader
ship devolved on the local aristocracies of villages, towns, and cities (Garnsey and 
Saller I982: II). In other cases, Rome assigned responsibility to client princes or 
priests, who administered the province to meet Roman objectives. Rome allowed 
Herod's descendants to continue to rule Galilee in the period 4 B.C.E.-44 C.E., 

whereas high priests were held responsible for the administration of Judaea, 6-66 
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C.E., although under the control of a Roman governor. The adherence of the Jews 
in both Galilee and Judaea to Jewish customs and traditions, however, meant that 
local government in villages, towns, and cities would continue to function much 
as it had done for centuries. 

Civic Governance 
A council in a village, town, or city in Galilee or Judaea was frequently identified 
in the first century C.E. as a m>VEiiptov ( synhedrion ), m>IJ.~OllA.tov ( symboulion ), or 
~ouA.~ (boule). The use of such Greek terms does not imply, however, that the as
sembly of persons was organized according to Greek traditions or practices. 
Rather, the use of Greek terms implies only that the authors of our literary 
sources wanted to be understood by a Greek-speaking audience, and thus avoided 
the use of indigenous terms. The councils that governed villages, towns, and cities 
throughout Galilee and Judaea continued to function according to time-honored 
traditions. Local officials consisted primarily of those who were wealthy, power
ful, or distinguished. The aristocratic structure of local government was main
tained in spite of the use of terms that were usually used to depict Greek demo
cratic traditions. 

Local officials throughout Galilee and Judaea appointed judges, established 
magistrates, allocated resources, and made decisions affecting the people within 
their jurisdiction (Mt 5.22, 25; Jn 7.5I). The system was informal but functional, 
and depended only on the experience, wealth, and power of the participants. The 
"elders" who constituted a local council could always seek the advice of experts in 
Jewish law, since Levites, priests, and scribes lived throughout the country and 
were readily available for consultation (Mk 3.22; Mt 9.3; Lk I I.45). If there was 
a question regarding Jewish law that could not be decided locally, a decision could 
be referred to a higher level. A regional council in Galilee or Judaea could be called 
upon to decide any issues that could not be resolved at lower levels Uosephus, Vita, 

79; Acts 4.5). The system was conciliatory and recognized the value of both ex
pertise and experience. 

The implementation of decisions at the local level depended on the resources 
available. As heads of families, elders were able to provide both material and human 
resources, while Levites, priests, and scribes were able to offer both advice and sup
port in the implementation of any decisions. Punishments could thus be carried out 
according to Jewish law through the use of available local personnel, whether in
volving corporal punishment (Mt IO.I7), excommunication (Lk 6.22), or restitu
tion (Mt I8.23). Every local council was probably able to detain offenders, either 
with its own resources or those at a higher level (Mt 5.25; Ant. 20.2I5). Capital pun
ishment, however, was probably reserved to the highest council, and, when carried 
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out within an area nnder Roman jurisdiction, required the approval of the Roman 
governor On 18.31), but all other fonns of pnnishment could be enacted at the lo
cal level without involving higher officials. 

Local councils normally fulfilled all the functions of local government with
out outside assistance. They maintained census records of all persons within their 
jurisdiction, collected taxes from residents, and made decisions on the allocation 
of resources for local needs. The most important institution was the local market 
(Mt 20.3; Lk 20.46), which enabled the residents to exchange the products and 
services provided by members of the commnnity (Mk 6.36). In addition, local of
ficials considered it their responsibility to provide an adequate water supply (Jn 
4.6), passable streets and roads (Lk 10:1), and, where possible, gates and walls for 
mutual protection (Lk 7.12; Acts 12.10). Local synagogues within each commu
nity were organized for regular worship (Lk 13.14), teaching the law (Mk 7.7), 
and arranging local support to meet the needs of those who were poor, ill, weak, 
or disabled (Mt 6.1; Lk 2I.I). Every coriunnnity was usually independent and 
self-sufficient, but exchanged goods and services with members of other commu
nities when its own resources were inadequate to meet its own needs. 

The residents of a local commnnity pursued a variety of occupations. Among 
those specifically mentioned in the Gospels are teacher, fisherman, toll collector, 
physician, carpenter, soldier, scribe, farmer, tenant, laborer, fuller, merchant, stew
ard, lawyer, banker, guard, builder, judge, hireling, innkeeper, and prostitute. In ad
dition, products that are mentioned imply the presence of a woodsman, smith, 
miller, baker, and potter. Farmers cultivated various kinds of grain, spices, figs, or 
olives, and raised sheep, goats, donkeys, cattle, horses, or camels. Most of the oc
cupations mentioned in the Gospels were labor-intensive and involved slaves, em
ployees, or hired persons who did not own property (Mt 20.1, 21.33, 25.14). The 
people of Galilee and Judaea were thus divided into two distinct classes: a major
ity who were poor, weak, and victimized, and a minority consisting chiefly of 
landowners who were rich, powerful, and exploitative (Horsley and Hanson 
1985/1988: 48). Whatever limitations may have existed on land ownership did 
not prevent its consolidation among those who were already wealthy. Poverty had 
become the norm for the greater part of the population. This is reflected in the 
Gospels by numerous references to "the poor;' including Jesus' statement to his 
disciples that they would always have the poor with them (Mk 14.7; Jn 12.8). The 
poverty of the masses was primarily a consequence of exploitation by the wealthy, 
who were able to control economic affairs through participation in local govern
ment. 

Most people in Galilee and Judaea lived in unwalled villages that were vulner
able to attack by outsiders. Josephus claimed that Galilee consisted of 204 cities 
and villages (Vtta 235), of which the smallest village consisted of more than 
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I5,000 inhabitants (BJ 3.43), but his assertion is almost certainly exaggerated. 
Caesarea, Jerusalem, and Jericho in Judaea, as well as Sepphoris, Tiberias, and Ca
pernaum in Galilee, were certainly walled cities. On the other hand, Emmaus, 
Bethany, and Bethlehem in Judaea, and Nazareth, Cana, and Nain in Galilee were 
probably typical unwalled, rural villages. Some villages, of course, could be forti
fied in time of war, as was the case with Jotapata and Tarichaeae in 66 C.E. (Vita 

I88). The regular maintenance of walls and gates, however, depended on the im
portance of the city, and could be carried out only by those who had both the 
means and resources. This was usually the case only with large population centers 
that functioned as either territorial capitals or entry points on major highways that 
were used by caravans. The maintenance of walls, however, could also be inter
preted as an offensive activity after the Romans conquered the eastern Mediter
ranean. Agrippa I organized an effort to improve the walls of Jerusalem, but was 
prevented by the Romans from completing the project Gosephus, Ant. I9.326). 
The maintenance of defensible cities in Galilee and Judaea could be understood 
to conflict with the objectives of the pax Romana. 

Religion and Governance 
Religious officials consisted of high priests, priests, Levites, and scribes. The high 
priests were members of those families from whom high priests were traditionally 
selected by Herod, the Roman governors, or some of Herod's descendants. High 
priestly activities were limited almost exclusively to Jerusalem (Mk I 1.27; Acts 
4.5), where the active high priest performed specific rituals in the Temple (Heb 
5.1; Josephus, Ant. I8.9I). The other high priests were concerned primarily with 
the peaceful administration of the region to meet Roman expectations. They con
sidered it their responsibility to maintain control of the Jewish people, especially 
the crowds that regularly assembled in Jerusalem for the major feasts (Mk I 4. I; J n 
I 1.4 7). They were particularly involved in the resolution of disputes at the high
est level, and probably participated in major decisions concerning Jewish law (Acts 
5.I7, 22.30). Only occasionally did they venture outside Jerusalem to become in
volved in settling differences that threatened the stability of the country (Jose
phus, BJ 2.240; Acts 24.I). Their status as representatives of the province of Ju
daea to the Romans made them appear as collaborators to many fellow Jews, but 
they were primarily concerned with the preservation of Jewish traditions and re
alized that this could be achieved only with the cooperation of the Romans. 

The priests were privileged to carry out the sacrifices in the Temple at 
Jerusalem on behalf of the Jewish people (Lk 1.9, 2.24). They were divided into 
twenty-four courses (I Chr 24.4, Ant. 7.365), however, and spent only a few weeks 
in Jerusalem throughout the year (Lk 1.8). They lived throughout the country and 
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were occupied with carrying out specific rituals among the people, including an 
examination of individuals for specific diseases to determine whether they could 
return to normal life (Mk 1.44). Since many of the priests were also experts in 
the law, they could assist local officials with legal decisions and could be involved 
in teaching in synagogues. Josephus considered it the priests' responsibility to 
"safeguard the laws, adjudicate in cases of dispute, and punish those convicted of 
crime" (Josephus, C Ap. 2.187, 193). The frequent references to lawyers and 
teachers of the law in the Gospels/ Acts (e.g., Lk 14.3) probably reflects this dis
tribution of priests throughout the country. Priests were supported primarily by 
tithes, and since tithes included flocks, herds, grain, wine, and oil (Lk 18.12; Jose
phus, Ant. 20.181), the priests were also responsible for the collection, storage, 
distribution, and consumption of the goods that were presented to them. 

The Levites, like the priests, were also divided into twenty-four courses and 
spent only a few weeks at the Temple in Jerusalem each year. They were respon
sible for maintaining both the security of the Temple and supporting the activ
ities of the priests. The Levites guarded the gates of the Temple and ensured 
that the Temple boundaries were not violated (I Chr 23.5; Acts 21.30). Some 
· Levites were skilled in the use of musical instruments and provided liturgical 
support to the priests, while others sang hymns to accompany the sacrificial rit
ual (Josephus, Ant. 20.216). When they were not on active duty in Jerusalem, 
they supported the activities of local officials in the villages, towns, and cities 
where they lived. Their expertise in maintaining the security of the Temple could 
be utilized in implementing the decisions of local officials for punishment 
(Josephus, Ant. 4.214, 9.4; Mt 5.25). They thus probably were involved in the 
detention of prisoners and enforcing legal decisions, including corporal pun
ishment. Like the priests, the Levites were supported mainly by tithes, and many 
of their activities involved the receipt and disposition of the various kinds of 
offerings according to Jewish law. 

Scribes did not inherit their traditional responsibilities, like priests and 
Levites, but fUlfilled their functions because they were experts in the law. Many 
scribes were probably employed by the wealthy as stewards (Lk 16.1), financial of
ficers (Lk 8.3), or secretaries (Josephus, Ant. 20.208) because they were able to 
carry out the fundamental task of keeping records. Their ability to read and write, 
moreover, could also be used to teach the law and participate in making legal de
cisions. A large number of scribes, accordingly, probably supported local officials 
in activities in local synagogues and councils (Mk 2.6, 14.1). Some scribes may 
also have been priests and Levites, but most probably became experts in the law 
because Jewish law was invoked whenever disputes needed to be settled (Mk 7.1; 
Lk 6. 7). The availability of scribes throughout the country was thus a significant 
factor in both the economic and religious life of the people, and ensured that Jew-
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ish customs and traditions would prevail in spite of the strong influence of Greek 
culture in many centers within the surrounding area. 

Religious authorities had only a moral claim on the people of Judaea and 
Galilee. They could demand that people be obedient to the law and hand over to 
them the tithes and offerings that the law required. They had no physical means, 
however, of enforcing their demands. The large crowds who regularly attended the 
feasts at the Temple in Jerusalem (Acts 2.5; Josephus, Ant. 20.106), however, were 
probably an indication that most of the Jewish residents of both Judaea and 
Galilee usually fUlfilled their financial obligations to the religious authorities ( c£ 
Vtta 63, 80). Every year, all faithfUl Jews were required to give to the Levites a tithe 
of all crops, flocks, and herds (Nm 18.21; Josephus, Ant. 4.68). In addition, they 
were expected to convert a second tithe into cash and spend the proceeds in 
Jerusalem (Dt 14.22; Josephus, Ant. 4.205). A third tithe for poor widows and or
phans was demanded in the third and sixth years of every sabbatical cycle (Dt 
14.28; Josephus, Ant. 4.240). First fruits (Dt 18.4; Josephus, Ant. 4.241) and an 
annual half-shekel tax on every Jew throughout the world (Ex 30.13; Mt 17.24) 
were also regularly sent to Jerusalem. Most of these obligations were probably met 
by Jews in Galilee and Judaea in spite of the fact that the religious authorities 
could not compel compliance. 

Most priests and Levites lived among the people and were thus a perpetual 
reminder of Jewish legal obligations. Since their responsibilities in the Temple re
quired only one week in every twenty-four, the priests and Levites were available 
to assist local elders in the promulgation and implementation of the law through
out most of the year. In addition, scribes found employment as teachers, secre
taries, bookkeepers, and financial administrators throughout Galilee and Judaea. 
The relation between local and religious officials was complementary and mutu
ally beneficial. Priests and scribes could provide legal expertise in teaching the law 
and making decisions, while elders and Levites could use their resources and ex
perience to enforce compliance with the law in the implementation of all deci
sions. The dose association of religious and local officials evidenced in the 
Gospels (e.g., Lk 20.1; Acts 4.5) implies that no serious conflicts in jurisdiction 
between them arose. Elders supported the religious officials with their tithes, of
ferings, and material resources, while religious officials supported the elders with 
their expertise in law and experience in administration. It was a mutually benefi
cial and satisfactory arrangement that left the implementation of most decisions 
in the hands of local leaders, while recognizing the legitimacy of the central reli
gious authorities. 

With the support of religious officials, local leaders were able to carry out all 
the prescribed requirements of Jewish law within their villages, towns, or cities. Lo
cal officials could use the expertise of priests and scribes in making legal decisions, 
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and the special skills of the Levites in carrying them out. Punishments usually in
volved restitution, fines, detention, flogging, or excommunication from the com
munity. With the exception of the death penalty, there was no provision of tradi
tional Jewish law that could not be carried out. In Galilee, even capital punishment 
was probably left in the hands of local officials, who could refer particularly diffi
cult cases to the religious authorities in Jerusalem. In Judaea, on the other hand, the 
Roman governor probably insisted on reviewing all cases involving the death 
penalty before they were carried out On 18.31; Josephus, Ant. 20.202). Neverthe
less, since capital punishment was probably decreed as a punishment only infre
quently by Jews in the first century ( c£ Jn 8.11), the Jewish people were normally 
accustomed to living according to the precepts and obligations of Jewish law with
out interference on the part of Rome's appointed rulers. 

Galilee was governed by Herodian princes in the period 4 B.C.E.-44 C.E., and 
by Roman procurators 44-66 C.E. There is little evidence, however, of the way in 
which Herod's descendants administered his territory. The Roman princeps limited 
the amount of revenue that a client prince could obtain from his region so that 
his activities were economically constrained. His armed forces, accordingly, were 
probably of sufficiently moderate strength to be able to contain any minor threat 
to the stability of his regime, while not posing a threat to Rome's determination 
to keep the region subdued. The soldiers were probably billeted in a few of the 
major cities and were used to monitor activities that were potentially subversive 
(Mk 6.17; Lk 9.7), and to prevent the armed forces of adjacent territories from 
violating the boundaries of his tetrarchy (Ant. I 8. I I 3 ). The appointment of 
Agrippa I in 4 I C.E. and his replacement by Roman governors in 44 C.E., however, 
proceeded without any significant interruption, so that the transfer of power must 
not have required any major structural change in the official administration of the 
province. All of the evidence indicates that the nominal rulers of Galilee from 4 
B.C.E. until 66 C.E. limited themselves to the receipt of revenue, and the mainte
nance of stability within the boundaries of the territory. 

Judaea was governed by Herodian princes in the period 4 B.C.E.-6 C.E. and 
41-44 C.E., but Roman prefects ruled from 6 C.E. until 41 C.E. and Roman 
procurators from 44 until 66 C.E. The official ruler of the province usually 
resided in Herod's palaces in either Jerusalem or Caesarea while his soldiers were 
billeted in Caesarea or Sebaste. A permanent garrison was maintained in the An
tonia fortress that overlooked the Temple in Jerusalem, but the remaining forces 
of the ruler were used to periodically patrol the territory to intimidate, disperse, 
or eliminate potential rebels. The ruler usually reinforced the garrison in 
Jerusalem at the time of the major feasts in order to forestall any possibility of 
insurrection. Whether Herodian or Roman, however, the official administrator of 
the province limited his activities to the receipt of revenue and the maintenance 
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of stability within the region. The smooth transition in power in both 4 I and 44 
C.E. indicates that no major changes in administration took place. Instead, the 
nominal ruler who lived in Herod's palaces was replaced while most of the peo
ple who were involved in the official administration continued to perform their 
functions with minimal change. 

The Roman appointees who ruled Galilee and Judaea in the period 
6 B.C.E.-66 C.E. allowed Jewish law to prevail and made no attempt to impose for
eign regulations. Since Rome's official representatives were concerned exclusively 
with the maintenance of the status quo, they did not become involved in the day
to-day details of administration that continued to be carried out by local and re
ligious officials. The Herodian princes and Roman governors ensured that the 
country remained peaceful by using their armed forces to remind the people that 
Rome had the ability to enforce compliance with its objectives, but they usually 
did not interfere with the way in which Jewish law was either interpreted or im
plemented. The official administration of the territory thus did not actually "ad
minister" the territory by making decisions on how it should be managed, and 
the governor did not really "govern" by controlling the actions of the people. 
Rather, the official ruler ensured only that the region participated in the Roman 
hegemony of the areas that surrounded the Mediterranean by keeping the terri
tory pacified and economically viable. Roman rule was only an imposition of or
der that restricted the internal and external activities of those who lived within 
its reach to be consistent with its perception of its destiny to rule the Mediter
ranean region. 

The presence of armed soldiers in Galilee and Judaea did not mean that 
streets and roads were secure. Military personnel were utilized to provide terri
torial security in the region, and frequently acted as bodyguards for Rome's ap
pointed ruler (e.g., Josephus, Ant. I8.55), but generally did not provide protec
tion to persons or property. Travel continued to be hazardous, and those who did 
travel were expected to provide their own security. When journeying to Jerusalem 
for the regular feasts, participants normally traveled in sufficiently large numbers 
for their own protection (Lk 2.44; Josephus, Ant. 20.II8). On the other hand, 
small numbers of travelers were advised to carry a staff, limited provisions, and 
no significant amount of money with them (Mk 6.8; Josephus, BJ 2.I25). Even 
under these conditions, travelers were frequently robbed of their meager posses
sions Oosephus, Ant. 20.II3; Lk I0.30). Similarly, householders were expected 
to defend their premises and possessions against thieves (Mt 24.43; Jn IO.I). Po
lice protection did not exist, and individuals needed to be constantly wary of 
those who thrived by robbing the unprepared. The Gospels contain numerous 
references to thieves and robbers, and emphasize "watchfulness" as the appropri
ate precaution. 
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The autonomy enjoyed by the Jewish people in the first century would have 
continued if Rome had responded appropriately to the hopes and expectations of 
the Jewish people. The unacceptable behavior of the Roman princeps, the governors 
he appointed, and the armed forces he controlled, however, incited the residents 
of Galilee and Judaea to rise in protest. The bizarre behavior of both Gaius and 
Nero constrained the Jewish people to conclude that they had to be ready to lay 
down their lives for their principles. The insensitive decisions of Pilate, Cumanus, 
Felix, and Festus, however, as well as the outrageous actions of the auxiliary sol
diers, created a contentious environment in which the people were determined to 
struggle in order to be able to continue living according to their customs and tra
ditions. Their patience with the Roman governors was exceeded when Albinus and 
Florus abused their positions by trying to accumulate as much plunder as possi
ble during their brief terms in office. Law and order broke down completely with 
the result that a great number of people joined the rebellion, expecting a miracle 
comparable to that of David and the Philistines, Hezekiah and the Assyrians, or 
the Maccabees and the Syrians. 

The fidelity of the Jews in Galilee and Judaea to their traditions continued un
til the destruction of the Temple in 70 C.E. Their adherence to the law, however, 
continued unabated in spite of the absence of a national shrine and a hereditary 
priesthood. The transition was facilitated by the continuity of both local officials 
and the importance of the activities of the synagogue. The demands of the sacri
ficial cult were thus reinterpreted symbolically, and the requirements for priestly 
service were taken up by elders. The observance of Jewish traditions in Galilee and 
Judaea became comparable to that which had previously been practiced for cen
turies in the Diaspora. The study of the law and its applicability to daily life could 
thus continue in spite of circumstances that were radically different from that 
which prevailed in the first and second Temple periods. The subjugation of the 
province of Judaea by Rome ensured that Roman government and law would pre
vail in the land insofar as it was a part of the empire, but Jewish law continued to 
be effective in the daily lives of most of the Jewish people. 

Conclusion 
The Roman Empire imposed a measure of control over its territories that was 
not matched by a measure of uniformity. This applies to the status of people; 
to the status of civic communities; and to nations, provinces, and kingdoms. 
Across all this variation law was applied differently as well as were bodies of law 
and tradition from different sources. The preeminent examples of this for our 
purposes are, of course, the local power of Jewish law in Galilee and Judaea, the 
particulars of Paul's entanglement in the legal system as depicted in Acts, and 
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Jesus' fate as a noncitizen executed in a manner associated with crimes under
mining the empire. 

Notes 
I. Pliny's surviving correspondence with Trajan makes this phenomenon clear. 
2. Sherwin-White (I963: 48-70) provides the standard treatment of these trials and 

what we know of Roman law and judicial process through other sources. 
3. Specifically, the ideal progress of a successful male elite career through various of

fices and magistracies Geffers I999: I82-86). 
4. See Dyson (I975) for comparable revolts by other subject peoples. Aberbach 

(I966) provides and extensive treatment of the Jewish revolt. 
5. MacMullen (2000) details the extensive role of the Roman army as an exporter of 

specifically Roman material culture. 
6. Callahan, Horsley, Smith (I998) and Gibson (I999) provide recent overviews of 

the vast literature on slavery in the ancient world. 
7. For tension, note the meaninglessness ascribed to municipal politics in the impe

rial context. For co-optability, note the cities' efficiency in administering territory and in 
forming an arena of competition in devotion to Rome such as the desire of cities to host 
temples of the imperial cult. 

8. Apuleius, Metam., Book I provides a hilarious example. 
9. See Augustus's Edicts on the composition of juries in Cyrene (Braund I985: 

I78-83). 
IO. Huzar (I988: 66I). Huzar provides a reliable overview of the administration of 

Alexandria focusing on the Julio-Claudian age. 
I I. See Robinson (I 99 2) on the details of civic administration 
I2. See Nippel (I995: 85-I I2) on strategies of maintaining public order. 
I3. See Robinson (I995) for statutes relating to specific offenses. 





Persecution 19 
HAROLD REMUS 

Early Christians and Persecution: Overview 

T HAT PERSECUTION WAS PART of the self-consciousness and self-identity of 
early Christians is evident from the earliest Christian sources. References 
to "persecute" (BtcOx:etvl diokein) and "persecution" (BtiD)'!lo<;l diogmos) and 

to suffering for the sake of Christ appear throughout the New Testament. The 
apostle Paul in the mid-50s C.E. confesses to having persecuted (BtroKEtv I diokein I 
Cor IS.9; Gal I.I3; Phil 3.6) "the church of God;' and reports that he himself 
was in turn being persecuted by his fellow Jews (BtroKOJlCltl diokomai GalS. I I). Paul 
perceived himself to be Jewish (2 Cor I 1.22; Rm I I. I; Phil3.5), though with im
portant ambiguities (Gal I.I3-I4; Phil3.7-8; Barclay I99Sb: II3-I4). What he 
perceives to be persecution might therefore be seen by his fellow Jews as legitimate 
disciplining of a wayward Jew (2 Cor I 1.24, 26; c£ Dt 25.3; Josephus, Ant. 4.238, 
248), presumably for not requiring Jewish observance of gentile converts (Gal 
S.II; 4.29, 6.I2). For his part, he sees his own actions as intended to "destroy" 
( £7t6p9ouv I eporthoun; Gal I. 13) an undesirable faction within Judaism, that is, as 
persecution. 

The Book of Acts portrays Paul (Saul) prior to his call to apostleship and 
many other Jews in a similar light: as harassers or persecutors of followers of "The 
Way" (8.I, 9.I-2, 6.8-7.60, I2.I-2, 21.27-36, 23.I2-IS, 24.I-9, 2S.I-7) or 
as inciting government authorities against them (I3.50; I4.2, 4-5, I9; I7.5-6, 
I3; I8.I2-I7; 20.3). These events are reported as taking place in the two decades 
or so after Jesus' death in 30 or 33 C.E., but they are set down c. 80-85 C.E. or 
even later (Wilson I995: 69-71) when this small Jewish sect was becoming dis
tinct from its parent, a religious entity in its own right-"Christian" (Acts I 1.26; 
c£ 26.28, I Pt 4.I6)--with its followers subject to expulsion from synagogues 
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(Jn 9.22, 12.42) and their status in the empire increasingly in question. Nero's 
torture and execution of a number of Christians in Rome in 64 C.E. on the 
grounds that they were responsible for a fire that devastated much of Rome (Tac
itus, Ann. 15.44; Suetonius, Nero 16) indicates that also at the upper levels of so
ciety Christians were coming to be regarded as distinct from Jews. Whatever their 
historical value (see Ludemann 1989), the accounts in Acts properly belong to the 
later decades of the first century where they constitute "a community-forming 
story" (Gaston 1986: 128) that depicts a Christian self-identity that is increas
ingly gentile (1.8; 28.28), distinct from and yet seen as fulfilling the parent Ju
daism (Gaston 1986: 128-40), with overtones of anti-Jewishness (28.25-27), 
demarcating it further from Judaism in the eyes both of Jews and the general (gen
tile) populace (Sanders 1999: 278-79; on third-party roles in conflicts c£ Kries
berg 1973: 277 and Remus 1986). 

Although Jews figure on occasion in harassment or persecution of Christians 
(see Wilson's judicious assessment, 1995: 172-76; for the later period see Fox 
1987: 474-87), it is the local gentile populaces who in the period prior to 250 
C.E. play the predominant role in initiating actions against Christians, whether 
apart from government or in the role of Jelatores (plaintiffs; Sherwin-White 1952: 
204) hailing Christians before the authorities, who thereupon put the accused on 
trial. That is, the government, with rare exceptions (Mart. Pol. 7.1; Eusebius, Hist. 
eccl. 5.1.8, 14), is not reported as persecuting Christians, if by that one means 
seeking them out for punishment. Rather, it responds to local accusations (Trajan 
to Pliny, Ep. 10.97). While Nero's torturing and killing of Christians was a case 
of scapegoating Christians, rather than executing them because they are "Christ
ian" (Barnes 1968b: 34), subsequent accounts-Christian and otherwise--of tri
als and martyrdoms assume that simply being "Christian" is considered to be a 
crime sufficient to bring one to trial, whereas denial of the charge, verified by an 
offering to the deities, brings freedom. "Christian" as a crime is thus distinctive in 
that one is charged not for what one has done, but for what one is, a situation 
loudly protested by Christian apologists (Justin, l Apol. 4, 2 Apol. 2; Athenagoras, 
Leg. 1-2; Tertullian, ApoL 1-3). 

In much of this period Christians were, in imperial eyes, an insignificant though 
sometimes irritating minority protected, like the population generally, from anony
mous allegations (Trajan to Pliny, Ep. 10.97) or frivolous accusations, which, if 
proved unsubstantiated, redounded on the accuser (Hadrian in Eusebius, Hist. eccl. 
4.9.3). Martyrdoms would seem to be numbered in the hundreds (Frend 1965: 
413; Barnes 1971: 161-62; c£ Origen, Gels. 3.8) rather than the thousands at a 
time when the Christian population has been estimated as increasing from approx
imately 7,400 in 100 C.E. to 210,000 in 200 C.E. to 1,100,000 in 250 C.E. in a 
population of 60 million (Stark 1996: 7; Hopkins 1998: 193). That accounts of 
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martyrdoms nonetheless figure so prominently in early Christian sources indicates 
that the possibility of martyrdom haunted early Christians. It also strongly suggests 
how important to Christian self-identity, group loyalty, social cohesion and con
trol, maintenance of boundaries, and evangelism-and thus ultimately to survival 
itself (Riddle I93I; Stark I997: 163-89; Hopkins I998: 196--97)----was the pro
fessing of Christianity exemplified in the person of the martyr, the "witness" 
(J.I.ap't'l>~ martus) unto death who follows in the steps of the archetypal witness, 
Jesus himself (Rv 1.9, 3.I4, c£ 2.I3; Eusebius, Hist. eccl. 5.2.3; Bowersock I995). 

Beginning with Emperor Decius's edict in 250 C.E. requiring sacrifice to the 
deities, and continuing off and on until Galerius's edict of toleration in 3 I I, the 
imperial government undertook initiatives against Christians. The charge again is 
"Christian;' and the litmus test is sacrifice, which Decius required of all persons, 
not only of Christians. In effect, he was espousing a "religion of empire" in con
trast to the customary local religions (Rives I999). During the time Decius's edict 
was in effect (250-SI C.E.) some Christians, including leaders, went into hiding, 
others were killed, and others performed the sacrifices or purchased certificates 
(libelli) attesting that they had done so (examples in English translation in New Eu
sebius: Documents, 228-I9; Greek texts and English translations in Knipfing I923), 
provoking controversy among Christians about the ecclesiastical status of these 
lapsi (Bryant I993: 324-28). Beginning in 257 C.E. Valerian, the next emperor, re
quired church leaders and later others as well to sacrifice; confiscated church prop
erty; and prohibited Christians from assembling on church property and from us
ing their cemeteries (Potter I993: 59). A long period of peace that ensued with 
Gallienus (260-68 C.E.) lasted until the "Great Persecution" (303-11) com
menced with edicts that included the requirement of sacrifice, destruction of 
church property, and confiscation of church books (Eusebius, Hist. eccl. 9.I0.8; 
8.2.4; Gamble I995: ch. 4). In addition to those Christians tortured and impris
oned, those who died numbered perhaps in the several thousands (Frend I 965: 
536--57) in a Christian population estimated at some six million in 300 C.E. 

(Stark I997: 7; Hopkins I998: I93). 
On his deathbed and wearied with the attempt to bring Christians back to 

"the religion of their fathers" (Lactantius, De Mort. Persec. 34), Galerius promul
gated an edict of toleration in 3 I I co-signed by his imperial colleagues Constan
tine and Licinius but rejected by his other colleague Maximin Daza. The Edict of 
Milan issued by Constantine and Licinius in 3 I 3 reinforced the edict of 3 I I, 
promising free practice of religion to all, including Christians (Documents of the 
Christian Church 2I-23). What followed was an increasing imperial favoring and 
fostering of Christianity, resulting in "a religion of empire;' albeit with much fluc
tuating back and forth during the fourth century as Christians and their oppo
nents confronted one another in various situations and venues. 
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These government-initiated persecutions, in which Christian rigorists were 
pitted against Christians accommodationists in battles over conceptions of iden
tity and boundaries, figured significantly in the transformation of Christianity 
from a sect or cult into a church (Bryant 1993; c£ Weber 1958: 144-54, 254 n. 
173) and "a religion of empire:' 

410therness" 
Various terms have been used, with numerous variations (Dawson 1998: 29-40), 
to characterize minority groups. The new Christian social configurations have 
been called small groups or simply groups (Meeks 1983: 74), or they have been seen 
as voluntary associations (McCready 1996). Early Christianity is commonly termed a 
sect, specifically a Jewish sect (Cohen 1987: II6; Elliott 1995a; Bryant 1993; 
Stark I 996: 25). Alternatively, or more specifically, in the early years it is a Jewish 
coalition or faction centered on a person, Jesus; subsequently it is a sect, "a group
centered faction" within and then increasingly distinct from Judaism (Elliott 
1995a: 79-80, 89). Or this Jewish sect movement becomes a cult movement sufficiently 
distinct from its parent to constitute in effect a new religion (Stark 1996: 33, 
44-45; Stark and Bainbridge 1987), "a universal form of Judaism" (Spivey and 
Smith 1995: 34; c£ Stark 1996: 49-71). 

Common to all of these terms, whether applied to minority groups in early 
Judaism, in early Christianity, or in the modern period, is a self-conscious deviance 
from a parent group and/ or from society in general that sets the insiders apart 
from outsiders who, in turn, tend to view these deviants with suspicion or hostil
ity. The deviance may be expressed in a number of ways, many of them found in 
early Christianity: exclusivity; a distinctive morality and set of beliefs; commit
ment to the group and to winning others to it; tests of commitment and ways of 
maintaining and strengthening commitment and boundaries, including expulsion 
from the group; a promise of salvation in some form in compensation for present 
or feared deprivation or distress or unattainable goals (Wilson 1970, 1990; Stark 
and Bainbridge 1987; see the detailed list of early Christian sectarian attributes in 
Elliott 1995a). Conversionist sects, such as early Christianity was in many aspects, 
will likely stand in greater tension with the wider society as a result of their re
cruitment efforts than will introversionist groups that purposely isolate themselves 
from the outside world. However, sequestration and aloofness (common com
plaints about early Christians) may in themselves suggest "sinister purposes" and 
"evil practices" (Wilson 1990: 49), charges also leveled at early Christians. Even 
the simple fact "that the sect stands apart from the majority may be taken as an 
implicit rebuke to others. And often, sectarians go further and become explicit 
critics of contemporary society, its ethos, organization, and its dominant preoc-
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cupations" (Wilson 1990: 26-27)--for example, what Galerius's edict of tolera
tion summed up as "the religion of the fathers" from which he said Christians had 
departed. 

In Galerius's day the "religion of the fathers" was the traditional polytheist wor
ships of the empire. But earlier, it was the religion of the Jewish ancestors of Chris
tianity from which most Christians had distanced themselves. While Christians were 
practicing Jewish observance into the second century and beyond (Justin, DiaL 
47 ~; Irenaeus, Haer. 1262; Hippolytus, Haer. 7 22; Jerome, Ep. I 12.13, 16; Klijn 
and Reinink 1973; Wilson 1995: 158-59), it is the nonobservance of the gentile 
entrants into Christianity that became the pattern, provoking from Jews varying de
grees of hostility, as noted above (see further Wilson 1995: 6-II, 69-70, ch. 6, esp. 
172-94), as well as controversies between Christians and Jews over what constituted 
faithfulness to Judaism (e.g., Justin, DiaL; Remus 1986; Wilson 1995: ch. 9) and 
among Christians sometimes heated debates over who belonged in the Christian fold 
and who did not (2 Cor; Gal; Acts 1~12, IS, etc.). 

Paul's "attempt to redefine a 'Judaism' without ethnicity and without preserv
ing the national way of life enshrined in the 'ancestral customs' was hugely influ
ential for later Christianity, but was clearly, and understandably, judged a contra
diction in terms by his Jewish contemporaries" (Barclay 1995b: 118; c£ Becker 
1993: 199). Christians' claims of a Jewish heritage, even while omitting-and 
even rejecting and attacking-Jewish observance, aroused Jewish resentment and 
hostility, especially if it seemed that Christians were threatening the privileges that 
Rome and various cities had granted them (Josephus, Ant. 14.19~264, 

16.162-73; Sanders 1999: 278-79). 
While many in the general polytheist (gentile) populace might regard Jews 

with suspicion or hostility because of their "otherness;' Jews were nonetheless a 
known quantity who enjoyed a long history and imperial recognition (Tacitus, 
Hist. 5.5; Origen, Cels. 525, 41). These polytheist traditionalists were suspicious, 
however, of a nouveau movement that seemed to be associated with Judaism but 
yet did not observe Jewish practice, and in various ways held itself apart from the 
Greco-Roman social world. Traditionalists and Christians alike signaled their 
alienation from one another with distinguishing labels and accusations that served 
to foster group consciousness and establish and maintain group boundaries, thus 
justifying hostile actions against Christians, on the one hand, and Christian re
sistance to them, on the other. 

The various labels applied to Christians by traditionalists presuppose an all
encompassing social world characterized by certain key concepts that epitomize 
the ethos of that world, deviance from which placed one on the outside, in the 
category of "other:' Chief among these was pietas or eusebeia (eua£f3eux), the whole 
complex of obligations and duties owed to "family, friends, fellow citizens, 
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country, and gods" (Shelton I988/I998: 2; Lewis and Short I879, s.v. pieta.s; 
Wilken I984: ch. 3) and crucial to preservation of the pax deorum (harmony with 
the deities) and thus of the social order. In the terminology of sociology of 
knowledge, pietas was internalized as an "objective reality" in the primary and sub
sequent secondary socialization (Berger and Luckmann I967: 60-6I, I38-47) 
that made one a "Roman" or a Carthaginian Roman or an Alexandrian. Pieta.s was 
essential to the securita.s, stabilita.s, and Romanita.s that various writers celebrated but 
also perceived as threatened from both within and without (MacMullen I966; 
Lee I97I). 

Christianity was one such threat, demarcated as "bad religion" through the label 
superstitio (Rives I995a: 77-78), to which choice adjectives were added: "deadly" 
(Tacitus, Ann. I5.44: exitiabilis superstitio), "novel and vicious" (Suetonius, Nero I62: 
superstitionis novae ac malificae), "degenerate" and "extravagant" (Pliny, Ep. I0.96.8: su
perstitionem pravam et immodicam ). By accusing Christians of "hatred of humankind" 
(odio bumani generis, Ann. I5.44) Tacitus marks Christians off from Romans repre
senting true humanity. This alien element, he says, invaded Rome where all things 
frightful and shameful ( atrocia aut pudenda) converge from every quarter. 

Even more telling in marginalizing Christians was the charge that they were 
atheists (Justin, 1 Apol. 5-6; Mart. Pol. 32, 9.2-3; Athenagoras, Leg. 3.I; Tertullian, 
Apol. 6.IO; Clement of Alexandria, Strom. 7.I; Arnobius, Adv. Nationes 1.29, 3.28, 
5.30; Ste. Croix I963: 24), literally god-less, more specifically, image-less, i.e., ani
conic since, true to their Jewish heritage, they had (in Paul's words) "turned to God 
from idols, to serve a living and true God" (I Thes 1.9).1 A Roman official's ques
tion to Bishop Dionysius of Alexandria in 257 C.E. expresses common tradition
alist attitudes to deity and puzzlement at the exclusivistic nature of Christian 
piety: What prevents Dionysius from worshiping his god alongside the traditional 
deities (Eusebius, Hist. eccl. 7.I 1.9)? 

While Jews might be, as it were, "licensed atheists" (Ste. Croix I963: 25) and 
philosophers might question traditional conceptions of deity, these latter 
nonetheless took part in the public ceremonies for the deities that were seen as 
maintaining the pax Jeorum and preserving the social order. At the trials of Chris
tians, their refusal to sacrifice to the deities served as a proof of their Christian
ity and their atheism as well as a vindication of government action against them 
and of the common belief that such dereliction of duty provoked divine anger and 
brought disaster (Fox I987). This charge-epitomized in Tertullian's famous 
complaint in I97 C.E. that any disaster evokes the cry "Christians to the lion!" 
(Apol. 40.2)--was systematically disputed by Arnobius (Adv. Nationes) during the 
Great Persecution. It was still being leveled late in the fourth century by Sym
machus, the distinguished traditionalist orator, senator, and prefect of Rome ( Rt
latio. 3.15-17). 
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The aniconism that accompanied Christian "atheism" brought Christians fur
ther into conflict with polytheists when it resulted in economic loss for makers of 
images (Acts I9.24-29) and for purveyors of sacrificial victims and their fodder 
(Pliny, Ep. I0.96.IO). 

Further setting Christians apart from the social order in traditionalists' eyes was 
the suspicion, as early as the beginning of the second century, that shameful acts 

(jlagitia) were associated with the name "Christian" (Pliny, Ep. I0.96.2; Tacitus, Ann. 
I5.44). Pliny's examination of lapsed Christians in I 12 C.E. reveals that cannibalism 
is one of the suspectedflagitia (Ep. 10.96.7), a charge that dogged Christians (Justin, 
l ApoL 26.7; 2 ApoL 12.2, 5; DUlL 10.1; Tertullian, ApoL 7.1, 8.3; Athenagoras, Leg. 
3.1; Minucius Felix, Oct. 9.5, 30.1; Eusebius, Hist. eccL 5.1.26, 52) along with that of 
incest (Justin, l ApoL 26.7; Athenagoras, Leg. 3.1, 3I.I, 32.1; Minucius Felix, Oct. 28, 
31.1; Eusebius, Hist. eccl. 4.7.1 1), the two sometimes linked in the phrase "Thyestean 
banquets and Oedipoean intercourse" (Hist. eccL 5.1.14; c£ Athenagoras, Leg. 3.1, 
3I.I). In Greek lore Oedipus unknowingly married his mother while Thyestes un
wittingly ate the flesh of his own children served up to him at a banquet by his 
brother Atreus as an act of revenge. Whether it was human sacrifice (Rives 1995a: 
67-74, 83-84) or cannibalism or incest, such charges were a way of stigmatizing a 
people or an individual as beyond the pale of civilized society. In 177 C.E., when 
Christians in Lyons are accused of cannibalism and incest, even persons formerly 
friendly to them become incensed (Eusebius, Hist. eccL 5.1.14). 

Christian dislocation of loyalties from household-the basic unit of soci
ety-to church was also perceived as a serious threat to the social fabric (Coyle 
I98l), exemplified in the Alexandrian mother in 250 C.E. who, loving her Lord 
more than her many children, refused to deny him under torture (Eusebius, Hist. 
eccl. 6.41.18). The behavior of Christian women was crucial in view of "the sym
bolic significance of women's behaviour" (MacDonald 1996: 12) in the honor
shame system of the Greco-Roman world (Malina I981/I993: ch. 2). Confor
mity to social norms would bring honor on a household, nonconformity shame. 
The very fact that, contrary to expectations, a Christian woman married to a 
polytheist partner did not conform to her husband's religion and that of the rest 
of the household (c£ I Cor I.I6; Acts 10.2, 47-48; Il.I4; 16.15, 31-33; 18.8; 
I Pt 3.I-6; Meeks 1983: 30-31), or might even divorce or separate from him 
(I Cor 7.15; Herm., Man. 4.1.6-8; Justin, 2 Apol. 2), was itself a significant cross
ing of social boundaries (Justin, 2 Apol. 2; Grant I988: 69-73). A Christian wife 
or fiancee who chose celibacy would produce a frustrated husband or future hus
band and the possibility of martyrdom for her (Act. Paul. Thee.) or for the evan
gelist who persuaded her to take this unconventional step (Act. Thom.). A daugh
ter might disobey her father by persisting in Christianity to the point even of 
death (Mart. Perpet.; Salisbury I997: 5-14). Women occupying leadership roles in 
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Christian communities (I Cor 1.1 I, I 1.2-I6, I6.I9; Rom 16; Phil 4.2; 
Schussler Fiorenza 1983; MacDonald I983; Richardson I986; Torjesen I993) 
might be perceived as a threat to the family system ( c£ Sedgwick I 98 I). Such 
boundary crossings reflected badly on the households to which these women be
longed, generating surmises and rumors of various jlagitia: sorcery, immorality, 
and generally shameless behavior (MacDonald I 99 6 ). 

Outsiders might be forgiven for misinterpreting the "body" and "blood" of the 
Christian Eucharist, reports or rumors of kissing (I Thes 5.26; I Cor 16.20; 2 Cor 
I3.I2; Rom 16.16; I Pt 5.14; Justin, 1 Apol. 65.2; Klassen 1992), gatherings of 
both genders (I Cor I I, 14; Minucius Felix, Oct. 9.6) even before dawn (Pliny, Ep. 
10.96.7; c£ Tertullian, Cor. 3.3), or for taking at face value intra-Christian polemic 
about "overturning the lamp" at such gatherings, i.e., darkening the room so as to 
conceal sexual promiscuity (Justin, 1 ApoL 26.7; Tertullian, Apol 7.1; Clement of 
Alexandria, Strom. 3.2.10; Minucius Felix, Oct. 9.6; Epiphanius, Pan. 26.4-5; Wilken 
1984: 17-21). 

Celsus (c. 180 C.E.) would seem to have such gatherings in mind when he com
plains of Christians' secretiveness (Origen, Cels. 1.1, 3, 7). However, not much in 
that world was secretive or private. People lived cheek by jowl and spent much of 
their time out of doors (Martial, Epig. 1.86, 12.57; Tertullian, ApoL 42.2; Mac
Mullen 1974b: chs. 2-3; MacMullen 1984: 39-40; Stambaugh 1988: 174-78; 
Osiek and Balch 1997: 31-32). "Thus, whatever one was or did, everybody knew 
at once" (MacMullen 1974b: 62), as is evident in I Peter, where the surprise of 
"Gentiles" at the Christians' dissociation from the common life ( c£ MacMullen 
1974b: 19-20, 77-78; Clement of Alexandria, Paed. 2.2) turns into maligning of 
Christians (I Pt 4.3-4), part of the general picture of suffering that the author 
of I Peter envisages for his readers because of their status as "exiles" (1.1) and 
"aliens" (2.11), or, in modern terms, sectarians (Elliott 1981/1990: 75). 

Christians' dissociation from the "everyday;' as well as the other distinctive 
Christian behaviors noted earlier, constitute "markers" setting them off as indi
viduals or as a group in the very public society of their day. In linguistics a marker 
is that portion of an inflected word that sets it apart from the unmarked form 
(e.g., the "s" of "visits" or the "-ed" of "visited"); in social settings, clothes, hair
styles, cosmetics, behavior, language, and titles mark differences in gender, status, 
and belonging (Tannen 1994: ch. 4). The author of I Peter is not alone in taking 
pains to deflect outside criticism of Christians marked by their behavior 
(2.11-12, 15, 18-20; 3.9, 14, 16). As is often the case with modern minority 
groups, New Testament and other early Christian writers are concerned about out
siders' opinion and urge their readers not to offend the general mores (I Cor 
10.32, 14.23; Col4:5; I Thes 4.12; I Tm 3.7, 6.1; Ti 2.5, 10; I Pt 1.11-12, IS; 
1 Clem. 1.1, 47.7; Ign. Trail. 8.2), abundantly documented in philosophical writ-
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ings of the time (Malherbe I986). The general concern in these passages is that 
outsiders will have "nothing evil to say of us" (Titus 2.8) and "that the word of 
God may not be discredited" (2.5). Put positively, the goal is that outsiders will 
see Christians living good lives, perhaps ask them for "an accounting of the hope 
that is in you" (I Pt 3.I5)-and be won over. 

Many were won over and became Christians, as the exponential growth in 
Christian numbers cited above indicates. For others, however, "Christian;' a label 
evidendy first applied to Christians by gentile outsiders (Acts I I .26; Wilkins 
I992) and meaning something like "Christ-devotee" or "Christ-lackey" (Elliott 
I98I/I990: 79, 2000: 79I; c£ "Jesus freak" today), came to epitomize the sus
picion and contempt that many felt toward these people who flouted pietas and de
spite their small numbers constituted a "noisy presence" (MacMullen I984: I3) 
flaunting their differences and their own supposed superiority. For some, that 
identity took precedence over the name by which they were known in "the world" 
(Mart. Pol. 3; Eusebius, Hist. eccl. 5.1.20), even as in present-day sects one's sectar
ian identity may overshadow other identities such as one's occupation, member
ships in dubs, devotion to hobbies, or other social roles (Wilson I990: I78-79). 

Celsus, the voluble second-century critic of Christians, sums up much tradi
tionalist and, in his case, elitist resentment of what he sees as Christians' disdain 
of the social order and his disdain of them (Origen, Cels. I. I, 3, Sa, 7, 9, 28, 37, 
4I; 2.55; 3.22, 44, 55; 4.23; 5.I4; 6.34; 7.36, 62; 8.2, 38, 41, 55, 75). Such a 
group deserves to die out (8.55), and indeed its members are being sought out and 
executed, their god powerless to deliver them (8.39, 4I, 69). 

Boundaries 
Celsus's polemic is but one of a series of exchanges between Christians and tradi
tionalists on a number of issues (Chadwick I966; Grant I952, I988; Remus 
I983). Christian writers point out the how and the why of their divergences from 
the general mores and through retorsion arguments portray traditionalists as do
ing the very things of which they accuse Christians (Justin, 2 Apol. I2.5; Tertul
lian, Apol. 4, 9; Minucius Felix, Oct. 29.1, 30.I; Rives I995a: 74-77). 

At the same time Christian writers are at pains to stress Christians' general 
conformity to everyday values and practices. Far from being practitioners of ex
otic beliefs that would separate them from everyday life, Christians assert they are 
present in all the activities of the daily round (Tertullian, Apol. 42; Diogn. 5). How
ever, from the earliest days those same opinion makers also worry about bound
ary maintenance. Conversion to Christianity (Nock I933) meant a resocialization 
into a social world that included the polytheism described above--stigmatized by 
Christians as "the/this world" (see below)-but focused on the special bounded 
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community where a heavenly father (Mt 23.9), or a father (I Thes 1.6; I Cor 
4.IS-I6, II.I) or brother or sister in Christ (Mk 3.3I-35; Mt 25.40; I Thes 
1.4, 2.1, etc.; Meeks I983: 87), supplanted biological kin after one was "regener
ated" through a ritual washing (I Cor 6.II; Ti 3.5) and sat at table with other 
members of the household of faith (Gal6:IO; Eph 2:I9). These "core social rit
uals;' embodying "significant collective experience" (Bryant I993: 307), fixed and 
reinforced boundaries. For example, baptism gave entry to the fold and was requi
site for participation in the sacred meal fenced off and presided over by authority 
figures (Ign. Smyrn. 8.1-2; Did. 7; 9-IO; I4; Justin, l Apol. 65-67;Tertullian, Cor. 
3.3). Such role specializations-apostle, prophet, teacher, bishop, deacon, elder, 
widows, etc. (Mk 3.I4-I8 par.; Rom 16; I Cor 12.28; Phil 1.2; Acts 6.I-6; I 
Tm 5.3-22: Meeks I983: III-39; Richardson I986; MacDonald 1988)-also 
functioned to preserve and enhance social cohesion, especially in conflict situa
tions (c£ Kriesberg I973: I4-IS). 

One of the chief motivations for joining and continuing in such a community 
is the promise of salvation in some form. Celsus, as we have seen, taunted Chris
tians with the charge that their god was unable to deliver either their savior or 
themselves from death. Christians, however, were convinced that the very god
forsakenness of Jesus on the cross (Mk I5.34/ /Mt 27.46) meant their salvation. 
Death was the portal to a glorious afterlife, a hope and an expectation that marked 
them off ftom their polytheist neighbors, as numerous Christian sources (e.g., I 
Thes 1.10; I Cor IS; Mt 25; Rv 7.I3-I7) and a comparison of Christian and 
polytheist epitaphs across class lines attests (Lattimore I962). Unquenchable fire 
awaited those outside the Christian fold, while those within "will laugh unhesi
tatingly in everlasting joy" (Mart. Pionii 7). 

A glorious afterlife is only one of the rewards that attract people to a deviant 
group and then hold them there. Since such a reward is unattainable in this world, 
people may settle for "compensators"; in place of the promised immortality, one 
embraces instead a life prescribed by the group for attaining what is promised 
(Stark and Bainbridge I987; Stark I996). Another compensator in early Chris
tianity was the posthumous fame that martyrs could expect to reap through their 
death as celebrated in stories written down and circulated among their brothers 
and sisters in the faith who would (if the authorities permitted) also gather up 
their remains (Mart. Pol. I8.I-2; Mart. Carp. 47) or treasure even the dust on which 
the remains had rested (Act. Thom. I70; Brown I98I; Salisbury I997: 16~72). 

For believers who were not prepared or not called upon to witness unto death, 
the stories and relics made the promise of life after death all the more credible and 
thus served to strengthen their ties to the community. It was "an agency of salva
tion" where members sought to live according to the modes of being of the ulti
mate state of perfected being and, alongside other "saints;' experienced the joy(s) 
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of salvation (Wilson I990: 47-48) while awaiting the fulfillment of the ultimate 
promise. Among the rewards of belonging was the help available within these 
Christian communities, which functioned in effect as social agencies at a time 
when there were none, as was noted by outsiders including notably the emperor 
Julian (36I-63 C.E.), who in his efforts to restore traditional polytheism called for 
the worshipers of the traditional deities to imitate Christians in caring both for 
their own and for outsiders (Julian, Ep. 22; c£ Jilt. Pachom. 4 ). 

While these various factors functioned to maintain early Christian groups as 
strongly bounded communities, Christian leaders were haunted by the question 
"How complete was conversion?" (MacMullen I 984: ch. 9). That is, how much 
did converts' original polytheist socialization persist during their resocialization 
into the Christian social world and threaten community boundaries and cohesion? 
As early as twenty years after Jesus' death, when Christian sectarian consciousness 
ran high, one sees Paul wrestling with the lingerings of the socializations his con
verts brought into the Christian fold from the world of that day. Later, in the sec
ond, third, and fourth centuries C.E. when large numbers of nameless persons
"just ordinary folk" -began to enter the Christian fold, many did so without 
conspicuous changes in their lifestyles and with "the least possible tear in the fab
ric of already held beliefs" (MacMullen I984: I, 2I; Markus I990: ch. I). This 
is evident in the warnings voiced by Christian thinkers regarding certain occupa
tions (Lietzmann I96I: I5I-52; Remus I987: I42, n. 47), participation in the 
shows in the amphitheaters (Tertullian, Spec.) or in the schools of the day (Tertul
lian, Idol. I 0; c£ later, Basil of Caesarea, Ad Adolesc. ), or distinctive behavior in even 
minute matters (Remus I987: I42-43). 

Early Christians might proclaim or be told of the line dividing the "before" 
from the "after" of their entry into the Christian fold (I Thes 5.4--5; I Cor 
6.9-I I; I Pt 4.3-4; Justin, l ApoL 53.5; 2 Apol. 2.I-7; Dial. 63.5, I I9.5, I23.5; 
Tertullian, Spec. 4, 24; Act. Them. I2-I5). Every day, however, they were involved in 
decisions at the borderline that marked them one way or the other: whether to ac
cept an invitation to dinner (I Cor IO.I4--30), or how to live as a woman slave in 
a polytheist household (Glancy I998) or as a childless wife (Remus I999). 

It is clear that early Christians inhabited two social worlds. "One is the world 
they shared with other people who lived in the Roman Empire; the other, the 
world they constructed" (Meeks I983: 8). Daily life being so complex, boundaries 
between the two worlds tended to be permeable and faint. Like traditionalists, 
Christians employed labels to demarcate boundaries, setting themselves off from 
outsiders, on the one hand, and encapsulating their self-identity, on the other. Var
ious early Christian sources speak of the worlJ/this worlJ (oK6crJlo£/~K6crJlO£ OU'to<;; 
ho kosmos/ho kosmos houtos: Jn 7.7, I5.I8-19; I Cor I 1.32; Eph 2.2; Col2.20; Jas 
1.27, 4.4; I Jn 2.I5-I7, 4.4--5) or this age (6 airov oino£/ho aion houtos: Mt 13.22; 
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Lk I6.8; Rom I2.2; I Cor 1.20, 2.6; c£ 2 Tm 4.IO), ruled over by the adversary, 
Satan, the god/prince of this age (2 Cor 4.4; Ign., Eph. I7:I, I9:I, etc.; c£ Eph 2.2), tbe 
prince of this world (Jn I2.3I, I4.30, I6:Il; c£ I Jn 5.I9). 

Even though early Christians were of either Jewish or gentile origin, those 
terms early on came to exemplifY conditions and behaviors that demarcated Jews 
and Gentiles outside the Christian fold from those on the inside: Jews or tbe Jews 
(Jn; I Cor 1.22-23; Rv 2.9, 3.9); Gentiles (ta e9vT1/ta etbne; oi. ffMKol.!hoi ethnikoi: 
Mt 5.47; Mt 6.7, 32; Mt I8.I7; Eph 4.I7; I Pt 4.3; c£ Gal2.I5; Latin, gentiles: 
Ambrose, Ep. I8.2; Cod. Tbeod. I6.5.46 [ 409 C.E.]; Latin, nationes: Tertullian, IdoL 
22.I; Arnobius, A.dv. Nationes). Later, alongside etbne/ethnikoi or gentiles/nationes the 
term "pagan" (paganus) came into currency (Latte I960: 371; Athanassiadi and 
Frede I 999: 4-5) and continues as a common pejorative label to the present day. 
Thus it is used by Tertullian (Cor. I I) at the beginning of the third century and, 
beginning at the end of the fourth century, in official documents: Cod. Tbeod. 
I6.7.2 (383 C.E.), I6.I0.20 (4I5 C.E.), I6.I0.2I (4I6 C.E.); pagani is cited, from 
common usage, as an explanatory synonym of gentiles in I6.5.46 ( 409 C.E.). 

Christians' consciousness of their own distinctiveness is expressed in terms 
such as The JtJizy (Acts 9.2, I9.9, I9.23, 22.4, 24.I4, 24.22); the church 
[tKdTJma/ekklesia] of God (I Cor 1.2; I Tm 3.5) or simply church (Mt I6.I8, 
I8.I7, etc.); body of Christ (I Cor I2); saints (I Cor 1.2, 6.I-2, etc.); the chosen 
and destined ones (Jn I5.I6, I9; Rom 8.29-30; I Thes 1.4; Col3.12; I Pt 1.2, 
2.4; Rv I7.I4); "a chosen race, a royal priesthood, a holy nation, God's own peo
ple ... called out of darkness into his marvellous light" (I Pt 2.9). More than any 
of these, the term "Christian;' likely bestowed on them by outsiders (see above), 
is made their own. Outsiders might use it intending to shame Christians, but those 
thus reproached are to consider themselves honored (I Pt 4.I4). At trials of 
Christians the simple confession "I am a Christian" is both a badge of honor and 
the word that can condemn them to death. 

The compensators and rewards outlined above that served to maintain bound
aries came with a price, summarized for early Christians in one of the Jesus say
ings. Those who, for the sake of Jesus and of "the good news," leave house or 
brothers or sisters or mother or children or fields (or, added Eusebius, were de
spoiled of their property or position by covetous traditionalists who accused them 
to the authorities) are promised all of those in return-"with persecutions"-and, in 
the age to come, eternal life (Mk I0.29-30; Eusebius, Hist. ecd., 4.26.5, 7.15.I-2). 

un • " d 1111. 1 " rersecutton an J.nartyrs 
"Persecution" is how Christians were apt to view actions against them, with their 
identity as individuals and as groups at stake. In their accounts of these events and 
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in whatever traditionalist sources there are on the subject, the competing social 

worlds outlined above become evident. Latent or implicit conflict becomes overt, 

permeable boundaries stiffen, faint ones become distinct. Internal Christian con

flicts also emerge, with rigorists pitted against accommodationists, Christian "ath

letes" in the faith at odds with wavering and "everyday" Christians. 

The historical value of the Christian accounts of trials, imprisonments, tor

tures, and executions has been much debated. While it is clear that their rhetoric 

clouds the historicity of what they report, there is some consensus that some of 

these accounts, or various recensions of them, also represent firsthand reports; re

flect actual procedures before magistrates and proceedings in the arena; offer au

thentic documents, including diaries of martyrs (Mart. Perpet.; Mart. Pionii); and are 

occasionally verifiable from external sources (Lucian of Samosata, Peregr. I2-I3; 

Barnes I968a; Acts of the Christian Martyrs; Fox I987: 433, 435, 460-92; Potter 

I993: 56-58; Bowersock I995: ch. 2; MacDonald I996: 73-82). Papyri finds of 

interrogation procedures (Bowersock I995: 37-38) or the libelli of the Decian 

persecution (Knipfi.ng I923) enrich Christian descriptions of events, while the 

papyri fragments that constitute the so-called Acts of the Pagan Martyrs provide per

spective on the genre of martyr acts. 
Moreover, rhetoric is also reality. Christian accounts of interrogations, while 

shaped for a Christian audience, nonetheless had to meet the criterion of plausi

bility (Fox I987: 42I). The writers' literary shaping of these critical events also 

reveals how both they and their audience perceived themselves as a minority in ten

sion with the larger society. In both Christian as well as traditionalist sources one 

also sees how place, time, actions, actors, and the actors' roles are socially informed 

and interpreted (Potter I993; Bowersock I995). 

Traditionalists 
Some delatores (see above) who accused Christians to authorities may have been con

cerned about loss of income or livelihood (Acts 19.24-29; Pliny, Ep. 10.96.10), 

but all might have echoed Pliny's expression of satisfaction that, afrer interrogation 

and execution of Christians, traditional worship would begin to be restored (Ep. 
I0.96.IO). The spectators at interrogations, tortures, and deaths of Christians who 

cry out "Atheists" (Mart. Pol. 3.2, 9.2; c£ Eusebius, Hist. eccl. 5.1.9) are expressing 

concern about the underpinnings of society, fear of angering the deities, and not a 

little frustration with persons who so willfully refUsed to participate in the public 

rites honoring those deities and, indeed, urged others not to do so (Mart. Pol. 12.2). 

Roman governors were expected to examine Christians who had been brought 

to their attention by a delator or, afrer 249 C.E., had failed to conform to one of the 

imperial edicts. Given the depth of feeling sometimes expressed by the populace 
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regarding Christians, these officials might fear a public outcry or riot, a charge of 
treason, or dereliction of duty if they did not proceed against Christians (Mart. PoL 
3.2, I2.2; Eusebius, Hist. eccL 5.1.7-8, IO, IS, 30, 50; Mart. Pionii I8; c£ Jn 
I9.I2-IS; Barnes I97I: I58-60). More than that, however, over against these dis
turbers of the Roman order these same authorities felt obligated to uphold that 
same Roman order, which had nurtured them, situated them in the upper social 
strata, and, thanks in great part to the Roman emperor, placed them in office. 

In examining Christians the procedure the governors followed-cognitio extra or
dinem, which dealt with matters not covered in the regular criminal code-allowed 
them wide discretion (Sherwin-White 1952: 205; Ste. Croix I963: II-13). Their 
choices of time and place indicate how they used it to demonstrate Roman au
thority by making an example of Christians. Polycarp dies on a "Great Sabbath" in 
I 56 C.E. (Mart. Pol. 2I), martyrs at Lyons during a widely attended local festival in 
I 77 C.E. (Eusebius, Hist. eccL 5. 1.4 7), Pionios on another Great Sabbath in 250 C.E. 
(Mart. Pionii 2, 3), days when the populace did not have to work (Mart. Pionii, 3; on 
the Great Sabbath, Fox I987: 486-87). Perpetua in 203 C.E.likewise dies on a hol
iday, the birthday of the future co-emperor Publius Septimius Geta (Mart. Perpet. 
7.9; I6.3). As to venue, the trials and executions take place in conspicuous urban 
settings--agoras and arenas--in prominent urban centers: Alexandria, Smyrna, 
Pergamum, Thessalonica, Carthage, Rome, Lyons. These dramatic public events 
also offered entertainment-the tortures, immolations, and contests with gladia
tors and beasts that the populace held dear, much as public hangings,lynchings, and 
floggings used to be (and in some places still are) community events serving as 
spectacles affirming the spectators' communal values. For Christians, the trials and 
executions were "martyrdoms" (see below), public demonstrations of the faith. 

In the trials, officials and Christians wage a war of words that reveals repre
sentatives of differing groups "talking past one another:' Officials threaten, cajole, 
and plead with Christians in an effort to persuade them to honor the gods of tra
ditional society. Alongside straightforward confessions of Christianity and re
fusals to deny Christ one finds responses that are oblique and enigmatic
snippets of "insider:· "in-group" talk that are part of the superior knowledge that 
those on trial believe they possess (Eusebius, Hist. eccL S.I.29-3I, 52; Mart. Pionii 
I9). Sometimes Christians offer to teach the interrogator (Mart. PoL IO.I-2). 

Celsus (Origen, Cels. 1.9; 3.44, 55; 4.23; S.I4) finds such behavior pretentious 
and presumptuous. The interrogators are also not amused, interpreting anything 
but capitulation as a flouting of their authority, albeit often reluctantly exercised. 
Typically, they offer release to those who sacrifice, reportedly even coaching Chris
tians in how to answer to secure their freedom, or dismissing the charges, or once 
in frustration executing a few of a throng of eager martyrs and contemptuously 
directing the rest to fmd death by jumping off cliffs or hanging themselves (Ter-
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tullian, Scap. 4.3-4; 5.1). Those Christians who offer sacrifice in effect acknowl
edge the power if not necessarily the authority of the empire. Refusal to do so ac
knowledges neither, constituting "stubbornness and obdurate obstinacy,'' a "mad
ness" (pertinaciam ... et injltxibilem obstinationem ... amentiae) that Pliny was sure 
deserved to be punished (Ep.I0.96.3-4; similarly Mart. Pionii 20). 

The punishments, like most things in that highly stratified world, were likely to 
follow class and gender lines. Women not outright condemned to death might be sent 
to a brothd (Tertullian, ApoL 50.12; Mart. Agape 5; Mart. Pionii 7). In Valerian's edict of 
258 C.E. Christians of high rank were to have their property confiscated but to be ex
ecuted only if they persisted in their madness; even then some of special standing 
might be imprisoned instead (Cyprian, Ep. 80.1). Christians who were Roman citi
zens and/ or of standing might be sent to Rome or decapitated rather than sent to 
the arena, and with little fanfare-at least some officials were not anxious to see those 
of their own status reduced in the arena to the status of slave, thus blurring social 
boundaries (Pliny, Ep. 10.96.4; Aa. Cypriani 4-5; Potter 1993: 59-62, 70-71). 

Perpetua's diary records that her jailers acceded to her request for better treat
ment because they bdieved she and her companions possessed great power but 
also because of her social status (Mart. Perpet. 9; 16). It is her betrayal of her class, 
epitomized in her unflinching rejection of her father's frantic pleas to her to sac
rifice (Mart. Perpet. 5-6), that likely most incenses the governor, himsdf evidently 
a man of strong religious convictions (Rives 1996) like the governor examining 
the Scillitan Christians in 180 C.E. who declares to them, "We are religious too" 
(Acts Scill. 3). By that is meant the traditional religion, "the religion of the fathers" 
from which Galerius said Christians had departed (see above). Galerius, on con
temporary evidence, was a religious man, as was Diocletian (Lactantius, De Mort. 
Persec. 10-II; Eusebius, Vtt. Canst. 2.51; Ste. Croix 1963: 27-28; Rives I995b: 
256-58). For both of these noted persecutors of Christians, as well as for the 
governors who were obliged to examine Christians or for a philosopher like Cel
sus, refusal of Christians to offer the barest acknowledgment of the gods consti
tuted an unacceptable subversion of the established order and was deserving of 
imprisonment, torture, or death. 

Christians 
The mutual incomprehension evident in the exchanges between Christians and the 
authorities is rooted in the opposing social worlds indicated earlier and anchored 
in axiomatic underpinnings (Remus 1986). What the authorities perceive as due 
punishments and executions Christians see as persecution and martyrdom. For at 
least one fourth-century Christian, Galerius's stubborn determination to persecute 
Christians quite prepared to die is "madness" (Lactantius, De Mort. Persec. I 1.3, 4: 
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Juror, insania ). For traditionalists, on the other hand, Christians' assertions of the 
heavenly bliss that awaited them in contrast with the blisters they predicted for 
their interrogators (Mart. Pol. 2; Act. ScilL IS; Mart. Pionii 7) was puzzling and irri
tating, and their stubborn persistence in their confession under interrogation or 
torture was irrational, a madness (as Pliny observed, above; c£ Mart. Agape. 3.6), as 
was their offering of themselves as victims, sometimes in throngs, whether in
fected with a seeming contagion of martyrdom or in protest of what they per
ceived as unjust condemnations of Christians (Fox 1987: 442-43). 

Christians themselves condemned such "voluntary" martyrdoms (Justin, 2 ApoL 
4; Mart. Pol. 4; Clement of Alexandria, Strom. 4.10). They were also aware, however, 
that their beliefs and behavior might be considered madness by outsiders
inevitably, perhaps, considering that they traced their origins to a savior accused of 
madness (Mk 3.21; Jn 10.20) and proclaimed a message about this crucified sav
ior that was considered foolishness (I Cor I.I8), madness (Justin, l Apol. 13.4), 
and shameful (Justin, Dial. 131.2) and rendered one mad (Acts 26.24). Moderns 
have understandably labeled as "a pathological yearning for martyrdom" (~te. 

Croix I963: 23) with "a fanatical ring" (Schoedel I985: 10) Ignatius's characteri
zations of himself as "lusting to die" (Rom. 7.2}--as "God's wheat" that will be
come "pure bread of Christ" after it has been ground by the teeth of beasts who 
are to be coaxed to be his grave ( 4.1-2). For second-century cultural bellwethers 
such as Celsus (see above) and Galen (in Walzer 1949: 14-IS) Christians had a 
reputation for ignorance and irrationality, a charge repeated in the late fourth cen
tury by the emperor Julian (in Gregory of Nazianzus, Or. Bas. 4.I02). 

Within the Christian social world, however, martyrdom was quite rational, in 
its very intransigence and drama and its evident power to persuade others. In Ter
tullian's memorable aphorism, "The blood of Christians is seed" (Apol. 50.14: 
semen est sanguis Cbristianorum ). It was precisely martyrdoms that jarred Justin's think
ing about Christians before he became one himself: Why did they so willingly em
brace death when it would deprive them of the wickedness, pleasure, and canni
balism of which they were said to be so fond (2 ApoL I2.2)? 

Partly it was (as we have seen) because martyrdom offered, not only fulfillment 
of the promise of life hereafter and escape from eternal punishment, but also 
earthly fame after death. Even before the ultimate sacrifice, however, Christian 
confessors while in prison became minor celebrities attended by other believers 
who bribed guards for better treatment, brought food and books, received pardons 
for lapsing, and awaited accounts of visions from these pilgrims en route to par
adise (Lucian, Peregr. I2-I3; Tertullian, Mart. 2, Pud. 22; Mart. Perpet.; Eusebius, 
Hist. eccl. 5.1.45, 5.2.5; Cyprian, Ep. 21.2, 27.3, 36.2; on the role of women see 
MacDonald 1996: 73-82). Ignatius's journey from his bishop's seat in Antioch 
ro martyrdom in Rome-a triumphal procession attended by Christians along the 
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way requiring considerable planning and expense-doubles as public demonstra
tion of the faith for the benefit of outsiders and a vindication of Ignatius's epis
copal authority back in Antioch (Schaedel 1985: I0-12). 

Lucian of Samosata, drawing on a familiar social category, refers to Jesus as a 
sophist (Peregr. 13), albeit with a prefix-"crucified"-not apt to be associated with 
those influential social and cultural figures of the second century C.E. (Bowersock 
1969; Anderson 1993). Certain gifted Christians also achieved a prominence--or 
(for many outsiders) notoriety-as, in effect, Christian sophists, whether through 
their writings (Tertullian; Barnes 1971: ch. 14), engaging in dialogue with their in
terrogators or the onlookers, or addressing traditionalists and Christians (and some
times Jews) in the agora (Mart. Pionii 4, 12--14), in the tradition of the sophists hold
ing up a mirror to their hearers' society (Bowersock 1995: 44--48). Polycarp is seen 
by the crowd at his trial as "teacher" and "father" (at&lrncw.oy/ didaskalos; m-nlp/ 
pattr; Mart. PoL 12), standard epithets of sophists. In prison, we are told, traditional
ists come to persuade Pionios and leave amazed at his answers (Mart. Pionii 12.1). 

In the arena, Christian confessors, the officials, and the spectators participate 
in another public rite, the spectacle or contest. Even as Paul had portrayed the 
Christian life as a race, to be run to win the crown of victory (I Cor 9.24-27), 
and the Deutero-Paulines as an athletic "contest" or "competition" ( d:yrov / agon: I 
Tm 6.12; 2 Tm 4.7), so later Christians see the trials and tortures some of them 
undergo as "contests" ( 7tOA.E~J.or;/ polemos, Eusebius, Hist. eccl. 5.2.6), and those con
tending-men but frequently also women-as "athletes" ( a9).:rrtai/ atbletai; l 
Clem. 5:1; Eusbeius, Hist. eccL 5.1.19; Mart. Pionii 22.2) or "competitors" (Eusebius, 
Hist. eccl. 5.1.17: C/:yrovt<nai/agonistai). Whatever the modern or ancient explana
tions of the athletes' endurance of immolation, impaling, and dismemberment by 
wild animals (Salisbury 1997: 167-68), it made a deep impression-both nega
tive and positive--on polytheists and Christians alike, with the Christians record
ing (and embellishing) the events for the strengthening of their communities 
(Bowersock 1995: ch. 2; Salisbury 1997). 

The martyrs' achievement is heightened when an account points, by contrast, 
to those Christians who are not athletes and who waver, perhaps not denying 
Christ at first but ultimately offering the sacrifice that will gain their freedom. 
Such persons might be stigmatized by other Christians as not really part of the 
community anyway (Eusebius, Hist. eccl. 5.1.48); or they are threatened with 
dreadful tales of what happened to sacrificers; or offered the chance to redeem a 
lapse by confession, leading them perhaps to "volunteer" for martyrdom (Fox 
1987: 444), which expunges all sins (Tertullian, Apol. 50.16). 

Was martyrdom madness? As Carl Hempel points out, "to judge the rational
ity of a decision, we have to consider, not what empirical facts ... are actually rel
evant to the success or failure of the action decided upon, but what information 
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concerning such facts is available to the decision-maker. Indeed, a decision may 
qualify as rational even though it is based on [what others regard as J incomplete 
or false empirical assumptions" (I965: 464). For the traditionalists who interro
gate Christians or cry out against them, Christians' assumptions made little sense. 
Within the social world of Christians, however, they did ( c£ Blasi I997: 70-72). 
Martyrdoms were "a group phenomenon" (Stark I996: 183), events that formed 
the Christian community. The minority who became martyrs escaped eternal pun
ishment while gaining an eternal reward as well as lasting fame among their broth
ers and sisters; perhaps some had even resorted to martyrdom as a way to escape 
debts (Ste. Croix I954: 83). For the majority-if they had not denied Christ out
right (Pliny, Ep. 10.96.6)--martyrdoms served to affirm core Christian assump
tions and values, demonstrating especially the promise of salvation, even though 
for themselves it made sense to keep a low profile, or to choose flight (Mt I0:23; 
Tertullian, Fug.), at least temporarily (Cyprian, Ep. 16.4), or to be ransomed if im
prisoned (Ign. Rom. I, 4), or, during the Decian persecution, secure the libelli in one 
way or another and run the risk of being labeled lapsi. 

The importance of martyrdoms in the social world of early Christianity has 
been suggested above. Rodney Stark has argued that early Christians, like new de
viant groups generally, faced tough going (1996: 172-89); martyrdoms made 
Christian claims and promises more credible. Testimonials, so essential to religion, 
which is commonly social by nature, validate a religion. In a deviant religious 
group, the most effective testimonials are those by members who voluntarily as
sume the stigmas that mark the group off from society and are willing to pay the 
price for doing so. Those prepared to pay the ultimate price of death are the most 
effective witnesses for the claim that the compensators cherished by the group are 
indeed credible. Christians who readily went to death proclaiming their certainty 
that bliss awaited them affirmed for the rest that the same promise held true for 
them as well and that Christian claims generally were valid. 

Various groups and individuals prior and subsequent to Christianity died as a 
result of their faith or their principles. The terms "martyr" and "martyrdom;' 
however, are Christian coinage of the second century C.E. that came then to be ap
plied retrospectively to the deaths of courageous pre-Christian Jews and notables 
such as Socrates and, later, to Muslims, Christians, and others who die for their 
faith, their principles, or a cause (Bowersock 1995: ch. I). 

Conflict and Sociation: The Conversion of 
the Empire and of Christianity 
Kriesberg's "stages" and modes of conflict (1973) are suggestive of important as
pects of the conflicts outlined in the preceding sections. Also suggestive is Sim-
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mel's contention, followed by Coser (1956), Kriesberg (1973), and others, that 
conflict is endemic in social relations and is in fact a form of "sociation" (Sim
mel 1955: 13: Vergesellschajtung), i.e., interaction between adversaries. As such, con
flict performs a variety of social functions. 

The latent conflict inherent in social relations becomes manifest in the case of 
early Christianity's "otherness" as a result of the public nature of life in that world 
in general and of religion in particular, with sacrifice to the deities functioning as 
a litmus test. Other ways in which Christian "otherness" becomes publicly marked 
have been pointed out above. These markers are discerned, by some on both sides, 
as incompatible with traditionalist mores. The conflicts that ensue sometimes es
calate, sometimes deescalate, over the course of two centuries. Along the way, Ro
man officials try to persuade Christians to at least a token recognition of the pre
vailing mores, which they and portions of the populace see as threatened by these 
deviants. The officials offer accused Christians freedom as a reward for sacrificing, 
but as the superior power they are also in a position to apply coercion. Some 
Christians choose that freedom, as early as the turn of the first century. Others 
flee before being apprehended or simply try to escape notice. 

For those brought to trial the only modes of sociation available are what one 
might call passive resistance (or aggression )--a determined, sometimes defiant, 
confession of Christianity-and persuasion. Most persuasive is the willingness of 
some Christians to stake their lives on the principles by which they have been liv
ing, embodied in the group to which they have committed themselves and within 
which they enjoy rewards in the here and now and the promise of life in a here
after. Their affirmation of this hope for themselves, and the threat of quite the 
opposite for the officials interrogating them, make clear the dissensual nature of 
these conflicts. The officials and the traditionalist populace are concerned about 
a stable society that preserves and is preserved by the pax deorum; the Christians are 
looking to a life that is a perfected continuation of the life experienced within 
their bounded community. Opinion makers in each group denigrate the goals of 
the other group, in various ways and in varying degrees. 

At the same time there is (as was noted above) commonality. Cly-istians point 
out their participation in society, that they are not simply "other:' "Any specific 
conflict is not purely conflicting ... the relations between any two groups have con
flicting, cooperative, accommodative, and many other qualities" (Kriesberg 1973: 
276). Until250 C.E. Roman officials, with few exceptions, bother with Christians 
only in response to accusations by delatores. And when it comes to interrogating 
Christians, alongside threats they also cajole, or suggest ways to comply with the 
letter of the law. Prison guards accede to requests, accept bribes to provide better 
treatment, or are even won over to Christianity. Some in the populace are friendly 
to Christians; others come to hear out imprisoned Christians. Some, like Justin, 
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reflecting on the dissonance between what they have heard about Christians and 
what they perceive of them firsthand, incline to Christianity. The exponential 
growth of Christianity indicates something more than just adversarial relations be
tween Jews, polytheistic traditionalists, and Christians; all had to live alongside one 
another in crowded conditions and of "getting along" despite differences. 

Among those forsaking polytheism for Christianity are apologists like Justin, 
his pupil Tatian, and Tertullian, whose treatises along with those of the learned 
Christian scholar Origen all speak with some authority in the language of the cul
tural elite and receive a hearing from some of them (Chadwick I966; Remus 
I983: ch. 9). Persons of the upper class who become Christians in increasing 
numbers (Cyprian, Ep. 80.I) could not be expected to shun positions in civic or 
imperial administration; in such cases the authorities, for their part, might offer 
exemption from sacrificing (Eusebius, Hist. eccL 8.1.2). 

Boundary maintenance, always a concern for bounded groups and evident already 
in the earliest Christian sources, becomes increasingly difficult as a group grows in 
numbers and commitments decline in fervor. Conflicts and rivalries within and be
tween early Christian groups from their inception complicated the issue. One re
sponse by Christian leaders was stigmatization, as with Paul's scolding of his oppo
nents (2 Cor II-12) or Hegesippus's assertion in the second century (followed by 
Eusebius, Hist. eccL 3.32.7-8; 422.4, 7, and many others since) that the church was 
an unsullied virgin until deviants corrupted it. Another, not unrelated, response was 

institutionalization (MacDonald I988), beginning with early leadership role special
izations as noted above and then decision-making bodies to rule on disputed issues 
and groups. "It has seemed good to the Holy Spirit and to us" (Acts I5:28) becomes 
the leitmotif of these synods and councils, which begin to appear in Asia Minor in 
opposition to the Montanist prophetic movement in the second half of the second 
century (Eusebius, Hist. eccl. 5.I6.9-IO) and then developed in other Christian cen
ters as well (Kretschmar I966). Clergy, especially bishops, carried to the councils the 
institutional authority they exercised in their regular venues. 

Beginning with the Decian persecution of 250 C.E. the tensions between "oth
erness" and accommodation, evident throughout the conflicts outlined above, be
come acute as Christians divide over how to deal with the many lapsi (Lietzmann 
196I: 225-38; Bryant I993; Rives I995b: 285-307). Should they be excluded 
from the Christian fold for violating group norms, as early traditions indicated 
(I Cor 5.I-6; Mt I8.I5-20), perhaps for all time, as other early traditions in
sisted (Heb 6.4-6, 1026-31; Hermas, Man. 4; c£ later, Cyprian, Test. 3.27, 28; 
Cyprian, l..apsi)? Or should they be offered forgiveness and reconciliation, as other 
early traditions attested (Mt 6.I2/ /Lk I I.4; Jas 5.15-I6; Did. 14.I; Justin, DiaL 
I41.2-3), or be readmitted after appropriate acts of penance (2 Clem. I6) or a 
protracted communal process of penance (Tertullian, Pam. 9)? 
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Confronted with multitudes of lapsi, Cyprian, the influential bishop of 

Carthage, articulates the argument--endorsed by other bishops-that readmit

tance of the lapsi is necessary for the sake of "the salvation of the many" (Cyprian, 

Ep. 55.7) in a catholic, that is, inclusive, church. Rigorists like the Novatianists in 

the Decian persecution and the Donatists in the Great Persecution, who insisted 

on an earlier, more sectarian ethos with its stricter norms of behavior and more 

clearly defined boundaries with rebaptism required of persons who switch alle

giances, are rendered "outside" of the one, true church that alone has the power 

to baptize (Cyprian, Ep. 69.3). 
In these government-initiated persecutions it is thus Christians who increas

ingly see other Christians as "other" and are labeled--or label themselves-as 

catholic, orthodox, lax, schismatic, heterodox, heretical. It is the (male) clergy and 

especially the bishops, whether in the more inclusive or the more exclusivist camps, 

who define these boundaries, acting, sometimes in concert in synods and councils, 

as the custodians of the instruments of salvation: the scriptures, the sacraments, 

and membership in the church. While there were various ecclesiastical means to 

enforce such norms, circa 268 C.E. these intra-Christian conflicts enter a new stage 

when a synod of bishops appeals to the emperor to compel Paul of Samosata, 

bishop of Antioch, whom they had excommunicated, to surrender the church 

building (Eusebius, Hist. eccl. 7.27-30; Fox 1987: 512-14). Both the appeal and 

Aurelian's ruling-leaving the decision to the bishops of Rome and Italy, which 

he then enforced-demonstrate how, thanks to centuries of interaction between 

government and Christians, conflict was developing into cooperation. 

In the decades leading up to the Edict of Milan that process was facilitated by 

shifts in the power relations. Cyprian, for example, was wealthy and well educated 

and was treated accordingly when apprehended by authorities. His descriptions of 

his episcopacy echo those of traditionalist authority figures; in relation to laity 

and the charismatic authority of imprisoned confessors he insists on the bishop's 

institutionally sanctioned primacy (Rives 1995b: 285-307). Paul of Samosata's 

retinue and style as bishop reflect his previous tenure in high public office (Euse

bus, Hist. eccl. 7.30.4-15). Origen, and later Eusebius and Augustine, mount claims 

that Christianity was the culmination of Greek and Roman culture and its pre

server over against, now, the "barbarian" "others" at the boundaries of the empire. 

The bishops were public figures who embodied those claims, capable of school

ing rustic emperors in their truth, and eventually ended up in the imperial gov

erning class with its privileges and perils (Brown I971: 82-89). They presided 

over the empire-wide organization that had developed out of the early conscious

ness of an ekklesia linked to other local ekklesiai through beliefs, scriptures, rites, let

ters, personal contacts, common endeavors, and various authority figures both 

male and female (Meeks 1983: 107-10). While the Catholic bishops could set 
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norms and had various sanctions to enforce them, ultimately, as in the case of Paul 
of Samosata or the Donatists, they lacked the power to make them stick if there 
was resistance or division. The empire had that power, and after centuries of try

ing to preserve the pax deorum by hostile measures against Christians, it chose-in 
the persons of Constantine and his successors-to achieve social stability and co
hesion through the Christian deity and his followers. 

Christians, once stigmatized, harassed, and oppressed by polytheist tradition
alists as "other," were now in a position to do the same to them. At the end of the 
third century, Ambrose, the powerful bishop of the imperial city of Milan, pre
vails in a struggle with Symmachus, one of the most powerful Romans of the day, 
whose pietas Ambrose marginalizes asgentilis (Ep.17.9, 18.1), that is, "pagan;' char
acterizing it as superstitio (Ep. 17.16)--a term once applied to Christians-and rel
egating its adherents to minority status (sectam gentilium, Ep. 18.2). Imperial laws 
also label that pietas as superstitio: 16.10.2 (341 C.E.), 16.10.3 (342 C.E.), 16.10.16 
(399 C.E.), or as a "pagan" (16.10.20 [415 C.E.]) or an "alien superstition" 
(16.2.5 [323 C.E.]}--that is, as the "other." Whereas being "Christian" was once 
a crime, it is now paganus that is criminalized: see the Theodosian Code (Cod. Theod. 
16.10.21 [416 C.E.J, 16.10.25 [435 C.E.]). 

Jews, the "third party" in some of the Christian-traditionalist conflicts, be
came a perennial object of hostility and persecution by Christians, who accuse 
Jews, as they had once been accused, of cannibalism (Hsia 1992; Malamud 
1968), sometimes targeting Jews as scapegoats (Ziegler 1982) as they themselves 
had once been scapegoated, at other times expelling or forcibly "converting" Jews 
(Cohen 1982), and in the modern period exterminating them. It was left to 
prophets-ascetics, monks, reformers, everyday Christians-to recall Christianity, 
repeatedly, to its origins in a vision of an ecclesia pura. 

Notes 
The author gratefully acknowledges that financial support for this research was received 
from a grant partly fUnded by Wilfrid Laurier University Operating fUnds. 

I. Among gentile traditionalists there were also monotheists, but their monotheism ac
commodated the deities of popular piety as well (Wilken 1984: 148-49; Athanassiadi 
and Frede 1999); that is, it was not an exclusivistic monotheism. Christians' as well as Jews' 
monotheism is also more complex than is commonly supposed (Segal 1977; Hurtado 
1988; Barker 1992; Athanassiadi and Frede 1999), but both shared a rejection of the 
polytheism of the Greco-Roman world. 
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ROME CONTROLLED THE PEOPLES, territories, and materials of the world of 
the early Christian movement. The empire consisted of organized circuits 
of power that mobilized relations of meaning and membership, produc

tion and discipline (Clegg 1989: 218-19; Mann 1986: I-33). These power rela
tions ranged from institutionalized organizational forms-position or office, laws, 
the army, the imperial cult-to personal spheres of operation such as patron-client 
relationships, ritualized friendship, and kinship (Shaw 1993: 176--78). Together 
the power networks and relationships provided opportunities for effecting control 
and compliance. All this worked to control resources and agendas and conceal 
vested interests, but such power had limits and met with resistance. 

That mighty Rome was vulnerable to the first-century Christians has seemed 
improbable.1 Superficially, the early Christian movement could appear incapable 
of challenging the empire. It was a small religious group numbering about 
7,000-7,500 in the year 100, a tiny fraction (0.0017 percent) of the empire's 
population (Stark 1996: 7; Hopkins 1998). Its membership seemed to have been 
a cross-section of society with no concentration among the ruling elite (Meeks 
1983). Even if it had a social program, it did not have access to decision makers 
who could exert societal influence. In the movement's writings, Jesus urges his fol
lowers to "render to Caesar the things that are Caesar's" (Mk I2.I3-I7 par.), 
warns them that one who takes the sword will die by it (Mt 26.52b ), and does not 
resist his own arrest and execution. Several passages (Rom 13.1-7; I Pt 2.13-17; 
I Tm 2.1-2) advocate an "ethic of subordination" (Pilgrim I999: 7-36). And in 
case there should be any doubt about who was vulnerable to whom, narratives tell 
of Jesus' death at the hands of Rome. If this is resistance, it surely appears futile. 

However, the issue is worth pursuing. Within a matter of centuries, the world 
would look very different. The empire, not Christianity, ended. The first-century 
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Christian texts do not simply present Jesus as a submissive, nonthreatening figure 
but identify him as "king of the Jews;' an unashamedly political title (Fredriksen 
1999).2 Josephus calls the emperor Titus "king" (BJ 5.410). Other kings were not 
welcome in an imperial world, especially when King Jesus announced a kingdom 
or empire (PaO'l.A.E\a, basileia) that belonged to God (Mk 1.15; Jn I8.36). 

The empire struck back; Jesus died by crucifixion at the hands of Roman power 
and the Jerusalem religious elite. Crucifixion was a form of execution Rome reserved 
for those who posed some threat, whether violent criminals and robbers (Martial, 
Spea. 9), foreign rebels (Josephus, BJ 2.306, 308; 5.449-53), or slaves (Tacitus, Ann. 
13.32; Juvenal, Sat. 6.2I9-24; Hengel I972; O'Collins 1992). It was an extremely 
painful form of torture for its victim and a very public and intimidating warning 
about the folly of opposition. The texts have the authorities identify Jesus as a ban
dit, terrorist, or insurrectionist (Mk I4.48 par.) who meets the fate of crucifixion 
with other rebels (Mk I5.27; Mt 27.38, 44). It is hard to imagine an imperial power 
executing him in this manner and in such company if he presented no threat. 

When Jesus called upon his followers to "take up the cross and follow" (Mk 
8.34 par.), he was not urging compliance and subordination to political powers. 
Given the significance of crucifixion, his call was nothing short of an invitation 
to martyrdom in resistance to imperial structures and interests. It invited follow
ers to identify with and join those marginal figures who opposed the empire's or
der, challenged its commitments, and denied to it the power to intimidate. It also 
invited followers to join in exposing the limits of the empire's power since Jesus' 
crucifixion was not the end of the story. Rather, the story asserts that God raised 
Jesus from the dead. The worst that the empire could do was to put him to death. 
But that act is shown not to be final. 

Despite texts that advocate a subordination ethic, some early Christian traditions 
viewed the movement's origins in terms of resistance to Rome. Several studies of the 
historical Jesus develop such a thesis (Beck 1997: 19--49). Paula Fredriksen (1999: 
235-59) argues that Pilate crucified Jesus out of fear of the crowds' expectations 
that God would intervene through this Messiah and "king of the Jews" to defeat 
Rome and restore the Davidic empire. Herzog (2000: 7I, 2I7--46) proposes that 
Jesus, "a prophet of the justice of the reign of God;' must be understood in his 
"world of advanced agrarian societies, aristocratic empires, and colonial occupation" 
as one who challenged fundamental aspects of political, kinship, economic, and so
cial structures. Jesus was crucified for threatening to destroy the Temple-thereby ir
reparably alienating the priestly aristocracy who controlled it-resisting the tribute, 
and claiming to be a messiah king, thereby antagonizing Rome. 

Parts of the early Christian movement (and texts) did challenge the empire and 
expose its vulnerability, but not by using military force, economic tactics such as 
withholding taxes and tribute, or political maneuvers such as assassination and in-
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tra-aristocratic conflict. Rather, the Christians presented an alternative social or
ganization and persuasive theological worldview. Existing within the Roman Em
pire, they contested its social structure and meaningfulness. They could do this be
cause the empire had failed to "penetrate the everyday life of the mass of the 
people, urban or rural. It had failed to mobilize their commitment or praxis, or to 
give meaning and dignity to their lives" (Mann I986: 327-28). The Christian 
movement profited from the alienation that the elite's system elicited. The empire 
was a hierarchical, exclusive, centralized structure that deprived many of its sub
jects of meaningful community and failed to create a "plausible" ideology (Mann 
I986: 23). Using opportunities featured by the empire itself (education, literacy, 
travel, trade networks), some early Christians created an alternative, inclusive, and 
egalitarian social organization and meaning system that redefined the relationship 
of ruler to ruled. By offering a vision and organization for an alternative form of 
social interaction, the movement challenged the perception that Rome was the de
sirable, rightful, invincible ruling power. It rejected the empire's totalizing claims 
and version of societal reality that brought benefits to a few and hardships to 
many. By contextualizing the empire in God's greater purposes, the Christians de
mystified it, relativized its power, exposed its shortcomings, burst its illusions 
(Brunt I 990: 288-323, 433-80), revealed its lies, and numbered its days. The 
texts harbored no illusion that they would bring about the collapse or the reform 
of the empire. They did not doubt, however, that God would establish the heav
enly empire, and that, for the present, faithful embodiment of God's empire in ap
propriate practices and communities was a necessary alternative. They exposed the 
empire's vulnerability by displaying the limits of its claims to human allegiance. 

The Roman Empire's Organized Networks of Power 
The Roman imperial system has been described as an agrarian society (Lenski 
I966; Alston I998: 227-45) and aristocratic empire (Kautsky 1982; Eisenstadt 
1963; Mann 1986: 250-300). Vast disparities of power and wealth are funda
mental to such structures (Lenski 1966: 2IO). Diverse relationships between ruler 
and ruled are created and defined by political, military, economic, and ideological 
"organized power networks" (Mann 1986). Plutarch (c. 40-120 C.E.) recognized 
that societal dominance involved power from political office, participation in po
litical debate, and control of land and peasants; considerable wealth from land 
ownership and production; and status or public repute in which others recognize 
one's dominant position (Mor. 580). 

The emperor and a very small percentage of the population effected control 
and submission. Emperor Nero (ruled 54--68 C.E.) described himself standing be
tween the gods and the nations (Seneca, Clem. 1.2-3; Fears 1975). The emperor 
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shared the benefits and rewards of this relationship with only a small group. The 
governing stratum consisted of officials appointed by the emperor (governors and 
their staffs); bureaucrats; those with inherited wealth, land, and social status; mil
itary leaders; and religious officials. It included local elites, governing aristocracies 
and landowners in the provinces whom Rome turned into allies as common ben
eficiaries (Nutton I978; Garnsey I978; Goodman I987; Brunt I990: 282-87). 
These comprised about 2 percent of the population (Lenski I966: 2I9). The 
wealthy and powerful aristocratic elite exercised power partly at the emperor's plea
sure, though also in competition with him. 

Ownership of land provided significant power over the lives of others (Lenski 
I966: 58). Landowners secured wealth and status and lived well from various rents 
and taxes on peasant production (Lenski I966: 220). This small group of less 
than 5 percent of the population used political and military institutions, especially 
the powers to tax and to carry out war (Kautsky I 982: 6, I 44-55), to legitimate 
this status quo and enhance their own status within it. Political institutions and 
offices were a primary source of and protection for political, economic and social 
inequality and privilege (Lenski I966: 2IO). Provincial governors and their staffs, 
for example, exercised control through tours and assizes, administering justice, col
lecting taxes, and deploying troops (Burton I975; Brunt I990: 53-95, I63-87, 
2I5-54; Austin and Rankov I995: I23-25, I42-84). There is also evidence for 
"an internal security agency throughout the empire;' the frumentarii, charged with 
the emperor's security and engaged in spying and gathering intelligence on any po
tential rebellion (Austin and Rankov I995: I36-37). Control of the state's or
ganization was "the supreme prize" in ensuring "fabulous wealth and immense 
power ... privilege, and prestige" (Lenski I966: 210, 2I2). 

Agrarian empires are, typically, conquest states whereby a group or area of land 
is forcibly subjugated (Lenski I966: I95; Said I993/I994: xii-xiii, 78). The term 
imperium Romanum ("Roman Empire") designates territory gained by Rome's mili
tary power (Tacitus, Germ. 29.I; Richardson I99I). For Rome, "force is the foun
dation of political sovereignty" (Lenski I 966: 5 I). Josephus among many writers 
attests to the key role of Rome's army in coercing and maintaining submission ( BJ. 
3.107; Rich and Shipley I993). Luttwak notes the role of "coercive diplomacy" 
whereby the possibility of Roman military action compels and maintains submission. 
He offers as an example the three-year siege of Masada, by no means the only or 
best military option. This siege "must have made an ominous impression on all 
those in the East who might otherwise have been tempted to contemplate revolt: 
the lesson of Masada was that the Romans would pursue rebellion even to moun
tain tops in remote deserts to destroy its last vestiges, regardless of cost" (Luttwak 
I976: 4). Jewish soldiers had captured Masada in 66 C.E. and killed its Roman 
guards (Josephus, BJ. 2.408). The Romans had to be seen to retaliate.3 Josephus il-
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lustrates the impact of Roman "deterrent power deriving from success" in explain
ing that because the Gauls are "overawed at once by the power of Rome and by her 
fortune ... they submit to the orders of twelve hundred soldiers, they who have 
cities enough almost to outmatch that number" (BJ. 2.372-73; Rajak 1991: 131; 
Clegg 1989: 222). Also reinforcing the message that military action against Rome 
was pointless were the "Capta" coins. Vespasian issued "Judaea Capta" coins after 
the defeat of Judaea in 70 and Domitian issued "Germania Capta" coins after mil
itary operations in the 80s (Kreitzer 1996: 136-40). Josephus justifies his lengthy 
description of Roman military power by making the same point: "If I have dwelt 
at some length on this topic, my intention was • • • to deter others who may be 
tempted to revolt" (BJ. 3.I08, c£ 3.70-107). 

In addition to military might, "to rule in aristocratic empires is, above all, to 
tax" (Kautsky 1982: ISO). Control over the land, those who work it, and its 
product is effected not only through conquest, booty, seizure, and confiscation 
but also through local and imperial taxes, tributes, rents, and services (Lenski 
1966: 2I7-19). The ruling elite acquired vast wealth by a "proprietary theory of 
the state" that saw the state as something to be used not for the maximal com
mon good but for personal benefit and, in turn, for the good of one's heirs 
(Lenski I966: 214). The threat of military punishment and further loss of land 
and production by increased tribute and taxes coerced compliance; laws and po
litical offices sought to normalize the exactions. "Taxes provided income for the 
elite, both local and Roman, that enabled them to maintain their way of life. 
Nero was led to an awareness of this by his advisors" (Tacitus, Ann. 13.50). To 
ensure the elite's way of life, Roman conquest meant setting in place an infra
structure, often through a general or under the administration of a provincial 
governor, that would accomplish this exploitation of the provinces. By draining 
swamps, terracing mountains, irrigating waste lands, and clearing forests (see 
Aristides, Roman Oration 101),4 Roman soldiers or local landowners, often using 
forced or slave labor, enhanced the productivity and profitability of their land 
(Kautsky I982: 187). Roads and bridges served obvious military purposes (Tac
itus, Ann. 1.56; 61). They also raised revenue. A saying attributed to Rabbi Si
mon (b.Sbabb. 33b) noted the self-serving agenda of such developments: "All that 
they have made, they made for themselves, they built market places, to set harlots 
in them; baths, to rejuvenate themselves, bridges, to levy tolls for them:' Calga
cus, the British chief, agrees. Romans are 

Robbers of the world ... to plunder, butcher, steal, these things they misname em
pire; they make a desolation and they call it peace ... our goods and chattels go 
for tribute; our lands and harvests in requisitions of grain; life and limb them
selves are worn out in making roads through marsh and forest to the accompani
ment of gibes and blows. (Tacitus, Agr. 31.1-2; Mosley 1991) 
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Building bridges and roads also provided the means whereby goods were moved 
from the provinces to Rome, the center of the empire. Aristides, oblivious to the 
human cost, notes that the provinces supply Rome's aristocracy 

abundantly with whatever is in them. Produce is brought from every land and 
every sea, depending on what the season brings forth, and what is produced by all 
lands, rivers and lakes .... For what grows and is produced among individual peo
ples is necessarily always here, and here in abundance. (&man Oration I I; see Pliny, 
Pan. 29; Tacitus, Ann. 3.53-54) 

All roads, and cargo ships, truly do lead to Rome (Bauckham 1993; Carney 1975: 
285-304). 

The payment of taxes and tribute also expressed submission to Rome's mili
tary power. It paid for maintaining Roman sovereignty, euphemistically termed 
"peace;' "security;' and "freedom" (Wengst 1987: 19-26; Zampaglione 1973).5 

Tacitus has the Roman general Cerialis inform the Treviri and Longones in Trier 
after suppressing their revolt: 

Although often provoked by you, the only use we have made of our rights as vic
tors has been to impose on you the necessary costs of maintaining peace; you can
not secure tranquillity among nations without armies, nor maintain armies with
out pay, nor provide pay without taxes. (Hist. 4.73-74) 

According to the speech Josephus attributes to King Agrippa, the Gauls provide 
Jews with an example of a people who "are yet content to be treated as a source 
of revenue to the Romans" (BJ 2.372; Rajak 1991). 

Not paying tax and tribute was to rebel against Rome's sovereignty (Dyson 
I971). Discontent with tributes was a factor in several revolts. Gaul's rebellion 
against "continuous tributes, the grinding rates of interest, the cruelty and pride 
of the governors" was put down with military force (Tacitus, Ann. 3.40-4 I). The 
Frisians refused a tribute of ox-hides and then defeated the troops sent to punish 
and subdue them (Tacitus, Ann. 4.72-73). Vitellius sent troops from Syria to 
compel the Cietae's payment of tribute (Tacitus, Ann. 6.41). Josephus has Agrippa 
declare to the Jewish people in revolt against Florus in 66 C.E. that their nonpay
ment of tribute is an "act of war:' Paying the tribute would clear them of the 
"charge of insurrection" (BJ 2.403-4). 

"Laws and Roman jurisdiction" were also imposed on the conquered (Tacitus, 
Ann. I5.6), which amounted to payments (bribes) for beneficent action, favorable 
legal decisions, or appointments to desirable positions (Lenski I 966: 222-24 on 
Verres; Wengst I987: 37-40). The ruling class, then, typically created and exer
cised its power through several interrelated roles-warrior, ruler, administrator, 
judge, and priest (Kautsky I982: I61). Certain values or ideologies created, sus-
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tained, and interpreted these roles. Kautsky identifies service and duty, maintain
ing one's honor, and acquiring glory as fundamental (1982: 169-229). Warfare 
provided an obvious arena (Brunt 1990: 291-300, 440-46, 468-77), but so also 
did the exercise of rule through taxation and public acts of generosity by "pa
trons" to religious and civic organizations (Saller 1982; Hanson and Oakman 
1998: 70-86). Members of the elite competed with the emperor and with one 
another for a maximum share of the taxes and services rendered by peasants and 
artisans (Kautsky I 982: 235-38). Carney disrusses Claudius's attempts to ensure 
a regular grain supply for Rome, an action that involved conflict with aristocratic 
groups (1975: 285-304).6 

Contempt for productive or manual labor was another elite value. The absence 
of such work separated the elite from peasants, and to a lesser degree from more 
prosperous merchants (Lenski 1966: 250-56). This contempt was expressed in 
and reinforced by collecting taxes as a primary source of wealth, which was also 
valued. Wealth was not for investing or accumulating since there was always a con
tinual supply through the elite's exploitation of peasants. Wealth was for conspic
uous consumption and display through buildings, clothing, jewelry, military acts, 
food, celebrations, entertainment, clients and servants, and beneficent civic ges
tures (a statue, a fountain, a food handout, games, or contests). Such display main
tained the distance between the aristocracy and peasantry and reminded the peas
ants who they were and were not. 

This ability to subject and exploit supported another aspect of the aristocratic 
ideology-a sense of superiority. This superiority was asserted with claims of su
perior character and race (MacMullen 1974b: 57-65, 138-41). Titus appealed 
to Roman superiority as a race when prior to the attack on Jerusalem he essentially 
employed Cicero's century-old argument that "Jews and Syrians were born for 
servitude" (Prov. cons. 10) to urge his troops to victory over "inferior" Jews who 
have "learned to be slaves" (BJ 6.37-42). 

The ruling stratum created retainers to assist it in governing (Lenski I 966: 
243-48). These retainers, some 5 percent of the population (Lenski 1966: 245), 
included "officials, professional soldiers, household servants, and personal retain
ers, all of whom served ... in a variety of more or less specialized capacities" 
(Lenski 1966: 243). Upper-level priests and religious leaders were also retainers 
(Lenski 1966: 256-66; Saldarini 1988), personalizing and representing aristo
cratic power among the lower orders, performing its wished-for actions, enacting 
its decisions, and maintaining its hold over land and people. Their association 
with and deference to the aristocracy elevated them above most of the common 
folk and enabled them to share in the benefits of its rule, notably significant 
power, status, and wealth. Slaves in the imperial household, for example, could ex
ercise great power in controlling access to the emperor (so Helicon, the slave of 
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Gaius Caligula; Philo, Legat., 166--78). Saldarini correctly locates the Jewish chief 
priests, Sadducees, leading Pharisees, and scribes among the retainers (1988: 
35-49). Josephus presents the chief priests, often allied with "the most notable 
Pharisees:' as consistently pro-Roman in the events leading up to the 66 C.E. war 
(BJ 2.320, 4II). 

The verticality and inequality of the empire appeared in the large gap between 
the ruling class on the one hand and the peasants and urban artisans on the other, 
with this group occupying something of a middle ground. T.he masses produced, 
rather than benefited from, the elite's wealth. Some merchants, those who gained 
enough commerce to elevate them above most of the population but not enough 
to join the aristocracy, held a position similar to that of the retainers (Lenski 
1966: 250-56; MacMullen 1974b: 88-120). Merchants competed with the 
land-based aristocracy for control of the economic production, though taxation 
on commerce ensured further wealth for the elite and limited that gained by mer
chants (Carney 1975: 98-101). 

Peasants and artisans comprised most of the population. Given their illiteracy, 
they left few records (Mann 1986: 313-17). They do not loom large in the ma
terials left by the elite with their perspective "from above" and profound inatten
tion to the quite different realities experienced by most "from below" (Wengst 
1987: 7-11). Peasant and artisan labor produced the goods and services, rendered 
in taxes and rents (often paid in kind), that sustained the wealth and lifestyle of 
the ruling elite. Various scholars estimate that between 30 and 70 percent of pro
duction was claimed through various taxes (Lenski 1966: 267; Oakman 1986: 
72). Forced labor or corvie, along with slavery, provided the elite with a ready sup
ply of cheap labor for major building projects or schemes to improve the produc
tivity and profitability of land. The "great majority of peasants who lived in the 
various agrarian societies of the past apparently lived at, or close to, the subsis
tence level" (Lenski 1966: 271). Akin to peasants, the smaller class of artisans in 
the cities, often comprising dispossessed peasants linked to merchants, employed 
varying degrees of skill to produce goods and services largely for the elite (Lenski 
1966: 278-80). Slaves, some of whom exerted authority within households, 
worked at numerous household and manual tasks (Wiedemann 1981). 

Did peasants and artisans take steps to change these power relationships? 
Lenski argues that peasants were ambivalent. They were aware of the gap separat
ing them from their social superiors, yet they sought to protect and maximize their 
benefits. Conflicts were inevitable as peasants tried to protect their livelihood by 
evading the various demands of taxes and services. Mostly these evasionary tactics 
were nonviolent: hiding produce or lying about production levels to tax collectors, 
working slowly, pilfering, sabotage (Scott 1985). But at times, led by significant 
figures, violence occurred in the form of riots or attacks by Robin Hood-like 
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bandit groups on aristocratic property and personnel (Lenski I966: 273-78; 
Shaw I984; Horsley and Hanson I985/I988). 

However, Kautsky attributes a very limited role to conflict. While he recog
nizes some nonviolent actions on the part of peasants to defend their benefits 
(Kautsky I982: 275, 298), he is not convinced that there was interclass struggle 
(I982: 49-75, 230-46). He argues that it was simply impossible for peasants 
who lacked access to power to exert any influence on the exploitative relationships 
created by the elite. To stop working was to starve (Kautsky I982: 273-78). He 
describes the peasants as peaceable by disposition, in contrast with the elite, who 
loved violence and aggressive risk taking expressed in war. The peasants, he says, 
recognized the aristocracy's superiority in violent conflict. Tied to the land and 
their work of cultivating it, they were physically isolated from any networks be
yond their local context and lacked organization and leadership (Kautsky I 982: 
296-306). Lacking organization, fearful of reprisal, and bound to the daily rou
tine and activity, they were organizationally outflanked, and so controlled and ex
ploited by the elite (Mann I986: 7; Clegg I989: 2I8-23). 

Kautsky emphasizes the role of imagination or perception in accounting for 
peasant passivity and resignation: "The peasants cannot imagine a large-scale re
bellion and they sense that a local one is utterly hopeless and hence do not nor
mally even contemplate one" (I982: 299). Apart from protecting their own im
mediate situation against, for example, a tax increase, peasants simply could not 
conceive of a significant transformation of the social structure or of themselves 
as agents of that change with a strategy to bring it about. While they knew aris
tocrats lived a very different and luxurious life free of manual labor, they did not 
conceive of it for themselves. This fatalism derived from having little control over 
their natural and social environments. A lack of change was normative (Kautsky 
I982: 307-I9). 

By contrast others warn against misinterpreting this passivity as a failure of 
imagination or construing it as compliance. The lack of conflict does not mean 
lack of resistance (Barbalet I 985). The apparent calm may derive from effective 
repression and may mask a "venerable popular culture of resistance." Nor should 
one trivialize the "weapons of the weak" that may not have made the imperial sys
tem collapse but could be significant as means of limiting power, protecting in
terests, and expressing dissent from the dominant aristocratic agenda. Such 
weapons could qualify the power relationships by signaling noncomplicity and in
dicating that the current demands were not just. They could assert dignity, imag
ine an alternative, and ensure survival. At times, they could be surprisingly effec
tive in making changes (Scott I 985: 28-4 7). 

As we will see, there may not have been quite the shortage of imagination and 
abundance of complicity that Kautsky posits. Tacitus narrates a scene in which 
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Nero is aware that people were complaining about indirect taxes (Ann.I3.50). 
Even if fictive, the scene shows the emperor's awareness of and responsiveness to 
public opposition to taxes. Given that 90 percent of the population paying taxes 
were peasants or artisans, and given the enormous distance between emperor and 
people, one can only conclude that protests were widespread, vociferous, and ef
fective enough to make the emperor aware that some people were exercising imag
ination about fewer and lower taxes. Likewise the attacks on debt-record buildings 
in Jerusalem and Antioch around 70 indicate others were imagining a world with
out debt (Josephus, BJ 2.426-27; 7.55, 61). Agrippa acknowledged that numer
ous Jews, very aware of "injustice" and "servitude;' were fanning hopes of "inde
pendence" and "liberty" (BJ 2.345-49). With the help of their leaders, Gallic 
"assemblies and conventicles" imagined a world without Rome's control (Tacitus, 
Ann. 3.40). If an analogy with masters and slaves is appropriate, aristocratic liter
ature is permeated with an awareness that slaves often protested their master's de
mands in small but significant ways (Carter 1994: 181-83). And Seneca, for one, 
knew that compliant behavior, however it is coerced, does not imply control over 
a slave's mind (Ben. 3.20.1-2). Acts of imagination seemed possible, and small 
gestures of protest were important and effective as indications of limits to the im
perial system's hold on people's lives? 

Religious claims and rituals were deeply woven into this imperial world. Given 
that words and ritual have performative qualities (Mann 1986: 22-23; Carter 
1995), propaganda from elite writers and rituals carried out in the imperial cult 
gave form to the relationship of power between subject and ruler. They evoked "a 
picture of the relationship between the emperor and the gods" and "imposed a 
definition of the world" (Price 1984: 247-48). In evoking and defining, con
structing and explaining, religious claims and rituals gave meaning to the political
military and socioeconomic relationships of the empire and solicited compliance 
with them (Lenski 1966: 209). The challenge for the elite was to gain compliance 
by convincing the population that imperial control benefited them, even though 
the system in actuality benefited the elite at the expense of most of the popula
tion. Hence one task of the theological claims and ritual was to conceal this co
ercive power, self-interest, and injustice behind a worldview that claimed divine 
sanction for the whole imperial enterprise. Another task was to show that well
being for all subjects resulted from the elite's engagement in warfare and taxation 
at the peasants' expense. 

Fears describes an "aura of supernatural legitimation" for the empire that "came 
to be enshrined in and expressed through the figure of the monarch ... an image of 
the ruler as the divine embodiment of cosmic order, divinely ordained to ensure the 
prosperity of the human race" (1981a: 7-9). A long tradition of propaganda ex
pressed in written, material, and ritual forms, created and sustained the view that the 
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gods had chosen Rome and its emperor to rule the world (Scott 1936;Taisne 1973; 
Fears 1977, 198Ia, 198Ib, 198Ic). The emperor represented and enacted the rule of 
the gods on earth. As their agent, he brought about their presence and blessings. His 
welfare ensured the welfare of the empire (Carter 1998). "The emperor ... [is] ... 
above human criticism because his power is rooted not in human institutions but in 
his election by the supreme god of the state" (Fears 198Ia: 81). 

A few examples will illustrate these claims. Virgil narrates Jupiter appointing 
Romulus founder of Rome and its empire, for which "I set no bounds nor peri
ods of empire; dominion without end have I bestowed." Romans will be "lords of 
the world" (Aen. 1.254, 278-79, 281). Anchises tells Aeneas in the underworld, 
"Remember, 0 Roman, to rule the nations with your power-there shall be your 
arts-to crown peace with law, to spare the humbled, and to tame in war the 
proud" (Aen. 6.851-53). A Roman governor announces to the leader of a German 
tribe that "all men had to bow to the commands of their betters; it had been de
creed by those gods whom they implored that with the Roman people should rest 
the decisions what to give and what to take away" (Tacitus, Ann. 13.51). Aristides 
surveys in wonder an empire in which "an individual rules over so many people 
and his officials and emissaries stand so far below him, yet far higher than those 
over whom they have control" and declares "all is well within the reign of 
Olympian Zeus:' In praising Rome, he declares that "the gods beholding, seem to 
lend a friendly hand to your empire in its achievement and to confirm to you its 
possession:' He invokes the gods' blessing that "this empire and this city flourish 
forever and never cease" (Roman Oration 89, 104-5, 109). In praising the emperor 
Trajan, Pliny calls the gods "the guardians and defenders of our empire" and prays 
to Jupiter for "the safety of our prince" since human "security and happiness de
pends on your safety" (Pan. 94 ). In writing of the imminent Jewish war, Josephus 
has Agrippa declare "that Fortune has transferred her favors" to Rome (BJ. 2.360, 
4.622), and that "without God's aid so vast an empire could never have been built 
up" (BJ. 2.390-91). Josephus expresses similar attitudes in urging Jerusalem to 
surrender, arguing "that God was on the Roman side" (BJ. 5.368) and that "you 
are warring not against the Romans only but also against God" (BJ. 5.378, c£ 396, 
4 12). In Josephus's view, God was responsible for Nero sending Vespasian to com
mand the armies of Syria thereby "shaping the destinies of empire" (BJ. 3.6-7). 
Josephus attributes to Vespasian thoughts that "divine providence had assisted him 
to grasp the empire and some just destiny had placed all sovereignty of the world 
within his hands" (BJ. 4.622). There is no separation of the political and there
ligious. The latter serves the former; the former enacts the latter. 

The Flavian emperors (Vespasian, 69-79; Titus, 79-81; and Domitian, 
81-96) particularly invoked Jupiter's approval (Fears 198la; Scott 1936). Sue
tonius signals Jupiter's selection of Vespasian as Nero's rightful successor by 
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describing Nero's dream in which Nero takes the sacred chariot of Jupiter Op
timus Maximus to Vespasian's home U~sp. 5.6; c£ Dio 65.1.3). Tacitus (Hist. 
3.74) and Suetonius (Dom. 1.2) note that Domitian found safety during the civil 
war in the temple of Jupiter Capitolinus. Martial recognizes that Jupiter keeps 
Domitian safe (Epig. V.I.7-8, VII.60.1-2). Silius Italicus (c. 26-101 C.E.) has 
Jupiter predict: 

The burning of the Tarpeian temple cannot alarm thee; 
But in the midst of the impious flames thou shalt be 
Saved, for the sake of [hu]mankind. (Punica 3.609-610) 

As a result of Jupiter's favorable intervention and election Domitian rules "the 
blessed earth with paternal sway" (3.625-6). Statius salutes Domitian: 

A god is he, at Jupiter's command he rules for him the blessed world .... Hail 
ruler of men [sic] and parent of gods, foreseen by me and foreordained was thy 
godhead. (Silvae IV.3.128-29, 139-40) 

As the gods' elected agents, the emperors manifest the gods' rule on the earth. 
They do so through military victories. Silius 1talicus has Jupiter assure a worried 
Venus that long into the future Rome will be powerful and successful ( Punica 
3.570-629). Jupiter previews for her the "future events" (3.630) that he has or
dained, notably the military successes of the Flavians, first Vespasian, then Titus, 
and Domitian (3.593-629). Martial and Statius identify Domitian also as the 
agent of Minerva, goddess of war and the arts. She appears on Domitian's Greek 
and Syrian coins often in military pose and bearing Jupiter's thunderbolt (Suther
land 1959). Coins issued by various emperors regularly recognize the role of 
Mars, Victoria, Nike, and Pax in ensuring military success (Scott 1936; Fears 
1977, 1981a, 1981b ). Vespasian's coins celebrate that through him at the close of 
the civil war the gods have gifted the world with peace, victory, agricultural pros
perity, security, well-being, harmonious relations, and liberty, among many other 
gifts. Titus and Domitian proclaim similar blessings. Domitian is, for Martial, 
"the world's sure salvation" (Epig. 2.91.1), its "blest protector and savior" (Epig. 
5.1.7), its "chief and only welfare" (Epig. 8.66.6). Statius declares Domitian "Lord 
of the earth" (Silvae 3.4.20), "ruler of the nations and mighty sire of the con
quered world, hope of men and beloved of the gods" (4.2.14-15). 

Beyond literary propaganda, which could only reach a fraction of the popula
tion, other media and rituals promoted these theological claims, created and sus
tained the relationship of ruler and ruled, and solicited the submission of the em
pire's subjects to such an exalted and divinely legitimated emperor. Decorated gates, 
arches, columns, statues, and buildings became bully pulpits. Temples and altars; 
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various liturgical practices such as prayers, vows, and sacrifices; and festivals such as 
the emperor's birthday and accession date, were celebrated with different intensity 
and levels of significance in different parts of the empire, utilizing social pressure 
to participate (Price I984; Zanker I988). Aristides attests the practice of gover
nors who cannot "remain immobile if he but hears the name of the ruler, but he 
rises, praises, and reveres him and says two prayers, one for the ruler to the gods 
and one to the ruler himself for his own well being" (.Rcnnan Oration 32). Pliny prays 
concerning Trajan, "May you, then, and the world through your means, enjoy every 
prosperity ... [and] that your health and spirits may be preserved firm and unbro
ken (Ep. IO.I). As governor of Bithynia and Pontus, Pliny informs Trajan of a cer
emony for taking "our annual vows for your safety in which that of the State is in
cluded:' In his response Trajan expresses gratitude that "you and the provincials 
have both paid and renewed your vows to the immortal Gods, for my health and 
safety" (Ep. 10.35, 36). Pliny describes that on the day marking the emperor's ac
cession, "we have sincerely implored the Gods to preserve you in health and pros
perity as it is upon your welfare that the security and repose of humankind depend. 
I have administered the oath of allegiance to my fellow soldiers" (Ep. 10.52). 

On a larger scale, Josephus's account of Vespasian's and Titus's triumph as a 
witness to the "majesty of the Roman empire" (BJ 7.I33) clearly displays the in
termingling of the political, military, and religious relationships. Explicidy reli
gious components contribute to this celebration of Roman power: Vespasian and 
Titus stay in the temple of Isis. They offer prayers; sacrifice to the gods; include 
images of their gods in the procession, as well as booty from the Jerusalem Tem
ple; offer sacrifices and prayers in the temple of Jupiter Capitolinus; and construct 
a temple of peace (BJ 7.I23-62). 

Such religious propaganda in the service of the empire came into contact with 
groups of quite diverse religious understandings and practices. Kautsky empha
sizes that this imperial theology was not the religion of peasants (I982: I63-66, 
277-78). Generally Rome was tolerant of local traditions. "Roman polytheism 
could adapt itself to, and indeed merge with, what we may call the provincial tra
ditions:' But tolerance was not that simple. 

The ordinary activities of the Roman authorities both in Italy and in the provinces 
implied continuous attention to the approval of the gods and continuous partic
ipation of the gods in the public life of the Romans. The question of believing 
was seldom made explicit, but the question of performing correctly was ever pres
ent and committed the ruling class to the preservation of the religious tradition. 
(Momigliano 1986: 107) 

Evidence is scarce about the problems that arose from the clash of imperial re
ligious claims with local religious observances. That religion played a role in some 
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opposition is clear in the Batavian revolt of 69-70 C.E. under Civilis (Dyson I971: 
265-66). Though accommodation dominated, "we can never be certain that these 
provincial rults could not ... turn into centres of dissatisfaction and protest against 
Rome" (Momigliano I 986: I I I). A potential conflict lay in the collision of Roman 
traditions with monotheistic traditions such as Judaism that did not allow merging. 
Generally, with the exception of Gaius Caligula's attempt to install his statue in the 
Jerusalem Temple, Jewish observance and worship were not restricted. Roman con
cerns were appeased by prayers or sacrifices for the emperor's welfare. Another po
tential conflict lay in the encounter between Roman religious claims and a group 
with comparable claims about a deity's sovereignty and will. I will discuss Christian 
groups below, but it can be noted here that Pliny was alarmed enough by reported 
Christian nonattention to the gods, by such "stubbornness and unshakeable obsti
nacy;' that he executed those Christians who would not invoke the gods and make 
offerings of wine and incense to the image of the emperor (Pliny, Ep. I0.96). 

Resistance 
Power and resistance stand in relation to each other. One rarely appears without 
the other. Resistance does not necessarily mean overt conflict; attempts to limit 
power can take various forms such as indifference or intentional hindrance (Clegg 
I989: 208; Barbalet 1985; Lenski I966: 63-68). Clegg identifies two kinds of 
resistance: "organizational outflanking" (forming a new power base and alterna
tive system of influence), and a second form that "resists the exercise [of power], 
not the premises that make the exercise [of power J possible" (I 989: 207). Both 
forms are evident in the first-century Roman Empire, with the early Christian 
movement exemplifying the first. 

MacMullen's analysis of "enemies of the Roman order" includes a spectrum 
of opponents from aristocrats to members of the lower orders (I966). Aristo
cratic opposition, often involving a struggle between the senate and the emperor, 
took primarily literary and philosophical shape. While not advocating republican 
(or democratic) positions, the opposition rejected a ruler who operated above the 
law. They sought "security to speak their minds ... freedom, especially of speech, 
guaranteed under monarchy" (1966: 33). "Facing the overwhelming power of the 
Roman state, its opponents had little choice of weapons. They were obliged to 
strike only through ideas and words, that is, through the philosopher ... whose 
formidable figure embodied anger and reproach" (1966: 93). Philosophers were 
persecuted "because they supplied dangerous ideas and stories to dangerous men" 
(MacMullen I966: 70, 82-83; Moles I983; Sidebottom I993). Philosophers 
were expelled from Rome in 66, 71, 89, and 93 (MacMullen I966: 6I-62); oth
ers were also exiled, or murdered. 
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Magicians, astrologers, diviners, seers, and prophets also posed a threat to 
public order and political security with disruptive or provocative words about the 
present and future from stars, entrails, or direct revelation (Cramer 1951; Mac
Mullen 1966: 95-162; Potter 1994). So the prophetess Veleda predicted the suc
cess of the German forces and destruction of the Roman legions in the Batavian 
revolt of 69-70 C.E. (Tacitus, Hist. 4.61). And Tacitus refers to a Druid prophecy 
that interpreted the burning of the Capitol in Rome in 69 C.E. as "a proof from 
heaven of the divine wrath" and predicted Rome's imminent demise and a "pas
sage of the sovereignty of the world to the peoples beyond the Alps" (Hist. 4.54). 
Along with some other factors, Tacitus claims that this prophecy provided incen
tive for armed revolt. 

Ideas, fears, and beliefs were not the only weapons for constructing new power 
relationships. Urban unrest employed "riots, shouts, blows and bloodshed" (Mac
Mullen I966: 163). This violence could be motivated by numerous factors from 
self-protective acts to outright attacks on elite privilege. A crowd rioted in 
Aspendus in Pamphylia where the elite withheld corn from the locals in order to 
profit greatly from its export (Philostratus, Life of Apollonius ojTyana LIS; Garnsey 
I988). Philo attests the use that Isidore, "a foe to peace and tranquility;' made of 
collegia or voluntary associations in Alexandria to cause urban unrest ( Flaccus 
I35-37). Collegia were often suspected by elites of fomenting conspiracies and fac
tions, of fostering foreign religions, and of promoting undesirable, more egalitar
ian social structures. They were regular targets of political restriction under 
Augustus (Suetonius, Aug. 93), Tiberius (Suetonius, Tib. 36), Claudius (Dio 
60.6.6), Nero (Tacitus, Ann. I4.I7), and Trajan (Pliny, Ep. I0.33-34, 92-93, 
96-97; Cotter 1996). 

Violent opposition also took other forms. Pirates at sea and bandits on land 
were active, despite Epictetus's boast (Discourses 3.I3.9) that Rome had curtailed 
both (Braund I993). Ubiquitous bandits and their bands of supporters, a cate
gory distinct from criminals, violently attacked travelers, stole property, and plun
dered the rich (MacMullen I966: 255-68; Shaw I984, I993). Shaw argues that 
while their actions are often presented as a rejection of oppression, more signifi
cant is that they exploited a lack of effective imperial control in some areas, no
tably the lack of civic police or military presence. Bandits secede or withdraw from 
imperial constraint to establish their own "state-like power that mimics in every 
way the existing structure of state power" (1984: 50). Josephus, on being ap
pointed governor of Galilee, exerted his authority over brigands he could not dis
arm, by turning them into mercenaries under his command (Jiita 77-78, 
c£ I 04-I I). He records what seems to be an economics-driven violent protest in 
Antioch in 70 C.E. when some men burned "the market-square, the magistrate's 
quarters, the record-office and the law courts-exchange:' Its perpetrators, "under 
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the pressure of debts, imagined that if they burnt . . . the public records they 
would be rid of all demands" (BJ 7.55, 6I). Similar attacks occurred in Jerusalem 
in 66 (Josephus, BJ 2.426-27). One of Jesus' parables narrates the violent and 
murderous actions of vineyard tenants against the absentee landlord's attempts to 
gather the rent (Mt 21.34-39). 

There were also much larger revolts. Within a year of Nero's death, a Nero 
pretender terrified Achaia and Asia with an army of criminals, slaves, army de
serters in the east, and others "prompted by their desire for a change and their ha
tred of the present situation:' His plan, perhaps to set up a kingdom in Syria or 
Egypt, ended with his death (Tacitus, Hist. 2.8-9). Twenty years later, another 
Nero pretender joined with Parthia to pose a military threat from the east (Taci
tus, Hist. 1.2; Suetonius, Nero 57). In Gaul, Mariccus raised an army of 8,000 to 
"challenge the Roman arms" and plunder the wealthy. Tacitus describes him as 
"pretending the authority of heaven" and as a "liberator of the Gallic provinces, 
this god-for he had given himself that honor" ( Hist. 2.6 I). Dyson discusses five 
native revolts that occurred just after defeat by Rome's military and as adminis
trative and financial control was being exerted. These new and usually culturally 
insensitive controls-"taxes in Britain and Dalmatia-Pannonia and possibly in 
Germany. In the Batavian territory, it was increased recruiting" -made the impli
cations of defeat very concrete, challenged the "whole value system and cultural 
patterns" of the native society, increased social pressures, and with strong leader
ship and warrior traditions sparked an armed revolt against Roman control 
(Dyson I97I: 269-70). Tacitus attributes the Jewish revolt of 66 to the provoca
tive actions of the governor Florus (Hist. S.IO). 

Bowersock (I986), studying the mechanics of subversion in the provinces, lists 
three kinds of opposition: local sedition, troublemaking launched by an external 
power such as Parthia, and regional support for uprisings among Roman soldiers 
mobilized by an ambitious commander. Only the first of these would appear to 
really challenge the imperial system, but the other two could provide precedent for 
any challenge. Local temples often stood at the center of provincial subversion 
(Bowersock I986: 3I5). For example, miracles and prophecies, probably engi
neered by priests of a particular cult center, were used to destabilize, alienate, or 
garner support for a person (I986: 297-304). A statue of Julius Caesar suppos
edly turned from west to east to signal support for Vespasian's candidacy as em
peror (Tacitus, Hist. 1.86). Vespasian's healing miracles with the aid of Serapis and 
subsequent vision in the Serapeum functioned similarly (Tacitus, Hist. 4.8I-82). 
Galba's candidacy received favorable prophecies (Suetonius, Galb. 9), but German
icus's fortunes suffered with negative oracles (Tacitus, Ann. 2.54; c£ 43, 69). Lo
cal sanctuaries provided not only miracles and prophecies, but also "lifelong op
ponents of the Roman government . . . ideological misfits . . . thieves, pirates, 
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kidnappers, and every criminal and sacrilegious person" claiming the right of asy
lum and ready to engage in any destabilizing activity (Bowersock 1986: 305-6). 

This range of expressed opposition is evident in responses to Roman rule 
from Jews both in the Diaspora and in Palestine (de Lange I 978; Goodman 
1991). As noted above, Jewish religious leaders generally allied themselves with 
Rome, actively opposing, for example, the war of revolt in 66 (Josephus, BJ 
2.197, 320, 410-14). Gentile members of the elite, such as the wealthier, more 
powerful, and perhaps more "realistic" citizens ofTiberias and Gamala in Galilee 
(Josephus, Vtta 33) or Agrippa in Jerusalem (BJ 2.345-404), remained loyal to 
Rome (though at some cost, see Rajak 1991: 130-34). 

Numerous violent and nonviolent acts of resistance, however, did occur in 
Palestine. Josephus attests a continual stream of social bandit groups who, in
spired by a leader, royal pretender, or prophetic figure and moved by deteriorating 
socioeconomic circumstances and increased demands from Rome, resorted inef
fectively to violent attacks on urban and landowning elites and attempted to re
distribute wealth among peasants (Josephus, BJ 2.264-65; Horsley and Hanson 
1985/1988; Hanson and Oakman 1998: 86-91). Judas of Galilee found paying 
tribute to Rome and recognizing Rome's control incompatible with "having God 
for their Lord" (Josephus, BJ 2.1 18). An Egyptian prophet gathered a crowd and 
planned to take Jerusalem from the Romans and become its ruler (BJ 2.261-63). 
Simon bar Giora echoed Sabbath and Jubilee year traditions (Dt 15.1-18; Lv 
25.39-43; Ringe 1985) by promising "liberty for slaves and reward for the free" 
as he marched on Jerusalem (Josephus, BJ 4.508). Full-scale war broke out in 66, 
for which Josephus blamed the Zealots (BJ 4.377-88, 5.562-66, 7.259-74) 
while Tacitus blamed the provocative excesses of the Roman procurators ( Hist. 

5.10-13; Bilde 1979). Agrippa cited misguided enthusiasm, hopes for indepen
dence and liberty, and the insolence of the governors (Josephus, BJ 2.345-57). 

Nonviolent acts of civil disobedience also expressed resistance. Both urban and 
rural Jews protested Pilate's introduction of busts of Caesar into Jerusalem; they 
staged a sit-in, falling "prostrate around his house" for five days. Pilate's subsequent 
order for his soldiers to kill them met with necks bared for the sword. Pilate with
drew the images (Josephus, BJ 169-74). A vast crowd of Jews gathered on the 
plain at Ptolemais to beg Petronius not to install the statue of Gaius Caligula in 
the Jerusalem Temple. After protracted protest and repeated expressions of their 
willingness to die, Petronius, worried that the land would remain unsown and the 
tribute unpaid, decided to appeal to Caligula (Josephus, BJ 2.192-203; c£ Taci
tus's claim of an armed revolt, Hist. 5.9). Philo participated in a delegation to 
Caligula in Rome to protest mistreatment of Jews in Alexandria (Legat.). Andrea 
Berlin points to the absence of "red-slipped table vessels and mold-made lamps" 
from sites in Galilee. She suggests the absence of this tableware from houses in 
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Galilee is a boycott, an anti-Roman statement that rejected Roman control and ex
pressed solidarity and affiliation with a traditional Jewish lifestyle (I999). Rome 
required a sacrifice offered twice daily on behalf of the emperor (Philo, Legat. I 57, 
3I7; Josephus, BJ 2.I97), but lower priests stopped the sacrifice in 66, an act that 
Josephus regards as laying the foundation of the war with Rome (BJ 2.409-IO). 
Tribute was withheld from Florus in 66 C.E. (BJ 2.403-4). 

Writing provided further visions of transformed power relationships whereby 
Rome is set in the context of God's purposes and its demise proclaimed. When 
Pompey took control of Jerusalem in 63 B.C.E., the writers of the Psalms of Solomon 
(2, 8) understood it as divine punishment but also anticipated the day when God's 
chosen would defeat Roman arrogance and restore God's reign ( Pss. Sol. I 7). The 
Qumran pesherim employed typical biblical motifs to present a similar vision 
(4QpNah frgs. I-2, 2.3-Sa; IQpHab 3-5; Brooke I99I). The Egyptian 
Sibylline Oracles, especially the third and fifth, offer certainty that Rome will fall 
and God's people and reign will be restored (3.I-96, I62--294, 350-80, 
657-808; Barclay I996: 2I6-28). Apocalyptic texts such as 4 Ezra, written like 
the fifth Sibylline Oracle after the fall of the Jerusalem Temple in 70 C.E., identify 
Daniel's fourth kingdom with Rome ( 4 Ezra I2.I I) and predict Rome's demise 
( 4 Ezra I 1.40-45). For life in the meantime, such texts as 4 Maccabees (5.4, 
8.IS), perhaps originating in Antioch, upheld martyrdom as a likely and noble fate 
for "philosophers" who refuse allegiance to a tyrant (MacMullen I966: 82--84). 
If taking life is "the most effective form of power" (Lenski I966: SO), martyr
dom denies the elite that power by refusing to be intimidated into compliance. 
Such visionary words, like the sacred texts read at Temple festivals and in syna
gogues, reminded Jews of a tradition and identity that affirmed a different sover
eignty and loyalties-and appropriate actions. 

Christian Texts and Communities as Resistance 
This resistance to the empire exhibits Rome's diminished ability, despite all its 
practices and claims, to create and sustain among those under its reign attachments 
and loyalties to the empire's institutions, officials, and values. Resistance employed 
numerous means, sometimes but not necessarily involving open conflict, to limit 
the effects of imperial power. It shows that there was uneasiness with the imperial 
world. Mann (I986: 306-9) associates this uneasiness with the success of an em
pire that created unresolved difficulties or "contradictions." He identifies five con
tradictions: between universalism and particularity, equality and hierarchy, decen
tralization and centralization, cosmopolitanism and uniformity, and civilization 
and militarism. At the heart of these is a struggle for community, for social in
clusion for the vast majority excluded from official power. However, he disassoci-
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ates the contradictions from any deep economic or political foundation, not see
ing them connected to issues of exploitation (Mann 1986: 16-17, 309). 

In dismissing harsh political and economic factors, Mann appears to overesti
mate the extent of economic cheer, give too much credence to imperial propa
ganda, and ignore the factors of political control and economic struggle evident 
in the examples outlined above. Stark (1996: 73-94, 147-62) has shown the im
portance of early Christian attempts to ameliorate, both socially and materially, 
the dreadful conditions of many people in urban centers. Yet Mann's emphasis on 
issues of community seems well placed. The political and economic grievances he 
dismisses are better seen as indicators of the same struggle for social identity to 
which he points. The grievances question the sort of world Rome created and 
maintained, the sorts of relationship its networks of power shaped, the people it 
included and excluded, benefited and deprived. In Mann's terms, they resisted 
Rome's hierarchical, centralized, particularistic, and militaristic society and ex
pressed a preference for different communal structures and systems of meaning. 

Mann argues that some in the early Christian movement addressed questions 
of identity and community. Its social organization and theological claims rendered 
the empire vulnerable by supplying the experience of community and a plausible 
worldview that the empire had been unable to offer. Making ironical use of as
pects of the Roman world-literacy, trade networks, etc. (1986: 310-20)-they 
claimed theologically and demonstrated socially that the world did not have to be 
organized in Rome's way. They undermined the empire's self-presentation as the 
ultimate power that should control and define daily reality. They created and con
firmed another relationship between ruler and ruled by appealing to Jewish reli
gious traditions and symbols, to Jesus' life, and by creating alternative communi
ties. Their texts constructed a different vision of reality and divine purposes for 
the world and human existence. They contested and relativized imperial claims by 
anticipating Rome's demise, and reenvisioned societal relationships, loyalties, and 
ethical norms of behavior. Their communities enacted that vision through dis
tinctive practices and structures that were merciful (Stark 1996), inclusive, "uni
versalistic, egalitarian, decentralized, [and] civilizing" (Mann I 986: 307). I will 
demonstrate this hypothesis in brief readings of Paul (the seven "genuine" letters), 
Matthew, and Revelation. 

Paul 
Paul was, at least in part, an apocalyptic thinker looking to an end time (Beker 
1980/1982). Influenced by Jewish apocalypticism and strong covenant convic
tion, his universalistic and inclusive gospel announced the vindication of God, the 
demonstration of God's faithfulness in setting all creation-Jew and Gentile, male 
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and female, free and slave, human and nonhuman-in right relationship with God 
(Rom 3.1-8). God's action was already under way in the death and resurrection 
of Jesus. Not yet finished, its completion was imminent. Paul's Gospel, cosmic in 
its extent and apocalyptic in its framework, offered an answer to the crisis with 
which apocalyptic traditions constantly wrestled. To whom does sovereignty over 
the world belong (Kasemann I969: I35)? Paul asserted that creation belonged not 
to Rome but to God (Rom 1.18-32, I 1.33-36; I Cor 8.6, 10.26, "the earth is 
the Lord's" quoting Ps 24.1). The question of sovereignty had a social corollary: 
to which community did people belong (Mann I986: I6-I7, 309)? God's uni
versal and inclusive sovereignty created inclusive, ethnically mixed communities 
that provided communal experience and practices alternative to the empire's hier
archical and exclusionary structure. 

But the term "apocalyptic" has a further dimension. As much as it announces 
God's cosmic sovereignty, the word literally means "disclosing" or "revealing:' 
Paul's Gospel discloses or reveals God's sovereignty because its presence is not 
obvious or self-evident in the world, not discoverable through usual means of ob
serving and knowing. The gospel is the "gospel of God" (Rom I. I), the Gospel 
from God and about God. 

This double-edged apocalyptic quality of Paul's Gospel presents an immense 
theological challenge to the Roman imperial system. Fundamental is the claim that 
there is one God (Rom 3.27), the creator (Rom I.IS-32), whose sovereignty is 
being established now and will be soon established in full. There is "one Lord" (I 
Cor 8.6). Paul of course does not mean the emperor even though the terminology 
KUptoc; ( kyrios) usually denoted the emperor as the imperial Lord (Deissmann 
I9IO: 355-63; Bureth I964: 37-45; Beck I997: 65-68; White I999: 
I73-206). While there may be "so-called gods in heaven and earth, indeed as 
there are many gods and many lords, yet for us there is one God, the Father" 
(I Cor 8.6). Paul does not refer to Jupiter/Zeus, "father of men and gods (Vir
gil, A.tn. I.254; White I999: I I0-72). These "so-called" gods are "beings that by 
nature are no gods" (Gal4.8). There are other heavenly powers, but they are pow
erless in relation to God's love or saving actions (Rom 8.38-39). Not only is this 
traditional Jewish monotheism dismissive of polytheism as commentators usually 
note, but it is also a direct attack on the imperial theology and religious propa
ganda. If there are no such gods, if there is but one divine father and it is not 
Jupiter/Zeus, Rome's claims to rule at the will of the gods and to present the 
gods' will, presence, and blessings in the emperor's actions are empty lies. The so
cial corollary, the nonparticipation of Christians in worship ceremonies directed 
to such gods, whether in houses, guild meetings, meals, civic or imperial celebra
tions, challenged the divinely sanctioned imperial structure and further loosen loy
alties to that system (Mann 1986: 32I). 
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Further, Paul's Gospel reveals that the world under Rome's power was not or
dered according to God's purposes and did not acknowledge God's sovereignty. So 
Paul sees human existence as marked by misplaced allegiances. Humans do not ac
knowledge the creator but worship creatures (Rom 1.18-32). Images and idols, 
said to be the dwelling place of demons (I Cor 10.20-2I), express this failure to 
acknowledge God's sovereignty, as do destructive social relationships (Rom 
I.29-3I). Images of emperors, such as the one that Gaius Caligula had recently 
tried to install in the Jerusalem Temple or that could be seen in any city in the em
pire, are included in such a condemnation. The whole imperial system was one of 
sinfully misplaced allegiance. The powers of sin and death "rule" and "exercise 
lordship" (Rom 6.9, I4). "Flesh" controls an existence that is hostile to God's 
purposes (Rom 8.7). This "present age" was evil (Gal 1.4), its wisdom folly com
pared to God's wisdom (I Cor 2.6). It was marked by "ungodliness and injustice" 
(a~t1aav, Rom I.I8), a scathing condemnation of Rome's hierarchical and ex
ploitative system based on military might. God's wrath or judgment against it was 

already manifest. 
But for Paul God will not allow this situation to continue. Contrary to claims 

that Rome and the Flavians would rule forever, God will end this unjust and idol
atrous imperial structure. This defeat will occur at the "coming" of Christ. The 
term "coming" or "arrival" (7tapouma, parousia) is imperial language that an
nounces the arrival of an imperial official, including Titus (Josephus, BJ 5.4 10; 
Deismann I910: 372-78). At Jesus' arrival, "every rule and every authority and 
power" are destroyed; "all his enemies are put under his feet" and subjected to 
God's reign (I Cor 15.23-28; Phil2.5-II). God will "triumph:' Paul uses the 
triumph image (2 Cor 2. I 4) to attest God's sovereignty and contest Roman im
perial displays of victory, as well as to present his own ministry as an obedient 
slave of this Lord (Kreitzer I996: I26-44; Versnel I970). 

This triumphant "day of the Lord" will break into the midst of Rome's world, 
a world of night and darkness in which people mistakenly say, "There is peace and 
security" (Eip~v11 Kai acrc~>aA.Eta, eirlnl kai asphaleia, I Thes 5.1-II). Paul 
unashamedly invokes the common imperial boast of Rome's worldwide gifts, the 
"peace and security" that result from submitting to Roman military control 
(Wengst I987: I9-2I; Woolf I993; Koester 1997: I58-66; Josephus, BJ 2.572, 
584; 3.33, 3I4; 6.345-46 on Titus; 7.65 on Vespasian; 7.94). But "peace and se
curity" based on submission to Roman military power and expressed in treaties are 
not the divine will. The claims are false. God will effect salvation from such a world 
(I Thes 5.9-10). "The coming of the day of the Lord as an event ... will shatter 
the false peace and security of the Roman establishment" (Koester I997: I62). The 
savior was not the emperor, though he was often called that ( crom1p, siitlr, Josephus, 
BJ 3.459, 7.71; Deissmann I9IO: 368-69); the savior is Jesus exalted in heaven, 
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returning at any time (Phi13.20). Horsley (I997: I40) comments that Paul's fre
quent use of language "closely associated with the imperial religion" indicates "he 
was presenting his gospel as a direct competitor of the gospel of Caesar:' 

This final salvation, the completion of God's purposes and establishment of 
God's reign, was already under way (Rom I.I6-I7). While "bad news" for the 
Roman elite and their allies, God's action was "good news" (Euayye,'Atov, euangelion) 
for everyone else. Again the term "good news" is a polemical choice since it often 
denotes the empire's benefits. In the oft-quoted Priene inscription, it celebrates 
Augustus's birthday and accomplishments of "peace" (Deissmann I9IO: 
370--72). Josephus calls Vespasian's accession as emperor ''good news" (BJ 4.6I8, 
656). But to these imperial claims Paul juxtaposes a very different good news, "the 
power of God into (Ei~. tis) salvation" (Rom I.I6). Again Paul shares vocabulary 
with the imperial world but redefines its meaning. God's "salvation" is not the 
same as that of the imperial world: profit for the few and military power that 
brings destruction and enforced submission under the guise of "peace and secu
rity" (Horsley I997: I40-4I; Josephus, BJ 3.I36, 4.397, 5.4I5, 6.365, 7.203). 
Instead God's saving power frees from imperial powers (Is 40.5, 45.I7, 46.I3) and 
creates wholeness or well-being in all the earth (Is 49.6, 52.10; Ps I2.5). God 
overcomes idolatry and the powers of sin and death and begins to transform the 
unjust status quo. 

This salvation is elaborated in the next clause: the "justice of God is being re
vealed" (Rom I.I7). "Justice" or "righteousness:' another claimed imperial bene
fit (Georgi I997: I48-50), involves faithfulness and right relationships (Dunn 
I998: 340--46). The revelation of God's justice is necessary precisely because 
Paul's Gospel reveals the world of Roman imperialism to be a world of "injustice" 
(Rom I.I8), of faithlessness and wrong relationship. Now God is establishing a 
different sort of justice or right relatedness, one that includes not a select few but 
is impartial and extended to all, "the Jew first and also to the Greek;' in God's lov
ing, gracious, and merciful purposes (Rom 3.24, 5.5, 8.3 I -39, I I .28-30). 

Central to this act of reasserting God's sovereignty is Jesus' death on the cross. 
"Christ crucified" is Paul's summary of his gospel (I Cor 1.23, 2.2). Elliott 
(I994: 93-I39) argues it is Paul's interpreters, not Paul himself, who are guilty of 
depoliticizing this event. Rome used crucifixion as a prime means of violent tor
ture not only to remove people who threatened the imperial system but also to in
timidate anyone else from even contemplating the notion of revolt. Paul does not 
dwell on the specifics of Jesus' death, but he does draw attention to "faithfulness 
shown by Jesus"8 in the face of imperial violence (Rom 3.22, 26; Johnson I997: 
58-6I). Paul does identify those responsible for violence-"the rulers of this 
age" (I Cor 2.8). The identity of these rulers ( apxovtmv, archonton) has been much 
debated: Are they human rulers or heavenly powers? Elliott (I994: II3) argues 
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persuasively that they designate both, "procurators, kings, emperors, as well as the 
supernatural 'powers' who stand behind them" (see Beck 1997: 51-54). Jesus' 
death reveals the violence directed against those who oppose the empire. It also re
veals Jesus' solidarity with all who endure such tyranny. He too is a victim of im
perial violence, a slave (Phil 2. 7) who undergoes the fate of many enslaved by the 
emptre. 

But the cross also reveals the limits of imperial power. These rulers do the ul
timate to Jesus; they kill him (Lenski I 966: 50), but they cannot keep him dead. 
God overcomes the powers by giving "life to the dead" (Rom 4.I7). The powers 
are not yet defeated, but God liberates Jesus from them as a sign of their immi
nent defeat (Elliott 1994: I23-24; I Cor I5.23-28). They "are doomed to pass 
away" (I Cor 2.6). His resurrection also guarantees that with their defeat all who 
suffer under their coercive power will be set free. Jesus is the first fruit of those 
who will be raised from death (I Cor I5.20). Hence Paul speaks of Jesus' death 
as a "redemption (a7tOA'lltpcOOE~, apolutriiseos) which is in Christ Jesus" (Rom 
3.24). He employs an image that derives from Israel's Scriptures to designate 
God's liberation of the people from imperial power, the exodus from slavery in 
Egypt and from Babylonian exile in the sixth century (Dunn 1998: 227-28). 
Likewise he claims that through Jesus' death God is at work to "treat people as 
righteous" (Bt1Ca10UIJ.EVOc;, dikaioumenos, Rom 3.24), to set them in right relation 
with God in anticipation of and in solidarity with all of God's creation that will 
be released from its exploitative use (Rom 8.18-25). This right relationship is for 
Paul "peace" (Rom S.I). It is not Rome's accomplishment based on military 
power, marked by economic injustice, designed to benefit only the elite, and willed 
by the gods (Georgi I997: I48-50). It comes "from God our Father" (Rom 1.7) 
as an expression of God's empire (~ami..Eta, basileia) and justice (BtKatOcrUVTl, 
dikaiosyne, Rom I4.I7). It is the very goal of God's work yet to be completed (Rom 
IS.I3; I6.20). 

This understanding of God's power at work in the imperial world, and the en
counter of believers with God's action, creates collegia-like communities that ac
knowledge, experience, and embody God's work (Kloppenborg and Wilson I 996; 
Ascough I998: 71-94). Paul uses a political term, that of a "state" or "com
monwealth" (7toA.ttE'lliJ.a, politeuma) in heaven, to refer not only to the future des
tiny of these communities but also to identify the basis on which they live their 
present lives (Phil 3.20). "Heaven;' the abode of God, is to determine their pres
ent existence (Lincoln I98I: 193) in the midst of Rome's empire. 

These communities are marked by "believing;' or "faithfulness." Paul placed 
"faithfulness" at the heart of God's saving work. Salvation or righteousness is 
"from God's faith(fulness) to human (response of) faith" (Rom I.I7; Dunn 
I998: 374). Georgi (I997: I49) draws attention to the deep roots of the "faith" 
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and "believing" (1tt<mc;, pistis, mG'tE'Ilro, pisteuo) terminology not only in the Scrip
tures but also in imperial claims such as those made in the Acts of Augustus 3I-33. 
"The Caesar represented the fides of Rome in the sense of loyalty, faithfulness to 
treaty obligations, uprightness, truthfulness, honesty, confidence, and convic
tion-all, as it were, a Roman monopoly:· Of course such "loyalty" was to be re
ciprocated by subjects submissive to the emperor's will. Paul's communities of be
lievers commit to an alternative loyalty, to God. In Thessalonica, not to practice 
idolatry (I Thes 1.9) was a religious and political matter. Their absence from cui
tic participation not only removed a means of securing a relationship of loyalty 
to the emperor but brought affliction and suffering (1.6, 2.I4, 3.3-4) from sus
picious and antagonistic neighbors and city officials (Donfried I 997). For de
fense they had "the breastplate of faith and love" and "for a helmet the hope of 
salvation" (I Thes 5.8). 

The alternative nature of these communities is highlighted by another name. 
Horsley argues that the common term for church ( ElClCATJat<X, ekklesia) significantly 
draws on both its Septuagint usage to denote Israel as the "assembly of the 
Lord;' and its common usage in the Greek-speaking eastern Roman Empire as 
the citizen assembly of the Greek polis. "Paul evidently understood the ekklesia of 
a Thessalonica or Corinth ... as a political assembly of the people 'in Christ' in 
pointed juxtaposition and 'competition' with the official city assembly" (Horsley 
I997: 208-9). 

Other factors indicate the alternative nature of these communities. The use of 
household language denotes a community related to God the Father, an alterna
tive to imperial society over which the emperor is pater patriae, "father of the fa
therland:' So amidst all the relational imagery of Romans I2 are numerous fa
milial terms including "brothers and sisters" (I2.I) and "familial affection" in 
I 2. I 0 to indicate the love of siblings for each other ( «!>tA.a&A.cpta, philadelphia) and 
of any family relationships ( «!>tA.Ocnop-yot, philostorgoi). These communities are not 
based on kinship but open to all. The redefined familial relationships that embody 
God's saving love (Rom 5.5, 8.3 I-39) are part of a rejection of the conventional 
relationships of patriarchal households. Schussler Fiorenza points to the bap
tismal declaration of Galatians 3.28 as a key text determining the "social interre
lationships and structure" of the alternative societies of "children of God" (1997: 
224-41). "In Christ Jesus" the fundamental distinctions of ethnicity, gender, and 
social status that define relationships of domination in the imperial world were no 
longer relevant in the Christian communities. The prominent place of women as 
coworkers with Paul in preaching and founding and growing churches attests to 
the same realities. In Romans I 6, Paul honors and describes the roles of numer
ous women with language (Suxx:ovo~. diakonos, service; x:omaro, kopiao, work hard, 
toil) that he uses to describe his own ministry (Rom I6.I-2, 5, I2). 
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Likewise several acts contest the empire's economic order and offer an alter
native. In I Corinthians I I. I 7-34 Paul is profoundly disturbed by the celebration 
of the Lord's Supper. Meals provided an important context for displaying socio
economic status and political power through the range of invited guests (superior 
patrons, equals, and dependent clients) and through seating order, different qual
ities of the food served to guests, different sizes of portions, differing qualities of 
service, and tableware (Corley I993: I7-79; Smith I992). That is, meals ex
pressed and reinforced the very vertical structure of imperial society. These in
equalities seem to be determining the celebration in Corinth in which some have 
plenty while others are hungry (II.2I). Paul's verdict is that this practice "de
spise[ s J the church of God and humiliate[ s J those who have nothing ... it is not 
the Lord's supper that you eat" (I !.20-22 ). He orders them to "discern the 
body" in relation to the significance of Jesus' death (I Cor 2.I-8) and trans
formed social relationships and practices (I Cor I2.I3). His communities are to 
subvert imperial structures, not reinforce them. 

Also to be noted is Paul's uneasiness with the imperial patronage and tribute 
systems in which he would receive support from those in the churches, either 
from the "poverty-stricken" or the more wealthy who were looking to enhance 
their prestige. With some exceptions (Phoebe in Rom I6.I-2), Paul prefers not 
to imitate the imperial system by either burdening the poor or providing oppor
tunity for the wealthy. He engages in despised manual labor instead (I Cor 9; 
Horsley I997: 249-50). Likewise as an alternative to the tributary and cen
tripetal economy of the empire in which the poor support the rich, Paul organ
ized a collection from one subject people to benefit another, the poor in 
Jerusalem (I Cor I6.I-4; 2 Cor 8-9; Rom IS.25-33). Horsley sees this act as 
signifying the economic dimension of the international political-religious move
ment Paul was building with structures and practices alternative to those of the 
empire (I997: 25I-52). 

In his attempt to build these alternative communities, there is no doubt about 
two things. Paul experienced opposition, suffering in what Beker has called a "cru
ciform" existence (2 Cor 4.7-I2, 6.I-IO; Beker I982: 55-59). Second, Paul was 
not always consistent in enacting his gospel. Various inconsistencies-his use of 
his own authority, patronage, slavery, the call to respect governmental authority in 
Romans 13 (Elliott I997), his use of imperial concepts to depict the triumph(!) 
of God's empire-indicate that the imprint of the imperial society ran deep even 
among those who sought an alternative. But whatever the verdict on Paul's efforts, 
his gospel pronounced God's judgment on the empire's power relationships and 
called people to discern the times and to live in alternative communities of resist
ance and of solidarity with those oppressed by its power, in anticipation of God's 
coming triumph (Elliott I 994: I 89-230). 
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Matthew 
Most twentieth-century Matthean scholars have read Matthew in relation to a 
dispute with a local synagogue. Without denying this, it must also be recognized 
that this gospel, perhaps written in Antioch in the 80s, originates from and ad
dresses a world shaped by imperial structures and claims. My contention is that 
the gospel's theology, Christology, soteriology, eschatology, and ethics contested 
claims that Rome's empire manifested the gods' sovereignty and presence, that the 
empire was the agent that mediated societal well-being (Carter I998, 2000b, 
2000c ). The gospel constructs an alternative understanding of the world and life 
in it that subverts imperial theology and forms inclusive, more egalitarian com
munities with an alternative worldview and set of practices. 

Concerning sovereignty over human history, the gospel challenges imperial 
claims that the gods, especially Jupiter, shape history in their choice of Rome and 
the Flavians as vice-regents to rule over human affairs. The opening genealogical 
review of God's dealings with Israel attests that God's purposes run through Israel 
and Jesus, not Rome (Mt I.I-I7; Carter 2000b ). The gospel's concern with the 
enactment of the Scriptures, its scenes of eschatological judgment, Jesus' procla
mations about and demonstrations of "the empire of the heavens;' about his "Fa
ther in Heaven" who is "Father, Lord of heaven and earth" (I 1.25), about the cre
ator's will from the beginning (I9.4), about God's provision of sun and rain for 
all (5.45), about Jesus' sharing in "all authority in heaven and on earth" (28.I9) 
establish the claim that the world is God's. Far from recognizing that Rome enacts 
the gods' rule or will, the gospel reveals that Satan controls "all the empires of the 
world" (Mt 4.8). As the world's leading empire, Rome is the agent of Satan's em
pire (I2.28). "Kings of the earth" ( c£ I7.25) like Herod and Pilate, the emperor's 
representative, always resist God's sovereignty, but the phrase also recalls God's dis
missive response (Ps 2.4 ). 

Twice the gospel addresses the issue of paying taxes, a conventional form of 
recognizing Rome's sovereignty. In both cases, Rome's authority is relativized. In 
22.15-22, the religious elite, members of the ruling class allied with Rome, pose 
the question of the legality of paying taxes to Rome. Jesus uses a coin, a handheld 
billboard of Roman propaganda bearing the image of the emperor and some 
words of identification, to frame his answer. "Render to Caesar the things that are 
Caesar's and to God the things that are God's:' In the gospel's point of view, this 
saying does not mean that God and Caesar are equal, or that God is subordinate 
to Caesar. What is God's, is other than what pertains to the emperor. Caesar ex
ists but he does not have the absolute power he imagines (Pilgrim 1999: 64-72). 

Matthew 17.24-27 depicts Jesus answering questions about paying the post-70 
tax levied on Jews by Vespasian (Carter I 999). Vespasian imposed this half-shekel or 
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didrachma tax (Josephus, BJ 7.2I8; Dio 65.7.2) for punitive and propaganda pur
poses. It reminded Jews of their status as a defeated race; of Rome's superiority; and, 
in using it to provide for the temple of Jupiter Capitolinus, of Jupiter's sovereignty 
over history and human affairs. Jesus instructs that they must pay the tax, since kings 
of the earth, a pejorative phrase that refers in the Psalms to kings opposed to God 
(Ps 2.7), tax everybody except their own children (Mt 17.26). But paying the tax 

does not recognize Rome's sovereignty. Rather Jesus instructs Peter to catch a fish 
and find in its mouth a coin to pay the tax! In their three previous appearances in 
the gospel, fish have given witness to God's sovereignty (Mt 7.10, I4.I3-2I, 
I5.32-39). God supplies the fish and the tax coin. The tax is paid subversively in 
recognition of God's sovereignty soon to be manifested 

Divine presence offers a second thread. Imperial theology claims that the Fla
vian emperors reveal the presence of the gods among their subjects. Matthean 
scholars have long noted the gospel's focus on divine presence. Naming Jesus "Em
manuel" (Mt 1.23) sets the theme. Jesus is God's anointed one, commissioned to 
manifest God's presence in words and actions ( c£ I2.28) and among the gathered 
and missional community of disciples (18.20, 28.20). The claim of God's pres
ence among people has abundant scriptural warrant, but the manifestation of the 
gods' presence by rulers is a prominent theme in imperial theology. In citing Isa
iah 7.14 (Mt 1.23) the narrative utilizes a text that locates God's presence in re
sistance to imperialist actions by invoking the Syro-Ephraimite War (Carter 
2000a ). In a narrative replete with references to the Moses story in which God 
liberates the people from another tyrant, Jesus enters the world of Herod (Mt 2.1, 
3), vassal king of Rome, to expose his limited power. The magi identify Jesus, not 
Herod, as "the one born king of the Jews" (2.2). Citing Micah 5 and 2 SamuelS 
(Mt 2.6) points to Jesus, not Herod, as ruler. The imperial term "do obeisance" 
(xpomruveco) is used in relation to Jesus (2.2, 8, II), not Herod. Herod's efforts 
to kill Jesus (Mt 2.4, 7, 8) are thwarted by angel and dream (2.13, 19-20). The 
narrative refers three times to Herod's death (2.IS, I9, 20), God's ultimate frus
tration of his plans. Two systems clash, the imperial and God's. The imperial sys
tem actively opposes God's presence. The narrative exposes the empire as ruthless 
and murderous, but deconstructs it. It is not ultimate, even though it continues in 
the person of Archelaus (2.22) and, later, Pilate. By sharing vocabulary with the 

. . ("K. f th J " " bl " "h I " "M "ah" "d passton narrattve mg o e ews, assem e, t e peop e, esst , e-
stroy;' "deceived/mocked"), chapter 2 foreshadows Jesus' crucifixion by Pilate as 
the empire's agent. The empire's ultimate effort to destroy Emmanuel is to crucify 
him. Resurrection indicates that while the ,imperial system resists God's presence 
and has the power to inflict death, God's p~wer and presence overcome death. "All 
authority in heaven and on earth has been given to me" (Mt 28.I8). 
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A third aspect, that of agency, is implicit. Whereas imperial theology claims 
the emperor manifests the divine will, presence, and blessing among humans, the 
gospel claims Jesus as the agent of God's saving presence (I.2I-23). Jesus is 
"Christ;' anointed or commissioned to save from sins and to manifest divine pres
ence, blessing, and will in his words and actions (4.I7-25, 5.2I-48, I2.28). 

How does he carry out this commission to save from sins? This commission 
stands over all of Jesus' life, his words and actions (9.I-8), death and resurrection 
(20.28, 26.28), and his return. The gospel addresses a post-70 audience, and in
terprets the fall of Jerusalem in 70 to Vespasian and Titus as God's punishment 
on the people for their sins (22.7). This kind of perspective had interpreted pre
vious catastrophes: the Babylonian exile (Dt 28-30; I Kgs 9.I-9); Antiochus 
Epiphanes (2 Me 7.32-36); and Pompey (Pss. Sol. 2, 8). Others also use it to in
terpret the destruction of 70 (Josephus, 4 Ezra, 2 Bar.). In this post-70 context 
Matthew proclaims that God's punishment is not final but that God will save the 
people through Jesus. That salvation is available in part now through Jesus' actions 
and words manifested through disciples (Mt I0.7-8, 28.I8-20), but it will bees
tablished in fUll at Jesus' return or coming ( mxpouma ). His return, as described 
dramatically in 24.27-3I with a host of imperial imagery, involves an eschato
logical battle in which Rome is defeated. "Wherever the corpse is there the eagles 
( cl£-tot) will gather:' Eagles commonly denote imperial powers who punish God's 
people (Dt 28.47-53; Jer 4.I3; Lam 4.I9; Ez I7.I-2I), but they also denote 
standards carried into battle by Roman troops displaying the eagle as the symbol 
of Roman power (Josephus, BJ 3:I23; Appian, Bell. Civ. 2.6I). The eagles gath
ered with the corpses are fallen Roman troops. Rome, Satan's agent, is defeated by 
Jesus' return, and God's sovereignty is established over a new heaven and earth (Mt 
I9.28, 24.35; Carter 2000a, 2000b, 2000c). 

The claim that Jesus is God's commissioned agent is made at the expense of 
the religious leaders, the allies of Rome. Their elite status and commitment to the 
current social structure are evident in their first appearance as allies of Rome's 
puppet king Herod (Mt 2.4-6). In their final appearance, they are allies of 
Rome's governor and soldiers (27.62-66, 28.I I-IS). As members of the impe
rial society's elite (Lenski I966: 256--66; Saldarini I988: 35-49), they exercise 
not a restricted "religious" role, but social, economic, and political power, and 
with detrimental effect. Jesus condemns them because they do not seek "justice, 
mercy and faith" (23.23). They resist Jesus' claims to be God's agent who offers 
God's benefits to all of society, especially to those on the margins (9.I-8; 9-I3; 
I2.I-8, 9-I4, 22-37; 2I.I4-I6). In defending the status quo, they hinder peo
ple from knowing God's empire (23.I3) and practice injustice and deceit 
(27.62-66, 28.I I-IS). These leaders, along with Rome, are the condemned shep
herds in 9.36 (see also Suetonius, Tib. 32; Dio Chrysostom, 4 Regn. 4.43-44; Dio 
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56.16.3). The image recalls the false shepherds of Ezekiel 34 who maintain a 
strictly differentiated society to ensure that the elite have plenty at the expense of 
the rest. They feed themselves but exploit the sheep/people by depriving them of 
food and clothing, by not strengthening the weak, healing the sick, binding up the 
injured, or looking for the lost and scattered (Ez 34.3-6). They do not protect 
the people from nations but let them be enslaved, plundered, frightened, starved, 
and insulted (Ez 34.27-29). The leaders are condemned because of their impe
rial style: "With force and harshness you have ruled them" (Ez 34.4 ). God prom
ises a reversal of these woes with a Davidic prince and God's saving presence (Ez 
34.23-24, 30-31). Citing Jeremiah 7 (Mt 2I.I3) also invokes a chapter that 
condemns false priestly leadership. 

Those who rejected Jesus' teaching and authority rejected also his prophetic at
tempts to form a different social order (a "domination-free" society) and defend 
their own privileged location in an iniquitous society sanctioned by Rome ("the 
domination system"; Wink 1992: 13-137). Their conflict with Jesus reflects a 
collision of two different visions of society and a struggle over who has the au
thority to shape society. By describing them as evil like Satan (Mt 6.13, 12.23, 
16.4) and tempting Jesus like Satan (4.1, 3; 16.I; I9.3; 22.18), the narrative re
veals them to be Satan's agents committed to resisting God's will ( c£ 4.8). Jesus 
announces that they are not God's agents (15.13-14), declares that the privileged 
societal structure with its inequities of power that they support does not belong 
to God's empire (20.24-28; 23.5-7, 8-12), and removes their role in God's pur
poses (21.43). He attacks and condemns their Temple (2I.I2--I7). In response, 
they ally with Rome to crucify him (Brown I983: 371-74). Such opposition and 
martyrdom are inevitable for those, Jesus and disciples, who resist imperial power 
(16.13-28). Martyrdom denies the empire the power to intimidate. Pilate's power 
could prevent the execution, but instead he makes it happen. The resurrection re
frames Jesus' death as a means of liberation (Mt 20.28), not as an event of shame 
and defeat. 

Imperial theology asserts a fourth claim that the well-being of the world de
pends on the emperor and submission to him. The gods through the emperor have 
granted peace, corn, harmony, well-being, and safety. It would seem, though, to be 
Matthew's view that it is precisely this imperial well-being from which the world 
needs to be saved! The chapter 2 narrative of Herod's murderous actions follows 
the 1.21 commission to Jesus to save people from their sins. Chapter 2 demon
strates the sin of the political-religious resistance to God's presence. Summary pas
sages such as 4.23-25 and 9.35-38 present a world in which well-being is absent 
as many lack the basics necessary for life. The well-being promised by the gospel is, 
finally, eschatological with a new creation (19.28) and the end of the iniquitous al
location of land and its produce in the exploitative imperial structures ( 5.5). 
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But, in the meantime, Jesus and his disciples manifest God's blessings among 
people, particularly the common people, with the offer of transformation and 
participation in an inclusive community. Various interconnected terms, often mir
roring and contesting imperial claims as with Paul, denote aspects of it-saving 
(I.2I), the empire of the heavens (4.I7; 5.3, 10; 6.IO), good news (4.23), bless
ing (5.3-I2; 6.9-I3), and righteousness or justice (5.IO, 20; 6.33)-while nu
merous gospel stories demonstrate its impact. 

Among the first to encounter God's reign manifested by Jesus (4.I7; I2.28) 
were the marginal, "the sick, those afflicted with various diseases and pains, de
moniacs, epileptics, and paralytics" ( 4.23-24; ch. 8-9; 10.8; I 1.4--6). These were 
of no account to imperial power; they were the poor in spirit, not the privileged 
and powerful (Powell 1996: 463-65; Carter I997: 23-25; Carter 2000b ). Their 
illnesses--demon possession, paralysis, muteness-arose in contexts of imperial 
violence, economic exploitation, and social divisions (Theissen I983: 23I-64; 
Hollenbach I98I; Brown I983: 366-68; Carter 2000b ). They also resulted from 
hunger and malnutrition among those whose resources have been removed by tax
ation. Imperial rule was hazardous to one's health. But by healing them and by 
feeding hungry crowds, Jesus offers God's blessing (5.3), the possibility of a new 
way of life, of social belonging and economic support, in anticipation of the com
pletion of God's saving purposes when all sickness and lack are healed. This man
ifestation of God's presence and blessing challenges the imperial and elitist sys
tem's discarding of such people. Instead of goods being extracted from below and 
sent upward, they come freely from above to those below. Disciples are commis
sioned to continue these transformative practices in cities like Antioch as they an
nounce and realize God's empire (10.7-8; Stark I996: I47-62). 

Another dimension of the alternative way of life of Jesus' community of disci
ples appears in chapters I9-20 (Carter 1994; Barton 1994). Jesus challenges the 
four standard aspects of conventional patriarchal households that were basic to im
perial society: the rule of husband over wife (Mt I9.3-I2), of father over chadren 
(I9.I3-15), of householder over wealth (I9.I6-30), and of master over slave 
(20.17-28). A parable of a householder (20.1-16) encapsulates the issue. Jesus sub
verts this conventional pattern by advocating more egalitarian patterns of human in
teraction (20.12). In 20.25 Jesus contrasts disciples with "the rulers of the Gentiles 
[who] lord it over them, and their great men [who] exercise authority over them." He 
rejects the imperial system in which the exercise of power benefits a few at the op
pressive expense of most (Pilgrim I 999: 58-64 ). Significantly both verbs-lord it 
over ( m'ta1C\)pt£uro) and exercise authority over ( x:a~ouma~ro )-are cognates of 
words used for God and Jesus. The imperial system's use of power is condemned in 
part because it claims and misuses what rightly belongs to God/Jesus. The imperial 
system cannot do what Jesus can do (8.5-I3). Jesus' authority means healing and life 
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(8.8), revealing God's will (7.29), forgiveness and healing (9.6, 8; IO.I), and an ex
tension of God's authority over all things (21.23, 24, 27; 28.18). As Lord (!eUpto~) 
he exercises God's salvific will and authority over heaven and earth and over hwnan 

existence (1.20, 22, 24; 2.13, 15, 19; 3.3; 4.7, IO; 5.33; I 1.25, etc.), judgment 

(7.21-22), disease (8.2, 6, 8; 9.28; 15.22, 25), death (8.21), creation (8.25; 14.28, 

30), and the believing community (10.24-25). 
Imperial domination is not to be evident among disciples (20.26a ). Disciples are 

to live an alternative social structure as a community of slaves and servants imitat

ing Jesus who gives his life for others. In this inclusive community, well-being is prac

ticed in mercy, love, and life-giving service (5.43-48, 9.13, I2.7). Economic prac

tices provide for, not exploit, the other (5.42, 6.16--18, 25.3I-46). As a community 

of slaves (20.26--27), it is marginal in the dominant culture but does not imitate its 

hierarchy, domination, and exploitation; it lacks a role for masters (Carter I 994: 

I6I-92). So at the beginning of chapter 2I Jesus enters Jerusalem in a parody of 

Roman triumphs by riding on a donkey (Tatum I998; Carter 2000b ). 
These alternative practices and the worldview that they embody indicate the 

basic posture of discipleship, a life of resistance to the imperial structure. But this 

resistance is not violent (5.39). The Roman reconquest of Palestine and destruc

tion of Jerusalem in 70 have shown the futility of that option. Instead of fight or 

flight, disciples employ active nonviolent resistance ( 5.38-42) to break the cycle 

of imperial violence. Jesus offers four examples of how those without power might 

resist. Instead of the expected submission or violent backlash, actions are chosen 

that refuse intimidation, seize the initiative, challenge what is supposed to demean, 

and assert humanness. Turning the cheek, stripping off all one's clothing and of

fering it to the superior, carrying the soldier's pack a second mile, and using eco

nomic resources for the good rather than the exploitation of the other curtail the 

impact of the imperial system, preserve dignity, seize initiative, and redefine rela

tionships within it (Wink I992: I75-93). 
In addition to the gospel stories, the liturgy of the Matthean community also 

constructs and maintains its alternative communal identity and worldview. The 

community's prayer expresses fundamental discomfort with the status quo by 

praying not only for renewed community in forgiveness and the adequate supply 

of bread, but also for the coming of God's empire, the establishment of God's 

will, and deliverance from temptation and evil (Mt 6.9-I3; Carter 1995, 2000b: 

I63-70; Beck I997: I II-I4). The Eucharist strengthens the same eschatological 

hope (26.29). But liturgy is to be accompanied by merciful actions of feeding the 

hungry and including the unlovely in communities of disciples (25.31-46). The 

community is called an assembly (e1CKA:rtma, Mt I6.I8, I8.I7), a term used for 

potentially dangerous voluntary associations (Kloppenborg and Wilson I 996; 
Carter 2000b ). 
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The gospel story, then, fashions very different relationships with the imperial 
world. It contests these four elements of imperial theology: sovereignty, presence, 
agency, and well-being. It exposes the evil of the present imperial structure as be
ing fundamentally opposed to God's will and condemned to defeat. Jesus' words 
and actions provide and sustain an alternative worldview and practices for an al
ternative community. 

Revelation 
In contrast to the rarely discussed protests of Paul and Matthew, that of Revela
tion has often been studied. The text combines apocalyptic (I. I), prophetic (!.3), 
and epistolary forms (!.4) to pronounce judgment on the current oppressive re
ality, set it in a cosmic context, reassure its audience of God's sovereignty over the 
difficult present and triumphant future, and exhort faithfulness and resistance, 
even to the point of death. 

Though the specifics are debated, a situation of crisis faces the document's au
dience, seven churches in cities in Asia Minor. False leaders and teaching, conflicts 
among religious groups, fading spiritual commitment, disputes with some syna
gogues, the threat of imprisonment and martyrdom, and social and economic 
pressure threaten their existence. While some scholars locate this crisis in empire
wide persecution and martyrdom of Christians by the emperor Domitian, a lack 
of evidence requires a more nuanced understanding of this multifaceted situation 
(Harrington I993: 9-II; Boring I989: 8-23). More convincing is to locate the 
crisis, at least in part, in the sociopolitical pressure placed on Christians by the im
perial cult, especially popular in Asia Minor as a means of uniting people and em
peror (Price I984). All but one of the cities named (Thyatira) had temples for 
offering vows, prayers, and incense to acknowledge Rome's role as chosen by the 
gods, and to seek the well-being of the city and the emperor. While participation 
was not legally mandated, "everyone did it" at meals, trade group gatherings, en
tertainment, etc. Not to participate was to attract attention, suspicion, and accu
sations of disloyalty and "atheism" that could lead to legal or political action 
(Pliny, Ep. 10.96--97). Christians, members of a tradition that renounced idolatry 
and polytheism, were vulnerable. While at least one person in Pergamum, Antipas, 
was martyred (Rv 2.I3), others, perhaps, did not faithfully resist. 

Having named this sociopolitical pressure ( ch. I -3 ), Revelation discerns its 
much larger context in a cosmic struggle between God and Satan. Three images 
portray the Roman Empire as being under Satan's control (Pilgrim I 999: 
I 5 I -6 I). A beast, combining features of the four beasts representing four world 
empires in Daniel 7, emerges from the sea (ch. I3). To this beast, the dragon, Sa
tan, "gave its power and throne and great authority." Rome is Satan's designated 
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agent; it blasphemes against God (I3.6), wars against God's people (I3.7), and 
demands worship (I3.8). A second beast emerges in I3.Il, the agent of the first 
in promoting worship (I3.I2-I6; Scherrer I984) and in controlling economic 
activity (I3.I7). It images the imperial cult along with imperial personnel and 
structures as the empire's instruments. 

Chapter I 7 uses a second image, a prostitute who depicts an unfaithful nation. 
Her great wealth (I7.4), identification as an imperial power Babylon (I7.5), role 
as a murderer (I7.6), power over all the nations (I7.I, IS), and description as "the 
great city that has an empire over the kings of the earth" (I7.I8) points to Rome. 
Judgment on it is announced with a third image, "Fallen is Babylon" ( ch. I8). The 
image invokes another great empire that was used and deposed by God. Chapter 
I8 also declares judgment on "the merchants of the earth" who bring to Rome 
the great wealth of the provinces taken in tribute and taxes for the benefit of the 
elite (I8.II-20; Bauckham I993: 338-83). The book concludes with seven par
allel visions that evoke, with numerous colliding images, God's judgment against 
and victory over her (Rv I9-22). 

The violent but terminal nature of the empire appears in another image, that 
of a lamb wounded or slain but standing. This lamb is first introduced in 5.6 as 
slain (also S.I2) and in 5.9 with reference to its blood. It represents the crucified 
Jesus who has suffered the empire's violence and given his life, the inevitable out
come for any "faithful witness" (1.5). But the lamb stands (5.6), attesting the lim
its of imperial power. God has raised him and installed him in the throne room 
of heaven where he is worthy to receive praise and to open the seals of the scroll 
that outlines God's purposes for history (5.6-14). His resurrection means that the 
empire's violence and deadly power does not give it final say, irrespective of its 
claims. It cannot thwart God's purposes. The lamb also attests the empire's certain 
demise. While the nations make war on him, "the Lamb will conquer them for he 
is Lord of lords and King of kings" (17.14). The document ends with various vi
sions of God's triumph in which the lamb figures prominently (I9.7-9; 21.9, 
22-27; 22.I-3). The outcome is certain though not yet. The lamb's death and res
urrection liberate people from the clutches and claims of the false imperial system 
to share God's reign and life (5.9-IO). Those who have washed in his blood (7.I4) 
share his triumph over the dragon, Satan (I2.IO-II). They are "called and cho
sen and faithful" and victorious (I7.I4). 

The presentation of God's judgment on Rome and final victory over it is con
tinuous throughout the book and functions to reassure the audience of God's sov
ereignty even over such a beastly and Satanic power as Rome. Chapters 2 and 3, in 
which the various dimensions of the present crisis are named, give way to a sudden 
revelation of the heavenly throne and worship ( ch. 4-5). Every detail asserts God's 
sovereignty. Aune (I983) argues that the description resembles and parodies the 
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ceremonial of the imperial court with its emphases on dispensing justice, the role 
of the twenty-four elders, the use of hymns, and the honorific titles. The effect of 
the move is to put the vicissitudes outlined in the seven letters (Rv 2-3) in the per
spective of God's reign and to strengthen the audience in their loyalty to the God 
who holds supreme sovereignty. Chapters 6-I 8 focus on the intensifying eschato
logical distress. Three series of seven visions (seven seals, 6.1-8:1; seven trumpets, 
8.7-I 1:19; seven plagues or bowls 15.1-16.21), organized as a spiral rather than 
in a chronological sequence, emphasize the enactment of God's judgment. The rep
etition is telling as God's judgment and the limited power of Rome are repeated re
peatedly. But also to be noted are the contrasting scenes of salvation that interrupt 
the judgment focus. Chapter 7 (7.1-8, 9-17) separates the sixth and seventh seals 
with visions of the church enjoying God's reign. In 8.1-3 the church is at prayer. 
Worship is a political protest. In 15.I the seven plagues are introduced, but detailed 
description is delayed until the scene of the martyrs praising (Rv 16). The scenes 
provide encouragement by attesting that even now in the midst of the assertion of 
Roman power God's saving purposes are under way and experienced by the faithful 
who also anticipate their completion (Boring 1989: 30--33). 

How, then, are followers of the Lamb to live in the meantime? What are they to 
do about the pressure to honor the emperor in worship? Apocalyptic thinking does 
not offer an escape from the present but creates faithful engagement with it. Boring 
outlines six possible options (1989: 21-23). One is to quit following the Lamb 
while maintaining their jobs, social links, honor, and life. But those who are faith
less, "the cowardly, the faithless ... idolaters;' are condemned to the lake of fire 
(21.8). A second option is to lie, to undergo the formalities of expressing loyalty to 
Rome, but with reservations and recognition of God as Lord. But "all liars" also be
long in the lake of fire (21.8). A third (theoretical) option would be to fight, but 
the slain lamb invokes Jesus' nonviolent response. Chapter 13.10 echoes Jesus' saying 
that to live by the sword is to die by it. A fourth possibility would be to lobby to 
change the law. But given that the imperial system is organized by the ruling elite for 
its own benefit, this is not an option. A fifth option is to create a synthesis between 
Christianity and the emperor cult. The abandorunent of exclusive loyalty and 
monotheistic thinking would be necessary. Perhaps this cultural accommodation was 
somewhat pervasive (is this the "lukewarm" image of 3.16?), that some did not see 
themselves in any situation of crisis. Such a scenario might account for the book's 
attempt to create dear boundaries by employing a very strict cosmic and societal du
alism. A sixth option was martyrdom. Christians could go about their business and 
not participate in imperial ritual, but they must know that if some exerted social 
pressure on them and made legal charges against them, they would face the conse
quences. "If any one is to be taken captive, to captivity they go .... here is a call for 
the endurance and faith of the saints" (13.10). Pilgrim sees the last option, martyr-
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dom, as the document's exhortation (1999: 161--80). There must be no compro
mise and no participation in emperor worship (13.8). Followers of the Lamb have 
different relationships with the emperor. Instead they are to be faithful witnesses like 
Jesus (1.5), patient and enduring in "counter-communities of Christian resistance in 
the midst of the enemy's domain" (Richard 1995: 58), and in anticipation of God's 
final victory and Rome's demise. 

Conclusion 
I have argued that the mighty Roman Empire, with its power relationships structured 
to benefit the ruling elite at the expense of most of the population, while simulta
neously trying to persuade that population that Rome sought their best welfare and 
offered them maximum benefit, was vulnerable to parts of the first-century Christ
ian movement. Expressions of protest and resistance indicate, at least in part, that 
some did not find the social experience and imperial theology plausible and that the 
empire struggled to command loyalty. The empire's vulnerability lay not in a direct 
military attack, the threat of assassination or coup, the risk of economic boycott or 
strike, but in its inability to secure and maintain attachment and loyalty. The very ex
istence of the early Christian communities and texts points to people who did not 
find the imperial system politically, economically, militarily, or ideologically ( theo
logically) compelling. They created new relationships between ruler and ruled by 
constructing alternative, inclusive, more egalitarian communities with a more plau
sible worldview that asserted God's sovereignty and the agency of Jesus, disclosed the 
limitations of imperial claims, envisioned the certain defeat of Rome, and required 
appropriate social practices and behaviors. These communities, their practices, and 
their alternative worldview denied the empire not only the power to control the per
ceptions, practices, norms, loyalties, and attachments of the present and future, but 
also (irony of ironies) its very future with visions that it will succumb to the empire 
of God. Accordingly their threat lay in a combination of theological sabotage, so
cial outflanking, and eschatological extermination. 

There is nothing more dangerous to an ideology than the presence of those who 
no longer take it for granted. Even without extensive argument, the mere presence 
of those who do not believe it, sows the seeds of doubt and prepares for that de
structive question-But must things after all be as they are? ... Christianity was 
at a profound level a deeply subversive force within the empire, because it denied 
and then undermined the religious legitimation of the ideology upon which the 
whole system was erected. (A. Kee 1985: 126) 

But this does not go far enough. It is not only a matter of "thinking makes it so:' 
In addition to the textual presentations of this alternative worldview, the early 
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Christian movement organized (Mann 1986: 301-40) in groups, religio-political 
assemblies ( tlCldTJatat, ekklesiai) that constituted an inclusive, egalitarian, interna
tional movement with alternative social structures, rituals, and practices to em
body these understandings. In the very midst of the empire, these "new relational 
fields" lived their vision of different power relationships and so expressed the con
viction that the imperial world was not structured according to the divine will and 
that "things need not be as they are:' In so thinking and living, they created anal
ternative empire that exposed Rome's lack of hold on people's loyalties and tapped 
into an uneasiness that sought different social structures and a compelling under
standing of the world 

Notes 
I. Momigliano (I987) does not even refer to Christian texts or actions in his discus

sion of religious opposition to Rome, nor does Bowersock, except to suggest that the "ren

der to Caesar" saying accounts for a lack of Christian opposition (1987: 320). Mac

Mullen includes only a passing reference to Revelation (I966: 145). Kautsky (I982) 
outlines the elements of aristocratically dominated empires, but all these seem untouched 

by the early Christians in the first century C.E. (Hanson and Oakman I 998: 69): control 

of the land and peasants, use of military force, an unchanging social structure, passivity, a 

popular preference for peace, the lack of any class struggle. 
2. Herod, who acknowledges Rome as "masters of the world" (Josephus, Ant. I5.387), 

bore the same title (Josephus, Ant. I 6.3 I I). Unless indicated otherwise, all citations of an

cient writers come from or refer to the Loeb Classical Library editions. 

3. Something of the commitment to be seen to be invincible appears in the speech that 

Josephus has Titus, the emperor Vespasian's son and himself a future emperor (79-8 I 
C.E.), give in addressing his cavalry before attacking the city of Tarichaea in Galilee (BJ 
3.472-73, 480; see Mattern I999). 

4. For Aristides, Roman Oration, see J. H. Oliver, "The Ruling Power: A Study of the 

Roman Empire in the Second Century after Christ through the Roman Oration of Aelius 

Aristides:' Transactions of tbe American Philosophical Society 43 (I959): 87I-1003. 
5. Roman occupation meant a census, an accounting of the resources that would be 

taxed (Josephus, Ant I8.I-3). 
6. Stakes in the power game were high. In the first century, at least four emperors were 

murdered, Gaius Caligula in 41, Claudius in 54, Vitellius in 69, and Domitian in 96. A 

fifth, Nero, committed suicide in 68 after being declared a public enemy. 

7. There was also the very bottom layer of the social structure, comprised of the de

graded and expendables. These were people with no skills but only their bodies for labor, 

and those who performed little labor such as criminals, beggars, the physically deformed, 

and the sick. Estimates number this group between 5 and 10 percent (Lenski I966: 
280-84). 

8. Adopting a subjective genitive reading of x(O"tlc; Xptcnoo. 
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Contemporary Ethnic Theory 

W HAT DO MODERN ANTHROPOLOGISTS AND SOCIOLOGISTS mean by 
"ethnicity"? Ethnic identity is one way to delimit and defme group 
identity. Determining or uncovering ethnicity involves examining how 

people articulate difference, the processes by which they draw boundaries between 
their own group and other groups. Ethnicity denotes an identity constructed, de
fined, maintained, and changed by and for a group. Within this group, members 
are bound together by a sense of kinship based on a set of cultural categories such 
as a shared history, nationhood, language, costume, ancestry, and law. 

Some scholars maintain that ethnic identity provides the cultural equivalent 
to racial identity, where groups are associated through a perceived or posited bi
ological lineage or kinship. The Swedish cultural anthropologist Uffe 0stergard, 
for instance, suggests that "ethnos seems to be more suited to cultural than [to] 
biological or kinship differences" (1992: 32). Often, however, it is difficult to 
distinguish between the two categories, since both ethnic and racial groups per
ceive their ties of commonality as deriving from a shared ancestry or kinship. 
Similarly difficult can be the task of distinguishing ethnicity from religion. Re
ligion, too, can tie members of a group together through common history, prac
tices, and heritage. Religion and ethnicity both respond to changing social cir
cumstance; both are shaped by humans who create and maintain these categories 
to define identity (MacKay 2000: I 07). Certain expressions or manifestations 
of religion, such as scripture-the Torah within Jewish communities offers an 
instructive example here-may act as a strong force that ties an ethnic group to 
its past, building a sense of shared identity or mandate (Romanucci-Ross and 
de Vos 1995: 21). Alternatively, there are individuals who have fallen away from 
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a religiously defined ethnic group but maintain membership on a secular basis
for example, secular Jews. At the same time, religion and ethnicity may work at 
cross-purposes. As psychologist and anthropologist George de Vos notes, reli
gious conversion can provoke individuals to deemphasize their ethnic identity 
and to emphasize in its place participation in a new, transcendent, or universal
ist community (I995: 2I). 

In the past thirty years, many scholars of ethnic theory have aligned themselves 
according to two positions: primordialist and circumstantia:list. The second posi
tion (which later developed a third, the constructivist movement) grew in response 
to the perceived limitations of the earlier primordialist school. Proponents of this 
first position define ethnic identity from "objective" features including language, 
dress, territory, religion, kinship, and customs. American anthropologist Manning 
Nash, for instance, defines as a "single recursive metaphor" three cultural markers: 
kinship, commensality, and religious cult (I989: II). Ethnic group members 
feel loyalty, trust, and a sense of commonality with one another because they 
perceive each other as kin, even if they share no biological ties (Scott I 990: I 5 I; 
Dubetsky 1976: 435). In the primordialist position, ethnicity and religion alike 
are perceived as a priori, irreducible social categories. 

One of the troubling implications of the primordialist position, when we ap
ply it to the problem of ethnicity in the ancient world, is that it suggests that the 
content or essential characteristics of distinct ethnicities can be universally known 
and defined. If we determine the language, location, religion, kinship, and customs 
of a group, we succeed in determining its true or authentic identity. This position 
presupposes that there is such an entity as an ethnic group, or such a quality as 
ethnicity, based on a fixed, predetermined, and often assumed set of cultural 
markers or categories. This considerably oversimplifies the reality of social groups 
in the ancient world, concerning which we often have only incomplete and biased 
data. To give an example, let us imagine that we are Christians living in first
century Antioch. We speak Greek, as do our pagan and Jewish neighbors. Our 
family is divided (as were many in the ancient world) between those who espouse 
Christianity and those who have chosen not to convert from the collection of pa
gan religious options open to them. Like Jews, our family observes the Sabbath 
and abstains from foods the Hebrew Scriptures have designated as "unclean:' We 
consider ourselves heirs to the true Israel, but through spiritual rather than bio
logical kinship. Are we, then, part of an ethnic group? Which group? Are we Jew
ish, Christian, Barbarian, Greek, Roman, or Antiochene? What defines one group 
as identifiably ethnic and another not? Now let us imagine that our neighbors 
across the street are also Christian, but as gentile converts to Christianity and 
members of a different community, they do not observe the food prohibitions, 
but they too speak Greek and believe that Jesus is the Messiah. Are they part of 
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the same ethnic group as we are, or a different one? Are all these cultural cate
gories-Jewish, Christian, Antiochene, Greek-truly ethnicities? 

Primordialist definitions of ethnicity, then, can be too inchoate or generaliz
ing to adequately accommodate the minutiae of difference we find in the range of 
Christianities and Judaisms during the first few centuries of the Common Era. 
Any definition will soon disintegrate under the force of dozens of commonsense 
exceptions. These definitions also oversimplify the boundary-drawing process in
tegral to human social existence. The same individual in first-century Antioch is 
likely to identify herself differently in different situations as Jewish, Christian, Ro
man, or Antiochene, either in solidarity with or in reaction to other groups that 
she encounters. If we assert that all these categories are indeed ethnicities, then 
"ethnic identity" becomes vague enough to lose its meaning as a marker of dif
ference. If we say that being Jewish constitutes an ethnicity but being Christian 
does not, we have to be able to justify our choice of cultural categories and mark
ers that comprise the content of our particular defmition of Jewish ethnicity. Pri
mordialist definitions of ethnicity may work if we are considering the ancient 
world in generalizing terms, but it will likely not help us to understand individu
als or groups unless we examine very carefUlly our own standards by which we 
measure their own constructions of identity-otherwise, any attempts at recon
structing ancient ethnicities are more likely to obscure than to illuminate. 

A second implication of the primordialist position, no less troubling than the 
first, is that it may quickly degrade into a type of ethnic essentialism, such as the po
sition that Jews were by nature belligerent, or hairsplitting with regard to the inter
pretation of their Law. Ethnic stereotypes often are reinforced in ideological litera
ture composed by those outside the group. Modern scholars, too, may be influenced 
by this ideological or polemical material, particularly if it expresses views already 
consonant with their own prejudices. Early Christianity scholar John Meagher, for 
instance, once famously remarked that "Antiquity, on the whole, disliked Jews" 
(I979: 2I), although our extant sources scarcely bear out such a conclusion. Simi
larly, an earlier generation of scholars often alluded to the attitude of superiority ex
pressed by the Jewish community toward other groups (e.g., Borgen 1992: 125). 
New Testament scholar Carl Holladay writes of the "rhetoric of moral superiority" 
in Judaism that "derives from a well-developed sense of ethnic identity" (1992: 
I 57). Yet extant Jewish sources rarely express such moral superiority, although this 
attitude is abundantly evident in polemical constructions of Jewish identity from the 
canonical Gospels. In fact, as early as the first century C.E. Philo (Vrrt. 141) vigor
ously defended his fellow Jews from the polemical charge of misanthropy. 

The methodological pitfalls of the primordialist position, then, make it a dan
gerous (or at least, inadequate) tool to apply to the problem of early Christian eth
nicity. But social theorists have posited a second, revisionist model for ethnic theory 
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that may prove to be more usefuL Norwegian functionalist anthropologist Fredrik 
Barth proposes a model of ethnicity that is not founded upon a fixed character or 
essence for the group (Barth 1969; see also 0stergard 1992: 36). Developed in re
action to the essentializing inherent in the primordialist perspective (see Eller and 
Coughlan 1993: 187-92), Barth's circumstantialist position examines groups not by 
a priori categories such as nationhood or language, but through a group's construc
tion, manipulation, and transgression of boundaries that separate it from others. In 
other words, circumstantialists focus on contests over boundaries that demarcate and 
define the group, not the "cultural stuff that it encloses" (Barth 1969: 15). These 
boundaries are flexible; they are constructed in particular contexts and in response 
to particular issues. Historian Walter Pohl, for example, employs a circumstantialist 
model in his investigation of late Roman ethnic identity when he notes that ethnic 
communities in the Roman Empire were not "immutable biological or ontological 
essences, but the results of historical processes" (1998: 9; emphasis mine). 

From a circumstantialist perspective, survival of an ethnic group is not the re
sult of biological reproduction but the outcome of "a continued interest on the 
part of its members in maintaining the boundaries" (Goudriaan 1992: 76). As 
soon as the maintenance of ethnic identity is considered irrelevant, Goudriaan 
notes, the ethnic group disappears. We see this happen in the case of early Chris
tianity, as Christians grow to become the dominant group within the empire. By 
the time of Constantine's "conversion" in 312 C.E., Christians had successfully re
defined the limits of ethnicity and reached great enough numbers that they con
stituted a clear majority. With imperial patronage of Christianity now secure and 
the number of pagans clearly in decline, the rhetoric of ethnicity was no longer 
necessary, along with the concomitant linguistic and conceptual division of Chris
tians as "we" and pagans (or Jews) as "they:' 

With the circumstantialist discourse of ethnicity, we are better served as we ex
plore the problem of ethnic groups in antiquity. There was a broad range of social 
classifications that a group could negotiate in its process of self-definition, and 
which markers out of several they selected varied in response to their own require
ments and perceptions of otherness. To return to our Jewish Christian Antiochene 
family, if the members chose to identify themselves as Christian and to identify their 
gentile Christian neighbors across the street as non-Christians, we are bound by the 
limits of their own self-definitions; we cannot impose upon them markers or limi
tations that they themselves did not emphasize. We cannot call them "ethnically Jew
ish" if they are emphasizing their status as Christians, even if they circumcise their 
sons and derive from a Jewish lineage. We are compelled to investigate, too, what his
torical and sociological factors led to those choices and definitions. 

Because ethnicity still constitutes a relatively new conceptual category, much 
work remains to be done on its general applicability to the ancient world. This 
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chapter offers only the broadest outlines of significant issues and problems that 
have yet to be fully explored. By drawing on elements from both primordialism 
and circumstantialism, one of the tasks of this chapter will be to explore the use
fulness of the category of ethnicity for understanding Christianity's emergence 
from its mother religion Judaism. First, we must spend some time defining the 
term ethnos as it was employed in the ancient world. We can then approach the 
question of whether or not Judaism of the Roman world constituted an ethnos at 
all. Since the Jewish people of the Roman Empire fit many of the criteria mod
ern ethnic theorists set out as defining an ethnic group--yet ancient Christians do 
not-we may question at which point both primordialists and circumstantialists 
would claim that Christianity ceases to become an "ethnicity" in the ancient 
world. The rhetoric and polemics of identity in the New Testament offer fine 
sources to mine here. Finally, we can investigate some of the ways in which early 
Christians usurped and altered the concept of ethnos to define themselves against 
other identifiable ethnic groups in the empire. However, a caveat is in order: if we 
understand ethnicity as an essentialized social reality in the ancient world-in 
other words, that Jews, Christians, and Romans objectively constituted actual, dis
tinct ethnicities-we face difficulties. If we understand ethnicity as the process of 
boundary drawing by which one group distinguishes itself from a broader whole, 
we are better served. The remainder of this chapter, then, will focus on the prob
lems and discourse of "otherness" between Jews, Christians, and Romans in an
tiquity and the different ways in which we might understand these problems and 
discourses as constructed in response to social context. 

Etbnos as a Category in the Ancient World 
Our first task when defining and discussing ethnicity in the ancient world is to es
tablish the semantic nuances of the words ethnos and etbne in Greek. The instances 
of the word in Greek literature prior to the Christian era reveal that ethnos carried 
with it none of the resonances or associations that modern sociology assigns it. In 
the Liddell and Scott Greek-English lexicon (ninth ed., I997: 480), the word eth~ 
nos designates distinct, discrete groups of people or animals living together, or a 
company or body of men. Greek writers employ the term to describe large amor
phous groups of animals, synonymous with "swarms" or "flocks:' For instance, 
Sophocles (c. 496--406 B.C.E.) labels groups of wild animals as an ethnos (Sopho
cles, PhiL I I 4 7; Ant. 344) and Homer (eighth century B.C.E.) uses the terms ethnea 
melisson and ethnea ornithOn to refer to swarms of bees and flocks of birds. The term 
can also point to a gender; Xenophon (c. 43I-352 B.C.E.) writes of to tbily ethnos, 
"the feminine race" and Pindar (c. 522-438) of both the ethnos gynaikon and the 
ethnos aneron, the female and male "races" respectively. Homer wrote of ethnos etaron, 
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"a band of comrades" or ethnos laon, a "band of men" in the Iliad, as well as the klyta 
ethnea nekron, the "glorious host of the dead" in the Odyssey (0stergard 1992: 31). 
Three observations are salient here. First, the word ethnos originally signified only 
"group" (or more precisely, "grouping"), not the particular identity of that group 
in contrast to another one. Second, it suggested that all members of that group 
were of the same type or category. Third, in the most archaic usage, the term eth
nos carried neither positive nor negative connotations. 

Beyond designating a group that lives and acts in common, the term ethnos 
comes into conventional use during the Hellenistic period as a term employed by 
one group to identify and classify a perceived other. For Hellenistic Greeks, those 
identifiable others included Egyptians, Persians, and Babylonians. The playwright 
Aeschylus (c. 525-456 B.C.E.), for instance, uses it of the Persians (Aeschylus, 
Pers. 43, 56). Aristotle (c. 384-322; Pol. 1324.b.IO) applies the term to inhabi
tants of northwestern Greece whose social organization he considered "primi
tive" in comparison with the Hellenes of the polis. In other words, the word eth
nos developed negative connotations as early as the third century B.C.E., 
designating a category of social behavior marked by difference, otherness, and 
implicit inferiority. 

We find this new, particularist meaning of the term ethnos entering into the dis
course of the Roman Empire. In its feminine form ta ethne, for instance, later Ro
man authors such as Appian (second century C.E.) use it to refer to foreigners or 
inhabitants of the provinces (Bell. Civ. 2.13, 26; c£ Herodianus 1.2.1). Arguably, 
any hegemonic society committed to expansion and domination would develop a 
discourse of otherness, in which boundaries are carefully demarcated between 
those who belong to a nation, race, or ethnicity and those who stand outside it. 
The discourse of ethnicity speaks to the need to define and preserve intact the 
limits of culture, to impose order on the confusing jumble of identities within and 
outside the oikumene. 

Accordingly, we find during the Hellenistic and Roman periods the rise of 
ethnography as a distinct historiographical genre, a type of literary corollary to 
the ideology of political expansion. Ethnographic literature is marked by various 
strategies of distinction, by the drawing of clear conceptual boundaries. This new 
ethnography-first evident among Greek scientists as early as the fifth century 
B.C.E.--comes to be manifested in various historiographical genres, including his
tory (e.g., Herodotus, Tacitus), chorography (e.g., Pomponius Mela ), and geogra
phy (e.g., Strabo ). Roman writers categorized "Barbarian" communities by origin 
(origo;gens), language (sermo, lingua), religion (mores; cultus; instituta ritusque), and out
ward appearance (habitus corporum) as well as by more culturally specific categories 
such as geography and climate, which the Romans understood as crucial to deter
mining character and behavior. There are clear negative implications to this type 
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of taxonomization inherent in the process of defining ethnicity. As Uffe 
0stergard notes, "when the Greeks called other peoples Barbarians, when the 
Christians classified non-Christians as Gentiles ... they did this in order to make 
them recognize their inferior status. A basically asymmetrical relation was at stake" 
(1992: 35). This essentially conservative agenda fit Greek and then Roman goals 
of expansion, conquest, and assimilation. It also provided convenient foils against 
which to balance Greek, then Roman, notions of virtue. 

The term ethnos within Hellenistic Jewish and early Christian literature pre
serves a rather different set of connotations than that which we find in the histo
riographical or philosophical literature of the classical world. The Arndt et al. 
Creek-English Lexicon of the New Testament (1979: 218) develops an ernie-eric distinc
tion between the masculine noun ethnos, "nation, people" and the feminine ethne, 
"foreigners:'1 Ethnos can refer to outsiders-it is used to refer, for instance, to the 
Samaritan people Oosephus, Ant. 18:85; Acts 8.9)-but more frequently it desig
nates the Jewish people (Philo, DecaL 96). 

Ethne, however, we often find employed etically. In the Septuagint, for in
stance, ethne translates the Hebrew term goyim-all those who stand outside Ju
daism. This etic use continues in the New Testament, where the word is rendered 
repeatedly in the Vulgate as gentilis and hence into English as "Gentiles;' as in 
Romans 16.4, "all the churches of the ethne" (see also Gal 2.12; Eph 3.1). The 
term ethne designates those peoples who are not Christian; it is, in short, a term 
of exclusion. As an exclusionary term, the word also has the connotation of re
ligious and moral superiority. We see this clearly in constructions such as the 
anoma ethne or "lawless heathen" of the first century Martyrdom of Polycarp 9:2. For 
the most part, however, the term ethnos has a range of discernable meanings in 
the seventy-one instances of the word preserved in the New Testament, and we 
cannot categorize them as neatly as Arndt et al. (1979) suggest-the term is 
employed both emically and etically. 

To conclude, both the terms ethnos and ethne, as found in the New Testament, 
reveal little about what we now term "ethnicity" or "ethnic identitY:' The word re
veals only that those who composed the various writings that comprise the New 
Testament followed the traditional language of the Septuagint when speaking of 
other groups of people who were not organized similarly. It is also important to 
note that the term ethnos is construed by modern cultural anthropologists in a 
manner more nuanced and sophisticated than in ancient parlance. One could ar
gue that to speak of "Jewish ethnicity" or "Christian ethnicity" in antiquity is 
dangerously anachronistic, since both context and content of the term ethnos in the 
first century before the Common Era and the three centuries that followed re
mained rather different than what modern social theorists mean by ethnicity in the 
contemporary context. 
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The Function of Ethnicity in Roman 
Definitions of Judaism 
Because Christianity emerged out of Judaism, it is worthwhile addressing whether 
or not primordialists could viably assert that Judaism formed a distinctive, identi
fiable ethnic group in antiquity, and what set of criteria they invoke to define it as 
such. The ancient Greeks first encountered the Jews as far back as the sixth century 
B.C.E., when Jewish refugees from the Babylonian Conquest settled in Sardis in Asia 
Minor, then called Lydia. Much later, Hellenistic ethnographers such as Hecataeus 
of Abdera (c. 300 B.C.E.) took a great and generally positive interest in Jewish cul
ture. Overall, the Greeks depicted the Jews as a race of philosophers (Gager I983: 
39). Strabo (c. 63 B.C.E-24 C.E.) identified the Jews as one of four etbne in Pales
tine, along with Idumeans, Gazeans, and Azoteans (Strabo, Geogr. I6.2, 2). The 
concept of Judaism as an etbnos, then, was first and foremost a Greek ethnographi
cal construction. Under Greek rule, Jews themselves came to adopt the term, using 
it to articulate their own conceptions of nationhood; thus Josephus (c. 3 7-9 5 C.E.) 
in his Antiquities of the Jews borrows extensively from Strabo's detailed work on Jew
ish identity and culture. Philo (c. 20 B.C.E.-50 C.E.), too, employs the term to etbnos 
as a synonym for oi Ioudaioi (Philo, Fug. I85; Mutat. I9I; Abr. 276). Often, Philo ap
pears to use the term to describe the Jews as a "nation" or "people" set apart from 
"the whole human race" (Philo, Spec. I.I90, 2.263), or from "Greeks and barbar
ians" (Philo, Opif. 28; Mos. 2.I2; Mutat. 35; ugat. 83, 102, I4I, I45). 

If Jews were to the Greeks and Romans a recognized, distinct etbnos, they were 
hardly an invisible minority. They were numerically stronger in the first two cen
turies of the Common Era than Christians, even after the destruction of the 
Jerusalem Temple in 70 C.E. Estimates place them at approximately six million out 
of a total population of sixty million, or between 6 and I 0 percent of the popu
lation (Wilson I995: 2I). In certain regions, including Palestine, Syria, Egypt, 
and Asia Minor, their numbers were substantially higher (Wilson 1995: 2I). The 
epigraphic and archaeological data suggest to Stephen Wilson that "Jews retained 
their identity" in the Roman Empire (Wilson 1995: 21) although they were well 
integrated into civic life, as the large synagogues at Sardis, Aphrodisias, and Ostia 
have revealed. Jewish communities also attracted a large number of proselytes, 
which certainly threatened any attempts by both Jews and Romans to keep Ju
daism distinct from Romanitas. The Roman patrician Seneca, in the first century, 
thus decried "the customs of this accursed race" that have "gained such influence 
that [the Jews] are now received throughout the whole world" (Seneca, in Augus
tine, Civ. Dei 6. I I). 

What measured "Jewish identity" in antiquity? Since the Jews had first caught 
the interest of Greek ethnographers, they had been identified according to a fairly 
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narrow but consistent set of peculiarities we might understand as marks of eth
nicity: they worshipped at the Jerusalem Temple; they circumcised their sons; they 
observed dietary laws (both Romans and Greeks found the Jewish refusal to eat 
pork, in particular, as highly peculiar); and they paid the Temple tax. From the sec
ond century B.C.E., the Jewish people constituted a protected minority with a dis
tinctive and separate legal status. The emperor Augustus upheld the Jews' right
already established less formally for two centuries-to live according to their 
ancestral traditions (Philo, FLucus 50; Legat. I 52-58). Observation of the Sabbath 
was theirs by legal right, as was the right to recuse themselves from military duty 
and to pay obeisance to the emperor through prayers rather than through partici
pation in the imperial cult. No other subject peoples held such privileges. 

Consistently over time, delineations of Jewish ethnicity shifted--often 
markedly-during the Roman period, particularly in the wake of the Jewish re
volts and the destruction of the Jerusalem Temple in 70 C.E. With the destruction 
of the Temple, Temple worship could no longer define Jewish identity. The obli
gation to pay the Temple tax remained after the Temple's destruction, but only be
cause the Roman governments continued to exact it from those Jews who identi
fied themselves as such. With the disbanding of the Sanhedrin and the expulsion 
of the Jews from Palestine by Hadrian's imperial decree (135 C.E.), the Jewish-run 
"nation" of Judaea ceased to be a political entity, leaving Jewish identity deter
mined only by its religious or ethnical features. Even these features were fluid, 
however, as Jews strove to redefine the limits of religious behavior away from Tem
ple observance and toward participation in community-oriented synagogues. For 
their part, many Romans during this period also actively embraced elements of 
Jewish identity. As John Gager observes, "not even the war of 66-73 proved that 
Judaism was incompatible with Ramanitas" (1983: 66). Menachem Stern also de
scribes the first century as one "marked by the unprecedented diffusion of Jewish 
ideas and customs among various classes of society. Jewish identity, as its customs 
and religion entered the Roman mainstream, quickly became divorced from any 
notion of biological kinship, or even from any concept of "nationhood" (in Greek 
and Latin Authors on Jews and Jerusalem 3, 362). 

That the category of Judaism as an ethnos becomes inchoate in the first and sec
ond centuries is hardly surprising within the ideological parameters of the empire. 
As a strategy of distinction, ethnicity emphasizes differences rather than similar
ities. However, a strategy that delimits otherness can only exist within a particu
lar political climate. Within Rome's totalizing regime, Roman ideologies of em
pire (unlike those of the Late Republic) were concerned with erasing distinctions, 
not reifying them. Thus in the darkest years for the Jews following the Bar Kokhba 
revolt (135-38 C.E.), rabbinic literature preserves evidence of severe imperial per
secution: cultural markers such as circumcision, Sabbath observance, study of 
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Torah, and the ordination of rabbis were outlawed (m.Sabb. 4.II; b.B.Bat. 60b; b.Ber. 
6 I b). As Stephen Wilson observes, "Jews were being compelled to live in a man
ner indistinguishable from Gentiles" (I995: 8). 

If, then, Jews of the second century were no longer exempted by laws that disal
lowed groups from maintaining visible markers of ethnicity in the Roman Empire 
and had lost their major religious focus in the Jerusalem Temple, did they still con
stitute an ethnic group? One social theorist, Koen Goudriaan, asserts that they did: 
"the Jews were and remained a distinct ethnic group just because they themselves as 
well as the non-Jews focused on Jewish loyalty. in whatever form, to the Law" (I992: 
94 ). Goudriaan argues that Hellenization--and by extension, Romanization--did 
not automatically entail changes in Jewish ethnic identity, since that identity was 
based upon a single, irreducible marker: Jews remained "loyal" to Torah. 

Yet there are two problems with Goudriaan's conclusion: first, it presupposes 
that observation of Torah constituted for Jews-and by extension, for us as mod
ern social theorists-an objective measure of ethnicity. But one could argue that 
the Jews' adherence to Torah was entirely a feature of Jewish religion, not Jewish 
ethnicity. Second, following Goudriaan's logic, any non-Jews who observed 
Torah-and there were many gentile converts in the first two centuries of the Ro
man Empire-would automatically be ethnic Jews. Since Christians likewise ob
served the Law-although in certain circumstances they did so differently from 
many Jews-Goudriaan would also have to concede that these Christians were 
ethnically Jews. To solve this conundrum, a more circumstantialist position might 
get us closer to the truth. Jews of the first century-particularly Jews of the 
Diaspora-were deeply engaged with drawing, redrawing, and transgressing eth
nic boundaries in a variety of ways (see Holladay 1992: I53). VictorTcherikover 
(I970) has emphasized the importance of cultural assimilation for the Jews living 
in the empire beginning with Hadrian's reign in I I 7 C.E. Hellenization and Ro
manization evinced not a loss of Jewish ethnic identity, but new understandings 
of the contours of that identity. 

In summary, it is difficult to access notions of Jewish ethnic separateness in the 
first three centuries of the empire and the two centuries that preceded it. Accord
ingly, modern scholars read sources and evidence very differently. Our understand
ing of the degree to which the Jews maintained a distinct society or actively par
ticipated in the broader cultural life of the empire is a matter of interpretation, not 
fact. The range of interpretations on this matter can be revealed in the professional 
disagreements of seminal scholars of Judaism such as Elias Bickerman, Martin 
Hengel (1974/1998), VictorTcherikover (1970), and E. R. Goodenough (1988), 
who perceived very different levels of Jewish engagement with Hellenism and Ro
manization. None of these scholars misrepresents the status of Jewish identity; 
each simply reads the evidence differently. The difference of perspectives between 
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them serves to highlight the complexity of assigning identities to a group of peo
ple in the ancient world based on insufficient and often biased ideological material. 

Ethnicity and Ethnic Constructions in the New Testament 
Jesus was a Jew living within Judaea. There can be little ambiguity as to his reli
gious affiliation. Yet the Gospels' accounts of his life, composed two generations 
after his death, reflect the crisis of self-identification that the earliest Christians 
faced. Neither fully Jewish nor fully Roman, early Christians sought to forge for 
themselves a new identity. On the one hand, early Christians found themselves be
yond the limits of Jewish ethnicity as represented by the Jewish legal status as a 
distinct nationhood and society. At the same time, as mixed communities of dis
sident Jews and Gentiles with a utopian and messianic orientation, Christians were 
more inclined to define themselves as the "true Israel" than as Romans. 

Just as we face ambiguity when we seek to determine whether a category of 
practice such as dietary regulations define ethnicity or religion, the earliest Chris
tians faced similar confusion on where to draw the lines demarcating Jewish reli
gion from Jewish custom. If Jews could be defined ethnically by their monothe
ism, their unique observances of Torah such as food restrictions, purity laws, and 
so on, these were the very markers that also defined them religiously. But these 
same features also defined earliest Christianity. If, on the other hand, Jews could 
be defined ethnically by their claim to nationhood or their structures of kinship, 
so could Christians, who also used such categories in a similar way to define them
selves. According to categories of modern ethnic theory, it becomes very difficult 
to distinguish these groups from one another. Instead, we may be less confounded 
if we search for moments in Christian texts when these ethnic categories become 
disputed and contested between Christians and Jews, as they strove to formulate 
new self-definitions. For the purposes of this chapter, we will confine our investi
gation to two "case studies" in ethnical self-determination: the Gospels of Mark 
and Matthew. 

Our earliest of the canonical Gospels, the Gospel of Mark, reflects the grow
ing chasm between communities of more traditionally oriented Jews and those 
Jews and proselytes to Judaism who believed that Jesus was the awaited Messiah. 
Written in the shadow of the Jewish war and the destruction of the Jerusalem 
Temple in 70 C.E., the gospel reflects some of the earliest attempts of Jesus' fol
lowers to define themselves against Judaism. This conflict is articulated most 
clearly in Jesus' vigorous debates against the Jewish religious authorities. The Phar
isees argue with Jesus about fasting (2.I8-22), the Sabbath (2.23-3.6), pollution 
(7.I-8.23, 2.22), divorce (10.2-I2), and paying taxes (I2.13-17). Significantly, 
these were all customs that Jews retained in the empire through legal right, yet they 
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were also marks of difference from Roman custom. In a concrete sense, they de
fined the contents of Jewish identity in the context of the empire. 

Mark calls into question the centrality of the Jewish law, particularly rulings 
on purity and Sabbath observance. In a lengthy discussion of Jewish purity laws 
(7.1-23) Jesus debates with the Pharisees about the necessity of hand washing be
fore dining (7.2-5) and dietary laws (kasbrut) (7.I4-23). Jesus dearly-and re
markably-abrogates the food laws, declaring that "whatever goes into a person 
from outside cannot defile ... for it is what comes out of a person that defiles" 
(7.I8b ). To emphasize this point, Mark erases any ambiguity of interpretation 
with his declaration, "Thus he declared all food dean" (7.I9). We learn from this 
passage at least two things. First, Mark's audience needs to have the contours of 
Jewish observance mapped out for them; he has to tell them explicitly at 7.3-4 
that all Jews follow purity laws. Second, it is equally dear that Mark's community 
no longer follows these laws; they define themselves against them rather than by 
them, and thus by extension they define themselves against one feature of Jewish 
ethnicity. 

We find a similar perspective governing Mark's interpretation of the scope of 
the Sabbath. Twice, Mark recounts controversies over Sabbath observation 
(2.23-28, 3.I-6). As generations of scholars have noted, in neither case does 
Jesus reject the necessity of keeping the Sabbath, but suggests mitigating circum
stances: it is subject to humane demands (3.4). Still more remarkably, Jesus insin
uates that it can be displaced by messianic authority: the Son of Man is Lord even 
of the Sabbath (2.28). 

Scholars have been divided on whether the author of Mark's Gospel was Jew
ish or Gentile, but recent scholarship has provided persuasive evidence that he was 
a Gentile, living in a community of Christians in Syria, possibly between T yre and 
Galilee (Theissen 1991: 236-49). Because of their largely gentile background, 
and in contrast to other Jewish Christian groups, this community did not see 
themselves as continuing Israel. They apparently did not follow purity laws or laws 
of kasbrut; Jesus as Messiah also came, in a concrete and immediate way, to replace 
the Temple as the focus of religious identity. In a real sense, then, the Christians 
of Mark's community rejected the very heart of Jewish religion, and they drew 
nothing we might call "ethnic identity" from Judaism. Strikingly, in the two in
stances when we find the word ethnos in the gospel, it reflects Mark's universalism. 
In Mark I I. I 7 Jesus notes that the Jerusalem Temple is not exclusively for Jews 
but is a "house of prayer for all nations"; in Mark 13.10, Jesus notes that the 
gospel must be preached "to all nations:' 

Unlike the Gospel of Mark, the Gospel of Matthew apparently emerged from 
a Jewish-Christian context. Yet the ambiguities of identity politics are never resolved 
but merely take a different form than they had in Mark. Matthew's Gospel intensi-
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fies the field of debate: it excoriates the Jewish authorities with Jesus' harsh antithe
ses against the Scribes and Pharisees, while simultaneously emphasizing Jesus as the 
most authoritative interpreter of Torah. The Jewishness of this gospel-and by ex
tension Matthew's community-is clear in Matthew's refusal to translate Aramaic 
terms, his liberal use of citations from the Old Testament, and above all, his ten
dency to offer the "nations" or ethne as negative examples (see 5.47, 6.7, I8.I7). 

Matthew's treatment of Jewish law stands in sharp contrast to Mark's. In his 
version of the narrative in which Jesus and his disciples pluck grain on the Sabbath 
(Mt I2.I--8), Matthew (as Luke) excises the incendiary messianism of Jesus' claim 
that the Son of Man rules the Sabbath as its Lord. Similarly, Matthew excludes 
Mark's claim that all foods are now clean (Mk 7:I9) as well as the claim that things 
from the outside cannot defile (Mk 7.I8-I9). Matthew's Jesus never abandons 
Jewish law; by contrast, Jesus comes not to abolish but to fulfill (Mt 5.I7). At the 
same time, Jesus' pronouncement of woes against the Scribes and Pharisees suggests 
that there was a high degree of rancor between Matthew's community and other 
Jewish communities. Most likely Matthew's community faced significant opposi
tion from the wider body of Jews, who (judging from the emphasis on Jesus as the 
new Moses) accused them of ignoring or transgressing the Law. 

This rejection of the Law, however, Matthew's Gospel vigorously disputes. Jesus' 
altercations with the Jewish authorities center around not merely Law but also cus
tom: eating with Gentiles and sinners (9.II), fasting (9.I4), the Sabbath (I2.2, I4), 
hand washing (I5.I, I2), divorce (I9.3), and civic disobedience (22.I5-I6; see Wil
son I 99 I: 5 I). Although his community may have loosened some of the restrictions 
of postbiblical Jewish customs, they likely observed the Sabbath, kept kosher, and (al
though the gospel is silent on this issue) circumcised their male children. In terms of 
et:imicity, while Jews and Jewish Christians defined themselves as distinct from one an
other by virtue of their religious views-particularly their understanding of Jesus as 
Messi~utsiders coexisting with them in the same city may have had a difficult 
time distinguishing them as ethnically distinct. 

From the Gospels of Mark and Matthew, then, we are unable to detect a dis
course of ethnicity that corresponds to a "primordialist" position. In short, we are 
unable to find any notion of Christian ethnicity distinct from Jewish ethnicity. Yet 
Christians of the first century no longer necessarily identified themselves as Jews, 
although they shared with their mother religion its monotheism, emphasis on 
Torah, and other postbiblical customs. Here, circumstantialist constructions of 
ethnicity offer us a more useful model for understanding the dilemma faced by the 
earliest Christians. The variety of positions early Christians assumed vis-a-vis 
Judaism reflects an elaborate, extended process of self-definition. They were in the 
process of drawing and redrawing boundaries, thereby exploring and extending 
their interpretation of community. 
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In this summary so far, I have intentionally neglected the case of Paul and his 
communities. Since the canonical Gospels represent relatively late traditions and 
exercises in first-century Christian self-definition, Paul remains our best witness 
for earlier material; his active ministry likely spanned the years 50-70 C.E. I have 
saved Paul until the end of this discussion because he developed a distinctive no
tion of "nationhood" that had lasting, measurable influence on the manner in 
which Christian communities defined themselves for hundreds of years to follow. 

Paul himself rarely uses the word etbnos in his undisputed letters, employing it 
only when he refers to the Abrahamic covenant in which God extends his prom
ise to all the etbne ( Gn I 7.4 ). The biblical doctrine of covenantal election gener
ally circumscribes Jewish ethnic identity. Beyond ratifying nationhood by divine 
favor, it also suggests both biological and spiritual kinship. Yet Paul invokes the 
category of "nation" as part of his message that Gentiles are now invited into sal
vation in Christ (e.g., Rom 4.17, 10.19; Gal3.8). In Paul's understanding, God's 
promise to Abraham that Abraham would be the father of the "nations" meant 
that the ethnical identity of God's Chosen People ought not to be understood as 
founded solely upon Jewish biological kinship. Whether or not Paul intended to 
abrogate Judaism in some absolute sense has been a matter of vigorous academic 
debate (see Reuther 1974; Gager I983); what is abundantly clear, however, is that 
Paul considered God's promise of salvation as extending beyond the circumscribed 
Septuagintal boundaries of Jews as a "chosen people" to include gentile converts. 

Paul retains the idea of divine favor defining ethnic identity; yet he deemphasizes 
biological kinship and emphasizes in its place spiritual community. Paul addresses his 
communities as "my brethren" no fewer than sixty-five times. In his instructions to 
them, Paul employs a distinct discourse of otherness. He refers to those outside the 
community simply as "the outsiders" (hoi exE) (I Cor 5.12 and I3; I Thes 4.12; Col 
4.5), or the "unrighteous" (adikoi; I Cor 6.1, 9). We find a corresponding emphasis 
on "language of belonging" (on Pauline as the "elect;' see I Thes 1.4; Rom 8.33; Col 
3.12; I Cor 1.27; Eph I.4). Accordingly, early Pauline communities policed their 
boundaries using a rhetoric of difference that circumstantialists might easily construe 
as a "discourse of ethnicity;' even if the "cultural stuff" that Paulinism enclosed may 
have differed in no significant way from that of other Jewish Christian groups in the 
first century, in terms of language, dress, and customs. 

The Function of Ethnicity in 
Early Christianity IOQ-325 c.E. 
The past twenty years has witnessed a plethora of studies that explore the socio
logical factors at work in the formation and development the Jesus movement and 
early Palestinian Christianity. Here, the work of Gerd Theissen, Richard Horsley, 
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Sean Freyne, and John Dominic Crossan has greatly illuminated our understand
ing of Christianity's struggles for self-definition within the matrix of Palestinian 
Judaism. Yet their work only underscores the fact that before the second century, 
any divisions between Christians and Jews is likely to be artificial, the product of 
our own desire to categorize. Indeed, there is some evidence that pagans had dif
ficulty distinguishing between the two. Stephen Wilson notes, "During the early 
decades of the Christian movement they were, to outside eyes, largely indistin
guishable from Jews and therefore treated as such" (I995: 16). 

If we attempt to construct an ethnicity for Christians from the end of the first 
century until the Edict of Milan (3I3 C.E.) and Constantine's conversion (325 
C.E. ), we soon run into significant difficulties. The earliest Christians were Jews, 
and yet, as we have seen from the Gospels, their belief that Jesus was the awaited 
Messiah quickly put them in conflict with Judaism. If we attempt to classify early 
Christians initially as of Jewish ethnicity by kinship and biological ancestry, we are 
confounded when, as early as twenty years after Jesus' death, Paul opens up his 
communities to Gentiles. The problem of constructing ethnicity becomes clear: 
No longer Jews by blood, the Christians of Pauline communities also did not 
share any group identity beyond a religious conviction; they were of different so
cial classes, citizens and noncitizens, either Jews or Gentiles by birth. The Pauline 
Christians also comprised, by the second century, the bulk of Christians in the 
empire. For these Christians, their only kinship revolved around a symbolic par
ticipation in an eschatologically oriented "body of Christ:' 

By the middle of the second century, Christians had separated from Judaism, 
but had also lost many of the cultural markers that defined them in Roman eyes 
as members of a distinct society. There was no distinctively Christian dress, no 
food or purity rules, no one quarter of the Roman city where Christians alone 
lived. Archaeologist Graydon Snyder points out the absence of material evidence 
for Christianity prior to 180 C.E.; it is impossible to distinguish Christian from 
non-Christian culture in funerary art, symbols, inscriptions, and even buildings. 
Snyder notes that it took over a century for Christians to develop a distinctive 
mode of self-expression (I985: 2). With no identifiable markers of dress, speech, 
or custom, any Christian community before the Edict of Milan in 3I3 C.E. was 
more likely to have been what anthropologist Benedict Anderson terms an "imag
ined community" (199I), constructed in the hearts and minds of a scattered and 
otherwise culturally diverse population of Christians. Living under at least the 
threat of persecution, Christian individuals might have been well known to one 
another. But they might not have, considering their numbers were so low. For 200 
C.E., their numbers ranged from I to 1.5 million, or 1.4 percent to 2.5 percent of 
the population of the empire, which was, at the time, around 60 million (Mac
Mullen I984: 109-10, I35 n. 26). Robert Grant (1977 /1978: 6) estimates that 
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7,000 Christians lived in Rome at the end of the second century, that is, about I 
percent of the total population of 700,000, or 0.36 percent of the total popula
tion of the empire. 

Paradoxically, this absence of dear ethnicity whether perceived, constructed, 
or claimed-combined with their miniscule numbers-actually posed a chal
lenge to Christians in the Roman world. Jews were a recognized and often privi
leged ethnic minority in the empire. Christians were not. Jews had the weight of 
antiquity behind their privilege; Christianity, as it separated from Judaism, lost 
that claim to antiquity. Christianity, as a newcomer on the religious horizon, 
faced all the problems of a nouveau ricbe. It was a religion without a history, with
out a dearly defined etbnos. 

Yet often Christians did find themselves defined as (or defined against) an etb
nos in the eyes of their pagan contemporaries, primarily through their association 
with the earlier-defined, perceived etbnos of Judaism. Within Roman conceptual 
horizons, Christianity constituted yet another category of otherness. Christians 
struggled to defend themselves against such categorization, without successfully 
finding a home in the broader discourses of membership in the Roman world. 
They were neither Jews nor pagans, but something entirely other. That otherness 
marked them as dangerously liminal in Roman society. British historian Robert 
Markus emphasizes the manner in which outsiders to the Christian cause were 
more than happy to reinforce this identity of essential otherness by suspicion, 
calumny, and pogrom: "the whole world conspired together to define the Chris
tians as a visibly identifiable group, or rather groups, sharply marked out in soci
ety" (1980-81: 3). 

If during the second and third centuries Christians sought to struggle against 
pagan definitions, it was often in response to implicit comparisons with Judaism. 
A Jewish critic cited by Origen reveals a deep antipathy between the two groups 
as Christians sought to develop a new self-identity: "Why do you take your ori
gin from our religion, and then, as if you are progressing in knowledge, despise 
these things, although you cannot name any other origin for your doctrine than 
our law?" (Origen, Cels. 2.4). Christian ambivalence toward their own spiritual ori
gins reflected a struggle during which time, as John Gager puts it, "Christianity 
had to deal with Judaism from beneath, that is, from a position of cultural and 
social inferiority" (I983: I 14). 

The great apologists of the second century adopt no single strategy to explain 
Christians' relation to the Jews. Some, like Athenagoras (flourished I76-80 C.E.), 
ignore the Jews altogether. Others confront the matter more directly and polemi
cally: the Letter to Diognetus (c. I30 C.E.) advocates abstention from "the silliness, 
deceit, fussiness and pride of the Jews" (Diogn. 3-4; Loeb trans.). As Stephen Wil
son (I995: 31) observes, when the author of the epistle notes that Christians lack 
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an ancestral homeland, language, or distinctive customs, he implicitly contrasts his 
community with the Jews. The Lttter to Diognetus also defmes Judaism here accord
ing to ethnic-as opposed to religious-categories; we are left again with the im
plication that while Jews constituted some sort of a recognizable ethnic group, 
Christians did not. 

Ultimately, second-century Christians redrew their own limits of ethnicity so 
as to recircumscribe their conceptual world, placing themselves back securely in 
the center of that world. They constructed their own definitions of ethnos to suit 
their unique circumstances vis-a-vis the empire. The process of Christian bound
ary drawing often required that first, new cultural categories of difference had to 
be constructed, and then, asserted as significant. In a revealing passage, second
century apologist Aelius Aristides marks out Christians as a new people or ethnos: 
Christians are the ones who, 

beyond all the [other J nations (ethne) of earth, have found the truth. For they know 
the God who is creator and maker of everything, and they worship no other God 
but him. ... They do not commit adultery, they do not engage in illicit sex, they 
do not give false testimony, they do not covet other people's goods, they honor fa
ther and mother and love their neighbors, they give just decisions. (Apol. IS) 

As social historian Wayne Meeks has noted, Aristides in his tractate defines Chris
tians first against Babylonians, then Greeks, Egyptians, and finally Jews. These 
groups, as we have seen, dearly constituted ethne in Roman ethnography. Aristides 
next proceeds to evaluate the religious and social contours of each ethne. The Jews 
Aristides lauds for their monotheism, but also for their compassion in caring for 
the needy (Apol. 14). Meeks observes, "the traits upon which he focuses to distin
guish among these different peoples are theological and moral .... Thus Aristides 
has written an apology in the form of comparative ethnography" (1993: 8). Meeks 
also notes that the Christians are not a natural ethnos like the Babylonians, Egyptians 
or Jews, yet Aristides assumes people will regard them as such (1993: 8). 

In a famous passage of his study The Mission and Expansion of Christianity in the First 
Three Centuries, famed church historian Adolf von Harnack characterized Chris
tians of the second and third centuries as a "third race" (tertium genus), caught be
tween the conflicting identities of Jews and Romans. The entire sixth chapter of 
Harnack's book explores Christian self-definition-an ambitious endeavor that 
set the stage for scores of books on the same topic . All these studies focus on the 
manner in which Christians crafted a new identity for themselves as a group ex
tranei a turbis, "set out from the mass of people;' as the North African bishop Ter
tullian described the Christian community (Tertullian, ApoL 3 I). The fledgling 
Christian movement came to be considered by some a "third race"-neither 
Roman nor Jewish but something that confounded the customary strategies of 
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distinction (Kerygmata Petrou in Clement of Alexandria, Strom. 6.5.41; see also Har
nack 1908: 240-78). Ethics, not ethnicity, shaped this new Christian rhetoric of 
nationhood. Accordingly. Romans often noted Christians as a distinct "people" for 
positive traits: their aversion to infant exposure and abortion; their care for the ill, 
indigent, and widowed; and their refusal to attend munera or gladiatorial displays 
(Athenagoras, Leg. 31-36; Justin, l Apol. 26, 65-67; Theophilus, Auto. 3.9-15). In 
the Christian discourse of the second and third centuries, morality defined ethnic
ity, producing what Meeks has termed an "ethnography of morals" (1993: 8). 

The Limits of Ethnicity 
Finally, let us return to the manner in which Romans engaged in or repudiated the 
process of ethnicity production. Roman literature and sciences-best reflected in 
ethnographic writings-constructed a discourse of ethnicity; Roman law ratified 
ethnic categories by setting parameters for identity, primarily through granting or 
withholding citizenship. Yet in the expanding, assimilating atmosphere of the em
pire, strategies of distinction often worked at cross-purposes with cultural hege
mony. Accordingly, citizenship could no longer function to police the boundaries 
of ethnic culture. The Constitutio Augustiniana in 212 under the emperor Caracalla 
granted citizenship to nearly everyone in the empire. Cities lost their status as "sig
nificant granters of identity" (Mauss 2000: 435). 

By the time of Constantine's conversion in 312 C.E., Christianity became the 
standard against which foreign people were judged and categorized. We find 
emerging at that time what historian Michael Mauss has termed a "teleological 
ethnography of empire" (2000: 436). As Mauss astutely notes, ethnography be
comes, in a Christian empire, heresiology. By the fourth century, the categories of 
"orthodox" and "heresy" had displaced many earlier strategies of distinction. Au
gustine speaks of the "wide world, which has always been inhabited by many dif
fering peoples." He reflects that these peoples had, in their time, a multiplicity of 
different customs, religions, languages, forms of military organization, and cloth
ing. Yet Augustine acknowledges only two ontological categories in place of eth
nic identities: there existed citizens of the earthly world (civitas terrena) and citizens 
of the City of God (civitas dei) (Augustine, Civ. Dei 14.1). 

From the very earliest identifiable Christian ideological discourse, we find a 
marked tendency to erase, not to emphasize, ethnicity and other strategies of dis
tinction. Christian communities, then, were often marked internally not so much by 
otherness, but by the erasure of difference, whether that difference were marked by 
gender, class, or ethnicity. When Paul claimed in Galatians 3.28 that the Christian 
community is "all one in Christ Jesus" -that is, in the idealized community that Paul 
strove to actualize-no room existed for ethnic categories such as "Jew" or "Greek;' 
nor for distinctions of class and gender. Paul's claim that Christians formed a class-
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less, genderless, ethnically homogeneous alternate society only became more ideolog
ically freighted as Christianity grew to develop a distinctive rhetoric of empire. As 
Walter Pohl notes, ethnic diversity could become a metaphor for disunity (I 998: 58); 
as such, it could not serve the interests of empire, either pagan or Christian. 

In the final analysis, however, we scholars must pay attention to our own con
structivist and anachronistic tendencies as we read ancient ideological texts. Ethnic
ity as a conceptual category, like the discourse of race, is thoroughly modern, hav
ing first arrived in the 04o'rd English Dictionary (1953 ed.). It is highly unlikely that 
Christians of the first few centuries thought of themselves as an ethnic minority in 
the same manner as, let us say, Mexican Americans might in contemporary America. 
To assert that they did would be to construct a self-identity for ancient Christians 
that does possible violence to the manner in which they thought of themselves. A 
second danger is one of essentializing ethnicity. As we do find a discourse of eth
nicity-in, for instance, the language of the Christians as a "third nation"-we 
should be aware that it derived from a particular group of Christians living in a spe
cific context. We cannot imagine that all Christians of the first three centuries de
fined themselves against either Judaism or paganism. The discourse of ethnicity, 
when we find it, served the ideological agenda of a nascent Christian orthodoxy. 
Other Christians apparendy had no difficulty keeping the boundaries between them
selves and others inchoate or fluid. Christians were buried with their pagan family 
members; often read and quoted Homer and Plato; and shared dress, language, a 
moral code, and deep, time-honored conceptual understandings of physics, geogra
phy, and cosmology, with pagans and often enough, with Jews as well. 

Ethnic theory is a relatively new field, and we need to approach thoughtfUlly its 
viability for elucidating the ancient world. Careful work would examine the manner 
in which diverse groups in antiquity employed ethnographic material into their dis
courses of otherness, and under what circumstances they were compelled to do so. 
Walter Pohl (1998: 19-20) offers a series of critical questions to guide future work: 
When and where did ethnic distinctions matter? What were the cognitive and the po
litical strategies that made use of and created distinct ethnic identities? How diffused 
were dear notions of ethnic identity inside and outside the communities in question? 
Which criteria were most commonly used to distinguish between ethnic groups, and 
what forms of social cohesion did they put into the foreground? These questions 
could guide many an inquiry into the limits of ethnicity in the ancient world. 

Notes 
I. Anthropologists speak of understandings people hold within a culture as ernie and 

understandings developed from an outside perspective as etic. 
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The Economy of First-Century Palestine: 22 
State of the Scholarly Discussion 

PHILIP A. HARLAND 

Introduction 

STUDENTS OF JUDAISM AND CHRISTIANITY in the first centuries have become 
increasingly aware of the need to position their subjects in relation to con
crete realities of life, including economic realities. The economic realities of 

Palestine (encompassing Judaea, Samaria, and Galilee) had drawn the attention of 
scholars in several fields in the interwar years, but there has been a resurgence in 
attention since the I 960s. The purpose of this chapter is to sketch in broad 
strokes the state of the question regarding our knowledge of Palestine's economy, 
oudining some key issues of debate among scholars and pointing toward some di
rections for future research. Though in several respects our knowledge of eco
nomic realities in first-century Palestine has increased, especially in connection 
with issues of land, agriculture, trade, and taxation, several ongoing areas of de
bate, unsolved problems, and methodological difficulties remain. In general Pales
tine's economy, much like that of other regions in the Roman Empire, was agrar
ian, based on peasants producing food, but there is room for considerable debate 
over other features, including the level and importance of trade. 

Conceptual Preliminaries 
The ancients did not discuss the economy and economic issues in the way that 
moderns do. From their viewpoint the modern compartmentalization of life into 
political, social, economic, and religious sectors would be difficult to comprehend; 
these aspects of life in general comprised a unified whole for those living in first
century Palestine. Thus, as Douglas E. Oakman suggests, "it is necessary to ac
quire a special set of conceptual lenses when reading ancient literature, including 
the Bible, in order to perceive appropriately the nature and character of ancient 
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economics" (I 99 I: 34 ). The definition of economy that is used here would not 
have occurred to a person in the ancient context. Scholars of antiquity must de
fine the economy in their own terms, while being very aware that they do so, so 
that the overall workings of ancient societies can be made comprehensible in the 
present. 

For purposes of surveying recent developments in the study of ancient 
economies and the social sciences, Carney defines an economy as "that complex of 
activities and institutions through which a society manages the production and al
locating of goods and services, and organizes and maintains its workers .... 'The 
economy' is not just an aggregate of individuals' actions. Groups, and overall so
cietal interests, are involved" (I975: I40). Politics, power, and social structures are 
closely related to the nature of the economy since specific groups in a society may 
attempt to maximize society's utilities, production, and distribution to their own 
advantage over other groups. In connection with this, the economic situation of 
specific groups in society, whether groups of peasants or aristocrats, tenants or 
landowners, hired laborers or craftsmen, will be important. 

Since the late I950s the social sciences have paid greater attention to the na
ture of peasant societies and have organized a new subdiscipline within anthro
pology, economic anthropology ( c£ Carney I975; Herskovitz I952; Wolf I966; 
Oakman I 99 I). Economic anthropology and social scientific studies of peasant 
societies have provided important insights into the nature of economies in prein
dustrial societies, some of which are relevant here. 

With respect to the social scientific study of ancient economies, Max Weber, 
as early as I896, addressed such issues in The Agrarian Sociology of Ancient Civilizations 
(I976; c£ Weber I952). Works on comparative economics, particularly the stud
ies included in Trade and Market in the Early Empires (Polanyi, Arensberg, and Pearson 
I957), have been very influential, as has the work of Polanyi (I968). As Carney 
notes, Polanyi's work basically caused the concept of "economy" in preindustrial 
society to be redefined along the lines of Carney's definition given above (1975: 
I39-42). Overall, Polanyi helped to provide a framework for conceptualizing var
ious types of ancient economies or economic exchange systems, including reci
procity, redistribution, and market economies. 

There are other social scientific studies of peasant or agrarian societies that are 
notable for their subsequent influence on students of Judaism and Christianity in 
antiquity. These include Robert Redfield's Peasant Society and Culture (I956), which 
presents the subsequently influential concepts of "great" and "little" traditions, 
reflecting elites and peasantry perspectives respectively; Richard A. Horsley and 
JohnS. Hanson (I985/I989/I999) and David Fiensy (I991), for instance, are 
indebted to Redfield in their analyses of economic relations in first-century Pales
tine. Eric R. Wolf's anthropological study Peasants (1966) explains from a Marx-
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ian perspective several economic aspects of peasant societies, especially the mech
anisms of subsistence-level farming; Oakman's (1986: 49-54) study of the eco
nomic context of Jesus draws on this in constructing helpful economic models of 
the pe~ant freeholder, tenant, and wage-laborer. Also influential is Gerhard 
Lenski's Power and Privilege (1966), which presents a macro-sociological conceptual 
framework for discussing social stratification in peasant economies; ancient histo
rian G. Alfoldy (1985) adapted Lenski's model for use in studying the bifurcated 
social stratification of the Roman Empire, and Fiensy (1991: 155-76) develops 
the model for analysis of Palestine in the Herodian period. 

Overview of the Secondary Literature 
A brief overview of the mote important secondary literature is also in order. Stud
ies dealing with the economy of Palestine can be roughly divided between the 
pre- and post-World War II eras; economic questions regarding this region were 
addressed by scholars of both early Christianity and Judaism, as well as some clas
sicists. F. C. Grant's The Economic Background of the Gospels (1926) was among the ear
liest works to deal with such issues; it remained the standard work on the subject 
for scholars of the New Testament for nearly fifty years. J. Klausner's essay on 
"The Economy of Judea in the Period of the Second Temple" held a similar po
sition of influence within the realm of Jewish studies; his survey of the economy, 
which made extensive use of rabbinic sources for economic realities in earlier cen
turies, argued that there was "enormous progress both in agriculture and in com
merce" (1975 [1930]: 205).I Around the same time, J. Jeremias (1969 [1933]) 
produced his work on Jerusalem in Jesus' time, giving considerable attention to 
economic conditions and the social stratification of Jerusalem. F. M. Heichelheim 
(1938), a classicist, dealt with Palestine in his paper on the economy of Roman 
Syria, arguing that the various districts in the province were economically interde
pendent. Roughly concurrent with these works on Palestine were those dealing 
with the economic situation in the empire as a whole, including studies by M. 
Rostovtzeff (1941, 1957 [1926]), T. Frank (1927, 1936-38), Heichelheim 

(1958 [1938]), and A. H. M. Jones (1948). 
In the postwar years, and especially since the I 970s, there was a burgeoning of 

interest in social and economic history. Within Jewish studies, Arye Ben-David's 
Talmudische Okonomie (1974) dealt with the economy reflected in later, rabbinic ma
terial; Daniel Sperber (1978, 1991 [1974]) covered issues concerning money, 
pricing, and land from 200 to 400 C.E. Martin Goodman addressed economic is
sues in his State and Society in Roman Galilee, A.D 132-212 (1983). More relevant for 
the first century are the essays by Shimon Applebaum (1976, 1977, 1989), dis
cussed more fully below. Most recently, Jacob Neusner (1990) and Ze'ev Safrai 
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(1994) have researched economic issues as reflected in the Mishnah and Talmuds 
with very different approaches and results, as we shall see. 

Scholars of early Christianity and of the Jewish war (66-70 C.E.) have espe
cially contributed to our knowledge of the economic situation in first-century 
Palestine. A series of studies by Richard A. Horsley (1979, 1981, 1987, Horsley 
and Hanson 1985/1989/1999) gives considerable attention to economics in ex
plaining the context of the Jesus movement and other developments in the first 
century, including banditry and the Jewish war. Still others have concentrated on 
evaluating the connections between the economic situation in Judaea and the re
volt, including Heinz Kreissig (1968, 1970, 1989), who focuses on economic 
causes from a Marxian perspective, and Martin Goodman, who focuses on the 
failure of the Judaean aristocracy (alongside other economic and social factors) as 
the main cause of the war. Several other works approach economics as a means of 
shedding light more specifically on the context of Jesus and the early Christians, 
including Sean Freyne's book on Galilee (1980), G. Hamel's Poverty and Charity in 
Roman Palestine (1990 [1983]), and Douglas E. Oakman's Jesus and the Economic Ques
tions of His Day (1986). David A. Fiensy's study of the Social History of Palestine in the 
Herodian Period (1991) focuses on shifting patterns in land tenure and how these 
changes affected the living conditions of the peasantry in the first century. 

Once again, research on Palestine since the 1970s coincided with, and was in
fluenced by, studies dealing with economics in the Roman Empire generally. 
Among the more influential, general works were those by A. H. M. Jones (1974, 
gathering earlier papers), Ramsay MacMullen (I974a, 1974b), R. Duncan-Jones 
(1974), and G. E. M. de Ste. Croix (1981/1983). Perhaps most influential from 
a theoretical perspective was M. I. Finley's Ancient Economy (1984 [1973]), which 
outlines the general characteristics of ancient economic arrangements in terms of 
a primitivist model, reflecting insights from economic anthropology (covering a 
period ranging from c. 1000 B.C.E. to 500 C.E.). We will discuss a few other more 
specialized studies of recent years as we proceed.2 

The State of Our Knowledge on Palestine's Economy 
In surveying the secondary literature on the economy of Palestine, several ongo
ing issues of concern and debate stand out. These include (I) the agrarian nature 
of the economy, (2) the relative significance of trade, (3) the distribution or own
ership of land, and ( 4) the social-economic conditions of the peasantry, includ
ing the impact of taxation. Through a discussion of agreements and disagree
ments among scholars in these areas, we will gain a better picture of the state of 
our knowledge of the economics of Palestine around the beginning of the Com
mon Era. The economy of Palestine should not be understood in isolation; de-
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spite regional peculiarities that may be identified, this region was part of the larger 
economic world of the Roman Empire, and social-economic conditions in the re
gion have their counterparts elsewhere in many respects. 

First, the ancient economy of Palestine was an underdeveloped, agrarian economy 
based primarily on the production of food through subsistence-level farming by 
the peasantry. The peasantry, through taxation and rents, supported the continu
ance of a social-economic structure characterized by asymmetrical distribution of 
wealth in favor of the elite, a small fraction of the population. Peasants made up 
the vast majority of the population (over 90 percent; see Kreissig 1970: 17--87; 
Fiensy 1990: 155-76). The peasantry included small landowners who worked their 
own land for the subsistence of their families, tenants who worked the land of 
wealthy landowners and paid rent, and a variety of landless peasants who either 
worked as wage laborers on large or medium-sized estates or resorted to other activ
ities such as banditry. The elites, consisting of the royal family, aristocrats, reli
gious leaders, and some priests, drew their primary source of income from 
medium-sized and large estates. Absentee landlords, living in the cities and bene
fiting from production in the countryside, were common in this social-economic 
structure. 

Production in Palestine centered on the labor of the peasant household to 
produce essential foods. The principal products included grain (wheat, barley, mil
let, and rice), vegetables (onions, garlic, leeks, squashes, cabbages, radishes, and 
beets), fruits (olives, grapes, figs, and dates), legumes (lentils and beans), spices 
(salt, pepper, and ginger), and meat (fish, cows, oxen, lambs, goats; c£ Klausner 
1975 [1930]: 180--86; Hamel 1990 [1983]: 8-56). The peasant's diet consisted 
mainly of bread and salt, along with olives, oil, onions, and perhaps some grapes 
(Hamel 1990 [1983]: 34--35). Distribution of produce and wealth was unequal. 
And, as emphasized by Oakman (1986) and Halvor Moxnes (1988), the type of 
exchange or distribution within the economy of Palestine seems best characterized 
in terms of Polanyi's model of redistribution through a central institution. That 
is, wealth in the form of rents, taxes, and tithes flowed toward urban centers, es
pecially Jerusalem (and the Temple), and was redistributed for ends other than 
meeting the needs of the peasantry, the main producers. The city's relation to the 
countryside in such an economy, then, would be parasitic, according to this view. 

This overall agrarian quality of the Palestinian economy coincides with the 
general character of economies in other parts of the Roman Empire as portrayed 
by ancient historians. According to Rostovtzeff one of the most striking features 
of the economic and social life of the empire 

is the capital importance of the part played by agrirulture. It is no exaggeration to 
say that most of the provinces were almost exclusively agricultural countries .... 
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[We J may safely affirm that the largest part of the population of the Empire was 
engaged in agriculture, either actually tilling the soil or living on an income drawn 
from the land. (1957 [1926]: 343) 

Yet despite the general recognition that agriculture was of prime importance, 
there are several theoretical debates direcdy pertaining to the agrarian nature of 
the Roman economy. In particular, considerable scholarly discussion centers on 
the degree to which ancient economies were qualitatively and/ or quantitatively 
similar to or different from later medieval, early modern, and modern eco
nomic arrangements. Closely linked with this issue is the relative importance of 
trade or commercial activity alongside agriculture. This "modernist" vs. "prim
itivist" debate provides a context for our discussion of scholarly work on Pales
tine's economy. 

On the one hand is the "modernizing" model or approach of Rostovtzef£ 
"The ancient world experienced, on a smaller scale, the same process of develop
ment which we are experiencing now .... The modern development [including cap
italism J ... differs from the ancient only in quantity and not in quality" (cited by 
Reinhold 1946: 363-64). Hence the free use of terminology drawn from mod
ern capitalistic economies (e.g., "capitalism;' "bourgeoisie;' "proletariat;' "mass 
production") to speak of the ancient Roman economy, as well as an emphasis on 
trade or commercial enterprise as a principle source of wealth ( c£ Reinhold I 946: 
362-68; D'Arms 1981: I 1-13). 

The "primitivist" model of economy was developed, in part, as a reaction to 
this "modernizing" approach, but it also draws heavily on insights from economic 
anthropology. For Finley (1984 [1973]), who is quite representative and influen
tial here, the ancient economy was fundamentally different from subsequent 
economies (e.g., medieval) not only in quantity but also in quality; it was primi
tive in line with what we know of other peasant economies-so much so that we 
are at a loss to make sense of the ancient situation in modern terms. According to 
this model, as Donald Engels explains, 

the classical world was innocent of many market values and institutions. Classical 
peasants lived at the margin of human existence and had little or nothing left over 
after they paid their taxes, rents, and maintenance. Therefore, classical cities could 
not have been supported by the voluntary exchange of peasant surplus for urban 
goods and services, since the peasant had little or no surplus at his disposal and 
no knowledge of a market. (1990: I) 

In such a primitive economy, the city's relationship with the countryside was, pri
marily, a negative, parasitic one; this is the model of the "consumer city" drawing 
on resources of the countryside through taxation and rents. The primitivist model 
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has become the dominant view within scholarship in recent years, largely due to 
Finley's influence (c£ Garnsey and Saller I987). 

Naturally there is a range of scholarly opinion regarding the merits of these 
two models. Several recent studies propose a more nuanced approach to the ques
tion, challenging the primitivist model of the ancient economy as proposed by 
Finley while also rejecting the modernizing approach of Rostovtzeff ( c£ D' Arms 
I98I). H. W. Pleket andhis students, for instance, point out shortcomings in Fin
ley's stark differentiation between ancient and other economies, suggesting that we 
"may have made the ancient economy too primitive and pre-industrial Europe too 
modern" (Pleket I984: 35; c£ Pleket I983 and Nijf I997: II-I8). Engels's 
(I990) recent case study of the economy of Corinth criticizes the widespread ac
ceptance of Finley's primitivist model, particularly regarding the dominant notion 
of the "consumer city:' Instead he proposes further case studies testing alternate 
models, such as the notion of the "service city;' which was "supported by the vol
untary exchange of peasant surpluses for urban goods and services" (I990: I-2). 
In light of such debates, scholars of Palestine's economy should keep in mind John 
H. D' Arms caution: "Granted that the Roman Empire was a preindustrial econ
omy-it nonetheless exhibits signs of complexity, order, and system in its institu
tions, to an extent which makes labels like 'primitive' inappropriate unless they are 
carefully qualified" (I98I: I3). This theoretical debate concerning the nature of 
ancient economies brings us to the next key issue raised in studies of Palestine's 
economy. 

Although the Palestinian economy centered on agriculture, trade was also im
portant. Part of the difficulty in assessing the role of trade in Palestine, as with 
other aspects of the economy, is that our sources lack the qualitative and quanti
tative information necessary to evaluate the extent and level of trade on a local or 
"international" scale. Some scholars such as Grant (I926: 72r-75) and S. W. Baron 
(I952: 250-55) tend to downplay involvement in external or foreign trade based 
partially on isolated references or prohibitions in the literature ( c£ Hamel I 990 
[I983]: 97-99 for critique). Josephus, for instance, states the following: 

As for ourselves ... we neither inhabit a maritime country, nor do we delight in 
merchandise, nor in such a mixture with other men as arises from it; but the cities 
we dwell in are remote from the sea, and having a fruitful country for our habita
tion, we take pains in cultivating that only. ( C Ap. 1.60) 

We need to remain attentive to the difficulties in moving from rhetoric to reality. 
Josephus's statement regarding Palestine's lack of trade and later rabbinic restric
tions on foreign trade may not be fully reflective of reality. Josephus is writing with 
an apologetic purpose in mind, and the rabbinic prohibitions should be understood 
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as representing the ideals of the rabbis rather than the real situation with respect to 
trade, which, evidently, was common enough to warrant the prohibitions. Those 
who take Josephus's reference at face value fail to recognize the apologetic motive 
in describing Palestine exclusively in terms of agricultural activities. There is a com
mon inclination among ancient authors who discuss agricultural activities, includ
ing Cato (4gr. 1.2-4), Cicero (Off. I.I50-51), Varro (Rust. 2.10.1-3), and Col
umella (Rust. 1.1-17); "treatises on agriculture and morality ... manifest hostility 
in differing degrees to trade as a source of income" (Garnsey and Saller 1987: 45). 
D'Arms's study, Commerce and Social Standing in Ancient Rome (1981), for instance, 
shows how attitudes among, or statements by, elite authors (concerning the need 
for aristocrats to remain aloof from trade) are quite distanced from the social real
ities of actual conduct (contra Finley); there is considerable evidence that equestri
ans and even senators were participants in trade to various degrees (c£ Pleket I983, 
I 984 on elite businessmen in the Greek East). So actual trade in Palestine would 
likely be more significant than Josephus's rhetoric would lead us to believe, as we 
shall see further below. 

In contrast to those who consider trade negligible, scholars such as Klausner 
(1975 [1930]: 199-200), Kreissig (1970: 57-74), and Applebaum (1976) give 
more attention to evidence that foreign trade was a significant, though not pre
dominant, aspect of economic activity in Palestine. A distinction should be made 
between evidence of trade within Palestine and trade on a more international scale; 
it is the degree of international trade that is most debated. 

Applebaum's survey of archaeological and literary evidence for imports and 
exports, for foreign or international trade, is illustrative of the situation, though 
his conclusion that "[ e Jconomic activity was predominantly internal" is debatable 
(I 97 6: 669-80, largely followed here). Regarding imports, Egyptian grain was oc
casionally imported in times of shortage or famine Oosephus, Ant. 15.299-316 
[25 B.C.E.], 20.51-52 [ 46-47 C.E.J), but Palestine was largely self-sufficient for 
such food staples. The Temple cult required considerable imports, as I discuss be
low. With respect to clothing, later references in rabbinic literature to sandals from 
T yre and Laodicea, goat-hair from Cilicia, and fine linens from Pelusium and In
dia are suggestive of possibilities in the first century. Among the most common 
items in daily use in antiquity was pottery, so it is significant that archaeological 
excavations at Samaria, Schechem, Ptolemais, and Ashdod uncovered red glaze 
both from the east (in the Hellenistic and Roman eras) and from Italy and Gaul 
(in the Roman era); a stamped jar from Colonia Hadrumetum in North Africa 
found at Joppa (second century or earlier) is also suggestive of such imports. As 
Applebaum notes, Palestine was lacking in metals (except copper) and we can as
sume the import of all necessary ones. The principal exports from Palestine were 
olive oil ( c£ Josephus, BJ 2.591, Vita 74-76), dates, opobalsam, and spices. The 
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Jericho region was renowned for its dates and date-wines, which were in high de
mand in Rome (c£ Strabo, Geogr. 16.763.41; Pliny the Elder, Nat. 13.44-49). 
Products from the opobalsam bush, grown in the Dead Sea area, were exported, 
including the sap, twigs, and bark, which were used as medical remedies for 
headaches and problems with eyesight ( c£ Pliny the Elder, Nat. 12.1 II; Strabo, 
Geogr. 16.763). By the fourth century, Gaza and Ascalon became well known for 
their wines. Long-distance luxury items from East Africa, Arabia, India, and the 
Far East would also pass through Palestine following the usual trade routes. 

After surveying this evidence for imports and exports, Applebaum concludes 
that, although there are indications of limited trade, economic activity in Palestine 
was "predominantly internal:' We need to be more cautious, however, in generaliz
ing from partial and fragmentary evidence; it is often difficult to know whether a 
particular item among the limited evidence we have should be viewed as represen
tative or exceptional. I would suggest that we need to leave open the possibility that 
future archaeological work and regionally focused studies may show that trade, in
cluding international trade, was more significant than scholars have often thought. 

There are other indications of the significance of trade that are worthy of 
mention here. In many respects, Jerusalem and the Temple were the hub of com
mercial activity and trade in Judaea. Heavy demands for sacrificial victims for the 
Temple cult meant that cattle and sheep would have to be imported from else
where when local supplies of livestock were short, and incense, consisting of in
gredients from various localities (including Ethiopia and India; c£ Applebaum 
1976: 674), would also need to be imported. Peter Richardson notes the demands 
for goods, both domestic and international, associated with the Temple: 

There was heavy traffic from pilgrims to Jerusalem at the major festivals, probably in 
increasing numbers through the first century B.C.E. and C.E. as the pax &mana brought 
easier travel, more disposable income, and fewer border problems. This meant that 
Judeans had very large demands made upon them for good roads, lodgings, food, 
water, and sacrificial vicrims such as pigeons (doves), sheep, and cattle. Jerusalem was 
... the economic center for taxation, trade, and international links. (1996: 135) 

The influx of large numbers of Jews from cities throughout the Mediterranean 
Diaspora would likely bring with it important social and business network con
nections to other regions of the empire. 

Furthermore, some of Herod's large-scale constructions were designed to fos
ter an increase in trade of a more international character. Richardson notes several 
potential areas where Herod's attention was drawn to commerce and trade, in
cluding the area north of the Winter Palace at Jericho; but most significant was 
the artificially constructed harbor at Caesarea Maritima, with its harbor installa
tions, warehouses, and stores (1996: 188-91). This was Herod's "showpiece city; 
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it was a major outlet to the Mediterranean, home for the Judaean navy, the largest 
harbor in the Mediterranean. Produce, trade, and people flowed in both direc
tions" (I 996: I 78). Projects and activities of this sort would set the stage for an 
increase in international trade to, from, and through Palestine in the first century. 
Trade was likely more significant than often recognized. 

But why was international trade not even more predominant in such an econ
omy? The answer appears to lie in the subsistence orientation of much agricultural 
production in Palestine as in other areas of the empire. According to a qualified 
primitivist model of economy, the majority of the population lived from the pro
duce of the land with little surplus to sell. As well, the economic situation of the 
peasantry was not conducive to the regular purchase of imported goods, which 
would be purchased mainly by the wealthy. Much of the produce extracted by 
large landowners would be sold to the nonagricultural populations of the city on 
a local basis if possible rather than exported. Once again, this characteristic seems 
reflective of other provinces in the Roman Empire, as Garnsey and Saller note, 
where "agricultural areas inevitably aimed at subsistence rather than the produc
tion of an exportable surplus. . . . In general, the backwardness and expense of 
transport and the relatively low level of demand limited opportunities for prof
itable investment in commerce" (I987: 44). This statement should be qualified 
somewhat in connection with our earlier discussion of the primitivist model. Still, 
in light of this picture of the empire generally, the suggestion that Palestine is a 
special case in regard to limited trade due to religious factors or prohibitions, as 
Grant and Baron suggested, is unnecessary. 

Returning to the characteristics of the agrarian economy, a third issue ad
dressed by scholars relates to trends in land ownership. Many scholars argue that 
there was a tendency toward the concentration of more land in Palestine into the 
hands of fewer large landowners at the expense of peasants. 3 Grant identifies lack 
of land as a cause of economic distress in the years preceding and during the first 
century (1926: 66), and Klausner identifies forfeiture of land due to indebtedness 
as a main cause of peasants losing their land and of larger landowners increasing 
the size of their estates (1975[1930]: I88-89). Kreissig, too, points to the trend 
toward large estates and an increasing gap between small and large landowners, 
though he is hesitant to identify any of the large estates as official "royal lands" 
(i.e., lands in the possession of the current monarch or emperor, often inherited 
from the preceding dynasty; 1970: 26-27, 31). Applebaum (1976: 633-38, 
660-61), Freyne (1980: 165), and, above all, Fiensy (1991: 21-73) convincingly 
argue that large estates were prominent and on the increase in the years preceding 
the first century and that they included both royal lands, some of which were given 
to loyal aristocrats as gifts, and aristocrats' large estates. Fiensy does a good job of 
plotting out the locations and extent of royal estates known from archaeological 
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and literary information. He identifies royal estates in the Jericho region; the 
Plains of Esdraelon; western Samaria; Batanea, Gaulanitis, and Trachonitis; the 
coastal regions; and ldumea and Perea. According to many scholars, the main con
sequences of this direction in land tenure included an increase in landless peasants 
and hence of tenancy, day labor, and banditry ( c£ Horsley and Hanson 
1985/1989/1999: 48-87; Hamel 1990 [1983]: 151-63; Oakman 1986: 
72r-77; Fiensy 1990; on banditry in Palestine and the empire see Richardson and 
Edwards, ch. I I, in this volume; Isaac 1984; Shaw 1984). 

Once again, this concentration of land ownership within Palestine was part of 
the larger picture of the Roman Empire as identified by several ancient historians, 
including Rostovtzeff, MacMullen, and Finley. Rostovtzeff, for instance, notes 
that there was a 

general tendency throughout the Empire towards the concentration of land in the 
hands of a few proprietors who lived in the cities .... The land was owned by men 
who were not themselves experts in agriculture but were townsmen for whom land 
was a form of investment. (1957 [1926]: 344) 

The issue of peasant landlessness brings us to a fourth main point regarding 
the economy: namely, the social-economic conditions o/ the peasantry in Palestine. It is gen
erally acknowledged by most scholars that the economic situation of the peasantry 
was a precarious one due to subsistence-level farming and various expenses in
cluding taxes, rents, and seed, as well as the threat of natural disasters and famine. 

The fragmentary nature of the evidence when it comes to quantifiable estima
tions of taxation, rents, and other expenses helps to explain the difficulty in as
sessing the economic situation of the peasantry and the varying results of scholars 
on the extent of the tax burden. In general, Grant, Klausner, Horsley, Applebaum, 
and Freyne tend to emphasize the extremely burdensome economic situation of the 
peasantry. New Testament scholars following the lead of Grant, including Horsley 
and Hanson (1985/1989/1999: 52r-63), are inclined to provide, without expla
nation, a high estimate of as much as 40 percent or more of produce going for tax
ation and religious dues. On the other hand, scholars such as E. P. Sanders, Hamel, 
and Oakman are more explicit in stating the calculations behind their estimates. In 
Sanders's calculation, which seems reasonable, the estimated total burden on the av
erage peasant (assuming a 12.5 percent yearly land tax including taxes and tithes) 
was no more than 28 percent in most years and, in the worst-case scenario, a total 
of about 33 percent (1992: 146-69), considerably less than Horsley's calculation 
of well over 40 percent for the average peasant each year. 

Oakman's calculation of taxation is similar to Sanders's, ranging from 20 to 35 
percent (1986: 68-72). Oakman suggests that the average amount of produce re
maining for subsistence may have ranged from one-fifth to as low as one-thirteenth 
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of the produce based on a yield of I:5. Oakman provides some useful estimates re
garding the peasant family's various expenses, including rents and seed, and regard
ing the land that would be necessary to fUlfill a peasant family's expenditures and 
food needs (I986: 6I). By his estimate, a minimum subsistence plot would have 
been I .5 acres per adult, not including land that would lie fallow (an additional I .5 
acres per adult) and not including land for the added expenditures of seed, taxes, 
and rents (I986: 6I-66).4 Oakman suggests that the average seed-to-yield ratio for 
the Palestinian peasant would have been about 1:5 ( cf. Heichelheim I938: 128; 
Hamel I990 [I983]: 127-29). One-fifth of unit production (of each year's yield), 
therefore, would go toward the seed replacement fUnd of the next year. Oakman 
checks his original estimate of I I bushels of wheat necessary for subsistence per 
person per year against these hypothetical yield ratios and finds that the calculation 
is about the same: I .8 bushels of seed per acre (amount of seed known to have been 
used in planting) x 1.5 acres (subsistence plot per person) x 5 (fivefold yield) = 
!3.5 bushels- 1.8 bushels (seed replacement fUnd)= 11.7 bushels available per 
year. However, fUrther expenses would be drawn from this amount, including fod
der for the peasant's livestock, a reserve for bartering and purchasing various goods 
and services, and the Temple tithe of one-tenth. These expenses, together with seed 
replacement, would equal approximately three-tenths of the harvest not including rents and 
taxes, which would range from 20 to 35 percent of total produce by Oakman's es
timate. Having outlined these conditions for peasants, it is important to point out 
that Palestine was not exceptional in its subsistence-level farming and in the vari
ous expenses including taxation and rents, which were also faced by peasants in 
other provinces of the empire. 

Methodological Difficulties and Cautions 
The works surveyed here raise several methodological issues. First, one of the 
main difficulties faced by any historian of the ancient world pertains to the nature 
of our sources, which are fragmentary, partial, and reflective of particular per
spectives. The literary sources we do have represent only a haphazard selection 
from particular places at specific times. For Palestine in the first centuries, there 
are the Gospels, which were not necessarily written in Palestine and may, therefore, 
reflect conditions elsewhere; Josephus's writings, which represent the viewpoint of 
an ancient historian writing (in Rome) from an elite perspective; and various other 
Christian and Jewish writings that are of unknown date and provenance. For later 
centuries there are rabbinic writings, the Mishnah and Talmuds, which are prob
lematic for writing the history of the first century; although some of the material 
preserved within them represents earlier periods, they also represent the viewpoint 
and sociohistorical setting of the authors or redactors of the material in the third 
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century and beyond. Generally lacking are literary sources representing the per
spectives of the peasantry; most sources available for Palestine, perhaps with the 
exception of some strata of the synoptic Gospels, represent elite perspectives on 
economic and other conditions, perspectives that were sometimes characterized by 
a negative view of the peasantry or "people of the land" (am-ba-aretz). 

Archaeological evidence should play a key role in writing social and economic 
history. Hamel and Fiensy, for example, illustrate the value of archaeological ma
terial in shedding light on ancient economics and the daily living conditions of 
peasants in Palestine. Fiensy draws extensively on archaeological findings for his 
survey of large estates (1991: 21-74). Nevertheless, the realia available regarding 
life in the peasant village are also fragmentary. Moreover, the picture of the econ
omy and economic conditions that is drawn from the literary and archaeological 
evidence we do have is still a partial one. 

A second main difficulty in reconstructing a picture of the ancient economy 
or economic conditions is the lack of (reliable) economic information in the 
sources we do have. Unlike the modern historian, ancient authors were not inter
ested in presenting an economic history or in providing a collection of economic 
data, because the modern concepts of economy and economics did not exist in an
tiquity. Finley notes the care the historian must take in using apparently quantifi
able evidence due to the "indifference of most ancient writers to economic mat
ters as well as ... their casualness and carelessness in giving numbers" (1984 
[1973]: 30). Although Finley may overstate the point, he is correct in emphasiz
ing that references to economic conditions and quantifiable economic information 
are only incidental and can be misleading. Most of the evidence for the ancient 
economy, then, is indirect. 

This leads us to a third main methodological issue in regard to the use of an
cient sources for economic and social history. It is essential to ask why the ancient 
author provided particular information that the historian then considers as evi
dence for social or economic history. Finley's comments on the nature of the pri
mary sources and the historian's use of them are insightful: 

The first question to be asked about any document is about the reason or motive 
for its having been written. That question is not asked often enough, because 'it is 
unconsciously assumed that motives and purposes are self-evident, that is to say, 
that they are more or less the same as our own. On the contrary, I would argue 
that in antiquity the purpose of all documents was either to communicate some 
information (or misinformation) or to memorialize something, but not to provide 
data for policy-making or for analysis, past, present or future. (1985: 32) 

Finley's comments are applicable to some of the works discussed in this chap
ter. For example, the debate about the extent of trade based on a passage in 
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Josephus, discussed earlier, is an illustration of the failure of some scholars to 
ask the reason or motives underlying the presentation of material by an ancient 
author. 

The use of rabbinic literature in writing social and economic history illus
trates the importance of recognizing both the ancient author's motive or purpose 
in writing and the related issue of the possible gap between the author's ideal pres
entation and the real social and economic situation, between rhetoric and reality. 
Its use in historical reconstruction has been a continuing issue, from Klausner's 
and Heichelheim's seemingly uncritical use of this literature to reconstruct the 
economy of the Second Temple period to Hamel's more critical use to shed light 
on village life in Palestine of the first three centuries. A comparison of source
method in the recent works of two scholars of rabbinic Judaism, Jacob Neusner 
and Ze' ev Safrai, will provide a fitting conclusion to this section on methodology 
and the use of sources. 

Safrai's monograph, The Economy of Roman Palestine (1994), approaches the issue 
of the economy on the assumption that the talmudic sources can be used exten
sively as representative of the real situation when studied critically. Safrai points 
out that he is following in the methodological path of other Jewish historians in
cluding A. Buchler (1912) and G. Alon (1980). Safrai focuses primarily on tal
mudic literature, alongside archaeological information, to reconstruct various as
pects of the economy of Palestine in the period from 70 C.E. to about 350 C.E., 

with a focus on the latter part of this period. So, for example, Safrai believes that 
the Jerusalem Talmud, written sometime in the fourth century, contains histori
cally accurate information (which can be separated from other less useful mate
rial) regarding the actual economy in an earlier period. 

Jacob Neusner's methodological views are quite different. He applies histori
cal-critical methods in the study of Judaism in late antiquity, something that is not 
often the case, he feels, in the field of Jewish studies. In contemporary Judaic stud
ies, "we routinely deal with premises last found plausible in biblical studies more 
than ISO years ago" (1991: 70). The application of source, redaction, tradition, 
and historical criticism, along the lines of the application of these methods in 
New Testament studies, is essential to the study of rabbinic literature and Jewish 
history in his view. 

Neusner's approach to the economics of the Mishnah greatly contrasts 
Safrai's. In The Economics of the Mishnah, Neusner approaches his subject based on his 
assessment that the Mishnah represents the it/eat not the real: "the authors of the 
Mishnah tell us how people saw and imagined things, not how things actually 
were" (1990: 33). Hence to study economic issues in such literature is to study 
not the actual situation but the authors'/ redactors' own ideal perceptions of how 
economic and other activities should be done. According to Neusner, the rabbis 
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who produced the Mishnah and Talrnuds were an elite group removed from the 
actual situation of the villages in Palestine and, in connection with this, were also 
unable to ensure the implementation of their suggestions in any nonelite commu
nity far removed from them. 

Although Neusner's opinions on the genre of the Mishnah and on the specific 
worldviews he perceives in it are not accepted by all other scholars (see Sanders 
[1990] on precisely these points), some of Neusner's critical perspectives regard
ing the use of the rabbinic material for social or economic history are shared by 
others. Goodman, for example, also makes a similar observation with respect to 
the use of rabbinic material by historians: "It is an undue credulity about rabbinic 
effectiveness in social matters that has led to most of the faults in earlier studies 
and, in particular, to frequent reliance on selected single quotations and laws taken 
out of context to support theories of social, economic, and religious history" 
(1983: 8). 

How, then, can the rabbinic material (or other literary sources such as the New 
Testament and Josephus, for that matter) be used in writing social and economic 
history? The usefulness of the rabbinic materials appears to lie somewhere be
tween the views of Safrai and Neusner. Neusner is correct in suggesting that a so
cial history regarding the economic ideals of the authors or redactors of the rab
binic material can be written, and Safrai is correct in suggesting that references to 
the actual situation can be found in the literature when analyzed carefully. That is, 
this literature, like any other, can be useful for social and economic history when 
used critically with an awareness of the motive of the author or influence of the 
author's worldview on the material being used. However, the later rabbinic mate
rial cannot be uncritically used to reconstruct social and economic realities of ear
lier centuries. It is essential that the scholar apply historical-critical methods, in
cluding source, redaction, tradition, and historical criticism, to the material that is 
being used in order to differentiate the date of particular material from the date 
of composition or redaction. Comparison with other literary and, especially, ar
chaeological evidence should play a key role in the evaluation of specific evidence, 
both for identifying the worldviews that may shape the material and in identify
ing material that reflects the social or economic realities of particular times and 
places. 

Future Directions for Research 
Although a considerable amount of study has been done on economics in Pales
tine (particularly in the first century but also in rabbinic times), there are several 
areas that deserve more attention. First, archaeological findings need to be more 
fully integrated into our understanding of the economy ( c£ Applebaum 1976: 
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63 I). Some scholars tend to focus on literary evidence to the neglect of artifac
tual evidence, and when archaeology is used there is a tendency to interpret it in 
light of literature (e.g., Finley 1984 [1973]; see the critique by Frederiksen [I975: 
I 70]). Artifactual evidence should be considered on its own terms and may, in
stead, provide alternate perspectives on social and economic life to those we en
counter in the literature. Archaeological finds may, for instance, provide important 
clues regarding the degree to which international trade was important in particu
lar localities of Roman Palestine. Regionally focused case studies of particular 
cities, villages, and regions may provide a more nuanced picture of local and in
ternational trade and commerce. 

Second, further research of economic issues in Palestine should be done on 
macro- and micro-levels and on relating the results to historical developments. On 
the macro-level, further steps can be taken, along the lines of the research of 
scholars such as Oakman and Fiensy, to conceptualize the overall structures of the 
economy and social-economic arrangements in Palestine, particularly with help 
from the social sciences. Developing explicit models of the ancient economy in 
Palestine in light of research on the nature of economic arrangements in other an
cient Mediterranean societies and in view of the specific economic aspects of 
Palestine may assist in making sense of disparate economic "facts"; this may be 
helpful in drawing attention to some of the otherwise less visible dynamics of the 
economy and of social-economic activities. 

On the micro-level, further research into economic aspects of daily village life 
or the "economy" of the average peasant, along the lines of Hamel's research on 
food and clothing, will shed further light on the activities and situation of the vast 
majority of the population. A deeper knowledge of the economic situation of the 
peasantry will also assist in understanding various phenomena such as banditry, 
which was also quite common in other areas of the empire. 

A third main area requiring further research is comparison of the economy and 
social-economic situation of Palestine with other regions of the Roman Empire. 
The economic situation of the peasantry deserves comparative attention since 
some scholars, such as Kreissig and Horsley, appear to place considerable impor
tance on the social-economic plight of the peasantry in explaining social and re
ligious movements particular to Palestine, as well as the Jewish war itsel£ Such 
comparative study would help to place the economy of Palestine as we understand 
it into the overall economic arrangements of the empire, shedding light on both 
the unique and the typical in regard to economic issues in Palestine. 

Finally, the majority of studies on the economy of Palestine concentrate pri
marily on the situation in the first century and take a synchronic approach to their 
study. Several scholars utilize their synchronic analysis of economic conditions in 
explaining key events of the time, especially the Jewish war. Still needed, however, 
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is a more broadly based diachronic analysis of the economy of Palestine, making 

note of the key points in the history of that region that shaped social-economic 

arrangements. Such an attempt, though admittedly difficult due to the fragmen

tary nature of our evidence, may help to show how changes in economic aspects 

influenced other sociohistorical developments over time, again in relation to 

trends in the empire as a whole. 

Notes 
I would like to thank Peter Richardson (University of Toronto) who directed my atten
tion to the economy of Palestine in the first place and who provided numerous and in
sightful suggestions for an earlier version of this chapter. Anthony J. Blasi was helpful in 
reworking the earlier work into the present form_ 

I. Earlier, Emil Schiirer (1885 [1983]) had dealt with economic issues in his monu
mental work. Buchler (1912) had focused his attention on economic issues pertaining to 
land ownership and demography in the years following the destruction of the Temple in 
70c.E. 

2. For more complete bibliographies on the Roman economy, see Garnsey, Hopkins, 
and Whittaker (1983), Garnsey and Saller (1987), and Parkins and Smith (1998). 

3. Scholars are not always clear on the meaning of their terminology for the size of 
plots of land. H. Dohr's definition of plots is useful (see Fiensy 1991: 24): small= 6-50 
acres; medium= 50-315 acres; large= over 315 acres. 

4. This figure can be compared with Ben-David's estimate of 16.8 acres for a family of 
six to nine people (1974: 44), which, unlike Oakman's figure, includes half the land as fal
low as well as produce from the land necessary to pay taxes and rent while subsisting com
fortably (c£ Hamel 1990 [1983]: 134-36). Fiensy, on the other hand, is more inclined 
toward the more modest estimate of S. Dar who, based partially on archaeological find
ings, suggests that peasant (freeholder) families sometimes owned just 6 acres of land 
(1991: 94-95). Fiensy suggests that many peasant families would be required to seek sup
plementary income from other sources in order to subsist. 





Modes and Relations of Production 

DIMITRIS J. KYRTATAS 

"Working quietly and eating their own food" 
(2 Thes 3.12): Production and Consumption 
in the Early Christian Communities 

''In the days of Herod king of Judaea" (Lk 1 . .5): 
De Historical Character of Christianity' 

23 

EXAMINING CHRISDANITY in its historical context is not the only way to in
vestigate its nature, but it is certainly one of the most profitable. Like other 
religions, Christianity is a historical product: it was founded at a particular 

time and developed within the limits of existing social conditions. More signifi
cantly, its historicity goes part and parcel with its character in a way that has no ex
act parallel in any other religion of Asia, Greece, or Rome. The most important New 
Testament documents (the Gospels and Acts) have a clearly historical framework, 
while the remaining ones constantly remind their audience and readers that their re
ligious teaching, despite its general applicability, was introduced as a response to the 
moral needs of the period. By proclaiming the imminent coming of the Kingdom 
of God, the early Christians expressed themselves with an urgency that revealed 
much of the concrete conditions under which they were living. These concrete con
ditions were embedded into what became the essence of Christianity. 

Stories about King Herod the Great of Judaea, and of Pontius Pilate, gover
nor (praifectus) of Judaea, are inseparable from the narratives relating the birth and 
execution of Jesus. It was an early Christian belief that the time and place of 
Jesus' appearance upon earth had been premeditated by Divine Providence. For it 
was only at the beginning of the Roman Empire and within its boundaries that 
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humans were deemed sufficiently prepared to receive his teaching. Augustus, it was 
argued, had reduced numerous kingdoms to uniformity by bringing them all un
der his sole rule. In like manner, humanity was being taught to abandon estab
lished beliefs in many gods and to accept one God as the Lord of heaven.2 Such 
considerations shaped Christianity, while rendering it both a yardstick for history 
and an object of historical inquiry. 

It was then the forty-second year of the reign of Augustus, and the twenty-eighth 
year after the submission of Egypt and the death of Antony and Kleopatra (and 
with her the Egyptian dynasty of the Ptolemies came to an end), when our Sav
iour and Lord Jesus Christ, in accordance with the prophecies concerning him, 
was born in Bethlehem of Judaea at the time of the census which then first took 
place, while Quirinius was Governor of Syria. (Eusebius, Hist. eccl. 1.5.2, Lake) 

Thus began Eusebius, the father of church history, his early fourth-century ac
count of the origins of Christianity. The evangelist Luke, from whom much of 
this information derives, had added significant historical details to the accounts 
given by the evangelists Mark and Matthew. Luke thought that it was more ap
propriate to produce a gospel narrative in the way of Greek historians, like Thu
cydides. Eusebius was mainly following Luke, but included fUrther detail to make 
it perfectly dear that the emergence of Christianity should be considered as a his
torical fact within a historical context. Since the exact timing had been determined 
by Divine Providence, the historical setting should be proclaimed along with the 
message of Jesus.3 

As Christianity continued to grow and expand, church historians kept bring
ing its history up-to-date. Nevertheless, Christians of all times have been con
scious of the significance of the formative years. They have, therefore, regularly 
looked back to the origins of their religion for inspiration and guidance. Almost 
all the most important changes in organization, dogma, and morality have been 
presented as a return to the teaching of the New Testament. The study of early 
Christianity contributes to the understanding of the Christian religion at large.4 

((Whatever y(JU eat or drink, do it for the glory of God" (l Cor l 0.31): 
Consumption in the Early Christian Communities 
"One does not live by bread alone;' replied Jesus to the temptation of the Devil. 
Human beings, he claimed, should also be nourished by "every word that comes 
forth from the mouth of God" (Mt 4.4 ). Indeed, throughout his mission, Jesus 
was far more concerned with spiritual instruction than with the material needs of 
his followers. "Do not worry about your life, what you will eat or drink, or about 
your body, what you will wear;' he told the crowds who had gathered to hear his 
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teaching. "Is not life more than food and the body more than clothing?" (Mt 
6.25). Nevertheless, as Jesus was well aware, sustenance and clothing were prob
lems that could not be totally dispensed with. 

The New Testament has much to say about the consumption of material 
goods. Several types or modes of consumption are discussed. For example, while 
the rich man dressed in purple garments and fine linen and dined sumptuously 
each day, poor Lazarus, covered with sores, would gladly have eaten his fill of the 
scraps that fell from the rich man's table (Lk 16.19-31). Jesus even gave instruc
tions concerning etiquette at a wedding banquet, taking account of the formali
ties related to the social stratification of his society (Lk 14.7-14). For even as 
consumers, Christians should exhibit their moral character. As Paul clearly ex
pressed, in consuming material goods, believers should always have God in their 
minds (I Cor 10.3 I). 

If admonitions regarding consumption are to be properly understood, they 
must be viewed from within their historical and social context. Fortunately, this is 
often quite easy. The earliest Christian documents do not have much to say about 
political and military events. But they are very rich in information regarding the 
social environment in which Christianity was founded. In the New Testament, the 
religious duties of men and women toward God are normally presented as duties 
toward their brethren. "Whatever you did for one of these least brothers of mine, 
you did for me," said the Lord (Mt 25.40). Thus, relations between humans and 
the divinity are often discussed in terms of social relations. Topics such as rebel
lion and obedience, war and peace, riches and poverty, hunger and satisfaction are 
essential to the moral teaching of the New Testament. Much is also said about at
titudes toward all kinds of authorities (political, religious, and domestic) as well 
as attitudes toward poverty and wealth. Upon examination, even some of the most 
spiritual instructions reveal their social context and character. 

It is sometimes the case, however, that the historical and social context remains 
veiled, leaving important spiritual issues almost incomprehensible. For example, 
the practice of consuming meat that had either been "sacrificed to idols" or pro
cured from "strangled animals" caused great disturbances in the early Christian 
communities. As is evident from Acts, the letters of Paul, and Revelation, Chris
tian views regarding dietary customs were far from unanimous. Yet despite its ex
treme importance in the New Testament, the topic was almost forgotten in the 
next generation. The modern reader finds it difficult to understand why a religious 
problem of such magnitude in primitive Christianity dropped out so abruptly and 
unexpectedly without being solved at a theological level. 

In such cases we must have access to information that was common knowledge 
in the Roman world. The poor, for example, had almost no other opportunity to 
consume meat outside pagan religious celebrations; it was only the rich who could 
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afford meat that had not been offered first to a pagan deity. Thus, the theological 
problem over meat ceremoniously slaughtered was superseded because the under
lying social problem proved to be weightier.5 

((lle plowman should plow, and the thresher thresh in hope of 
receiving a share" (l Cor 9.1 0): From Consumption to Production 
As a rule, people consume what they possess. It is, therefore, almost impossible to 
enter into a proper discussion of modes of consumption without considering the 
origin of wealth and its allocation among the members of a given society. A proper 
historical and sociological investigation should therefore start from production, 
move on to exchange and distribution, and fmally come to consumption. Just how 
important production was to the life of the early Christians may be deduced from 
the frequency with which the problem of securing provisions was addressed. 

"Do not worry about tomorrow, tomorrow will take care of itself;' Jesus urged 
his disciples (Mt 6.34). Yet it was because of his own hunger in the desert that 
the Devil tempted him to turn stones into loaves of bread. The disciples were of
ten anxious over food and drink. They were concerned about their own nutrition 
as well as the meals of the crowds that gathered to hear Jesus preach. Since the 
primitive community depended, to a large extent, upon the charity of sympathiz
ers, we may understand why its members felt so insecure. On several occasions, 
fmding food became an acute problem-as it often was in most traditional soci
eties. One of the earliest miracles of Jesus (perhaps the first) was turning water 
into wine On 2.I-I I). Feeding the hungry crowds was not the least admired 
among his deeds (Mt I4.15-21, 15.32-38). Having asked Jesus to teach them 
how to pray, the disciples were instructed to ask, among other things, for their 
daily bread (Mt 6.II; Lk II.3). 

Particular types of production and investment are taken for granted by Jesus 
in his parables. Men are usually presented as cultivating the land and tending their 
flocks. Some are also shown to trade, such as the servants who were entrusted with 
their master's possessions before he left on a journey (Mt 25.14-30). In real life, 
most of the people surrounding Jesus were free, owning their land and investing 
their capital in their own interest. The parables make more frequent mention of 
slaves cultivating their master's land and investing his capital. But in almost all 
cases the setting is clearly agricultural, with few references to urban life. 

In the early church the situation changed considerably. After a very brief pe
riod of alleged communal life, most Christians returned to their regular occupa
tions and productive activities. The new communities were soon well organized 
and had a fixed leadership. They were city-based rather than village-based and in
cluded more members engaged in trade and the crafts. One of the main problems 
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faced by the new urban communities was that of supporting their leaders, who 
were engaged in missionary activities on a full-time basis. Given the low level of 
productivity in all traditional societies, several brothers and sisters had to make 
contributions for each member who did not work for a living. As congregations 
grew and had to support increasing numbers of church officials, widows, and or
phans, the Christian churches, as institutions, gradually became heavily involved in 
productive and distributive activities.6 

Significant as such matters might have been, very little is said in early Chris
tian documents regarding community assets. We are told next to nothing about the 
productive and financial activities of churches or how they invested their capital. 
If we were to rely exclusively upon the few explicit statements made, we would get 
the impression that the only sources of the early churches were donations and 
firstfruits offered by the faithful. Yet, there is little doubt that from a very early 
period the Christian churches owned land as well as urban property. It would have 
been very strange if they had not made profitable use of their possessions, like all 
other property owners of the period. Furthermore, since many Christian leaders 
were involved in usury, it is reasonable to assume that at least part of their prof
its went to the church treasury. 

Why so little is said about production and investment is not difficult to sur
mise. In the ancient world it was believed that men and women could improve their 
moral standing by regulating their consuming manners. This was not argued with 
regard to producing manners. Most people had no opportunity to choose their oc
cupations; they were born into them. More significantly, no one thought at the time 
that it was possible or even desirable to change the existing modes of production. 

In common with everyone else in the period, early Christians took production 
for granted. They neither passed judgment upon the way it was organized, nor pro
posed workable alternatives. Religion, they thought, should recommend ways of 
utilizing wealth, not ways of earning it. In this chapter we attempt to discuss what 
everybody in the world of the early Christians took for granted. More emphasis is 
thus lain upon the ways wealth was earned. The most common modes of produc
tion in the Roman Empire are considered first, followed by an examination of the 
effects these modes of production had upon both the structure of the early Chris
tian communities and the early Christian attitudes toward property and wealth. 

Modes of Production and Exploitation 

Production and Social Stratification 
"If anyone was unwilling to work;' an early Christian preacher instructed his disci
ples, "neither should that one eat" (2 Thes 3.10). But in fact, as everybody knew, a 
lot of people in the Roman world (as in most historical societies) did not depend 
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for their living upon what they produced by their own hands. Part of the wealth 
available for conswnption circulates through some kind of equal exchange system. A 
producer is almost never able to produce all kinds of goods necessary for his living: 
he barters part of his surplus with others. Furthermore, a producer has to pay for 
services rendered and to support the unproductive members of his family (children 
and the elderly), so as to secure the reproduction of mankind and hwnan labor. 

More significantly, part of the wealth produced in a society is extracted from 
its immediate producers by various means and for various purposes, through what 
we may call unequal exchange or economic exploitation. In some cases, a surplus of 
wealth or a surplus of labor is extracted by force, as booty or forced labor; in other 
cases it is extracted by legitimated means (i.e., means that are accepted by society at 
large as legitimate), in the form of rent, taxes, customs, or tribute. The most legit
imated mode of extracting surplus from the immediate producers is through wages. 
The laborer sells his labor force in exchange for a wage accepted by convention as 
reasonable to secure his subsistence. Different types of laborers need of course dif
ferent wages to reproduce themselves in socially acceptable ways. In return for the 
wages that he pays, the employer retains the product of the laborer's toil. 

Extraction of surplus value or surplus labor (in whatever form) involving un
equal exchange or economic exploitation is mainly the result of what is called di
vision of labor, that is, distinct social positions in the process of production. Eco
nomic exploitation, in its turn, reproduces division of labor and unequal 
distribution of the wealth produced. The conquered are exploited by the con
querors; slaves by slave-owners; serfs by landlords; day laborers by the owners of 
the means of production, whether these means are land, tools, crops, or capital of 
some other kind. These various types of relations between exploited classes and 
classes of exploiters, also called the ruling or dominant classes, correspond to as 
many different modes of production. 

By mode of production we should understand the combination of the various 
elements, structures as well as practices, that contribute to the transformation of 
nature, through hwnan labor, into wealth-products with social value. In the 
process of this transformation, both human and nonhwnan forces (e.g., machines) 
are employed. In a more inclusive sense, a mode of production designates also the 
distribution of the wealth produced among the social agents and social classes in 
a given society, according to the established division of labor? 

The concept mode of production is no more than a theoretical abstraction 
meant to facilitate a certain type of inquiry. In historical societies, many different 
modes of production actually coexist. They are articulated between them and sup
port each other, but are more or less clearly distinguishable either by the differ
ences in the forces employed or, more clearly, by the differences in the prevailing 
social relations. In theoretical parlance, the articulated complex structure of di-
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verse modes of production is sometimes called a social formation, meaning a given 
society, seen through its producing and distributive capacity. 

In most social formations, one particular mode of production proves to be 
more important than others and becomes dominant. A dominant mode of pro
duction is usually the one that secures the reproduction of existing social order, 
mainly the reproduction of the dominant class divisions. When this reproduction 
is secured, the whole social edifice appears to function properly. When it becomes 
unstable, the social edifice starts disintegrating or even crumbling, until a new 
dominant mode of production is gradually established. 

Legitimation of Exploitation 
The dominant classes may exercise regular force upon the exploited classes, but no 
social relations depending upon force alone can remain stable over long periods of 
time. Booty, extracted for the benefit of conquerors by plunder or looting, is 
sooner or later transformed into tribute; captives and prisoners are transformed 
into slaves. The percentage of the surplus extracted is normally smaller, although 
it may remain the same or even increase. But its extraction in legitimated ways
ways accepted by society as just-makes a great difference to the longevity of the 
established social order. For whereas payment of tribute or taxes may be some
times secured by force, it is more often secured by some kind of consent or agree
ment. The same is more or less true with the employment of slaves. However reg
ularly exercised, force alone may not keep slaves in their permanent posts. In 
organized societies, even slaves have to accept their position as inevitable, if not, 
somehow, as acceptable--or even beneficial to them (Kyrtatas I 99 5). 

Legitimation of exploitation normally takes two distinct complementary 
forms: clearly defined rules (legislation) and more vaguely formulated notions (ide
ologies). The basic and most fundamental function of law and ideology in most 
societies is to protect private property (including property of the means of pro
duction) and social order. When private ownership is established as a social value, 
then extraction of surpluses from the immediate producers is accepted as reason
able and just. The legal system and the dominant ideologies combine to provide so
cieties with forms of consciousness. It is through such forms of consciousness that 
the members of different groups and classes view their place in society. 

Modes of Production in the Roman Empire 

Basic Characteristics of the Roman WOrld 
The Roman world depended, by and large, upon its agricultural production. Man
ufacture, construction, commerce, services of all kinds (including administration) 
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and the army were of great importance to the economic and social life of the em
pire. But the vast amount of its energy went into farming and stockbreeding. From 
its total population, which was at the time of Jesus between fifty and sixty million 
(at periods, perhaps even more), the percentage of people employed in these two 
sectors may have been as high as 90 percent.8 Land was, accordingly, the main 
source of income for the bulk of the poor and the rich alike. It was also the main 
source of revenue for the administration, the burden of taxation falling upon agri
culture. As has been calculated, the empire derived as much as twenty times more 
from agricultural tax than from trade and industry taxes.9 

The uppermost section of the Roman world consisted of three more or less 
dearly defined groups: the senators, the equestrians, and the decurions. All to
gether, they constituted the dominant classes of the Roman Empire. They were 
mainly owners of land and slaves, but were often involved in other kinds of prof
itable activities, such as industry, trade, banking (especially usury), and renting real 
estate. Being the owners of the principle means of production (land and slaves) 
they are also called the propertied classes. 10 

The number of senators was very small; including the members of their fam
ilies they were no more than a few thousand people. Most of them were politi
cally active, especially in Rome, which was their permanent place of residence un
til a new senate was also established by Constantine in Constantinople. Senators 
normally had to engage themselves in income-creating activities other than agri
cultural production indirectly, through their agents. They were also paid extremely 
large salaries for some of the posts they occupied and directly received part of the 
taxes collected in the provinces they governed, as, well as part of the booty amassed 
by the armies they led. Like all members of the propertied classes, however, they 
normally secured their profits by buying more land (empire-wide) and more slaves. 

The equestrians were more numerous. They may have been a few tens of thou
sands, including the members of their families. Only a small proportion of them were 
politically active, and most of them were less wealthy than most senators. Further
more, equestrians could be found in almost all the major cities of the empire, al
though, at the time of Jesus, most of them lived in Rome. The dividing line between 
them and the senators was never really great; some were regularly promoted to the sen
atorial order, with which they always shared the same values and social interests. 

By far the largest group of the propertied classes were the decurions. They 
were members of the local councils in the towns of the Roman provinces and 
filled posts in the most important magistracies. In each town there were normally 
about 100 decurions. They may have totaled approximately 150,000, including 
those who were also qualified for office and the members of their families. They 
were involved in all kinds of profit-making activities, some of them being no more 
than wealthy peasants. Most of them certainly owned land and slaves. There were 
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great differences in wealth and political power between them and the members of 
the higher orders. However, because of their significant property and their posi
tion vis-a-vis the exploited classes, they also belonged to the ruling classes of the 
empire. They were mainly responsible for maintaining order in their towns and 
collecting the appropriate taxes. The ruling classes comprised altogether no more 
than I or 2 percent of the total population. 

It is through their eyes, the consciousness of members of the ruling classes, 
that we get to know the history and culture of the Roman world. With very few 
exceptions, the most important historians and philosophers of the Roman Em
pire, such as Tacitus, Suetonius, Cassius Dio, Arrian, Seneca, and Musonius Ru
fus, were either senators or equestrians. Some, like Plutarch, belonged to the up
permost sections of the local elite. A few, like Herodian and Epictetus were 
imperial freedmen-an altogether sui generis group, sharing the viewpoint of the 
imperial circles. 

A clear dividing line separated the bulk of the Roman population into free and 
slave. This dividing line was legal (it had mostly to do with political rights) but 
also determined the mode in which each category was being exploited. The free 
were ofi:en forced to offer their services to state officials or to members of the 
propertied classes. But they were mainly exploited economically through taxes and 
rent. Most of them lived near subsistence level. Occasionally, they had to make 
great sacrifices, face starvation, or abandon their farms and join gangs of robbers 
(as happened more ofi:en in Egypt). But for the most part they were able to pro
duce as much as was needed to maintain their livelihood, support their families, 
and pay what was asked of them. 

The common folk were further divided according to the place of their resi
dence into an urban and a rural section. Those who lived in the cities were ofi:en 
farmers, attending daily to their farms in the hinterland. The rest performed all 
kinds of manual labor. A few worked for wages, while others were traders or 
craftsmen. A significant section consisted of people involved in various services. 

With few exceptions (the Gospels and the lives of the desert fathers being 
among the most conspicuous), the whole of the extant literature deals with urban 
life. It is not difficult to realize how restricted this picture is, given that most in
habitants of the Roman Empire were village-dwelling peasants. From what is 
known, it is dear that the villages were socially stratified and should therefore be 
treated as complex rather than simple communities. Rural slaves apart, there were 
prosperous farmers, poor freeholders, leasehold tenants (who became serf-like 
coloni in the Later Empire), as well as wage earners, living in great uncertainty and 
anxiety. Villagers had their own culture and their own way of understanding what 
was going on in the empire. We are sometimes able to get glimpses of their reli
gious sentiments in rural Egypt and a few other provinces (Lewis I983). 
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Throughout the imperial period, slaves were quite numerous and of extreme 
importance to the economy of the empire. In Italy, where their concentration was 
greatest, they may have accounted for 40 percent of the population (Brunt I 971 ). 
In other parts of the empire, the number of slaves was very substantial, in some 
areas amounting to a third of the total population. All members of the proper
tied classes owned large numbers of slaves, but so too did many free persons of 
moderate means-sometimes poor farmers or craftsmen, who needed an extra 
hand to help them in their work (Hopkins 1978; Bradley 1987). Jesus practically 
took it for granted that all his listeners had at least one slave plowing or tending 
sheep in the field (Lk 17.7). 

Slaves were found in almost all sectors of Roman society. It is reasonable to 
assume that most of them were employed in productive activities, especially in the 
fields where they sometimes worked in chain gangs, as well as in the crafts. But the 
number of slaves employed in nonproductive services was also considerable. As 
members of the imperial familia, the household of the emperor, they filled many 
and significant posts in the administration. Occasionally, the slaves and freedmen 
of the emperor exercised more power than equestrians or even senators. 

We know precious little about the feelings of slaves. Some of them were cer
tainly literate and may have expressed their feelings in writing. But everything they 
ever wrote has perished, almost without a trace. This much, however, is dear: even 
slaves had learned to accept their position in society. By the time of Jesus, the great 
slave revolts of south Italy and Sicily all belonged to the past. The ruling classes 
had learned their lesson and had taken good care to ensure that their slaves would 
never again be liable to revolt. 

Several factors contributed to the docility of slaves. The prospect of emanci
pation certainly made their fate more bearable. Owners manumitted their slaves 
frequently. This was sometimes done at a slave's deathbed, but it was also common 
with slaves who were just thirty years old. The prospect of emancipation served as 
an incentive; those wishing to gain their freedom were more submissive and more 
industrious. Normally, they had to buy their freedom, by paying in their lifetime 
savings. This practice was benevolent to them and also beneficial to masters. It in
creased the productivity of slaves and enabled masters to recapitalize their prop
erty, replacing old slaves with younger ones. When the master was a Roman citi
zen, the manumitted slave became a Roman citizen himsel£ Within the imperial 
familia, there was a regular system of promotion, following the principle of sen
iority (Weaver 1972). 

Slavery as an institution did not die out quickly. It retained its significance in 
production until well into the Middle Ages and was never formally abolished un
til the modern age. But from the third and fourth centuries onward, many slaves 
were gradually transformed into serfs. As serfs, they remained under the control 
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of their masters, rendering services to them, and they were also bound to the soil 
they cultivated, either by law or by custom. They were mainly exploited as unpaid 
laborers by their landlord and as renters of the land they cultivated on a heredi
tary basis. Nevertheless, they possessed means of production in a way slaves did 
not, organizing their labor according to their needs and capacities and reproduc
ing themselves by raising their own families (Ste. Croix 1981: ch. 4.3). 

A Mode of Production Based upon Slavery 
As a complex and ordered society, the Roman Empire was in constant need of re
sources. It had to spend great amounts for various purposes, such as public con
struction projects, the maintenance of an administration and a standing army, and 
the feeding of the poor in the city of Rome. These resources were amassed both 
within the borders and from beyond them. Yet there is little doubt that the bulk 
of imperial revenues derived from taxes paid in by farmers, who also had to con
tribute to the Roman economy by forced labor. 

Part of the taxes exacted may be regarded as corresponding to services ren
dered by the empire. Most of the public facilities, the administration of justice, 
and the maintenance of a standing army to guard the borders from external 
threats, for example, were meant to serve society as a whole. But almost all services 
were organized in ways corresponding to the class nature of Roman society. 
Through them, members of the ruling classes (mostly senators and equestrians) 
secured their social position as governors, generals, etc. We may therefore look on 
the exploitation of farmers through taxation and forced labor as the mode 
through which the empire reproduced its socially stratified nature. 

Roman society may be also seen in a different and more fundamental way. For 
however much some senators and equestrians benefited from the distribution of 
taxes, it was mainly through the exploitation of their land and slaves that the prop
ertied classes, as a whole, secured their privileged position. Slaves never outnum
bered free laborers, let alone the free inhabitants of the Roman world at large. 
There is little doubt that, despite their large numbers and their significance in 
agriculture, production in the Roman world was basically the work of free peas
ants and craftsmen. In grain-producing Egypt, for example, agricultural slavery 
was almost unknown. But it is also clear that the propertied classes extracted most, 
or at least a very substantial portion, of their surplus by exploiting unfree labor
ers, most of whom would have been slaves in the strict sense of Roman law. We 
may thus regard the slave mode of production as dominant because through it the 
propertied classes secured their position in society (Ste. Croix I981: ch. 2.3). 

In the Roman world, especially during the late Republic and under the Principate, 
the exploitation of slaves was very profitable to their owners. Due to continuous 
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fighting, millions of people were constantly led into captivity. Captives may be dealt 
with in many ways: they can be freed when the war is over, slain, or ransomed. But 
they can also become slaves, treated as permanent property of their captors. This last 
option is neither always possible nor always desirable. Whatever the case may be, there 
are certain prerequisites for the conversion of captives into slaves. The society into 
which they are introduced must be able to keep them under control, circulate them as 
commodities, and employ them at a profit. Roman society was able to fulfill all these 
requirements. Once a slave-owning society has been established, slaves may also be re
produced through breeding or other secondary methods, such as piracy and debt
bondage. 

The profitability of slaves rested upon their cheapness and extreme exploita
tion. Being owned by their masters, they were made to work hard, handing in the 
total of their produce. In return, a master had only to feed, clothe, and shelter 
them. At their masters' discretion, slaves could also be allowed to keep part of 
their earnings, either to raise families and thus help create new slaves or to engage 
in more profitable activities. 

Exploitation and Domination 
Economic exploitation as an explanatory theoretical category came to the fore
ground in the nineteenth century. In the modern world, a worker normally offers 
his laboring capacity in return for wages. The transaction appears to depend upon 
consent and mutual agreement. As a rule, no law or extra economic coercion forces 
the laborer to enter upon such a relationship. Having paid the wages agreed, the 
employer makes use of this capacity for an agreed length of time. In making use 
of the labor power for which he has paid, the employer reasonably expects to earn 
more than the agreed wages; otherwise no more is received than spent. The con
cept of economic exploitation was introduced to explain the extraction of surplus, 
that is, unpaid labor from the wage earner. II 

In traditional societies no need for such a concept was ever felt. In the Roman 
world, which is the topic at hand, the propertied classes derived most of their in
come through the labor of slaves. From an economic perspective, relations be
tween masters and slaves were thought to be simple. Slaves belonged to a master; 
their whole body was the property of a master. Hence, everything that was pro
duced through their labor and services, and everything they possessed, just like 
their bodies and their lives, belonged to their master as well. Thus the ancients had 
every reason to stress the fact that slaves were, above all, dominated. Domination 
~ould expl~in why the product of their labor went to the master. 

From a modern perspective, master and slave relations may be seen in a more 
sophisticated way. It can be argued that neither a slave nor his laboring capacity 
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belonged to a master as totally as was believed. To begin with, a slave had to be 
bought or raised at his master's expense. Before being able to make any kind of 
profit, a master had first to earn as much as he had spent to obtain or raise the 
slave. Furthermore, a slave had to be fed, clothed, housed, and taken care of, at 
least to the level of subsistence. Upon manumission, a freedman occasionally 
could find himself worse off than before. Epictetus the philosopher, an ex-slave 
himself, had such freedmen argue that while in slavery "someone else kept me in 
clothes, and shoes, and supplied me with food, and nursed me when I was sick; I 
served him in only a few matters" (Epictetus, Discourses 41.37, Oldfather). Often, 
to be able to perform his duties properly, a slave was allowed to live above subsis
tence level-sometimes on his own. This meant that part of what a slave produced 
did not go to his master at all. It went to the slave himself for his breeding and 
maintenance--occasionally even for his well-being. 

Masters certainly knew that buying and sustaining a slave cost money, but they 
do not seem to have realized that this money actually "belonged" to their slave. To 
phrase it differently, the mode in which masters exploited their slaves, by possess
ing their whole body, concealed the fact that they did not possess all the products 
of their labor. By stressing domination and ownership, a political and a legal cat
egory, ancient authors overlooked exploitation, an economic category. 

There is no evidence that masters ever calculated the net profit they made 
through the employment of their slaves. Production was normally performed at 
the level of households as economic units, and thus all expenses of whatever kind 
were added to the same entry. Ancient household organization did not require the 
evaluation of the productivity of individuals, let alone of "instruments" such as 
slaves. Of course, masters knew what they earned when they hired their slaves out 
by the day to a third party; and they knew what slaves working on their own paid 
in. But as a rule they did not subtract the expenses they made on slaves' behalf. 

This concealment of exploitation did not simply affect the logistics of mas
ters. It may have been at least partly responsible for the way in which ancient 
thinkers tended to regard or rather disregard aspects of the economy at large. 
Hence, social relations that we would be inclined to consider chiefly in terms of 
economic implications were in the main viewed with regard to political or moral 
concerns. This way of reasoning was extended to almost all types of profit
making activities. 

Laborers working for wages were not an important element in the Roman 
economy. But peasants were extremely important, whether they were tenants or 
freeholders. Most peasants normally remained bound to their productive activities 
through economic necessity and custom; if these motives did not suffice, coercion 
was also employed. In the time of Jesus there were laws forbidding peasants to 
move into cities, but it was mainly through the tax system (the census) that they 
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were kept or made to return to their villages. In the Later Empire, from the reigns 
of Diocletian and Constantine onward, starting with leasehold tenants ( coloni in 
the Latin-speaking West and paroikoi in the Greek-speaking East), peasants were 
bound by law, either to the fields they cultivated or to their villages. Thus, hith
erto free persons gradually became hereditary serfs Oones I958). In the minds of 
the propertied classes, peasants and other laborers were thus likened, in significant 
respects, to slaves. No sophisticated theoretical analysis was needed to explain how 
the products of their labor passed to the propertied classes. Peasants, it was 
thought, paid in their taxes and their rents because, like slaves, they were domi
nated. The Roman administration with its tax collectors and, if necessary, with its 
army saw that no one could escape (Kyrtatas 2002). 

11The last will be first, and the first last" (Mt 20.16): 
Social Stratification and Social Hierarchy in 
Early Christianity 

ffThe kingdom of Heaven may be likened to a king who decided 
to settle accounts with his slaves" (Mt 18.23 ): The Social 
Structure of the Early Christian Communities 
Little is said in the New Testament concerning the ways in which Jesus and his fol
lowers obtained their provisions. The impression given is that the first disciples 
had abandoned their occupations as well as their property for the sake of the 
gospel (Mk 10.28-9). As far as can be established, before their conversion they 
had belonged to various sections of the population, although few if any were men 
of means. A wealthy sympathizer who approached Jesus quickly realized that join
ing the movement was not for him ("for he had many possessions": Mk 
IO.I7-22), although others may have been less reserved On 3.2I). But the ma
jority of them were clearly simple men and women, which does not mean that they 
were paupers. It may safely be assumed that several of them were farmers (Lk 
17.7).12 A few had been tax collectors; among them, a wealthy chief tax collector 
(Mk 2.14; Lk 5.27-29, 19.1-10). Beggars were also ready to follow Jesus (Mk 
10.46-52). Even the leading disciples were uneducated laymen (Acts 4.13). Four 
among them were said to have been fishermen (Mt 4.18-22).13 When Jesus was 
crucified, some thought of resuming their former tasks On 21.3). Soon they be
came fully occupied with their religious duties. Most of the leaders became itin
erant charismatics and community organizers (Theissen I 978). 

After the Pentecost, the first believers in Jerusalem are presented in Acts as liv
ing together and having everything in common. Several among them, perhaps 
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most, were property owners. The Levite Joseph Barnabas, who became a mission
ary, owned plots of land, as did Ananias with his wife Sapphira and others (Acts 
4.36-5.1). As is recorded, they would sell their property and possessions and dis
tribute the proceeds among all, according to each one's need (Acts 2.44-45, 4.32). 
Such wealth was obviously not expected to last forever, but no plans regarding its 
replacement were made. As new converts joined the community, they would also 
sell their land or houses, if they possessed any, and hand over to the apostles the 
proceeds for distribution among those in need (Acts 4.34-35). Those who dared 
to retain some of the purchase price for themselves were cursed; two of them died 
(Acts 5.1-11). 

This is a somewhat idealized presentation of the earliest Christian community. 
It is unlikely that a complete common ownership of wealth was ever practiced, let 
alone organized along clearly defined principles. Even if some kind of property 
sharing was ever established as a way of living, it died out very quickly. Similar 
practices were only repeated once or twice in early Christian history. They give the 
impression of being spontaneous responses to the awe and fear caused by the ex
pectation of the imminent realization of the Parousia. It was never really argued 
that such was the way all Christians should live. In the later chapters of his work, 
the author of Acts forgets all about this practice. He takes it for granted that most 
early Christians pursued their normal business and occupations. 

Even if the story in Acts preserves historical information one thing must be 
underlined. This was not a "communism" of production. Common ownership of 
the means of production is never as much as implied in the early Christian litera
ture. In this sense, the story of property sharing is quite consistent with Christian 
reasoning. An urge was often felt to introduce innovations in the prevailing modes 
of consumption. Believers were thus expected to adjust their table manners in a 
way pleasing to God. "So whether you eat or drink;' says Paul, "or whatever you 
do, do everything for the glory of God" (I Cor 10.3 1). We may therefore call this 
practice a "communism" of consumption, which was neither meant, nor able to 
introduce, lasting changes in the basis of the economy. I4-

0ur ignorance regarding the occupations of the first disciples is somewhat 
compensated for by indirect information. Since there is so much talk in the 
Gospels about fish as foodstuff, it is reasonable to assume that there were several 
fishermen in the company of Jesus. The parables refer mostly to sowers and sow
ing, less often to shepherds and merchants (Mt 13, 25.32). On several occasions, 
the farmers mentioned in the parables are presumed to be owners of the land they 
cultivate. They till the soil according to their needs and abilities. Buying more land 
is a constant, if unattainable, dream (Mt 13.44). 

The kingdom of heaven was often likened by Jesus to wealthy masters (kings 
or "businessmen") possessing numerous slaves. Most such slaves normally worked 
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under the direction of their owner or a steward. But an alternative way of admin
istering the master's property is also recorded. The slaves could be left to make the 
most of what had been allocated to them, working on their own. At intervals or 
upon arrival (in the case of absentee masters) the lord would settle accounts with 
them, rewarding those who had increased his property and punishing those who 
had not (Mt 18.23-34, 25.14-30). Jesus' listeners were clearly expected to iden
tify themselves with the slaves of the parables, not with the masters. 

Informative as these parables are regarding the social milieu in which Jesus 
preached, they have their limits. We may accept their information only when it is cor
roborated by other evidence. Thus, it is reasonable to assume that the bulk of Jesus' 
followers were farmers themselves, like some of the heroes in the parables. On a nor
mal working day, the listeners of Jesus were expected to be out in the fields if they 
were men, or grinding at the mill if they were women (Mt 24.40-4 1). Some, perhaps 
most, owned at least one servant of servile status, assisting them in their agricultural 
labors. Plowing and tending sheep were clearly thought to be a typical servant's task 
(Lk 17.7). But there is no reason to believe that there were many slaves among the 
first disciples. In actual fact, not a single real slave is ever mentioned in the Gospels 
or Acts as being interested in the teaching of Jesus. The master and slave relation was 
commonly used as a metaphor for subjection and obedience (Martin 1990). 

As soon as the movement of Jesus began to spread beyond Palestine it under
went a fUndamental change. Whereas the Gospels insist that Jesus preached almost 
exclusively in rural areas, avoiding even those towns that were in his way, from Acts 
onward, after the Pentecost, Christian missionaries are only found in the impor
tant towns of the empire (Frend 1980; Ste. Croix 1981: ch. 7.4). The originally 
rural movement of Jesus was transformed into a city-based religion. The country
side was approached again from the late second century onward. But by that time, 
Christianity had obtained a clearly urban profile. 

After the transformation of Christianity into an urban religion we hear little 
if anything about villagers, shepherds, or fishermen. Farms ( agroi and ktemata ), 
often mentioned in the Gospels, are almost completely forgotten in the rest of the 
New Testament. The new converts were now drawn from all social strata of 
the urban population. 

Some Christians in the new urban communities were artisans-like Paul of 
Tarsus; Aquila of Pontus and his wife Priscilla, who were tentmakers (Acts 
18.1-3); or Lydia of Thyatira, who was a dealer in purple cloth (Acts 16.14; 
Theissen 1978; Meeks 1983). In early Christian literature frequent mention is 
made of craftsmen ( c£ Did. 12.3), but most Christians were probably farmers who 
lived in towns and attended daily to their fields. It was taken for granted that a 
typical community could offer its leaders the "firstfruit of the produce of the 
winepress and of the threshing floor and of oxen and sheep" (Did. 13.3). 
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From the late second century onward, a section of the Christian communities 
consisted of members of the local upper classes as well.15 A few converts could be 
also found among the Roman elite. There is much evidence to substantiate this es
timate (Kyrtatas I987: ch. 6), but we may safely rely upon the opinion of Euse
bius, who argued that from the time of Commodus (I80-I92 C.E.) "the word of 
salvation began to lead every soul of every race of men to pious worship of the 
God of the universe, so that many of those who at Rome were famous for wealth 
and family turned to their own salvation with all their house and with all their 
kin" (Hist. eccl. 5.2I.I, Lake). 

Slaves as a social category were not attracted by the teaching of Jesus. Through
out his mission, they constantly make their appearance as servants, and they are also 
ofi:en mentioned in the parables. But the Gospels give us no hint that any of them 
had joined the group of disciples or even the crowds of sympathetic listeners. To 
begin with, slaves did not have the freedom to travel as they pleased. Since Jesus was 
constantly on the move, only runaway slaves could have joined him. Such behavior, 
however, would have required special encouragement, which was not forthcoming. 
The company of Jesus was not and did not wish to become a company of outlaws. 
Only the slaves of disciples could be expected to follow Jesus. If there were any of 
them in his company, they certainly did not make their presence felt. 

Afi:er the transformation of the Jesus movement into an urban religion, slaves 
gradually began to join Christian communities. Very little can be said about their 
sentiments and expectations, but it is more or less clear that almost all of them 
belonged to two special and privileged groups. In the Roman world, great impor
tance was attributed to households as social and productive units, especially 
among the upper sections of society. When the leader of a household expressed 
interest in new religious rights, his whole familia was expected to express interest as 
well. The early Christian missionaries ofi:en addressed themselves to such leaders, 
in the reasonable expectation that through their conversion the whole household 
would be baptized, including women, children, and slaves (Acts I I. I 4, I 6.3 I). It 
is very difficult to determine the extent to which slaves were actually converted to 
Christianity along with their masters. But there is little doubt that most of the 
slaves of whom some concrete information is given in the sources belonged to 
Christian masters. Indeed, they often appear to be the favorite slaves of their mas
ters, sharing their masters' interests and sentiments. 

The second privileged group of slaves represented in the early communities 
were members of the imperial familia. When Paul wrote his letter to the Christians 
of Rome in the mid-60s, there were already imperial servants among their nwnber 
( c£ Phil 4.22). Such Christians continued to play a prominent role in the Church 
of Rome throughout the next centuries, until the time of Constantine. It is very 
difficult to say whether these people were slaves or freedmen, but the difference was 
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not great. All of them were members of a privileged group and to a greater or lesser 
extent had access to positions of power. The authority exercised by the Church of 
Rome over much of the Christian movement may to a certain degree have de
pended upon the influence of the Christian members of the familia Caesaris. 

The presence of such slaves in the early Christian communities does not alter 
the fact that the vast majority of their class remained uninterested in the new re
ligious movement. Early Christian literature is devoid of references to rural slaves 
and slave miners who lived under extremely harsh conditions. 

It has been estimated that many early Christians were freedmen. As former 
slaves, freedmen had certain obligations to their patrons, their former masters. But 
they were free persons. They had almost all the rights of the freeborn; they could 
move around as they pleased, become rich, and rise to positions of power. Being a 
freedman was a one-generation status. A freedman's son could become emperor.16 

After the conversion of Constantine, the Christianization of the empire pro
gressed steadily with imperial aid, but there was still much to be done (Mac
Mullen 1984). Most slaves employed in production, the bulk of the free peas
antry, and the Roman aristocracy were still substantially pagan. 17 It appears that 
rural slaves converted to Christianity in the process of their transformation into 
serfs. This transformation gave them some basic freedoms and a family life. 

tl];veryone should remain in the state in which he was called" 
(l Cor 7.20): Social Mobility and Status Inconsistency 
Social mobility was very limited in the Roman world, as is normally the case in 
agricultural societies. Peasants, the vast majority of the population, almost con
stantly hard-pressed, were occasionally given the opportunity to ameliorate their 
position, but it was hardly ever possible for them to move upward into a different 
social class. The same applies to most of the exploited masses in the towns of the 
empire. Social change was almost always restricted to movement within one's own 
class. But there were two notable exceptions to this rule, which drew the attention 
of Christian moralists. 

In the uppermost section of Roman society, there seems to have been consid
erable upward mobility from the ranks of town councillors to equestrians and on 
up to senators. This was mainly due to three factors. First, with imperial aid the 
senatorial and equestrian orders gradually expanded over the years; second, vacan
cies were constantly created by the low fertility of the Roman aristocracy;18 and 
third, people moving down the social ladder from the nobility into the lower 
classes had to be replaced by others (Hopkins I 965). Thus, within the dominant 
classes there was constant competition. Even the wealthiest of the Roman aristo
crats felt the urge to increase their wealth. 
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The second notable exception was the upward mobility of some freedmen. In 
order to keep them submissive and productive, slaves were not uncommonly given 
their freedom. As freedmen they found themselves in a new environment, able to 
pursue their careers and exploit their skills for their own benefit. The Roman 
world was full of freedmen seeking to improve their position and move into the 
upper classes. Most opportunities were given to manumitted members of the im
perial familia. Some of them even succeeded in rising to the highest ranks in a re
markably short time. 

Christian teachers reacted to social mobility in a very negative way. In the New 
Testament, the desire of some Christians to improve their social standing was already 
being discouraged. Paul was explicit on this issue. "Everyone;' he urged his fellow 
Christians, "should remain in the state in which he was called Were you a slave when 
you were called?" he asked. "Do not be concerned but, rather, even if you can gain 
your freedom, make the most of it [i.e., your slavery]. ... Brothers, everyone should 
continue before God in the state in which he was called" (I Cor 7.20-24). In gen
erations to come this negative attitude became even harsher. Ignatius, bishop of An
tioch in the early second century, advised his colleagues not to let slaves be "puffed 
up;' but to make them endure their fate to the glory of God He argued that such 
people should not desire to be set free at the church's expense, because they would 
thus become "slaves of lust" (Ign., PoL 4, Lake; see Harrill I993). 

Christian moralists also reacted negatively to the pursuit of wealth. Wealth, as 
they saw it, did not constitute a problem in itsel£ The rich had many opportuni
ties to improve their moral character by spending part of their property for the 
benefit of the churches and those in need. But the pursuit of wealth, they argued, 
was an obstacle to moral amelioration. It preoccupied the minds of believers who 
should be concentrating upon spiritual matters. In addition to that, it required 
business relations (mostly with pagans) inimical to a pious way of life.19 

Despite the negative attitude taken by most Christian moralists, there is evi
dence that some Christians were upwardly mobile. The case of freedmen is of spe
cial significance in this context; they were not only given opportunities to become 
wealthy through hard work, but also belonged to a group with very weak bonds of 
social solidarity. Upon manumission, they entered a world that accepted them as 
free but rejected them as peers. To outsiders, they had the stigma of servile origin. 
Because of their strong status inconsistency they often felt emotional ambivalence 
and insecurity (Meeks I983). Most probably sought new relations that would pro
vide a sense of group identity. Hence the importance of religion. While other so
cial groups were closed to newcomers, numerous cults welcomed them and en
couraged them to join in. By participating in religious cults, freedmen found 
themselves inside groups with strong cohesion. The Christian communities seem to 
have been particularly attractive to upwardly mobile freedmen for this very reason. 
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Another very important category of upwardly mobile Christians were the 
church leaders. From an early stage, the missionaries were often supported by the 
religious communities. "Do you not know;' Paul asks the Corinthian Christians, 
"that those who perform the temple services eat what belongs to the temple ... ? 

In the same way, the Lord ordered that those who preach the Gospel should live 
by the Gospel:' Paul himself preached the gospel "free of charge;' but this was 
only because he wanted to avoid obstacles that could make his task less effective 
(I Cor 9.13-14, I8). Most of the early missionaries were itinerants, finding it dif
ficult to support themselves by their own labor. They had to move around and 
spend most of their time preaching and organizing the churches (I Cor 9.6--7; 2 
Thes 3.8-12). 

Most urban churches were soon well organized, under the direction of dea
cons, presbyters, and bishops. The new clergymen were also supported by the 
religious communities, receiving firstfruits and other contributions. From the mid
dle of the second century at the latest, some were being paid fixed salaries-a cus
tom that gradually became very common. What is more important, the new lead
ers took full control of the church funds. The bishop of each city had almost 
absolute power to make any financial decisions he felt appropriate. Apart from uti
lizing the community assets, he could also invest them. Although very little is 
recorded regarding the financial activities of the early church leaders, it seems very 
likely the most common type of investment was usury. Usury was unpopular with 
the masses and, hence, bishops were often condemned for practicing it. But it was 
a very profitable form of banking. All it required was capital and a good name. 
Christian bishops had both. They could easily find clients both inside and outside 
their religious communities. Through such activities they helped increase the 
wealth of their churches, while raising their own financial and social status. Over 
the following centuries, some of the most important bishops belonged by birth to 
the upper classes.20 

Paul's commandment that everybody should remain in the social position in 
which he received his calling to Christianity sounds very conservative, even reac
tionary. But it was not necessarily meant to be so. In the early days, all Christians 
were expecting the end of the world very soon-probably within their lifetime. 
Concentrating upon the world to come was a matter of priority. 

Christian indifference to social status had at least one additional cause. Ac
cording to the teaching of Jesus, all those who suffer in the present world, in
cluding those who are poor and hungry, will receive a high wage (mistbos) in the 
world to come (Mt 5.3-II; Lk 6.20-26). The Kingdom of God was not ex
pected to be a world of total equality; in the imagination of the early Christians 
it had inherited the stratified structure of the Roman world. Hence, indifference 
to social status was restricted to the temporary period of expectation. Those who 
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fulfilled their religious duties most conscientiously were hoping to find themselves 
at the top of the heavenly order. The Christian apocalyptic documents that began 
to emerge from the second century onward gave many details of just how the last 
would become first and the first last, according to their deeds.21 

"Hear the parable of the sower" (Mt 13.18): 
Early Christian Reactions to Modes and 
Relations of Production 

"Should anyone press you into senice for one mile, go with him 
for two miles" (Mt 5. 41 ): Early Christian Attitudes toward 
Exploitation and Oppression 
Like all their contemporaries who did not belong to the dominant classes, the 
early Christians were clearly unhappy with the exploitation they experienced. This 
much is clear from the frequency with which the issue comes up in documents. 
The most ugly forms of what we could call legitimated forms of exploitation were 
forced labor and taxation. In the Gospels, the technical Greek term for forced la
bor is used in its verbal form (aggareuein). On his arrival in Jerusalem from the 
country, Simon the Cyrenian was pressed into carrying the cross-a task that he 
performed without complaint (Mk I5.2I; Mt 27.32). Common as they might 
have been, such duties caused considerable aggravation. Evidently replying to in
quiring disciples, Jesus gave a provocative commandment: "Should anyone press 
you into service for one mile, go with him for two miles" (Mt 5.4I). 

A similar stance was also taken by some philosophers of the period. Thus 
Epictetus advised his listeners to treat their whole body like a poor loaded don
key. If it was commandeered (here we have again the technical term aggareia) and a 
soldier lay hold of it, one should let it go, neither resisting nor grumbling. Oth
erwise one would get a beating and even risk losing the donkey into the bargain 
(Epictetus, Discourses 4.I.79). Such practical wisdom was probably meant to com
fort people who were constantly pressed into service. Since they were bound to 
comply, they should either turn their minds to the fUture bliss, as taught by Jesus, 
or to their inner freedom, as taught by the Stoics. 

Taxation was another frequent topic of discussion in the company of Jesus. In 
the Gospels, tax collectors are presented as sinners par excellence (Mt 9. IO, I I. I 9 ). 
They are grouped alongside pagans (Mt I8.I7) and prostitutes (Mt 2I.3I). Yet, in 
spite of their extremely bad reputation, several among them expressed interest in 
the teaching of Jesus and were accepted into his company. Like those who had ap
proached John the Baptist, they were probably asked to cease collecting more than 
what was prescribed (Lk 3.I2). Feeling guilty for his deeds, the chief tax collector 
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Zacchaeus proceeded to distribute half of his possessions to the poor and repay 
any amount he had illegally extorted four times over (Lk I9.2-8). 

Since the issue was both hotly debated and caused disturbance in the Jewish 
world, Jesus was directly asked by some Pharisees and Herodians whether it was 
"lawful to pay the census tax to Caesar or not:' The technical word used in Mark 
is kensos, which basically meant taxes due to Rome as tribute.22 Jesus and his disci
ples were clearly aware that tolls (tek) and census taxes were normally paid to con
querors not national leaders (Mt I7.25-26). The reply to the direct question was, 
"Repay to Caesar what belongs to Caesar and to God what belongs to God" (Mk 
I2.I3-I7). The wording of the answer reveals just how delicate and controversial 
the matter was. But there is little doubt that Jesus did not object to the payment. 
In Matthew's account he objects even less to the payment of the Temple tax (Mt 
I7.24-27). 

The Christian attitude to taxes was standardized by Paul. According to him, 
all higher authorities were instituted by God. Obedience was therefore due to them 
not merely out of fear but also because of conscience. Accordingly, all obligations 
should be paid: "taxes to whom taxes are due, toll to whom toll is due" (Rom 
I3.I-7). In the next generations, Christian apologists often tried to remind au
thorities just how loyal they were since they paid their taxes without complaint 
(Grant I977 /I978: ch. 3). 

Regarding wage labor and other forms of legitimated extraction of surplus, 
Jesus and the early Christians expressed no reservation. When the righteous were 
promised a great reward in heaven, the word used was mistbos, wages (Mt 5.I2). 
In general it was argued that laborers deserved their wages (Lk I0.7). In the 
parables, hired laborers sometimes grumble because they receive less wages than 
expected (Mt 20.I-I6). Elsewhere they complain when they have to deal with 
demanding masters who harvest where they have not planted and gather where 
they have not scattered (Mt 25.24). Wages were clearly thought to be the best 
and most just way of payment; even prophets were said to be rewarded with 
them (Mt 10.4 I). 

If the disciples of Jesus and the early Christians were admonished to endure 
oppression, oppressors themselves were regarded as sinners. Oppression was most 
emphatically condemned when it led to excessive extraction of any kind of sur
plus. Nevertheless, it was never argued that wealth possessed legitimately was the 
product of institutionalized oppression or exploitation of slaves, serfs, peasants, 
or wage earners. Consequently, there was nothing wrong with wealth per se. The 
only real problem was that the rich were constantly tempted to amass their fortune 
by whatever means. Wealth was not seen as the product of exploitation but was 
very often thought to be the cause of oppression. 
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{{Wbat must I do to inherit eternal life?" (Mk l 0.17): 
Early Christian Attitudes toward Property (Including Slaves) 
Regarding wealth, Jesus is recorded as having made some very harsh statements. 
According to one of them reported by all three synoptic Gospels, he claimed that 
"It is easier for a camel to pass through the eye of a needle than for one who is 
rich to enter the kingdom of God" (Mk I0.25; Mt 19.24; Lk 18.25). Jesus had 
just advised a wealthy sympathizer to sell his possessions and distribute them to 
the poor (Mk 10.2I; Lk 18.22). The version given by Matthew, however, added 
a qualification: The rich man was only advised to sell his possessions if he wished 
to become perfect (Mt 19.21). This qualification implied that wealth was not an 
obstacle to salvation, it was only an obstacle to perfection. 

It appears that the most radical stance toward property and wealth corre
sponds to the itinerant and rural character of the Jesus movement. No sooner did 
the early Christians become city-based and organized on a permanent basis than 
the original radicalism was substantially modified. In its new form, after a very 
brief period of alleged common ownership of wealth, early Christianity focused 
upon almsgiving. According to an understanding that became dominant and re
mained unchallenged (except perhaps by some later heretics), Christians wishing 
to become perfect did not have to distribute their entire property in alms (Lk 
12.33). It was up to them to decide just how much was necessary for them to keep. 

In the early Christian communities it was thought that almsgiving could cre
ate a harmony between rich and poor. "The rich man has much wealth:' it was ar
gued by an influential Christian teacher, "but he is poor as touching the Lord, be
ing busied about his riches .... But when the rich man rests upon the poor, and 
gives him what he needs, he believes that what he does to the poor can find reward 
with God, because the poor is rich in intercession and confession, and his inter
cession has great power with God" (Herm., Sim. 2, Lake; see Hengel 1974/1998 
and Osiek 1983). Almsgiving quickly became essential to Christian morals. By be
ing instituted, it gave the churches one of their main missions. At the same time 
it sanctioned property and canceled all the reservations of the primitive movement 
regarding possessions and wealth. Since slaves were commonly regarded as prop
erty, possession of slaves was also sanctified (Garnsey 1996). 

As some Christians gradually moved up the social ladder, and especially when 
more wealthy people began to join the religious communities in the late second cen
tury, a new problem began to trouble Christian moralists. In the Roman world, the 
rich were in the habit of displaying their wealth and were often prone to extrava
gance. The luxurious life of many Christians in big cities such as Alexandria was 
felt by the poorer brethren to be offensive and contrary to a Christian way of life. 
Asking the rich to abandon their possessions was clearly out of the question. 
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It seemed reasonable, however, to demand from them restraint. Clement of Alexan
dria was the most renowned exponent of the theology of moderation (Paed.). 

By teaching compassion and brotherly love, Christianity ameliorated the treat
ment of some slaves who were close to their Christian masters. But it had nothing 
to say about slavery as an institution. Jesus took it for granted. In his parables, pro
duction most commonly depends upon the work of slaves. Slaves are often ad
monished in the parables to work hard and conscientiously; masters are never 
admonished to treat their slaves with consideration. Consequently, it never oc
curred to Christian missionaries and teachers to challenge production based upon 
slavery. The decline of slavery came so late in Western history that it can be in no 
way attributed to the influence of Christianity (Westermann 1955; Finley 1980). 

In the early Christian literature almost nothing is recorded regarding the man
umission of individual slaves-a very common practice in the Roman world. In 
the very few instances that the issue was raised, all the leading Christians were of 
the same opinion as Paul: "Everyone should remain in the state in which he was 
called:' Slaves were urged not to be concerned with their servile status. Even if 
they were given the opportunity to gain their freedom, they should rather remain 
in slavery, making the best use of their condition as slaves, serving their masters 
in fear and with all due reverence. In their turn, masters were asked to stop bully
ing their slaves. They both had a common master in heaven (I Cor 7.20-24; Eph 
6.5-9). One New Testament author went as far as admonishing slaves to obey 
their masers with all reverence, not only those "who are good and equitable but 
also to those who are perverse" (I Pt 2.I8; Ste. Croix I975). 

tWeither sowing nor reaping" (Mt 6.26): 
Early Christian Attitudes toward Production 
The sanctification of property and the acceptance of slavery determined Christian 
attitudes toward production. The principal means of production in the Roman 
world, land and slaves, as well as its dominant slave mode of production went un
challenged. Ever since, all social relations and all modes of wealth appropriation that 
were considered by a given society as legitimate were accepted by Christian ethics. 

Insofar as early Christianity intervened in matters pertaining to the economy, 
it was only concerned with modes of consumption. It advocated almsgiving and 
discouraged exhibition and extravagance. Consequently, no changes in production 
were recommended or expected to occur. It did not seem possible at that time any 
more than it does today to transform production by modifying dietary customs 
and table manners. Yet, before ancient Christianity came to an end, suddenly and 
unexpectedly, some Christians came very close to introducing a new and hitherto 
unknown mode of production. It all began just after the middle of the third cen-
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tury, when the Gospel saying "if you wish to be perfect, go, sell what you have and 
give to the poor" (Mt 19.21) was again read literally and taken seriously. Antony 
the Egyptian paved the way for numerous others by distributing all his property 
and seeking salvation in the desert.23 The ideal was neither to sow nor to reap, but 
rather to spend a lifetime in contemplation and prayer. But as no human being can 
live by prayer alone, it soon became evident that some kind of arrangement should 
be made for provisions. 

To secure their livelihood, the desert fathers who began to appear in large 
numbers in the countryside of the eastern Roman provinces did not reproduce the 
dominant modes of production. They neither possessed their own land nor ex
ploited the work of slaves. When they did not depend upon charity alone, they 
worked by their own hands and only kept for themselves the absolute minimum 
essential for their survival. They established what we could call a desert mode of 
production, based upon independent and isolated producers, that does not involve 
economic exploitation of one another. The organized coenobitic monasticism of 
Pachomius modified this productive system but retained its basic characteristics. 
Since it had no use for luxury items, the ideal monastery was self-sufficient in a 
way that almost no village of the period ever aspired to. 

By remaining marginal, this minimalist economy of mere subsistence did not 
alter society; by the fifth century the boundaries that separated the desert hermits 
from the urban churches were being blurred (Markus 1990: ch. 12). However, it 
demonstrated that, under certain circumstances, a very radical modification in 
consumption could revolutionize production. In the Middle Ages numerous 
Christian groups, by no means all fringe sects, were inspired by this paradigm. The 
modern socialist movement came also very dose to some early Christian precepts. 
But there was a difference. The communist utopia envisaged a world with free and 
independent producers. The Christian heavenly utopia envisaged a world with free 
and independent consumers. In paradise, no one is expected to sow or reap. As vi
sualized in the Revelation of John (Rv 22.2), the tree of life will offer its fruit in 
such abundance that it will suffice for all. 

Notes 
I. In this chapter the New Testament is quoted from the New American Bible. 
2. The earliest known exponent of this theory is Melito of Sardis, who flourished in 

the second century; the relevant passage is quoted by Eusebius, Hist. eccl4.26.7, trans. Lake. 
This topic is examined by Grant (1977 /1978: ch. 2). 

3. This is not to say that the modern historian accepts as accurate all the information 
provided by the early Christian authors. 

4. For introductions to most historical topics related to the formative years of Chris
tianity see Benko and O'Rourke (1971). 
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5. This topic is raised and discussed in Theissen (1982). 
6. The financial activities of the early churches are not well documented. For a later 

period see Jones (1960). 
7. Mode of production is a central concept of Marxist theory. It is variously under

stood and explained. Karl Marx gives some important information in his Critique of Politi~ 
cal Economy and various chapters of CapitaL 

8. All numbers and percentages given in this chapter are no more than estimates of 
limited value. Nevertheless, they do provide an order of magnitude. On the social struc
ture of the Roman world, with numerical estimates, see Alfoldy (1985). On the economy 
of the Roman world see Garnsey and Saller (1987). 

9. This is yet another estimate of limited value, made by Jones (1964: 465). 
10. This term is mostly used by Ste. Croix (I98I). Much of what I say in this chap

ter depends upon the information and arguments of this work. 
I I. One of the most basic and widely read essays by Karl Marx dealing with the con

cept of exploitation in the modern world is "Wage Labour and Capital;' first published 
in I849; it is now best known in its I89I edition, corrected by Frederick Engels (Marx 
and Engels I 978a ). 

I2. An early witness attests that the grandsons of Jesus' brother Judas were poor farm
ers; the relevant passage is quoted by Eusebius, Hist. eccl. 3.20.I-6. 

I3. This information has been sometimes challenged on the grounds that it originated 
from the metaphorical expression "fishers of men" in Matthew 4.I9 and Mark 1.17. 

I4. Interesting comments on this issue were made by Kautsky (I9IO/I925) and 
Troeltsch (I93I/I932). 

IS. A well-documented case is Phileas, bishop ofThmuis, who had served as a magis
trate in Alexandria and died as a martyr very early in the fourth century. 

I6. For the probable presence of influential freedmen in the early Christian commu
nity of Rome see Osiek (I983) and Jeffers (199I). 

17. On the conversion of the aristocracy see Jones (1963) and Brown (196I). 
I8. To keep property concentrated, very few children were born and raised in most 

aristocratic families. Due to the high infantile mortality of the period, many of these fam
ilies did not sufficiently reproduce themselves. 

I9. This reasoning is made explicit in many Christian treatises. Admonition on these 
lines was given to the Christians of Rome in Shepherd of Hermas and to the Christians of 
Alexandria by Clement ( Quis div. ). For an analysis of Revelation along such lines see 
Thompson (I990); this study also locates socially the early Christians of the province of 
Asia. 

20. On upwardly mobile freedmen and church leaders see Kyrtatas (I987: ch. 3 and 6). 
21. Most popular were the Apoc. Pet. and the Apoc. Paul 
22. Luke (20.22) uses the word pboros (tribute, tax) in the same context. 
23. Athanasius, The Life of Antony became the model for the massive hermit movement 

of late antiquity. 



What Would You Do for a Living? 24 
DAVID A. FIENSY 

H ISTORIANS HAVE LONG CONCERNED THEMSELVES with the questions of 
the theology of the early church. What was the Christology, ecclesiology. 
or pneumatology of these pioneers of Christianity? These questions, as 

important as they are, often give the impression that all Christians in the ancient 
world were theologians or clergymen. This chapter seeks to understand the com
mon church member by reflecting on the kinds of job they held. We soon under
stand that these were folk not only involved with understanding their faith but also 
with the mundane task of making a living in a largely non-Christian pagan society. 

First, we must define some terms. By early Christianity we mean pre
Constantinian (or from 30 C.E. to 324 C.E.). Some reference might be made to 
the era of Constantine or a little after, but only to give perspective to the pre
Constantinian time. Second, we will not distinguish between orthodox Chris
tianity and the other types such as Gnostic Christianity, Montanism, the Ebion
ites, etc. People who considered themselves Christian believers were classed 
together. We will first examine the occupations that Christians considered un
worthy of their new faith. Next we will discuss the occupations actually engaged 
in by the members of the early church as these occupations are witnessed to by 
the writings of the New Testament, church fathers, martyrologies, apocryphal lit
erature, non-Christian pagan literature, papyri, and inscriptions. 

What Christians Would Not Do for a Living 
Occupation and confession were interlinked in early Christianity. We are accus
tomed in modern Western society to compartmentalizing our jobs, political views, 
and family relationships from our religious beliefs. The ancients did not do that. 
One's religion permeated one's political, economic, and kinship values even as 
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one's kinship, politics, and economics permeated one's religious commitments (see 
Hanson and Oakman I998). For the early Christians, some occupations were 
compatible with the new faith and some were not. Even those that were compati
ble in theory might not be compatible if engaged in improperly. 

The Christian prohibition of certain occupations was based on three princi
ples: (I) Occupations that infringed on the moral teachings of the faith were con
demned. These included prostitution and all connected with it. (2) Occupations 
that devalued human life were forbidden. These included the military, gladiatorial 
contests, and even competitions such as chariot racing where the participants 
might have to kill or injure someone (though Christians seemed to be in the stands 
when their fellow Christians were being martyred). In addition, civil magistrates 
in the church were usually disapproved of because they might have to sentence 
someone to death. (3) Occupations that participated in idolatry in any way were 
forbidden. Obviously then one could not be a pagan priest, but some Christians 
even warned against incense selling, sculpting, masonry, painting, and the like in 
the service of a pagan temple. 

Already in the New Testament there is reference to the occupations based on 
vice. Paul found it necessary to instruct the Corinthian church members that cer
tain occupations/lifestyles had become unacceptable for the new believers: "Nei
ther sexually immoral persons, idolaters, adulterers, male prostitutes, pederasts, 
thieves, greedy people, drunken people, verbally abusive people, nor robbers will 
inherit the kingdom of God and some of you were doing these things" (I Cor 
6.9-IO). Thus, the recent converts had to be instructed regarding the relationship 
of confession to occupation. 

Over a century later we again find a listing of unapproved occupations. The 
two most detailed lists-those of Tertullian of Carthage and Hippolytus of 
Rome, both around 200 C.E. (see table 24.I}-explicitly refer to prostitutes and 
all those connected to prostitution. Tertullian says no prostitutes, pimps (lenones), 
panders (perductores ), attendants of prostitutes ( aquarioli), or brothel keepers can be 
accepted because they are connected with immorality (IdoL I I; Apol. 43; see Apol., 
Glover I92). Hippolytus's Apostolic Traditions lists prostitutes, panders (1topvo
~omcoc;), and sodomites (so Trad. ap .• Dix 27) or licentious men (so Trad. ap., Eas
ton, 42).1 

The Apostolic Traditions also prohibit Christians from being actors or those who 
make shows in the theater. We know from other writers that the theater was sternly 
condemned in the early church. Theophilus of Antioch ( C.E. I 60) wrote that Chris
tians were forbidden to go to the theater (Auto. 3.I5). Tertullian maintained that the 
theater was connected with idolatry (Spect.IO). Minucius Felix (Rome, 2IO C.E.) 

condemned all shows, mimes, actors, and the theater in general (Oct. 37). Cyprian 
of Carthage (250 C.E.) condemned mimes because they encouraged adultery and 
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Table 24.1. Forbidden and Restricted Occupations According to Tertullian 
(Idol. 11, Apol. 43) and Hippolytus (Tiad. ap.) 

Tertul/ian 

Forbidden Occupations 
Prostitute 
Pimp 
Pander 
Brothel keeper 
Attendant of prostitutes 

Soldier (but if one at conversion 
may continue) 

Gladiator 
Trainer of gladiators 

Frankincense seller (probably; must not sell 
to pagan temples) 

Magician 
Sorcerer 
Astrologer 
Soothsayer 

Occupations with Restrictions 
Plasterer (must not work on pagan temples) 
Painter (must not work on pagan temples) 
Stonecutter (must not work on pagan temples) 
Bronze worker (must not work on pagan temples) 
Engraver (must not work on pagan temples) 

Hippolytus 

Forbidden Occupations 
Prostitute 
Pimp 
Sodomite 
Actor 

Charioteer 
Soldier (but if one at conversion 

may continue; must be taught not 
to execute people or to take the 
military oath) 

Gladiator 
Trainer of gladiators 
Huntsman in the arena 
One doing wild animal shows 
Public official concerned with 

gladiatorial shows 

Priest of idols 
Keeper of idols 
Magistrate of a city 
Military governor 
Teacher of children (but if no other 

way to make a living may continue) 
Magician 
Charmer 
Astrologer 
Interpreter of dreams 
Maker of amulets 
Seller of quack medicines 

Occupations with Restrictions 
Painter (must not make idols) 
Sculptor (must not make idols) 

produced effeminate men (Ep. 1.8). A Christian may not, according to Cyprian, re
main an actor nor may a Christian teach the art of acting to anyone. If the Chris
tian is a new convert and has no other way to make a living than teaching acting, 
he must rely on Christian charity (Ep. 60.1-2). Novatian (Rome, 250 C.E.) con
demned all public shows and Greek contests in poetry, music, and athletics (he 
specifically mentioned the shot put contest). Although idolatry was the mother of 
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all public amusements and they should be avoided because of that connection, he 
was also offended that the Greek athletic competitions were in the nude ( Spect. 
I-8). Thus, the Christian opposition to sexual immorality led to prohibiting not 
only occupations that explicitly depended on that vice (prostitution) but also to 
prohibiting occupations that could encourage adultery (thus acting/ miming and 
even athletic contests). 

The Christian attitude toward military service was usually negative, though at 
times it could be ambivalent. Condemnations of making war are numerous and 
found over a wide geographical area. Both Justin Martyr (ISS C.E., Rome; I Apol. 
39; DiaL I IO) and Irenaeus (I80 C.E., Gaul; Haer. 4.34.4) applied the prophecy of 
turning swords into ploughshares (Is 2:3-4) to the Christian movement and af
firmed that Christians were not to make war. Tatian (I60 C.E., Rome and Syria; 
Oratio ad Graecos I I) announced that he declined any interest in military command, 
and Clement of Alexandria (200 C.E., Paed. I.I2) wrote that Christians are not 
trained for war but for peace. Cyprian of Carthage challenged his congregation by 
affirming that the hand that holds the Eucharist must not be corrupted by sword 
and blood (De Bono Patientiae). Origen (230 C.E.; Alexandria and Caesarea) re
sponded to the pagan Celsus's observation (late second century) that Christians 
were not fulfilling their duty to the emperor by refraining from the military ser
vice. Origen argued that Christians did more good for the emperor and his armies 
by praying for them than others did by fighting under them (Cels. 8.68-69, 73). 
Arnobius (300 C.E., North Africa; Adv. Nationes 1.6) maintained that Christians 
were completely pacifist, preferring to have their own blood shed than to shed the 
blood of another. Lactantius (300 C.E.; Asia Minor; Inst. 6.20) wrote that Chris
tians cannot kill at all, neither in war nor even by accusing someone of a capital 
crime in a court of law. 

Tertullian addressed this issue at length twice. He maintained that to take the 
military oath of allegiance to the emperor was completely unacceptable for Chris
tians, and that violence contradicted the Christian way of life. When Jesus dis
armed Peter in the Garden of Gethsemane, he disarmed every soldier. Since Jesus 
declared that anyone who lives by the sword will die by the sword, how can any 
Christian carry one? When Jesus would not even take someone to court to sue 
him, how can a Christian take part in battle (IdoL I9; Cor. II)? Yet, surprisingly, 
having written these things, Tertullian conceded that if one were already a soldier 
and converted to Christianity, he might continue, though he must be aware that it 
would cause great difficulty. The best course of action, according to Tertullian, 
would be to quit the military (Cor. I I). 

Clement of Alexandria too seems to have allowed one to remain a soldier if 
he converted while serving in the military. In the Protrepticus IO he advised that if 
a person was a farmer when he became a Christian he should continue being a 
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farmer but now one that meditated on God while tilling the fields. If one had been 
a sailor at his acceptance of the new faith, he could continue sailing the seas but 
now he should rely on the heavenly captain. And if one had been a soldier when 
knowledge had taken hold of him, he should listen to the just commander. Thus, 
it appears that in all three cases, the farmer, sailor, and soldier, the new convert is 
allowed to continue his occupation but now with a Christian emphasis. The Apos
tolic Tradition of Hippolytus, however, agreed with Tertullian and Clement. A mili
tary leader who converts must resign his commission. An ordinary soldier who 
does so may remain a soldier but must be taught not to execute people and must 
not take an oath. One already a Christian who wishes to become a soldier must be 
cast out of the church. 

The arrangement given in Hippolytus may record accurately the Christian rela
tionship to the military: Christians converted while in the military could remain if 
they did not fight in a war. Bainton suggests that Christian soldiers would serve in 
a police function (1960: 79): guarding the emperor, keeping the peace, aiding gov
ernors in provinces, guarding prisoners, caring for the mail, doing secretarial duties, 
and aiding in fire protection. In these functions Christian soldiers would not be 
called upon to kill anyone, but if a war began they would have to refuse to fight. 

After the accession of Constantine in 324 C.E. the Christian attitude toward 
war began to change (Hornus 1980: 168; Bainton 1960: 66). Now Christians be
gan to see military service more in terms of just war. If the war is just, so the ar
gument goes, it is possible for a Christian to participate. This idea was developed 
fully by Augustine in the fifth century, especially in response to the barbarian in
vasions (Civ. Dei I.2I, 26). 

In spite of the condemnations of military service, we know of several exam
ples of Christian soldiers. Whether they were all serving in the capacity described 
by Bainton is unknown and questionable. In the New Testament there are four no
table cases of encounters with believing soldiers. John the Baptist encounters some 
soldiers who ask his ethical advice. John replies that soldiers should not extort or 
falsely accuse people and that they should be content with their wages (Lk 3.I4). 
Thus there is no instruction to either quit the army or to refrain from battle. Sec
ond, Jesus encountered a centurion whose son/servant he healed (Mt 8.5-13; Lk 
7.I-10; Jn 4.46-54) and was impressed with the centurion's faith. Third, Acts 10 
narrates the conversion of the first Gentile to the faith, Cornelius, a centurion in 
Caesarea. Upon his conversion, there is nothing indicated about instructions to re
frain from warfare. Finally, there is a narrative of a jailer, presumably a soldier, in 
Philippi who was baptized in the night by Paul and Silas (Acts I 6.25-34 ), again 
with no information about pacifist teaching. 

Cadoux maintains that there is no reliable example of a Christian soldier after the 
stories of the Acts of the Apostles (late first century C.E.) until the time of Emperor 
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Marcus Aurelius (160-180 C.E.; Cadoux 1925: 276; c£ Bainton 1960: 67ff.; 
Hornus 1980: 122). The oft-reported incident of the Legio Xll Fulminata orThWl
dering Legion, which took place aroWld I 73 C.E., is the first literary reference to 
Christian soldiers after the New Testament period. This legion, which contained 
many Christians recruited in Armenia, was campaigning in Germany when the heat 
and lack of water threatened their safety. The Christians in the legion prayed for rain 
and were answered immediately (Dio 72; Eusebius, Hist. eccL 5.5; Tertullian, Apol 5). 
Thus, this narrative, which may have legendary elements, indicates a large nwnber of 
Christians in the military in the later half of the second century. 

Tertullian himself noted the presence of Christians in the military, even 
though he opposed their service. He wrote that Christians had by his time filled 
every place among the pagans, even the military camp (Apol37). His treatise on a 
Christian soldier's refusal to wear a laurel wreath refers to many other Christian 
soldiers who condemned this behavior (Cor. I). The references to soldiers in the 
Apostolic Traditions of Hippolytus also demonstrate that there were numerous Chris
tian soldiers, since Hippolytus found it necessary to handle this problem in some 
detail. Thus, one gets the impression that by the close of the second century in 
North Africa and in Rome many Christians served in the military to the dis
pleasure of the Christian leaders. 

Eusebius gives us the same impression a century later. He notes that by the end 
of the third century there were numerous Christians in the imperial palaces, gov
erning provinces, and serving in the military (Hist. eccl. 8.1). But in the year 303 
C.E. Galerius sought to rid the armies of Christians by forcing them to either re
nounce their faith or be stripped of their rank ( Hist. eccl. 8.4 ). Eusebius reports 
that many of them (one would think not all, however) left the army at that time. 
Thus there were enough Christians in the armies to get the attention of Diocle
tian's lieutenant, Galerius. Also of importance among the literary sources are the 
martyr narratives. The earliest recurded execution of a Christian soldier was 
Basileides in 205 C.E., who was executed for refusing to take an oath. Marinus was 

likewise beheaded in 260 C.E., and Marcellus of North Africa was executed in 298 
C.E. On the other hand, Maximilian (295 C.E.), who was being forced into mili
tary service, refused to serve; the proconsul tried in vain to convince him to serve 
by noting that there were already many Christians in the armies. After Maximil
ian's continued refusal, he was executed by the sword. Three other soldier martyr
doms take place in the early fourth century, before the reign of Constantine: the 
forty martyrs of Sebaste in Armenia ( 308 C.E. ), Julius the Veteran (Moesia Infe
rior; 304 C.E.), and Dasius (Moesia Inferior; 304 C.E.). The last account is im
portant because it too refers to "many foolish men who call themselves Chris
tians;' in other words who did not behave as uprightly as Dasius (see Acts of the 
Christian Martyrs, xxvii-xlix, 133-279). 
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In addition to the literary references to Christian soldiers there are several 
tomb inscriptions. Hornus has identified seven inscriptions that are certainly 
Christian and four that are probably so (I980: II9-2I). He lists among the seven 
three from Rome, one undated, and two from the third century; three from Phry
gia in Asia Minor, two from the third century and one from the early fourth; and 
one from Thrace. In the four other cases soldiers in grave inscriptions tell of de
ceased Christian family members. Were the soldiers also Christians or only their 
family members? Hornus allows that they probably were Christians as well. These 
are from Dalmatia (late third century), Asia Minor, and Rome. To these inscrip
tions we should add the papyrus letters described by Judge and Pickering from 
297 C.E. in Egypt, which refer to a soldier of "at least moderate means" who was 
probably a Christian Gudge and Pickering I977: 52). 

Thus there is evidence for Christian soldiers spread throughout the empire. 
Bainton surmised, however, that the strongest opposition to Christian military ser
vice was in the churches in the East. He believes that North Africa was divided on 
the issue and that Rome was less opposed to Christians in the military (because of 
the three military epitaphs in Christian cemeteries). The eastern frontier, however, 
had the most extensive Christian participation in the army (Bainton 1960: 71-72). 

Could Christians serve in the army? Probably most Christians frowned on it 
before the time of Constantine. Nevertheless, the church had the problem of what 
to do with soldiers who converted. Must they leave the service or could they con
tinue? The church for the most part seems to have settled on the arrangement 
noted above: stay in the army but do not kill anyone. But even that decision would 
probably not have been acceptable to every Christian. There were undoubtedly 
some who fought and killed. 

Christians were also concerned about other violent occupations. The gladiato
rial contests and even the chariot races concerned them. Theophilus of Antioch 
(Auto. 3.15), Athenagoras (177 C.E., Athens; Leg. 35), Minucius Felix of Rome 
(Oct. 37), Tertullian of Carthage (Spect. II, 19) and Cyprian of Carthage (Ep. 1.7) 
wrote that Christians were forbidden to witness gladiatorial contests. Tatian con
demned both gladiators and boxers ( Oratio ad Graecos 23); while Clement of 
Alexandria classed gladiators with parasites, flies, and weasels ( Paed. 2. I). The Apos
tolic Traditions of Hippolytus forbid receiving anyone into the church who is a glad
iator (JJ.oVoJJ.axoc;), a trainer of gladiators, a huntsman in the arena ( lC\)Vll'YO<;). or 
a public official concerned with the gladiatorial shows. Thus no one connected in 
any way with the gladiatorial contests could, according to Hippolytus, be accepted 
as a Christian. 

There were probably two reasons for this strong denunciation of the gladia
torial contests. First of all the contests involved the taking of human life and feed
ing the crowd's hunger for watching dying people (Auguet 1972: 46-53). Second, 
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the amphitheater was used to reinforce loyalty to the emperor cult and other local 
pagan deities (Futrell 1997: 93). Thus the gladiatorial contests were permeated 
with religious significance. The same reasons lay behind the disgust for chariot 
races on the part of Christians. Again the Apostolic Traditions refuse to admit into the 
church anyone who is a charioteer ( nv\oxoc;). This prohibition is consistent with 
the condemnation of the chariot games in general found in Tertullian ( Spect. 9), 
Minucius Felix (Oct. 37), Athenagoras (Leg. 35), and Novatian (Spect. 5). Accord
ing to Roland Auguet, the chariot games even more than the gladiatorial contests 
had the imprint of pagan religion on them. Further, chariot racing often became 
violent when opponents tried to overturn others' chariots, to the delight of the 
crowd (1972: 124, I3I). 

Finally, in this second category of occupations prohibited because of the de
valuing of human life is that of civil magistrate (despite the case of Erastus, which 
will be discussed below). Hippolytus, Apostolic Traditions, declares that no magistrate 
( apxrov) of a city who wears the purple may be received for baptism. Tatian had 
declared that he did not wish to rule (Oration ad Graecos I I) while in the Letter to 
Diognetus I 0:5 (second century) the desire to dominate others or rule others is con
demned. Celsus, the critic of Christianity in the second century, complained that 
Christians declined public office, neglecting their duty (Origen, Cels. 8.75). Min
ucius Felix wrote, "Nor do we consist of the lowest plebeians even if we do refuse 
your honors and your purple" (Oct. 3I). Canon 56 of the Council of Elvira 
(Spain in 306 C.E.) forbade a Christian to hold the office of the duovir or city mag
istrate (Kyrtatas I987: IOI). 

Cadoux suggests five reasons why Christians refrained from seeking or perhaps 
even accepting public office in the city (I925: 225-26). (I) Such positions were 
associated with idolatry, and their holders would be expected to participate in pa
gan rituals. (2) The social standing of most Christians made them unable to seek 
public office. (3) Christians did not value the worldly glory, and thus the glory of 
their society. ( 4) Christianity taught forgiveness and nonresistance, and punishing 
wrongdoers would contradict this teaching. ( 5) Christian repudiation of retalia
tion was so great that they would not endure even watching someone being put to 
death. Tertullian gives most of these reasons in his treatment of Christians and 
idols. He declared that Christians could hold public office only if they would have 
nothing to do with sacrifices, giving public shows, taking oaths, passing judgments 
on people, or giving penalties (Idol. I 7). Tertullian's point was that it is not possi
ble to hold a public office and avoid these things. 

Yet, we again detect that there were Christian public officials, for Tertullian 
refers to a dispute in the churches over this matter. Those who argued in favor of 
Christians holding public office pointed to Joseph and Daniel in the Hebrew Bible, 
men who were loyal to God but still held important posts in pagan governments 
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(Idol I7). Thus Tertullian's view was evidently not the only one in the ancient 
church. Furthermore, Tertullian himself seems to witness the Christian involvement 
in both the army and the magistracy in a passage admittedly full of rhetorical ex
aggeration: "We have filled every place: cities, insulae, fortresses, towns, markets, 
even army camps, tribes, town councils,2 the palace, the senate, the forum" (Apol. 
32). Harnack was perhaps overreaching, but not by much, when he suggested that 
by the end of the third century "the court, the civil service, and the army were full 
of Christians" (I96I: 311). City magistrates who were converted to Christianity. 
like soldiers, had a difficult decision to make. Undoubtedly, some did give up their 
positions, but one should not imagine that this was the inevitable choice. 

The third and final category of prohibited occupations in the early church was 
that with a connection to idolatry. Tertullian and Hippolytus condemned any kind 
of work that had direct association with idolatry and were critical of any that had 
indirect connection with it. Hippolytus (Trad. ap.) excludes from consideration for 
church membership any priest of idols or keeper of idols. Further, he counsels 
that Christian sculptors and painters must be taught not to make idols. Thus the 
occupation was acceptable if it was not used for idolatry. Tertullian verbally 
thrashed Christian artisans who made idols and attempted to justify their lucra
tive business by appealing to the apostle Paul's admonition to work with one's 
hands (Idol 4-5, 7). To his horror, Tertullian could even point to idol makers who 
had been chosen for ecclesiastical office (Idol. 7). He will allow no associations 
with paganism at all. Thus stucco workers, painters, stonemasons, bronze workers, 
and engravers must not work on pagan temples (Idol 8). He even has serious 
doubts about incense sellers since one never knows how the incense will be used 
(possibly in a pagan ritual, Idol I I). Once again, however, the necessity of con
demning such practices indicates that many Christian artisans did work for pagan 
temples and even fashioned idols for a living. 

Also included under this category would be the occupations associated with the 
magical arts. Hippolytus forbids the occupations of magician (J.Ld-yoc;), charmer, as
trologer ( c:xmpoAO')'Oc;), interpreter of dreams, seller of quack remedies, and amulet 
maker. Tertullian also condemns Christians who practice astrology for a living and 
even mentions one in particular who challenged him on this issue (Idol 9). Thus, 
some Christians were trying to continue telling people's fortunes by the stars. Else
where Tertullian maintains that there were among Christians no magicians (magi), 
soothsayers ( aruspices ), diviners ( arioli), and astrologers ( matbematici). Allowing for the 
rhetoric, we would conclude that these occupations would have been rare among 
Christians since the idolatrous connections would have repulsed most. 

Finally, both Hippolytus and Tertullian have reservations about a Christian 
working as a teacher. Hippolytus urges that if someone teaches children worldly 
knowledge, it would be better for him to quit teaching altogether. If, however, that 
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person has no other skill ( tEXVIl) by which to make a living, let him have forgive
ness. Tertullian is much less generous about this occupation. He maintained that 
a Christian should not be a schoolmaster because he would have to teach children 
pagan literature as well as perform certain customary pagan rites ( L:loL 10). 

The profession of faith on the part of the members of the new religion often 
resulted in difficult decisions regarding their occupations. Some Christians evi
dently continued their old lifestyles in about the same way as before conversion, 
incurring the harsh critique of the ecclesiastical writers (see Harnack I96I: 3I I). 
Others must have made sweeping changes such as quitting a military or magiste
rial post, abandoning a trade or craft, or renouncing any contact with magical 
practices and the like. Perhaps we should imagine that most Christians, however, 
stood in the middle of these two extremes, ambivalent and even conflicted over 
the practical application of their newly found faith. 

What Christians Did for a Living 
Historians point out that Christian thought brought dignity to manual labor 
(Agrell I976: I50-5I; Richardson I952: 43; Latourette I953: 246; Munier 
I992: 469). The classical authors often referred to craftsmen as inferior beings 
whose bodies were deformed by hard work and whose minds were like those of 
slaves (Cicero, Off. 1.42; Aristotle, PoL 1.5.10; Dio Chrysostom, Ven. 7.IIO; Lu
cian of Samosata, Fug. 12f£; Burford I972: 29; MacMullen I974b: II5f£). But 
Pauline references (I Thes 4.9-I2, I Cor 9.I-27, Eph 4.28, and 2 Thes 3.6-I5) 
indicate that work was thought of in the Pauline communities as "divinely com
missioned for man" (Agrell I976: I5I). Thus Christianity, like Judaism, did not 
share the disdain for working with the hands that we find so frequently in the 
Greco-Roman literature. Further, early Christianity was primarily an urban move
ment. Not many peasants or country folk were involved in the movement until the 
late third or early fourth century (Meeks I983: 9-50; Frend I984: I32, 42I-22, 
572). The occupations that we would expect to be most often mentioned in the 
literary sources, therefore, should be urban occupations: skilled crafts and un
skilled manual labor. Paul instructed the Thessalonian believers "to work with 
your own hands" in quietness (I Thes 4:I I). From this and similar texts Best and 
Meeks conclude that most of the Thessalonian Christians were "manual workers, 
whether skilled or unskilled" (Best I 972: I 7 6; c£ Meeks I 983: 64 ). Meeks argues 
further that this instruction was what Paul in all likelihood typically gave to new 
converts and that we should therefore conclude that most early Christians 
throughout the empire were handworkers. This is confirmed by Ephesians 4:28, 
writes Meeks, where the Deutero-Pauline author again urges the reader to labor 
with his hands (I 983: 65). 
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Such information as we have for first-century Christianity would seem to agree 
with Meeks's thesis. We read in the New Testament of a metalworker (2 Tm 4:I4), 
tentmakers (Acts I8:3), a general handworker (I Cor 9.6), Tertius a scribe (Rom 
I6.22), a purple dealer (Acts I6.I4-I5, evidently financially well off), and day la
borers Qas 5.4). But the New Testament also gives witness to other occupations: 
lawyer (Ti 3.I3), city manager (Rom I6.23, see below on Erastus), physician (Col 
4.I4), merchants Qas 4.I3), and soldiers (Lk 3.I4, 7.I-IO and Acts IO.I-49, 
well-to-do centurions, Acts I6.25-34, a jailer). There are also several slaves listed 
in the New Testament, which we will discuss later. 

The literary sources for the second century also indicate that most Christians 
were hand workers. The Didache (I 00 to I 40 C.E. in Syria) admonishes its readers 
to put guests of the congregation to work: If the guest is a craftsman ( -rexvintc;), 
let him work and then let him eat, but if he is not a craftsman, use your own judg
ment about whether to feed him (I2.3-4). Athenagoras of Athens affirms that 
among Christians one could find uneducated persons, craftsmen, and old women 
(Leg. I I). Celsus, the pagan detractor of Christianity, charged that the Christian 
movement consisted of leather cutters, fullers, and woolworkers (Origen, Gels. 
3.55-56, 58). Eusebius refers to Theodotus the shoemaker, a second-century 
Christian heretic ( Hist. eccl. 5.28). Thus, the impression one forms is that most 
second-century Christians were hand laborers. 

Yet there are also references to occupations above mere manual labor. A Chris
tian physician in Gaul was martyred in I80 C.E. (Acts of the Christian Martyrs: 77). 
Callistus, bishop of Rome, was originally a banker and an imperial slave (Hip
polytus, Haer. 9.7). A second Theodotus, also considered a heretic and a disciple 
of Theodotus the shoemaker, was a banker (Eusebius, Hist. eccl. 5.28). Christians 
may have been heavily involved in the banking business at some point (Kyrtatas 
I987: I24; NewDocs 5, I39) since Pliny (Ep. IO) mentions in his second-century 
letter to Trajan that Christians took an oath not to deny a deposit to anyone who 
asked for it back. 

The sources for the third century mention similar Christian occupations. Ter
tullian referred to sculptors, painters, stucco workers, stonecutters, soldiers, and 
artisans in general (Idol. 4-5, 8, Cor. I). Hippolytus (Trad. Ap.) listed painters, 
sculptors, and soldiers. Tertullian complained that at least one Christian persisted 
in practicing astrology for a living (Idol. 9). Three of the celebrated soldier mar
tyrdoms happened in the third century: the forty martyrs of Armenia (Sozomen, 
H.E. 9.2), Marcellus of Tingis in Mauretania (Acts of the Christian Martyrs, xxxvii, 
25I-59), and Basileides (Acts of the Christian Martyrs, xxvii, I33-35). For the brief 
period of the fourth century before the accession of Constantine we have only ref
erence to two soldiers: both Julius the Veteran and Dasius were martyred in Moe
sia Inferior (Acts of the Christian Martyrs, xxxix, 26I; xli, 273-79). 
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We have postponed until now any discussion of Christian slaves and freed

men. First, we will survey the evidence for Christian slaves/freedmen in general. 

Next, we will discuss specifically imperial slaves/ freedmen. 
The New Testament gives evidence to the presence of large numbers of slaves 

in the early congregations. Paul's long list of greetings to Roman Christians 

(Rom I6) surely included several slaves and former slaves. Lampe concluded that 

of the twenty-six persons listed in that text we can identifY the origins of four

teen of them. Of these, ten were probably of servile origin. Thus over two-thirds 

of the names on this list (whose origins can be identified) were slaves or freed 

persons (Lampe I99I: 228). We have good reason to conclude that the 

Corinthian church also had a large percentage of slaves and former slaves. Paul's 

references to the "household of Stephanus" (I Cor I.I6) and Chloe's people (I 

Cor I. I I) indicate large houses with significant numbers of slaves, evidently 

many of them believers. The much discussed Erastus, the oiJCOVOIJ.O~ or city man

ager/treasurer of Corinth, was probably a freedman (Bartchy I973: 59-60). Paul 

even devoted a small letter to the issue of slavery (Philemon). Admonitions to 

Christian slaves to obey their masters as an act of Christian service also testifies 

to the importance of slaves in the early Christian community (Eph 6.5-9; Col 

3.22-25; I Tm 6.I-2; I Pt 2.I8-2I). Finally, the Acts of the Apostles refers to 

two slaves who were believers in the Way (Rhoda, I2.I3 and the Ethiopian Eu

nuch, 8.26-40). 
Pliny the Younger, in a letter to Emperor Trajan (Ep. IO) written from Asia Mi

nor in I IO C.E., described two female slaves among the sect of Christians. Ignatius, 

also in IIO C.E., greeted fellow believers in the "house ofTavia" in his Letter to the 

Smyrnaeans 13.2 (in Asia Minor). Evidently this house was a large household with 

several Christian slaves. In addition, Ignatius admonished slaves of Philippi 

(Macedonia) to endure their slavery to the glory of God (lgn., Pol. 4 ). Also in the 

second century was the martyrdom of Blandina, a slave of Gaul, who was tortured 

to death (Eusebius, Hist. eccl. 5.I). Third-century sources also mention slaves. The 

martyrdoms of Revocatus and Felicitas, Christian slaves, took place in 203 C.E. in 

Carthage (Acts of the Christian Martyrs, xxvii, 108-9). Tertullian wrote that Chris

tians collected charitable donations on a regular basis, part of which went toward 

caring for aging slaves (Apol. 39). 
Of special interest are the imperial slaves and freedmen. The career of a slave 

in the imperial service could be one of upward mobility and increasing wealth. Of

ten sons of slaves would be sent to special schools and then as young men would 

begin to work their way up through the bureaucratic system (Finn I982: 3I-37). 
Thus a Christian of lowly origin could in the course of a lifetime of imperial ser

vice acquire great wealth and power. Already in the New Testament we find refer

ence to imperial slaves/freedmen. Paul refers in Philippians to Caesar's household 
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and to the praetorium (1tp<Xt'tCOptoV; 4.22 and I.I3) where he is imprisoned, proba
bly meaning the slaves in the imperial service (Finn I982: 33; Kyrtatas I987: 79). 

Toward the end of the first century Clement of Rome wrote his letter to the 
Corinthian church and sent it by three men named Claudius, Valerius, and Fortu
natus. The first two persons bear names suggestive of imperial freedmen, affirms 
Dimitris Kyrtatas (I987: 79). Lightfoot, followed by others, postulated that 
Clement of Rome himself was an imperial freedman of the household of the em
peror's (Domitian, reigned 8 I -96 C.E. ) 3 cousin, Titus Flavius Clemens (Clement of 
Rome, Lightfoot I.I.25-6I; Finn I982: 33; Kyrtatas I987: 80, see note 7). 

In the second century, the companion of Justin, who was martyred in I 65 C.E., 

was one Euelpistus, one of the emperor Marcus Aurelius's slaves (Acts of the Chris
tian Martyrs, 5 I). lrenaeus indicated that there were believers in the royal court of 
Caesar (Haer. 4.30.I; Kyrtatas I987: 8~I). Hippolytus named two Christian 
imperial freedmen, Carpophorus and Callistus, and a Christian imperial concu
bine, Marcia, in the reign of Commodus (I76-192 C.E.; Haer. 9.7). 

The third century witnessed an increased presence of Christians in the impe
rial service. Eusebius narrated that the royal house of Emperor Alexander Severus 
(reigned 222-235 C.E.) consisted mostly of believers (Hist. eccL 6.28). Likewise 
Emperor Valerian (253-260 C.E.) was said to have filled his place with godly peo
ple and have had a veritable church of God in his house until he became alarmed 
at the growing numbers of Christian bureaucrats and sought to strip them of their 
power and possessions (Eusebius, Hist. eccl. 7.10; Cyprian, Ep. 8I). By the time of 
Diodetian (284-305 C.E.) Eusebius could write that in the imperial palaces em
perors had been for some time allowing their wives, children, and slaves to adopt 
Christianity (Hist. eccl. 8.I). Under Diodetian, however, many Christian soldiers 
and imperial slaves were either stripped of their honors or put to death ( Hist. eccL 
8.I, 8.6). Eusebius narrates especially the martyrdom of Dorotheus and Gorgo
nius, who along with many other imperial slaves were martyred under Diodetian. 
Thus by the end of the third century, there seems to have been a growing body of 
Christian bureaucrats in the imperial system (Kyrtatas I987: 81-82). Many of 
these must have acquired great wealth. 

The grave inscriptions in Christian cemeteries and catacombs also refer to 
slaves, although the references are relatively rare (Marucchi I974: 223; Kajanto 
I963: 8). Marucchi lists seven such inscriptions from Italy (I974: 224-27 for 
slaves and 243 for an imperial freedman). Cadoux cites two inscriptions from the 
second century that name imperial freedmen (I925: 392). Kaufmann (Handbuch dtr 
altchristlichen epigraphik, I02) gives the inscriptions from the tombs of three Christian 
freedmen. Of special interest are quotations of epitaphs of Christian imperial 
slaves. There are Publius Aelius Rufinus, probably a freedman of Emperor Hadrian 
(II7-I38 C.E.) and Marcus Aurelius Januarius, freedman of Marcus Aurelius 
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(161-180 C.E.). One inscription, from the catacomb of Domitilla, may even con
nect us with the above mentioned list of names in the epistle to the Romans I 6: 
"Julia, (freedwomen or slave of) Augusta Agrippina. Narcissus (slave of) Augustus 
Trajan. Agrippinianus put (this here)" ( tr. from Handbuch der altcbristlichen apigraphik, 
98); Kaufinann suggested that Narcissus and Julia (both mentioned in Romans 
16.1 I, 15) were husband and wife and former slaves of Nero's mother who were 
still serving the imperial household in the time of EmperorTrajan (98-Il7 C.E.). 
Thus the two listed by Paul were imperial slaves who continued to serve the palace 
into the second century. Kaufinann affirmed, probably too uncautiously, "The 
identification of this Narcissus with the one named by the apostle seems to me as 
good as certain" (99). 

One is therefore struck by the frequent mention of Christian slaves both gen
erally and especially with reference to imperial slaves. It is tempting to conclude 
that a large percentage of the Christian population in the first three centuries was 

of servile origin. Kyrtatas has argued strongly against this conclusion maintaining 
that there was only a "small number" of slaves in the early church (1987: 45). He 
correctly notes that relatively few Christian sepulchral inscriptions indicate servile 
origins (1987: 48; c£ Kajanto 1963:8 and Marucchi 1974: 223). But his own ev
idence would seem to contradict his conclusions. We have as much literary evi
dence for Christian slaves as any occupation. The relative lack of sepulchral refer
ences to servile origin may have been because of the Christian disregard for social 
ranking (Kajanto 1963: 15; Marucchi 1974: 223; Gal 3.28; Lactantius, Inst. 

5.14-15). Rather, the literary sources would suggest strongly that from the be
ginning up through the third centuries there were undoubtedly many slaves and 
freed persons in the church. Table 24.2 summarizes our results so far. 

The inscriptions are also very helpful in discovering what occupations early 
Christians pursued. We will discuss below the occupations noted on Christian epi
taphs or in the few papyri that are clearly Christian. Those inscriptions and papyri 
identified as Christian (see Keppie 1991: 121-24) may paint for us a landscape 
of the types of occupations Christians pursued. After we have surveyed the evi
dence, table 24.3 will summarize our results. 

By far the most controversial of the inscriptions comes from first-century 
Corinth. It reads in Latin: Erastus pro aed sp stravit. The epigrapher of the Corinthian 
materials, John Harvey Kent, understood the inscription as follows: [praenomen 
nomen}Erastus pro aedili[ta)te s(ua) p(ecunia) stravit-"Erastus in return for his aedile
ship laid (the pavement) at his own expense" (I Cor, 99). In other words, the Eras
tus of the inscription paid for a pavement to be laid in return for his being ap
pointed to the office of aedile (commissioner of public buildings). Kent identified 
this Erastus with the Erastus of Romans 16.23 (see also 2 Tm 4.20; Acts 
19.21-22) based on the following three reasons: (!)This inscription dates around 
the middle of the first century, about the same time as the Epistle to the Romans. 
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Table 24.2. Christian Occupations in the Fint Four Centuries Based on Literary Evidence 

First Century 

*lawyer; #City Manager; *Physician; 
"Metal worker; #Tentmaker; #Scribe; 
*Merchants; *Bankers; 
-Day laborers; #Craftsman; 
+Craftsmen; +Purple dealer; -Soldier 
( 3); *Imperial slaves; */\#Slaves; 
Scribe 

Third Century 

*Imperial slaves; ®Astrologer; 
®Sculptors; ®Painters; ®Stonecutters; 
®Stucco workers; ®Artisans; 
*®"-Soldiers (also in Mauretania) 

Second Century 

Physician (Gaul); *Imperial slaves; 
#-Artisans; "+Slaves (Gaul); 
-Woolworkers; -leatherworkers; -Fullers 

Fourth Century 

Soldiers (Moesia Inferior; Armenia) 

*Rome/Italy #Achaia @Carthage +Macedonia "Asia Minor &Egypt =Dalmatia -Syria 

(2)The name Erastus was not a common name.4 Thus one would suspect that any 
other reference to an Erastus might be the same person. (3) Paul's description of 
Erastus in Romans I 6.23 (the oiJCOvcS!.to~ or manager of the city) is near enough 
to an aedilis to be the same function. Kent concluded that the Erastus of Romans 
and the Erastus of the inscription were the same person, that he was probably a 
freedman, and that he had acquired considerable wealth (!Cor, 99-100). 

Meggitt (following Cadbury 1931: 42-58) recently challenged all three of 
Kent's arguments. The inscription's date is not clearly the mid-first century, main
tains Meggitt; it could be the latter part of the century. The two titles ( oiKovcS,.to~ 
and aedilis) could mean the same thing but they are not a perfect fit. Finally, Eras
tus was not such an uncommon name. Meggitt has found fifty-five examples of 
the name in Latin and twenty-three in Greek (1996: 218-23). 

We would suggest that the date of the inscription is not as crucial as it might 
seem. Why should we suppose that the date of the inscription has to be the same 
as the date of the Epistle to the Romans? One can easily imagine that a person 
such as Erastus would have continued to serve the city of Corinth for many years 
in the first century. Second, Mason has established without question that the 
Greek term oiKovcS,.to~ can be used for the Latin aedilis (1974: 71). His investiga
tion into the Greek translations of Latin institutions has made it more historically 
sound to accept that the terms could be referring to the same office (Clarke 1993: 
50; Winter 1994: 185-92). Finally, that the name Erastus is found frequently in 
antiquity is significant but not conclusive. We must ask what are the chances of 
there being two Erasti in Corinth from approximately the same period of time 
who held important city offices? A host of historians and commentators have ac
cepted Kent's identification of the two persons (Theissen 1982: 75-79; Meeks 
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I983: 58-59; Harrison I964: IOO-I05; Clarke I993: 50-56; Winter I994: 
I85-92; Fitzmyer I993: 750). Although one cannot be certain, on the whole it 
seems better to conclude that these two Erasti were the same person. Thus, one of 
the earliest inscriptions refers to a wealthy Christian who held a high-ranking of
fice in the city of Corinth. 

From the second century in Italy we have the grave of the daughter of a Chris
tian freedman who was an archivist: "Aurelius Primus, freedman of the emperor, 
record keeper:' As noted above, several other second-century grave epitaphs in 
Rome in Christian catacombs refer to imperial slaves/freed persons (Handbutb tier 
altcbristlicben epigrapbik, 97-99, 106). 

The third-century inscriptions and papyrus texts attest to the following occu
pations: From Italy are a shorthand writer or amanuensis (notarius), a woolworker 
( ILCV I, I 34, I24 ), a wagon driver ( Handbutb tier altcbristlicben epigrapbik, II I), a 
record keeper, and (surprisingly) the treasurer of the gladiatorial games and of the 
wine (Iscrizioni cristiane di Rcmta, 30-32). From Nicomedia in Asia Minor is an in
scription of a Christian wood-carver (NewDocs 5, I27). The sources from Egypt 
attest to two bankers (NewDocs 5, I39), a well-to-do gymnasiarch or director of 
the gymnasium, three wealthy merchants, and a worker in the central tax adminis
tration Oudge and Pickering I977: 50-5I, 69, 70). 

From fourth-century Rome and Italy we have inscriptional evidence for Chris
tians as wagon drivers (Handbuch tier altcbristlicben epigrapbik, I I2), dealers in huts or cot
tages, a female chamber servant, physicians, a stonecutter or mason, an artisan ( arte
ftx), and a lawyer (ILCV I, II7, II8, I20, I27, I40). From Achaia in the fourth 
century have come epitaphs of a Christian clothing merchant, innkeeper, teamster, 
and a pickier who also trapped lobsters and fish (!Cor, I73-79). The inscriptions 
from Asia Minor indicate that there were butchers and a (female) physician among 
the Christians (NewDocs I, I36-37; NewDocs 2:I6). In Egypt a papyrus text was 

found from the fourth century that refers to a Christian sailor who was reprimanded 
for being drunk (NewDocs 2, I73). Two inscriptions, one from Carthage and one 
from Macedonia, name the Christians in the tombs as procurators or managers of 
large landed estates. Fortunatus of Carthage was the procurator of the estate (fundus) 
of Benbenesis (Inscriptions Juniraires cbretiennes de Carthage, 336). Flavius Callistus was the 
E1thpooo<; (steward) of imperial lands (x;mptrov &mronK&v) near Thessalonica ( Re
cueil des cbritiennes de Mocidoine, I I8). These were two very important managerial posi
tions, perhaps carried out by wealthy freedmen, sometime in the early to mid-fourth 
century.5 Even more surprising is the identification of Ovinius Gallicanus as a Chris
tian consul, reported byT. D. Barnes (I995: 142). Gallicanus, one of the consuls of 
Rome in 3 I 7 C.E., a position only open to those of senatorial rank, made a large do
nation to a Christian church in Ostia. Thus he appears to have been a Christian and 
would be the earliest known Christian of such a high rank. 
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We now summarize the results of our survey of the inscriptions and papyri. 
To get a sense of both the sweep of the history of Christian occupations and the 
ancient world in general table 24.3 includes inscriptions/ papyri up to the sixth 
century. It does not list government occupations or military positions after the 
time of Constantine since the holders of those offices may not have been typical 
for Christians in the pre-Constantinian age. It does, however, give the inscriptional 
evidence for soldiers prior to Constantine discussed above under prohibited occu
pations. The occupations are listed by century with those inscriptions undated 
placed last. Most of these undated inscriptions would be presumably from some
where between the fourth and sixth centuries. The vast majority of the Christian 
inscriptions, however, do not indicate any occupation for the deceased.6 

Table 24.3. Christian Occupations in the First Six Centuries Based on 
Inscriptions and Papyri 

First Century 

#Aedile (Erastus) 

Third Century 

*Woolworker; *Shorthand taker; 
*Record keeper; *Treasurer of the 
gladiatorial games; *Wagon driver; 
"Wood-carver; &Banker (2); 
& Gymnasiarch; &Merchant (3); 
& Tax office administrator (2); 
*Soldier (3); "Soldier (3); =Soldier (2); 
& Soldier; Soldier; ®Imperial slave 

Fifth Century 

*Chamber servant; *Bread baker; 
*Stonecutter; *Merchant; *Banker; *Minter; 
*Lawyer (3); #Poultryman; "Banker; 
=Lawyer 

Undated 

Second Century 

*Imperial slaves; *Record keeper 

Fourth Century 

*Dealer in huts; *Female chamber servant; 
*Stonecutter; *Artisan; *Physician (2); 
*Banker; *lawyer; *Wagon driver; ®Chief 
physician; ®Manager of a large landed 
estate; #Merchant; #Innkeeper; #Teamster; 
#Pickier; +Manager of an imperial estate; 
& Sailor; "Butcher; "Soldier; *Consul 

Sixth Century 

*Chief physician; *Goldsmith; *Merchant; 
*Linen merchant: *Hay seller; *Goat seller; 
*Pig seller; *Banker (4); *Secretary; *Teacher 

*Dealer in huts; *Shepherd; *Weeder; *Butler; *Slave who carried the child's satchel; *Barber 
(3); *Miller (2); *Cook; *Pickier; *Tanner; *Pastry maker (2); *Physician (7); *Bread baker; 
*Butcher; *Carpenter; *Goldsmith; *lronsmith (2); *Linen maker; *Cobbler (4); *Stonecutter; 
*Sculptor (2); *Artisan (2); *Builder; *Dice maker; *Mirror maker; *Painter (4); *Merchant (4); 
Papyrus seller; *Elephant handler (?); *Linen seller (2); *Fruit dealer; *Bottle maker; *Oil 
seller; *Pig seller; *Fish seller (2); *Banker (2); *Minter (2); *Shorthand writer (3); *Teacher (3); 
*Lawyer (5); #Captain of the guard; #Bath attendant; #Guardsman; #Grainman; #Pheasant 
breeder; #Goatherd; #Banker (2) ; "Architect; &Chief physician; &Scribe; ®Merchant; 
=Sculptor; =Cobbler; Fishseller (Sardinia); Physician (Gaul); -Purple worker 

•Rome/Italy #Achaia ®Carthage +Macedonia "Asia Minor &Egypt ::oalmatia -Syria 
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What did the early church look like? There are certainly references to poor 
people among the early believers. Paul wrote that there were not many wise, pow
erful, or noble Christians at Corinth (I Cor I:26-28). Minucius Felix in the sec
ond century admitted that many Christians were poor (Oct. 36). Celsus wrote in 
his attack on Christianity: 

The following are the rules laid down by (Christians). Let no one come to us 
who has been instructed, or who is wise or prudent ... but if there be any ig
norant, or unintelligent, or uninstructed, or foolish persons, let them come with 
confidence ... they desire and are able to gain over only the silly, and the mean, 
and the stupid, with women and children. (Origen, Cels. 3.44, tr. Crombie ANF 
4,481-82) 

Based on such texts some historians concluded that most early Christians 
were poor people and slaves? Our survey above, however, does not offer support 
for this thesis. The overwhelming majority of Christians were not poor, if by 
poor we mean destitute, starving, and anxious about finances. We found evidence 
of skilled craftsmen and bureaucrats who would have made at least an acceptable 
living. I therefore maintain (with Meeks I 983: 64-65) that most Christians were 
laborers, either skilled craftsmen or unskilled workers. Tables 24.2 and 24.3 sup
port such a conclusion. Further, we have maintained (pace Kyrtatas I987: 45) that 
a significant minority of Christians were slaves/ freed persons as again the evi
dence in the tables suggests. 

Scholars are even beginning to notice clues that indicate that quite a num
ber (a significant minority) of the early Christians were well of£ The evidence 
would require a separate article adequately to cover this issue. In summary, how
ever, the New Testament Qudge 1960: 52-58; Malherbe 1977: 41-57; Winter 
1988: 87-103), the second- and third-century Christian authors (Cadoux 
I925: 393; Kyrtatas I987: IOI-6; Frend I984: I32), and the papyri and in
scriptions from the second and third centuries Qudge and Pickering I977: 
47-71; Handbucb der altcbristlicben epigrapbik, IOI-2; Marucchi 1974: 244-47) re
fer to Christians of wealth and even a few of significant social standing. Stark 
too argues that the Christian faith attracted more interest among the wealthy 
than had been supposed (1996: 29-47). Our survey found references to several 
wealthy Christians as well. 

We should, to be sure, distinguish between wealth and social standing. That 
there were few Christians of senatorial or equestrian rank before Constantine 
is a safe conclusion.8 But that there were many successful, wealthy, and up
wardly mobile persons in the Christian movement seems also undeniable. 
Christianity was a religion of "fairly well-off artisans and tradespeople" 
(Meeks I 983: 65). 
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Conclusion 
As the Christian movement spread in the first three centuries, it had to decide on 
the appropriate ethical conduct of its members. New people were coming from 
every occupation imaginable to seek teaching and baptism. Could converts be al
lowed to continue in the same line of work as before they came to faith? Increas
ingly the church leaders said no. Certain principles-sexual immorality, the de
valuing of human life, and idolatry--eliminated some occupations and curtailed 
others. Religious confession had to have an effect on occupation. 

Of course, not every church member was compliant to these rules, and it is 
even probable that not every congregation or locality accepted and enforced the 
rules of Tertullian and Hippolytus. No group is able to achieve total conformity 
with its rules. The nonconformists are even hinted at in the very sources that con
struct the ethical structure concerning Christian labor. We can imagine some 
Christians quite shameless in their refusal to listen to the church leaders on such 
ethical questions. On the other end of the spectrum were probably ethical rigorists 
who would not practice any trade except those narrowly defined as acceptable to 
the new faith. But common sense would dictate to us that most Christians strug
gled between conscience and pocketbook to earn a living and remain Christian in 
an overwhelmingly pagan society. 

What would a typical Christian congregation have looked like in the first three 
hundred years? If you had attended a worship service what sort of people would 
you have seen? 

A representative survey of tables 24.2 and 24.3 present the following results: 

Artisans: tentmakers, metalworkers, woolworkers, leather workers, sculptors, 
painters, stonecutters 

Educated artisans: lawyers, physicians, record keepers/ shorthand takers, 
scribes 

Merchants: purple sellers, bankers 
Bureaucrats: city manager, tax office administrator, imperial 

slaves/freedmen, managers of large estates, treasurer of gladiatorial 
games 

Soldiers 
Slaves 

You could have seen people from just about every walk of life. There would 
have been a few abysmally poor, a significant minority of slaves (in the Roman 
church several imperial slaves/ freedmen), a few soldiers and bureaucrats, almost 
no people of senatorial or equestrian rank, and a large number of artisans and 
merchants. We can find no evidence that Christianity appealed to only one social 
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level. If most Christians were artisans and merchants, most urban people in gen
eral were from these groups. If very few people of senatorial rank were Christians 
before Constantine, there were also relatively very few senators in the empire. But 
virtually every social level is represented in the early church at some point. 

The artisans and merchants ranged from the financially secure to the well-to
do. They had little status, but they nonetheless had their craft or business to make 
a living and contribute to the needs of the church. The majority of Christians were 
in the large urban group between the miserably poor and the upper classes of sen
ators, equestrians, and decurions (Gager 1975: 96-!06). 

Notes 
I. The Apostolic Traditions are extant mostly in the Coptic versions (Sahidic and Boharic ). 

Trad. Ap., Dix gives the Greek words that were transliterated into the Coptic. 
2. Town council: decuriae; see Glover edition ofTertullian's Apolcgy (1953: I68). 
3. The dates for Roman emperors are taken from Keppie (I99I: I36-37). 
4. Kent had also affirmed that this was the only occurrence of the name Erastus among 

the inscriptions of Corinth. This has proven incorrect. Another Erastus has been found 
from the second century (Clarke I993: 55). 

5. Ign., PoL 8:2 referred to another OO'tp07t0~ around the year I IO C.E. He greeted the 
wife of the OO'tp01t0~ and her household in Smyrna in Asia Minor. That he did not greet 
the procurator himself probably means that the latter was not a Christian. 

6. The largest collection of inscriptions having to do with Christian occupations is 
found in ILCV I, 116-45, with over I70 Latin inscriptions from tombs in Italy, North 
Africa, Gaul, Sardinia, and Dalmatia, but sometimes lacking dates. Those occupations 
from Asia Minor, Syria, and Egypt in the fifth and sixth centuries and the undated ones 
from those regions were given in NewDocs I and 2. Those occupations cited from Achaia 
during his time period were given in ICor. 

7. For a survey of views on the social standing of early Christians see Malherbe (1977: 
29-32). 

8. Barnes identifies only ten Christians of senatorial rank between 180 and 312 C.E. 

(1995: I36). For references to Christian senators see Acts of Peter 4; Eusebius, Hist. eccl. 
6.21 (?), 7.16. C£ Tertullian, Apol. 37 and Cyprian, Ep. 81. Were Titus Flavius Clemens, 
cousin of emperor Domitian, his wife Domitilla, and Anicius Glabrio Christians in 95 
C.E.? See Dio Cassius 67.I4, Suetonius, Dom. IS, and Eusebius, Hist. eccL 3.18. Frend 
(1965: 2I4-16) and Cross (I997: 499, 679) doubt it. 
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Conflicting Bases of Identity in Early 
Christianity: The Example of Paul 

NICHOLAS H. TAYLOR 

25 

THE EARLY CHURCH consisted of communities of converts. This may be 
self-evident in the case of the first generation of Christians, but it 
nonetheless raises important questions for our understanding of early 

Christian identity. We need to understand how identity was conceived and per
ceived and how it changed in the world of early Christianity. The phenomenon la
beled conversion in modern parlance is complex, diverse, and variable (Cohen 
1989; Taylor 1995; cf. Travisano 1970; Gaventa I986a). The complex nature of 
human identity in the ancient world, in particular the cities associated with the 
Pauline missionary movement, is also salient for this study. Identities transformed 
through religious conversion become more complex. We need therefore to under
stand the impact of joining a church on the already complex social identities of 
the first Christians and how that changed their lives. 

A range of diverse social institutions from which people simultaneously derive 
their social identities is of course not unique to the cities of the eastern Roman 
Empire where Paul conducted his missions. We do, however, need to recognize the 
unique features of this society and the characteristics of social identity that it gen
erated for those individuals and groups who derived their identity from the com
plex web of social structures and relationships that formed the Hellenistic cities. 
We also need to recognize the cultural forces that gave the individual a very lim
ited role in defming his or her identity (Malina 1981). 

The household was the fundamental social unit of Greco-Roman urban soci
ety, as is generally recognized (Meeks 1983). For the majority of the population, 
particularly those with least freedom of association, the household to which they 
belonged through birth or through a social transaction was the primary source of 
their identity. Closely related to household membership as a basis of identity were 
role and status within the household. Whereas the head of a household could 
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exercise considerable autonomy in the wider society and derive further aspects of 
his, or less commonly her, identity thereby, a subordinate member of the house
hold could function in the wider society largely as a representative and functionary 
of the household and its owner. 

Broader social units were also sources of identity. These would have included 
the city in which people resided and their ethnic origins, particularly if they be
longed to an expatriate enclave such as was common in the cosmopolitan Greek 
cities. The Jewish synagogues that feature prominently in Acts are an important 
example of these. Not only were the Jewish communities throughout the eastern 
Roman Empire an initial point of contact for Christian missionaries, particularly 
in the various trading centers, but they attracted a variety of adherents from the 
surrounding gentile society (Cohen 1989; McKnight 1991; Feldman 1993; 
Goodman 1994; c£ Kraabel 1981, 1982). Both these diaspora Jewish communi
ties (Stark 1996) and the Gentiles who associated themselves with them (Good
man 1994;Taylor 1995) were an important source of converts for Paul and other 
early Christian missionaries. It is important to recognize here that we are dealing 
with people whose identity was already complex before their conversion to Chris
tianity and that there would already have been some tension between the identity 
derived from their various ethnic origins and cultural heritage on the one hand and 
their place of domicile in the Greco-Roman cities on the other. Meeks has drawn 
attention to status inconsistency in this situation of complex social identity as a 
factor in attracting converts to Christianity (1983: 73). 

In addition to the principal demarcations of identity and status in terms of 
ethnic identity and gender, we need to recognize the complexity and often ambi
guity and relativity of social rank and status in defining identity. We have already 
noted that it was the heads of households who could potentially exercise an au
tonomous role in the wider society, and those of a particular rank and economic 
means were required to participate in the structures and governance of the city it
sel£ This entailed not merely holding civic office, often at considerable expense to 
the incumbent, but also participating in the corporate life of the city, including 
civic cults and festivals of the various deities whose shrines formed a prominent 
part of the civic landscape, both literally and figuratively. Civic functions, there
fore, were also a basis of identity, and for Jewish (and Samaritan) monotheists 
these posed an obstacle to their identification with their place of residence that 
many found insuperable. 

The issues that have been identified are very broad, and beyond the scope of 
a study such as this. Rather than surveying them all, this chapter will consider the 
figure of Paul himself, and then his manipulation of identity motifs to address is
sues of conflicting identity in the church, with specific reference to identity 
founded on the heritage of Israel and its relationship to the Christian universal-
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ism that Paul espoused. A social scientific theory that has been widely used in the 
study of early Christianity (Gager 1975; Jackson 1975; Meeks 1983; Hays 1985; 
Taylor 1996), and that is directly relevant to these issues, is that of cognitive dis
sonance. In view of the controversy surrounding this theory, some attention must 
first be paid to its use in the study of early Christianity. 

The Theory of Cognitive Dissonance1 

Leon Festinger and his colleagues developed the theory of cognitive dissonance in 
a study of a marginal North American religious phenomenon and subsequently 
applied it to more varied decision making and related activities and processes (Fes
tinger, Riecken, and Schachter 1956; Festinger 1957; Festinger et al. 1964). It has 
been used in studies of non-Western societies by Douglas (1966) and of Greco
Roman society and religion by Versnel (1990). It was one of the first social sci
entific paradigms to be applied in biblical scholarship, initially in the study of dis
confirmation of eschatological and prophetic expectations (Gager 1975; Carroll 
1979). It has subsequently been employed in the study of conflicting beliefs and 
allegiances in the theology of Paul (Taylor 1996, 1997b; c£ Sanders I983; Raisa
nen I 986; Hays I 985), the subject of this study. The use of cognitive dissonance 
theory in biblical studies has been controversial (Rodd I98I; Stowers 1985; Ma
lina 1986b; Elliott 1993). While the continued use of the theory despite this crit
icism has been defended recently (Taylor I998; Horrell I999), it would nonethe
less be prudent to identifY and assess the critical issues. 

Festinger defines cognitive dissonance as "the existence of unfitting relations 
among cognitions" (I957: 3), a cognition being any belief, attitude, cultural 
norm, commitment, or other information. Cognitions may be either consonant, 
irrelevant to each other, or dissonant. "[T]wo elements are in a dissonant relation 
if, considering these two' alone, the obverse from one element would follow from 
the other" (1957: 13). Cognitive dissonance, whether generated by logical incon
sistency, experience, cultural factors, knowledge, or opinions, or a combination of 
these, contains within it a pressure to bring about resolution, or at least to reduce 
dissonance to a tolerable level (1957: 18). This pressure is proportionate to the 
magnitude of the incompatibility between the cognitions and their significance, as 
perceived by the subject. Dissonance reduction can be brought about through changing 
beliefs, behavior, or environment, or by introducing new cognitions to the belief 
system so as either to create consonance or to reinforce a preferred cognition rel
ative to another with which it is dissonant (1957: I9-24). 

Festinger's further researches (1964) led to a wider range of applications of 
cognitive dissonance theory to account for situations where conflicting beliefs are 
held within a single belief system, as had been provided for though not developed 
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in the original formulation of the theory (I957). Rather than disconfirmation of 
expectations, the defining criterion became the coexistence of two or more con
flicting cognitions within a single belief system, with human decision-making 
processes and retrospective attitudes to decisions the object of study ( c£ Freed
man, Sears, and Carlsmith I978). 

Cognitive dissonance theory has been criticized within the social sciences. 
Rather than a formal theory, it is regarded as "a collection of loosely related 
ideas" (Brown I965: SSO),lacking clarity in its definition and precision in its pre
dictions (c£ Brehm and Cohen I962: 3II; Fishbein and Ajzeen I975: 44). Nev
ertheless, "while remaining frustratingly sparse and informal regarding its specific 
statement, dissonance theory has been exceedingly productive in terms of the 
amount of experimentation it has inspired" (McGuire I966: 3). There has also 
been criticism of the experimental methods and conditions employed in the for
mulation and development of the theory (Brown I 965: 603-4 ), particularly in 
later laboratory experiments into the postdecision situation (Festinger I 964 ). 
However, the endurance of the theory within the social sciences, with publications 
as recent as I 996 (Mahaffy), is testimony to its value. The issue of immediate 
concern is its usefulness in the study of early Christianity. 

C. S. Rodd (I 98 I) was an early critic of the use of cognitive dissonance theory 
in biblical studies. His work is directed rather specifically at the early studies of Car
roll (I979) and Gager (I975). Stowers (I985) draws heavily on Brown's criticisms 
(I965) in his critique of the use of the theory by Meeks (I983). More sweeping 
opposition to use of the theory has come from Malina (I986) and John Elliott 
(I993). Of Festinger's works, Malina cites only When Prophecy Fails, a collaborative 
study of a particular movement whose expectations were disconfirmed (1956). He 
makes no reference either to the fUller development of the theory in A Theory of Cog
nitive Dissonance (I957) or to later developments of the theory by Festinger (I964, 
I968), his collaborators, and independent scholars (Brehm and Cohen I962). 
While Stowers (I985) cites both Festinger's earlier works (I956; I957), his critique 
is dependent entirely on Brown (I965). His judgment, in his critique of Meeks's use 
of the theory in connection with status inconsistency (Meeks I983: 55, I73-74), 
is that it "obscures all of the critical questions about beliefs, motives, and inten
tions" (Stowers I985: I70). Stowers is well aware that the social sciences do not 
treat religious beliefs in the same way as disciplines more concerned with ideas, and 
cognitive dissonance is merely an example of this. The need for scholarship to take 
due account of ideas and their influence on human behavior is of course incontro
vertible, but this does not exclude the tools of the social sciences from contributing 
usefully to the study of early Christianity. Many of Stowers's concerns are dealt with 
in greater detail by Malina, but from a perspective of commitment to a more gen
eral social scientific interpretation of the New Testament. 
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Whereas Stowers questions the usefulness of social scientific analysis of the 
New Testament documents, Malina rejects one theory, cognitive dissonance, in fa
vor of another, Merton's theory of sociological ambivalence (I976), and Mills's 
theory of normative inconsistency (I983), which derives from it. He argues that 
Merton and Mills account more adequately for the presence of conflicting ideas 
within a single cognitive system, and human responses thereto, than does Festinger. 
Sociological ambivalence applies to situations in which only a limited degree of 
inconsistency in human perceptions of reality is experienced, as Malina acknowl
edges (I986: 49). Malina is therefore creating a false dichotomy between the the
ories of Festinger and of Merton, which, correctly understood, apply to rather 
different situations. 

John Elliott argues that cognitive dissonance "derive[ s] from modern social ex
perience with no ancient counterpart" (I993: 97; c£ Stowers I985). Malina simi
larly argues that cognitive dissonance theory is not cross-culturally sensitive and is 
therefore not applicable to the "Mediterranean" world of the first century where 
"life was riddled with recognized and acknowledged inconsistency" (I986: 38). 
This ignores the findings of Douglas that the purity systems developed in non
Western societies, with their definition of boundaries and categorization of pure 
and impure, sacred and profane, serve precisely to resolve the dissonances encoun
tered in everyday life (I966: 49-53). Versnel's study of "henotheism" in the Greco
Roman world (I990), moreover, demonstrates that dissonance and measures tore
solve or suppress it were integral to ancient society and its social psychology. 

Malina's argument that no stress attached to dissonance in the world of early 
Christianity (I986: 39) would therefore seem an unjustified generalization ( c£ 
Douglas I 966: 39-53; Versnel I 990). While dissonance has been observed most 
particularly in modern societies and often been attributed to social change and the 
complexities in roles and relations that have resulted (Merton I976; Weigert 
I 994 ), the assertion that dissonance or ambivalence accompanies or increases with 
modernization has not been demonstrated. The relative accessibility of modern 
societies to analysis does not imply that phenomena, in particular the processes of 
the human mind, observed there occur more frequently than was the case in ex
tinct societies. 

It is of course true that "since dissonance derives from premises about oneself 
and the world, it must vary with self-concept and world view" (Brown I 965: 598). 
Malina points to the tolerance of logically inconsistent cognitions as a wide
spread, cross-cultural, phenomenon and asserts that "in the social setting of ear
liest Christianity, normative inconsistency was the rule" (1986: 39), with norma
tive values not realizable in daily life (I986: 38). This is equally true of the United 
States (Malina I986b: 37), the society in which cognitive dissonance was first 
documented (Festinger, Riecken, and Schachter I956). While dissonance may be 
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variously perceived, and the responses thereto are culturally conditioned, cognitive 
dissonance may be experienced in any society. We need to distinguish between dis
sonance accepted as normative and tolerated on the one hand, and dissonance that 
is stressful and generates pressure toward resolution on the other. A continuum in 
intensity of dissonance needs to be recognized, from levels that can be accommo
dated without stress to levels that generate pressure toward resolution. Cognitive 
dissonance theory applies especially to situations where dissonance is experienced 
at higher levels of intensity, while Merton's theory of ambivalence (1976) is more 
appropriate to lower levels of dissonance. 

Malina asserts that the dyadic nature of human personality in the world of 
early Christianity militated against introspection, and therefore precluded cogni
tive dissonance (1986: 38). His corollary is that no inconsistency would be per
ceived so intensely as to require resolution. Malina would seem more dogmatic 
than the evidence warrants in excluding any capacity for introspective thought 
from the ancient mindset, at least among the more literate strata of society. Fur
thermore, he does not discuss the possibility that dissonance could be a corporate 
as well as an individual experience, not necessarily the consequence of introspec
tion in the modern individualist sense ( c£ Gamson 1992). Festinger formulated 
the theory of cognitive dissonance precisely in a study of a corporate experience 
and response thereto, not an individual one. The possibility of a collective and in
tense experience of dissonance, particularly in a society in which an individual 
would be so conscious of and sensitive to his or her collective identity, would 
therefore seem to merit some consideration. 

Malina draws upon the work of Snow and Machalek, who argue that cogni
tive dissonance theory "rests on the ... assumption that the viability of uncon
ventional beliefs and their organizational carriers is contingent on the existence of 
elaborate plausibility structures and strategies" (Snow and Machalek 1982: 16; c£ 
Versnel 1990: 7-8). "[U]nconventional beliefs" can acquire a self-validating na
ture that protects them from what might be regarded as the logical consequences 
of disconfirmation (1982: 18--22). Snow and Machalek do not dispute the oc
currence of cognitive dissonance, but they observe that "beliefs may withstand the 
pressure of disconfirmed events not because of the effectiveness of dissonance-re
ducing strategies, but because disconfirming evidence may simply go unacknowl
edged" (1982: 23; c£Versnel 1990: 4). Cognitive dissonance can occur only when 
the inconsistency is discernible in terms of the plausibility structure within which 
the individual or group is operating ( c£ Weigert 1994: 126, citing Berger 1967). 
Inconsistencies that are not acknowledged will not generate cognitive dissonance. 
Nevertheless, when inconsistencies are perceived, cognitive dissonance may result 
and may generate the drive to resolve the resulting tension. 
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The perception of inconsistency between values and experience, however 
normative this may be, does not imply unquestioning acceptance of prevailing 
circumstances. Human responses to experience and circumstances can vary and 
are in many ways less predictable than social scientists often suppose ( cf. Zyg
munt I972). As well as factors unique to the individual mind that shape per
ception and interpretation of experience, social context and interaction with 
others can influence responses to dissonance ( cf. Festinger I957: 4I-255). A 
hostile environment, for example, has been found to aggravate dissonance, and 
therefore to stimulate the process of resolution ( cf. Hardyck and Braden I 962; 
Carroll I 979: 107). 

The dyadic nature attributed to human identity in the world of early Chris
tianity should not be taken to imply uniformity of personality types or of char
acter. Those with social position, education, and wealth would potentially have 
been able to exercise more independence of mind and of action than others. That 
some individuals did stand apart and exercise considerable freedom of mind rather 
than conform to expectations imposed by their envirorunent is surely beyond 
doubt. Even if such individuals were a small minority in ancient society, their im
pact on the traditions of early Christianity and other social movements was con
siderable. That some were sensitive to discrepancies within their belief systems or 
between their beliefs and the reality they perceived, and that their experience can 
be illuminated by means of cognitive dissonance theory, is a possibility that can
not be excluded on the basis of the prevalence of dyadic personality in ancient cul
ture. Paul is surely a case in point (cf. Hurtado I995;Taylor 1996, I997b). That 
this is relevant to understanding his manipulation and resolution of conflicting 
bases of identity, this study will seek to demonstrate. 

That cognitive dissonance theory is potentially illuminating when applied to 
the world of early Christianity has been eloquently if indirectly demonstrated in 
Versnel's study of henotheism in Greco-Roman religion (I990) and in Carroll's 
work on the Hebrew prophets (1979). Carroll focuses on the reworking of un
fulfilled prophetic traditions as a means to resolving dissonance evoked by their 
nonfulfillment, but there are other possible applications. Prophets like Amos 
spoke out against the prevailing order when the Israelite and Judaean kingdoms 
did not conform either with divine justice or the terms of the Covenant, or indeed 
with their belief in Yahweh's sole lordship. Cognitive dissonance provides at the 
very least a heuristic paradigm in terms of which the perceived discrepancy be
tween covenantal faith and quotidian reality could have been experienced and res
olution of the resultant tension sought, if not always achieved, through invocation 
of divine judgement upon the prevailing order. Similarly, prophetic figures who 
rose in reaction to Roman rule in Judaea, including Judas the Galilean, may have 
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been motivated, as Josephus suggests (BJ 2.II8), by the conflict between their 
perception of divine prerogatives and the reality of Roman rule, and their mili
tancy can perhaps be understood in terms of cognitive dissonance. 

There remain situations and phenomena to which cognitive dissonance theory 
can usefUlly and appropriately be applied in the study of early Christianity. While 
Snow and Machalek rightly caution that religious systems have built-in protec
tions against disconfirmation of their beliefs and expectations (I982: I8), it is 
equally arguable that this built-in protection functions precisely as a plausibility 
structure, and thereby serves to contain and resolve dissonance ( c£ Douglas I 966: 
39-53; Weigert I994: I26, citing Berger I967). The logic and mechanism of the 
plausibility system may well not be that of the external analyst, and Stone has 
rightly asserted that the thinking of the authors of ancient writings, in his specific 
case apocalypses, must be assumed to be coherent within their own frame of ref
erence (I983: 242). What may appear to the scholar as incoherence or unfalsifia
bility in belief systems ( c£ Snow and Machalek I 982: I 9-20) will not necessar
ily appear so to the believer ( c£ Carroll I 979: 104 ). "Cognitive dissonance is 
subjectively experienced, it is culturally influenced and socially negotiable" (Prus 
I976: I33). If we are accurately to detect and analyze occurrences of cognitive 
dissonance, therefore, we need to recognize the inner logic of the belief system un
der investigation. Apparent inconsistencies discerned through the biblical texts can 
often be accounted for by such factors as presuppositions common to the author 
and the original readers and hearers but unknown to the modern scholar, in terms 
of which the document would acquire consistency and coherence. 

While it must be conceded to Malina that some degree of inconsistency is 
normative in any belief system (I986: 38), the distinction needs to be recognized 
between anomalies that can be tolerated or overlooked and contradictions that cre
ate pressure toward some kind of resolution ( c£ Carroll I 979: I 04; Versnel I 990: 
4-8). The value attached to the discrepancy is crucial to determining whether or 
not cognitive dissonance will result (Prus I976: I27). We need to recognize that 
not every occasion of logical incompatibility between beliefs or other cognitions 
necessarily results in cognitive dissonance, and that the hermeneutical processes of 
the community and its belief system can in some situations preempt dissonance 
(Carroll I979: 106). This would happen, inter alia, when expectations are rein
terpreted before they are disconfirmed rather than in the aftermath of disconfir
mation, or when paradox and mystery are employed to rationalize and even to 
sanctify the dissonance. 

While less intense levels of ambivalence or dissonance are more adequately and 
appropriately treated using theories such as that of Merton (I976), there remain 
within the world of early Christianity situations to which the theory of cognitive 
dissonance, with its accompanying drive toward resolution, is more appropriate. 
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The Multifaceted Identity of Paul 
That Paul was an ethnic Jew and an adherent of Pharisaism before his conversion 
to Christianity is of course well known. Recent scholarship has, in various ways, 
given considerable attention to relating Paul the Apostle of gentile Christianity to 
his Jewish roots (Stendahl I976; Sanders I977, I983; Boyarin I994; Raisanen 
I985, I987; Longenecker I998; Segal I990a, I990b; Hurtado I995; Taylor 
I996; Holmberg I998). The issue of Paul's identity, however, is more complex 
than the issue of how it changed with his conversion and how his retrospective 
statements on the subject are to be understood. It is of course important that we 
recognize the issue of how Paul's identity as a member of Israel was transformed 
on his becoming a Christian, not least because many, if not the majority, of the 
first generations of Christians would have undergone a similar process ( c£ Stark 
I986, I996). While Hurtado has argued that the conversions of future religious 
leaders should be understood as categorically different to those of ordinary con
verts (I995), it must also be recognized that Paul's conversion did not inevitably 
lead to his becoming a prominent and influential Christian missionary and thinker 
( c£ Taylor I992, I993). 

Paul's extant statements about his pre-Christian identity are of course all ret
rospective. Nevertheless, these, together with allusions found in Acts, are the only 
information available to us. There are three passages where Paul speaks in his let
ters of his life before conversion to Christianity, the first of which is sometimes 
referred to as his autobiographical narrative (Gaventa I986b;Taylor I993): 

For you have heard of my former life in Judaism ( £v tij) 10'\J&xi:Oiliii), that I per
secuted the church of God ( tl]v OOU..nmav tol> eeol>) violendy and tried to de
stroy it; and I advanced in Judaism ( £v tiii 1o'llOOl<J11Cii) beyond many of my own 
age among my people ( £v tiii oyEVElllO'Il ), so extremely zealous was I for the tradi
tions of my forebears. (Gall.l3-I4) 

If anyone else thinks he has reason for confidence in the flesh, I have more: cir
cumcised on the eighth day, of the people of Israel (b.: oyEvO'Il~ 'IapallA. ), of the 
tribe of Benjamin ( qroA.T) c; Bevta11iv ), a Hebrew [born] of Hebrews ('E~pato~ ~ 
'E~pa(rov ); according to the law a Pharisee ( mta VollOV Cllaptaato~). as to zeal a 
persecutor of the church ( tl]v OOU..nmav ), as to righteousness under the law 
blameless. (Phil3.4-6) 

Are they [Paul's opponents] Hebrews ('E~pawi)? So am I. Are they Israelites (la
pa'I]A.ttat)? So am I. Are they seed of Abraham (crnep11a l\.~paa11)? So am I. (2 
Cor 11.22) 

From these passages we can deduce that Paul was an ethnic Jew who traced his an
cestry through the tribe of Benjamin. He had lived his life as a pious Jew, and was 
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an adherent of the Pharisaic tradition of interpreting the Law of Moses. It was pre
cisely his devotion to his ancestral traditions that led him to persecute the church. 

Paul appears in Acts for the first time at 7.58, supervising the stoning of 
Stephen. Here he is referred to by his Hebrew name, Saul (l:auA.oc;), as opposed 
to his Greek name by which he is more generally known, and by which he identi
fies himself in his letters, Paul (IIa.uA.oc;). The following verses speak of Paul 
spearheading a persecution of the church in Jerusalem (Acts 8.1-3). Allusions to 
his background and earlier life are found in the speeches in which Paul gives after 
his arrest. 

I am a Jewish man ( aviJp 'IouOO.'io<;), born at Tarsus in Cilicia, but brought up in 
this city at the feet of Gamaliel, educated according to the strict manner of the 
law of our forebears, being zealous for God as you all are this day. I persecuted 
this Way ('ta~v -rftv o&lv) to the death, binding and delivering to prison both 
men and women, as the high priest and the whole council of elders bear me wit
ness. (Acts 22.3-5) 

My manner of life from my youth, spent from the beginning among my own na
tion and at Jerusalem, is known by all the Jews. They have known for a long time 
... that according to the strictest party of our religion I have lived as a Pharisee 
(i:~11c:ra <llaptc:ra'io<;) .... I myself was convinced that I ought to do many things 
in opposing the name of Jesus of Nazareth. And I did so in Jerusalem; I not only 
shut up many of the saints in prison, by authority from the chief priests, but when 
they were put to death I cast my vote against them. And I punished them often in 
all the synagogues and tried to make them blaspheme; and in raging fury against 
them, I persecuted them even to foreign cities. (Acts 26.4-5, 9-II) 

Further allusions are made in dialogue and in the narrative. In Acts I 8.3 it is men
tioned that Paul was a 01CT)V1tot6c;, conventionally rendered "tentmaker" ( c£ Hock 
I 980), by profession. He mentions frequendy that during the course of his mis
sions he supported himself by his own labor rather than depending on the 
churches for subsistence (I Cor 9.1-23; I Thes 2.7-12; c£ 2 Cor 7.2; 2 Cor 
I 1.7-1 I, 20). While he does not identify the trade he practiced, it would seem 
apparent that Paul worked as an artisan. 

The more contentious claim that Paul was a Roman citizen by birth (Acts 
I6.37-39, 22.25-29), though widely disputed in scholarship, forms the rationale 
of the narrative in the closing chapters of Acts, and is therefore for Luke an es
sential aspect not only of Paul's identity but also of the story of his journey to 
Rome (Acts 25.I0-12, 2I; 26.32). For this reason several recent scholars have af
firmed Paul's Roman citizenship (Hengel and Schwaemer I997; Riesner 1998). 

To these various identities, or aspects of his identity, derived from his Jewish 
heritage and Greco-Roman environment, whether through birth and descent or 
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through acquired social role, Paul added that of a follower of Jesus, or a Christ
ian, on his conversion. We should of course be aware that some scholars argue 
that conversion is not an appropriate description of Paul's experience, as his Jew
ish identity was not altered through his vocation to apostleship (e.g., Stendahl 
1976: 7-23; Betz 1979: 64-69). This, however, is inadequate in its understand
ing both of Paul (Gaventa 1986a: 9-42; Segal 1990a: II7-25, 285-300; Tay
lor 1992: 62-67) and of the complex and varied social and cognitive transfor
mative process that constitutes religious conversion ( cf. Straus 1979: 158-65; 
Snow and Machalek 1983; Rambo 1993). While Paul's conversion did not in
volve the abandonment and repudiation of all aspects of his previous identity, 
some at least came to be reevaluated and reinterpreted. This is most apparent in 
Philippians 3.7-8: 

But whatever gain I had, on account of Christ (3tix 'tOV Xpttnov) I have counted 
as loss. Indeed I count everything as loss because of the surpassing worth of 
knowing Christ Jesus my Lord. 

This text reflects a typical convert's appraisal of his previous way of life ( cf. Beck
ford 1978; Snow and Machalek 1983, 1984). Paul's disparagement of his ac
complishments and values as a Pharisee, recounted in the previous verses, reflects 
a reassessment of the commitments and convictions that had characterized his 
past way of life in the light of the new commitments, convictions, and values he 
had adopted on conversion to Christ, a process described as "biographical recon
struction" by Snow and Machalek (1983, 1984; cf. Segal I990a; Taylor 1992, 
1993, 1995). 

Paul as Convert2 

Modern studies of conversion have shown that it does not consist simply in the 
abandonment of one set of beliefs and practices in favor of another (Travisano 
1970; Beckford 1978; Straus 1979; Rambo 1993). A more complex process is 
involved, during which time beliefs and practices associated both with the move
ment or group that the convert has joined and with that to which he or she had 
previously been affiliated coexist in the consciousness. It is such situations that 
may potentially generate cognitive dissonance and the consequent pressure to re
solve it. This can be accomplished through changing cognition through adding 
or eliminating one or more cognitive elements; revising the relationship between 
and relative importance of existing elements; changing environment to effect re
moval from exposure to unwanted dissonant information, and increasing expo
sure to consonant information; changing behavior so as to conform with the 
dominant and preferred cognitive elements; or attempting to convince others, as 
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a means of reinforcing the preferred convictions (Festinger 1957: 19-24). It is 
entirely appropriate that scholars such as Segal (1990a) and Gager (1981) have 
sought to understand Paul's thought in terms of postdecision dissonance ( c£ Fes
tinger 1964; Gerhardsson 1961: 289). However, Gager in particular overlooks 
the temporal distance between Paul's conversion and Galatians, and the develop
ments of the intervening years that shape Paul's portrayal of his conversion and 
other episodes in his earlier life (c£ Raisanen 1987: 404-7). Galatians reflects a 
specific historical situation and is neither objective history or autobiography, nor 
an abstract reflection of Paul's thought; it does not reflect directly the dissonance 
Paul experienced in the aftermath of his conversion (see Taylor 1992: 123-81 
and 1993). 

Paul as a Pharisee who had been converted to Christianity would have experi
enced dissonance between the beliefs and values that belonged to his ancestral re
ligion, Pharisaic Judaism, and those that he acquired in his conversion to Christ
ian Judaism. The new convictions overlapped with, but were nevertheless dissonant 
to, those Paul had hitherto professed. Conversion brought one set of Jewish loy
alties, beliefs, and obligations into conflict with another. Given the ethnic and cul
tural as well as religious aspects of Judaism, Paul could not have ceased to be a 
Jew. It was precisely because Paul's Jewish, and specifically Pharisaic, heritage con
tinued to claim his loyalty that cognitive dissonance was generated (pace, Collange 
1979: 128-30). Research into cognitive dissonance in the postdecision situation 
has shown that an element of regret enters the cognitive processes after an im
portant decision has been made (Festinger 1964: 83-96, II2-28). Any beliefs 
that Paul explicitly repudiated would therefore have continued to claim his alle
giance and even to cast doubt on his acquired Christian convictions. Still more 
would those aspects of his Jewish heritage that were fully in harmony with his 
Christian beliefs have retained his loyalty. 

The dissonant convictions that Paul held immediately after his conversion 
cannot be precisely established (see Fredriksen 1991: 548-58; Raisanen 1987: 
415; Sanders 1977: 550-52). It would be anachronistic to project the form of Ju
daism Paul opposes in his letters, including the autobiographical sections, into his 
pre-Christian life, or likewise to identify too closely the form of Christianity given 
expression in his letters with that to which he gave his allegiance in his conversion. 
We can, however, be certain that, prior to his conversion, Paul had found the 
Christianity that he encountered so repugnant to his Judaism that he felt con
strained to persecute its adherents (Gal 1.13; Phil 3.6; see Fredriksen 1991: 
548-58; Hengel 1991: 63-86; Raisanen 1987; Taylor 1992: 87-95). His per
ception of the Christian faith was fundamentally altered in his conversion, so that 
he himself became an adherent. 
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Christian Identity and Cognitive Dissonance in Galatians 
Galatians was written in the aftermath of Paul's confrontation with Peter at An
tioch (Gal2.II-14) and in response to the situation this episode occasioned in 
Paul's life and in the Galatian churches. Paul had been an aposde of the Antio
chene church (Acts 13-14; see Haenchen 1971: 364--66; Raisanen 1987: 405; 
Taylor 1992: 87-95) and had not merely propagated its interpretation of the 
Christian gospel but had defended it at the Jerusalem conference (Gal 2.1-10; 
Acts 15.5-21). The Antiochene church included Jewish and gentile members in a 
single community (Gal 2.12). Issues of Torah observance were not obstacles to 
this coexistence, which suggests that gentile Christians willingly observed the Law 
to the degree required by the Jewish Christians, which fell well short of full pros
elytization and circumcision (see Cohen 1989 and Taylor 1995 for patterns of 
gentile adherence to Jewish and Christian communities). 

Paul clashed with Peter and Barnabas at Antioch over interpretation of the 
agreement reached at the Jerusalem conference, and in particular the authority of 
the Jerusalem church to regulate the life of the Antiochene church (see Dunn 
I990: 129-82; Holmberg 1978: 32--34;Taylor 1992: 123-39). Paul's failure to 
rally support isolated him in the church, resulting in his exclusion and consequent 
loss of status and authority. Galatians is Paul's response to this crisis, an assertion 
of apostolic status and authority as well as a rationalization of the stand he had 
taken against Peter and the Antiochene church. 

Not only should Galatians not be interpreted as simply reflecting the beliefs 
Paul had assumed on his conversion, but a complex process of social and cogni
tive reorientation separates the letter even from the Antioch incident. The crisis in 
Antioch forced Paul to clarify his position, and, in defending it, radicalize it. Gala
tians reflects his consequent reinterpretation of what had hitherto been common 
ground with the church. It is moreover an assertion of personal authority where 
Paul had previously exercised jurisdiction on behalf of the Antiochene church. 
Paul's disparagement of his opponents' principles and motives and polarization of 
their respective positions serves to conceal the dilemmas that had confronted both 
parties and thereby served to reduce his own postdecision dissonance. His attempt 
to convince the Galatian Christians serves also to reinforce his own conviction as 
to the rightness of his position (see Walster I 964 ). The Christianity defended in 
Galatians should therefore be understood as a radicalized form of the Christian
ity hitherto practiced in Antioch. This includes statements regarding the Law and 
the Covenant. 

The issue at Antioch and the preceding conference at Jerusalem was the degree to 
which gentile Christians were subject to the Mosaic Law. The underlying question was 

the extent to which ethnic Israel remained the definitive covenant community, to 
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which gentile Christians needed to belong in order to share fully in the promises to 
the patriarchs. As a missionary to the Gentiles Paul may have seen the question as 
whether Jewish ethnic and cultural presuppositions should be allowed to compromise 
the accessibility of the gospel to the Gentiles. It was the Antioch episode, not his con
version, that brought into conflict Paul's Pharisaic conviction of the election and sal
vation of Israel and his Christian belief in the universality of the gospel and salvation 
through Christ (see Raisanen 1986: I87-88 and I987: 407). Tension between uni
versalism and particularism is widespread in the Hebrew tradition from the time of 
the Exile (Sanders I977: 206-Il; Fredriksen I99I: 533-48). Paul radicalized this 
universalism so that salvation through Christ redefined the boundaries of the 
covenant community, and he identified it with the struggle he had lost at Antioch and 
thereby with his whole being and apostolic identity. The inextricable bond between 
the person of Paul, his sense of apostolic vocation to the Gentiles, and the distinc
tive gospel he proclaimed evolved in the aftermath of the Antioch incident and is 
given expression in his letters (Taylor 1992: II0-39). 

Paul is faced with cognitive dissonance between his convictions as a Christian 
believing in salvation through Christ and as a Pharisaic Jew believing in the elec
tion of Israel. At the same time he is confronting a situation where precisely this 
issue is impacting on the identity and conduct of gentile converts to Christianity 
in Galatia. Whereas Paul resolves the problem through asserting the supremacy of 
Christ, and therefore of identity defined in terms of the gospel, other Christians 
are interpreting Christ essentially within the Mosaic Covenant, and therefore re
quiring gentile converts to Christianity to enter the Mosaic Covenant through cir
cumcision and Torah observance. 

Paul's radicalized Christian convictions resulted in a sharp dichotomy between 
Christian faith and Torah observance. This is reflected in his assertion that Jews 
enjoy no privileged status but relate to God on the same basis as Gentiles, through 
Christ. Gentile Christians participate, not in the salvation of Israel, but rather in 
the salvation promised to Abraham, procured through Christ apart from ethnic Is
rael. The analogy of Hagar and Sarah in Galatians 4.2I-31 contrasts the paths of 
Pharisaic Judaism and Christianity, so that (gentile) Christians, and not Jews, are 
identified with Sarah and the Covenant. The ethnocentric Mosaic Law, if not re
pudiated altogether, is relativized both temporally and conceptually and subordi
nated to the more inclusive Abrahamic Covenant (Burton 192I: 508; Hubner 
1984b: I7; Wright I99I: I63). The temporal priority of the latter (Gal3.I7) to 
some extent at least separates God from the Law (Raisanen 1986: 129). This dis
tance is emphasized further in Galatians 3.19 where the Law is described as hav
ing been given through the mediation of angels, implying that the Torah is a less 
than ultimate revelation of the divine will and purpose. This relativization of the 
Law, however selective in practice, functions to reduce dissonance by relegating the 
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Mosaic Law to an inferior level of revelation, thereby curtailing its provisions 
within parameters implied by the Abrahamic Covenant and the Christian gospel. 
The Abrahamic Covenant in its turn is subordinated to and interpreted in terms 
of the Christian gospel. The preferred dissonant alternative, Christianity, is ele
vated to unique prominence, and the rejected, Pharisaic Judaism, is reinterpreted 
in terms of and in contrast to the preferred, to which it is unequivocally subordi
nated. In reducing the Mosaic Law in importance, Paul is able to reduce the dis
sonance between it and the Christian gospel. 

Paul's repudiation of privilege is notably expressed in Galatians 3.26-29, a 
passage that illustrates most graphically and most idealistically the transformation 
of Christian identity ( c£ Christiansen I 99 5: 3 I I -20). Before employing this text 
to illuminate the transformation of identity in early Christianity, it is necessary to 
consider its proper context. The section "no Jew or Greek, no slave or free, no 
male and female" ( ouK Evt iouaa\o<; o.u& ell11v ouK EVt oouA.o<; o.u& £A.eUaepo<; 
OUK EVt apcrev Kat 9fl/.:u-Gal 3.28) is widely understood to be an early Christ
ian credal formulary that Paul is quoting, with or without emendation (Schlier 
1982: 174-75; Betz 1979: I84-85; Schussler Fiorenza 1983: 208-I2; Longe
necker 1990: 156-57; Scroggs 1972). The corollary is that Paul is quoting a for
mulary already known to the Galatian Christians, presumably arising from his mis
sion preaching there some time previously. The origins of the passage therefore 
depend on the occasion of Paul's mission to Galatia, and accordingly the much
rehearsed north-south Galatia question. These issues cannot be debated in detail, 
and I rely here on my previous arguments in favor of the "south" Galatia hypoth
esis (Taylor I992; c£ Dunn 1993; Longenecker I998). In my reconstruction 
Paul's mission to Galatia was undertaken in association with Barnabas and under 
the auspices of the church of Antioch during the second decade of Christianity 
(Taylor 1992). The origins of the credal formulary are therefore to be located in 
the church of Antioch at a very early date. Such a hypothesis would account for 
the ethnic contrast between "Jew" (wuoo\o<;) and "Greek" (ell'llv-3.28), re
flecting a Jewish perception of the composition of the population of a Greek city. 
This perception would seem to have had little grounding in the Galatian churches, 
which appear to have been overwhelmingly gentile in composition. An Antiochene 
origin of the credal formulary could account also for Paul's citation of what was 
an authoritative statement despite his lack of immediate interest in the issues of 
slavery and gender ( c£ Taylor I 997b ). 

Paul does not apply the principles expressed in Galatians 3.28 with equal rigor, 
either in this letter or elsewhere, however much scholars may appeal to interpola
tion theories to account for passages, particularly in the Corinthian correspon
dence, that would seem in terms of modern Western canons of consistency and 
interpretation to conflict with this text (Elliott 1994; Munro 1975; c£ Taylor 
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1997b ). While the formulary itself would seem to presuppose that Christian 
identity supersedes and eradicates all other bases of social identity, at least within 
the fellowship of the church if not in the wider society, it is dear that it functions 
more as an ideological assertion than as a description or reflection of social real
ity. Still less does it serve any programmatic function in defining life and rela
tionships within the Galatian churches. Paul is concerned primarily with the issue 
of ethnic and cultural identity within the church and is asserting the right to de
fine the identity of the Galatian Christians. Against those who would defme 
Christian identity in terms of the nation of Israel and the Law of Moses, Paul 
reinterprets the notion of Israel (6.16) in terms of his redefinition of descent 
from Abraham (3.29, 4.21-31) and of divine sonship (4.5-7), so that the gen
tile Torah-nonobservant Christians become in effect the definitive covenant com
munity (c£ Longenecker 1998: 88). In this way the gospel of Christ supersedes 
the Law of Moses, if not entirely as a rule of life for the Galatian Christians then 
at least as defining their relationship with Israel and apart from Torah-observant 
Christianity. The issue of servitude and freedom is raised elsewhere in Galatians 
only metaphorically and relative to the Mosaic Law (4.1-II, 24-25; 5.1), for 
which purpose the formulary in 3.28 could be construed as less than helpful. Gen
der relations and issues are not mentioned elsewhere in Galatians at all. Further
more, the use of family terminology in verse 26-"sons of God" (ui.oi 9eou)-
and the reference to "seed of Abraham" ('tou ci(}paaJ.t mtEpJ.ta) in verse 29 
emphasizes that it is the issue of identity defined by descent with which Paul is 
concerned, even if only to refute or to redefine. The Abrahamic Covenant is rein
terpreted so as to be defined by faith in Christ rather than biological descent 
(Christiansen I995: 312; c£ Longenecker 1998: 83-88, 128-33). Christiansen 
has perceptively argued that it is the identification of Christ with Abraham's seed 
that governs the redefinition of identity in Paul's use of the formulary (1996: 
312). Christocentric identity is defined "through faith in Christ Jesus" (litix tile; 
ma'tEO>c; ev Xpta'tcp 'IllO'OU--Gal. 3.26) and adoption into God's family, with 
status as children of God and of Abraham superseding previous criteria of iden
tity (Christiansen 1995: 312-13; Meeks 1983: 87-88). 

Becoming "in Christ" ( ev XptmQ>) defines the change of identity of the Gala
tian Christians. What Paul is concerned with in this passage, however, is not so 
much the Galatians' becoming Christian as the nature of Christian identity and 
conduct of those who have become Christian. No longer at issue is the conflict or 
contrast between Christianity and paganism or Judaism, but between two alterna
tive notions of Christian identity and two corresponding ways of life. Paul's ob
jective is to assert his definition of Christian identity against that of those influ
encing the Galatian churches toward an identity more closely bound up with the 
nation of Israel and the Law of Moses. 
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The phenomenon described by Snow and Machalek as biographical recon
struction (I983, I984) is quite apparent in Paul's argument in Galatians, and 
particularly 1n this text. Kinship for the Christian is traced no longer through bi
ological descent but through membership in the fictive Christian family de
scended from Abraham. This is developed further in Galatians 4.2I-3I, where 
the Genesis patriarchal epic is reinterpreted so as to define a gentile Christian 
identity within the Covenant between God and Abraham. Paul's inversion of the 
relationship between Isaac and Ishmael, Sarah and Hagar, is unlikely to have con
vinced any reader or hearer familiar with Genesis and not predisposed to such a 
redefinition of the Covenant as is here expounded, unless already convinced of 
Paul's authority in the interpretation of the tradition ( c£ Longenecker I 998: 88, 
I28). Paul is opposing the view that gentile Christians need to be incorporated 
into the covenant people of Israel (Barrett I985: 44; Longenecker I998:I5-I7) 
through constructing an identity for gentile Christians as the covenant people 
apart from the physical descendants of Abraham. The identification of gentile 
Christianity with the promises made to Abraham and inherited in the biblical 
narrative by Isaac creates both for individual gentile Christians and for gentile 
Christian communities an identity within the Covenant, one more ancient than 
that of Law-observant Israel whose identity and Covenant relationship are asso
ciated with the later period of Moses. Fictive kinship with Abraham becomes the 
basis for collective identity in the gentile Christian community. The association 
of the Jewish people and the Law of Moses with Hagar and Ishmael, with con
notations of illegitimacy, servitude, and exclusion from the Covenant, provides 
the basis for defining this Christian identity apart from the Mosaic Law, as well 
as reinforcing Paul's repudiation of those proclaiming Torah-observant Chris
tianity in Galatia. At the same time, the pagan past of the gentile Christians, no 
less than the Jewish past of Jewish Christians and the prevailing state of the Jew
ish people, is depicted as a time of bondage ( 4.I-II; c£ Longenecker I998: 47). 
Christian identity, as defined by Paul, is acquired through faith (3.7) and adop
tion as children of God ( 4.I-7), symbolized through baptism (3.27). In defin
ing Christian identity apart from Israel, and substituting distinctive Christian 
symbols of incorporation into a distinctive covenant community, Paul is able to 
control as well as to construct the identity and the lives of the Christian com
munities that acknowledge his authority. 

Christian Identity and Cognitive Dissonance in Romans 
Romans was written approximately five or six years after Galatians (Taylor I992: 
5I-59). During the intervening period Paul had visited Antioch for the first time 
since his altercation there with Peter (Acts I8.22). His undertaking the collection 
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project for the Jerusalem church, a prominent theme in the Corinthian correspon
dence and in Romans, indicates a degree of reconciliation with his former antag
onists (Hubner I984b: 60--65; Taylor I992: I82-205). Paul's statements relat
ing to Law-observance and the fate of non-Christian Jews are significantly more 
temperate than in Galatians, which reinforces the impression that Romans and the 
Corinthian letters were written in a rather different ecclesiastical atmosphere. 

Scholars are divided as to precisely what situation Romans addresses (see Don
fried I99I; Wedderburn I988). Paul was conscious of perils facing him in 
Jerusalem (IS.3I), and his sense of apostleship to the Gentiles (II.I3) may have 
impelled him to address the church at the center of the empire in case his plans 
to visit them (!.12-13; 15.23, 28, 32) were frustrated. This does not warrant the 
description of Romans as Paul's last will and testament (pace Bornkam:m I963), 
as he had definite future plans (LIS, IS.24). Paul was dearly preoccupied with 
his planned visit to Jerusalem and undoubtedly conscious of its significance for 
both his Jewish heritage and his Christian convictions, and his thoughts were un
doubtedly influenced by these considerations ( c£ Jervell I 97!; Sanders I 977: 
488-89). The recent crisis in Corinth, occasioned partly by antinomian influences 
(Chow I992; Marshall I987;Theissen I979: 20I-3I7), may have contributed to 
Paul's more affirmative attitude to the Law. More generally, the parousia of Christ 
had not happened as soon as expected, and in the meanwhile Christianity had 
spread among the Gentiles to an unanticipated extent while very few of the Jew
ish people had embraced Christianity (Fredriksen 1991: 562). However, Paul 
would not have written to the Roman Christians simply to clarify his own think
ing on such matters, but on account of their significance for his future plans 
(!.8-15, IS.22-24). He wished to ensure that there was in Rome a community 
receptive to his teaching and sufficiently affirmative thereof to support his 
planned subsequent work (Beker I980: 59-93; Watson I986: 97). 

However the background to Romans may be reconstructed, the dilemma of 
the continuing value of the Jewish heritage in the light of the Christian gospel is 
nonetheless experienced and articulated by Paul in ways rather more subtle and 
ambiguous than in Galatians. Suppression of the former in favor of the latter is 
no longer an adequate or satisfactory response to Paul's dissonance, and his alle
giance to Israel must be accommodated within his commitment to the Christian 
gospel for all humanity (c£ Festinger 1957: 264-65; I964: 2I-32, 45-60, 
I3I-44). 

Most scholars regard Romans 9-I I as integral to the letter (Dunn I 988: 
SI8-20; Longenecker 199I: 2SI-65; Moxnes I980: 33). In these chapters Paul 
addresses the problem of how the Covenant between God and Israel could be re
garded as meaningful in the light of the universality of God's grace that had been 
demonstrated in his own work as apostle to the Gentiles and in the situation where 
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most of Israel have not accepted their promised Messiah (9.1-5; c£ Dunn 1988: 
530; Fredriksen 1991: 562; Segal 1990a: 262; Walter 1984: 132; Watson 1986: 
I 6 I). His treatment of the issue includes three distinct lines of argument 
(9.6-29, 9.30-10.21, I 1.1-36) in which he "desperately sought a formula which 
would keep God's promises to Israel intact, while insisting on faith in Jesus Christ" 
(Sanders 1983: 199). The complexity of Paul's problem can be appreciated if the 
three arguments of Romans 9-I I are considered. 

The first argument (9.6-29) is based on two premises, the remnant theme and 
the notion of divine sovereignty and predestination, both of which derive from the 
Torah and Prophets. In the same way as Isaac was Abraham's sole heir, so in suc
cessive generations some but not all of Abraham's descendants inherit the 
Covenant, until the present when only a remnant of Israel receives the gospel 
(9.6-13). The argument fails in that it does not explain the presence of Gentiles 
in the remnant of Israel: the archetypal Gentiles Ishmael and Esau are the first to 
be excluded. Any distinction between lines of natural descent and of Covenant 
promise (Dunn I 988: 54 7) cannot be sustained, as the latter is always a remnant 
within Israel until artificially extended to include gentile Christians. Paul is more 
concerned with the problem of theodicy that the rejection of Israel poses ( cf. 
Cranfield I975: 471-73). In Romans 9.I4-I8 divine justice is equated with di
vine sovereignty, to the point that might becomes right, and in 9.I9-23 divine ar
bitrariness comes close to fatalism. Paul's only defense against these corollaries of 
his argument is that humans should not question divine action (pace Dunn I988: 
550). The inclusion of Gentiles is supported from the prophetic tradition, but 
not integrated with the remnant theme. Paul's argument ends somewhat inconclu
sively, simultaneously defending fatalism and divine mercy ( cf. Moxnes I 980: 48; 
Raisanen I988: I83-84; pace, Munck I967: 75-79). The Abrahamic Covenant is 
devalued by the liability to disinheritance of its heirs and the availability of its 
benefits to others. This applies notwithstanding the liability to judgment recog
nized by the Hebrew Prophets (cf. Dunn I988: 56I): nowhere do the Prophets 
threaten sincerely Torah-observant Israelites with exclusion from the Covenant, or 
promise salvation to Gentiles ahead of Jews. 

The second argument (9.30-10.2I) is significantly closer to that of Galatians. 
Christ is the "end of the Law" ( iEA.o<; VOj.I.O'I>--10.4 ); an expression that, however 
interpreted (c£ Badenas I985; Cranfield I979: 5I9; Dunn I988: 5I9), implies 
the subordination of the Law to an ultimate purpose represented by and culmi
nating in Christ. Discarding that which has served its purpose implies no dispar
agement (Barrett I982: I46), but the supersession of the Law is nevertheless un
equivocal (pace, Thielman I989: I IS). The distinction between Jew and Greek, the 
latter paradigmatic for all Gentiles, is abolished in Christ (IO.I2), and there is no 
continuing Covenant between God and Israel on the basis of racial identity 
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(Raisanen I988: I85; Wright I99I: 246). Dunn argues that this reflects one side 
of a dialectic (I988: 6I7), the other being the eternal election of Israel (ch. II). 
The degree of tension between the two arguments cannot be ignored, and due 
weight must be given to Paul's rejection of any ethnocentric covenant ( c£ Watson 
I 986: I 65). Israel has failed in its pursuit of righteousness through the Law, while 
the Gentiles have attained salvation through faith in Christ (Dunn I988: 596; 
Raisanen I988: I85-86; Sanders I983: 40-42; Wright I99I: 240). The logic of 
salvation by faith is unable to admit the salvation of Israel on any other basis ( c£ 
Longenecker I989: I02), and the Abrahamic Covenant is effectively supplanted. 
There is no place for the Covenant Paul had cherished as a Pharisee; he blames Is
rael for its own rejection and contemplates the irony of the salvation of gentile 
Christians. 

The third argument (I I.I-36) reasserts the eternal validity of the Abrahamic 
Covenant that Paul had cherished as a Pharisee but had been unable to reconcile 
with his Christian convictions either in Galatians or in his two previous lines of ar
gument in Romans. Resuming his interpretation of the remnant motif. the exclu
sion of many inheritors of the Abrahamic Covenant becomes a temporary stage in 
salvation history (I I.I I). The rejection of Israel, their "hardening" (I 1.7, 25) and 
"stumbling" (II.II-12), enables the inclusion of the gentile Christians, in fulfill
ment of God's ultimate purpose. Gentile Christians are dependent for their salva
tion on the temporary rejection of Israel (I I.I9-20, 25), and Paul's own office of 
apostle to the Gentiles is subordinated to God's overall scheme for the salvation of 
Israel (I I.I3). The unbelieving Jew and the believing gentile Christian are in are
lationship of mutual dependence (I I.I7-24), and "gentile believers need to un
derstand their place within the divine purpose, how their blessing not only con
tributes to but also depends upon the blessing of Israel now in the eschatological 
present" (Dunn I 988: 669; c£ Moxnes I 980: SO). The Abrahamic Covenant is 
shown, despite indications to the contrary, to be inviolable, and the salvation of all 
Israel is assured, but not apart from Christ (Sanders I983: I94-95; Segal I990a: 
56, 28I). Scholars debate the meaning of "all Israel" (ruic; 'lapa:iJA.-Rom II.26). 
Getty (I988: 459) and Wright (I99I: 249-50) argue that the term applies to both 
Jews and Gentiles. Dunn (I988: 520) argues that the church is a subset of Israel. 
Beker (I980: 334), Refoule (I99I), and Ziesler (I989: 285) argue that the ex
pression refers to ethnic Israel, as do those scholars who maintain separate 
covenants for Jews and Gentiles (Gager I983: I93-264; Gaston I987). 

Raisanen has observed that the discrepancies between Paul's three distinct lines 
of argument in Romans 9-II give "witness to a process of thought that has not 
come to an end" (I986: 20I-2; c£ Davies I977: 33; Dunn I988: 6I7). Paul's 
most carefully preconceived and structured letter includes three contradictory at
tempts to resolve what had for him become a fundamental problem. "Paul the Jew 
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and Paul the apostle of Christ, convinced that God's will is that he be both at 
once, and therefore never questioning their compatibility;' has "more than a little 
difficulty reconciling his native convictions with those he had received by revela
tion" (Sanders I983: I99). The inclusion of all three arguments in Romans indi
cates that Paul did not reject any of them entirely, but held them in a state of un
resolved cognitive dissonance, even if, at the time of writing, the last to some 
extent supersedes the previous two ( cf. Dunn I 988: 668; Raisanen I 986: xvii). 
Whereas the first two arguments relativize the promises of the Abrahamic 
Covenant and subordinate them to the Christian gospel, in the third the extension 
through Christ of salvation to the Gentiles is a subordinate scheme in the salva
tion of Israel and the fulfilhnent of the Abrahamic promises. 

Conclusions 
We have noted that Paul operated in a world in which human beings derived their 
identity from several sources, and that identity as a member of the Christian body 
could and frequently did conflict with identities inherited through birth. We have 
observed ways in which Paul sought to reconcile one specific aspect of conflicting 
identities, both in his own life and self-understanding and in his dealings with his 
churches. This was the conflict between membership of Israel and of Christ, par
ticularly as this problem was manifested in the experience of gentile converts to 
Christianity and those who sought to regulate their association with what was still 
a predominantly Jewish movement. Cognitive dissonance theory has proved a use
ful tool in our analysis of the problem and of Paul's response to it. 

Notes 
I. This issue is dealt with more extensively in Taylor (1998). In the history of psy

chology, the cognitive dissonance approach is a special case of cognitive balance theory 
(Heider 1958), which developed in the field theory framework in the mid-twentieth 
century. 

2. This and the following sections are based on work previously published in Taylor 
(1996 and I997a). 
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Study of Fratricidal Conflict in the Context 
of First-Century Palestine 

RICHARD K. FENN 

I F HYAM MACCOBY IS RIGHT, in his excellent treatment of Judas Iscariot and the 

Myth of Jewish Evil (1992), the murder of Jesus was in fact a fratricide: Judas be
ing initially the brother of Jesus himsel£ Yet, no concern with fratricide can 

be found in the passage from the Acts of the Apostles in which Peter addressed 
"the assembled brotherhood, about one hundred and twenty in all" (1.15) about 
the necessity to replace Judas, "who acted as guide to those who arrested Jesus" 
(1.16). Note the absence of remorse and guilt in this passage, despite the clear ref
erence to the betrayal of Jesus by Judas. There is only an appeal to internal sources 
of legitimacy rather than to any charisma that might have been transferred from 
father to son; he insists that Judas's replacement come from among those "who 
bore us company all the while we had the lord Jesus with us, coming and going, 
from John's ministry of baptism until the day he was taken from us" (Acts 
1.21-22a). 

Whether or not Judas was Jesus' blood brother, as Maccoby (1992: 56f£) ar
gues, in the synoptics and in Acts Judas's betrayal of Jesus is assumed simply to 
have been necessitated either by fate, the will of the devil, or his own vicious na
ture. The sources of violent animosity are thus external to the Christian brother
hood. The murder of Jesus is therefore not compared with the animosity of Jacob 
for Esau or of Cain for Abel. To be sure, Judas's death was a result of his own guilt 
or a divine punishment, but there is no attempt in this passage to refer to a beset
ting, fratricidal conflict that has troubled Israel since its earliest days. This omis
sion of internal sources of fratricidal conflict allows the new Christian brother
hood to be concerned solely with evil as emanating from the old Israel or from 
Satan, the principalities and powers, or Rome itsel£ As Maccoby goes on to argue, 
Judas has become a figure who unwittingly plays his role in a drama of sacrifice 
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and redemption. Even his death assists the sacrificial victory over death itsel£ as 
does his part in the execution of the victim, Jesus. However, these are develop
ments, Maccoby argues, that can be traced to Gnostic sources and the mystery 
cults of the Eastern Mediterranean or of Rome itsel£ not to biblical sources con
cerned with fratricide. 

The ideology of brotherhood itself does not need to turn Judas into a mythic, 
even satanic figure; his crime is all too familiar from the history of brotherhoods 
themselves and from the patriarchal narratives, and from sources like the Testammts of 
the Twelve Patriarchs or from Jubilees, all of which would have been more than familiar 
to the initial brotherhood that Peter has been addressing. Thus, Maccoby may be in 
error in describing the notion of a drama of sacrifice and redemption to Gnostic 
sources. For instance, the notion that Judas may have meant his betrayal of Jesus for 
evil, although God meant it for good, can be traced back to the story of Joseph and 
his brothers: an epic of fratricidal rivalry. As I will argue below, such an implicit ref
erence to the Joseph story is typical for brotherhoods, like the Galilean, that are pe
ripheral to the priestly brotherhoods centered in Jerusalem itsel£ It is all the more 
interesring, therefore, that when it comes time to replace Judas in the brotherhood 
of Jesus, no reference is made to patriarchal narratives of fratricidal rivalry, especially 
to the Joseph story, or for that matter to the story of Cain and Abel. 

I would argue that in this story, as elsewhere in the account of Judas, we are 
in the presence of a "comedy of innocence;' in which fratricidal hatred and vio
lence within the Jesus brotherhood are ignored or projected outward and thus 
blamed on external influences, those stemming from Judaeans, scribes and Phar
isees, Romans, or other representatives of the forces of evil. Such an assumption 
of innocence would be particularly necessary at a moment in which the succession 
is being managed: the succession from the authority of Jesus in person to that em
bodied in the surviving members of his brotherhood. It is in such moments that 
old rivalries among members of the brotherhood are most likely to come out, and 
the threat of violence is therefore greatest. In the case of the brotherhood of Je
sus, furthermore, there was no patriarchal authority, no brother designated to rep
resent the father, who could enjoin compliance with his choice of a successor on 
the remaining brothers. The situation described by Freud in Totem and Taboo (1950), 
in which the brothers revive the memory of the slain father, partly out of guilt for 
his death and partly out of a need to control their own rivalries, would be most 
likely under these conditions. That is why Judas is replaced by lot, so that the will 
of God can be exercised directly, without the need for continuity of succession 
from one generation to the next. The brotherhood has immediate and direct ac
cess to divine authority and thus needs no mediators and no brother to take on 
himself the role of the father's representative. That role had been taken by Jesus, 
who suffered the usual fate of the brother who claimed to represent the father. 
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The relative "innocence" of this account of the succession that replaced Judas 
among the brotherhood, its lack of reference to fratricide, is all the more remark
able in view of Israel's recent history and of the available literature on its internal 
conflicts. In the two centuries before the onset of the Christian era, and in the first 
century C.E. Israel had been plagued by civil war and had developed a literature of 
mortified reflection on its proclivities to fratricidal conflict. For instance, we will 
have occasion to examine various passages from the Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs 
in which remorse over fratricidal rivalry, and injunctions to brotherly love, pre
dominate. In some of these Testaments we can discern antipatriarchal elements, 
whereas others envisage patriarchs as designating their successors in an honored 
brother, a favored son, in the expectation that the other brothers will accept their 
lesser lots. It is the designated son, of course, who is the primary target of fratri
cidal hostility. 

A document like Z Enoch, which was apparently well known in the brotherhood 
of Qumran and may well have originated in Judaea, appears to have various ele
ments of the ideology of brotherhoods: warnings against fratricide; a sense of 
generations as being temporal periods rather than a result of linear succession 
from father to son; an emphasis on the righteous as opposed to sinners; strong an
tipathy to potentates and kings; and a notion of a time-before-time, as opposed 
to the historical course of time, which favors reflection of the succession from fa
thers to their favored sons. Moreover, some of the more anguished expressions of 
remorse over fratricide include expressions of longing for the patriarchal presence 
and blessing, as in some of the Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs. There may well have 
been a traditional form of fraternal ideology that stressed the dependence of the 
brotherhood on the blessing and authority of the father, and that allowed one 
brother to be honored above others as a father to the brotherhood itself However, 
this very elevation was the source of considerable rivalry among some brother
hoods, and as Josephus has shown, the brother who assumed extraordinary au
thority, especially without the consent of all the others, was a prime target for frat
ricidal anger. It is not surprising, therefore, that the story in Acts finds the 
brotherhood turning to charismatic sources of selection, the lot, whereby the di
rect will of God could be expressed, since fratricidal rivalry so often was the re
sult of the father's designation of one son to be his representative among the other 
brothers. That is why there is a slight contradiction in this passage: a minimal def
erence to the authority of tradition, if not of patriarchal authority itself At one 
point Peter cites two passages from the Psalms of David: one of which refers to 
letting a place, a homestead, remain uninhabited; the other of which refers to the 
replacement of one person by another. As Maccoby would no doubt agree, these 
are merely proof-texts. I mention them here, however, to suggest that, despite the 
brotherhood's attempt to derive its authority from its own experience and from 
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channels that are neither traditional or hereditary, there is, in the appeal to Scrip
ture, an implicit recognition that the brotherhood is dependent on customary 
sources of legitimation. 

Some brotherhoods were loath to derive their legitimacy from patriarchal 
sources. These are brotherhoods, I will argue, that are hostile to the political and 
cultural center. In the first century they were opposed to the ruling priestly broth
erhoods in Jerusalem, and to the priestly brotherhoods that monopolized religious 
and political legitimacy. In this chapter I will explain briefly how this antagonism 
to the center arose in the events following the return of exiles from Babylon and 
their establishment of a colonial regime under the auspices of Cyrus, and I will 
trace later developments of this same antagonism between the center and the Ju
daean periphery under a variety of Judaean warlords who converted their neigh
bors by force and who engaged in various forms of ethnic cleansing. Here the 
point is simply that there were levels upon levels of fratricidal hostility in first
century Palestine: hatred not only heightened by long-standing ethnic tensions 
among the Israelite brotherhoods but also endemic to the social structure in which 
fathers designated one son to rule in his name over the others. 

Toward the turn of the Common Era there were in Israel a number of groups 
who in their own eyes at least were what we would call brotherhoods. Some of 
these, like the Zealots, sought to purify Israel of any internal sources of contradic
tion. They were against social distinctions that were both invidious and destructive, 
and thus in the civil war of 66-73 C.E. the Zealots, among others, attacked the 
priesthood and the nobility. They were also notably hostile to any of their own 
members who assumed, literally or figuratively, the mantle of leadership; one parad
ing in the vestments of the high priest was killed on the spot for his presumption 
to authority. Anyone claiming messianic authority would not only arouse the sus
picion of Roman authorities but also excite the jealousy of the brotherhood itsel£ 
Despite-and because of-the tendency of brotherhoods to eliminate the father, 
they were badly in need of an ideology that would assign authoritative roles to 
some brothers without exciting the envy or enmity of the others. 

It is no exaggeration to suggest that guilt over these fratricidal struggles was in 
fact somewhat paralyzing. Not only was there a sense of dread over a future day 
of retribution, but there was some sophistication about the relation of physical 
paralysis to guilt over fratricidal motives and impulses. Take, for example, the fol
lowing passage from the Testament !if Simeon, the Second Son !if Jacob and Leah: 

In the time of my youth I was jealous of Joseph, because my father loved him 
more than all the rest of us. I determined inwardly to destroy him, because the 
Prince of Error blinded my mind so that I did not consider him as a brother nor 
did I spare Jacob, my father. But his God and the God of our Fathers sent his mes-
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senger and delivered him from my hands ... my brother Judah sold him to the 
Ishmaelites. When Reuben heard this he was sorrowful, for he wanted to restore 
him to his father. But when I heard it, I was furious with Judah because he had let 
him go away alive. For five months I was angry with him. The Lord bound my 
hands and feet, however, and thus prevented my hands from performing their 
deeds, because for seven days my right hand became partly withered. I knew, chil
dren, that this had happened to me because of Joseph, so I repented and wept. 
Then I prayed to the Lord God that my hand might be restored and that I might 
refrain from every defilement and grudge and from all folly, for I knew that I had 
contemplated an evil deed in the sight of the Lord and of Jacob, my father, on ac
count of Joseph. my brother, because of my envying him .... Now my father was 
inquiring about me because he saw that I was sullen. And I said to him, I am in
wardly in pain, for I was more sorrowful than all of them because it was I who 
was responsible for what had been done to Joseph. And when we went down into 
Egypt and he placed me in fetters as a spy. I knew that I was suffering justly, and 
I did not lament. (2.6-13, 4.1-3) 

This testament is remarkably contemporary for its understanding that the brother 
who harbors fratricidal desires will suffer from paralyzing anguish and guilt. The 
crime, for which Simeon pays so dearly, is only imaginary. Simeon himself had not 
been one of the brothers who had actually harmed Joseph; nonetheless he had de
sired to do so, regrets that Joseph has been allowed to escape him alive, and feels 
"responsible for what had been done to Joseph:' Simeon's fratricidal wishes, even 
plans, were tantamount in his own mind to a murderous deed. Not only had 
Simeon planned to kill Joseph; he also wanted to kill Judah for letting Joseph es
cape into exile. Thus when Simeon finds himself in fetters because Joseph takes 
him to be a spy, he finds that his punishment is deserved. 

The Testament of Simeon represents the sense that Simeon is relegating fratricidal 
hatred to his youth. It is in their immaturity that brotherhoods tear themselves 
apart over fratricidal conflict. A similar claim to having made a break with the past 
can be found in the letters of Paul, who frequently contrasts the new era of the 
Christian with the childhood of the people of Israel. Thus the psychological in
sights in the Testament of Simeon demonstrate the authenticity of the claim to have 
made a radical departure from previous fratricidal rivalry. For instance, later in the 
Testament, Simeon acknowledges that fratricidal envy "makes the soul savage and 
corrupts the body" by causing severe physical and mental disturbances ( 4.8). 

To be sure, there is an ideological element in this text; Simeon attributes the 
paralysis of his right hand to the Lord who thus inhibits him from acting on his 
anger against Judah for letting Joseph escape. However, it is not primarily the Lord 
or Jacob, his father, whose scrutiny causes Simeon's self-awareness. Simeon himself 
knows that his paralysis is the result of his own murderous passions toward Joseph 
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and Judah. The Testament of Simeon thus indicates that there was a widespread aware
ness of fratricidal urges as a possible cause of guilt and illness in the soul and body. 

Clearly some communities in Israel, in the centuries just before and after the 
beginning of the Christian era, sensed the origins of psychosomatic ills in unre
solved, highly ambivalent, and intense emotions. To consign these unresolved ha
treds to the past thus required an intense form of self-purification and a radical 
form of forgiveness. Readers of the canonical Gospels will also recall the frequent 
occasions in which the followers of Jesus were reminded that it is inner and spir
itual forces that are primarily destructive and that to enter into a new era requires 
not only a readiness to give unlimited forgiveness but also a profound cleansing of 
the soul. 

The fUture looms larger when a break has been made with the past; thus there 
is a confrontation with the end of time that makes such a renunciation of fratri
cidal passions seem to be eschatological. Anticipations of the fUture thus domi
nate the imagination, especially when the past has retreated into a vague source of 
unwanted precedent. To enter into a new era is thus to inaugurate the fUture, but 
this inauguration also brings with it a mixed blessing. Not only is the past laid 
aside, one has to begin to pay in advance, as it were, for the right to enter into a 
new era. Thus it is possible that the paralysis of Simeon's hand was a way of dis
charging a debt to the past and thus of forestalling a worse punishment on a later 
day of judgment and retribution. 

To make a break with the past is of course easier said than done. Rituals that 
initiate the fUture call for sacrifice, as if it were necessary to discharge an ancient 
debt or to forestall fUture punishment by paying, as it were, in advance. Further
more, those who would lift a hand against a brother would understandably find 
that hand paralyzed and withered, as though such a punishment for a fratricidal 
wish could atone for it or prevent the murderous deed itsel£ Similarly, the antici
pation of such a punishment is a way of forestalling the final day of retribution. 
Certainly there is a great amount of passion in Simeon's account: a great deal of 
anger, and no small amount of affection between the antagonistic brothers. The 
implicit sadistic and masochistic urges are embedded, so to speak, in the text. No 
wonder, then, that guilt for murderous wishes toward one's brothers could make 
the fUture an object of dread. 

Brotherhoods are themselves attempts to live in the present without deference 
to a past dominated by patriarchal authority. On the other hand, such a departure 
from the past is seldom complete. The past is invoked even in the attempt to tran
scend it. We should therefore not be surprised to find that there is an element of 
patriarchal ideology in this text. Simeon's patriarchal commands to cultivate 
brotherly love and the fear of God were addressed to his sons, and the brothers 
whom they are to love are indeed their kin. "And you, my children, each of you 
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love his brothers with a good heart, and the spirit of envy will depart from you" 
(T. Sim. 4.7). That and the fear of God will drive the evil spirit of fratricide from 
the heart (T. Sim. 3.5). Only then can a future begin that is neither a form of pun
ishment for the fratricidal sins of the past nor a repetition of them in later con
flicts. Only a brotherhood fortified from within and thus defended against fratri
cidal conflict can face the enemies of the dan, who are dearly communal. I 

It is clear that the Testament of Simeon was in circulation and well known during 
the first century C.E., and that there have been a number of Christian additions to 
the text. We can therefore speculate with some confidence that a first-century au
dience existed that was familiar with the social and psychological costs of fratri
cidal passions; understood, as we might put it, hysterical or psychosomatic symp
toms; and wished the present not only to be a radical point of departure form the 
past but to inaugurate the future. 

For a beneficial future to begin, however, required a certain amount of purifi
cation from the sins of a fratricidal past. The self-diagnosis of Simeon makes it 
dear that even a physical paralysis could be understood as the punishment for 
crimes of the heart and mind. Simeon "repented and wept": sure signs of contri
tion that could prompt divine forgiveness; and he prayed that his paralysis might 
be lifted and his hand "restored." Such a purification from a fratricidal history 
would therefore take the form of prayers for forgiveness. It is in this light that we 
should understand the implications of Jesus' cure of a paralytic by forgiving his 
sins: forgiveness being the means of declaring the present free from the past and 
of letting the future begin. Thus the way would be open to fulfilling the promise 
of Simeon: 

Make your hearts virtuous in the Lord's sight, 
make your paths straight before men, 
and you shall continually find grace with the Lord and with men .... 
If you divest yourself of envy and every hardness of heart, 
my bones will flourish as a rose in Israel 
and my flesh as a lily in Jacob. 
My odor shall be like the odor of Lebanon. 
Holy ones shall be multiplied from me forever and ever, 
and their branches shall extend to a great distance. (T. Sim. 5.2, 6.2) 

Note that the image here is of lateral growth: the vine (not explicitly mentioned) 
and the branches. Indeed it was just such an image that could be found on the 
walls of the Temple in Jerusalem, and it was a metaphor for the equality and 
growth of brotherhood. Brotherhoods extend themselves not by the succession 
from father to son but laterally through growth and proliferation as the "holy 
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ones" multiply and extend themselves through space rather than from one gener
ation to the next. 

The Testament of Simeon might therefore reflect an ideology of the victimized and 
yet preferred son, such as Joseph. Precisely such an ideology characterized the 
northern Israelites, who compared their national fate with the story of Joseph: 
"Given the royal connections of the tribe of Joseph in the north, the story of 
Joseph may originally have played a similar role, perhaps at the expense of the 
House of Judah, from which the Davidites hailed: the true monarchy is Josephite, 
not Judean" (Levenson 1993: 205). As Levenson points. out, in fact, the parallels 
between the Gospels and the story of Joseph are quite striking (1993: 203). In 
fact, the gospel writers appear to have modeled the story of Jesus on that of 
Joseph. Not only have they adopted the midrashic tendencies of northern Israel, 
the gospel writers also appear to have used the story of Joseph as a model from 
which to narrate the history of Jesus and his movement. Jesus is sold into captiv
ity by his brother Judas: Joseph having been sold by his brothers at the instigation 
of Judah. "The names are the same" (Levenson 1993: 203, emphasis added). As Lev
enson goes on to point out, twenty shekels was the price stipulated for a young 
male in Leviticus 27.5, whereas the thirty silver pieces referred to in the synoptics 
may well be a reference to another passage (Zec I I. I 2-I 4) in which a shepherd 
symbolically breaks the fraternal tie between Israel and Judaea. The story of Judas 
therefore adds a caption, as it were, for those who might otherwise miss the point 
of the Gospels: that the Passion is a narrative of fratricidal crime. The fraternal 
bond is broken once again, this time for the price of thirty pieces of silver. 

Consider the argument of Hyam Maccoby (1992), who points out that the 
Judas in the Gospels Qudas lscariot) can be traced to Judah, the brother of Jesus. 
His role as a betrayer is the result of secondary elaboration in later texts, but it 
points to fratricidal conflict among Jesus' "brothers" within the movement. That 
would explain, of course, why the future remains problematical for all those who 
do not seize upon the presence of Jesus as an opportunity to be purified of frat
ricidal impulses and past crimes. Clearly the return of Jesus after the resurrection, 
in symbolic triumph to reign over his brothers and to reunify the nation, would 
be an object of dread for all those who had contributed to his rejection and death 
or who remained paralyzed by their guilt for having broken the fraternal bond in 
various ways in the past. 

Of course, it is difficult to estimate the extent to which a pervasive sense of 
guilt for a fratricidal history was in fact paralyzing certain quarters in Israel dur
ing the first century C.E. Similarly, it is difficult, at this late date, to estimate the 
extent to which particular ethnic groups who had been victimized by their Judaean 
brothers felt that "the Jews" deserved a severe punishment for their fratricidal sins. 
The differences between the Testament of Simeon and the Testament of Reuben nonethe-
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less suggest that there were strong antipathies between brotherhoods in certain of 
the provinces, like Galilee, and the brotherhoods that claimed a monopoly on the 
management of the Temple and the collection of revenues. The hostility between 
the brotherhood at Qumran and the Hasmoneans would only be another such case 
in a much larger point. 

It is therefore essential to listen closely to a text in order to sound out the voice 
that is within it. Take, for example, another Testament: the words of Reuben to his 
sons "that you show love, each to his brother" (T. Reu. 6.9). Here, however, the in
junctions are not only to brotherly love but to sexual restraint and obedience to 
the tribes of Levi and Judah, appointed respectively to rule as priests and kings. It 
was these two tribes, Levi and Judah, who had been the primary beneficiaries of 
Persian authority after the Babylonian exile and had enjoyed the position of sur
rogate overlords. Exempt from taxation by the Persians, they were entrusted with 
the administration of the client state of Jerusalem and Judaea, from which they 
were to extract the usual taxes for their Persian masters. This placed them in a po
sition of patriarchal authority as officials of the Persian regime and as heads of 
the Temple cult. At the very least, then, the Testament if Reuben invokes the author
ity of priestly brotherhoods with a vested interest in representing what Weber 
called patrimonial authority: patriarchy with the added support of retinues of ser
vants and administrators, militias, and the power of taxation. No wonder that the 
Testament if Reuben displays an interest in keeping the peace among the various clans 
and brotherhoods of Israel. Among brotherhoods, some were more equal than 
others, and those with more access to the political center may well have relied on 
the borrowed authority of alien patriarchates. 

We would therefore not expect to find the same anguished sense of guilt over 
fratricidal impulses in the Testament if Reuben that we do in the Testament uf Simeon. On 
the contrary, the brotherhood that claimed the authority to administer the cult and 
collect taxes would have relied strongly on the force of law and custom and would 
have claimed to be able to pass their authority from one generation to the next 
through the succession from father to son. Here simply note the difference between 
the use of patriarchal ideology in the Testament if Reuben and the dear concern of the 
Testament if Simeon with making a break with the past. In this latter text (Simeon) we 
can detect an intense interest with making the present distinct and different from 
the past and a strong orientation toward the future: a sense of being sickened by 
fratricidal impulses; feelings of guilt for a fratricidal history; dread of the future as 
bringing a day of retribution for Israel's past crimes against its brothers. 

Of course, Testaments that warn against guilt for fratricide could well reflect not 
only the politics of northern communities but the attempt of Judaeans to co-opt 
the Joseph theme for their own benefit. Take, for example, another of the patriarchal 
testaments, the Testament if Zebulon, the Sixth Son uj Jacob and uah. Zebulon describes 
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himself as having been moved with compassion by Joseph's appeal to his brothers 
for mercy: "I was moved to pity and began to weep; my courage grew weak and 
all the substance of my inner being became faint within my soul. Joseph wept, and 
I wept with him; my heart pounded, the joints of my body shook and I could not 
stand" (2.4-5). Zebulon dearly exempts himself from further guilt for fratricide, 
but he is nonetheless profoundly affected by the fate of Joseph and is moved to 
sorrow and compassion. Because his other brothers remained hard of heart and 
angry toward Joseph, however, they eventually were sickened. However, Zebulon 
reports that he alone remained healthy. Redemption can come only when there is 
repentance; otherwise the fratricidal sins of the fathers will be repeated among 
their sons, and the community itself will remain subject to a fatal illness. 

There is clearly an element of warning as well as of diagnosis in these texts. 
The warning is that for those who fail to make a break with past sins, the future 
will bring sickness and death as a punishment for fratricidal crimes. Indeed, Ze
bulon reports that "the sons of my brothers were sickly and died on account of 
Joseph, because they did not act in mercy out of their inner compassion. But you, 
my sons, were preserved from illness, as you know" (5.4-5). Thus the followers of 
Jesus were not the only brotherhood to claim for itself release from the past. 
Christians were not alone in claiming immunity to the ills of the body politic that 
stemmed from fratricidal passions. It was other brotherhoods, especially the Ju
daeans and Levites, who would face a future itself of inevitable suffering and 
death for the fratricidal crimes of the past. 

If fratricidal passions are at the root of Israel's inability to escape the past and 
to enter a future that would be one marked by harmony and justice, what is re
quired is an emotional antidote of greater strength. The one prescribed in the 
Testament of Zebulon will sound familiar to readers of the New Testament: compas
sion. Remember that Zebulon describes himself as having become deeply moved 
with compassion by his love for Joseph and fear for Joseph's life; indeed, as Joseph 
wept, so did Zebulon. In later passages (T. Zeb. 7.4) Zebulon describes himself as 
weeping with all those who are oppressed: the gift of tears and of the heart sub
stituting for more material benefactions to those in need. The model for this com
passion is Joseph himself, who did not take revenge on his brothers when they were 
in need but who also was in his turn compassionate toward those who had 
wronged him: "Whomever you see, do not harbor resentment, my children; love 
one another, and do not calculate the wrong done by each to his brothers. This 
shatters unity, and scatters all kinship, and stirs up the soul. He who recalls evil 
receives neither compassion nor mercy" (T. Zeb. 8.5-6). These injunctions toward 
brotherly love and compassion were broadened to include "every person" (T. Zeb. 
7.3, 8.I). They were directed not only at the victimizers but also against the vic
tims who might otherwise mortgage the future to the past in a desire to have a fi-
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nal accounting. Fratricidal motives were to be dreaded not only because they 
sicken and eventually kill those who harbor them but because they divide the na
tion and subject it to alien rule and demonic power (T. Zeb. 9). 

We need to consider what forces kept alive this fear of the paralyzing, indeed 
fatal effects of fratricide both on the human soul and on the nation as a whole. 
Certainly fratricide had become endemic in the nation: entire communities being 
pitched against each other in battles that broke the fraternal bonds uniting Jews. 
However, there were also structural tendencies that were conducive to fratricidal 
conflict. On the small scale, within families and within priestly or warrior broth
erhoods, there was a profound and intense hatred of any brother who elevated 
himself at the expense of the others and took on the role of the father. This an
tipatriarchal motif also shows up in the hatred of brothers toward the son desig
nated by the father as his primary heir, his favored son. 

In addition to these dynamics within brotherhoods and among actual broth
ers, however, was the added tension between certain warrior brotherhoods on the 
periphery and the concentrations of priestly and patrimonial power at the politi
cal and cultural center of Israel. Under the Herodians in particular, the center had 
become an overwhelming source of power and authority that aroused the enmity 
of warrior brotherhoods on the northern periphery, in Galilee, Gaulanitis, and 
Gerasa. This was due not only to the concentration of political, administrative, 
economic, and social power at the center, which was a magnet for brotherhoods 
seeking a larger share of the patrimonial power. The enmity of warrior brother
hoods to the center was also a result of the tendency of high priestly families to 
seek allies in foreign capitals. Thus there were structural factors that kept alive and 
intensified fratricidal struggles. 

Certainly the system kept producing its own effects in each generation: effects 
that we have seen intensified fratricidal conflict both within and between brother
hoods. For Josephus himself. it appears that each new conflict is reminiscent of an 
old one. Each new murder recalls a previous fratricide, and ancient fratricides seem 
to prefigure later conflicts. It is, as Freud pointed out, as if there were a tendency 
for repressed elements, especially the fratricidal, to repeat themselves. 

It is in the light of these structural and endemic tendencies toward fratricide 
that we are to understand the longing for patriarchal authority. Josephus himself 
is convinced that the besetting sin of Israel is fratricidal, and that Jews simply 
loathe any one of their number who seems to exalt himself above the others. To 
cure a brotherhood of such an endemic tendency would therefore require either a 
spiritual revolution marked, according to the Testament of Simeon and the Testament of 
Zebulon, by contrition, forgiveness, and compassion, or a return to patriarchal rule. 
It was indeed this longing for the father that Freud found in the memory of a 
Moses or, earlier, of an Ikhnaton. 
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However, the power of patrimonial authority, especially of sultans like Herod 
the Great, met with resistance, however, from certain brotherhoods, which not 
only sought to undermine that power but to gain it for themselves. Furthermore, 
any brotherhood that seemed to gain a position of advantage by aligning itself 
with a patrimonial authority center was itself suspect and a fair target for lesser 
brotherhoods with more limited access to the patronage of the center. It is un
derstandable, then, if claims to modernity seemed to be more convincing among 
brotherhoods, lesser especially those that were more removed from struggles for 
patronage. 

In addition to these structural sources of perennial tension, however, we must 
ask what it was like to live within such a system of chronic fratricidal hatred. That 
is why I began this introduction with the excerpts from the Testaments of Joseph's 
various brothers, each of whom expressed a sense of guilt and remorse, or of long
ing and compassion, for fratricidal conflict. To make sense of this undercurrent of 
foreboding, I would suggest that we return to Freud's notion of social dread: 
dread, as he put it, of the community. 

To understand dread of the community we round up the usual suspects of the 
social imagination, fantasies, identifications, stereotypes, by which a community 
fills in the gaps in its social knowledge about itself. Those gaps, I would add, are 
wider to the extent that the community is engaging in a "comedy of innocence" 
of the type that we discussed earlier. To the extent that a society is unwilling or 
unable, therefore, to understand and imagine itself as fratricidal, to such an extent 
will it imagine that it is strangers, alien brotherhoods, and neighboring communi
ties that harbor such a destructive passion. Within the imagination, of course, it 
is possible to harbor all sorts of passions, to attribute them to others, especially 
to those whom one has wronged and would therefore would like to injure or im
pugn. Every community must then suffer the consequences of those projections. 

The consequences of such a quite literally dreadful social imagination can be 
fatal, as Josephus himself reminds his readers in his stories of individuals who suf
fered remorse for real or imagined crimes, then felt haunted by their victims, and 
eventually died. Of course, we do not have direct access to the state of mind of 
Israelites. Nonetheless, we do have a number of references to the possible return 
of peoples who had been dispossessed of their lands. As Bickerman points out, 
certain popular martial stories were more explicit than Scripture in imagining the 
return of a vengeful brother: 'The Bible simply says that Esau planned to revenge 
himself on Jacob after the death of Isaac, their father, but the Hellenistic story
teller has Esau strike just when Jacob is mourning Leah" (I988: I88). The Jewish 
warrior communities indeed believed that the Edomites, as well as other neigh
boring peoples, desired to take revenge for past losses. Like the Edomites, these 
communities were imagined to be joint heirs who had been killed by their rival 
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brothers, the Israelites, who had forcefully dispossessed these peoples from their 
own homes and territory. Certainly Esau is the prototype of the wronged brother 
whose vengeful return must therefore be feared. 

In defending themselves against these neighboring, rival brotherhoods, how
ever, Israelites faced the possibility of further intensifying the cycle of fratricidal 
conflict from one generation to the next. It is no wonder, then, that in some broth
erhoods, at least, there was a desire to settle old scores and to rid Israel of its old 
rivals once and for all. Thus in the Testament of Judah, the Fourth Son of Jacob and uah, 
it is recorded that, after eighteen years of peace between Jacob and Esau, 

Esau, my father's brother, came up against us with a force powerful and strong. 
Jacob struck Esau with an arrow, and in death he was carried up to Mount Seir. 
We pursued Esau's sons, who had possession of a fortified city, which we were un
able to enter. Encamping around it, we besieged it. When they had not opened to 
us after twenty days, I set up a ladder and, holding a shield in position over my 
head, climbed up in spite of being hit by stones. I killed four of their powerfUl 
men while Reuben and Gad killed six others. Then they asked us for peace terms, 
and following consultation with our father we took them as subjects under trib
ute. They regularly gave us 200 cors of wheat and 500 baths of oil and 500 mea
sures of wine, until the famine, when we went down into Egypt. 

Note that this testament goes well beyond the biblical account of the relation be
tween Jacob and Esau (Gn 27 and 36), to the point of having Jacob actually mur
der the brother who had once harbored fratricidal designs toward him. Clearly 
fratricidal warfare had weighed heavily on the communities that wrote or studied 
this text; a protective barrier between brothers had been breached, and fratricidal 
warfare had been accomplished. 

Note the "comedy of innocence" that accompanies this account of Esau's 
murder. It was Esau, not Jacob, who launched the first attack. Furthermore, it is 
only after twenty days of siege had elapsed with an appeal for peace terms, and 
then only after Judah himself had risked mortal danger in scaling the walls, that 
the city of Esau's sons is actually attacked. Even after Judah and his allies invaded 
the fortified city, moreover, there was no wholesale slaughter, but only the death 
in battle of ten of "their powerful men:' Peace terms were then sought, and are
lationship established, based on tribute, until the time of the famine. Thus the past is 
only partially laid to rest, and only for the time being. 

No doubt these careful qualifications of the damage inflicted by Jacob on 
Esau were the sign of an uneasy conscience. Bickerman is quite clear that Israel 
had long sought to deny its history of displacing other peoples (1988: 186). 
However, a naive ideology of military virtue fortified by divine assistance could 
no longer serve to provide adequate reassurance and legitimacy once Israel had 
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been severely defeated. The original tendency to attribute Israel's conquests to di
vine favor ran afoul of later losses, for instance, to the Assyrians. Indeed, contact 
with racial enemies had long provided Israel with unwelcome reminders that "even 
according to their own tradition they were intruders in Palestine" (Bickerman 
1988: 186). 

Furthermore, Bickerman points out that the Edomites, believed to descend 
from Esau, were blamed for burning the Temple of Jerusalem and were expected 
to join other neighbors in "a war to recover Isaac's heritage" (1988: 185, 187). 
Perhaps the rise of the Idumaeans to power under Antipater and his sons may have 
seemed like a nightmarish fulfillment of this prophecy. The appearance of Idu
maeans at the gates of Jerusalem in the civil war of 66-73 C.E. may also have 
seemed to be the realization of the worst fears of Israel: the return of Esau. 

There is other evidence that Israel lived in dread of reprisal for previous 
crimes, real or imagined, and that to relieve such apprehension the Israelites may 
very well have resorted to legal fictions or to historical revisionism. Thus the book 
of Jubilees distorted the facts regarding the Canaanites (Bickerman 1988: 186). 
According to Jubilees, it was Canaan, not Israel, that had violated an oath to pre
serve territorial boundaries between peoples. This had been a fictional oath "not 
to seize other people's possessions;' and it was imaginatively attributed to the sons 
of Noah. The oath had been further reinforced by a curse (Bickerman 1988: 186). 
Such a curse would have provided ample reason for living in dread of retaliation 
should the oath itself ever have been broken. To avoid the dread of retaliation and 
the fulfillment, therefore, of the curse, Israel portrayed another people, the 
Canaanites, as the guilty party. 

This sort of subterfuge conceals a guilty conscience without satisfying it. The 
underlying truth was that Israel rather than Esau was the one who had stolen the 
other's heritage, and this truth would return even in disguise. For instance, in bib
lical terms Esau, the Edomites' ancestor, was imagined to have been a twin of Ja
cob (Bickerman 1988: 184). The twin, of course, is a double of the self, one's 
mirror image, as it were. Thus in fearing possible reprisals from the Edomites, Is
rael may have been covertly recognizing an aspect of itself in alien form. More cer
tainly, it would appear that Israel was imagining that its brothers, in this case the 
Edomites, would displace them from the land that Israel had taken from them by 
subterfuge or aggression.2 The curse on the sons of Noah would thus have been 
fulfilled when the Edomites returned to claim their heritage. 

I would also argue that the sons of Esau served as a screen on which to proj
ect Israel's internal sources of fratricidal rivalry. Esau, of course, had been Isaac's 
favorite son, and there was always something precarious about that position. He 
was the target of all the brothers whose legacies were relatively minor and who had 
not been selected to represent their father's presence or authority. If to this insult 
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had been added the injury that Jacob inflicted on Esau, however, the wronged 
brothers would have represented an even more serious threat to the favored son. 
He would have had an additional reason for their grievance and a more serious 
score to settle. It is not surprising, therefore, that dread of the fratricidal conflict 
took on apocalyptic proportions. 

Of course, we do not have direct access to any of the hearts or minds of that 
period. Neither did Josephus, of course, have direct access to what was in the 
hearts of Herod and his brothers. Nonetheless, in Josephus's interpretation of the 
fratricidal conflict of the Herodian household we can at least find a witness to 
the experience of social dread. In describing the death of Herod's brother, 
Pheroras, Josephus recounts Pheroras's guilt at his own desire to kill Herod: a 
crime he only contemplated but never actually committed. According to this ac
count, Pheroras had obtained a poison to use on Herod and had entrusted it to 
his wife. However, in remorse because he knew that Herod had loved rather than 
hated him, Pheroras urged his wife to destroy that drug "for fear I go to Hades 
with a devil on my back," Oosephus, BJ I.S). Thus we can safely assume that for 
some educated Jews of the first century C.E. Hell was a place in which the indi
vidual continued to explore and suffer from the past; it was a place from which 
there could be no release from misgivings, self-punishment, and guilt for real or 
imagined crimes. Hell was indeed a fitting punishment for fratricidal fantasy as 
well as a metaphor for the experience of dreading the imagined community. 

It will be remembered that the fratricidal hatred between Herod's sons resulted 
in the execution of two of them, Aristobulus and Alexander, who were accused by 
another half-brother, Antipater, of plotting to kill their father, Herod. Their spir
its, it would appear from Josephus's account, continued to plague the living long 
after their death. Even if Josephus's account represents a fad among Hellenistic 
writers to speak of ghosts as though they were real, still it is reasonable to assume 
that some were indeed capable of being haunted. Indeed, describing the inquisi
tion by Herod into the plot against him, Josephus goes on to say that the "ghosts 
of Alexander and Aristobulus were prowling around the whole Palace, ferreting 
out hidden things and bringing them to light, and dragging those remote from 
suspicion before the inquisitor" Oosephus, BJ I.S). It is worth noting that the ap
pearance of such ghosts could indeed prove not only sickening but fatal. Later, 
Josephus recounts the death of Alexander's wife as being due to the appearance of 
her dead husband. Alexander's ghost, it appears, was enraged by his wife's 
(Glaphyra's) subsequent marriage to the ethnarch Archelaus, his brother, and he 
threatened her in this way: "'I shall not overlook the insult; I will fetch you back 
to me whether you like it or noC: She related this dream, and in less than two days 
she was dead" Oosephus, BJ II.6). Thus the experience of social dread can take on 
apocalyptic proportions. Consider, for example, another apocalyptic text, I Enoch. 
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In one of his visions Enoch is lifted to a high mountain in which he can see the 
souls of those awaiting final judgment; it is the meantime, in which the spirit of 
Abel continues to demand satisfaction: "This is the spirit which had left Abel, 
whom Cain, his brother, had killed; it (continues to) sue him until all of Cain's 
seed is exterminated from the face of the earth, and his seed has disintegrated 
from among the seed of the people" ( l En. 22. 7). This passage suggests that, for 
some, the present continued to be imbued with the seriousness of the last judg
ment: an inaugurated and continuing apocalypse. Thus any people who, like Cain, 
have deprived others of their birthright are subject to being sued by the spirit of 
Abel. Indeed l Enoch (22.1 I) sees that the souls of sinners awaiting judgment are 
being subject to enduring pain. 

No comedy of innocence is wholly successful, however, in obliterating the 
memory of past sins and grievances. The repressed knowledge of violence inter
nal to the community itself is then projected onto a day of future retribution. It 
is thus understandable that some would seek relief in the coming of someone 
who, like Abel or the Son of Man, or Jesus on his return, would put an end once 
and for all to fratricidal conflict. Such relief is found in Enoch's vision of "the 
One to whom belongs the time before time;' who is "the prototype of the Before
Time," ( l En. 46.1-2). This is indeed the Son of Man ( l En. 46.3), the "An
tecedent of Time" so named by the "Lord of the Spirits" who is the "Before
time" (lEn. 47.3, 48.2). Enoch speaks of the "Antecedent of Time" as one who 
was "Before-Time" and in whose hands are all the times of the present and of the 
future as well as of the past. It is the Antecedent of Time, after all, that views the 
destruction that he has caused through the flood and promises that there will 
never be another such disaster (lEn. 55.1-2). It is a guarantee to Enoch that the 
amazing son of Lamech, Noah, will be the last to witness such devastation; after 
him the future will truly begin. 

As dread of the community is translated into apprehension of a future day of 
judgment, the awareness of fratricidal conflict thus returns in a demand that the 
community purify itsel£ The brotherhood, purified of the very passions that are 
endemic to brotherhoods, must then await a day in which its members will be 
scrutinized for their fratricidal or patricidal passions. It is as if the community was 
buying time in order to postpone the immediate and unqualified acknowledgment 
of its own underlying hatreds. Moral persuasion and exhortations to spiritual pu
rification, accompanied by confessions, take the place of explicit acknowledg
ments of underlying fratricidal or patricidal motives. Only when the vicious circle 
of resentment, ambition, and revenge is interrupted, and trust intervenes, will the 
"enemy's kingdom" be broken (c£ T. Dan). All who would emulate the good 
brother, Joseph, may look forward to a life not only of suffering but of eventual 
triumph. Thus the Testament of Benjamin, the T weifth Son of Jacob and Rachel, states that 
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"if anyone betrays a righteous man, the righteous man prays. Even though for a 
brief time he may be humbled, later he will appear far more illustrious, as hap
pened with Joseph, my brother" ( 5.4 ). Note how the dream of glory, the fantasy 
that the mistreated brother will triumph after being humbled, persists despite the 
apparent repudiation of fratricidal conflict. In the New Testament as well similar 
promises that the last will be first, and the humbled will reign triumphant, allow 
the fantasies of retribution and revenge on the last day to persist. Postponing the 
day of judgment allows fratricidal fantasies to go underground, as it were, covered 
by the verbiage of spiritual repudiation. As Otto Rank once observed, this com
mitment to a long period of humiliation, justified by fantasies of eventual tri
umph, makes for a masochistic social character. I would simply add that it allows 
social dread to continue, however it may be projected on the screen of a final day 
of judgment when the secrets of all hearts, as Jesus is reported to have put it, will 
be revealed. Note also how the continuation of fratricidal motives leads to a long
ing for a higher authority to intervene: "Whatever it does, or speaks, or perceives, 
it knows that the Lord is watching over its life, for he cleanses his mind in order 
that he will not be suspected of wrongdoing either by men or by God" (T Benj. 
6.6-7). Only under a fatherly eye will it be possible to replace suspicion with trust 
and to break the vicious cycle of fratricide and revenge. To overcome dread of the 
community, it is necessary not only to pray and to engage in self-purification but 
to accept supervision, both human and divine. One enters into a continuous en
counter with a divine tribunal in order to avoid suffering at the last judgment. 

The longing for a patriarch who could insist on fraternal harmony thus gave 
rise to injunctions to the brotherhoods to discipline themselves. In the Testament of 
Judah, the patriarch gives instructions to his sons; he claims that "at no time did I 
bring grief to Jacob, my father, because everything he said, I did" (T Jud. I7.4). 
Furthermore, it is clear that the testament invokes a situation in which Judaeans 
are enjoined to avoid close alliances, sexual or political, with alien peoples. There 
are strong prohibitions against sexual ties with Canaanites, and a confession of sin 
by Judah for having had intercourse with a Canaanite woman (T Jud. I4.6, I7.2). 
Slowly, however, brotherhoods and brothers were enjoined to reach the level of 
spiritual purification nece~sary for peace, whether they counted themselves among 
the victimized or among the victimizers. In the meantime, it would he God alone 
who maintained close surveillance over the heart and mind of the individual and 
could discern there any fratricidal tendencies. 

It is not enough, however, that sons and brothers, like Joseph, emulate the ideal 
of the obedient and sacrificial son, who experiences the fratricidal rage of others but 
does not permit himself to perpetuate it. Not only must the injured brother some
how avoid retaliation or even plans for eventual revenge, a providential order is re
quired, one that will ensure that those who violate the solidarity of brotherhood will 
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suffer and perish in the end, whatever may be their temporary triumph. Thus the Tes~ 
tament of Benjamin promises that "Until eternity those who are like Cain in their moral 
corruption and hatred of brother shall be punished with a similar judgment" (7.5). 
The guarantees for those who must emulate Joseph are thus rooted in a providential 
order that not only transcends but triumphs over fratricide. The future must await 
the day when the "enemy's kingdom" is broken and trust is substituted for revenge. 

The Testament of Benjamin thus imagined a final judgment that included the 
Gentiles, but only afi:er Israel itself first had been judged. Only then would the 
Gentiles be incorporated into the judgment, when the Lord "shall judge Israel by 
the chosen gentiles as he tested Esau by the Midianites who loved their brothers" 
(T. Benj. IO.IO). Clearly fratricidal anger has taken a new turn here and come back 
to haunt Israel by threatening them with being judged by Gentiles "who loved 
their brothers:' As if to add insult to injury, it is Gentiles who will be Israel's 
judges: a real turning of the tables on the last day. Dread of the alien has taken on 
a new source of anxiety; the vision of a community purified of fratricidal hatred 
has now become a source of accusation from a quarter usually regarded as primi
tive and hostile to the very existence of Israel itself. In the meantime, therefore, 
any individual who might resent his brother's advantages and wealth must purify 
his mind of hatred, and the individual who has been hurt by his brothers must 
also pursue the path of internal purification. The soul must gain sufficient purity 
so as to be no longer subject to the weight of others' opinions, because it lives in 
the knowledge that it is being supervised by God and has been threatened with ad
verse judgment by an idealized but alien brotherhood. 

Why would Israelite brotherhood torment itself with the vision of an idealized 
gentile community coming to sit in judgment on Israel itself for its own fratricidal 
tendencies? Remember that Israel must bear the weight of historical guilt for its ag
gressions against the other peoples of the land. Israel was surrounded by peoples who 
might indeed long for revenge and the recovery of their lands. In the Testament of ]u~ 
Jab, for instance, there is a recounting of the successful conquest of Canaanite forces, 
the demolition of their cities, and the capture and plundering of their populations 
(T. Jud. 3-7). There may well be echoes of the Maccabean period in this narrative of 
triumphs, as well as cautions against the use of unmitigated force against those who 
are ethnic "brothers" of the Judaeans. These warnings might also have had a partic
ular currency in the Hasmonean period during the ethnic cleansing instigated by 
Alexander Jannaeus. No doubt similar echoes were heard during the fratricidal strug
gles of the first century C.E., particularly during the civil war of 66--73 C.E. The tri
umphs of Israel were enough to give it an exceedingly guilty conscience and to make 
it perennially afraid of reprisals by neighboring peoples. The Edomites or their equiv
alents were always coming back bent on the satisfaction of old grievances. 

As I have argued, however, more than a historical memory is at work here. 
There were structural tendencies as well, which kept alive fratricidal sentiments. 
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Without this reinforcement from the social order, historical memories of Israel's 
wars with neighboring peoples might have been allowed slowly to lose their in
tensity and relevance. Israel was also weighed down by its own internal rivalries, 
with some brotherhoods chronically resentful over their lesser status and over the 
privileges enjoyed by wealthier brotherhoods. There would of necessity come a day 
when such old scores could be finally settled and the vicious cycle of fratricide and 
the yearning for patriarchal authority broken once and for all. 

Not only does dread of the fratricidal aspects of the community perpetuate and 
intensifY longing for a providential order or a patriarchal divinity who will intervene 
to protect, justifY, and avenge the brother who is wronged; patriarchal love is also to 
be won by becoming the son who is victimized by his brothers. Following Levenson 
on this point, I would argue that there are two Christologies at work in the New Tes
tament: one focusing on the beloved son sacrificed by the father, for whom Isaac is 
the main prototype, the other focusing on the son whose preferred status with the 
father is not only the cause but the consequence of his being victimized by his 
brother( s ). Regarding this latter prototype, Levenson speaks of "a Joseph Christo l
ogy-that is, a pattern in which the emphasis lies on the malignancy of the slayers 
rather than on the pious intentions of the father who gave up his beloved son" 
(1993: 226). That malignancy, Levenson argues, is simply "the homicidal rage" of 
brothers who wish the lion's share--or even all--of the legacy for themselves and 
wish to preempt the succession from father to son in their favor (1993: 225). The 
desire to kill the heir and to monopolize the legacy underlies a variety of texts in 
both testaments, he argues, as he traces the antecedents of the Parable of the Wicked 
Husbandmen (Mk I2.1-I2) to various passages in the Old Testament and to the 
midrashic literature. Even the tale of Cain and Abel is to be understood in terms of 
a contest over inheritance: "It may be pertinent that some rabbinic midrashim at
tribute the quarrel of the primal brothers to debates over inheritance, such as how 
the two will divide up the world and which of them should assume Eve after Adam 
had divorced her" (Levenson I993: 228; quoting Gen. Rab. 22.7). 

Certainly the conflict between Jesus and Judas is "a midrashic play on the sale 
of Joseph by Judah, with Judas, as his name suggests, perhaps typifying the Jews 
as the homicidal opponents of the beloved son of God. The father's gift has been 
recast as the brothers' crime" (Levenson 1993: 228, 230). 

Following the destruction of Jerusalem in the civil war of 66-73 C.E., it was 
increasingly difficult to maintain the plausibility either of a patriarchal ideology 
requiring radical obedience or of a warrior ethic that required radical solidarity. It 
was clear that to be the favored son of a divine father was no guarantee of pro
tection or rescue. As the author of 4 Ezra put it, it was necessary to know 

why Israel has been given over to the gentiles as a reproach; why the people whom 
you loved has been given to godless tribes, and the Law of our fathers has been 
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made of no effect and the written covenants no longer exist; and why we pass from 
the world like locusts, and our life is like a mist, and we are not worthy to obtain 
mercy. But what will he do for his name, by which we are called? ( 4.23-24) 

When "the humiliation of Zion is complete" it is no longer possible to imagine 
that the patriarch of the universe will protect and defend his favored son ( 4 Ezra 
6.20). Even the very institution of patriarchal favor, by which the succession of 
Israel has been guaranteed, is in radical doubt: "And now, 0 Lord, behold, these 
nations, which are reputed as nothing, domineer over us and devour us. But we 
your people, whom you have called your first-born, only begotten, zealous for you, 
and most dear, have been given into their hands. If the world has indeed been cre
ated for us, why do we not possess our world as an inheritance?" ( 4 Ezra 6.57-59). 

When an order, an entire social system, in fact, fails to renew itself, time be
gins to run out for the people in earnest. Passage after passage in 4 Ezra speaks of 
the shortness of time, as is typical of the apocalypse. Time is running out for the 
wicked, the nation of Israel, and the latter's enemies. The world itself is facing the 
end of its time, as "salt waters shall be found in the sweet, and all friends shall 
conquer one another" ( 4 Ezra 5.9). Time is of the essence even for souls in the 
next life, and the prophet asks God, who has given him a vision of final things, 
whether time will "therefore be given to the souls after they have been separated 
from the bodies, to see what you have described to me?" ( 4 Ezra 7.100) The era 
of fraternal solidarity, as envisaged in the various testaments of Joseph and his 
brothers, turns out to be an apocalyptic vision rather than an ethic whose time has 
come. For the author of 4 Ezra, in fact, the present era is that of Esau, and the age 
to come will belong to Jacob (5.7-10). It is in this climate of despair over the 
prospect of a community without fratricidal passions, whether internal or exter
nal, that the first Gospels were written. That they should have had a heavy invest
ment in exempting the Christian brotherhoods from the stigma of fratricide is un
derstandable, but they have paid-and others also have paid-a high price for 
their "innocence:' 

Notes 
I. That is, not only the usual antagonists, such as the sons of Amalek and Ham and 

the "seed of Canaan:' but now also the Cappodocians (T. Sim. 6.3). 
2. Of course, as Bickerman points out, fictitious and mythological kinship between 

Israel and other peoples was also used to cement ties with Greeks and to explain enmity 
with the Romans (1988: 184f£). In these cases, however, there were clear strategic reasons 
for the ties, for example, the relationship of Jewish to Spartan colonies. 



Conversion in Early Christianity 27 
JACK T. SANDERS 

0 UR CONCERN IN THIS CHAPTER is to understand the conversion of Gen
tiles (non-Jews) to Christianity in the early decades of the new religion 
as it left its Jewish matrix and became a universal religion.1 What was it 

about early Christianity that was attractive to Gentiles? And what was it about 
the situation of those Gentiles that disposed-or predisposed-them to conver
sion? (In order not to extend this chapter unnecessarily we shall have to ignore a 
discussion of the character of conversion.) Before turning to an examination of 
the early Christian evidence of conversion, however, it will be helpful to review 
modern scholarship briefly on the subject and also to acquaint ourselves with a 
few of the modern studies, that exist in considerable abundance, of conversion 
to new religious movements (NRMs ). This review is necessary in order for us to 
have the most adequate conceptual framework possible for evaluating the evi
dence. When we then turn to the evidence itself, our interest will be on conver
sion to Christianity in the Greco-Roman context, not on Jewish conversion. 
There is little actual evidence for Jewish conversion (although we know that it 
certainly existed) in the early church after the time of Jesus, and the phenome
non of following Jesus is better understood under the category of discipleship 
than under that of conversion. 

Of course, the early chapters of the Book of Acts record mass conversions of 
thousands of Jews in Jerusalem; but these narratives are clearly fanciful and ideal
ized, as can be seen most readily by contrasting the cumulative effect of the con
version narratives through Acts 6. 7 with the persecution narrative in Acts 8. The 
conversion narratives would lead us to believe that a large proportion-if not 
nearly all-of the population of Jerusalem became Christians within the space of 
a few days, whereas when the persecution breaks out it empties Jerusalem of all 

619 
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Christians save the apostles; yet the population of Jerusalem seems hardly dimin
ished. This contrast remains when in the concluding narratives we learn both that 
there were tens of thousands of Jewish Christians (Acts 21.20) and that "all the 
multitude of the Jews" (Acts 25.24) opposed Paul before the Roman governor
statements that appear to contradict each other. Consequently, few modern schol
ars think that there were mass conversions to Christianity in Jerusalem in the days 
of the apostles.2 We proceed, therefore, to our review and analysis. 

Nock's landmark work, Conversion, has focused the modern discussion. Nock dis
tinguished between conversion to Judaism and to Christianity and adhesion (adherence) 
to other religious movements, like the religions of Isis and of Mithras. The difference 
was that conversion meant "the reorientation of the soul of an individual, his delib
erate turning from indifference or from an earlier form of piety to another, a turning 
which implies a consciousness that a great change is involved, that the old was wrong 
and the new is right" (Nock 1933: 7), whereas in the case of the other religions "a 
man used Mithraism [for example], but he did not belong to it body and soul; if he 
did, that was a matter of special attachment and not an inevitable concomitant pre
scribed by authority" (1933: 14). As Nock's discussion developed, however, he had 
some difficulty holding firmly to the distinction, as when he wrote that Christianity, 
like Mithraism, might gain adherents in similar ways (1933: 77), and when he ob
served regarding some ancient non-Christian texts that "we have ... a feeling of oth
erness from the world and a concept of conversion" (1933: I 17-18). 

Nock also sought to analyze the mechanics of conversion in considerable detail. 
For him the other religions, like those of Isis and Mithras-"cults" in his termi
nology-won converts or adherents by a variety of means. One individual might 
bring another to a meeting or service (1933: 77); in the case of Judaism the ex
clusive and absolute teaching may have been influential (1933: 78); there was the 
"direct appeal to the eye" of public processions and ceremonies (1933: 80); there 
were "supposed miracles ... and the literary propaganda which made them known 
and enhanced their value" (1933: 83); and beyond this were the public expressions 
of "hymns and votive offerings and works of art" (1933: 92). But Nock also 
sought to explain the receptiveness of the general Greco-Roman population for 
these stimuli, which receptiveness he attributed to "(I) the picture of the universe 
which arose, above all from astrology, (2) the interest in immortality, [and] (3) an 
inquisitiveness about the supernatural resulting in a general increase in the ten
dency to believe" (1933: 99). Then, anticipating modern sociological theory, he 
observed that "demand creates supply, and this demand was met by the rise of pri
vate mysteries" (1933: II6). This point-that the soil, so to speak, was ready for 
the Christian seeds-is one to which we shall want to return. Yet early Christian
ity, according to Nock's analysis, lacked most of the appeals to which gentile re
ceptiveness responded. There were no outdoor sermons or other displays, and only 
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the authorities, like those responsible for arresting Ignatius, could finger Chris
tians. What was visible to the public was the martyrs, and martyrdom was effec
tive. Thus Nock laid down an axiom (taken from Tertullian ), "The blood of mar
tyrs is the seed of the Church" (1933: 192-94). 

MacMullen (I984), among others, has sought to improve on Nock's analysis. 
He opens his study by showing that conversion to Christianity is not always, and 
perhaps not generally, a "body and soul" distinction, since even into the early 
modern period there were people who were Christians but followed practices that 
were dearly "pagan" in origin. MacMullen thus emphasizes that instead of a 
black-white distinction between Christian and non-Christian (as in Nock's 
model), Christianity could blend "into the secular and even the non-Christian 
without dear demarcation:' Indeed, MacMullen seems to have seen the reality of 
Christian existence here, in contrast to Nock's more idealized view of conversion, 
and he offers this definition of conversion: "that change of belief by which a per
son accepted the reality and supreme power of God and determined to obey Him" 
(1984: 5). We note that this definition leaves practice entirely out of the picture. 

As motivation for conversion to Christianity, MacMullen proposes miracles 
and (like Nock) martyrdoms (I984: 26-30). Also like Nock, he lays emphasis on 
the fact that after the Pauline mission "the church had no mission ... ; rather, it 
left everything to the individual" (I984: 34), and he proposes that people like 
Justin and Tatian became individual converts as the result of their quests (I984: 
30--31). There are thus for MacMullen two classes of early Christian conversions, 
the lower-class type that responded to miracles and the like and the upper-class 
type that found Christianity at the end of an intellectual quest (I984: 37-39). 
Finally, he notes that many persons, albeit a minority within the Christian whole, 
will have progressed in their understanding of and commitment to Christianity 
sufficiently to have reached Nock's conversion point (1984: 41). 

Throughout his discussion MacMullen notes the importance of individual, 
often chance encounters--in the marketplace, "in quite obscure settings of every
day;' perhaps in homes (1984: 36-37, 4I). Without using the term, he has thus 
seen that conversions take place most often in the context of preexisting networks. 
Yet he also thinks that mass conversions must have been necessary in order to ac
count for the growth of Christianity (1984: 29).3 

Finally, MacMullen proposes a different "soil" from Nock's in which Chris
tianity could take root. The interest in immortality, according to him, was more 
apparent than real (1984: I I), and Greco-Roman beliefs appear in general to have 
been "a very spongy, shapeless, easily penettated structure" that "positively [in
vited] a sharply focused and intransigent creed" (1984: I6). Thus where Nock 
found positive aspects of Greco-Roman belief to which Christianity appealed, 
MacMullen finds only negativity that was bested by Christianity. 
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Passing over several more recent studies of conversion to early Christianity, we 
turn to a still more recent handbook on Roman religions by Beard, North, and 
Price that brings important new perspectives to the discussion. These authors see 
quite clearly that conversion to early Christianity must be viewed alongside con
version to the other NRMs (which they call "new cults"), and they have given a 
lengthy discussion of the phenomenon of conversion to these NRMs in the early 
empire. The authors first discuss the appeal of the NRMs and propose that the 
appeal can best be explained "under the term 'transformation': for all these new 
cults claimed to make much more of an impact than traditional religions on the 
everyday world and on the after-life of their adherents" (Beard, North, and Price 
I998: 287). This transformation the authors see first of all in "a new sense of 
community" that the NRMs offered that was "stronger" than that offered by tra
ditional religious groups. Membership in such groups was "marked by special ini
tiatory rituals:' Thus, membership in the NRMs "affected, in different ways, the 
everyday life of their members" (I998: 288). "[W]hat was distinctive about the 
new cults was their drive toward a strong religious identity through strictly con
trolled rules of behaviour:' Furthermore, the NRMs "created new statuses and 
new ways of life that may have started within the walls of the sanctuary, but ex
tended outside those walls too" (I998: 289). 

In the second place, transformation in some (albeit not all) of the NRMs had 
to do with "the fate of the initiate after death:' Those NRMs that possessed this 
trait emphasized it by "construct[ing] death much more sharply as a 'problem'
and, at the same time, offer[ing] a 'solution'"(I998: 289). These authors thus im
plicitly reject Nock's distinction between conversion and adhesion and posit trans
formation as the explanatory principle for adhesion or conversion, which they do 
not distinguish. 

Beard, North, and Price then turn to a discussion of the members of the sub
ject NRMs. First pointing out that "male members of the senatorial order appear 
conspicuously absent from" the NRMs in Rome (I998: 29I), they further observe 
that, "outside Rome, members of local elites ( ... holding the rank of 'town coun
cillor') were involved in these cults much more widely and fully:' Mithraism was 
equally respectable, although in another way, since its adherents were mostly "sol
diers, up to the rank of centurion, [and] imperial slaves and ex-slaves" (I998: 294). 
Furthermore, "by A.D. 200 Christians were found in Rome at every level of soci
ety;' and they cite the scolding of Hermas Mandates 10.1.3 that "many second
century Roman Christians were 'absorbed in business affairs, wealth, friendship 
with pagans, and many other occupations of this world'" (I 998: 295-96). The au
thors here take note of the Christian ideal of poverty and cite Celsus (further be
low) on the lower-class membership of the church; but they also astutely note that 
poverty was, in Christianity, "clearly vested with symbolic, religious significance;' 
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thus making it "difficult ... to trace accurately the presence of the poor (in strictly 
economic terms) in early Christian communities" (1998: 296). In the opinion of 
Beard, North, and Price, then, the main NRMs in the early empire attracted a 
broad spectrum of class and status groups, although Christianity was apparently 
slower in doing so than were some of its competitors. Again, they refUse to assume 
that there were conversions of different orders among the various NRMs, although 
they are aware of individual differences in some cases. The individual differences, 
however, do not lead them to propose that conversion to one or another of the 
NRMs was qualitatively different from conversion to the others. 

The authors next take up the role of women in the NRMs, and they observe 
that the possibilities for women's participation varied. Mithraism, of course, ad
mitted no women; but most of the other NRMs did make a place for women that 
they would normally not have had in the traditional religions of the day. This is 
true for the worship of the Great Mother, of Isis, and in both Judaism and Chris
tianity. Nevertheless, men retained the primary positions of leadership in all the 
NRMs (I998: 298-99). The authors conclude their discussion of membership 
by attacking the notion (without referring directly to Nock or to MacMullen) 
that "significant sections of the population of Rome had long been searching for 
some kind of spiritual satisfaction which was eventually offered by the new cults:' 
Rather, they propose, the NRMs on the one hand created "the very needs which 
they satisfied" and on the other hand offered a transformation that "was rooted 
and legitimated in the social and political lives of [the J adherents:' In other words, 
the "everyday experience [of the converts] . . . found an echo in the promise of 
the cults to transform lives:' Unfortunately for this last proposal, Beard, North, 
and Price offer only the example of Mithraism, which allowed soldiers and freed
men the opportunity for advancement, something that the broader culture con
sidered "both desirable and possible" (I998: 300-30I). Nevertheless, something 
that we shall want to consider further below is whether Christianity stood in ten
sion to the culture or not. Did people become Christians in part because Chris
tianity offered a transformation rooted and legitimated in the social and political 
lives of its converts? 

Turning next to the issue of "homogeneity and exclusivity;' Beard, North, and 
Price observe the relative continuity of each of the NRMs across the geographi
cal spectrum, although they are aware that "Isis in Gaul must have been a signifi
cantly different phenomenon from Isis in Egypt:' They speculate that the use of 
more-or-less standard books in the Isis religion, Judaism, and Christianity may 
have abetted this uniformity, but they think that "the crucial point must be that 
these cults defined themselves as international" (I998: 303). 

The authors finally, again without specifically rehearsing Nock's adhe
sion-conversion antithesis, confront the theory head on by proposing that all 
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the successful NRMs under study were to some degree exclusive, and in this they 
are surely correct. They ask first, "Would it be possible at any level to accept 
the tenets of both the cult of Isis and of Mithras?" and they answer in the af
firmative; but the "at any level" must be emphasized (I998: 307). Their ex
amples of exclusiveness are the castrated priests, galli, in the service of the Great 
Mother and certain devotees of Isis, for example, Apuleius's Lucius, whose 
"newly shaven head [at the end of the Metamorphoses] ••• emphasizes that Lu
cius had no time for any other deity but Isis" (I998: 308-9). 

It is clear that Beard, North, and Price have moved the discussion of gentile 
conversion to early Christianity to a new level by insisting that all conversions to 
NRMs in the period with which we are concerned must be analyzed together as 
part of a general phenomenon. Scholars who want to understand early Christian 
conversion can no longer give prior preference to the notion that Christianity was 
somehow unique in winning converts in Greco-Roman society. The correctness of 
this new approach will be more obvious after we take into account sociological 
(and related) studies of conversion to NRMs in recent times. 

Since the I 960s the study of NRMs has occupied many social scientists, so much 
so that we need a guide. We may conveniently begin with a textbook, Robbins's Cults, 
Converts and Charisma (I988). Summarizing a wide range of sociological studies, Rob
bins first notes the necessity to distinguish between recruitment and conversion 
(I988: 64), thus agreeing with MacMullen's opening observation. Commitment or 
"true" conversion may follow recruitment; or, alternatively, increased understanding 
may lead the new recruit to drop out of the movement-an aspect of the dynamic 
of early Christianity that is probably too often neglected in modern studies. 

Turning now to the issue of why people join an NRM, Robbins notes a proposal 
made by Lofland and Stark in I 965 of a way of understanding conversion that has 
become "the most influential sociological model of conversion-commitment 
processes in religious movements" (Robbins 1988: 79), namely a "value-added 
process model" that entails seven stages of conversion. According to this model con
version is accomplished when a person (I) experiences acute and persistent tensions, (2) 
within a religious problem-solving perspective, which leads the individual (3) to define him
self as a religious seeker, after which ( 4) he encounters the movement at a crucial turning 
point in his life and ( 5) forms an tiffective bond with one or more converts, after which 
(6) extra-cult attachments become attenuated, and (7) the convert is exposed to intensive inter
action within the group and ultimately becomes the group's "deployable agent" (Rob
bins 1988: 79--80).4 What makes this model especially engaging for our interest here 
is that, as further sociological studies have shown, the model works only for groups 
that are "highly stigmatized:' Other groups that "do not drastically transform the so
cial roles of converts" or involve the attenuation of extra-cult attachments do not fol
low this pattern (Robbins 1988: 83). 
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Were we to stay with Nock's analysis we should be inclined to endorse this 
model, but MacMullen's analysis would incline us to the opposite view; and the 
analysis of Beard, North, and Price would seem to tend in the same direction (in 
their emphasizing the affinity between social status and what the NRMs offered). 
Was early Christianity at some times and places highly stigmatized and at others 
not? As MacMullen realized, the actual situation is likely to have been more com
plex than we may have been wont to recognize. 

We need to note two other aspects of Robbins's summary discussion, namely 
social networks, and defection and deconversion. A great deal of evidence suggests 
that conversion follows lines of social networks, and Robbins quotes a widely 
noted summary maxim: "The probability of being recruited into a particular 
movement is largely a function of two conditions: I) links to one or more move
ment members through a pre-existing or emergent interpersonal tie; and 2) the ab
sence of countervailing networks" (I988: 85). The latter condition means that the 
potential convert is "structurally available:' Yet structural availability is subject to 
other conditions, especially the religious movement's "goals and beliefs about the 
world" (I988: 86); or, more broadly, there must be a real appeal of the movement 
to the structurally available person. As Robbins puts it, "A married man with a 
family might be 'available' for a romantic liaison with Brooke Shields but not with 
Margaret Thatcher" (I988: 87).5 

The matter of networks is worth pausing over. If our image of conversion to 
early Christianity is informed by the accounts of mass conversions in the early 
chapters of Acts and by the existence of large evangelistic rallies conducted by 
modern American preachers, we shall surely miss what is probably the most im
portant ingredient in conversion, namely that the convert has or develops an affec
tive tie to someone in the movement before joining. It is in fact known, of course, 
that modern evangelistic rallies win most of their converts not at the rallies them
selves, but through prior evangelistic contact-and such contact readily follows af
fective lines. Protestant evangelism aside, however, it is also the case that many re
cent studies of NRMs have shown that most converts are won through networks. 

Twenty years ago Stark and Bainbridge published a study that is now almost 
a classic on this subject (1980). They showed that the "Moonies:' for example
the followers of the Rev. Sun Myung Moon-were initially stymied in their at
tempt at further growth when they first moved from Eugene, Oregon, to San 
Francisco. "Only when the cult found ways to connect with other newcomers to 
San Francisco and develop serious relationships with them did recruitment re
sume" (1980: 1379). Stark and Bainbridge's best example, however, was the Mor
mon Church (Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints). Young Mormon men 
and women are encouraged by the church to go in pairs to places away from their 
homes seeking converts. Such random visits, however, turn out to be a waste of 
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time for the church. After examining statistics "for all [Mormon J missionaries in 
the state of Washington during the year I976-77:' Stark and Bainbridge found 
that only O.I percent (!) of all conversions during the year were the result of 
"door-to-door canvas," whereas 34 percent of conversions came from meetings 
with potential converts arranged by other Mormons, and fully SO percent of all 
conversions occurred when "contact with missionaries took place in the home of 
[a] Mormon friend or relative" of the potential convert. (Other conversions fol
lowed from referrals; Stark and Bainbridge I980: I386.) Stark and Bainbridge 
also sought to discover whether any kinds of conversions occurred in significant 
proportion apart from such networks, and they found that only adoption of such 
occult beliefs as astrology and the validity of tarot cards fell outside the pattern 
(I980: I390--9I, I376). 

Nichiren Shoshu America (formerly Soka Gakkai), while not as large as the 
Mormon Church, maintains a similar growth rate, and the experience of conver
sions via networks is similar to that for the Mormons and for the Moonies. Out 
of a total of 345 conversions counted by Snow, Zurcher, and Ekland-Olson in 
their and in others' studies, 82 percent were the result of social networks, I 7 per
cent of recruitment activity in public places, and I percent of information in the 
mass media (I980: 790--9I). 

The evidence from NRMs in modern Western societies is dear: conversions 
come primarily through personal contact within social networks. Can we assume 
the same for antiquity? Not, to be sure, in the absence of evidence or in the face 
of evidence to the contrary; but the studies of modern NRMs make it reasonable 
to think that many ancient conversions to Christianity, and to the other NRMs 
of that day as well, likely came about as a result of contacts and affective rela
tionships within networks. 

We need not linger on the matter of defection, only note it, although it is 
worth pointing out that the attrition rates of modern American NRMs are "ex
tremely high" Oames T. Richardson I992: 79). We need to remember that in the 
early days people might have left Christianity as readily as they entered. 

A few paragraphs ago we noted the possibility of greater complexity in the 
matter of conversion to early Christianity than scholars who have studied the is
sue may have seen. It is now time to complicate that theoretical complexity fur
ther by looking at Rambo's inclusive model of conversion (I993). In order not to 
make this chapter overly long we limit our review of Rambo's model to those parts 
of it that bear directly on our sources. 

Rambo calls his a "holistic model of conversion" (I993: 7). He first empha
sizes three aspects: (I) It is "a process over time, not a single event"; (2) it "is con
textual and thereby influences and is influenced by a matrix of relationships, ex
pectations, and situations"; and (3) "factors in the conversion process are 
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multiple, interactive, and cumulative. There is no one cause of conversion, no one 
process, and no one simple consequence of that process" (1993: 5).6 The bulk of 
Rambo's book analyzes seven interlocking aspects that may go into any conversion: 
context, crisis, quest, encounter, interaction, commitment, and consequences. 

A part of any context might be resistance and rejection; yet a new religious op
tion may appeal to identifiable enclaves within the population. Conversions may 
also proceed along established paths-that is, following existing "lines of social 
cleavages"; and conversions are also dependent on congruence-that is, on "the 
degree to which elements of a new religion mesh with existing macro- and micro
contextual factors" (1993: 36-37). 

Noting that Lofland and Stark were "among the first ... to note the impor
tance of crisis in the conversion process;' Rambo points out that crises differ. They 
may be mild or severe, brief or prolonged, etc.; but he sees "two basic types": 
"crises that call into question one's fundamental orientation to life" and those 
"that in and of themselves are rather mild but are the proverbial straw that breaks 
the camel's back" (1993: 46-47). 

Here we may note that one of the most discussed issues in the modern soci
ological study of conversion to NRMs is that of deprivation. In his summary 
Robbins notes that "many of the theories" that scholars have put forward to ex
plain such conversion are "crisis theories and/ or modernization theories" that 
"tend to pinpoint some acute and distinctively modern dislocation which is said 
to be producing some mode of alienation, anomie or deprivation to which Amer
icans are responding by searching for new structures of meaning and community" 
(I988: 60). And Stark reports that before he and Lofland observed conversion to 
the Unification Church (Moonies ), sociologists normally "examined the ideology 
of a group to see what kinds of deprivation it addressed and then concluded ... 
that converts suffered from those deprivations" (1996: IS). On more adequate 
analysis deprivation seems not to be a factor--or at least not a significant factor
leading to conversion, and so some sociologists refer at times to relative depriva
tion? In light of this ambiguity in the current scholarly analysis of deprivation as 
a motive for conversion, Robbins appeals for "a cautionary viewpoint" that 
"would also highlight the constancy and continuity of movements of 'religious 
outsiders' throughout American history"(Robbins 1988: 60). The implication of 
that caution would have to be that we must not assume that people who join 
NRMs always do so because of some deprivation or crisis in their lives, although 
we should certainly be alert to evidence for such motivation. 

We first saw the importance of the quest in our review of MacMullen's views; 
but whereas MacMullen thought of only a few intellectuals as pursuing such a 
quest, Rambo thinks that "many, if not most, conversions" are "active" rather 
than "passive;' that is, they come about as the result of seeking, at least in some 
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form and at some level (1993: 58). A seeker is thus available to the missionary en
terprise of the religious movement, but this availability has to coincide with the 
nature of the movement if conversion is to work. Thus availability must be struc
tural (we recall Robbins's adultery joke), emotional, intellectual, and religious. Re
garding intellectual availability Rambo explains that "it is rare for someone to be 
converted to an option that embraces an intellectual framework radically different 
from the person's previous viewpoint"; and religious availability is similar, mean
ing that "a person's religious beliefs, practices, and life-style are to some degree 
compatible with the new option" (1993: 60-62). The seeker, finally, must be mo
tivated by one or more psychological needs (enhancing self-esteem, or the like; 
1993: 63). 

Rambo next discusses encounter, where he first defines the role of the "advo
cate," employing a term that fits a broader field of activity than does "missionary:' 
After first noting that advocate strategy in different groups can run from the "ex
tensive" to the "minimal" and that advocate style can be "diffuse" (seeking to con
vert whole groups) or "concentrated" (targeting individuals), he observes that ad
vocates' "modes of contact" are extremely diverse (1993: 78-81). Finally, he 
emphasizes that, to be successful, the advocate must represent desirable benefits, 
namely "a system of meaning;' "emotional gratifications;' "techniques for living;' 
"convincing leadership;' and possibly "power;'-feeling "filled with power;' hav
ing "access to power;' or the like (1993: 81-86). 

Following this discussion Rambo deals with the nature of missionary en
counter itsel£ pointing out that, at first, a new movement normally has only a few 
converts but that, "as increasing numbers of people adopt the novelty, there is a 
bandwagon effect, characterized by more and more interest in and less and less re
sistance to the innovation" (1993: 95). Then he points to missionary and convert 
adaptations that are part of the encounter process. An advocate may be tolerant to
ward the potential convert's life and belie£ may translate, that is, "communicate the 
new religious message in a manner that is understandable"; may assimilate-that is, 
may "utilize the traditions and rituals of an indigenous culture"; may Christian
ize-that is, cleanse rites and practices of "un-Christian" elements; may accultur
ate ("go native"); or may incorporate by introducing indigenous concepts into the 
advocate's Christianity (1993: 97-99). Potential converts, on the other hand, may 
oscillate between old and new beliefs, may then eliminate "more and more elements 
of their tradition that were considered incompatible with Christianity" (" scruti
nization"), may combine-work out compromises with advocates over new and 
old beliefs and practices, may indigenize, by which Rambo means taking over equiv
alent practices to replace ones given up. and, finally, may retrovert (1993: 99-101). 

The next stage in Rambo's conversion model is interaction, and here he discusses 
the ways in which the NRM "encapsulates" the convert. The modes of encapsu-
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lation are relationships, rituals, rhetoric, and roles. Rambo is persuaded that while 
some conversions may not involve relationships, most do (1993: 108; likewise 
Stark and Bainbridge, above); and he means, of course, that the potential convert 
must establish some kind of meaningful relationship within the NRM before 
conversion can succeed. Ritual is crucial because, by offering "a form of knowl
edge that is distinctive from, but as important as, cognitive knowledge," it "helps 
people to learn to act differently:' And of course rituals like baptism that strongly 
mark the transition from the old ways and the old group( s) into the new are im
portant (1993: 114-16). The importance of rhetoric is that it helps the convert 
to conceptualize and interpret the changes involved in conversion; and roles, fi
nally, of course integrate the convert into the movement (1993: 118-23). 

The importance of commitment and consequences for early Christianity will be so 
obvious to most readers that Rambo's observations on these aspects of conver
sion require little discussion. One point worth noting is his emphasis on the im
portance of "sustaining surrender:' Some groups, in his observation, are better at 
this (usually through ritual) than are others; thus the less successful groups will 
also be less successful at holding converts in an active relationship with the move
ment. Furthermore, the convert's testimony is important to commitment; it helps 
to cement the conversion. But such testimony also involves "biographical recon
struction;' viewing one's past life through the lens of the new self-understanding 
(1993: 136-37). Consequences are likely to be affective, intellectual, ethical, re
ligious, or social/political (1993: 169); the convert, indeed, is not the same per
son as before. 

Rambo's analysis has not met with widespread acclaim among sociologists, 
primarily because it is so all encompassing and multifaceted. Thus Lofland writes 
in his review of Rambo's book that it is, on the one hand, "likely the single most 
comprehensive compendium of the literature on conversion." On the other hand, 
however, it is an "everything-is-sometimes-true view" that fails to specifY "when 
forms and aspects of conversion occur and when they do not" (1994: 100). This 
does not mean, however, that Rambo has failed in his attempt to place between 
two covers all facets of conversion, and he seems to have done so. He has pro
vided the broad, theoretical model that allows us to evaluate all aspects of individ
ual conversions; and his analysis has subsumed many of the primary aspects of 
conversion to which Nock, MacMullen, and Beard, North, and Price have called 
attention. 

Finally, before turning to the evidence, let us note a comment by Dawson. He 
writes, 

From a social-scientific perspective, there is still a ctUcial and easily overlooked ele

ment of mystery about why people choose to be religious .... So a full explanation 
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of why people choose to convert still dudes our grasp. In these circumstances we 

must duly appreciate that people may well convert for precisely the reasons the reli
gions themselves say they do: because they have achieved some form of enlighten
ment or insight into their salvation. (1993: 93) 

With that awareness firmly in the backs of our minds, and keeping before us the 
sociological principles that we have just reviewed, let us turn to the ancient evi
dence to see what, if anything, we can learn about societal or sociological aspects 
of early gentile conversion to Christianity. 

When we turn to Acts for evidence for the conversion of Gentiles to Chris
tianity, we find that the author is primarily interested in-to use Rambo's terms
encounter, interaction, and commitment, while demonstrating almost no interest 
in consequences and very litde in context, crisis, and quest. People respond to the 
aposdes either following wonders (as in the case of Sergius Paulus in Acts I3.I2 
or that of the Philippian jailer in I 6.30) or as a result of the preaching of the 
word, as in the keynote conversion of Cornelius in Acts I 0 or in the conversion 
of many citizens of Antioch in Acts I3. While miracles leading to conversion may 
be performed in view of a crowd, as is the case with the early work of Philip in 
Samaria (8.6), or before only one observer (the Philippian jailer), normally Acts 
represents the proclamation of the gospel as a public event in the presence of 
sometimes large numbers of people. In a few cases, however, the preaching takes 
place in an individual or small-group setting (Philip with the Ethiopian eunuch in 
Acts 8, Peter with Cornelius, Paul and his companions with Lydia and a few oth
ers in Philippi; c£ esp. I 6. I 3: "We sat down and spoke with the women who had 
gathered [there]"). 

Most gentile converts in Acts seem to come from among the group of the 
"God-fearers;' those Gentiles who have some attraction to Judaism and who may 
be found at synagogue prayer services; but some do not come to Christianity by 
this route. When we make this division, however, then we immediately note that 
the only gentile converts who are attracted to Christianity by wonders are those 
who do not belong among the God-fearers. Thus Samaritans (if we should call 
them Gentiles) respond to Philip's ministty in Acts 8~6-7 because of "hearing 
him and seeing the signs that he did; for many of tho~e who had unclean spirits 
that cried with a loud voice came out [sic], and many, paralytics and lame were 
healed:' Sergius Paulus, further, a proconsul (I3.7-I2),'~'saw what happened and 
believed;' where "what happened" was Paul's blinding Elymas/bar Jesus, a "Jewish 
magician and false prophet" ( v. 6). To be sure, Acts calls what Paul did "the teach
ing of the Lord" ( v. I2), but it is not the kind of teaching that, for example, Pe
ter gave to Cornelius. The Philippian jailer, whom we have already mentioned, 
asked about salvation after the prison doors were miraculously opened and Paul 
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and Silas did not leave. No other gentile conversions in Acts come about as the 
result of wonders, not even that of Cornelius, whose vision prompted him to send 
for Peter but who believed only after hearing Peter's preaching. All other conver
sions of Gentiles to Christianity in Acts, most of which are conversions of God
fearers, happen in response to apostolic preaching, whether on a large or on a small 
scale. The most common strategy for reaching Gentiles in Acts is that of preach
ing in a synagogue (Paul), but other contacts are varied: The Ethiopian eunuch and 
the Philippian jailer are chance encounters; Philip in Samaria probably attracted 
attention first by his healing miracles. 

The author of Acts provides very little information about the backgrounds of 
the converts other than to locate them in their social worlds. Cornelius is a God
fearer and Roman centurion, Sergius Paulus is a proconsul, others are simply 
Samaritans or a jailer, many are God-fearers. Only the Ethiopian eunuch may be 
defined as a seeker, for he was attempting to understand Isaiah when Philip en
countered him. Acts also presents almost no information about the aftermath of 
conversion, although the author apparently wants to give the impression of ever
increasing success in the mission. Such a cumulative effect is explicit, however, only 
in the case of Jewish conversions in Judah (as we noted at the beginning of the 
chapter). In any case, we learn almost nothing of the consequences of gentile con
versions beyond the further "advice" that the missionaries give to the new Chris
tians in Lystra, I conium, and Antioch that they should "abide in faith" in the face 
of "many afflictions" (I4:22). Probably quite significant here, however, is the note 
that Paul and Barnabas "commissioned elders" (v. 23). Although the author men
tions this commissioning only here, he elsewhere mentions elders in the church( es) 
with some frequency, so that we can see that he reckons with a continuing struc
ture of leadership in local congregations after the time of first conversions. 

Of course, we need to confront the question of whether the author of Acts 
has given us an accurate picture with regard to early Christian conversion. We 
know that the picture is inaccurate in at least one respect, the representation of 
Paul as normally seeking converts first in a synagogue. It has long been recog
nized that this characterization is so in conflict with Paul's own statements that 
it cannot be true and must be a schema that the author retrojects onto the earlier 
period about which he writes. How Paul sought out potential converts will likely 
remain forever an unanswered question, although we shall see below that Paul 
himself provides some clues. 

Not only does Paul not corroborate the Acts account in the matter of finding 
converts as the result of synagogue preaching, he also does not corroborate the de
scriptions in Acts of preaching to large crowds. To be sure, Paul mentions preach
ing as a main part of his missionary endeavor; in Galatians I .23 and 2.2 he refers 
to his preaching "the faith" in the one case and "among the gentiles" in the other, 
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and especially in I Corinthians IS he rehearses the content of his preaching 
(v. I-II; Gal3.I seems to refer briefly to this same content); but he gives no in
dication of how large an audience he may have had on any occasion, and what we 
now know about the spread of NRMs via networks might incline us to think of 
very small groups or of individuals. Likewise, his remarks in I Thessalonians 2-
where he says for example in verse 9 that he was "working night and day not to 
burden some [of the Thessalonians] and preached the gospel of God to 
[them ]"-provide no information at all about the size of any groups. The fact 
that he had a fUll-time job, as we should say, and preached at the same time makes 
the possibility of his networking and talking to small groups more credible, but 
there is no proof. 

What is clearer, however, is that some persons were attracted to Christianity 
by Paul's miracles. This he says fairly plainly in I Corinthians 2.4 when he asserts 
that his "argument" and his "preaching" were "by demonstration of Spirit and 
power;' not in "persuasive reasonings of wisdom:' In I Thessalonians IS he says 
the same: "Our gospel did not come to you by word only but also by power and 
by the Holy Spirit and in much certainty:' Should we think that, in a culture in 
which healing miracles took place, Paul meant by this contrast only that he was 
bombastic? No; surely he meant that he provided visible proof of the power of 
his Gospel. He may well allude to this same aspect of his missionary activity when 
he reports in Galatians 2.9 that the Jerusalem Christian leaders "recognized the 
grace (or: gift) given" to him. With regard to such miracles also we may well think 
of small audiences, such as households, rather than of the civic demonstrations 
that Acts describes, but again the evidence is insufficient to allow us to draw a firm 
conclusion. Yet Paul seems to have relied on miracles, probably healings, as well as 
on preaching in order to win new Christians. Whether any of the miracles to 
which he alludes in I Corinthians 2.4 are the same as those that appear in Acts 
would be impossible to say.8 

There are two other things that we learn about gentile conversion to Chris
tianity from Paul, namely the insignificant status of converts and that conversion 
was a process, not an event. The latter is most ably demonstrated by I Corinthi
ans 3.I-2: "I was not able to speak to you as to spiritual persons but as to fleshly 
persons, as to babes in Christ. Milk I gave you to drink, not solid food; for you 
were not yet able:' Indeed, most of what Paul writes in all his letters involves the 
assumption that Christians are in process-that they have become Christians, but 
that they still need to learn what it means to be Christian, both as regards belief 
(as in the discussion of the resurrection in I Cor IS) and as regards practice, as 
is the case in chapter 3 ("jealousy and strife;' v. 3). As Gaventa writes, "Despite 
the fact that Paul understands this transformation [of becoming a Christian] to 
be real and significant, it is never a finished or completed event but is ongoing" 
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(I992: 49). Such an understanding of conversion as process supports Mac
Mullen's point that converts grow into the faith, and it confirms the sociological 
distinction between recruitment (joining a movement) and conversion (coming to 
share the ideology and goals of the movement), and we should thus now think of 
most conversions, not merely conversions to Christianity, as happening in this way. 

The insignificant status is a bit of a problem. Paul says in I Corinthians 
I .26-28 that among the Corinthian Christians 

not many are wise in human terms, not many are powerful, not many are well
born; but God chose the foolish of the world in order to shame the wise, and God 
chose the weak of the world in order to shame the strong, and God chose the low
born of the world and the despised, the nothings, in order to render the some
things of no effect. 

One of the problems with this statement is the gender of the nouns. Paul begins 
with (gender-inclusive) masculine nouns for "wise;' "powerful;' and "well-born"; 
but then he brings in a neuter for "foolish;' shifts back to masculine for "wise:' 
but then uses neuters for the remaining groups. It seems impossible, however, to 
see any deliberate theological motive for these shifts, especially in view of the con
trast between "foolish" (neuter) and "wise" (masculine). And Paul does, after all, 
begin this statement by advising, "Look at your calling, brothers:' All the "things;' 
then, that God has chosen appear to be the Corinthians whom God called. What 
Paul says here about the insignificance of Christians in society finds later corrob
oration in Celsus's criticism of Christians (as a number of authors note). "Their 
injunctions are like this;' Celsus wrote about I80, '"Let no one educated, no one 
wise, no one sensible draw near'" (Origen, Cels. 3.44). 

A problem here, however, is whether what Paul says comports with reality. Is 
Paul, in other words, skewing the facts here for the sake of effect, in the context of 
his broader polemic against the wise in Corinth who have a wrong theology? Meeks 
has shown that such is the case. Relying largely on prosopographical evidence, Meeks 
reached the "ventured" conclusion "that the most active and prominent members of 
Paul's circle (including Paul himself) are people of high status inconsistency (low status 
crystallization). . . . Their achieved status is higher than their attributed status:' These 
people were "independent women with moderate wealth, Jews with wealth in a pa
gan society, freedmen with skill and money but stigmatized by origin, and so on;' 
who "brought with them not only anxiety but also loneliness, in a society in which 
social position was important and usually rigid" (I983: SI-72, 73). We thus could 
say that such people suffered relative deprivation and were therefore prime candi
dates for conversion to an NRM ( c£ Bainbridge I 99 2: I 79--8 I). 

If Paul's labeling Christians the nothings of the world is, then, not an en
tirely accurate social description, what Meeks has shown is how the label might 
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nevertheless resonate with them, which is of course what has to be explained. 

(Otherwise they would have exclaimed, "Surely he doesn't mean us!") Especially 

after they had become Christians and had gained a status and security that they had 

not experienced before (so, in general, Meeks), they might very well have been 

able to agree that formerly they had been nothings. This agrees with the appeal 

that Beard, North, and Price proposed for the NRMs in the Roman Empire. 

Ephesians 4.Il amends Paul's list of charismatic offices in I Corinthians I2 

by adding evangelists. Presumably these persons have taken the role of the earlier 

apostles; but we receive no clarity about exactly what that role was, that is, whether 

the evangelists spoke to large crowds or contacted people through networks. In the 

absence of contrary evidence, we shall probably do best to assume networks, as 

also in the case if 2 Timothy 1.8, which advises the recipient not to be "ashamed 

of the witness of our Lord,'' a witness apparently intended for potential converts. 

The author of Hebrews expresses the developmental aspect of conversion 

when, in his discussion of apostasy in 6. I, he refers to the "discussion of the be

ginning in Christ" that Christians returning after leaving the faith would have to 

"leave" again in order to proceed again to "completion:' 

I Peter brings a new element into view, namely that Christians by their examples 

may bring Gentiles to conversion. In I Peter 2.I I-I2 the author admonishes stay

ing away from a pagan lifestyle but then advises that Christians should turn a good 

face toward non-Christians, even when the latter abuse Christians, so that "by good 

works they may gain enlightenment and glorify God on the day of visitation"; and 

then in 3.I he proposes that women may be especially effective simply by "being 

obedient to their own husbands, so that if some are not convinced by reason, they 

will be won by the women's behavior apart from reason." The author of I Peter thus 

seems to assume the attempt to talk to non-Christians but to encourage a more en

compassing attitude toward evangelization, winning converts by good example. 

In the New Testament, then, a fairly uniform picture of some aspects of con

version emerges. The early Christian advocates proclaimed the gospel of Christ's 

death and resurrection, probably to small groups reached through networks, to 

persons of low status but nevertheless often of some means. Paul also attracted 

attention by miracles, but others who followed him seem not to have performed 

them. New Christians were expected to sever their ties with Greco-Roman culture 

and to grow in their understanding of Christian theology. Where Acts disagrees 

with this picture (preaching in synagogues and, both there and otherwise, to large 

crowds), the author has probably misconstrued early Christian history. If there 

were areas within Christianity during the first century where conversion appeared 

otherwise, we do not learn of them. 

As we round into the second century, we find that the works known as the 

Apostolic Fathers present us, to the degree that we can learn anything about con-
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version from them, with a picture similar to the one that we found in the epistles 
in the New Testament. Z Clement 7:5-7 is particularly straightforward,. explaining 
that even in former days God provided preachers of repentance (Noah, Jonah) in 
response to whom people were saved. Obviously the author considers this pattern 
paradigmatic. Much of his letter, further, offers advice on Christian living and re
sembles Paul's letters in revealing the assumption that Christians need advice
that is, that their belief and practice need to improve. 

Beyond this, there is little in this collection about conversion, except that Ig
natius mentions the influence of example, using language very similar to what we 
noted in I Peter. "Pray unceasingly;' he advises (Ign., Eph. I 0. I), "on behalf of other 
people, that they may encounter God. Leave it to them perhaps to be made disciples 
to you by works:' Since Ignatius never mentions the "by reason" of I Peter as the 
alternative or even normal approach to gaining converts, we might conclude that 
evangelism as such has ceased by about I I 0 C.E.; and that impression is strengthened 
by the observation that neither Ignatius nor Polycarp, for all that they discuss the re
sponsibilities of Christian leaders, ever mentions evangelizing as a responsibility.9 

The Apocryphal Acts of the Apostles contain numerous conversion narratives, 
but these narratives are so fanciful that we may ignore them here. Of the several 
second-century writers classified as Christian apologists, only four present us with 
material relevant for our discussion of conversion. They are Aristo, Justin, Tatian, 
and the anonymous author of Diognetus. 

The Letter to Diognetus is a direct evangelistic appeal that hopes to lead the 
reader( s) to conversion. The author begins ( Diog. I) by addressing Diognetus as a 
seeker. "Since I see you, most excellent Diognetus, applying yourself zealously to 
learn about the religion of the Christians," he begs to be allowed to lay out the 
case for Christianity, which he then proceeds to do. He first shows why pagan re
ligion is folly (it is idolatry; 2), and then he argues that Judaism is equally foolish, 
since it requires sacrifice ( 3) and furthermore imposes purity regulations ( 4 ). Next 
he presents a positive explanation of Christianity: Christians obey the laws (5:IO), 
they love everyone (5:I I), etc., and, "to say it simply, what the soul is in the body, 
that Christians are in the world" (6:I). Furthermore, Christians accept martyrdom 
unflinchingly (7:7). Then the author gives a brief exposition of Christ's revelation 
of God (8) and of Christian soteriology (9), at the conclusion of which he offers 
the appeal that God "demonstrated in the former time the powerlessness of our 
nature to attain life, but now he has shown his salvation powerful to save even the 
powerless" (9:6). Finally, he appeals to his reader(s) to accept Christianity (I0:3). 
"When you have come to know this;' he asks, "will you not think [your] joy to be 
fulfilled? Or how will you not love the one who first so loved you?" And he con
cludes, "Let your heart be knowledge and your life the true Logos finding room 
in you" (I2:7). Conversion of "Diognetus" is the logical outcome. 
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If this little gem is not quite, as Quasten (1986: 251) judged it, deserving of 
"rank among the most brilliant and beautiful works of Christian Greek literature;' 
nevertheless we shall have to agree that it is a well-thought-out and winsome ap
peal to a seeker (or seekers). This is the kind of presentation that would likely have 
been effective with seekers and with others already interested in Christianity or for 
some reason favorably disposed to Christianity because of, for example, network 
or family contacts with Christians. In a network or family context, such an ap
proach as Diognetus could equally well have been oral. 

Justin, however, shows us the effectiveness of chance encounter. According to 
the autobiographical opening of his Dialogue with Trypbo the jew, Justin had first fol
lowed a Stoic, then a Pythagorean, then a Platonist, under the tutelage of the last 
of whom he "stupidly hoped to perceive God forthwith" (DiaL 2). Then off by 
himself with his thoughts (3) he was accosted by a stranger who engaged him in 
philosophical dialogue. After some Socratic-type discussion, the stranger con
cluded that "those philosophers ... cannot even say what the soul is;' with which 
conclusion Justin agreed ( 5). After further showing that traditional philosophers 
were lacking in true knowledge, the stranger declared that "there were some a long 
time ago who were much more ancient than all those considered philosophers, 
blessed and just and devoted to God .... They call them prophets .... And they 
glorified God the maker of all and father, and they announced the Christ from 
him, his son" (7). After the stranger said "many other things" (8), Justin felt "a 
fire lit in [his] soul, and desire seized [him J for the prophets and for those men 
who are Christ's friends:' Justin the seeker had become a Christian as a result of a 
form of Christian preaching during a chance encounter. In his Second Apology 12 
Justin also explains that he had come to admire the Christians, while still in his 
Platonic phase, because they were "fearless" in the face of death and of other ill 
treatment. 

With Tatian, finally, we have yet another insight into early Christian ap
proaches to conversion, for he, rather than writing to convince others to become 
Christians, composes an apology showing Christianity's superiority to Greek reli
gion and in the process describes his own path to Christianity as a seeker. Origi
nally an Assyrian, Tatian became a disciple of Justin in Rome but later left the 
Catholic Church to found the Encratite sect (Eusebius, Hist. eccl. 4.29.1). In his 
Discourse to the Greeks 29 he briefly describes his path to Christianity. He first says 
that he had "taken part in mysteries" and further had "tested the rites organized 
everywhere by effeminates and hermaphrodites" --doubtless referring to rites sim
ilar to those described by Lucian in his Syrian Goddess, especially 51-53, and so 
beautifully satirized by Apuleius (Metam. 8:25-28). After, then, further charging 
that various gods seemed primarily interested in bloody violence, he says that when 
he "was by [him ]self [he] sought in what manner [he] would be able to learn the 
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truth:' In the process of his research he "happened upon certain barbarian writ
ings, older as regards the doctrines of the Greeks, but also more divine as regards 
their error" (29:1). He then mentions the creation of the world and foreknowl
edge (29:2), implying that it was the Jewish Scriptures that he had read. This nar
rative leads Tatian to go on at length, with some digressions, to prove that Moses 
preceded famous Greeks, and that Moses is "older than heroes, cities, spirit be
ings" ( 40:1). Here Tatian reaches the end of his Discourse. Obviously, therefore, we 
must assume that he encountered these scriptures within a Christian context, since 
the truth that he found there led him to become not a Jew, but a Christian. 

Tatian's spiritual odyssey to and through Christianity, as well as his mention
ing that he discovered the Jewish Scriptures "by [him ]self;' show him to fit the 
type of the seeker exactly. Since both he and Justin followed this path, probably 
we should assume that it was not uncommon, at least in the second century, for 
intellectuals to come into Christianity in this way, as MacMullen proposed. We 
note that while Justin's path of seeking that led him eventually to Christianity lay 
through philosophy, Tatian's lay through the mystery religions, and that both, nev
ertheless, found the truth that they were seeking in the (Christian interpretation 
of) the Jewish Scriptures. Only Justin mentions that those scriptures prophesied 
Christ, but we are forced to assume some such understanding also in the case of 
Tatian, although he does not express it explicitly. 

When we now run up the sum of our evidence we find that we know some
thing about gentile conversions to early Christianity, but that there is much more 
that we might wish to know. We know that miracles, most likely healings, and mar
tyrdoms played some role in attracting interest in the new religion; but we also 
have learned that miracles and martyrdoms alone did not lead to conversions, that 
preaching of the gospel was normally also required. 10 In other cases the preaching 
alone seems to have sufficed, although we are woefully uninformed about the con
texts of that preaching-assuming that we are correct in discounting as idealized 
historiography the Acts accounts of large crowds. From Paul we learn that the 
main content of the preaching concerned Jesus' crucifixion and resurrection, and 
the speeches in Acts conftrm that impression. Somewhat later Oustin, Tatian), the 
pattern seems to have begun with an exposition of the Jewish Scriptures, proving 
that God had foretold Christ and salvation in ancient times. We also learn that, 
around the turn of the ft.rst-second centuries, the evangelical impetus seems to 
have declined and that Christian leaders stressed the importance of example. 
Justin's conversion, some decades later, was the result of a one-on-one chance en
counter. 

Reading the Jewish Scriptures also convinced some persons to become Chris
tians, something that could have occurred only within a Christian context. The 
successful line of reasoning seems to have been that these great scriptures are older 
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than anything that the Greeks have, and they have given accurate prophecies, es
pecially about Christ. An outside observer cannot come to those conclusions with
out Christian interpretation. About those Gentiles who became Christians we 
know even less than we know about the process. Many were, as Meeks put it, per
sons of high-status inconsistency (lonely, anxious), but there were also a few who 
had real status, as well as people of genuinely low status, like slaves. Some intel
lectuals were clearly seekers. 

Finally, an aspect of conversion that has surfaced in several places is the need 
for continuing instruction after baptism. Without that aspect of gentile conver
sion, becoming a Christian would have meant a thousand things to a thousand 
people and would have been, in the last analysis, merely an ephemeral experience. 

Let us now bring the two threads of this chapter, the social scientific and the 
historical, together. If we recall Rambo's model, then we see how well, in general, 
it fits the evidence that we have of early gentile conversions to Christianity
or perhaps we should say that we see how well our evidence fits into the model. 

The context for gentile conversion to Christianity was, of course, opportune. 
We do not have to understand this opportunity theologically, emphasizing with 
Paul and with many older historians of Christianity that God had "at the right 
time" (Rom 5.6) inaugurated Christianity,U in order to agree with the point; for 
the opportunity is a historical given, as well. The Greco-Roman world was awash 
with NRMs from Egypt, Anatolia, and Syria. However numerous the adherents 
to these religions may or may not have been-and there is no way to know, al
though we do know that they had many sites-we see that the first decades of 
Christianity occurred during a time when it was not unusual for people to take up 
the worship of new, international gods. (Although to speak of the gods as "new" 
is not quite correct, for, while they may have been new in the sense of being re
cently imported from elsewhere, they all laid claim to great antiquity.) Nor do we 
need to decide one way or the other on the much-debated issue of whether there 
was a widespread "failure of nerve" that opened the way for these new religions. 
Whatever reasons people had for turning to NRMs, the more important fact is 
that doing so was a recognized option when Christianity came on the scene. 

To be sure, some type of crisis must lie behind conversion, and we most likely 
see such in Meeks's status inconsistency (a variety of relative deprivation). Persons 
entirely comfortable with their stations in life are unlikely to turn to NRMs, and 
in the first decades of Christianity (and before) most persons of high status did 
not-although there are a few notable exceptions. We have also seen good evi
dence of the role of the quest in early Christian conversions. Here Rambo proba
bly steers us toward the right understanding better than MacMullen when he 
points out that many, if not most, converts are seekers. Why should we think that 
only intellectuals came into Christianity in this way, merely because we have the 
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autobiographical descriptions of Justin and Tatian and nothing similar from hoi 

polloz7 Do we not see, in this matter, how modern sociological analysis can help us 
to "fill in the blanks" in our often meager historical information? If we cannot 
demonstrate seeking on the part of others than a few intellectuals, it is at least 
probable for the majority, especially in view of the fact that so many people were 
also joining the other NRMs. 

Under the subject of the quest we need also to consider the availability of po
tential converts. We have no evidence on the basis of which to judge emotional 
availability, but the discussion of structural, intellectual, and religious availability 
brings us back to the point of contention between Nock and MacMullen that we 
noted at the beginning of this chapter. For Nock there were religious aspects in 
the culture to which Christianity appealed, whereas Greco-Roman religion for 
MacMullen was a spongy mass for which Christianity provided some backbone. 
The argument, as we have seen, can be made both ways, even if we might be in
clined to think that MacMullen's position is an example of special pleading. In 
light of our evidence we may rather recall Rambo's criteria for intellectual and re
ligious availability. 

Regarding intellectual availability Rambo observed, as we noted above, that "it 
is rare for someone to be converted to an option that embraces an intellectual 
framework radically different from the person's previous viewpoint"; and one is re
ligiously available when one has "religious beliefs, practices, and life-style [that] 
are to some degree compatible with the new option"(Rambo I993: 6I). Regard
ing the former condition, we recall that the Christian who led Justin to conversion 
spoke to him in terms of philosophy, and Justin in turn sought to promote Chris
tianity as the right philosophy. With regard to religious availability, Tatian's exam
ple is instructive, since he, having been initiated into several mysteries before he 
encountered Christianity, probably saw Christianity as the true mystery offering a 
blessed existence after this life. The examples of Justin and Tatian remind us again 
that there were other philosophical and mystery-religion alternatives competing 
with Christianity in Greco-Roman society. Thus for a Gentile to become a Chris
tian in the early decades of the movement was not the radical religious and intel
lectual break with the past that modern Christians often think it was. Of course 
Christianity was different from other religious and intellectual alternatives, but it 
was not totally different. 

Since Rambo realizes that advocate styles can be quite diverse, we can only read
ily confirm that we have seen good evidence of such diversity in early Christian
ity; but his list of benifits certainly rings true for all of early Christianity. Christian 
theology, including its scriptural underpinning, provided a thoroughgoing system 
of meaning, and evidence of emotional gratification turns up everywhere; we may 
think of the fire in Justin's breast or of the frequent occurrences of "rejoice" and 
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"joy" in the New Testament. Christianity excelled at offering techniques for living; 
and first the apostles and later the bishops provided convincing leadership. Every
where, finally, we see evidence of some manifestation of power, even when it is not 
a matter of miracles. 

Rambo's pointing to missionary and convert adaptations opens our eyes to as
pects of the growth of early Christianity that we often overlook when we take a 
strictly historical approach. One of the best examples of an advocate's attempting 
to engineer convert adaptation, while himself adapting, occurs in I Corinthians in 
Paul's discussion of "idol food" and of sexual morality.12 (See the discussion in 
ch. I 6 of Paul's finding the right middle ground for Christianity between Judaism 
and paganism.) 

Another clear example of advocate adaptation is the use of the Socratic dia
logue form as a missionary technique. While Aristo's and Justin's written dialogues 
may have been intended for Christian readers, Justin's account of his own conver
sion shows that he, himself. was led to Christianity by such an approach; and it is, 
further, likely that he intended his dialogue as a sort of model for evangelistic style. 

Finally we also have abundant evidence that Christianity, in all its forms, made 
good use of encapsulation. Christians met together regularly on Sunday (Rv 1.10) 
for meals (I Cor I 1.20) and for prayers and hymns (Col3.I6}-here we see three 
of Rambo's 4 Rs, ritual, rhetoric, and roles; and that Christians promoted rela
tionships within the movement is clear from the terms "brother" and "sister:' The 
official offices that Christianity developed-apostle, evangelist, bishop, elder, dea
con-also created encapsulating roles, as did the unofficial offices, for example, 
the charismatic competencies of I Corinthians I2. 13 Of commitment and consequences 
it seems unnecessary to write further, as we noted above. 

Analyses of conversion by modern sociologists have helped us to understand 
early Christian conversion. The short answer is that all elements of conversion 
were present. It is not merely that Christianity provided satisfactory answers to 
questions that Gentiles were asking (so Nock), although that is certainly true. And 
it is not merely that Christianity offered a solid alternative to the shallowness and 
indefiniteness of gentile religion (so MacMullen). While there is some truth to 
MacMullen's position, it is rather prejudicial, especially with regard to the mys
teries and the religion of Isis, which both called for commitment and appealed to 
gentile longings. At this stage we rest content to have gained clarity regarding what 
it was about early Christianity itself and what it was about the situation of its con
verts ·that caused Gentiles to join the movement. We have seen both that there were 
abundant personal and social factors that provided fertile ground for a new reli
gion like Christianity and that the Christian movement was simply highly suc
cessful-sometimes perhaps by chance-in doing all the right things to promote 
and to solidify conversion. 
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Notes 
All translations of foreign texts in this chapter are the author's own. 

I. A more extensive treatment of this issue may be found in Sanders (2000: 72-128). 
2. C£ Haenchen (I97I: I88-89); see further the review of the issue of the number 

of Jewish conversions in Acts in Sanders (I987: 64-65, 69-7I). 
3. Gallagher has offered an important corrective to MacMullen's analysis, in that he 

notes that it is not the real historical core of the miracle stories, as MacMullen proposes 
(I984: 23), that prompts early Christian conversion, but the stories themselves (Gallagher 
I99I: 28). 

4. For similar analyses see Bainbridge (I978: I2) and Wallis (I984: 4I-47, I I9-22). 
5. Wallis (I986: I95-204) has given a thorough description of people who followed 

Rajneesh as being structurally available. 
6. See also Goldman (I999: 2I6). 
7. See further the further discussion of relative deprivation in Schwarz (I987: 

527-28). 
8. Many moderns, e.g., Barrett (I968: 65-66) and Betz (I979: 99), find it difficult 

to believe that Paul performed miracles and propose rather that Paul's preaching was pow
erful or that the "grace" of Galatians 2:9 is the content of Paul's message. Robertson and 
Plummer observe that "some Greek Fathers suppose that miracle-working power is meant, 
which is an idea remote from the context" (I9I4: 33). The terms "spirit" and "power:' 
however, seem to point to something beyond such twentieth-century psychologizing, 
which is Robertson and Plummer's context. Surely the fathers, much closer to the cultural 
reality, had it right. Among modern scholars one may note particularly Weder, who in
dudes Paul, along with the Twelve, the Q tradents, the Stephen circle, and Barnabas as 
wandering charismatics who "carried Jesus' message and impact to people" (I992: 209, em
phasis mine). 

9. On this point see Goodman (I994: 9I-I08). 
I 0. Harnack argues that martyrdoms occurred primarily among the lower classes and 

that "people belonging to the middle classes ... were left unmolested upon the whole" 
(I96I: 490); and he is followed to excess on this point by Stark, who asserts that "for the 
rank-and-file Christians the threat of persecution was so slight as to have counted for lit
tle" (I996: 80). Stark, however, might have profited from reading Grant where the mar
tyrdoms of the second century are summarized in some of their grisly detail (I 970: 
85-96). 

I I. Gager gives a good summary of this traditional explanation of Christianity's early 
success (I975: II6-I8). 

I2. See further the more detailed discussion of Paul's adaptive procedure here in 
Sanders (I997). 

I3. For a similar analysis of early Christian conversion, proceeding from a somewhat 
different sociological perspective, see Taylor (I 995). 
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2.5 II2-I3 8.I-3 I45 
2.22 209,2I2 8.3 424 
2.24 423 8.9 I36 
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6.26 70 I4.34-35 136 
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6.47-49 240 16.1 424 
7.I-10 239, 405, 559, 565 16.1-9 265 
7.II-17 145 I6.8 442 
7.I2 422 I6.I9-31 145,531 
7.18-23 239 I7.7 538,542,544 
7.24-27 239 I7.II-49 I44 
7.36-50 97, 144 I8.8-10 I44 
7.40-42 265 I8.8-14 346 
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18.12 424 2.19 216 
18.22 SSI 3.21 S42 
I8.2S SS1 3.22 133 
18.3S-43 liO 3.22-4.3 239 
19.1-IO 144,S42 3.25-4.3 228 
19.2-8 sso 4.2 238 
20.46 422 4.3 240 
2I.I 422 4.6 422 
2I.I2 326,422 4.19 3S1 
2I.I7 326 4.44 3SI 
22.20 338 4.46-S4 SS9 
22.34 I3S S.I3-2I 129 
22.42 77 S.2I 366 
22.60 I3S 6.4 208 
22.62 140 6.42 li2, liS 
22.63 141 7.7 441 
22.63-6S 140 7.12 364 
22.71 140 7.19-20 366 
23.2 264,364 7.40-43 364 
23.4 137,264 7.47 364 
23.S 364 7.SI 421 
23.14 364 7.S3-8.I I 128 
23.!4-IS 137 8.39-41 liS 
23.22 137 8.39-S9 364 
23.33-46 I3S 8.41 113 
24 133, 138 9.1-7 36S 
24.33-43 316 9.13-23 36S 
2S.39-42 144 9.22 432 
2S.43 144 10 2IS 
27 69 10.1 426 
32 69 10.1-6 366 

John 10.1-18 26S 
I-12 127 10.19 364 
I.I ISS-S6 10.20 446 
I.I-6 30S 10.30 366,367 
1.1-18 132, IS7-61 11.2 132 
1.9 30S 11.47 423 
I.I3 240 I I.SS 208 
I.I4 34S 12 2I9n29 
1.20-21 364 12.1 208-9 
1.4S li2 12.3-8 132 
1.46 li9 12.8 422 
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2.13 208 12.42 432 
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13.34-35 345 4.5 421,423 
14.2 133 4.7 128 
14.30 442 4.8-12 131 
14.31 129 4.13 542 
15-17 129,234 4.32 543 
15.16 442 4.32-35 131,316 
15.18-19 441 4.32-37 234 
15.19 442 4.34-35 543 
15.21 326 4.36-5.1 543 
16.2 238,366-67 5.1-Il 543 
16.Il 442 5.1-12 316 
16.13 351 5.17 423 
17.6-19 351 5.18 131 
18.17-18 367 5.29-32 131 
18.31 264,422,426 6.1 316 
18.36 454 6.1-6 235,317,440 
18.40 264 6.7 619 
19.14 135 6.8-7.60 431 
20.19 316 6.8-15 317 
20.30--31 129 6.12 362 
21 129 7.58 586 
21.3 542 8.1 317,431,619 

Acts of the Apostles 8.1-3 586 
l.I 65 8.2-3 235 
I.I-5.16 128 8.6-7 630 
l.I-12 133 8.9-13 239 
1.8 432 8.14-40 227 
l.I4 Il2 8.26-40 566 
l.IS-16 599 9.1-2 431 
1.21-22 599 9.2 316,442 
2.5 425 9.3-6 351 
2.5-13 230 9.31-1I.I8 128 
2.14-36 131 10 630 
2.17 356 !0.1-49 565 
2.21 356 !0.2 99 
2.37-42 238 !0.13-14 316 
2.41 131 !0.44-48 99 
2.41-47 316 II.l4 392,545 
2.44-45 131. 543 Il.l9 230 
3.1 316 Il.I9-20 317 
3.12-26 131 II.I9-26 235 
3.17-26 350 11.20 318 
4.3 131 11.25-30 318 
4.4 131 I 1.26 318,327,431,439 
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11.27-30 351 17.16--34 347 
12 128 18.1-3 544 
12.1-2 431 18.1-4 230 
12.10 422 18.3 565,586 
12.12 98 18.8 392 
12.13 566 18.9-10 351 
13 630 18.12 235 
13-14 589 18.12-17 431 
13-15 131 18.22 593 
13.1-3 318 18.24-28 228,239 
13.1-14.8 227 19.9 316,442 
13.7-12 405, 630 19.23 316,442 
13.9-12 351 19.24-29 437,443 
13.12 630 19.33 235 
13.50 431 20.3 431 
14.2 431 20.5-8 131 
14.4-5 431 20.17 353 
14.19 431 2I.I-14 351 
14.22-23 631 21.1-18 131 
IS 128,232 21.20 620 
15.1 322 21-26 236 
15.5-21 589 21.27-36 235,431 
15.13-21 322 21.30 424 
15.22-33 132 22.3-5 586 
15.28 450 22.4 442 
15.29 322 22.25-29 586 
15.35 318 22.30 423 
15.35-40 132 23.6--10 233 
16.6--9 351 23.12-15 431 
16.10-17 131 24.1-9 431 
16.14 544 24.5 316 
16.14-15 98-99,565 24.14 316,442 
16.15 392 24.22 316,442 
16.19-24 235 25.1-7 431 
16.25-34 559,565 25.10-12 586 
16.30 630 25.21 586 
16.31 545 25.23-26.32 347 
16.31-33 99 25.24 620 
16.37-39 586 26.4-5 586 
17.1-9 238 26.9-11 586 
17.5-6 431 26.24 446 
17.5-9 235 26.28 327 
17.13 431 26.32 586 
17.13-15 235 27.1-28.16 131 
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27.23-24 351 1!.28-30 474 
28.25-28 432 11.32 321 
40 98-99 11.33-36 472 

Romans !37 12.1 476 
I.I 472 12.2 442 
1.3 IIO 12.!0 476 
1.3-5 342 12.!4 69 
!.7 475 13 477 
1.!6--18 474 13-14 232 
1.!7 475 13.1-7 453,550 
l.IS-32 472-73 13.8-IO 237 
!.29-31 473 14.1-14 319 
2-3 232 14.17 475 
2.28-29 332 !5.4 321 
3.1-8 472 15.!3 475 
3.9-11 240 15.!6 354 
3.22 474 15.25-33 477 
3.24 474,475 16 438,440,566 
3.26 474 !6.1-2 98,476,477 
3.27 472 !6.2 95 
4.1-2 446 !6.3-5 98 
4.17 475 !6.5 476 
5.1 475 16.II 568 
5.5 474,476 !6.12 476 
5.12-21 321 16.15 568 
6 238 16.!6 438 
6.9 473 16.20 475 
6.!4 473 !6.22 565 
6.!4-15 321 16.23 394,565,568-69 
7.2 446 I Corinthians 
7.6 321 1-4 238 
8.1-4 321 !.2 442 
8.7 473 !.II 438,566 
8.18-25 475 I.I2-14 303 
8.29-30 442 I.l3 300 
8.31-39 474,476 l.I6 99,566 
8.38-39 472 I.I8 446 
9-II 594 !.20 442 
9.6--29 595 !.22-23 442 
9.8-IO II8 !.23 474 
9.30-!0.21 595-96 !.26 393-94 
ILl 431 1.26--28 572,633 
II.I-36 595-96 2.!-8 477 
1I.l3 318 2.2 474 
1!.26 321 2.4 632 
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2.6 442,473,475 II 438 
2.8 474 11.1 440 
3.1-2 632 I 1.2-16 232,438 
3.3 632 11.17-22 348 
4.8 70 11.17-34 99,477 
4.12 69 11.20 102, 640 
4.15-16 440 11.21-22 99 
5.1-6 450 11.23-24 73 
5.9-10 380 11.23-25 316 
5.9-13 378 11.23-32 241 
6.1-2 442 11.25 338 
6.9-10 378,556 11.32 441 
6.9-11 441 11.33-34 99 
6.Il 440 12 442, 640 
7 241 12-14 237 
7.10-16 348 12.10 351 
7.13-16 99 12.13 477 
7.15 437 12.27-31 130 
7.20 546 12.28 351,440 
7.20-24 547, 552 13.1-13 132,306 
8.6 472 14 438 
8.10 88,99,232 14.16 97, 130 
8.10-13 348 14.23 438 
9.1 318,477 14.30 99 
9.1-23 586 14.33-34 294-95 
9.1-27 564 14.36 294-95 
9.6 565 15 233,632 
9.6-7 548 15.1-II 632 
9.8-14 241 15.3-4 317 
9.10 532 15.3-8 301,341-42 
9.13-14 548 15.4-8 316 
9.18 548 15.8 318 
9.24-27 447 15.8-10 349 
10.1 321 15.9 362,431 
10.1 I 321 15.9-II 241 
10.14-30 441 15.20 475 
10.14-33 232 15.22 321 
10.16-17 333 15.23-28 473,475 
10.17 320 16.1-4 477 
10.20-21 473 16.15-16 98-99 
10.25 99 16.19 98,438 
10.26 472 16.20 438 
10.27 99 2 Corinthians 
10.31 530-3!, 543 2.12-13 129 
10.32 438 2.14-7.4 129 
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2.I4 473 3.28 332, 357, 381, 76, 
3.6 354 506,568 
4.4 442 3.28-29 592 
4.7-I2 477 3.29 32I,592 
6.1-10 477 4.I-7 593 
6.4 354 4.I-I I 592-93 
7.5-I3 I29 4.6 357 
8-9 477 4.8 472 
II 243 4.IO 377 
II-I2 450 4.21-31 32I,590,592-93 
II.I2-23 322 4.24--25 592 
II.22 431,585 4.26 32I 
11.24 362,431 4.28 32I 
I 1.25 367 4.29 II8,43I 
I 1.26 256,263,431 5.1 592 
11.32-33 318 5.1-12 319 
13.12 438 5.2-12 322 

Galatians I37 5.1 I 362,43I 
I 243 5.13-26 32I 
1.4 473 5.22-23 348 
1.8-15 594 6.10 440 
1.1 I-I6 241 6.12 431 
1.12-I3 594 6.I6 321, 592 
1.13 362,431,588 11.13 594 
1.13-14 43I,585 15.22-24 594 
1.15-16 318 15.28 594 
1.16 349 15.31 594 
1.23 362,631 15.32 594 
2 232 Ephesians 137,323-24 
2.1-3.6 322 1.22-23 324 
2.I-I4 589 2.2 441 
2.2 63I 2.I4--I6 324 
2.9 632 2.I9 440 
2.11-I4 3I9 4.II 634 
2.11-2I 333 4.17 442 
2.I2-I6 319 4.28 564 
2.I9-20 3I9 5.21-6.9 324 
3.1 632 6.5-9 552,566 
3.6-4.6 32I Philippians 
3.7 593 1.1 353 
3.17 590 1.2 440 
3.19 590 2.5-11 473 
3.26--29 59 I 2.6--8 305 
3.27 593 2.6--11 132 
3.27-28 320 2.7 475 
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2.25-3.2! 129 5.26 438 
3.2-4 332 IS 632 
3.3 321 2 Thessalonians 
3.4-6 585 3.6-15 564 
3.5 431 3.8-12 548 
3.5-6 362 3.10 533 
3.6 431,588 3.12 529 
3.7-8 431,587 I Timothy 
3.20 474-75 l.I7 330 
4.1-23 129 2.1-2 453 
4.2 438 2.4-6 330 
4.22 397 3.1-7 353 

Colossians 137,323-24 3.2-6 300 
I.IS-20 132 3.5 442 
I.18-19 324 3.7 438 
1.20 324 3.8-13 354 
1.25 354 3.16 330 
2.9-IO 324 4.6-8 354 
2.20 441 5.3-22 440 
3.II 324 5.18 330 
3.12 442 6.1 438 
3.16 640 6.1-2 566 
3.18-4.1 324 6.15-16 330 
3.22-25 566 6.20 329 
4.14 565 2Timothy 
4.5 438 1.8 634 

I Thessalonians 1.9-IO 330 
1.4 440,442 I.I4 329 
1.6 440,476 2.II-13 330 
1.9 476 4.14 565 
2.1 440 Titus 
2.7-12 586 2.5 438-39 
2.9 632 2.8 439 
2.14 476 2.10 438 
2.14-16 362 3.4-8 330 
3.2 354 3.5 440 
3.3-4 476 3.13 565 
4.9-!2 564 Philemon 
4.II 564 I 98 
4.12 438 Hebrews 
5.1-1 I 473 5.1 423 
5.4-5 441 6.1 634 
5.5 321 6.4-6 450 
5.8 476 10.1-25 332 
5.12-13 98 10.26-31 450 
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James 3.9 438 
I.I 322 3.13-17 327 
!.25 322 3.14 438 
!.27 441 3.15 439 
2.1 322 3.16 330.438 
2.8-26 322 4.3 442 
4.4 441 4.3-4 183,438,441 
4.II-I2 322 4.12-5.1 I 129 
4.13 565 4.12-19 327 
5.4 565 4.14 442 
5.15-16 450 4.16 328 

I Peter 438 5.12 183 
I.I 183,438 5.14 438 
I.I-2 227 2 Peter !39-40 
!.2 183,442 I John 
1.3 189 2.15-17 441 
!.3-25 186 4.4-5 441 
I.II-12 438 Jude 139-40 
I.I2 183 5-13 140 
I.I3-I4 189 Revelation 485 
I.I3-17 327 l.3 351 
I.I5 183,438 !.5 485 
I.I6 189 !.5-6 354 
I.l7-18 330 !.9 433 
I.I8-21 183 I.IO 640 
!.22 189 2-3 377,486 
!.25 189 2.9 238,378,442 
2.1 327 2.!3 484 
2.1-IO 186-90 2.15 378 
2.4 442 2.20 378 
2.5 354 3.9 378,442 
2.9 183,325,354,442 3.14 433 
2.II 183 3.16 486 
2.II-3.9 327 5.6-14 485 
2.1 I-5.1 I 190 5.9 485 
2.II-12 183,438,634 5.9-IO 354,485 
2.12-17 405 6.1-8 486 
2.13-17 453 7.1-17 486 
2.15 438 7.4 485 
2.18 552 8.1-3 486 
2.18-20 438 8.7-1I.I9 486 
2.18-21 566 12.10-II 485 
2.25 353 13.10 486 
3.1 99,634 15.1-16.21 486 
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90, I 00; casette tipo, 88; courtyards, 
84-85; Greek, 85, 87, 89-91, 93; 
houses, 83-89, 98; Roman, 85-95 

arithmological symbolism, 273, 286 
artifacts, material, 29I, 395, 526; of 

Christianity, 503 
artisans, 460, 544, 565, 570, 573. See also 

craftsmen 
artistry in literature, I 70 
art works, 86-87; rhetorical (elcphrasis), 86 
Arval Brethren, 389 
ascetic practices, 289 
Asdepion of Corinth, 88 
Asia Minor, 413-15, 484 
Asklepios sanctuary of Pergamon, 390 
assimilation, 498 
assumptions of argumentation, I 85 
astrology, 565 
Astruc, Jean, I27 
Astyrius, 399 
atheism, 304, 484 
atheists, 436, 443 
athletes, 44 7 
atomism, 198, 2I7n6 
atriums, 85, 87, 89-90 
Audactus, 397 
audience-based perspective, I82 
Augustus, 404, 4IO-II. 4I7, 467,530 
authorship, 66 

Babatha, 253 
banditry, 247, 252, 255-66, 427, 454, 

460-6I,467,469 
baptism, 238-39, 3I6--I7, 320, 328-29, 

333,440,629 
baptisteries, 96 
Bar Kokhba Revolt, 251. 253, 270, 497 
Barnabas, Joseph, 235, 543 
basilicas, 90, I 00 
Basilides, 398 
Batavian revolt ( 69-70 C.E. ), 466--6 7 
baths, public, 92, 249 
Bathsheba, I I I 
bema, 101-2 
Ben Damah, 370 
benefaction networks, 399-40I; and 

Christian groups, 404-6. See also social 
networks 



benefactors, 394 
Bethlehem, II9, I23n25 
Bethsaida, 84, 255 
bibliography: Acts of the Apostles, 726-29; 

Catholic epistles, 736-38; Christianity, 
early, 738-44; gospels-acts, 720-2I; 
gospels-acts of Jesus, 72I-24; Greco
Roman background, 718-20; house 
churches, 7 44-5 I; introductions and 
general works, 708-I 0; Jewish 
background, 716-I8; John, gospel of, 
729-30; Luke, gospel of. 726-29; Mark, 
gospel of. 725-26; Matthew, gospel of, 
724-25; methods, 710-I6; Pauline 
epistles, 730-36 

biographical reconstruction, 587, 593, 629 
biological descent, 502, 592-93 
birkat ba-minim (curse on heretics), 368-70, 376 
birth stories, I I 6 
bishops, 300-30I, 352-53, 450-SI, 548 
Bloor, David, 340 
body imagery, 320 
body of Christ, 442 
handedness, 302-3 
boule (civic council), 395 
boundaries, 320, 332, 361, 435; between 

Christianity and Judaism, 309, 36I-72, 
376-78,380-82,504-S;between 
Christianity and pagan religion, 36I, 
377-79, 380-82, 439-42; crossing of. 
437-38; cultural, 278; maintenance of. 
374-76, 450; setting of. 379-82, 
49I-93, SOl, 505 

Brethren, 300 
bricolage process, 2I4 
bridge passages, I29-30 
brothels, 92 
brotherhood of Jesus, 600, 606 
brotherhoods, 600-603; and fratricidal 

conflict, 602-5, 6I4, 6I8; rivalries 
between, 607, 6IO-I I, 615-17; warrior 
brotherhoods, 609 

Bulla Felix, 258 
Bultmann, Rudolf. 5-6 
bureaucrats, 556-57, 562-63, 565, 573 
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Caesarea Maritima, 5I9-20 
Cain and Abel, 599-600, 6I4, 617 
calendars: Jewish, 221; lunar/solar, 205; 

pentecontad, 205, 2I8ni2 
Calgacus, 457-58 
Caligula. See Gaius 
Callistus, 397, 565, 570 
cannibalism, 43 7 
canon, 65, 279, 358-59; and standing of 

previous writings, 28I 
"Canticle of Zechariah," I32 
Capernaum, 83-84 
capital punishment, 42I, 426 
Caracalla, 506 
casette lipo, 88 
Catholic epistles, bibliography of works 

about, 736-38 
caves, 253, 260 
ceilings, decorated, 86 
celibacy, 437 
Censorinus, Gaius Marcius, 404 
ceramics, 250 
Chalcedon, council of, 3IO 
charisma, 8-9, 46-48, 73-74, 322, 339 
charity, I45, 306, 551 
Chicago School, 5, 51-57 
children of God, 240, 593 
Chorazim, 84 
cbreiai, I92n8 
"Christian" as a social label, 327-28, 332, 

334nl, 439, 442 
Christian groups: and benefaction networks, 

404-6; defining orthodoxy, 325-26, 
341-42; earliest evidence of assembly, 
97; social strucrure of. 233-34, 39I-94, 
542-46; using imperial power against 
one another, 102, 45 I 

Christian identity, 309-I2; cognitive 
dissonance of. 589-97; defining, 
319-22, 34I-42, 501-6; as distinctive, 
442; early terms for, 233; as a label, 
327-28, 332, 334nl, 439, 442; separate 
&om Jewish identity, 326-28, 442, 
499-502; and social conflict, 3I3-16, 
319,326,333-34,47I 
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Christianity, 4-7, IS-I7, 25niO, 62, 
236-42, 245n2; bibliography of, 
738-44; as a crime, 398, 432, 487; 
defined, 555; disagreements within, 
234-36; diversity within, 229-34, 
243-44; as a form of atheism, 304, 38I; 
historical character of, 44, 529-30; as 
individual experience, 337; as a 
missionary movement, I 53, 225-29; as a 
new religion, 362; as a religion of 
empire, 434; Roman, 13, 33I; separation 
from Judaism, 309, 36I-72, 376--78, 
380--82, 504-5; social scientific 
criticism of, 48-SI; spatial and temporal 
limits of, 26 7; tradition deficit of, 
300-30 I; as an urban religion, 544; as 
utopian, 42 

Christian-Jewish relations, 370-71, 376, 
381 

Christians, 233; killing of, 366--67, 432; no 
contact with, 371; as others, 434-39, 
449; persecution by Gentiles, 439-48 

Christian writings, 64-66, 333, 34I-42, 
357-59; scriptures, 30I, 323, 330 

Christmas, 288 
Christologies, 6I7 
Christophany, 214, 2I6 
Chullin, 370 
the church, 442 
churches, 4, 50-5I, 95, 97-IOO; assets of, 

533, 548; bibliography of works about, 
7 44-5 I; seating arrangements, IO I; 
terms for, 476 

church leaders, supported by the religious 
community, 533, 548 

Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, 
625-26 

church of Saints John and Paul, 95 
church of San Clemente, 95 
circular reasoning, 64 
circumcision, 232, 250, 3I9, 332, 377-79; 

of Gentile converts, 362, 377 
cities, 4I4-I5, 5I6-I7 
citizenship, 4I3; Roman, 506 
civic council (boule), 395 

civic elites, 387, 394-96, 400, 403-4 
civic governance, 42I-23 
civil conflicts and the military, 4I3 
Civilis, 466 
civilizational encounters, 267-68; 

Christianity and Paganism, 278-87; 
Christianity and philosophical cults, 
287-89; Judaism and Hellenism, 
269-78 

Claudiopolis, 395 
Claudius, 459,467 
Clemens, Titus Flavius, 399, 567 
l Clement: 7.5-7, 635 
cognition, development of, 303 
cognitive constructed environment (Umwel~, 

202 
cognitive dissonance theory, 8-9, 579-84, 

587-88 
coins, 249, 255, 457, 464 
collective identity, 299-300 
collegia (voluntary associations), 467,475,483 
colonialism, 248 
colonies with Roman-style constitutions, 

4I4 
comedy of innocence, 600-601, 6IO-II, 

6I4,6I8 
Commerce and Social Standing in Ancient RDme 

(D'Arms), 5I8 
commitment, personal acts of, 240-4 I 
communication, effective. See rhetoric 
communism: of consumption, 543; of 

production, 543 
communities, 337-55, 357-59, 482. See also 

covenant communities 
comparisons, 72-73; economic, 526 
compassion, 608 
compluvium, 86 
compromis, 44-45, 58-59n8 
Computer Bible project, I 48-49 
concepts, I 50-5 I 
conclusions, drawing of, 15I 
conflicts, 448-52; fratricidal, 599-6I8; 

intra-Christian, 45I; over Jewish identity, 
276, 3I9; religious, 268; social, 3I3-I6, 
3I9,326,333-34,47I 



conflict theorists, 3I, 35-36 
connecting statements, secondary, I29-30 
Constantine, 433; conversion of, 492 
Constitutio Augustiniana, 506 
constitutive symbolism, 36I 
constructivism, 20 I 
consumer cities, 5I6-I7 
consumption, 529, SSI-53; conspicuous, 

459; in early Christian communities, 
530-32 

contests, 447, 556-58 
context, 172, 184-85, I9I 
Context Group, I 0-12, I 3 
continuity, breaks in, I29 
contrasts, 72 
control groups, 72, 79ni2 
conversion, 577, 587, 620-2I; of Gentiles 

to Christianity, 3I7-I9, 322, 502, 559, 
6I9-20, 622-23; by good example, 634; 
holistic model of, 626-29, 638-40; of 
Jews to Christianity, 6 I 9-20; to new 
religious movements (NRMs), 619-20, 
622-25; as a process, 624-25, 627, 
633, 638; two classes of early Christian, 
621; via social networks, 625-26; vs. 
adherence, 623 

conversion-commitment, model of, 624 
Conversion (Nock ), 620 
converts, insignificant status of, 632-33 
conviction, 170, 183 
Corinth: Results of Excavations Conducted by tbt 

American School of Classical Studies at Atbtns 
~1. VIII, Part ill, The Inscriptions, 568-70 

Cornelius, 99, 559, 630-3I 
corporal punishment, 421 
Corpus lnscriptionum Latinarum, 256; XIV, 398 
Corpus juris civilis. Digesta, 256 
correlation analysis, I 53 
Caul'S de pbilosopbit positive ( Comte ), 2 9-30 
courtyards, 84-85 
covenan4 ethnocentric, 596 
covenant communities, 355-59, 590-95; 

ethnically and culturally inclusive, 
345-47, 356-57; as law-abiding, 
344-45; leadership of, 349-55; of 
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mystical participation, 345; shared rules 
and practices of, 347-49; where God 
dwells among His people, 343; of the 
wise, 343-44 

craftsmen, 544. See also artisans 
craftsmen imagery, 2 72 
creation, 270, 273; with precise measure and 

number, 279-87; by weight, measure, 
and number, 270-74, 276-78, 285 

creationism, 63 
creation myths, 277 
creedal statements, 329-30 
criteria: source-critical for paralleled texts, 

127, 133-42; for sources in non
paralleled texts, 127-33 

criticism: form, 4-6, 8, 132, 177; historical, 
7, 525; literary, 7, 22, 65, I25-26; 
literary source, 125-42, 150; redaction, 
125-26, 142-45; rhetorical, 22, 28n52, 
I69-70, 172-86, 190-91, 192n8, 
193nll, 195n33; social scientific, 3, 
48-51, 194n23; socio-rhetorical, 22; 
theories of, 3 I 

crucifixion, 454; of Jesus, 474-75, 479, 
485 

crypto-Christians, 364 
cults, 8, 58n4, 434; of Jesus as the Messiah, 

62 
Cults, Converts & Charisma (Robbins), 624 
cultural anthropology, 10-12 
cultural boundaries, 278 
cultural identity, 592 
culture, 71, 341; as interaction, 291-307; as 

mind, 297, 302; Roman, 93. See also 
civilizational encounters 

curse on heretics (birkat ba-minim), 368-70, 
376 

cui'SUS bonorum, 4 I 2 
Cyprian, 398 

daimonia, 382n9 
Daniel, 562 
data: collection and analysis, IS0-51; 

interaction with theories, 149 
deacons, 353-54 
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Dead Sea Scrolls, 250 
Dead Sea Scrolls in English, 270--71 
Deborah, 350 
Decius, Galerius, 433 
deconversion, 625-26 
decurions profit-making activities, 536-37 
deductive reasoning, 71, 73, 75-77, I49 
defection, 625-26 
delatores, 443, 449 
Delos, 85 
democratic institutions, 4 I 9 
desert hermits, 553 
desert-mountain-temple axis, 2I2-I4, 

2I8-I9n22 
deviance, 372-76, 434 
deviant, but not too deviant, 380 
Dewey, John, 54 
dialroneo, 353-54 
dialronos, 353-54 
Dialcgue with Trypho the Jew Qustin Martyr), 

368, 381. 636 
diaspora Jews, 230, 39 I 
Diatessaron (Tatian ), 328 
Dibelius, Martin, 5 

Didache, 69-70, I37, I40--4l, 349, 440, 
450,544,564 

Didascalia, I 0 I 
dietary laws, 250, 3I9, 377-79, 499-50I, 

53I-32,640 
difference in means test, I 58-6 I 
Digest Qustinian ), 410 
dining customs, 93-95, 99 
dining rooms, 88, 94; seating arrangements, 

90,99,477 
Diodetian, 445,567 
Dionysiac cowherds, 402 
Dionysius, 96 
Dionysius of Alexandria, 436 
disciples, 300, 3I5, 483; first called 

Christians, 3I8; occupations of, 542-43, 
586 

Discourse to the Greeks (Eusebius ), 636-3 7 
discrepancies. See inconsistencies 
diversity: within early Christianity, 229-34, 

243-44, 342-55; ethnic, 507 

divine conception. See virginal conception 
divine presence, 4 79-80; personal 

relationships with, 53 I 
divine sovereignty. 472-73, 475,478, 480, 

483-85,595 
division of labor, 534 
divorce, 348, 437, 499 
doctrine, Christian, 3 I 0 
Documents of the Christian Church, 433 
domination, 43, 540--42 
Domitian, 463-64 
domus, 88, 92 
domus ecclesiae, 96, I 00--I 03 
Donatists, 45 I 
donkeys, 483 
doorkeeper (ostiarius ), 9 I 
Dorotheus, 397, 567 
Double Festal Octave, 206-9, 2I2, 2I8ni3 
dragons, 484 
dramaturgical sociology. 56 
dread: of the community, 6IO, 6I4; of 

reprisal, 612-16; social, 6IO--I8, 6I3 
dreams, 116, I20 
duplications of material, 131-32 
Dura Europa, 83, 96 
dyadic personality, 26ni7 
dysfunction, 34-36 

Early Christianity as a Social Movement (Blasi), 9 
Ecclesiastical History (Eusebius ), 392, 397, 406 
economic anthropology, 5I2-I3 
The Economic Background of the Gospels (Grant), 

5I3 
economic exploitation, 534, 540--42 
The Economics of the Mishnah (Neusner ), 

524-25 
economic status, I 45 
economy: defined, 5I2; modernist model of. 

516-I7; of Palestine, 511, 5I4-22, 
525-27; primitivist model of. 5I6-17, 
520; religious, 287; Roman Empire, 477, 
5I5; slave economy, 4I3, 538 

Edict of Milan, 433, 45I, 503 
edicts, 4 10; confiscating Christian property, 

445; eliminating Christianity, 398; for 



religious toleration, 433; requiring 
sacrifice to the deities, 433 

Edomites, 6I2, 6I6 
education, 397 
egalitarian communities, 482, 487 
ego, 55 
Egypt under Roman rule, 4I6-I7 
Eighteen Benedictions, 369 
ekphrasis (rhetorical art works), 86 
elders, 352 
Eleazar, 26 I -62 
Eliezer (Rabbi), 370--71 
Elijah, 350 
Elisha, 350 
elites, 289, 399-406, 456, 469; civic, 387, 

394-96, 400, 403-4; conversion of. 
394-99, 622; economic activities, 523, 
536; imperial, 387, 396-400; retainers 
of. 459-60; values of. 458-59 

emancipatory theologies, I4-15, 2I-22 
ernie-eric distinction, 495, 507ni 
emperors, 454-57, 462--65, 488n6, 

567-68; as rule of the gods on earth, 
462-64 

emperor worship. 464-66, 470, 472, 
486-87; language of, 474 

empirical investigation, I 48-5 I 
en Christo (in Christ), 3I9-22, 33I-32, 592 
Encratite sect, 636 
enemies of the Roman order, 466 
l Enoch, 60I, 6I3-I4 
entente, 45 
Ephebus, Claudius, 397 
Ephesus, 85 
epilogues, I29 
episkopos, 352--53 
Epistu of Barnabas, I30, I37, 140 
epistolary genre, 183-86, 484 
equality, 4 I 8; before the law, 410 
equestrian order, 387, 4ll, 536, 546; as 

Christians, 573 
Eras~.394,566,568-71 

errors: Type I, 151; Type 2, lSI 
eschatological orientation, 355-56 
estates, 520--21 
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eternal life, 442 
ethic of subordination, 453-54 
ethics, 22--23, 303-4, 329, 348-49, 506 
Ethiopian eunuch, 630--3 I 
ethne, 493-95, 501-2, 505 
ethnic diversity, 507 
ethnic identity, 390--92, 476, 489, 

491-93, 506-7,592; defined,490, 
495, 499, SOI-6; in the New 
Testament, 499-502 

ethnicity, 499-502; distinguished from 
religion, 489-90 

ethnic theory, 507; circumstantialist 
position, 490--93, SOI; primordalist 
position, 490--91. 493, 501 

ethnocentric covenant, 596 
ethnographic literature, 494-95 
ethnography, 20, 505; of morals, 506 
ethnomethodology, 56 
ethnos, 493-96, 500, 504-5 
Eucharist, 347-48, 437, 483 
Euelpistos, 397 
Euelpistus, 567 
Eumachia, 95 
Eumeneia, 395 
Eumeneian formula, 407ni3 
evangelists, 634 
evidence: indirect, 523; testing of. 75 
exchange systems, unequal, 534 
excommunication, 365, 42I 
execution by stoning, 367 
exploitation: early Christian reactions to, 

549-50; economic, 534, 540-42; 
legitimization of. 535 

exports, SIS-20 
expulsion from the synagogues, 365-66, 

369-70,376,431 
externalization, 202--3 
exultation, 306 
4 Ezra: 2.1 I. 470; 3.34, 271; 4.6-37, 271; 

4.23-24, 617-18; 6.20, 6I8 

faith, 50, 475 
Faith and Piety in Early Judaism, 269 
false shepherds, 480 
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familia Caesaris (imperial household), 
396-98,545-47 

families, 88-89, 545; nuclear, 88 
family imagery, 304, 440, 476, 592 
family networks, 389, 391. See also social 

networks 
f~mers,544,558-59 

fasting, 499 
fathers, longing for, 609, 615, 617-18 
favorite sons, 601-2, 612, 617-18; and 

fratricidal conflict, 609 
feminist social history, I4, 21-22 
festivals of pilgrimage, 206 
Feuerbach, Ludwig, 42 
First Apology Gustin M~tyr), 368,381 
The First Urban Christians (Meeks), 12-13 
fish, 479 
The Five Gospels, I 6 I 
Flavian emperors, 463-64 
floors, decorated, 86 
Florus, 262 
folk psychology, 293 
food products, 515 
footnotes in John's gospel, 130 
forced labor, 460, 549. See also slavery 
forgiveness, 605 
form criticism, 4-6, 8, 132, 177 
fortresses, 254 
Fortunatus of c~thage, 570 
four-room houses, 83-84 
fratricidal conflict: within brotherhoods, 

602-5, 6I4, 618; and favorite sons, 609; 
guilt over, 603-4, 606-7; punishment 
for, 608 

freedrnen,566-67,570 
freedom, 306 
French School, 38-39 
frescoes, 86 
functionalism, 31, 33-34, 57, 150, 314 
The Functions of Social Coriflict ( Coser ), 36, 3 I 4 
furniture in Roman houses, 86 

Ci~us,376,419,428,466,469 

Cialba, 468 
Cialerius, 435, 560 

Cialilee, 4 I 8-28 
Ciallicanus, Ovinius, 570 
Ciamla, 248, 253 
garden houses, 87-88 
gender, 476, 592; and equality, 95; gender 

balance in gospel of Luke, 144-45; 
segregation by sex, 89, 92-95 

genealogies, I I 0-I3 
Genesis Rabbah, 2 71 
Cientile Christians, 325, 377-79, 381; 

conversion of. 3I7-I9, 322, 502, 559, 
619-20, 622-23; within the covenant 
coininunity, 593; as distinct from Jewish 
Christians, 369; and Mosaic Law, 362, 
368,377,435,589 

Cientiles, 144, 442, 495; persecution of 
Christians, 439-48 

geographical origins, 390-92 
Cierasene demoniac, 130-31 
Ciermania Capta coins, 457 
Ciermanicus, 468 
Ciestalt psychology, 198-99 
gesture, 297-98 
ghosts, 6I3 
gladiators, 556, 56I-62 
glossalalic experiences, 238-39 
Cinome, Manlia, 95 
Cinosticism, 279, 358 
Ciod: as an Other, 298; personification of. 

306; as sovereign in the world, 472-73, 
475,478,480,483-85,595 

the god/prince of this age, 442 
Ciolden Rule, 305 
good news, 4 74 
Ciorgonius, 567 
Gospel of Philip, I I 8 
Gospel of Thomas, 231-32, 234-35, 265 
gospels, 323; bibliography of works about, 

720-2I; historic approach to, 107-10; 
liter~y approach to, 6 I -62 

government, 409-I 0; in Hellenistic cities, 
413-18; in Judaea and Cialilee, 418-28; 
in the Roman Empire, 410-13 

governors, provincial, 4II-I2, 456 
Cireat Mother, 623-24 



Great Persecution, 433 
Greco-Roman background, bibliogtaphy of. 

718-20 
Greco-Roman model of rhetorical criticism, 

I73-76, 192n8 
Greco-Roman society, 348-49; benefaction 

networks, 399-40I; social mobility in, 
546-49; social stratification in, 386-99 

Greece, 4I3-I5; architecture, 85, 87, 
89-91, 93; cultural values, 237; 
philosophy, 344 

Greek and Latin Authors on Jews and Jerusalnn, 
497 

Grtek~English Lexicon of the New Testament (Arndt 
et al.), 495 

Greek language, 3 I 7 
Greisbach Hypothesis, 134 
grounded conceptualizations, 6 7 
group imagery, 338 
groups, 17,334n5,388-89,435 
Guals, 458 
guard posts, 254 
guilt, 612-13, 616 
Gunkel, Hetmann, 4 
gynaikonitis, 89 

Handbuch tier altcbrutlichen epigraphik, 567, 570, 
572 

Hanukkah, 206-7,211-12,214 
Hasmonean Jewish traditions, 249 
Hasmonean Revolt, 251-52, 259, 262 
head of the household, 89 
Hebrew Bible, 143, 300, 330, 332, 348; 

typologies from, 143 
Hebrew prophets, 583, 595 
Hebrews. See Jewish Christians 
Hegel, G. W. F., 31 
Hegesippus, 450 
Hell, 613 
Hellenistic cities government and public law, 

4I3-18 
Hellenists, 300, 317-22 
henotheism, 58I, 583 
Herculaneum, 83, 87 
heretics, 326 

hermits, 553 
Herod Antipas, 249 
Herodian family, 252 
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Herodian Mansion (Wahl Museum), 84-85 
Hetodium, 253 
Herod Philip, 249 
Herod the Great, 252, 259-61, 263, 419, 

479-80, 481. 529; construction projects 
of. 5I9-20; descendants of, 252, 420, 
426 

heuristic function, 76 
Hexapla, 279 
Hezekiah, 259-60 
Hienrici, C. F. Georg, 4 
hierourgonta, 354 
high priests, 423-25 
historical criticism, 7, 525 
history: Marxian concept of, 39-40; 

reliability of sources, 2I, 28n50, IOS-7, 
295-96; vs. social sciences, IO; and 
sociology, 12-14, 310 

holistic model of conversion, 626-29, 
638-40 

Holtzmann, Heinrich, 4 
holy war, 205, 212, 214--16 
Homilies on Genesis and Exodus, 284 
honor and shame, I9-20, 64, II 1-12, 

437 
House "a Graticcio;' 87 
households, 88-89, 545, 577-78; 

household loyalties vs. church loyalties, 
437-38 

House of Diana, 87, 93 
House of Fabius RufUs, 87 
House of Julia Felix, 88 
House of Meleagro, 94 
House of Pansa, 87 
House of the Bicentenary, 87 
House of the Faun, 90 
House of the Labyrinth, 94 
House of the Menander, 90-9 I 
House of the Vetri, 91, 94 
houses: adaptation for religious gatherings, 

95-100; churches constructed ovet, 95; 
four-room houses, 83-84; furniture in, 
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86; garden houses, 87-88; peristyle 
houses, 85-89, 98 

human agency, I98-99; and structuralism, 
I99-202 

human sacrifice, 437 
Hutchinson, Anne, 374 
hypotheses, 76--77, 148-54; Aramaic hymn 

hypothesis, I58-6I; Greisbach 
Hypothesis, I34; null hypothesis, 76, 
ISO; Sapir-Whorf hypothesis, I56; 
Three Source Hypothesis, I 34; Two
Gospel Hypothesis, I 34; Two Source 
Hypothesis, I 34 

Hyrcanus II, 259--60 

ideal numbers, 282 
ideal types, 293 
identity, 299-300, 439, 578, 592 
identity, Christian, 309-I2; cognitive 

dissonance of, 589-97; defining, 
319-22, 34I-42, 501--6; as distinctive, 
442; early terms for, 233; as a label, 
327-28,332,334ni,439,442;separau 
from Jewish identity, 326--28, 442, 
499-502; and social conflict, 313-16, 
319,326,333-34,47I 

identity, ethnic, 390-92, 476, 489, 49I-93, 
506--7, 592; defined. 490, 495, 499, 
501-6; in the New Testament, 499-502 

identity, Jewish: conflict over, 276, 3I9; 
Greek definitions of. 496; religiously 
defined ethnic people, 226--27, 230, 
238, 49I; Roman definitions of, 
496--500; separate from Christian 
identity, 326--28, 442, 499-502 

identity, racial, 489, 595-96 
identity, religious, 622. See also Christian 

identity; Jewish identity 
idolatry, 378, 473, 476, 556-57, 563 
idol-food, partakers of, 379, 531-32, 640 
Idumaeans, 612 
images, 473 
I-Me dialectic, 298, 305 
imperial elites, 387, 396-400 
imperial freedmen, 566--67, 570 

imperial household (familia Caesaris), 396--98, 
545-47 

imperial power: Christian groups use of, 
102, 451; limits of, 475 

imperial slaves, 459, 566--67, 570 
imperial theology: Matthew's subversion of, 

4 78-84; Paul's condemnation of, 
472-77; and Revelation, 484-87 

imperium, 4 I 0-II 
impluvium, 86 
imports, SIS-20 
incest, 437 
in Christ (en Christo), 3I9-22, 331-32, 592 
inconsistencies, 132-33 
indexicality, 296 
individuality, 38 
individuals interaction with themselves, 55 
inductive reasoning, 68-72, 149 
inequality, 456 
infancy of Jesus narratives, 150, 153-54 
In Memory of Her (Schiissler Fiorenza), 14 
innocence, comedy of, 600--60 I, 6 I 0-I I. 

614,618 
Die Inscbrijten wn Epbesos (Engelmann, Wankel, 

and Merkelbach ), 390, 402 
Inschrijten wn Pergamon, 402 
Inscbrijten wn Smyrna, 391 
Inscriptiones cbristianae urbis Romae, 398 
Inscriptiones graecae urbis romae, 389 
Inscriptiones Latinae Cbristianae Mtms, 570 
inscriptions, 395, 567-72; of Christian 

occupations, 5 71 
Inscriptions funirairts chritiennes de Carthage, 570 
institutionalization, 8-9, 300, 450 
insuw (apartment houses), 87, 92, 95, 

I03nl 
Insula Orientalis, 87 
inullectual wisdom, 343 
interactionist constructivism, 307 
internalization, 202-3 
The Interpretation of Cultures (Greetz ), 34 I 
inurpretations, 71, 74-75, 79nl I 
interval measurements, 66--68 
intra-Christian conflicts, 45I 
introspection, 582 



intuition, 52, 54 
lscrizioni cristiane di Romaif, 570 
Ishmael (Rabbi), 370 
Isis, 345, 623-24 
Islam, 226 
Italicus, Silius, 464 

Jacob: and Esau, 599, 6IO--I3, 6I8; twin o£ 
6I2 

James, 363; bibliography of works about, 
736-37; execution o£ 322, 376 

Jannaeus, Alexander, 6 I 6 
Januarius, Marcus Aurelius, 567 
Jerusalem, 84, 5I9 
Jerusalem Christians, 38 I 
Jesus: bibliography of works about, 72I-24; 

crucifixion o£ 474--75, 479, 485; 
debates with Pharisees, 499-50 I; 
historical studies o£ I 05-6; infancy 
narratives, ISO, I 53-54; leading people 
astray, 364; as logos, 28I, 283; miracles 
o£ I36-37, 532; missionary fervor 
mandated by, 227-29; parables o£ 265; 

parallels with the story of Joseph, 606, 
617; regard for, 232-33; women as 
followers o£ I45; words o£ 179-81, 
I93nl5,24I-42 

Jesus, brotherhood o£ 600, 606 
Jesus, genealogy o£ IIO--I3, 346; in the 

house of David, I 18, 120; illegitimacy 
o£ IIS-16, 121; as son of David, 
II O-Il, I22n8; as son of Joseph, II2; 
as son of Mary, Il2, II4--I5, 120 

Jesus, roles of: as Emmanuel, 479; as equal 
with God, 366-67; as the founder of 
Christianity, 24I-42; as king of the 
Jews, 454; as Lord, 137, 242; as the 
Messiah, 62, 304--5, 315-16, 365, 473; 
as a sophist, 447; as the source of law, 
344-45 

Jesus and Economic Questions 1 his Day 
(Oakman), 5I4 

Jesus as the Messiah cult, 62 
Jesus movement, 245n2, 269; as social 

protest, 247, 263-66 
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Jewish Antiquities 0osephus ), 363, 404 
Jewish background, bibliography o£ 716-I8 
Jewish calendar, 22I 
Jewish-Christian relations, 370--7I, 376, 

38I 
Jewish Christians, 309, 317, 325, 377-78, 

38I; as distinct from Gentile Christians, 
369; persecution by Jews, 364--65, 368 

Jewish community of Alexandria, 4I6-17 
Jewish customs, I43, 237-38, 299, 348, 

497, 499; Hasmonean traditions, 249; 
marriage, II 3-I 5 

Jewish identity: conflict over, 276, 3I9; 
Greek definitions o£ 496; religiously 
defined ethnic people, 226-27, 230, 
238, 491; Roman definitions o£ 
496-500; separate from Christian 
identity, 326-28, 442, 499-502 

Jewish laws, I43, 421, 424, 426-27, 498, 
590--92; Matthew's treatment o£ SOI; 
preservation o£ 4I9, 428 

Jewish monotheism, 269-7!, 273, 287 
Jewish revolt (66-74 C.E.), 25I, 253-54, 

270,323,376-77,412 
Jewish Scriptures, Christian interpretation 

o£ 330, 637 
Jewish vs. Judaean, 78n2 
Jezebel, 378 
John, gospel of: bibliography of works 

about, 729-30, 737; footnotes in, !30 

John the Baptist, 228, 238-39, 343, 350, 559 
Joseph (Mary's husband), I I2-I5; I20; 

dilemma resolved in a dream, II6-I8 

Joseph (son of Jacob), II2, 562; and his 
brothers, 600, 602-3, 6I4--I5; parallels 
with the history of Jesus, 606 

Jotapata. See Yodefat 
Jubilee, 600, 612 
Judaea, 4I8-28, 497 
Judaea Capra coins, 457 
Judah, III, 603,607-8 
Judaism, 49-50; conversion to, 6 I 9-20; 

rabbinical, 326, 365; separation from 
Christianity, 309, 36I-72, 376-78, 
380-82,504--5 
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Judas Iscariot, 599-600, 606, 6 I 7 
Judas lscariot and the Myth o/ Jewish Evil 

(Maccoby ), 599 
Judas the Galilaean, 420, 469, 583 
Julia Felix, 95 
Julian, 440 
justice, 4IS, 474, 482 

Kaursky, Karl, 4 
Keren Naphtali fortress, 252, 254 
Kingdom and Community (Gager), 8 
Kingdom of God, 348, 548 
kittim, 248, 250 
Klados, Tyrronius, 403 
knowledge, 54; scientific approaches to, lOS; 

scientific vs. particulate, 63-64 

labor: division of. 534; forced, 460, 549; 
manual, 564-65, 565; wage, SIS 

Iamb imagery, 485 
landlords, absentee, SIS 
landowners, SIS, 520 
land ownership, 456, 520-21 
language, 202, 31I, 340; of emperor 

worship, 474; Greek, 3I7; receptor 
language, I71, 192n3; source language, 
171; statistical linguistics, I 54-56 

lapsi, 450-SI 
last judgment, 276, 471-72, 485-86, 

6I3-I6,618 
Last Supper. See Lord's Supper 
latrines, public, 92 
law of nature, 273, 277, 285 
laws, 38, 285, 306, 4!0; public, 409-28; 

and Roman jurisdiction, 458. See also 
Mosaic Law 

laws, dietary, 250, 3I9, 377-79, 499-SOI, 
53I-32,640 

laws, Jewish, I43, 4I9, 42I, 424, 426--28, 
498,590-92 

leadership roles, 349-55, 358 
legates, 4 I I 
Legio XII Fulminata, 560 
leitourgos, 354 
listai, 252, 255-66 

listis, 255-66 
listeuoments, 257 
utter to Diognetus, 504-5, 562, 635-36 
utter to the Ephesians (Ignatius), 353 
utter to the Magnesians (Ignatius), 353 
Levites, 424-25, 607-8 
Likert-type response categories, 67 
linguistics, statistical, I54-56 
literary analysis, 127-28, I58-6I, I70-7I. 

I78, I85-86; measures and indicators, 
66--68; rabbinical, 524-25 

literary criticism, 7, 22, 65, I25-26 
literary source criticism, I25-27, ISO; for 

non-paralleled texts, I27-33; for 
paralleled texts, I27, I33-42 

logos, 271, 274, 345 
logos tomeus, 274, 283 
Lord's Prayer, 328 
Lord's Supper, 3I6, 320, 328-29, 333, 440, 

477; celebration of. 99; hosting 
of. !02 

love-pattiarchalism, 4 
love your neighbor as yourself. 236--37 
loyalty, 4 7 6 
L source, !09-IO, II2 
Liickes, Friedrich, 4 
Luke, gospel of. 243-44; bibliography of 

works about, 726--29; redaction criticism 
of. I44-45 

lunar/ solar calendar, 205 
Lydia of Thyatira, 95, 98, 99 

4 Maccabees: 5.4, 470; 8.IS, 470 
macro-level context, 74-75, 79niS 
madness of Christians, 445-4 7 
magical arts, 557, 563 
Magna, Plancia, 95 
"Magnificat of Mary;' I32 
Malchion, IOI 
Manichaeism, 289 
manual labor, 564-65, 565 
Mariccus, 468 

Mark, gospel of. 243-44; bibliography of 
works about, 725-26; Gentile context 
of. 499-SOI 



marriage customs, II3-IS, 348 
martyrdom, S-6, 432-33, 442-48, 470, 

48I, 486, 567, 62I, 637; of soldiers, 
560,565 

Martyrdom of A.gape, 445 
Martyrdom of Ptrpetua, 443, 445 
Martyrdom of Pionius, 440, 443-4 7 
Martyrdom of Polycarp, 432, 439-40, 443, 

446,495 
Martyrdom of Saints Carpus, Papylus, and A.gathonic, 

440 
martyrs, 440 
The Martyrs (Riddle), 5 
Mary (mother of Jesus), 112-IS, I20 
Mary (mother of John Mark), 98 
Masada, 253, 456 
masochism, 604, 6IS 
master and slave metaphor, 544 
material artifacts, 29I, 395, 526; of 

Christianity, 503 
materialist ecclesiology, 42 
Maticlia, 98 
Matthew, gospel of, 500--50 I; bibliography 

of works about, 724-25; Jewish 
perspective of, 142-44; redaction 
criticism of, I 42-44; subversion of 
imperial theology, 4 78-84 

meaning, 170-71, 297-98, 302; 
performative, 70 

measure,28I-82,287 
meat, sacrificed to idols, 379, 53I-32, 640 
mechanical solidarity, 3 7 
Mediterranean culture, I0-12, I9-20, 

27n44, 71,93 
memorization of biblical passages, 63 
merchants, 565, 573 
Messiah, Jesus as, 62, 304-5, 3IS-I6, 365, 

473 
messianic movements, 3 I 5 
Messianic Secret, I 3 I 
metaphors: of master and slave, 544; of 

shepherd and sheep, 366 
methodological atheism, I 6 
methodology, 15-I9, 31, 33-34, 37, 

I48-54; bibliography, 710-I6; 
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categorization of, 9-10; 
ethnomethodology, 56; for evaluation of 
sources, 67, 109, 522-25; of history, 7, 
525; of literary criticism, 7, 22, 65; of 
literary source criticism, I27-42; 
quantitative, 52; of structurism, I98; 
text-based, I76-78, I93nll 

micro-level phenomenon, 74-75, 79niS 
Middle Platonism, 271 
mikvaoth, 249 
military power, 4I2-I3, 456-57 
military service, 556-6I 
mimes, 556 
Mind, Self and Society (Mead), 54, 202 
miracles, 62I, 637; of Jesus, I36-37, 532 
Miriam, 350 
Mishnah, 269, 522, 524-25 
The Mission and Expansion of Christianity in the 

First Three Centuries (Harnack), 505 
missionary fervor, 225-29, 306-7, 628 
missionary techniques: Socratic dialogue, 

640 
mithraeum, 95-96 
Mithraism, 226,389,620,622-23 
models, IS, I7-I9, 73, 78; conversion-

commitment, 624; Greco-Roman 
rhetorical criticism, I73-76, I92n8; 
holistic model of conversion, 626-29, 
638-40; Mediterranean culture, IO-I2; 
modernist economy, 5 I 6-I 7; primitivist 
economy, SI6-I7, 520 

moderation, 552 
modernist model of economy, 5 I 6-I 7 
modernity, 42-43 
monasticism, 553 
monotheism, 290, 3I7, 452n2, 472, 530; 

Christian, 289; Jewish, 269-71, 273, 
287 

Monumenta asiae minoris ant~, 403 
Moon, Sun Myung, 625, 627 
morality, 22-23, 303-4, 329, 348-49, 506; 

sexual, 640 
moral order, universal, 272, 274 
moral superiority, rhetoric of, 49 I 
Mormon Church, 625-26 
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morphemes, I 55 
Mosaic Law, 272-73, 344-45, 590-92; 

and Gentile Christians, 362, 368, 377, 
435,589 

Moses, II2-I3, 350 
M source, IOB-9, I I2 
Muilenburg, James, I76-78 
Muilenburg's text-based rhetorical criticism, 

I76-78, I93nll 
musical analogies, 272 
mutual assistance, 236-37 
mystical orientation, 356 

Nahal Hever cave, 253 
nationhood, 502 
Nazarenes, 3I6, 326, 33I 
Nazareth, II9 
neighborhood networks, 390, 392. See also 

social networks 
Neoplatonic systems, 278, 28I-82 
Nuo,428,432,455,457,462-64,467 
Nero pretenders, 468 
New Documents Illustrating Early Christianity, 

565,570 
New Eusebius: Documents, 433 
new religious movements (NRMs ), 362, 

380, 638-39; convusion to, 6I9-20, 
622-25, 627; modern, 625-26 

new rhetoric, I8I-82 
The New Rhetoric (Perelman and Olbrechts

T yteca ), I 82 
New Testament, 65, 325, 327-28, 358, 

499-502; formation of, 330; Greek 
editions, 65, I 52; materialist reading of, 
14; modern feminist translations, 294 

The New Testament World (Malina), IO 
Nicea, council of, 310 
Nichiren Shoshu Amuica, 626 
Nicodemism, 44 
night watchmen, 4 I 8 
Noah's ark, 284 
noble death, 260 
nominal indications, 66-67 
non-theism, religious, 304 
nonviolent resistance, 483 

normative inconsistency theory, 581-83 
Novatianists, 45 I 
NRMs (new religious movements), 362, 

380, 638-39; conversion to, 6I9-20, 
622-25, 627; modun, 625-26 

nuclear families, 88 
null hypothesis, 76, ISO 
numbers, 28 I; ideal, 282 
numerological symbolism, 271-73,282-87, 

346 
Nympha, 98 

oath of allegiance, 465 
objectivation, 202-3 
objectivity, 122n3 
observation, units of, 66-67 
occupation networks, 389-90, 392. See also 

social networks 
occupations, 422, 533; of Christians, 

564-72, 569, 57l; considered unworthy, 
555-64, 573; of disciples, 542-43, 586 

occus,90 
Octavian, 257-58 
Octavianus, Caius Julius Caesar. See Augustus 
Oedipus, 437 
office charisma, 46-48, 50-SI 
oikos (or oikia ), 88, 96 
Old Testament, 330, 358 
Old Testament Pseudepigripba, 271 
oligarchies, 415 
Olynthus, 85, 89 
On Charisma and Institution Building (Weber), 

339 
On fllustrious Men (Nepos), 93-94 
On the Special Laws (Philo of Alexandria), 89, 

Il4 
opttationalization, IS I 
Oplontis, villa of, 90 
oppression, early Christian reactions to, 

549-50 
oral traditions, I 26 
ordinal measurement, 66-67 
otganic solidarity, 3 7 
orphans, support of, 533 
orthodoxy, defining, 325-26, 341-42 



Ostia, 87, 95 
ostiarius (doorkeeper), 9 I 
otherness, 434-39, 449, 494, 502; of 

Christians, 504 
over-socialization, 204, 2I7n8 
Oxyrinchos &pyri, 256 

pagans, 442, 549, 563 
Palestine, economy of. S I I. S I 4-22, 

525-27 
Palmyra, 85 
pan-arithmism, 283 
Papias, 134 
papyrus texts of Christian occupations, 

570-72,571 
Parable of the Great Supper, 346 
parablepsis, I 38 
parables, I 44, 265, 338, 543--44, 550 
paraenetic argumentation, I83, I86, I94n22 
parasitic economic relationships, 5I5-I6 
Pareto, Vilfredo, 3I, 34 
passive resistance, 449 
patriarchal households, 476, 482 
patriarchs, 604, 607, 609-IO; favoring one 

son,60I-2,6I2,6I7-I8 
patronage, 98, 477; of the bishop, 102--3 
Paw,235-36,243,3I8-22,348-49,43I, 

577-79; bibliography of works about, 
730-33; Christian community of. I2, 
50, 471-78, 502-3; Christian identity 
and cognitive dissonance, 587-97; pre
Christian identity, 585-87; Roman 
citizenship of, 586-87 

Pauline epistles: authenticity of, I28, I57; 
bibliography of works about, 733-36 

Paul of Samosata, IOI-2, 45I-52 
Pawus, Sergius, 405, 630-3I 
Pax Romana, 93, 269 
peace and security, 473-74 
peasants,254-55,460-62,537,54I-42; 

diet of, SIS; economic conditions of. 
52I-22, 526, S27nS; forfeiture of land 
due to indebtedness, 520-21 

peasant societies, 5I2-I3 
Peasant Society and Culture (Redfield), 512 

Peasants (Wolf), 5I2 
penance, 450 
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pentecontad calendar, 205, 218ni2 
Pentecostal churches, 388 
performative meanings, 70 
Pergamon, 85 
peristyle houses, 85-89, 98 
Perperua, 445 
penecution,235,317,35I,362-63, 

43I-34, 450-SI; of Christians by 
Gentiles, 439-48; of the church in 
Jerusalem, 586; of Jewish Christians by 
Jews, 364-65, 368; of minority groups, 
434-39 

personality, dyadic nature of, 582-83 
personal property, 543; early Christian 

attitudes toward, 551-52 
penonal relationships with the divine 

presence, 53 I 
pmuasion, 170-71, 173, 183, 449 
Pesach-Mazzoth, 206-7, 214; polarity with 

Sukkoth, 209, 211 
Peter, 235, 319, 322; bibliography of works 

about, 737 
Pharisees, 237, 499-501 
phenomenological sociology, 56, 201 
Philadelphia in Lydia, 96 
Philemon, 98, 566 
Philippian jailer, 630-3I 
Philoromus, 397 
philosophical pragmatism, 53-54 
philosophy, 64 
Phoebe of Cenchrae, 95, 98 
phonemes, 155 
pietas, 435-36, 439 
Pilate, Pontius, 137,264,419,469,481,529 
pilgrimage festivals, 206 
pilgrimages, 205,212, 214-16 
Pionios, 44 7 
piracy, 256-57, 467 
Platonic philosophy, 273; Middle Platonism, 

271. See also Neoplatonic systems 
plebeians, 387 
The Polish Peasant in Europe and America 

(Thomas and Znaniecki), 52 
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Politics (Aristotle), 2 9 
Polycarp, 44 7 
Pompeii, 83,86--87,90 
Pompey, 257, 259, 263, 470 
population, 5 I 5; Christian, 432, 453, 503; 

Jewish, 496; of the Roman Empire, 536 
pork, prohibition against, 250 
porneia (sexual immorality), 378 
positivism, 31, 52 
postmodernism, 179, 193nl4, 217n4 
poststructuralism, 217n4 
pottery, red glazed, 518 
poverty, 145; as symbolic, 622 
Povtrry and Charity in Roman Palestine (Hamel), 

514 
power, 21; Christian groups use of, 102, 

451; limits of, 475; military, 412-13, 
456-57; misuse of. 482; unequal, 35 

Power and Pri11ilege (Lenski), 513 
Power Elite (Mills), 36 
power networks, 453, 455-56. Set also social 

networks 
Praetorian guards, 4 I 7 
preaching, 63 7 
prefects, 4 I I 
Pre-Festal Octaves, 206--8; in the gospels, 

208--11,214 
pride, 302 
priests, 354-55; casttation of. 624; high 

priests, 423-25 
primary sources, I 06--8 
primitivist model of economy, 516-17, 520 
Primus, Aurelius, 570 
the prince of this world, 442 
Prisca and Aquila, 98 
privacy, 91-92, 97 
private property, 535; confiscation of, 445 
probability, 152 
proclamations, 341-42 
proconsuls, 411 
production, modes of. 529, 532-35, 554n7; 

based on slavery, 539-40; early Christian 
reactions to, 549-53; in the Roman 
Empire, 535-39 

profane vs. sacred. 38 

prophecy, 350--51, 484; fulfillment of. 
143-44 

prophetic charisma, 46-48 
Prophet-Messiah debate, 364 
Prosenes, Marcus Aurelius, 398 
prostitutes, 485 
prostitution, 549, 556-68 
Prote'liangelium of james, I 53--54 
proverbial wisdom, 343 
provincial governors, 411-12, 456 
Psalms of David, 601 
Psalms of So/Qmon, 470, 480 
pseudonyms, use of, 66, 78n6 
psychoanalysis and sociology, 57-58 
psychology, bibliography, 713-14 
psychosomatic illness, 604-5, 608 
public laws, 409-10; in Hellenistic cities, 

413-18; in Judaea and Galilee, 418--28; 
in the Roman Empire, 410-13 

Punica, 464 
punishment, 275-78, 421-22, 445, 480; 

capital, 421, 426; corporal, 421; for 
fratticidal conflict, 608; talcnit:, 276, 285 

purification, 208--9; from fratticidal past, 
605 . 

Puritans, suppression of deviance, 374-75 
purity laws, 499-500 
purity systems, 58 I 

(l, 108,134,137,142,228,230,232, 
240,265,328,351 

(luadratilla, Ummidia, 98 
Quadratus, Antius Aulus Julius, 401-2 
Quakers, 374-75 
(lumran, 248 
Qumran Pesher Habakkuk, 470 
(lumran Pesher Nahum Fragments, 4 70 
quotidianization, 47, 59n9 

rabbinic Judaism, 326, 360nl8, 365; 
literature of. 524-25 

racial identity, 489, 595-96 
radical social history, 14-15, 21-22 
Rahab, III 
Rank, Otto, 615 



rape victims, I I4, I2I-22 
rational choice theory, 34, 56-57 
reader-response rhetoric, I78-79, I90 
reality theory, 56 
reasoning, ?I; circular, 64; deductive, ?I, 

73, 75-77, I49; inductive, 68-72, I49 
rebellion against Roman governors, 428, 456 
reception rooms, 90 
receptor language, I ?I, I92n3 
recruitment, 624, 633 
RtCULil des chritimnes de Macidoine, 570 
recursive practices, I 98 
redaction criticism, I25-26; gospel of Luke, 

I44-45; gospel of Matthew, I42-44 
redemption, 44-45, 284; institutionalized, 

5 I. Su also salvation 
reductionism, I 6 
reflexive awareness, 298 
Relatio, 436 
relevances attached to meanings, 70 
reliability, 68, I 52 
religion, 31, 37-38, 40-4I, 43, 58n6, 2SI, 

423-28; distinguished from ethnicity, 
489-90; and social control, 5; sociology 
of, 268, 340. See also specific religions 

religion of the fathers, 445 
religion of virtuosos, 44-45 
religiosity, SO, 62 
religious conflicts, 268 
religious economy, 287 
religious gatherings, adaptation of houses 

for, 95-IOO 
religious identity, 622. See also Christian 

identity; Jewish identity 
religious imaginations, I 4 7 
religious leaders, 480-SI; supported by the 

religious community, 533, 548 
religious non-theism, 304 
religious toleration, edicts for, 433 
remarriage, 348 
rents, 457, 460, SIS-I6, 52I 
repetitions. See duplications of material 
replication studies, I 52 
research process, I 48-5 I 
resistance, acts of, 469-70 

restitution, 42 I 
restriction, 485 
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Resurrection, 479, 48I;chronology of, I33 
retribution, 286--87 
Revelation: bibliography of works about, 

737-38; and imperial theology, 484--87 
revenge, 6IO, 6IS 
revitalization movement, 248 
revolts against Rome, 468-70. Su also specific 

rfl'Olts 

rhetoric, I69-72, I9I-92n2 
rhetorical art works (ekpbrasis), 86 
rhetorical criticism, I69-70, I72, I9~9I; 

benefits of, I95n33; Greco-Roman 
model, I73-76, 192n8; Muilenburg's 
text-based methodology, 176--78, 
I93ni I; new rhetoric, I8I-82; reader
response rhetoric, I78-79, I90; 
rhetoric-as-argument approach, I 82-86; 
Semitic rhetoric, I79-8I; socio
rhetorical criticism, 22, 28n52 

rhetorical situation, I92n5 
rhetoric-as-argument approach to rhetorical 

criticism, I 82-86 
righteousness, 4 7 4. See also salvation 
riots, 467 
The Rise of Christianity (Stark), 9 
ritual practices, 240, 316, 328, 440, 462; 

bathing, 249; emperor worship, 464-66, 
470, 472, 474, 486--87; eucharistic rites, 
338 

roads and bridges, 457-58 
Roman architecture, 85-95 
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serfs, 538-39, 542 
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service cities, 517 
services, 457, 459-60 
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seven visions, 486 
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Severa, Julia, 402-3 
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sexual morality, 640 
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Spencer, Herbert, 3 I 
State and Society in Roman Gali!Le (Goodman), 
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Statistical Analysis System, I 64 
statistical data analysis, I 5 I; and 

arithmetical operations, 67-68, 79n7; 
significance, I 52 

statistical linguistics, I 48, I 54-56 
Statistical Package for the Social Sciences, 
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statistical textual analysis, I48, I 54-57; of 

the prologue of John, 157-6I 
status inconsistency, 633-34, 638 
Stephanas, 98-99 
Stephen, 317, 362 
stereotypes, 3I2, 49I 
stibadium, 90 
stimulus-response conditioning, 297 
Stoicism, 48, 344, 348-49 
stoning, 36 7 
structuralism, 197-99; and human agency, 

199-202 
structuration theory, 20I, 310-11, 314 
structure, 198, 310 

structurist methodology, I 98 
stylistic devices, I 7I 
subjectivity, 106--7 
subordination ethic, 453-54 
suicide, 36--37 
Lt suicide (Durkheim), 36--37 
Sukkoth, 206--7, 214; polarity with Pesach-

Mazzoth, 209, 21 I 
superiority, 459, 491 
superstitio, 436 
symbolic interactionism, 31, SI-57, 7I, 

201-2,292-93,307 
symbolic realism, 201-2 
symbolic universe, 198-99, 217n4 
symboling, 293-98, 301-4, 307 
Symmachus, 436 
sympathy, 305 
synagogues, 96, 497, 578; in Rome, 391, 

404 
synoptics, I33-39, 147-48; order of, 

I 40-42. See also Luke, gospel of; Mark, 
gospel of; Matthew, gospel of 

syntax, ISS-56 
Syrian Goddess (Lucian), 636 

tablinum, 86, 89, 9I 
talionic punishment, 276, 285 
Talmud, 522, 524 
Talmudische Okonomie (Ben-David), 513 
Tamar, III 
Tatian, 450 
Tavia of Smyrna, 98 
tax collectors, 420, 549 
taxes, 425, 456-60, 478-79, 5I5-I6, 

549-50; agricultural, 536; calculation of, 
521-22; census, 54I-42, 550; indirect, 
462; payment of, 499, 535 

teacher/ disciple communications, 351-52 
teachers, 563-64 
teleological ethnography of empire, 506 
Temple: dedication of. 2I4-16; destruction 

of, 323, 428, 497; restoration of, 205, 
212 

Temple cult, 5 I 9 
Temple Restoration Gestalt, 199, 205 
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tenants, 515, 542 
Ten Commandments associated with the ten 

plagues, 284--85 
tendential regularities, 75 
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Testament of Benjamin, the Twelfth Son of Jacob and 

Rachel, 6 I 4-I 6 
Testament of Judah, the Fourth Son of Jacob and Leah, 

6Il, 615-16 
Testament of Reuben, 606-7 
Testament of Simeon, the Second Son of Jacob and 

Leah, 602-7, 609 
Testament of the Twelve Patriarchs, 600-60 I 
Testament of Zebulon, the Sixth Son of Jacob and 

Leah, 607-9 
text-based rhetorical criticism, I 76-78, 

I93nll 
Theodosian Code, 442 
Theodotus, 565 
theology, 22-23, 3I, 51. 402; Christian, 

278, 281, 323-24; imperial, 472-87; vs. 
social sciences, I 6-I 7 

theophany, 208, 210-I I. 2I4, 2I8n20 
theories, I49; cognitive dissonance, 8-9, 

579--84, 587--88; of criticism, 3I; 
dialectical processes, 73-74; ethnic 
theory, 490-93, SOl, 507; normative 
inconsistency, 581--83; rational choice, 
34, 56-57; reality theory, 56; Social 
Identity Theory, 26n3l, 3Il-l3; of 
social sciences, 13, I?-19, 29-58; 
sociological ambivalence, 581--82; source 
dependence, I47-48, 153-54; speech 
act theory, I 7I; structuration theory, 
201, 310-I I. 314 

A Theory of Cognitive Dissonance, 580 
Therapeutae sect, 276 
thieves, 427 
this age, 44 I 
Thomas theorem, 52 
Three Source Hypothesis, 134 
Thundering Legion, 560 
Thyestes, 437 
Tiberius, 467 
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Titus, 454, 459, 463-65, 473 
tolls, 550 
lA topographic ligendaire des ivangilu en Ttrre Sainte 

(Halbwachs ), 39 
Torah, 498, 590 
Torre Annunciata, 90 
Totem and Taboo (Freud), 600 
towns, 255 
trade, 517-20; foreign, 518-20; rabbinic 

restrictions on, 5I7-I8, 520 
Trade and Market in the Early Empires (Polanyi, 

Arensberg, and Pearson), 5I2 
tradition deficit, 300 
traditions, 325-26; development of, 

299-30I; promulgation of, 341; 
reclaimed, 250; tolerance of, 465 

Trajan, 463, 465, 467, 568 
transformation, 198 
trials of Christians, 443-45 
tribute, 414, 420, 457-58, 477; payment 

of. 535; withholding of, 470 
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the Trinity, 283, 284, 329 
truth, scientific approaches to, I 05 
Two-Gospel Hypothesis, I34 
two-horizons interpretation, 171-72, 182 
Two Source Hypothesis, I 34 
Two Ways material, 129, 137, 140 
Type I error, lSI 
Type 2 error, lSI 
types, ideal, 293 
typifications, 73, 77 

Uhlhorn, Gerhard, 4 
Umwelt (cognitive constructed environment), 

202 
under-socialization, 204, 2I7n8 
understandings, 69, 71; interpretive, 79nll 
Unification Church, 388, 625, 627 
universal moral order, 272, 274 
urbanization, 254-55 
usury, 548 
utopian, and sacred, 4I-42 
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Valerian, 433, 567; edict confiscating 
Christian property, 445; edict to 
eliminate Christianity, 398 

validity. 68, I52 
values: bibliography of works about, 

748-SI; of elites, 458-59; Greek, 237; 
social, I 9-20 

variables, I 50-5 I 
Varro, M. Terrentius, 260 
Veleda (prophetess), 46 7 
verbal agreement, I 52 
Verres, 94, 4 II 
verse length analysis, I 58-6 I 
Vespasian, 463-65, 468, 478 
viewpoints, changes in, I 30-3 I 
villages, 255 
Villa of the Mysteries, 86, 87 
vine imagery. 605 
virginal conception, IIO, II4, II6-2I, 

I44-45 
visions, II 6; in series of seven, 486 
Vitellius, 458 
Vitruvius, 89-9I, 93, 94 
vocabulary, I28-29, I56-57 
voluntary associations (collegia), 467, 475, 

483 

wage labor, SIS 
wages, 534, 540, 550 
walls, decorated, 86 
war: just, 559; prohibitions against, 558-59 
warrants, I 85 
watchmen, 4 I 8 
watch towers, 254 
water supplies, 85-86 

The Way, 442 
wealth, I45,532,547,550;common 

ownership of. 543; unequal distribution 
of, SIS 

weight, 281. 286-87 
Weisse, C. H., I34 
Weitling, Wilhelm, 4 
Wellhausen, Julius, I27 
Wbm Prophecy Failed, 580 
wholeness, I98-99 
widows, support of, 533 
Winter Palace at Jericho, 252 
Winthrop, John, 374 
wisdom, 343 
witch trials of I692, 375 
Wohl Museum (Herodian Mansion), 84-85 
women, 95, 144-45, 476; bibliography of 

works about, 746-48; as followers of 
Jesus, I45; in genealogies, III; as 
leaders, 98, 437; in new religious 
movements, 623; quarters of, 89 

word frequency, I56-58 
word length analysis, I 56-58 
the world/ this world, 44 I 
worship patterns, 30I 
worship services, I 00-I 03 
Wundt, Wilhelm, 293 

Yodefat,248,253,255 

Zealots,26I-62,469,602 
Zechariah, 2IO 
Zenodorus, 259-60 
Zeugma, 85 
Zipf's law, I 57 
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